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Preface

I f you're reading this book, you probably don't need to be told that
Apple Computer's Macintosh is an extraordinary personal computer.
It does things you may never have seen a computer do before, in
ways you'd never even imagined. If you've wondered what goes on
behind the scenes to make the magic happen, this book is for you. By
the time you've finished it, the inner workings of the Macintosh will
stand revealed before your eyes, and you'll be able to use its built-in
User Interface Toolbox to perform the same magic in your own
programs.
One thing must be said, however, right at the outset: the Toolbox is for experienced programmers , not beginners. To get the most
out of this book, you should have some previous experience (the
more the better) in at least one high-level programming language.
The programming examples given here are written in Pascal, but the
general principles they embody are applicable in other languages as
well. If Pascal isn't your native programming tongue, you should at
least be able to pick up enough of it to follow the logic of the
programming examples and apply them in your own preferred language. The book will offer a few hints to help you over the rough
spots, but in general it's assumed that you're already acquainted with
the syntax and semantics of standard Pascal. (For hard-core bit
bangers, there's also information on how to use the Toolbox in assembly language.)
The only other assumption is that you want to know how the
Macintosh user interface works from the inside. Whether you're a
professional software developer, a college student, a midnight
hacker, or just the kind of person who likes to take watches apart
and see what makes them tick, read on and behold the Macintosh
revealed.
STEPHEN CHERNlCOFF

Berkeley1 California
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CHAPTER

§[!]-------All the Tools You
Need

What

sets the Macintosh apart from other personal computers
is its revolutionary user interface. In plain English, an interface is a
junction or boundary where two things meet. In computerese, it
refers to the set of rules and conventions by which one part of an
organized system Qike the Macintosh) communicates with another.
Wherever two components of the system come together, they exchange information by way of an interface.
The Macintosh system consists partly of hardware (physical
components such as chips, circuits, and other electronic and mechanical devices) and partly of software (programs). The most important
component of all is the human being "out there," peering at the
screen and fiddling with the mouse and keyboard. This flesh-andblood component of the system is known, in technical parlance, as
the user. So the user interface is the set of conventions that allow the
human user to communicate with the rest of the system.
In the past, user interfaces were typically based on a screen full
of text characters (usually displayed in garish green) and a keyboard
for typing them. To tell the computer what to do, you had to memorize a complex command language, so you could press exactly the
right keys in exactly the right order. If your actions didn't conform to
what the computer expected of you, it would tell you so in terms
ranging from curt to unintelligible. On the whole, it was sometimes
hard to tell that the human was the boss and the computer the
servant, instead of the other way around.
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Macintosh changes all that. In place of the time-honored character screen and keyboard, it uses a high-resolution, "bit-mapped" display and a hand-held pointing device , called a mouse. The result is a
whole new way of communicating between people and computers.
The bit-mapped screen can present information in vivid visual form,
using pictorial "icons ," elaborate graphical effects, and varied patterns and textures. Text can be depicted exactly as it will appear on
the printed page-in black characters on a white background, with a
variety of typefaces, sizes, and styles. The mouse provides a direct,
natural way of giving commands, by pointing and manipulating
images directly on the screen instead of typing arcane command
sequences from the keyboard.
The programmers at Apple have put a great deal of thought and
effort into how best to take advantage of these features to produce a
user interface that feels natural and comfortable. The result of their
efforts is the User Interface Toolbox, a body of tightly engineered,
lovingly hand-crafted machine-language code that's built into every
Macintosh in read-only memory (ROM). With it, you can write programs that use overlapping windows, pulldown menus , scroll bars,
dialog boxes, and all the other wonders you see on the Macintosh
screen. This book will teach you how.

Strictly speaking, the contents of the Macintosh ROM are divided into
three parts: the Macintosh Operating System, which handles low-level
tasks such as memory management, disk input/output, and serial communications; the QuickDraw graphics routines, which are responsible
for everything displayed on the screen; and the User Interface Toolbox, which implements the higher-level constructs of the user interface, such as windows and menus. As a rule, we'll be using the term
Toolbo(( to refer loosely to the entire body of built-in code that's
available to a running program; only occasionally will we use it in the
narrower sense of the user-interface code alone, as distinct from the
Operating System and QuickDraw.

How This Book Is Organized
The book is divided into two volumes. Volume One, Unlocking the
Toolbox, presents the underlying foundations on which the Toolbox
is built: basic conventions and utilities, memory management, QuickDraw graphics, resources (one of the cornerstones of the Macintosh
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software design), program startup, and text display. Once you've
mastered these fundamentals, you're ready for Volume Two, Programming with the Toolbox, which you now have in your hands. Here
you'll learn about the various parts of the Macintosh user interface
and how they work:
'
• Chapter 2, "Keeping Up with Events," introduces the concept of events,
the basic mechanism for monitoring the user's actions with the mouse
and keyboard, and shows how lo structure a program around them.
• Chapter 3, "Windows on the World," tells how to maintain and manipulate overlapping windows on the screen.
• Chapter 4, "What's on the Menu?" deals with pulldown menus and how
to use them to accept commands from the user.
• Chapter 5, "Scissors and Paste," describes the facilities built into the
Toolbox for simple cut-and-paste text editing.
• Chapter 6, "At the Controls," discusses controls that the user can manipulate directly with the mouse, such as on-screen "pushbuttons" and
scroll bars.
• Chapter 7, "Meaningful Dialogs," covers alert and dialog boxes, used to
display status messages and to request information or instructions from
the user.
• Chapter 8, "Files at Your Fingertips," is about disk files and how to
work with them.

Because the Toolbox includes such a broad range of facilities and
features, it's impossible to cover them all in this book. We've tried to
include those features that most programmers will need for most
applications, but unavoidably, some topics had to be left out because
of time and space limitations. Some of these missing topics, such as
printing, sound, and desk accessories, will be covered in our forthcoming Volume Three, and the most recent additions to the Macintosh
family, the Macintosh SE and Macintosh II, in Volume Four. The ultimate, comprehensive source of information on the Toolbox is Apple's
own Inside Macintosh manual.

A central feature of this second volume is a fully worked example program, a simple interactive text editor named MiniEdit. As each
part of the Toolbox is discussed, its use is illustrated in detail by
examining the relevant routines of the example program: those dealing with events in Chapter 2, windows in Chapter 3, and so on . A
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complete listing of the program is given for reference and study in
Appendix H.
The example program serves two purposes . First, it illustrates
concretely how to use the various parts of the Toolbox. Second, once
you understand how it works, you can use it as a "shell" within
which to develop your O\ivn application programs. The MiniEdit program already includes all the Toolbox calls needed to implement the
standard features of the user interface-for instance, to display
pulldown menus when the user presses the mouse in the menu bar,
or move windows around on the screen when the user drags them
by their title bars-so it can save you from having to "reinvent the
wheel" every time you write a program of your own. By returning
the mail-order form at the end of this volume, you can order a
software disk containing the source code of the MiniEdit program.
Then instead of writing your own programs from scratch, you can
just modify the existing program for whatever application you
choose .

Beware, however: although the program has been tested and found to
work, it is offered with no guarantees. A well-known programmer's
axiom states that testing can reveal the presence of bugs, but not their
absence . Please report any bugs and suggested corrections to the
author, in care of Howard W. Sams & Co.

How to Use This Book
With the exception of Chapter 1, each chapter in this book consists of
two complementary parts: the basic text of the chapter and the
subsequent reference sections. They are designed to be used in parallel. The text chapters are intended to be read more or less sequentially, from beginning to end. Their purpose is to give you an overall
conceptual under standing of the Toolbox and how to use it, without
attempting to cover all the minute details. Cross-references enclosed
in square brackets, such as (2 .1.1), will lead you to the relevant
reference sections, where you'll find detailed descriptions of individual Toolbox procedures, functions, constants, variables, and data
types. When you encounter one of these for the first time, follow the
cross-reference to the reference section for the details. Together, the
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text and reference sections will teach you step by step what you need
to know to use the Toolbox in your own programs.
After you've learned the basic concepts, you'll find the reference
sections useful on their own for refreshing your memory or looking
up specific facts and details. The reference sections are organized for
quick reference rather than sequential reading. Although their structure generally parallels that of the text chapters, they don't always
treat topics in exactly the same order or build logically on what's
gone before. Thus you may find some of the material in the reference
sections hard to follow at first, because it refers to topics you haven't
yet learned. Try not to let this bother you-just skip the parts that
don't make sense and come back to them later when you're better
prepared to understand them. You'll also find some subjects covered
in the reference sections that aren't discussed at all in the text chapters; once you've acquired a working knowledge of the Toolbox, you
can come back and pick up these extra topics by browsing the
r efer ence sections on your own.

What's in the Reference Sections
Each r eference section is headed by a set of Pascal declarations
de fining the Toolbox entities-procedures, functions, constants, variables, and data types-discussed in that section. The declarations give
the names of the entities being defined, along with additional information you need in order to use them, such as the number, order,
and types of a procedure's parameters, the type of value a function
returns, or the names and types of a record's fields. Following the
declarations are a series of notes explaining the meaning and use of
the Toolbox entities being discussed. Finally, most reference sections
end with a box containing further information of interest to assembly-language programmers only.
b'.2~

EventRecord = [~£Q[~
what
1essage
when
where
1odifiers
___ ,
end·

: INTEGER;
: LONGINT;
: LONSINT;
Point;
: INTEGER

<Event type}
<Type-dependent infor1ation}
CTi1e of event on syste1 clock}
{"ouse position in global coordinates}
<State of 1odifier keys and 110use button}

Program 1-1 A type declaration
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For the benefit of readers unfamiliar with Pascal, let's !oak at a
few examples of the reference declarations and how to read them.
Program 1-1 shows a typical Pascal type declaration of the kind you'll
find in the reference sections. (This one, in fact, is t aken from section
[2.1.1).) The declaration says that EventRecord is the name of a record
type with five components, or fields. The first field is named what and
holds a value of type INTEGER; the second, message, and the third, when,
both hold values of type LONGI NT; the fourth is named where and is of
type Point; and the fifth, modifiers, is of type INTEGER. To the right of each
field definition is a comment (enclosed in the Pascal comment brackets {and}) describing the meaning of that field: for instance, field when
represents the time on the system clock when the event occurred.
(We'll be learning about events and the system clock in Chapter 2.) If
theEvent is the name of a record in your program of type EventRecord,
the expression
theEvent. when

denotes a value of type LO NGINT giving the time of the event on the
system clock.
2[Q£~g~[~

SetNTitle
(theWi ndo• : Nindo•Ptr;
ne•Title : Str2551 ;

<Pointer to the •indo•}
CNet1 title}

Program 1-2 A procedure declaration

Program 1-2 shows an example of a procedure declaration,
taken from reference section [3 .2.4). This declaration defines the
procedure SetWTitle, used to set the title of a window. The pr ocedure
accepts two parameters named theWindow and newTitle, of types
WindowP!r and Str255, respectively . As the explanatory comments state,
the first parameter is a pointer to the window whose title is to be
changed and the second is the new title, a string of up to 255
characters. (The Toolbox utility data type Str255 was introdu ced in
Volume One, Chapter 2.) If your program has a window pointer
named thisWindow, the statement
SetWTitle (thisWindow, 'Our Founder')

will give the title ' Our Founder' to the window it points to.
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fYn£1!gn 6etCtlValue
!theControl : ControlHandlel

INTE6ER;

CHandle to the control>
(Current setting}

Program 1·3 A function declaration

Program 1-3 shows the declaration for the Toolbox function
GetCtlValue, taken from reference section [6.2.4]. This function reports

the current setting of a control, such as the position of the scroll box
within the "shaft" of a scroll bar. Like the procedure declaration we
just looked at, a function declaration defines the names and types of
the parameters the function expects you to supply. In addition, it also
specifies the type of value the function returns as a result, following
the colon (:) on the last line of the declaration. In this case the
function accepts one parameter named theControl, of type ControlHandle,
and returns a result of type INTEGER. You might call this function w ith
a statement such as
scrollPos : = GetCtlValue (theScrollBar)

where scrollPos is a variable of type INTEGER declared in your program,
and theScrollBar is of type ControlHandle.

If you compare the procedure and function declarations shown in our
reference sections with those given in Apple's Inside Macintosh man-

ual, you'll find that the names of the parameters are often different.
Since you don't actually use the parameter names when you call a
routine in your program, the names given in the declaration have no
effect on the way the routine is used-so we've taken the liberty of
changing many of the names to suggest more clearly the meaning or
purpose of the parameters.
Names that you do use directly in your own program, such as
those of constants and variables or of the fields in a record, are of
course listed the same way in our reference sections as in the Apple
documentation. Even here, however, you may notice slight variations
in capitalization style; these make no difference, since Apple's Pascal
compiler doesn't distinguish between corresponding upper- and lowercase letters.
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Some Terms and Conventions
Before we get started, let's explain some of the terms and conven ·
tions we'll be using. The microprocessor used in the Macintosh (the
Motorola MC68000, usually just called the "68000" for short) works
with data items of three different sizes: bytes of 8 bits each, words of
16 bits (2 bytes), and long words of 32 bits (2 words, or 4 bytes}. All
memory addresses are long words, 32 bits in length, of which only
the last 24 bits are actually significant. Each address designates a
single 8-bit byte in memory. As a rule, word-length and long-word
data items in memory must begin at an even-numbered byte address,
known as a word boundary.
Throughout the book, we use an alternate computer-voice typeface
as a kind of implicit quotation mark to distinguish actual program
code from ordinary body text. This convention is also used occasionally for characters typed on the Macintosh keyboard or displayed on
the screen.
In keeping with the convention used in many programming
languages (including Apple's versions of Pascal and assembly language for the Macintosh}, we use a dollar sign ($) to denote hexadecimal (base-16) constants. For instance , the const ant $43
represents the same numerical value as decimal 67 (4 sixteens plus 3).
As usual, the letters A to F stand for hexadecimal digits with numerical values from 10 to 15- so the hexadecimal constant $BD stands for
11 sixteens plus 13, or decimal 189.
We've already mentioned that section numbers enclosed in
square brackets, such as (2.1.1), denote cross-references to the designated reference section. References to Volume One are prefixed with
a roman numeral I and a colon: for instance, U:2.1.1] refer s to Volume One, section 2.1.1.

Throughout the text chapters, you'll see shaded boxes like this one .

These "by-the-way" boxes enclose side comments, helpful hints, exceptional cases, and other material subordinate to the main discussion.

Several chapters end with a section titled "Nuts and Bolts." This
section is for miscellaneous topics that don't fit anywhere else in the
chapter-the little unclassified odds and ends rattling around in the
bottom of the Toolbox. In general these are minor points of only
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limited interest, or things that are useful only in unusual or highly
specialized circumstances.

In this new Macintosh Plus edition, you'll often see Toolbox routines or
features identified in the reference sections as "available only on the
Macintosh Plus.'' This designaµon is understood to apply also to the
Macintosh 512K Enhanced, Macintosh SE, Macintosh II, or any other
Macintosh that includes the newer 128K ROM.

That abqut does it for the preliminaries-it's time to get down to
the business at hand. If you're ready to see the Macintosh revealed,
read on and let's get started!

CHAPTER

§0------Keeping Up urith
Events

One

of the cornerstones of the Macintosh philosophy is that
people should tell computers what to do and not the other way
around. Too often in the past, using a computer has been an exercise
in keeping the machine happy. It was the computer that gave the
orders:
Please type a file name

or
Answer Y or N

or
Press any key to continue

If you didn't type just the right magical incantation, the computer

would beep angrily and spew some cryptic error message out across
your screen.
Macintosh is dedicated to the principle that the user, not the
computer, ~hould be in control. Instead of giving the user instructions about what should happen next, a Macintosh program accepts
instruction!) from the user about the next step. The user controls the
program's behavior by clicking the mouse or typing on the keyboard;
each such action constitutes an event for the program to respond to.
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The program spends most of its time just idling, waiting for an event
to occur. Then it responds in whatever way the event calls for and
waits for the next one.
A program that works this way is said to be event-driven. By way
of illustration, we'll be developing an example event-driven program
over the remaining chapters of this book, a simple interactive text
editor named MiniEdit. Program 2-1 shows the program's high-level
structure. This is just a skeleton outline, of course; as we learn more
about the Toolbox in the chapters to come, we'll gradually add flesh
to the bare bones. You'll find a complete listing of the MiniEdit program
in Appendix H.

{ Skeleton progra1 to illustrate event-driven structure. }
Hr
Finished : BOOLEAN;

. . .'

<Flag to signal e1d of 1ain event loop}

'

{ Do one-ti1e-only initialization CProg. 2-61. }
~!9!~

<Initialize}
Finished := FALSE;

!n4;

<Initialize quit flag}

<Initialize}

{ Execute one pass of 1ain progra1 loop CProg. 2-21. }

. . . .'

DoEvent
!n4; <"ainLoop}

{Set and process one event}

Pro1;ram 2-1 Skeleton of an event-driven program
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DoEvent;

( Get and process one event CProg. 2-31. }
~~gin

CDoEvenU

~!!~;

CDoEvenU

~~g!!!

(ftiniEdit}

Initialize;

<Do one-ti1e-only initi•lization}

[!2!!!
"ainloop
Y!!U! Finished

(Execute one piss of ••in loop}

~!!~·

mniEdit>

Program 2·1 (continued)

The program begins by calling a procedure named Initialize to
handle the one-time preliminaries needed to get things started. Then
it enters its main event loop, in which it r epeatedly calls the procedure Mainloop. This continues until the global flag Finished, set to FALSE
by the Initialize routine, becomes TRUE. After a few routine housekeeping chores (not shown in the example), Mainloop calls another procedure named DoEvent to see if there's an event waiting to be processed
and, if so, respond to it as appropriate. Sooner or later an event will
occur (such as the user's choosing the Quit menu command) that will
set the Finished flag to TRUE, thereby t erminating the program. We'll
define the Initialize, Mainloop, and DoEvent procedures later in this chapter. But first, let's talk about events in general and how the Toolbox
handles them .

The Event Queue
At the lowest level, events are detected and recorded by an interrupt
mechanism. When the user presses the mouse button or a key on the
keyboard, an electrical impulse is sent to the Macintosh's processor,
causing it to temporarily suspend whatever it's doing and immediately execute a special interrupt handler routine. The interrupt handler doesn't actually respond to the event right away. Instead, it just
records the circumstances of the event for later processing: when it
occurred, where on the screen the mouse was pressed, which key
was typed on the keyboard, and so forth. Then it returns control to
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the running program, which resumes execution right from the point
of suspension as though nothing had happened. Later, when the
program is ready to process the event, it can retrieve the recorded
information through the Toolbox and take whatever action is called
for in response.

Event

Event

Event

Event
End of queue
- last event
added

Front of queue
- next event
to be processed
Figure 2-1 The event queue

The list in which events are recorded for later processing is
called the event queue (see Figure 2-1). Each item in the queue is an
event record representing one single event. When an event occurs,
the interrupt handler stores all the pertinent information about the
event into a new event record and adds it to the end of the queue.
(This is called posting the event.) When the running program calls for
the next event to be processed, it receives the first event record from
the front of the queue. Events move through the queue in "FIFO"
order-first in, first out-so that they're eventually processed in the
same order they occurred. The event queue is a device for collecting
events that can happen at unpredictable times and feeding them to
your program to be processed in an orderly way.

The System Clock
While the Macintosh is running, its video circuitry continually reads
out the contents of the screen buffer in memory and paints them
onto the screen. Sixty times a second, when it reaches the bottom of
the screen, it has to pause and wait for the display tube's electron
beam to return to the top and start over again. Each time this happens, the video circuitry sends a special interrupt signal to the
processor.
This regularly recurring vertical retrace interrupt (sometimes
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called the "vertical blanking" or "VBL" interrupt) is the heartbeat of
the Macintosh system. Since nothing has to be read out of the screen
buffer while the electron beam is in transit from the bottom of the
screen back to the top, a little extra processor time is available for
other purposes. This makes the vertical retrace a convenient time to
take care of routine "housekeeping" chores that have to be performed periodically, such as checking for mouse movement and updating the position of the cursor on the screen.
The time interval between "heartbeats," one sixtieth of a second,
is called a tick, and is the basic unit of time on the system clock. The
clock is restarted from zero every time the system is started up, and
then increases by one at each vertical retrace interrupt. Thus it
always registers the elapsed time in ticks since the system was last
started. Whenever a new event is posted (added to the event queue),
it's "time-stamped" with the current time on the system clock. Your
program can read the system clock at any time with the TickCount
function (2.7.1); in assembly language, you can read it directly as a
long -word global variable named Ticks.

Don't confuse the system clock with the real-time clock chip discussed
in Volume One, Chapter 2. The system clock operates only while the
Macintosh is turned on, and gets restarted from zero whenever the
system is started up. The real-time clock is battery-powered and continues to record the current date and time even when the rest of the
system is switched off.

Living with Desk Accessories
Something you have to bear in mind when writing application programs for the Macintosh is that your program may not have the
system all to itself. Don't forget that the Macintosh software environment includes "desk accessories" like the Alarm Clock, Calculator,
and Scrapbook, which can coexist on the screen with any other
application. The desk accessories aren't automatically available, however: if you want your user to have access to them, you have to take
the proper steps in your program to make them available. Later on,
in Chapter 4, we'll see how to set up an "Apple menu" listing the
various desk accessories, and how to start up an accessory when the
user chooses it from the menu. If you offer such a menu, there are
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certain other things you have to do as well to support the desk
accessories.
Some of the desk accessories have tasks that they must perform
periodically in order to work properly. For instance, when the Alarm
Clock is active it has to update the time displayed on the screen once
a second. It's up to you to make sure the desk accessories get the
processor time they need to carry out such periodic tasks. You do
this by calling the Toolbox procedure SystemTask (2.7.2]. This gives
each active accessory a chance to check the system clock, see how
much time has elapsed since it last executed its periodic task, and
perform the task again if necessary .
To keep the desk accessories functioning smoothly, you should
ideally call SystemTask at least once per tick, or 60 times a second.
(There's no harm in calling it more often than this-it just won't do
anything if the system clock hasn't changed since the last call.) The
easiest way is to call it on each pass of your main event loop, as
shown in our MiniEdit program's Mainloop routine (Program 2-2). This is
also a convenient time to take care of other "housekeeping" chores
that need to be performed regularly. For instance, MiniEdit uses this
opportunity to call one of its routines named FixCursor, which adjusts
the appearance of the mouse cursor according to the part of the
screen the user has moved it into . (We'll look at the definition of
FixCursor in the section on cursor display later in this chapter.) After
seeing to all such periodic chores (including calling SystemTask),
Mainloop calls the program's DoEvent procedure to get and process the
next available event.

{ Execute one piss of 1ain progra1 loop.

FixCursor;
Systuhsk;

{Adjust cursor for regi!lll of screen CProg. 2-81}
CDo syste1 idle processing C2.7.2ll

<Perfor1 any other periodic tasks};
DoEvent

C6et and process one event CProg. 2-3, 2-51}

Program 2-2 Main event loop
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To make sure the desk accessories get the processor time they need,
you should also call SystemTask from time to time during particularly
time-consuming operations, when control won't be returning to your
main loop for a while.

Event Types
There are sixteen possible event types, identified by integer codes
from 0 to 15 (2.1.2). The important ones fall into the following general
categories:
• Mouse events: The user pressed the mouse button (a mouse-down event)
or released it (a mouse-up event).
• Keyboard events: The user pressed a key on the keyboard (a key-down
event), held it down untiJ it began to repeat automatically (an auto-key
event), or released it (a key-up event).
• Disk-inserted events: The user inserted a disk into a disk drive.
• Window events: The user deactivated a window (a deactivate event),
activated it (an activate event), or exposed a new part of it to view on
the screen (an update event). We'll discuss these when we talk about
windows in Chapter 3.
• Null events: You asked the Toolbox for an event and there weren't any
to report.

These are all the event types you should normally have to deal
with; IIO driver and network events are used internally by the Macintosh system, and needn't concern you directly. There are also four
application event types that you can use in any way you like. These
allow you to send a "signal to yourself" that will be received and
processed on a later pass through the event loop; they're useful for
synchronizing your program's internal communications and control
to the overall flow of events.

The last of the four application event types, type 15, is used by Andy
Hertzfeld's semi-official Switcher program to notify a running program
when it is about to lose or regain control of the system. See Volume
Three for more information on such "Switcher events" and how to
respond to them.
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Keyboard Events
Keyboard events, in particular, require some further discussion. As
we learned in Volume One, Chapter 8, every keyboard event includes
both a key code ll:8.1.3), identifying the physical key that was pressed
or released, and a character code ll:8.1.1), identifying the character
that key represents under whatever keyboard configuration is currently in effect. You can use either of these pieces of information,
depending on your program's needs. Usually you want to know what
character was typed-you don't particularly care which key the user
pressed to produce it. So you'll normally want to look at the character code for a keyboard event, rather than the "raw" key code.
Recall from Volume One, Chapter 8, that the keys on the Macintosh keyboard are divided into character keys and modifier keys. Keyboard events deal only with character keys. The modifier keys (Shift,
Caps Lock, Option, and Command) don't generate any events of their
own: you'll never receive an event telling you that the user pressed the
Shift key. However, the modifier keys affect the events that you do
receive in two ways. First, as we'll see in the next section, every event
includes information on which of the modifier keys, if any, were down
at the time the event was posted. (This information is actually given
for all events, not just keyboard events.) Second, the keyboard configuration takes the modifier keys into account in deciding what character to generate for a given key. An event's key code is never affected
by the modifier keys, but the character code generally is: for instance,
under any reasonable keyboard configuration, the same key that produces a lowercase letter d when pressed all by itself will produce a
capital Dif the Shift or Caps Lock key is held down at the same time.
When the user presses and holds down any character key, the
Toolbox automatically generates auto-key events to make the key
repeat continually until it's released . There's a certain initial delay
from the time the key is pressed until the first auto-key event, then
a different (usually shorter) repeat interval between the auto-key
events themselves. The standard settings are 24 ticks (four tenths of
a second) for the initial delay and 6 ticks (10 repeats per second) for
the repeat interval; the user can adjust these settings if desired with
the Control Panel desk accessory.

Event Records
Everything your program needs to know about an event is summarized in an event record [2.1 .1). The fields of the record tell what type
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of event it was, when it occurred, where on the screen the mouse
was at the time, and so forth. By analyzing the information in the
event record, your program can determine what the event means
and how to respond.
The most important information about an event is its event type,
contained in the what field of the event record. The message field
contains an event message giving further information about the
event. Each type of event can use the event message in its own way
(2.1.4). For instance, window events store a pointer to the window in
this field; for keyboard events, it contains both the key code and the
character code for the key that was pressed or released .
The rest of the information in the event r ecord is filled in the
same way for all events, regardless of type . The when field gives the
time on the system clock when the event was posted, the where field
gives the screen coordinates of the mouse, and the modifiers field gives
the state of the mouse button and modifier keys . Each modifier key,
as well as the mouse button, corresponds to a bit in the modifiers field
(2.1 .5]: 1 if the key was down at the time the event was posted, 0 if it
wasn't. You can examine these bits directly and interpret them in any
way that's appropriate for your program.

Unfortunately, there's no easy way to distinguish between the two
Shift keys or the two Option keys. The Shift or Option bit in the
modifiers field is set to 1 if either of the corresponding keys is down.

The when, where, and modifiers fields are filled in even for null events. A
null event tells you that, for instance, "at 52014 ticks on the system
clock, with the mouse at screen coordinates (279, 136) and the Caps
Lock key down, nothing happened."

Event Masks

Some of the Toolbox routines dealing with events expect you to
supply an event mask as a parameter, stating which specific event
types the operation should apply to . The event mask is a 16-bit
integer, with one bit for each of the possible event types (2.1.3). A 1
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bit in a given position includes the corresponding type in the operation; a 0 excludes it.
The Toolbox defines a set of mask constants for referring to
each individual bit within the mask (2.1.3). You can combine these
with BitAnd, Bitar, BitXOr, and BitNot [1:2.2.2) to construct any mask you
need. For example, the expression
BitOr (MOownMask, MUpMask}

yields a mask referring to all mouse events, and
BitNot (AutoKeyMask}

refers to all except auto-key events. The mask constant EveryEvent
denotes the mask $FFFF, which refers to all events regardless of type.

Event Reporting
The usual way you find out about events is by calling GetNextEvent
[2.2.1). You supply a mask parameter specifying which types of event
you're interested in. The Toolbox finds the next event of any of those
types, r emoves it from the event queue, and returns it to you . All
other types are ignored. If there are no pending events of the requested types, you'll get back a null event instead; null events can
never be "masked out."
Not all events have the same priority. As we'll see in Chapter 3,
window events are treated specially. They're never actually placed in
the event queue, but are detected in other ways instead. When you
ask for an event with GetNextEvent, the Toolbox checks for activate or
deactivate events before looking in the event queue, and for update
events only after looking in the queue and finding no events of the
types you've requested. So activate and deactivate events have higher
priority and update events lower priority than all others.
Auto-key events are also special. Instead of placing them in the
queue whenever the appropriate time interval has elapsed, the Toolbox waits for you to explicitly request an event. Then , if there aren't
any events in the queue of the requested types (and no activate or
deactivate events), it checks to see whether the user is holding down
a character key and whether the required interval has elapsed since
the last event for that key . If all the appropriate conditions are met ,
the Toolbox generates an auto-key event and returns it in response to
your request. Otherwise it goes on to check for update events.
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Putting all this together, the priority ranking for all events is as
follows:
1. Deactivate events

.2. Activate events

3. All exceP.t window, auto-key, and null events, in the order posted
4. Auto-key events
5. Update events, in front-to-back order of the windows on the screen
6. Null events

Null events have the lowest priority, since they're generated only if
there are no other events to report.

Intercepted Events
Not every event you receive is actually of interest to your program. If
you're supporting the use of desk accessories, you have to keep in
mind that your program may be sharing the screen with one or more
system windows containing accessories. Some · of the user's actions
with the mouse and keyboard may be directed to a desk accessory
and not to your program itself.
Each time the Toolbox reports an event, it checks to see whether
the event is directed to an active desk accessory. If so, it "intercepts"
the event and passes it along to the desk accessory to handle. Then it
reports the event to your program, just like any other. But by the
time you receive the event, it will already have been handled by the
desk accessory-so you can just ignore it and move on to the next
event. To let you know whether the event is your responsibility,
GetNextEvent returns a Boolean result: TRUE if you have to respond to
the event, FALSE if it's already been intercepted and processed.
For instance, window events (activate, deactivate, and update)
are your r esponsibility only if they're directed to one of your windows; those that apply to a system window are intercepted and
handled by the desk accessory displayed in that window. Similarly,
whenever a system window is active-that is, frontmost on the
screen-all keyboard events are intercepted and fed to the window's
desk accessory for action. The Toolbox also intercepts all 110 di:iver
and network events, which are strictly for its own private use; and of
course there's nothing for you to do in response to a null event. So in
all these cases, GetNextEvent will return a result of FALSE when reporting the event, telling you to ignore it.
Mouse-up event s are also intercepted when a system window is
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active, but mouse-down events are not. The Toolbox doesn't bother
to check whether the mouse was pressed in a system window: it
simply reports the event to you with a Boolean result of TRUE, telling
you to handle the event yourself. As we'll see in Chapter 3, the first
thing you do with a mouse-down event is find out which window it
occurred in. If it was in a system window, it's then up to you to pass
the event along to the appropriate desk accessory.

This exceptional treatment for mouse-down events may seem a bit
arbitrary, but there's actually a good reason for it. Even if the Toolbox
were to check every mouse-down event and intercept those that occur
in system windows, you would still have to repeat the check yourself
for every event that wasn't intercepted, to find out which of your
windows the mouse was pressed in so you could respond appropriately. To avoid going through the same motions twice, the Toolbox
simply leaves it to you to perform the check in the first place.

Before reporting a disk-inserted event, GetNextEvent automatically
does some preliminary housekeeping to prepare the disk for use,

such as reading its directory into memory. This operation is known
as mounting the disk, and we'll have more to say about it in Chapter
8. GetNextEvent then copies the result code returned by the mounting
operation into the disk event's message field and returns it to you with
a function result of TRUE, in case you want to take any further action
of your own. (For instance, if the disk was unreadable, you might
want to offer the user the option of initializing it.) Usually there's
nothing more to do and you can simply ignore the event, in spite of
the TRUE result from GetNextEvent.
One other Toolbox routine worth mentioning is EventAvail (2.2.1),
which works exactly the same as GetNextEvent except that it doesn't
remove the reported event from the queue. This is sometimes useful
when you want to "peek" at the event queue for a particular type of
event, but still leave the event in the queue for later processing. Since
it's assumed that the event will eventually be dealt with later,
EventAvail makes no attempt to intercept and respond to system events.
The only time it returns FALSE is for a null event, meaning that there
are no events available of the types specified by the mask parameter.
If there is an event available, EventAvail returns TRUE and passes back
the event in the variable parameter theEvent, just the same way
GetNextEvent does .
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The routine that forms the heart of our event-driven example program is DoEvent. As we've seen, this routine is called repeatedly from
the program's main event loop. Each time it's called, its job is to
retrieve a single event from the Toolbox and respond to that event.
Program 2-3 shows a preliminary version of the Do Event routine.
It begins by calling GetNextEvent with a mask parameter of EveryEvent,
asking for the next available event of any type. If GetNextEvent returns a
Boolean result of FALSE, then our program isn't responsible for handling this event, so DoEvent simply returns to the main loop without
taking any action in response . If GetNextEvent returns TRUE, DoEvent next
looks at the what field of the event record to find out the event type,
and uses a case statement to call the appropriate MiniEdit routine to
respond to that type of event. We'll be defining all of these other
routines in due course in the chapters to come.
Notice that our DoEvent routine makes a few assumptions about
how certain events are to be handled. For instance, since it makes no
difference to our program whether the user is pressing a key for the
first time or holding down a repeating key , we call the same procedure, named DoKeystroke (Program 4-4), to handle both key-down and
auto-key events. If for some reason we wanted to distinguish between these two event types, we could, of course, handle them with
separate DoKeyDown and DoAutoKey procedures. Mouse-up and key-up
events are meaningless for our purposes, so our DoEvent routine siinply ignores them; it also ignores disk-inserted events. Again, we could
easily add the appropriate clauses to the case statement if we wanted
to respond to these events in some way.
Under the straightforward arrangement shown in Program 2-1,
event processing continues until an event occurs that causes the
global flag Finished to be set to TRUE. At this point the program falls out
of its main loop and terminates. We've already mentioned that the
event that causes this to happen is the user's choosing the Quit command from one of the program's menus; presumably the response to
this command consists of the single statement
Finished : = TRUE
causing the program to terminate forthwith .
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{ Global variables

Y!!
TheEv!llt : EventRecord;
Quitting : BOOLEAN;
Finished : BOOLEAN;
~!!!£~~~[~

<Current tvent £2.1 .IJ}
(Closing up shop?}
<All closed?}

DoEvent;

( Set and proctss ont event.
~~i~

<DoEvent}

if 6etNextEvent (EveryEvl!!lt, TheEventl
£~~~

~h~~

(Set ntxt event [2.2.IJ}

TheEvent.11hat !!!

"ouseD011n:
Do"ouseDown;

<Handle 1ouse-do11n event CProg. 3-71}

KeyD011n , AutoKey:
DoKeystroke;

<Handle key5troke f Prog. 4-41}

UpdateEvt:
DoUpdate;

<Handle update event [Prag. 3-b, 5-3]}

ActivateEvt:
DoActi vate;

<Handle activate/deactivate event

[Pro~.

3-5, 5-141}

!!~hmig

<Do nothing}

~~~;

<DoEvent}
Program Z-3 Get and process one event

The trouble with that approach is that the user can lose valuable
work without warning. If there are w indows on the screen whose
contents have been edited and not yet saved to the disk, all the
changes made in those windows will be lost if the program just shuts
down immediately on receiving a Quit command. We would like to
give the user an opportunity to save the contents of such "dirty"
windows before quitting. We'll see later that our program does in
fact offer this option routinely, via a dialog box on the screen, before
closing any window; so all we need to do after a Quit command is
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close each window on the screen, one by one, just as if the user had
chosen the Close menu command or clicked the mouse in the window's close box. Only when all windows have been properly disposed
of in this way will we terminate the program.
However, as we'll learn in Chapter 3, the Toolbox itself uses the
event mechanism-specifically the category known as window events
(activate, deactivate, and update)-to coordinate the changes that take
place on the screen as windows are manipulated. As we start closing
down windows in response to a Quit command, we have to see to it that
window events continue to be processed normally, so that what's
happening will be reflected visually on the screen in the proper way.
The way we arrange this is by introducing a second global flag,
named Quitting, in addition to the Finished flag already mentioned. Instead of setting Finished to TRUE when the user chooses the Quit command, we'll set Quitting to TRUE instead, as shown in our DoQuit routine,
Program 2-4. (We'll see when we talk about menus in Chapter 4 how
this routine gets called by way of DoEvent when the Quit command is
chosen.)

< Global variable }
~~[

Quitting : BOOLEAN;

(Closing up shop?}

( Handle Quit co11and.

Quitting s= TRUE
~n~;

<Start closing up shop>

<DoQui t>
Program Z-4 Handle Quit command

Now we can modify our DoEvent routine to take the Quitting flag
into account (see Program 2-5). When that flag is set, we will continue
to process activate and update events, but will ignore mouse and
keyboard events . On receiving a null event, meaning that nothing
else is happening that needs a response, we'll call our program's
DoClose routine (Program 3-3) to close the frontmost window on the
screen, just as if the user had chosen the Close command from the
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{ Global vari1bles

m

<Current event C2.l.1l}
<Closing up shop?>
<All closed?}

TheEvent : EventRecard;
Quitting : BOOLEAN;
Finished : BOOLEAN;

{ Get ind process one event.

if 6etNextEvent !EveryEvent, TheEventl
£~~g

TheEvent.what

!~!~

{6et ntxt event C2.2.1l>

Qf

ftauseDa•n:

if !!2! Quitting !bgD
<Handle aouse-dawn event [Prag. 3-71>

DallauseDoim;
KeyDown, AutaKey:
if !!Q! Quitting
DoKeystroke;

!h!n

(Handle keystroke CProg. 4-4]}

UpdateEvt:
DaUpdate;

<Handle update event [Prag. 3-6, 5-3]}

ActivateEvt:
DoActivate;

<Handle activate/deactivate event CPraq. 3-5, 5-141}

Q!h!r!i~!

<Do nothing)

!l~!

if Quitting

~!!Q

!TheEvent.what =NullEventl

!h!n <Closing up shop after a Quit co11and?}

~ggin

i! FrontNindo• <>

~!b

DoClose
!l~!

Finished := TRUE

!nQ
!!!~;

<w

!h!!!

<Any wind1111s on the screen? [3,3.31>
<Close the front1ost CProg. 3-31}
<Signal end of progra1}

<DoEventl
Program 2-5 Get and process one event

menu . If the window has been edited and not yet saved to the disk,
DoClose will post a dialog box allowing the user to save the window's
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contents before closing. When there is no frontmost window-that is,
when the screen is empty- then we will finally set the Finished flag to
TRUE, causing the program to terminate.

Posting and Removing Events
Ordinarily the system puts events into the event queue and you take
them out one by one (via GetNextEvent) and respond to them. Occasionally, though, you may have some reason to place an event in the
queue yourself. (For instance, if you're using any of the four application event types, you need some way of getting them into the queue.)
In these cases, you can use the Toolbox routine PostEvent (2.3 .2). You
supply the event type and the contents of the message field; the rest of
the event record is filled in automatically when the event is posted.
You can also "turn off" the processing of certain event types by
preventing them from ever getting posted in ~e first place. You do
this by setting the system event mask, which controls exactly which
types of event can be posted. A 0 bit in any position of the mask
prevents events of that type from being placed in the queue. The
mask is initially set to allow all but key-up events to be posted (since
they're meaningless for most applications). If necessary, you can
change this setting with SetEventMask (2 .3.2). For instance, you might
want to turn off keyboard repeat by disabling auto-key events. In
general, it's a good idea to disable any type of event you know your
program has no use for, to conserve space in the event queue: the
queue has a limited, fixed capacity and can't be expanded .

Since window events are treated in special ways and are never actually placed in the event queue, the system event mask has no effect on
them. Never attempt to post a window event yourself; let the Toolbox
handle them in its own way.

The Toolbox routine FlushEvents (2.3.1) is used to remove events
from the queue without processing them. It takes two mask parameters: the first tells which event types to remove from the queue, the
second tells which types should stop the search. For example , the call
FlushEvents (AutoKeyMask, KeyDownMask)
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C Global variablt5
~~r

Quitting : BOOLEAN;
Finished : BOOLEAN;

<Closing up shop?}
CAI 1 closed?>

C Do one-ti1t-only initialization.

m

CNe• value for syste1 event 1ask C2.l .3J}

the"ask : lNTESER;

~~g!~

{Initialize}

lnit&raf liThePortl;
lnitFonts;
lnitllindo•s;
lni t"enus;
TElnit;
lnitDialogs !~!bl;

{Initialize QuickDra• Cl:4.3.ll}
!Initialize fonts Cl:B.2.41}
(Initialize •indolf5 [3.2.ll}
Clnitializt 1enus C4.2.ll}
(Initialize text editing CS.2.IJ}
<Initialize dialogs [7.2.ll}

the"ask := EveryEvent - KeyUpKask - ltUp"ask;
SetEvent"ask lthe"iskl;
FlushEvents !EveryEvent, 01;

<Disable key-up and 1ouse-up events C2.l.3l}
CStt the 1ask C2.l.2l}
CClear out event queue C2.l.ll}

SetUpKenus;
SetUpCursors;

(Create progra1's 1enus CProg. 4-21}
CSet standard cursors [Prag. 2-8]}

DoStartup;

(Process Finder startup inforaation CProg. 8-7]}

CPerfor1 any other needed initialization};
Quitting := FALSE;
Finished := FALSE
~~~;

(Initialize quitting flags>

(Initialize}
Program 2-6 One-time initialization

would remove all auto-key events from the beginning of the queue
up to the first key-down event.
Another common use for FlushEvents is to clear out the event
queue at the beginning of a program, in case there are any unprocessed events left over from a previous program:
FlushEvents (EveryEvent, 0)
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The first parameter, EveryEvent, says to remove all events from the
queue, regardless of type; the 0 for the second parameter says not to
stop until the entire queue has been flushed. This only has to be done
once, at the beginning of the program, so we can put it in our onetime-only Initialize routine (Program 2-6).
Since our example program attaches no special meaning to
mouse-up events, we may as well set the system event mask to ignore
them; the Initialize routine is the natural place to do this, too. The
Initialize procedure shown here also performs a few other initialization
calls that are needed at the begin ning of every program. We've
already learned about lnitGraf and lnitFonts in Volume One (Chapters 4
and 8, respectively); the others will be covered later in this volume
(lnitWindows in Chapter 3, lnitMenus in Chapter 4, TEI nit in Chapter 5, and
lnitDialogs in Chapter 7). Initialize also calls a couple of other program
routines, to set up the menus and cursors MiniEdit will be using and to
open any document files the user may have selected in starting up
the program from the Finder. The SetUpCursors routine is defined later
in this chapter, SetUpMenus in Chapter 4, and DoStartup in Chapter 8.

The sequence of Toolbox initialization calls shown in Program 2-6,
from lnitGraf through FlushEvents, forms a kind of magical incantation
that you should faithfully intone at the beginning of every program.
Even if you don't use a particular part of the Toolbox, you should still
initialize them all in case they're needed by other parts of the Toolbox
itself. For instance, even a program that never displays any text on the
screen must still call lnltFonts, so that the Toolbox can find its own fonts
for window titles, menu items, alert messages, and so forth . Even the
order of the calls is critical: lnltGraf must precede lnitFonts must precede
lnitWindows, and so on. Wouldn't it be easier if there were just one
routine named lnltToolbox that you could call and be done with it?

Reading the Mouse and Keyboard
Movements of the mouse are not reported to your pr ogram as events
in themselves: you receive a mouse event only when the u ser presses
or releases the button. If you want to follow the mouse's movements
yourself, you can use the Toolbox routine GetMouse (2.4.1), which
returns a point representing the current mouse position. Unlike the
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where field of an event record, which gives the mouse position in
global (screen) coordinates, GetMouse gives it in the local coordinate
system of the current graphics port (usually the currently active
window). There's also a Boolean function named Button (2.4.2] that
allows you to read the state of the mouse button directly, rather than
indirectly through mouse-down and mouse-up events.
A mouse-down event tells you where and when the user pressed
the mouse button. If the button is still down by the time you begin
processing the event, then the user is "dragging" the mouse (moving
it while holding down the button), and you may want to respond in
some special way. But to find this out, it isn't enough just to call Button:
this function only gives the state of the button at the instant you call
it, so it will return TRUE even if the user has released the button and
pressed it again since the original mouse-down event. To find out
whether the button is still down from the original event, use the
Toolbox function StillDown (2.4.2] instead. StillDown returns TRUE only if
the mouse button is down and there are no further mouse events
pending in the event queue. This guarantees that the button hasn't
been released and pressed again since the original press.
If StillDown r eports that the user is dragging the mouse, you'll
Lypically want to loop until the button is released, following the
mouse's movements and performing some repeated action such as
displaying visual feedback to the user on the screen. When the
button is released, you'll take some final action and then return to the
main loop for the next event. The way to control the loop is with
WaitMouseUp (2.4.2]. This function works just the same as StillDown,
except that if it finds a mouse-up event in the queue, it removes the
event before returning FALSE. Your routine to respond to
mouse-down events should contain something like the following to
handle mouse dragging:
if StiilDown then
begin
while WaitMouseUp do
begin
{Code to track mouse while button is down}
end;
{Code to "finalize" drag when button is released}
end
else
begin
{Code to handle mouse-down events other than drags}
end
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Occasionally you may want to read the state of the keyboard
directly, instead of waiting for it to be reported in the form of
keyboard events. You can do this with the Toolbox routine Get Keys
(2.6.1). GetKeys returns a key map, a Boolean array containing one
element for every key on the keyboard or keypad. A TRUE value for
any element of the array means that the corresponding key was
down at the time of the call.

Cursor Display
The positioning of the cursor on the screen to reflect the movements
of the mouse is handled for you automatically. At every tick of the
system clock, the Toolbox checks to see whether the mouse has been
moved since the last tick, and repositions the cursor .accordingly.
Cursor positioning is entirely under system control: there's no way
you can force the cursor to a specific location on the screen. However, you can control whether it's visible or invisible and what it
looks like.
The cursor's appearance is defined by a cursor record (2.5.1).
The data field of the record gives the cursor's actual bit image, a 16by-16-bit array (see Figure 2-2). The mask field defines which bits of
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the image actually "count" as part of the cursor. Where the mask has
a 1 bit, the corresponding bit of the image, white (0) or black (1), will
be copied directly to the screen as part of the cursor . Where the
mask has a 0 bit, the image normally has a 0 also: this makes the
cursor "transparent" at that position, so that the corresponding pixel
already on the scr een will be left unchanged.
In Figure 2-2, for instance, the mask extends 1 pixel beyond the
edge of the cursor image in all directions. This gives the cursor a
border of white pixels for better visibility against black or patterned
backgrounds. Outside this border, the cursor is transparent, with 0
bits in both the image and the mask.

The last remaining combination, a 0 in the mask and a 1 in the image,
has the exotic effect of inverting existing pixels on the screen, from
black to white or white to black, as the cursor passes over them.
Someday you may think of a good use for this.

The last field of the cursor record de.fines the cursor's hot spot,
the point that aligns with the actual mouse position on the screen. It's
expressed in the cursor's own coordinate system, with (0, 0) designating the top-left corner of the cursor. As usual on the Macintosh, the
vertical coordinate is given first. For example, the cursor shown in
Figure 2-2 has its hot spot at coordinates (4, 8). Notice that the hot
spot is a point on the coordinate grid, not a pixel of the cursor itself.
Normally, you display a cursor on the screen by passing its
cursor record to the Toolbox routine SetCursor (2.5.2). (The one exceptional case is the standard cursor shown in Figure 2-3, the familiar
arrow pointing upward at an angle of "eleven o'clock." There's a
special routine, lnitCu rsor (2.5.2], for displaying the arrow cursor; you
should always use this routine instead of SetCursor.) The recommended way of defining cursors for a program is to store them in a
resource file under the resource type 'CURS' (2.9.1] and read them
into memory with GetCursor (2.5.2). You supply the resource ID and
receive a handle to the cursor record in memory; you can then pass
the record to SetCursor to display the cursor on the screen.
Besides the arrow cursor, a number of other commonly used
cursors are available in the system resource file (or in ROM on a
Macintosh Plus); their resource IDs are defined as Toolbox constants
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F igure 2 ·3 Standard cursor

(2.5.2]. Our MiniEdit program will use two of these, the I-beam for
text selection and the wristwat ch to signal a d elay. Program 2·7
(SetUpCursors) is the routine that r eads them from the r esour ce file for
use; it's called from the one-time Initialize r outine that we looked at
earlier (Program 2-6). SetUpCu rsors simply reads in the cu rsors that the
program w ill use and st ores their han dles into global variables

C 6lobil viriibles
Y!!:

IBeaa
Natch
R[Q£~2Y[~

{Handle to I-bei1 cursor £2.5. 11}
CHandle to wristwatch cursor £2.5. 11}

CursHandle;
CursHandle;
SetUpCursors;

{ Set up progra1's cursors.
~~g!n

CSetUpCursors}

IBea1 := 6etCursor !IBeatCursorl;
Natch := SetCursor !NatchCursorl;

{Set cursors fro1 syste1 resource fi le [2.5.21}

InitCursor

{Set standard arrowcursor C2.5.2J}

~n2;

CSetUpCursors}
P rog r am 2·7 Set up cursors
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of type CursHandle (2.5.1], where they'll be available when needed.
Then it calls lnitCursor to start off with the standard arrow cursor.
If you want the cursor to change its form in different areas of
the screen, it's up to you to check the mouse location periodically and
set the cursor as appropriate. The natural place to do this is in the
main event loop. In our example program, the main loop calls procedure FixCursor (Program 2-8) to do the job. By Macintosh convention,
we want the cursor to change to an I-beam whenever it's within the
text area of an active application w indow. (In Program 2-8, the test
for the cursor's location is shown in schematic form; we'll be able to
spell it out in more detail when we talk about text editing in Chapter
5.) If the cursor isn't in the window's text area, or if the screen is
empty, the FixCursor routine calls lnltCursor to set the cursor to the
{ Global variable

m

{Handle to I-be11 cursor C2.5. ll}

!Bea. : CursHandle;

2(Q~!l~~(~

FixCursor ;

{ Adjust cursor for region of screen.

m

1ousePoi nt : Point;
textRect : Rect;

<Current 1ouse position in window coordin1tes CI:4.l.ll}
<Active window's text rectangle Cl:4.l.2l

begin CFixCursor>

if {screen is empty} 1h!l!l
InitCur sor

CSel arro1 cursor C2. 5. 2]}

!lh!l H Can i ppl ication window is active}

1h~!l

~!lgi!)

6et"ouse (1ousePoi nt);

<Set 1ouse position C2.4. I]}

U {1ousePoinl

in window' s text irea} ih!l!!
SetCursor (l8ea1AA)

<Set I-beat cursor C2. 5. 2]}

~!H

lni lCur sor

!l!g

<Do nothing >
!l!l~i

CSet ar row cursor [2.5.2]}

CA syste1 window is active:
< 1et desk accessory set cursor >

ffixCursor}

Program 2·8 Adjust cursor for region of screen
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standard arrow shape. If a system window is active, our routine does
nothing: we just leave it to the desk accessory contained in the
window to set the cur sor as appropriate. As we'll see later, our
program will also be using the "wristwatch" cursor to notify the u ser
whenever a time-consuming operation (such as disk 110) is in progress. In this case there's no need to set the cursor back when the
operation is finished; it'll be reset by FixCursor the next time through
the main event loop.
To keep track of the cursor's visibility on the screen, the Toolbox maintains a number called the cursor level. A cursor level of 0
makes the cursor appear on the screen ; any negative value makes it
invisible. Calling lnitCursor makes the cursor visible by setting the
cursor level to O; HideCursor (2.5.3) reduces the cursor level by 1,
making the cursor invisible (if it wasn't already). ShowCursor (2.5.3)
increases the cursor level by 1, undoing the effects of the last call to
HideCursor; when the cursor level returns to 0, the cursor becomes
visible again. Thus calls to HideCursor and ShowCursor can be paired and
nested to any depth. (The cursor level can never go above O; if it's
already 0, ShowCursor has no effect.)
Two more Toolbox routines, ObscureCursor and ShieldCursor (2.5.4),
also make the cursor temporarily invisible. ObscureCursor makes it disappear until the next time the mouse is moved; ShieldCursor removes it
from the screen if any part of it lies within a specified shield rectangle.
Notice that ObscureCursor doesn't affect the cursor level, so it should not
be balanced by a call t o ShowCursor.

Nuts and Bolts
The low-level keyboard driver has a special mechanism for performing certain u seful services directly at the user's request, without any
intervention by the r unning program. The user invokes these operations by typing a numeric character from 0 to 9 while holding down
the Command and Shift keys. Standard operations defined in the
Macintosh User Interface Guidelines include ejecting disks (Command-Shift-1 for the built-in disk drive, Command-Shift-2 for the "outboard" drive), printing the current contents of the screen (CommandShift-4), and dumping the screen to a MacPaint file on the disk (Command-Shift-3). If you wish, you can add further operations of your
own to be invoked by the same mechanism .
Each such operation is defined by a keyboard routine stored on
the disk as a resource of type 'FKEY' (2.9.2). When the user types a
Command-Shift-number combination, the keyboard driver looks for
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an 'FKEY' resour ce with the corresponding resource ID and executes
it. (For example, typing Command-Shift-9 invokes ' FKEY' resource
number 9. If there is no resource with that number, nothing hap·
pens.) The operation takes place "behind the back" of the running
program: the Command-Shift keystroke is not reported as a keyboard
event through the normal event mechanism, so the program never
sees it.

In assembly language, you can turn off 'FKEY' processing by setting the
global fiag ScrDmpEnb (2.9.2) to FALSE ($00). Command-Shift keystrokes
will then be reported as ordinary keyboard events in the normal way.

All 'FKEY' resources should have resource IDs between 0 and 9.
(There's nothing to stop you from numbering them outside this
range- they'll just never be executed!) The resource data is simply
the machine-language code of the keyboard routine. The routine is
always entered at the very beginning, takes no parameters, and
returns no results. Since it can be invoked at unpredictable times in
the middle of a running program, it must leave the contents of all
processor registers undisturbed; this in turn implies that it must be
written in assembly language.
The standard system resource file contains 'FKEY' r esources
numbered 3 and 4, for dumping the current screen image to the disk
and the printer, respectively. The disk-eject operations, CommandShift-1 and Command-Shift-2, are handled automatically by the key·
board driver and have no explicit 'FKEY ' resources . To stay within the
User Interface Guidelines, you should never redefine any of these
operations by n umbering your own ' FKEY' resources between 1 and 4.

REFERENCE

2.1 Internal Representation of Events

2.1.1 Event Records

Definitions
type
EventRecord = record
what
message
when
where
modifiers
end;
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:
:
:
:
:

INTEGER;
LONGINT;
LONGINT;
Point;
INTEGER

{Event type [2.1.2]}
{Type-dependent Information [2.1.4]}
{Time of event on system clock [ 2. 7. 1]}
{Mouse position in global (screen) coordinates}
{State of modifier keys and mouse button [2.1.5]}
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1. All fields are filled in for every evenl, regardless of type.

2. where and modifiers give the location of the mouse and the state of the
modifier keys and mouse button (2.1.5] at the time the event was posted.
3. The mouse location is given in global (screen) coordinates.
4. The contents of message vary with the type of event; see (2.1.4].

5. In assembly language, the high- and low-order bytes of modifiers are

separately accessible with the offset constants evtMeta and evtMBut (see
Assembly Language Information) .

lc=JI

Assembly Language Information

----tlLI-------Field offsets in an event record:
(Pascal)
(Assembly)
Field name

Offset name

what
message
when
where
modifiers

evtNum
evtMessage
evtTicks
evtMouse
evtMeta
evtMBut

Offset in bytes

0
2
6
10

14
15

Assembly-language constants:
Name

EvtBlkSize
EvtMax

Value

16
30

Meaning

Size of event record in bytes
Maximum number of events in queue
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2.1.2 Event Types

H

~~ii

Definitions
const
Null Event
Mouse Down
MouseUp
Key Down
Key Up
Auto Key
UpdateEvt
DiskEvt
ActivateEvt
NetworkEvt
DriverEvt
App1Evt
App2Evt
App3Evt
App4Evt

= 1O;·
= 2;'
= 3;
= 4·
= 5;
= 6;
= 7;
= 8;
=
= 10;
11 ;
= 12;
= 13;
= 14;
= 15;
I

{Nothing happened}
{Mouse button pressed}
{Mouse button released}
{Key pressed}
{Key released}
{Automatic keyboard repeat}
{Window must be redrawn}
{Disk inserted}
{Window activated or deactivated}
{Network event (reserved for system use)}
{1/0 driver event (reserved for system use)}
{Available for application use}
{Available for application use}
{Available for application use}
{Available for application use }
(also used by Switcher)}
{

Notes

1.

A null event is generated when the application asks for an event and
there's nothing to report.

.2. Mouse events include mouse-down and mouse-up .

3. Keyboard events include key-down, key-up, and auto-key.
4.

Window events include activate, deactivate, and update; these are dis·
cussed fu r ther in Chapter 3.

5 . Networ k and 110 driver events are reserved for use by the sy stem .
6. Event type 9 is reserved for future use.
7. The last fou r event types are reserved as application events, to be u sed

for any purpose the application program chooses . They're useful for
synchronizing communication and contr ol within the program to the
overall flow of events.
8 . Event type 15 (App4Evt) is also used by the Switcher program to notify
applications when to suspend and resume control. See Volume Three
fo r more information.
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Assembly Language Information

- 1 1 r 1 1 - - - - - - -.
Event types:
Name

Value

NullEvt
MButDwnEvt
MButUpEvt
KeyDwnEvt
KeyUpEvt
AutoKeyEvt
UpdatEvt
DisklnsertEvt
ActivateEvt
NetworkEvt

0
1
2
3
4
5

8
10

IODrvrEvt

11

App1Evt
App2Evt
App3Evt
App4Evt

12
13
14
15

6
7

Meaning

Nothing happened
Mouse button pressed
Mouse button released
Key pressed
Key released
Automatic keyboard repeat
Window must be redrawn
Disk inserted
Window activated or deactivated
Network event (reserved for system
use)
IIO driver event (reserved for
system use)
Available for application use
Available for application use
Available for application use
Available for application use (also
used by Switcher)
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2.1.3 Event Masks
Switcher
Application-defined
1/0 driver
Network
(Reserved)
Activate/ deactivate
Disk-inserted
Update
Auto-key
Key-up
Key-down
tvtouse-up
Mouse-down
15

14

13

12

11

10

9

= event type is of interest
o = ignore

1

8

6

5

4

3

I

2

11

0

T
Unused-null events can
never be masked out

Definitions

con st
MDownMask
MUpMask
KeyDownMask
KeyUpMask
AutoKeyMask
Update Mask
DiskMask
ActivMask
NetworkMask
DriverMask
App1Mask
App2Mask
App3Mask
App4Mask
EveryEvent

= $0002;
= $0004;
= $0008;
= $0010;
= $0020;
= $0040;
= $0080;
= $0100;
= $0400;
= $0800;
= $1000;
= $2000;
= $4000;
= $8000;
= $FFFF;

{Mouse-down event}
{Mouse-up event}
{Key-down event}
{Key-up event}
{Auto-key event}
{Update event}
{Disk-inserted event}
{Activate/ deactivate event}
{Network event (reserved for system use)}
{1/0 driver event (reserved for system use)}
{Application-defined event}
{Application-defined event}
{Application-defi ned event}
{Application-defined event (also used by Switcher)}
{Any event}
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~~liiii~";::::::a---------N-o_t_e_s__________________________________________~
1. Event masks are used as parameters to some event-related routines, to

specify which specific event types an operation applies to.
z. The event mask has a separate bit for each possible event type . A 1 bit
in any position includes the corresponding type in the mask; a 0 bit
excludes the type.
3. The mask constants shown can be combined with BitAnd, BitOr, BltXOr, and
BitNot 0:2.2.2) to form any combination of event types you need.
4. The mask EveryEvent includes all possible event types.

2.1.4 Event Messages

31

8 7

1 6 15

I:
Unused

Key code
(1:8.1.3)

0

:I

Character cod e
(1:8.1.1)

Keyboard events

24 Z3

31

0

Unused

Pointer to window

Window events

31

16 15

0

Result code from
mounting volume (8.2.8)

Drive number
(1

2

=

=

3+ =

Disk events

built-in drive
external drive
disk connected
through serial port)
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Event Messages

Definitions
const
KeyCodeMask = $0000FFOO;
CharCodeMask
$OOOOOOFF;

=

{Mask for extracting key code from keyboard event}
{Mask for extracting character code from keyboard event}

1. For keyboard events, the event message identifies the key involved,

along with the corresponding character as determined by the keyboard
configuration currently in effect. Key codes and character codes are
listed in (1:8.1.3) and (1:8.1.1), respectively, as well as in Appendix D.
2. The key code and character code can be extracted from the message
field with BitAnd [1:2.2.2), using the mask constants KeyCodeMask and
CharCodeMask.
3. For window events, the event message contains a window pointer
(3.1.1) to the window involved .
4. For disk events, the Toolbox will already have attempted to mount the

newly inserted volume before reporting the event to the program. The
event message contains the result code returned by this mounting
operation. Mounting of volumes is discussed in Chapter 8.
5. For mouse and null events, the message field is meaningless; for network and I/O driver events, its contents are private to the system.
6. For application events, the event message can be used in any way the
application chooses.
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.2.1.5 Event Modifiers

OptionKey
Alphal ock
ShiftKey
CmdKey
BtnState

Unused

1

O

= down
= up

ActiveFlag

=

Unused

1
activate event
o = deactivate event
1

= transition from system

to application window
(or vice versa)
o = both system or
both application

Definitions
const
Option Key
Alphalock
Shift Key
CmdKey
BtnState

=
=
=
=

$0800 ;
$0400 ;
$0200 ;
$0100 ;

= $0080 ;

Active Flag = $0001;

{Option key}
{Caps Lock key}
{Shift key}
{Command key}
{Mouse button}
{Activate or deactivate event?}

1 . The state of the modifier keys is recorded for all events, not just

keyboar d events.
2 . No d istinction is m ade between the left and right Shift keys or the left
and r ight Option keys.
3. Bit 0 (AcliveFlag) distinguishes activate (1) from deactivate (0) events . See
Chapter 3 for further discussion .
4 . For activate/deactivate events, bit 1 is supposed to be set to 1 w hen
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control passes from an application window to a system window or vice
versa; Oif the windows being deactivated and activated are both system
or both application windows. However, this bit is not always set reliably; see Chapter 3 for further discussion.
5. The assembly-language constants (below) are bit numbers within the
modifiers field, for u se with the BTST, BSET, BCLR, and BCHG instructions.

ICJI
Assembly Language Information
-Ila-------Bit numbers in the modifiers field:
Name

Option Key
AlphaLock
Shift Key
CmdKey
BtnState
Active Flag

Value

11
10
9
8
7

0

Meaning

Option key
Caps Lock key
Shift key
Command key
Mouse button
Activate or
deactivate?

2.2 Event Reporting

2.2.1 Retrieving Events

function GetNextEvent
(mask
: INTEGER;
var theEvent : EventRecord)
: BOOLEAN;

{Mask designating event types of interest [2.1.3]}
{Returns information about event}
{Should application respond to event?}

function EventAvail
(mask
: INTEGER;
var theEvent : EventRecord)
: BOOLEAN;

{Mask designating event types of interest [2.1 .3]}
{Returns information about event}
{Should application respond to event?}
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~~iiiiiiiSE:::t---------N-o-te_s___________________________________________
1. Both of these routines check for the next available event of any of the
types designated by the mask parameter. Event types excluded by the
2.
3.

4.

5.
6.
7.

mask are ignored.
An event record describing the event is returned in the variable param·
eter theEvent.
GetNextEvent removes the reported event from the queue; EventAvall
doesn't, and can be used to "peek" at an event while leaving it in the
queue for later processing.
Events are reported in order of priority, as follows:
1. Deactivate events
2. Activate events
3. All except window, auto-key, and null events, in the order posted
4. Auto-key events
5. Update events, in front-to-back order of the windows on the screen
6. Null events
If no event of the requested types is available, a null event is returned.
Null events are never affected by the mask parameter.
The function result tells whether the event must be handled by your
program. If FALSE, you should simply ignore the event.
GetNextEvent intercepts certain events involving desk accessories and
passes them to the accessory for processing. If the accessory accepts
the event, GetNextEvent returns FALSE, indicating that your program need
not respond to it; in the unlikely case that the accessory refuses the
event, GetNextEvent returns TRUE, asking you to handle it yourself if appropriate.

8. Events intercepted by GetNextEvent include all keyboard and window

9.

10.
11.

12.

events directed to a system window (one containing a desk accessory).
Mouse-up events directed to a system window are also intercepted, but
mouse-down events are not. You must check all mouse-down events
yourself with FlndWlndow [3.5.1] and pass those involving system windows to the appropriate desk accessory for action.
Only GetNextEvent intercepts events involving desk accessories; EventAvail
never does.
For disk-inserted events, GetNextEvent mounts the new volume but still
returns TRUE. This allows you to take further action if appropriate,
based on the result code returned by the mounting operation. (Mount·
ing of volumes is discussed in Chapter 8.) EventAvail doesn't attempt to
mount the volume.
For null events, both GetNextEvent and EventAvall always return FALSE.
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ICJI
Assembly Language Information
-lli:lt--------Trap macros:
(Pascal)
Routine name

(Assembly)
Trap macro

GetNextEvent
EventAvail

_GetNextEvent
_EventAvall

Trap word

$A970
$A971

2.3 Posting and Removing Events

2.3.1 Emptying the Event Queue

Definitions
procedure FlushEvents
(whichMask : INTEGER;
stopMask : INTEGER);

{Event types to be flushed}
{Event types on which to stop}

----l~iii~·==:l---------N-o-te_s___________________________________________
1. FlushEvents removes events from the event queue.

2. whichMask tells which event type~ are to be removed.
3. stopMask tells which event types are to stop the search. After the first
such event is encountered, no further events are flushed from the
queue.
4. A stopMask of 0 flushes the entire queue of the event types designated by
which Mask.
5. Call

FlushEvents (EveryEvent, 0)
to clear out the event queue at the beginning of your program .
6 . When called from assembly language, FlushEvents is register-based: see
the register u sage information below.
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Assembly Language Information

- - - i l j : I - - - - - - - -.
Trap macro:
(Pascal)
Routine name

(Assembly)
Trap macro

Flush Events

_Flush Events

Trap word

$A032

Register usage:
Routine

Register

Contents

Flush Events

00.L (in)

High word: stopMask
Low word: whlchMask

00.W (out)

Event type that stopped search
(0 if none)

.2.3.2 Posting Events

Definitions
function

PostEvent
(eventType: INTEGER;
message : LONGINT)
: OSErr;

procedure SetEventMask
(newMask : INTEGER);

{Type of event}
{Event message}
{Result code}
{New setting of system event mask}

~~~iil==t-~~N-ot-es~-------------------------1. PostEvent places a new event in the event queue.

2. eventType and message give the new event's type and the contents of its

message field.
3. The event's when, where, and modifiers fields will be set to r eflect conditions

at the time the event is posted.
4. SetEventMask sets the system event mask, which controls w hich types of
event can be posted into the event queue. A 0 bit in any position
prevents events of the corresponding ty pe from being posted.
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Posting Events

5. The system event mask is initially set to allow all but key-up events to
be posted .
6. Window events (activate, deactivate, update) are treated specially and
are never actually placed in the event queue. Do not attempt to post
such events with PostEvent. Window events are also unaffected by the
system event mask.
7. When called from assembly language, PostEvent is register-based: see the

register usage information below.

fJ1
-ig-----Assembly Language Information

Trap macro:
(Pascall
Routine name

(Assembly)
Trap macro

Trap word

Post Event

_ PostEvent

$A02F

Register usage:
Routine

Post Event

Register

Contents

AO.W (in)
00 .L (in)

eventType
message

DO.W (out)

result code

Assembly-language global variable:
Name
Address

SysEvtMask

$144

Meaning
System event mask
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2.4 The Mouse
2.4.1 Reading the Mouse Position

Definitions
procedure GetMouse
(var mouseloc : Point);

{Returns mouse position in local (window) coordinates}

~~fiiii~t::::::i---------N-o_t_e_s____________________________________________
1.

GetMouse returns the currenl position of the mouse via the variable
parameter mouseloc .

.2. The mouse location is expressed in the local coordinates of the current

graphics port (typicalJy the currently active window). Notice that the
where field of an event record (2.1.1) is in global (screen) coordinates.

__

~~l~--------A s_s_e_1D_h_I_y__L_a_n_gu
__a_g_e__1n
__r_o_r_1D_a_t_i_o_n__________________
Trap macro:
(Assembly)

(Pascall
Routine name

Trap macro

Trap word

Get Mouse

_ GetMouse

$A972
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2.4.2 Reading the Mouse Button

Definitions
function Button
: BOOLEAN ;

{Is mouse button down?}

function StlllDown
: BOOLEAN ;

{Is mouse button still down from previous press?}

function WaitMouseUp
: BOOLEAN ;

{Is mouse button still down from previous press?}

~~iii~·==:1---------N-o-te_s___________________________________________
1. Button returns TRUE if the mouse button is currently down, otherwise

FALSE.
Both StillOown and WaitMouseUp return TRUE if the mouse button is currently down and there are no pending mouse events in the event queue.
This implies that the button is still down from the last reported mousedown event, and can't have been released and pressed again.
3. If the event (ueue does contain a pending mouse-up event, WaitMouseUp
removes the event from the queue before returning FALSE; StillDown
leaves the event pending.

z.

4. In assembly language, the global variable MBState is a single byte whose

low-order bit (bit O) gives the current state of the mouse button.
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bl
- l& : 1 1 1 - - - - - - - Assembly Language Information

Trap macros:
(Pascal)
Routine name

(Assembly)
Trap macro

Button
Still Down
WaitMouseUp

_ Button
_ Still Down
_ WaitMouseUp

Trap word

$A974
$A973
$A977

Assembly-language global variable:
Address

Name

$172

MBState

Meaning

State of mouse button

.2.5 The Cursor

.2.5.1 Cursor Records

Definitions

...,

~m=:-----------------------------------·
type
CursHandle
"CursPtr;
CursPtr
"Cursor;
Cursor

=
=
= record

data
: Bits16;
'mask : Bits16;
hotspot : Point
end;
Bits16 =array [0 .. 15] of INTEGER;

Mask bil

Data bit

1
1

1

0

0
0

1
0

{Cursor image}
{Transfer mask (see table)}
{Point coinciding with mouse}
{16 rows of 16 bits each}

Result
Black
White
Invert screen
Invisible
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[2.5.1] Cursor Records

_____________________

~~~ii~----No-tes

1. data contains the cursor's bit image, 16 by 16 bits .

.2. mask is another bit image, also 16 by 16 bits, that defines how the data

image is transferred to the screen (see table).
3. hotspot defines the point in the cursor that coincides with the mouse
position on the screen.
4. The hot spot designates a point on the coordinate grid, not a pixel of
the cursor. The top-left corner of the cursor has coordinates (0, 0).

ICJI

Assembly Language Information

--11!:11-------Field offsets in a cursor record:
(Pascal)
(Assembly)
Field name
Offset name

data
mask
hotspot

data
mask
hot Spot

Offset in bytes
0

32
64

Assembly-language constant:
Name

Curs Rec

Value

68

Meaning

Size of cursor record in bytes
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2.5.2 Setting the Cursor

Definitions
procedure lnitCursor;
procedure SetCursor
(newCursor : Cursor);
function

GetCursor
(cursorlD : INTEGER)
: CursHandle;

{Cursor to be made current}
{Resource ID of desired cursor}
{Handle to cursor in memory}

var
Arrow : Cursor;

{Standard arrow cursor (for general use)}

const
IBeamCursor = 1;
CrossCursor
2;
PlusCursor
3;
WatchCursor
4;

{Resource
{Resource
{Resource
{Resource

=
=
=

•••
•••
••••
•••••
••••••
•••••••
••••••••
•••••
••
• ••••
••••
••

••• •••
••
•

••
•••
••
••
••• •••

I \I

ID
ID
ID
ID

for
for
for
for

••
••
•
•••••••••••
•
•••
•

~

I

+

Arrow

l·beam

Cross

I-beam cursor (for text selection)}
cross cursor (for graphics selection)}
plus-sign cursor (for "structured selection")}
wristwatch cursor ("wait a minute")}

•••••
•• ••••
•
••
•••••••••••••••••••••
•••••••••••••••
••
••••• ••••••••
• ••

\m:

Plus sign

•••••••
•••••
•••••••
•••••
••• •• •••
•• •••• ••••
•
•••
••
•••••••
•••••

\7e
Wristwatch

1. The current cursor is painted on the screen at the mouse location

during the vertical retrace interrupt, sixty times a second.
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.2. The cursor always follows the movements of the mouse. There is no

way for a program to force the cursor to a specific position on the
screen.
3. lnltCursor sets the current cursor to the standard "eleven-o'clock" arrow
(see figure). This is the only way to make the arrow cursor current.
4. lnltCursor sets the cursor level [2.5.3) to 0 (visible).
5. SetCursor makes the designated cursor (newCursor) the current cursor.
6. The newCursor parameter is an actual cursor record (2.5.1), not a pointer
or handle.
7. The standard arrow cursor cannot be made current with SetCursor; use
lnltCursor instead.
8. If the cursor is currently hidden (cursor level < 0), the new cursor will
appear when it becomes visible again.
9 . GetCursor gets a cursor record from a resource file, reads it into memory
if necessary, and returns a handle to it.
10. cursorlD is the resource ID of the desired cursor; its resource type is
'CURS' (2.9.1).

11. The standard arrow cursor is kept in the global variable Arrow. The
other standard cursors are available as system resources, either in
ROM or in the system resource file, using the constants shown for their
resource IDs.
12. Arrow is actually a QuickDraw global variable [I :4.3.1). To access it in
assembly language, find the pointer to QuickDraw's globals at the ad·
dress contained in r egister A5, then locate the variable relative to that
pointer using the offset constant Arrow (see table). See Volume One,
Chapter 3 and [I:4.3.1, note 4) for further discu ssion.
13. The cursor record defining the current cursor is kept in the assemblylanguage global variable TheCrsr. There is no straightforward way to
access the current cursor from the Pascal level.
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ICJI _
Assembly Language Information
--llLI....,__
_ _ _ __
Trap macros:
(Pascall
Routine name

(Assembly)
Trap macro

lnitCursor
SetCursor
GetCursor

_lnitCursor
_SetCursor
_ GetCursor

Trap word

$A850
$A851
$A9B9

Assembly-language constants:
Name

Vruue

IBeam Cursor
CrossCursor
PlusCursor
Watch Cursor

Meaning

Resource
Resource
Resource
Resource

1

2
3
4

ID of I-beam cursor
ID of cross cursor
ID of plus-sign cursor
ID of wristwatch cursor

Assembly-language global variable:
Name

TheCrsr

Address

$844

Meaning

Current cursor record

QuickDraw global variable:
Name

Offset in bytes

Arrow

- 108

Meaning

Standard arrow cursor

2.5.3 Showing and Hiding the Cursor

Definitions
procedure HideCursor;
procedure ShowCursor;

1.

These routines control the cursor's visibility on the screen by manipulating the cursor level.
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2. The cursor is displayed on the screen if the cursor level is 0, hidden if
the cursor level is negative.
3. The cursor level is set to 0 (visible) by lnitCursor (2..5.2].
4. HideCursor removes the cursor from the screen and decrements the

cursor level by 1.
5. ShowCursor undoes the effects of HldeCursor and restores the cursor's visi-

bility to its previous state. It increments the cursor level by 1; if the
cursor level becomes O, the cursor is redisplayed on the screen.
6. The cursor level never becomes greater than 0. If it's already O (visible),

ShowCursor leaves it unchanged.
7. Calls to HideCursor and ShowCursor may be nested to any depth. Every call

to HideCursor should be balanced by a corresponding call to ShowCursor.

lc=JI
Assembly Language Information
-Ila.------Trap macros:
(Pascall
Routine name

(Assembly)
Trap macro

HideCursor
ShowCursor

_ HldeCursor
_ ShowCursor

Trap word

$A852
$A853

2.5.4 Obscuring and Shielding the Cursor

Definitions

procedure ShieldCursor
(shieldRect : Rect;
globalOrigin: Point);

{Shield rectangle}
{Origin of coordinate system in global (screen) coordinates}

1. ObscureCursor temporarily removes the cursor from the screen; it will

reappear the next time the mouse is moved.
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2. ShieldCursor removes the cursor from the screen if any part of it lies

within th e designated shield rectangle.
3. The shield rectangle may be expressed in any convenient coordinate
system. globalOrigin establishes the coordinate system relative to global
(screen) coordinates . If shieldRect is expressed in screen coordinates,
globalOrlgin should be (0, O); if it's in the local coordinates of some graphics
port (such as a window), globalOrigin should be the origin of the port's
boundary rectangle .
4. ShieldCursor decrements the current cursor level and so must be balanced
eventually with a call to ShowCursor (2.5.3). ObscureCursor doesn't affect the

current cursor level and must not be balanced with ShowCursor.

lc=JI _
Assembly Language Information
---llrl..,__
_ _ _ __
Trap macros:
!Pascal)

(Assembly)

Routine name

Trap macro

Obscure Cursor
Shield Cursor

_ObscureCursor
_ShieldCursor

Trap word

$A856
$A855

2.6 The Keyboard

2.6.1 Reading the Keyboard

procedure GetKeys
(var keys : KeyMap);

{Returns current state of keyboard}

type
KeyMap = packed array [O .. 127] of BOOLEAN;
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Second hexadecimal ctigit

7

6

$4

Clear

+

$5

5

5

2

3

4

0

F

E

c

0

B

A

8

so
$1

$2
$3

4

II JI JI
3

9

0

2

$6

...............·................i".. .. ......... 'i..... ......... .............··i.··............
~

I. . ...........!.·..............1................

-1..... ...........

1·:._ ..... . . ... ... . • l._1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

$7

D

Shade d boxes are m ap
entries for keypad keys.

key map representing the current state of the keyboard and keypad.

1. GetKeys returns a

z.

The key map is a packed array in which each Boolean element occupies
a single bit of memory . A value of TRUE (1) means that the corresponding
key w as down at the time of the call; FALSE (0) means it wasn't.

3. At most two character keys w ill be reported down simultaneously ,
along with any combination of the modifier keys Shift, Caps Lock,
Option, and Command.
4 . No distinction is made between the left and right Shift keys or the left
and right Option keys.
5. At the assembly-language level, although the bytes of the key map read
normally from left to right, the bits within each byte read from right to
left (see figure).
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Assembly Language Information

-llrl---------Trap macro:
(Pascal)
Routine name

(Assembly)
Trap macro

Trap word

Get Keys

_Get Keys

$A976

Assembly-language global variables:
Name

Key Map
Keypad Map

Address

$174

$17C

Meaning

System keyboard map
System keypad map

2. 7 The System Clock

2.7.1 Reading the System Clock

Definitions
function

TickCount
: LONG INT;

{Current time on system clock}

procedure Delay
(duration
: LONGINT;
var endTime : LONGINT);

{Length of delay in ticks}
{Returns time on system clock at end of delay}

returns the time in ticks (sixtieths of a second) since the system
was started up.

1. TickCount

Z. Delay suspends program execution for a specified number of ticks.

3. The delay is only approximate; it is usually (but not always) accurate to
within one tick of the number specified by the duration parameter.
4. The variable parameter endTime returns the actual time on the system

clock when the delay ends.
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5. In assembly language, the system clock is accessible directly as the long-

word global variable Ticks.
6. When called from assembly language, Delay is register-based: see the

register usage information below.

CJI
- - l l U l 1 - - - - - - -'
I

Assembly Language Information

Trap macros:
(Pascal)
Routine name

(Assembly)
Trap macro

Trap word

TickCount
Delay

_ TickCount
_ Delay

$A975
$A038

Register usage:
Routine

Register

Contents

Delay

AO. L (in)

duration

00.L (out)

endTime

Assembly-language global variable:
Name
Address

Meaning

Ticks

System clock

$16A

2. 7 .2 Performing Periodic Tasks

Definitions
procedure SystemTask;

1. SystemTask performs any periodic tasks associated with open desk acces-

sories, under the control of the system clock.
2. Each accessory's periodic task is executed only if the appropriate inter-

val has elapsed on the system clock since the task was last performed.

6.2

Events

3. You should call SystemTask at least once per tick (60 times per second) to

ensure that all desk accessories receive the processor time they need.
This is normally done by calling it once on every pass of the program's
main event loop; it may have to be called more often during time·
consuming operations.

lc=JI

Assembly Language Information

- l l L I - - - - - - - -·
Trap macro:
(Pascal)

(Assembly)

Routine name

Trap macro

SystemTask

_System Task

Trap word

$A9B4

2.8 The Speaker

2.8.1 Beeping the Speaker

Definitions

procedure SysBeep
(duration : INTEGER);

{Length of beep in seconds}

~~iit:t::=t----N-ote_s- - - - - - - - - - 1.

SysBeep emits a beep from the Macintosh's speaker.

z.

The duration parameter gives the length of the beep in seconds.

3. The speaker volume is controlled by the user with the Control Panel
desk accessory. If the volume is set to 0, the menu bar flashes instead.
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Assembly Language Information

~la-----------·
Trap macro:
(Pascal)
Routine name

Trap macro

Trap word

Sys Beep

_Sys Beep

$A9C8

(Assembly)

2.9 Event-Related Resources

2.9.1 Resource Type 'CURS'

do to
(32 bytes)

mosk
(32 bytes)

hotspot (4 bytes)
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1. A resource of type 'CURS' contains a cursor record [Z.5.1).

2. Use GetCursor [Z.5.Z) to load a resource of this type.
3. The standard arrow cursor is kept in the global variable Arrow. The
other standard cursors are available as system resources, either in
ROM (on the Macintosh Plus) or in the system resource file [Z.5.Z).

2.9.2 Resource Type 'FKEY'

••
•

Code of
keyboard routine
(indefinite 1ength)

••
•

..............................................................................................................................

1. A resource of type 'FKEY' contains a low-level keyboard routine.

2. Keyboard routines are executed automatically when the user types a
numeric key (0-9) while holding down both the Command and Shift
keys. These keystrokes are intercepted by the low-level keyboard driver and are not reported to your program via the event mechanism.
3. The resource ID of the ' FKEY' resource designates the key that invokes
the routine, and must be between 0 and 9.
4. The resource data is simply the machine-language code of the keyboard
routine.
5. The routine's entry point must be at the very beginning.
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6. The routine must leave all processor registers unchanged.
7. The User Interface Guidelines define the following standard CommandShift keystrokes, which should not be overridden by 'FKEY' resources of

your own:
Keystroke

Meaning

Command-Shift-1
Command-Shift-2
Command -Shift -3
Command -Shift -4

Eject disk in internal drive
Eject disk in external drive
Dump screen to a MacPaint file
Dump screen to printer

('FKEY' resources 3 and 4 are included in the standard system resource

file . There are no actual resources numbered 1 and 2; these operations
are implemented internally by the keyboard driver.)
8. The keyboard driver intercepts Command-Shift keystrokes only if the
1-byte global flag ScrDmpEnb is TRUE ($FF). If this flag is FALSE ($00), they're
just reported as ordinary keyboard events.

ln==JI

Assembly Language Information

--11!:1--------Assembly-language global variable:
Name

ScrDmpEnb

Address

$2F8

Meaning

Intercept Command-Shift
keystrokes? (1 byte)

CHAPTER

Windours on the
World

Anyone who's used a Macintosh knows all about windows . From
your program's point of view, they serve as a two-way channel of
communication with the user : the program conveys information to
the user by displaying it in a window, and the user tells the program
what to do by clicking the mouse at strategic places in the window.
Windows can be of various types, each with its own characteristic appearance and structure. All windows, regardless of type, are
expected to behave in certain standard ways, spelled out in the
Macintosh User Interface Guidelines (part of Apple's Inside Macintosh
documentation). The User Interface Toolbox includes all the facilities
you need to display and manipulate windows in accordance with the
Guidelines, but it's up to you to call the right Toolbox routines at the
r ight times to make it all happen . In this chapter we'll see how.

Window Fundamentals

There can be any number of windows on the screen, and they can
overlap in any order. Some windows belong to your program, and
are called application windows; other s are put there by the Macintosh
system itself, and are known as system windows. (Examples of system
windows are those that display desk accessories like the Calculator,
the Control Panel, and the Alarm Clock.)
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a. Document window

The disk is lo cked .

OK

ll

b. Alert box

0

Change

Find what
Change to
( Find NeHt)

(Change, Then Find)
@Whole Word

0

(change)
Partial Word

c. Dialog box

d. Accessory w indow
Figu re 3-1 Standard windows

( Change All )
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A window's front-to-back position on the screen is called its
plane. Each window has its own plane on the screen. When two
windows overlap, the one in front gets drawn, covering the other
behind it. A window that's completely obscured from view by other
windows is said to be .covered; if any part of the window is not
obscured from view, the window is e((posed. You can also make a
window logically visible or invisible: to actually appear on t he screen,
it must be both visible and exposed. Your program controls whether
a w indow is visible or invisible; whether it's covered or exposed
depends on where the user places it in relation to other windows on
the screen. Making a window invisible is called hiding the window,
making it visible is called showing it.
The frontmost window at any given time is called the active
window. All the user's menu choices and keyboard actions are directed to the active window, as are all mouse clicks inside the window. A click in any other window causes that window to come to the
front and become the active window. It's your program's responsibility to respond to user actions directed to its own application windows, and to refer those direct ed to system windows to the
appropriate Toolbox routines to be acted upon.
Certain types of window are built into the Macintosh system ,
and are automatically available for your program to use:
• Document windows (Figure 3-l a) are the standard type of window that

you normally see on your screen. Their appearance and behavior are
discussed briefly in the following section, and are described fully in the
Macintosh Owner's Guide and the User Interface Guidelines.
• Alert boxes (Figure 3-lb) and dialog boxes (Figure 3-l c) report errors,
issue warnings, and request specific information from the user. We'll
be discussing them at length in Chapter 7.
• Accessory windows (Figure 3-ld) display desk accessories and are recognizable by their rounded corners.
For the vast majority of applications , these standard window
types are all you'll need. If you're adventurous, you might want to
define an octagonal window for the viewport of your starship. Volume Three contains complete information on how to "roll your own"
window types; we'll confine ourselves to the standard types only.

Anatomy of a Window
Figure 3-2 shows the structure of a standa rd document window. At
the top of the window is the title bar, which displays the window's
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Title bar

Zoom box

Document Window

111111

ScrolJ bar

1
11111

ScrolJ bar

Size box

Figure 3·2 Parts of a document window

title. When the window is active, the title bar is highlighted, as shown
in Figure 3·3; when it's inactive, the highlighting is removed. Clicking
anywhere within an inactive window activates it, making it come to
the front of the screen and highlight its title bar.
Pressing and dragging inside a window's title bar causes an
outline of the window to appear and follow the mouse's movements
(Figure 3-4). When the button is released, the window moves to its
new location on the screen. Inside the title bar, at the left, is the
window's close bo;<.. Clicking inside the close box closes the window
and erases it from the screen (Figure 3·5). A window that can't be
closed by the user has no close box.
At the right end of the title bar is the zoom box. When the mouse
is clicked here, the window "zooms out" to cover most of the screen;
clicking the zoom box again makes it "zoom in" to its previous size
and location (Figure 3·6). If the window can't be zoomed, it doesn't
display a zoom box.
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I nactiue Window

The active window highlights its title bar and scroll bars
and displays its close box, size box, and zoom box.
Figure 3 -3 Highlighting of a document window

a.

a

File

Edit

Before: Mouse button about to be pressed in window's title bar.
Figu re 3-<l Moving a document window
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b.

a

File

Edit

§0~ Document Window ~e:rn
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:

i

ll!l!l

1im1

During: Dotted outline of window follows mouse.

c.

a

File

Edit

Afler: When mouse button is released, window moves to n ew location.
Figure 3 -4 (continued)
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a.

Before: Mouse button about to be pressed in window's close box.
b.

During: Close box indicates that window is about to vanish.
Figure 3·5 Closing a document window
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c.
S

File

Edit

After: When mouse button is released, window goes away;
next-frontmost window becomes active.
Figure 3-5 (continued)

The zoom box is a new feature included only in the Macintosh Plus
Toolbox.

At the bottom-right corner of the window is the size bol(, used to
adjust the window's size. When the user presses and drags the
mouse inside the size box, an outline of the window appears with its
top-left corner "anchored" and its bottom-right corner following the
mouse (Figure 3-7). The window is redrawn to its new size when the
button is released. A window that can't be resized has no size box.
A window may also contain controls of various types, such as the
"pushbuttons" and "checkboxes" commonly used in dialog boxes. The
most familiar examples of controls are the scroll bars along a window's right and bottom edges. (Not all windows have scroll bars.
Normally a window will have a scroll bar in a given direction-vertical or horizontal-only if it can actually be scrolled in that
direction.) Controls, including scroll bars, are discussed in Chapter 6.
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a.

S

File

Edit

Before: Mouse button about Lo be pressed in window's zoom box.

b.

S

Fi l e

Edit

During: Zoom box indicates that window is about to zoom .
Figure 3-6 Zooming a document window
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c.

a

File

Edit

§0

Document Window

After: When mouse button is released, window zooms out to fill full screen.
d.

S
§0

File

Edit
Document Window

During: Zoom box indicates that window is about to zoom again .
Figure 3·6 (con tinued)
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e.

After: When mouse button is released, window zooms back
in to original location and size.
Figure 3 · 6 (continued)

A window's outline on the screen (including the title bar, if any)
is called its frame. The Toolbox draws the frame for you; what's
inside the frame (the window's content) is your responsibility. The
area inside the window that you can draw into is called the content
region. Together, the content region and the frame make up the
window's structure region, the total area occupied by the window (see
Figure 3-8). Notice that these are QuickDraw regions , and can be of
any shape- for a standard document window, they just happen to be
rectangular.
A window can also have a drag region for moving the window, a
close region (also called the "go-away region") for closing it, a z oom
region for zooming it, and a size region (also called the "grow region")
for changing its size. (For a document window, the drag region is the
title bar minus the close box, the close region is the close box, the
zoom region is the zoom box, and the size region is the size box.) The
drag, close, and zoom regions are always part of the window's frame,
meaning that the Toolbox draws them for you automatically. The
size region, on the other hand, may belong to eithe r the fra me or the
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a.

c

File

Edit
Do cument Window

Before: Mouse button about to be pressed in window's size box.
b.
C

File

Edi t

...........................................................................................................................................

l

Ii
!
;

!

I!
1

During: Bottom-right corner of window outline follows mouse;
top-left corner remains fixed.
F ig ure 3-7 Sizing a document window
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c.
S

File

§0

Edit
Document Window

After: When mouse button is released, window changes to new size.
Figure 3·7 (continued)

content region. In a standard document window, in fact, it lies within
the content region, which means you have to draw it for yourself
whenever necessary. The same goes for a window's controls (including scroll bars), which are always part of the content region.
Two other important regions associated with a window are its
visible region, discussed in the next section, and its update r egion,
which is used in connection with update events and is discussed later
under "Window Events."

Window Records

Internally, each window is represented by a window record [3.1.1)
summarizing all the needed information pertaining to the window.
The first item in the window record is a graphics port for drawing
into the window . This is actually a complete record of type Graf Port
CT:4.2.2] embedded in the window record-not just a pointer to one.
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The size region can belong to
either the frame or the content region; in a standard document window it is part of the
content region.
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The window frame consists of
the window's outline, including its title bar, and always in·
eludes the drag region, close
region, and zoom region.

The area inside the window
that the program draws into is
the content region; note that
scroll bars and other controls
are always part of the content
region.

The window frame and content region together make up
the structure region, which encompasses the whole window.

Figure 3 ·8 Regions of a window

One way to think of a window record is as an extended graphics port
with some extra fields added at the end to describe its windowspecific properties. To draw a window's contents on the screen, you
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just use the window as a graphics port and draw into it with QuickDraw .
As the user moves windows around on the screen, the Toolbox
keeps track of each window's visible region, the portion of the window that's exposed to view at any given time. A handle to the visible
region is kept in the visRgn field of the window's port, and anything
you draw in the window is automatically clipped to this region. This
means that if your application calls for it, you can draw into a
window even when it isn't frontmost on the screen, and only the part
that's exposed to view will actually be drawn. Notice that the Toolbox
itself takes full responsibility for maintaining a window's visible region: you should never attempt to manipulate this field of the window record yourself.
Like the graphics port it's based on, a window record is a
nonrelocatable object and is referred to by a pointer rather than a
handle. Actually, there are two different types of window pointer
(3.1.1], one for treating the window as a window and one for treating
it as a port. To use a window as a port, you refer to it with a pointer
of type WindowPtr. This is equivalent to a Graf Ptr l1:4.2.2]: that is, a
pointer to a graphics port. So you can give this type of pointer to any
QuickDraw routine that expects a GrafPtr as an argument. Since the
window record and the graphics port in its first field both start at the
same address, QuickDraw will find all the port's fields at the correct
locations and everything will work as it should. The other type of
window pointer is called a WindowPeek. This is defined as a pointer to a
window record (not to a graphics port), so you can use it to "peek" at
the window-specific fields beyond the end of the port record.
When you create a new window, what you get back from the
Toolbox is a WindowPtr. It's up to you to convert it to a WindowPeek if
that's what you need. You can convert one type of pointer to the
other with the Pascal "typecasting" feature:
wPeek : = WindowPeek(wPtr)
or
wPtr : = WindowPtr(wPeek)
All windows in existence at any time (whether visible or not) are
chained together into a single window list, ordered from front to back
according to their plane on the screen. The beginning of the list is
kept in the system global Windowlist, which always points to the
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frontmost window on the screen. Each window's nextWindow field
points to the next window behind it; the last window in the list has a
nextWindow of NIL. Each window also has its own control list, beginning
in the controllist field of the window record; we'll have more to say
about this in Chapter 6.
Even though a WindowPtr and a WindowPeek point to the same place in
memory 1 Pascal considers them different types and won't let you use
one where the other is expected. To illustrate the difference, suppose
you have two variables, declared as
var
wPtr : WindowPtr;
wPeek : WindowPeek;

that both point to the same window record. You can refer to the
window's port rectangle as either
wPtr11 • portRect
or
wPeek11 • port. portRect
You can refer to its content region as
wPeek11 .contRgn
but there's no way to refer to the content region by means of wPtr. You
can make the window the current port with
SetPort(wPtr)
and draw into it with Quick.Draw, but you can't do the same with
wPeek.

Each window record includes a 4-byte Uong integer) field reserved for use by your program. This field is called refCon, for "reference constant," even though it 's really not a constant but a variable.
You can use it optionally to hold any special information you want to
associate with a window. (If you need more than 4 bytes, you can
allocate the needed space from the heap and store a handle to it as
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the window's reference constant. You'll have to typecast the handle
to a long integer in order to store it into the refCon field, and back to a
handle when you want to use it. This is the technique we'll be using
in our example program.)

Creating and Destroying Windows
Before you can create any windows, you have to initialize QuickDraw with lnitGraf CT:4.3.1], font handling with lnitFonts CT:8.2.4], and
windows themselves with lnitWindows [3.2.1). (We've already done all
this in our earlier Initialize routine, Program 2-6.) You can then create
any windows you need with NewWindow or GetNewWindow, and destroy
them when you're finished with them by calling DisposeWindow or
CloseWindow.
NewWindow [3.2.2) creates a new window and returns a WindowPtr
to it. You supply the window's title, its position and plane on the
screen, its window type, and its reference constant, and specify
whether it's initially visible or invisible and whether it has a close
region. The window's position is expressed as a rectangle in global
(screen) coordinates, which becomes its port rectangle. You specify
the window's plane by giving a pointer to the window immediately in
front of it; the new window will be inserted right after this one in the
window list. (A value of NIL for this behindWindow parameter places the
new window behind all others on the screen; a value of WindowPtr(-1)
places it in front of all others, making it the active window.) The new
window's type is identified with an integer called a window definition
ID, which we'll discuss later.

You can also provide a pointer, wStorage, to the storage to be used for
the new window record. You can pass a value of NIL for wStorage, asking
the Toolbox to allocate the storage for you from the heap, but you may
instead want to declare a variable of type WindowRecord on the stack and
u se the @ operator (Volume One, Chapter 2) to pass a pointer to it.
This avoids fragmenting the heap with nonrelocatable objects (remember, window records are based on graphics ports and are referred to
with pointers instead of handles). Bear in mind, though, that any
variable residing on the stack will be deallocated on exit from the
routine in which it's declared: to avoid dangling pointers, be sure to
destroy the window with CloseWindow before returning from the routine.
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{ Global variable }

Y![

<Pointer to currently active Mindow C3.l.IJ }

TheWindoM : WindoMPtr;

( Handle NeM co11and.
£Q!!~!

windowTop
MindowLeft
window8otto1
windowRight

;
;
;
;

70;
SO;
270;
350;

<Top edge of window in screen coordinates}
<Left edge of window in screen coordinates}
(8otto1 edge of window in screen coordinates}
!Right edge of window in screen coordinates}

Y![
{New window's port rectangle CI:4.l.2J}
{Handle to Mindow's data record CProg. 5-IJ}
<Untyped handle for creating data record £1:3.1.IJ}

windowRect : Rect;
theData
: WDHandle;
dataHandle : Handle;
~~9!!!

<DoNew}

SetRect !windowRect, windowLeft, windowTop,
<Set up port rectangle CI:4.l.2l}
windowRight, window8otto1l;
dataHand le :; NewHandle !SIZEOF!WindowDatall;
<Allocate window data record £1:3.2.1, Prag. 5-11}
TheWindow :; NewWindow

MindowRect, 'untitled ' ,
{"ake new window fro1 scratch (3.2.21}
TRUE, ZooaDocProc, WindowPtr(-1),
TRUE, LONGINT!dataHandlell;

l ~!b,

SetPort !TheWindowl;
TextFont !Seneval;

{Set into the window's port Cl:4.3.3J}
!Set text font CI:B. 3.2, 1:8.2.lll

HLock (dataHandlel ;

(Lock data record CI: 3.2.4J}

theData :; WDHandle!dataHandlel;
~!tn theOataAA ~Q
(Initialize fields of data record>;

{Convert to typed handle CProg. 5-IJ}

!Set global handles to scroll bar and edit record};
HUnlock (dataHandlel

!Unlock data record CI: 3.2.4J}

Program 3·1 Make new window from scratch
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Program 3-1 (DoNew) shows one way our example program MiniEdit
might create a new window on the screen. (We'll see in the next
ch apter h ow this routine gets called w h en the user chooses t he New
menu command.) Our program w ill be using the window's reference
constant to hold a handle to a "window dat a record" containing
various pieces of information it needs abou t the window. Later we'll
define a record type, WindowData, to represent this record, and a handle type, WDHandle, to point to it. We're not ready yet to look at the
complete definition, but we can say that the window data record will
contain the following information:
• A handle to the window's edil record, used for editing text in the

window (Chapter 5)
• A handle to the window's scroll bar (Chapter 6)
• The reference number of the file associated with the window, if any
(Chapter 8)
• A flag telling whether the window's text has been changed since it was
last read from or written to the disk
Our DoNew routine allocates space for the window data record
from the heap, typecasts the resulting h andle to a long integer, an d
su pplies it to NewWindow as the window's reference constant. Then it
goes on to initialize the fields of the data record; in Chapter 5 we'll
look at a more detailed version of DoNew that shows exactly how this
is done.

Don't confuse what we're calling the window data record with the
window record itself. The window record is a Toolbox data structure,
and always contains the same items of information for every window;
the window data record is strictly a creature of our example program,
and holds additional information that this particular program needs to
maintain about each window it creates . A different program might
define the contents of the window data record differently, or might
use the window's reference constant for a different purpose entirely,
or might not use the reference constant at all (in which case you
would just set it to 0 and forget about it).

Notice that DoNew stores the pointer to t he newly created window into a global variable of the MiniEdit program named TheWindow.
Whenever one of ou r own application w indows is frontmost on the
screen, TheWindow will hold a pointer to it; when a system w indow is
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frontmost, TheWindow will be set to NIL. As we'll see, many of MiniEdit's
routines rely on this variable to be set up properly. Since we're
placing the new window in front of all others on the screen, it will
become the active window-so we have to see to it that TheWindow is
set to point to it. IThe program also maintains global handles to the
active window's scroll bar and edit record; our later version of DoNew
w ill show how these are set up as well.)
Finally, some of the program's routines assume that the active
window is also the current graphics port, so our DoNew routine must
call SetPort ll:4.3.3) to "get into" the window's port. We'll also use this
opportunity to set the typeface for displaying text in the window
with TextFont ll:8.3.2].
Instead of creating a new window "from scratch" with NewWindow, you can use GetNewWindow [3.2.2) to create one from a
predefined window template. The template is a resou rce of type 'WINO'
[3.7.1), typically stored in the program's application resource file. It
contains most of the same information you would have supplied to
NewWindow as parameters; with GetNewWindow, you just give the resource ID of the template instead. The only information you still have
to provide explicitly is the behindWindow parameter defining the window's plane (since the identity of the other windows on the screen
can't be known ahead of time) and the optional storage pointer; all
the rest comes from the template. Window templates are handy
because they save code and allow you to change the properties of
your windows without changing your program itself; like all other
resources, their use is encouraged. Our MiniEdit program actually
creates its windows from a template in its resource file rather than
from scratch , using the version of the OoNew routine shown in Program 3-2.
Of course, before you can create windows from a template, you first
have to create the template itself and place it in a resource file for
your program to use. As discussed in Volume One, Chapter 6, one way
to do this is with resource compilers like RMaker or Rez, which are
included with many of the software development systems available for
the Macintosh. Another approach-the one that was actually used for
our MiniEdlt program-is to create the resources directly on the Macintosh screen, using a resource editor such as ResEdlt or REdit. All of these
resource-handling programs are widely available through Macintosh
user groups and "bulletin boards," and no serious Macintosh programmer should be without them .
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{ Slobal variable }
y~~

(Pointer to currently act ive window £3.1.11 }

TheWindow : WindowPtr;

C Handle New co11and.
£Qn~!

m:

window!D = 1000;

(Resource ID for window te1plate Cl.7.11}

thellata
dataHandle

{Handle to window's data record CProg. S-11}
(Untyped handle for creating data record £1:3.1.11}

TheWindow

: WDHandle;
: Handle;

:=

SetNewtlindow (windowID,

~!~,

NindowPtr l-1 11; C"ake new wi ndow fro• tetplate Cl.2. 21}

SetPort ITheWindowl;
TtxtFont (6eneva};

{Get into the window's port £1:4.3.31 }
CSet text font Cli8. 3.2, 1:8.2.11}

dataHandle := NewHandle (SIZEOFIWindowDatall;
SetWRefCon (lheWindow, LONSINT(dataHandlel l;

CAllocate window data record £1:3.2.1 1 Prag. S-11}
<Store as reference constant £3.2.41}

Hlock !dataHandlel;

Clock data record £1:3.2.41}

theData := NDHandle(dataHandlel;
~i~~ theDataAA ~Q
<Initial ize fields of data record>;

(Convert to typed handle CProg . S-1]}

(Set global handles to scroll bar and edit record};
HUnlock (dataHandlel
~n~;

{Unlock data record £1: 3.2.41>

CDoNew>
Program 3-2 Make new window from template

When you're finished with a window, use CloseWindow or DisposeWindow [3.2.3) to destroy it. DisposeWindow frees all storage associated with the window, including that occu pied by the w indow record
itself. Use it if you had the Toolbox allocate the window r ecord for
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you (that is, if you set the wStorage parameter to NIL when you created
the window). If you supplied your own storage for the window record, u se CloseWindow to destroy the window instead. This frees the
storage occupied by the window's auxiliary data structures (such as its
structure, content, and update regions), but not by the window record
itself. If you've been using the window's refCon field to hold a handle to
some data on the heap (such as the window data record we're using in
our example program), it's up to you to explicitly dispose of whatever
the handle points to before you destroy the window.
As we'll see later, whenever the user clicks in a window's close
box or chooses the Close menu command, our MiniEdit program calls
one of its routines named DoClose, shown in Program 3-3. DoClose, in
turn, calls either CloseAppWindow (shown here) or CloseSysWindow (shown
in Chapter 4), depending on whether an application or system window is frontmost on the screen.

{ Global variable
var
<Pointer to currently active wi ndDtl (3.1.11}

TheWindow : WindowPtr;
2[Q£~~Y[~

DoClose;

{ Handle Close co11and.
~~g!n

<DoCIose}

!f FrontWindow = TheWindow
CloseAppWindow

t~~~

{Is the active window one of ours? C3.3.3J}
<Close app li cation wind<MI CProg. 3-4, 7-21}

~t~~

CloseSysWindow
~n~;

{Close syste1 window CProg. 4-71}

<DoClose}
Program 3-3 Handle Close command

CloseAppWindow (Program 3-4) begins by calling the Toolbox routine GetWRefCon [3.2.4) to get the active window's reference constant. It
typecasts the reference constant from a long integer to a handle ,
then u ses the handle to gain access to the fields of the window data
record. After disposing of the data record's contents, it proceeds to
dispose of the data record itself and then of the whole window.
(Notice that it isn't necessary to explicitly dispose of the window's
scroll bar, since DisposeWindow automatically disposes of all of a window's controls.)
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< Global viriable
~~r

Tht!tlindo• : Windo•Ptr;
~[Q£!~Yr~

{Pointer to currently active •indo• C3.l.ll}

CloseAppWindo•;

{ Skeleton procedure to close application •indo•.
~~r

theData
: WDHandle;
datiHindle : Handle;
t•isWindo• : Windo•Ptr;

<Handle to •indo•'s data record CProg.5-IJ}
<Untyped handle for destroying data record [!:3.1.ll}
<Pointer to windo• being closed £3.1 . IJ}

dataHandle := HandlelSetWRefCon<TheNindo•ll;

{Set Mindo• data £3.2.41>

Hlock (dataHindlel !
theData := NDHandleldataHandlel;
!!th theDataAA ~Q

{Lock data record £1:3.2.41 }
{Convert to typed handle CProg. 5-11>

~!9!!!

<Allow user to save •indo•'s text if necessary>;
{Close •indo•' s file, if any>;
<Dispose of •indo•'s edit record}
!Q~i f!!th>
HUnlock {datiHandlel;

CUnlock data record £1:3.2.41}

thisNindo• := TheWindo•;
HideWindo• <TheWindo•l;

<Save •indo• pointer IDoActivate •il l change TheWindo•l}
{Force deactivate event £3.3.11}

!! GetNextEvent IActivateEvt, TheEventl th!Q
DoActi vate;
!! GetNextEvent <ActivateEvt, TheEventl t~~!!
DoActivate;

f6et deactivate event £2.2.1, 2.1.21}
C and handle it CProg. 3-5, 5-141 }
{Set activate event [2.2.1 , 2.1.21 }
{ and handle it CProg. 3-5, 5-141}

DisposHindle (dataHandlel;
DisposeWindo• lthisWindo•l

<Dispose of •indo• data record £1:3.2.21}
<Dispose of •indo• C3.2.3l}

!!!~i

<CloseAppWindo•>
Program 3·4 Close application window
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There's a hitch, however. As we'll see in a minute, changing the
window that's active (frontmost) on the screen ordinarily generates a
pair of events to handle any special "housekeeping" associated with
the transition: a deactivate event for the window becoming inactive
and an activate event for the one becoming active. But when a
window is destroyed with CloseWindow or DisposeWindow, the usual deactivate event never occurs (since the window it would refer to no
longer exists). To make sure all the needed housekeeping is taken
care of, we have to resort to a bit of chicanery.
First we hide the window we're about to destroy, bringing the
next window behind it to the front of the screen and forcing a pair of
deactivate/activate events to be generated. Then, using GetNextEvent
[2.2.1) with an event mask [2.1.2) specifying activate/deactivate events
only, we retrieve the two events and process them immediately
instead of waiting to handle them later in the normal way, via our
DoEvent routine. Once the window we're closing has been duly deactivated, we can safely dispose of it. (Notice, however, that in responding to the two events we will have changed the global variable
TheWindow to point to the other window becoming active- so we have
to save the original window pointer in a local variable, thisWindow,
where it will still be available when the time comes to destroy the
window.) Does all this strike you as an awful lot of work for so
common a task as closing a window? Me too!

Window Types and Definition Functions
Each type of window has its own structure and appearance, which
are determined by a window definition function. The Toolbox calls the
definition function whenever it needs to perform any type-dependent
operation on a window, such as drawing it on the screen or testing
which of its regions the mouse was pressed in.
Window definition functions are normally kept in a resource file.
When you create a new window, you specify its type by giving a
window definition ID, either as the windowType parameter to NewWindow
or as part of a window template to GetNewWindow. The definition ID is a
coded integer that includes the resource ID of the definition function,
along with some additional information. The Toolbox loads the definition function into memory from the resource file and stores a handle
to it into the windowDefProc field of the window record.
Definition functions for the standard window types are kept in
the system resource file (or in ROM on a Macintosh Plus), where
they're available for any program to use. Unless you're defining your
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D Accessory window

!iD~ Do cument window ~

DocumentProc

RDocProc

DBoxProc

No - grow

PlalnDBoxProc

§0§

Zoom Do cument

AltDBoxProc

~0 ~

121
NoGrowDocProc

ZoomDocProc

ZoomNoGrow

Figure 3-9 Standard window ty pes

own window types, all you need to know are the definition IDs for
the standard types. These are available as predefined constants
(3.2.2), producing the standard window types shown in Figure 3-9:
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• DocumentProc for a standard document window with no zoom box
• NoGrowDocProc for a document window with no zoom or size box
• DBoxProc for an alert or dialog box with a double border
• PlainDBoxProc for an alert or dialog box with a plain border
• AltDBoxProc for an alert or dialog box with a two-pixel "shadow"
• ZoomDocProc for a document window with a zoom box
• ZoomNoGrow for a document window with a zoom box but no size box
• RDocProc for an accessory window (a "rounded document window")

If you use these built-in constants, the proper definition functions
will be loaded and used automatically. If you want to write your own
window definition functions, see Volume Three for further information.

Window Events

As the user manipulates windows on the screen, the Toolbox tracks
the changes and reports them to your program via special window
events. For instance, when the user clicks in an inactive window to
bring it to the front, you get a deactivate event for the window that
was previously active, followed by an activate event for the window
becoming active. When part of a window that was previously covered becomes exposed on the screen, you get an update event telling
you to redraw the newly exposed part of the window's content
region . Window events are detected in special ways and are never
placed in the event queue like ordinary user events. However,
they're reported through the normal event mechanism, and you
receive them the same way as any other event, by calling GetNextEvent
[2.2.1).

Activate and Deactivate Events
Activate and d eactivate events normally occur in pairs-one window
gets deactivated and another activated at the same time. Pointers to
the two windows are kept in a pair of system globals named CurActivate
and CurDeactivate. When you ask the Toolbox for an event, it looks in
these special locations and returns an activate or deactivate event if it
finds either of them nonempty .
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The Toolbox checks for activate and deactivate events before looking
in the event queue, so these events take priority over all others. Since
there's only one memory location for each of the two types of event,
there can never be more than one activate and one deactivate pending
at the same time. If there's one of each, the deactivate is reported first,
so one window will become inactive before the other becomes active.

Actually, activate and deactivate events both have the same
event type (activateEvt) in the what field of the event record (2 .1.1). You
can tell them apart by looking at the low-order bit (bit 0) of the
event's modifiers field, corresponding to the Toolbox mask constant
ActiveFlag (2.1.5). This bit will be 0 for a deactivate event or 1 for an
activate event. The event's message field (2.1.4) contains a pointer to
the window affected.
Program 3-5 (DoActivate) shows how our example program handles
activate and deactivate events. For both types of event, it gets the
window pointer from the event record and makes sure that window
is the current port . Then it calls the Toolbox procedu re DrawGrowlcon
(3.3.4) to redraw the window's size region. (Recall that in a standard
document window the size box is part of the content region , so
redrawing it is your responsibility .)
{ Slobal variables
Y~[

{Current event [2. 1. ll}
<Pointer to currently active window £3.1 . 11}

TheEvent : EventRecord;
TheWindow : WindowPtr;
2[Q£~Q~[~

DoActivate;

( Skeleton procedure to handle act ivate or deact ivate event.
£Qn~!

changeFlag

= S0002;

("ask for extract ing "change bit• fro1 event 1odifiers}

Y~[

whichWindow : WindowPtr;

{Pointer to the wi ndow C3. 1.IJ}

Program 3-5 Handle activate or deactivate event
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{DoActivate}

~!!~

TheEvent QQ

Q~Y!!I

whichWindow := WindowPtr!1essagel;
SetPort (whichWindowl;

<Convert long integer to pointer [3.1.IJ}
CKake window the current port CI:4.3.3J}

Draw6rowlcon !whichWindowl ;

{Highlight or unhighlight size box [3.3.41}

!f BitAnd!1odifiers, ActiveFlagl <> 0 !~~!! <Test activate/deactivate bit [1:2.2.2, 2.1.SJ}
Q~g!!I

TheWindow := whichWindow;

CSet global pointer}

CSet global handles to scroll bar and edit record};
<Activate window's scroll bar, text selection, etc.>;

!f BitAnd!1odifiers, changeFlag) <> 0 !~~!! CC01ing fro1 a syste1 window? £1:2.2.2, 2.1.51}
{Take special action on return fro1 a syste1 window}
~!!Q <!~~!}}

~!~~
Q~Y!!I

Thetlindow

:= ~!bi

{Clear global pointer}

<Clear global handles to scroll bar and edit record};
<Deactivate window's scroll bar, text selection, etc.};

if BitAnd!1odifiers, changeFlagl <> 0 !~~!! <Exiting to a systt1 window? £1:2.2.2, 2.1.SJ}
<Take special action on exit to a syste1 window}

g!}Q

Cg!~~}

~!!Q <~!!~}
~~Qi

<DoActivate}
Program 3·5 (continued)

The size region is drawn differently depending on whether the
window is active or inactive (actually, on whether it's highlighted or
not). An active document window displays the standard "grow icon"
in its size box, while an inactive one just shows the outline of an
empty box (see Figure 3-3). By calling DrawGrowlcon whenever a win·
<low is activated or deactivated, you allow the size region to change
its appearance in step with the state of the window. Notice that you
call DrawGrowlcon the same way for both activate and deactivate events:
it always draws the size region according to the current state of the
hilited flag in the window record.
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Next, DoActivate examines the ActiveFlag bit of the event's modifiers
field (2.1.5) to see whether the event is an activate or a deactivate. At
this point you can take any further steps your application may call
for. In the case of our example application, we set our global variables to point to the newly activated window (and its scroll bar and
edit record), activate the scroll bar, and highlight the text selection.
(A later version of DoActivate will show all these steps in detail.) On
deactivating a window, of course, we do the reverse.
You might also want to take some special actions, such as enabling or disabling menu items, when control passes from one of your
own windows to a system window or vice versa. Bit 1 (the next-to-last
bit) of the modifiers field tells you when this happens. When one
window is deactivated and another activated at the same time, the
Toolbox sets this bit to 1 if one of the windows is a system window
and the other belongs to the application, or to 0 if they're both system
or both application windows. Program 3-5 shows how to test this bit
and do any special processing that may be required. (Of course you
can leave this test out if there's nothing special to do on the transition
between system and application windows.)

ln recent versions of Apple's Toolbox interface files, the mask constant
for testing the system/application transition bit, ChangeFlag, has been
removed. The reason given is that the Toolbox was discovered not to
be setting this bit reliably in all cases. Since no such problem has ever
been detected with MlnlEdlt, we haven't removed the test on this bit
from our OoActivate routine-although we now have to define the mask
constant changeFlag for ourselves. Be advised, however, that programs
that rely on this bit may occasionally run into trouble.

Update Events
Whenever the user closes, moves, zooms, or sizes a window, the
Toolbox checks to see which parts of this or other windows have
been exposed to view and need to be updated (redrawn) on the
screen. The Toolbox itself redraws the window's frame, but the
content region is your responsibility. So the Toolbox generates an
update event to notify your program when part of a window's content region needs redrawing.
To keep track of what needs updating, the Toolbox maintains an
update region for each window. When part of a window is exposed to
view, the Toolbox draws the exposed part of the frame and adds the
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Figure 3·10 Update region
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exposed part of the content region into the update region (see Figure
3-10). Then, when you ask for an event with GetNextEvent (2.2.1), it
scans down the window list looking for a window whose update
region is nonempty . If it finds one, it reports an update event for that
window.

The Toolbox checks the event queue first and scans for updates only if
the queue is empty, so all other events take priority over update
events. Notice also that since the window list is scanned from the
beginning, windows get updated in front-to-back order on the screen.

Update events have an event type of updateEvt in the what field of
the event record (2.1.1) and a pointer to the window to be updated in
the message field (2.1.4). Program 3-6 (DoUpdate) shows the normal way
of responding to such an event: make the window the current port,
call BeginUpdate, redraw the window's contents , and finally call
EndUpdate (3.4.1). BeginUpdate saves a copy of the window's visible region, then temporarily restricts the visible region by intersecting it
with the update region (see Figure 3-11). When you draw the window's contents, QuickDraw will automatically clip to this restricted
region, so that only the part that really needs to be updated will
actually be drawn on the screen. (You could just redraw the update
region, but it's usually more convenient to draw the whole content
region and let QuickDraw take care of the clipping.) For normal
document windows, don't forget that the size box and scroll bars are
part of the content region and must be included in your redrawing
operation, as in the example.
After you're finished redrawing, EndUpdate restores the window's
original visible region and empties the update region. This has the
effect of "clearing" the update event, so that it won't be reported
again the next time you call GetNextEvent. (Also notice in the example
that DoUpdate is careful to save the previous current port on entry and
restore it again before returning, since the window being updated
isn't necessarily the active window.)

Be sure to balance every call to BeginUpdate with a corresponding call to
EndUpdate when you're finished redrawing the window.
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{ Global variable }

m:

<Current event £2.1.IJ}

TheEvent : EventRecord;

< Skeleton procedure to handle an update event.
Y!!:

<Pointer to previous current port Cl:4.2.2J}
<Pointer to windo• to be updated £3.1.IJ}

savePort
: 6raf Ptr;
•hichWindo• : Windo•Ptr;
~~g!n

<Dollpdate>
<Save previous port CJ:4. 3.3J}

6etPort (savtPortl;
whichWindo• := WindowPtr!TheEvent.1essagel;
SetPort l•hichWindowl;

<Convert long integer to pointer £3.1.I J}
{"ake •indow the current port CI:4.3.3J}

BeginUpdate lwhichMindowl;

{Restrict visible region to update region [3.4. IJ}

EraseRect l•hichWindo•A.portRectl;

{Clear update region [J:S.3.2]}

Draw6ro•lcon l•hichWindowl;
{Draw windo•' s controls};

<Redraw size box C3.3.4l}

{Draw•indow's contents>;
EndUpdate lwhichMindowl;
SetPort (savePortl
~n~;

{Restore original visible region [3.4.1]}
{Restore original port £1:4 .3.3]}

<DoUpdate>
Program 3-6 Handle update event

Sometimes you need to manipulate a window's update region
yourself instead of letting the Toolbox do it for you. The routines
lnvalRect and lnvalRgn (3.4.2) allow you to declare a rectangle or an
arbitrary r egion of a window "invalid" (that is, not correctly displayed on the screen) by adding it to the u pdate region to be
redrawn. This is useful, for instance, for resizing a window : we'll see
an example lat er in this chapter . Similarly, ValidRect and ValidRgn (3.4.2)
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declare a rectangle or a region to be already "valid" and remove it
from the update region . (Perhaps you've already redrawn the region
for some reason and it doesn't have to be drawn again.)
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Another option that's sometimes handy is that of supplying a window
picture instead of redrawing the window with update events. Recall
that a picture is a "transcript" of a series of calls to QuickDraw. A
window picture consists of all the QuickDraw calls needed to draw the
window's contents. If a window has a window picture, the Toolbox
uses the picture to redraw the window when necessary, instead of
generating an update event asking you to do it. This can save both
space and time if the picture occupies less memory than the code and
data needed to redraw the window yourself. A handle to the window
picture, if any, is kept in the wlndowPic field of the window record; you
can access it with GetWlndowPlc and change it with SetWlndowPic [3.4.3).

Responding to the Mouse
Responding to the user's actions with the mouse is entirely your
responsibility. The Toolbox provides all the routines you need to
make your windows operate according to the standard Macintosh
conventions, but it's up to you to call those routines at the right times
to make the windows do what they're supposed to.
When the user presses the mouse button, you will receive a
mouse-down event from GetNextEvent (2.2.1). The first thing to do is call
FindWindow (3.5.1] to find out where on the screen the button was
pressed. You tell FindWindow the point where the mouse event occurred (in global coordinates, the same form in which you receive it
in the where field of the event record). FindWindow gives back an integer
called a part code, telling what part of the screen the given point lies
in: the menu bar, a system window, one of your own windows, or
just the gray background area of the screen (the desktop) . If it's in
one of your windows, the part code further tells whether it was in
the window's content region, drag region, size region, zoom region,
or close region, and the variable parameter theWindow returns a
pointer to the window.
What to do next depends on what FindWindow tells you about
where the mouse button was pressed. The Toolbox provides routines
for all the standard cases except a click in the content region of one
of your own windows, which is up to you to handle in whatever way
your application calls for. Many of these Toolbox routines "track" the
mouse, keeping control for as long as the user holds down the button
and following the mouse's movements with some sort of visual feedback on the screen. When the button is released, the routine either
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takes some standard action in r esponse or passes back some information for you to act on.
All this is illustrated in Program 3-7 (DoMouseDown), the routine
that handles mouse-down events for our example program Min iEdit.
We use a case statement to decide what action to take, depending on
the part code returned by FindWindow. If the part code is lnDesk, there's
nothing to do, so we just return without taking any action. Mouse
presses in the menu bar (part code lnMenuBar) are passed along to a
MiniEdit routine named DoMenuClick, which we'll look at in Chapter 4. To
handle a part code of lnSysWindow, we call the Toolbox routine SystemClick (3.5.3). This routine does whatever is needed to respond to a
mouse press in a system window; typically it just passes the event on
to the desk accessory displayed in the window to handle in its own
way.
Any other part code means that the mouse was pressed somewhere in one of our own windows; how we respond depends on
which window and which part of the window it was in. A part code
of lnContent means that the mouse press was in the window's content
region: we'll postpone this case until our discussion of controls in
Chapter 6, at which time we'll look at the MiniEdit procedure for such
events, DoContent. For presses in the drag, size, zoom, and close regions, we call the Min iEdit procedures DoDrag, DoGrow, DoZoom, and
DoGoAway, which are shown in the following programs .
{ Global variable
Y~r

TheEvent : EventRecord;

(Current event [2.1.ll}

( Handle 1ouse-d0Mn event .
Y~!::

NhichWindoN : WindoNPtr;
thePart
: INTEGER;

{WindoM that 1ouse Mas pressed in [3 .1. ll}
(Part of screen Mhere 1ouse Mas pressed [3. 5.ll}
Program 3-7 Handle mouse-down event
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<DoKouseD011n}

thePart := FindWindow ITheEvent.where, 11hichWindo11l; <Where on the screen was 1ouse pressed? [3.5.IJ}
£~~~

thePart

Qf

In Desk:
<Do nothing};

~n~;

InKenuBar:
DoKenuClick;

<Handle click in 1enu bar !Prag. 4-3)}

InSysWindow:
Syste1Click ITheEvent, whichWindowl;

<Handle click in syste1 window [3.5.31 }

InContent:
DoContent l11hichWindo11l;

<Handle click in content region CProg . b-1)}

InDrag:
DoDrag (11hichWindo11l;

<Handle click in drag region [Prag. 3-8)}

In6ro11:
Do6ro11 lwhichWindowl;

<Handle click in size region [Prag. 3-9)}

In60A11ay:
Do60A11ay l11hichWindo11l;

<Handle click in close region CProg. 3-10)}

InZoo1In:
D0Zoo1 !whichWindow, InZ001Inl;

<Handle click in· zoo1 region [Prog. 3-11)}

InZ0010ut:
D0Zoo1 l11hichWindo11, InZ0010utl

<Handle click in zoo1 region CProg. 3-llJ}

<DoKouseDown}
Program 3·7 (continued)

Program 3·8 (OoDrag) shows the response to a mouse press in a
window's drag region (part code lnDrag). Basically this routine just
calls the Toolbox routine DragWindow [3.5.4), after a little preliminary
work to set up one of its parameters. DragWindow keeps control for as
long as the button is held down, displaying an outline of the w indow
that the user can drag with the mouse, as shown earlier in Figure 3·4.
When the button is released, DragWindow moves the window to its new
location on the screen, generating all the needed update events for
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{ Slobal declarations }
£Q!!~t

"enuBarHeight = 20;
Screen"argin = 4;

{Height of 1enu bar in pixels}
<Nidth of •safety margin" around edge of screen}

Y!!:

TheEvent
: EventRecord;
ScreenNidth
INTESER;
ScreenHeight : INTESER;
~!:Q£~~Yr:~

<Current event C2.1.1l}
<Width of screen in pixels}
{Height of screen in pixels}

DoDrag lwhichNindow : WindowPtrl;

{ Handle 1ouse-down event in drag region.
Y!!:

li1itRect
~~!li!!

Rect;

{Li1it rectangle for dragging CI:4.1.2J}

<DoDrag}

SetRect

lli1itRect, O, "enuBarHeight, ScreenWidth, ScreenHeightl;
<Set li1it rectangle Cl:4.1.2l}
lnsetRect (}i1itRect, Screen"argin, Screen"arginl; {Inset by screen 1argin CI:4.4.4l}

DragWindow (whichWindow, TheEvent.where, li1itRectl {Let user drag the window C3.5.4l}
~!!~i

<DoDrag}
Program 3-8 Mouse-down event in drag region

this and other windows. Since the window is moved automatically,
there's no need to call MoveWindow (3.3.2) explicitly on return from
DragWindow.

If the window being dragged is inactive, DragWindow will automatically

activate it by calling SelectWindow (3.5.2). This unhighlights the previ_, ously active window, brings the one being activated to the front of the
screen, highlights it, and generates all the needed deactivate, activate,
and update events . However, in keeping with the Macintosh User
Interface Guidelines, DragWindow first checks the state of the Command
key and doesn't activate the window if the key is down.
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{ Global declarations }
£Q!!~t

"inWidth
= BO;
"inHeight
= BO;
"enuBarHeight = 20;

{"ini1u1 width of window in pixels}
{"ini1u1 height of window in pi xels}
<Height of 1enu bar in pixels}

: EventRecord;
ScreenWidth
INTEGER;
ScreenHeight : INTEGER;

<Current event £2.1.11}
<Width of screen in pixels}
<Height of screen in pixels}

Y~r
Th~Event

~[Q£~~~[~

Do6row lwhichWindow: WindowPtrJ;

{ Handle 1ouse-do•n event in size region.
Y~[

{"ini1u1 and 1axi1u1 di1ensions of windo• £1:4.1.21}
{Coded representation of new dimensions}
<New width of window}
{New height of window}

sizeRect : Rect;
ne•Size
LONS.INT;
newWidth
INTEGER;
ne•Height : INTEGER;

SetRect lsizeRect, "inWidth, "inHeight , ScreenWidth, !ScreenHeight - "enuBarHeightJ J;
{Set size rectangle £1:4.1.21}
newSize := SrowWindow lwhichWindow, TheEvent.where, sizeRectJ;
(Let user drag size region £3.5.41}

!! newSi ze <> 0 ~h~!!

<Was size changed?}

~~g!n

EraseRect lwhichWindowA.portRectJ;

<Clear window to white [J:S.3.21}

<Extract width fro• low word £1:2.2. 31}
newWidth : = LoWordlnewSizel;
newHeight := HiWordlnewSizeJ;
<Extract height fro• high Mord £I: 2.2.3l}
SizeW
indow lwhichWindow, newWidth, newHeight , TRUE!;
<Adjust si ze of Minda• £3. 3.21}
InvalRect lwhichWindowA .portRect l;

{force update of window's contents £3.4.21}

Fi xScroll Bar;
Fi xText

<Resize scroll bar £Prog. 6-101}
<Resize text rectangle CProg. 6-111}

Program 3-9 Mouse-down event in size region
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The limitRect parameter to DragWindow limits the window's movement on the screen. If the user moves the mouse outside this rectangle, the window's outline disappears from the screen; releasing the
button at such a time cancels the drag operation and leaves the window where it was. If the mouse returns inside the limit rectangle
while the button is still down, the window outline reappears and
DragWindow continues to track. In Program 3-8, the limit rectangle is set
up to include the entire desktop (excluding the menu bar), minus a 4pixel margin around the edges. This prevents the user from dragging a
window completely off the desktop, and guarantees that at least that
many pixels of the window remain visible at all times, both horizontally and vertically . (The width of the screen margin can easily be
adjusted by changing a single constant definition in the program.)
The response to a mouse press in a window's size region (part
code lnGrow) is shown in Program 3-9 (DoGrow). First we call the Toolbox function GrowWindow (3.5.4) to track the mouse as the user drags it.
Like DragWindow, GrowWindow keeps control until the mouse button is
released, displaying an outline of the window that follows the
mouse's movements. In this case, however, the outline's top-left corner remains "anchored" while its size region (for a document window, the size box at the bottom-right) follows the mouse, as shown
earlier in Figure 3-7.
The sizeRect parameter tells GrowWindow the limits on the window's
dimensions. This rectangle's left and right fields give the window's
minimum and maximum width, respectively, and top and bottom give
the minimum and maximum height. GrowWindow will "pin" the window
outline at these limits as the user drags it with the mouse. The
minimum and maximum dimensions chosen in the example are arbitrary, of course; you can use whatever values make sense for your
application.
When the button is released, GrowWindow returns a coded long
integer representing the window's new size, with the height in the
high-order word and the width in the low. (This is actually a point
record masquerading as a long integer because of Pascal's silly restrictions on function result types.) GrowWindow doesn't actually adjust the
window's size for you, just tells you the new size the user has requested (or 0 for no change). It's up to you to do the actual resizing by
calling SizeWindow (3.3.2) explicitly, as shown in the example. After
resizing the window, we have to call a couple of MiniEdit utility routines,
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FixScrollBar and FixText, to adjust the window's scroll bar and contents to
match the new size. These routines will be discussed in Chapter 6.

Resizing a window sometimes produces annoying visual effects on the
screen, caused by various parts of the window's contents being
redrawn at different times or in an inconvenient order. Program 3-9
shows one way to avoid these problems and ensure a visually "clean"
transition. First we use EraseRect 0:5.3.2) to clear the entire port rectangle to the window's background pattern (normally white). Then , after
resizing the window, we force its contents to be redrawn by adding
the port rectangle into the window's update region with lnvalRect (3.4.2).
Notice that the order of the calls is critical: the EraseRect must come
before the call to SlzeWlndow, so that the old port rectangle will be
cleared, while the lnvalRect must come after SlzeWlndow, so that the new
port rectangle will be redrawn.

{ Global variable }
Y~[

TheEvent
2rQ£~~~[~

EventRecord;

<Current event £2.1.1]}

Do6oAway !NhichNindoN : NindoNPtrl;

C Handle 1ouse-d0Nn event in close region.
~~g!n

!!
~n~;

CDo6oAway>
Track6oAMay INhichMindoN, TheEvent.Nherel
DoClose

t~~n

{Track 1ouse in close region [3.5.4J
}
C and close windoN if necessary [Prog. 3-31}

<Do6oAway>
Program 3-10 Mouse-down event in close region

A mouse press in a window's close region (part code lnGoAway) is

handled by MiniEdit's DoGoAway routine, which passes control to the
Toolbox routine TrackGoAway (3.5.4). This tracks the mouse for as long
as the user holds down the button, highlighting and unhighlighting the
close region as the mouse moves into and out of it. (Exactly what it
means to "highlight" the close region depends on the type of window,
and is determined by the window definition function. For the standard
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document window, the close box appears to "pop" like a bubble when
the mouse is pressed inside it, as shown earlier in Figure 3-5.)
When the button is released, TrackGoAway returns TRUE or FALSE,
depending on whether it was released inside or outside the close
region. If the result is TRUE, we call our DoClose routine (Program 3-3) to
close the active window, just as if the user had chosen Close from the
menu . Since an application window is active, this will in turn call the
CloseAppWindow routine that we looked at earlier (Program 3-4).
Finally, if the mouse is pressed in a window's zoom region, our
DoMouseDown routine (Program 3-7) will get back a part code from
FindWindow of lnZoomln if the window is currently in the "zoomed-out"
state, or lnZoomOut if it's currently "zoomed in. DoMouseDown responds
by passing the part code and window pointer to the MiniEdit routine
DoZoom, shown in Program 3-11. Here we begin by calling the Toolbox
routine TrackBox (3.5.4), which tracks the mouse in the window's zoom
< Global variable }
11

Y~[

TheEvent
2[Q£~QY[~

<Current event £2.1.11}

Event Record;

D0Zoo1 lwhichNindow: NindowPtr; inOrOut

INTESERI;

{ Handle 1ouse-down event in zoo1 region. }
~~gin

<D0Zoo1}
TheEvent QQ
!! TrackBox lwhichNindow, where, inOrOutl

~iih

EraseRect lwhichNindowA.portRectl;

ih~n

<Track 1ouse in zoo1 region £3.5.41}
{Clear window to white CI:S.3.21}

Zoo1Nindow lwhichNindow, inOrOut, FALSEI; CZ001 window in or out [3.3.21}

~nq;

InvalRect lwhichNindowA.portRectl;

<Force update of window's contents £3.4.21>

FixScrollBar;
Fi xText

<Resize scroll bar CProg. b-101}
<Resize text rectangle CProg. b-111}

<DoZood
Program 3-11 Mouse-down event in zoom region
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region just the way TrackGoAway does in the close region. If TrackBox
returns TRUE, then the mouse was released inside the zoom region
and we have to zoom the window. Since this will change the w indow's size, we use the same sequence of steps as in our earlier DoGrow
routine (Program 3-9) to avoid annoying glitches on the screen: erase
the old port rectangle, zoom the window, invalidate the new port
rectangle to force redrawing, and finally adjust the scroll bar and text
rectangle to the new size.
The Toolbox routine ZoomWjndow (3.3.2] does the zooming for us.
Along with a pointer to the window, ZoomWindow accepts a part code
of lnZoomln or lnZoomOut to tell it which way to zoom the window. It
also takes a Boolean parameter telling whether to activate the window after zooming it. In our case the window will always be
frontmost already and doesn't have to be activated again, so we'll just
pass FALSE for this parameter.

Zoom boxes are drawn only by the new Macintosh Plus version of the
standard window definition function, found in the Macintosh Plus
ROM and in versions 3.0 or later of the System file. The earlier version
of the definition function knows nothing about zoom boxes, and will
treat the new window types ZoomDocProc and ZoomNoGrow as equivalent to
the old DocumentProc and NoGrowDocProc (3.2.2). You can achieve the same
effect even with the newer version by setting the spareFlag field of the
window record [3.1.1] to FALSE. This flag, "reserved for future use" by
the original Toolbox, is used on the Macintosh Plus to enable or disable
zooming. When spareFlag is FALSE, the new definition function will draw
the window without a zoom box even if its window type calls for one.
The region the zoom box would have occupied is now just part of the
window's title b ar; FlndWindow (3.5.1) will report mouse clicks there with
the part code lnDrag instead of lnZoomln or lnZoomOut.
Our MiniEdit program uses this feature to disable zooming on oldermodel machines that don't support it. In the final version of MiniEdit (see
Appendix H), our Initialize routine calls the Toolbox routine Environs
0:3.1.3) to find out w hat model of Macintosh we're running on, and
saves the result in a global flag named MacPlus. Then, whenever we
create a new vvindow, our DoNew routine uses this information to set the
window's spare Flag field accordingly. This ensures that our windows will
never have zoom boxes on an older model machine, even if we're using
a recent version of the System file containing the new definition function.
Since FindWindow will never return a part code of lnZoomln or lnZoomOut,
we'll never call DoZoom (Program 3-11) and try to use the Toolbox routines TrackBox or ZoomWindow on a machine that doesn't have them .
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Nuts and Bolts
One shortcoming of the DoNew routine we looked at earlier (Programs
3-1 and 3-2) is that every new window it creates will come up in
exactly the same place on the screen. To keep them all from "stacking
up" in that one spot, it's better to offset each new window a small
distance horizontally and vertically from the one before, so that they
don't overlap completely (see Figure 3-12). The method for doing this
is simple in principle but a little trickier than you might imagine in
practice.
Each window is offset
relative to the one before.

Second Window
Third Window
Fourth Window

11111!

H!Hl
11111!

Figu re 3-12 Offsetting windows

Program 3-12 (OffsetWindow) is the MiniEdit routine that offsets the
location of each new window relative to the one before. (We'll add a
line to our DoNew routine to call OffsetWindow immediately after creating
the window with NewWindow or GetNewWindow.) OffsetWindow gets the window's dimensions from its port r ectangle and performs a few
straightforward calculations to find the maximum number of windows of that size that it can offset horizontally and vertically before
running off the edge of the screen. Next it increments its running
count of new windows created since the program was started up,
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which it keeps in a global program variable (WindowCount) so that the
count will be preserved from one execution of OffsetWindow to the next.
Each new window's location on the screen is calculated modulo the
horizontal and vertical maximum found earlier, so that on reaching
the edge of the screen the windows will "wrap around" to the opposite edge and continue to offset. Finally the new window is moved to
its offset location with MoveWindow (3.3.2).
The tricky part is that we don't want each new window to come
up first at the original location and then jump visibly to its n ew , offset
location. So we have to make the window initially invisible by setting
the visible parameter to NewWindow (or the corresponding field of the
window template supplied to GetNewWindow) to FALSE. Then, after calling the OffsetWindow routine to move the window to its offset location,
we can make it visible with ShowWindow (3.3.1), causing it to appear for
the first time at the proper location on the screen:
TheWindow : = GetNewWindow (... );
OffsetWindow (TheWlndow) ;
ShowWindow (TheWindow)
This is the actual series of calls we use in our final version of the
DoNew routine (Program 5-2).
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C Slobal declarations
£!!!!~!

ScreenWidth
ScreenHeight
"enuBarHeight
TitleBarHeight

= 512;
= 342;
= 20;
= 18;

<Width of screen in pixels}
<Height of screen in pixels}
<Height of 1enu bar in pixels}
<Height of windo• title bar in pixels)

Y~[

Windo.Count : INTESER;

<Nu1ber of windot1s opened so far}

DffsetWindow (whichWindo• : WindowPtrl;

2[Q£g~yr~

C Offset location of ne• •indo•.
£!!!!~!

offset = 20;

<Screen offset fro1 previous windo•, in pixels}

Y~[

windo•Width
windowHeight
hExtra
vExtra
h"ax
v"ax
windowleft
windo•Top
~gg!!!

<Width of •indow in pixels)
{Height of window in pixels}
<Excess screen width in pixels}
{Excess screen height in pixels}
Cftaxi1u1 nu1ber of windows horizontally}
C"axi1u1 nu1ber of windows vertically}
Cleft edge of •indow in global coordinates}
Clop edge of window in global coordinates}

: INTESER;
: INTESER;
INTESER;
: INTESER;
: INTESER;
: INTESER;
INTESER;
: INTEGER;

COffsetWindowl

~!~~

whichWindowA.portRect

~Q

~~9!!!

•indot1Width := right - left;
•indo•Height := botto1 - top;
windowHeight := •indowHeight t Titl eBarHeight
___ ,
end·

<Set •indo• di1ensions fro1 }
C port rectangle [1:4.2.21}
<Adjust for title barl

<Find txcess screen width}
hExtra := ScreenWidth - windowWidth;
}
vExtra := ScretnHeight - l•indowHeight t "enuBarHeightl; { and height
{Find
1axi1111
nu1ber
of
•indows
horizontally}
h"ax := lhExtra ~!! offset} + 1;
C and vertically
}
v"ax := lvExtra ~!! offset! + 1;
<Incre1ent wind1111 count}
Windo.Count := WindowCount t 1;
{Calculate offsets}
•indowleft := IWindo•Count !!!~ h"axl t offset;
windo•Top := IWindowCount !!!~ v"axl a offset;
•indot1Top := windo•Top t TitleBarHeight + "enuBarHeight; <Adjust for title bar and 1enu bar}
"ovetlindo• (whichWindow, windo•Left, windowTop, FALSE!
g!!~i

C"ove window to new location [3.3.21}

COffsetWindowl
Program 3· 12 Offset n ew window
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3.1 Internal Representation of Windows

3.1.1 Window Records

• I

Definitions

--1......._._..----------------------------type

WindowPtr
WindowPeek

= GrafPtr;
= WindowRecord;

WindowRecord

= record

{For drawing into window}
{For accessing window-specific fields}

1

port
windowKind
visible
hilited
goAwayFlag
spareFlag
strucRgn
contRgn
updateRgn
windowDef Proc
dataHandle
titleHandle
titleWidth
controllist
nextWindow
windowPic
ref Con
end ;
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: Graf Port;
: INTEGER;
: BOOLEAN;
: BOOLEAN;
: BOOLEAN;
: BOOLEAN;
: RgnHandle;
: RgnHandle;
: RgnHandle;
: Handle;
: Handle;
: StringHandle;
: INTEGER;
: ControlHandle;
: WindowPeek;
: PicHandle;
: LONGINT

{Graphics port for this window}
{Window class (see notes 3-6)}
{Is window visible?}
{Is window highlighted?}
{Does window have close region?}
{ Is zooming enabled?}
{Handle to structure region}
{Handle to content region }
{Handle to update region}
{Handle to window definition function}
{Handle to definition function's data}
{Handle to window's title}
{Private}
{Handle to start of control list}
{Pointer to next window in window list}
{ Handle to Quick Draw picture representing}
{
window's contents (see note 16)
}
{ Reference constant (see note 10)}
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const
DialogKind
UserKind

= 2;
= 8;

(3.1.1) Window Records

{Window class for dialog and alert boxes}
{Window class for application-created windows}

~~ii~::::t-----N-ote_s----~------------~
1. Use a WindowPtr to refer to the window as a graphics port (to draw into it
with QuickDraw), a WindowPeek to refer to it as a window (to access the

remaining fields of the window record) .
.2. port is a complete graphics port record [1 :4.2.2) embedded within the

window record (not just a pointer).
3. The window class (windowKind) is set by the Toolbox when the window is
created. Negative values denote r.ystem windows, positive values those
belonging to your program.
4. Positive window classes from 1 to 7 are reserved for windows created

for you by the Toolbox. In particular, your own dialog or alert boxes
have a window class of 2 (DlalogKind).
5. Any positive window class above 7 denotes a window you've created for

yourself with NewWindow or GetNewWindow (3.2.2). Such windows initially
have windowKind = 8 (UserKind), but you can change this for your own
purposes to any value greater than 8.
6. For system windows containing desk accessor ies, windowKind is the accessory's driver reference number [1:7.5.5), which is always negative.
7. The visible flag tells whether the window is logically visible, even though

it may be covered by other windows.
8. In the original Toolbox, spareFlag was an extra flag set aside for future

u se. On the Macintosh Plus, it's used to control the new zooming
feature: TRUE to enable zooming, FALSE to disable. When zooming is
disabled, all windows are drawn without zoom boxes, regardless of
window type (3.2.2).
9. The handle to the window definition function (windowDef Proc) is obtained
when the definition function is read into memory from a resource file.
(On the Macintosh Plus, the definition function for standard document,
alert, and dialog windows resides in ROM .)
10. dataHandle is reserved for use by the window definition function in any

way it chooses. (The Macintosh Plus version of the standard definition
function uses it to hold the window's "zoomed-in" and "zoomed-out"
positions; see (3.3.2, notes 10-12).) refCon is for your program's own use.
11. All windows are kept in a window list, linked together through their
nextWindow fields in front-to-back order as they appear on the screen.
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1.2. The last (rearmost) window in the window list has nextWindow

= NIL.

13. In assembly language, the beginning of the window list is accessible in
the global variable WindowList.
14. Each window has a control list beginning in its controlList field and linked
through the nextGontrol fields of the control records (6.1.1).

15. A window with no controls has controlList

= NIL.

16. If windowPic f. NIL, the Toolbox will use this picture to redraw the

window's contents when its image on the screen needs updating, instead of generating an update event.
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[3.1.1) Window Records

Assembly Language Information

- - l a r l l 1 - - - - - - - -'
Field offsets in a window record:
(Pascal)
Field name

(Assembly)
Offset name

Offset in bytes

port
windowKind
visible
hilited
goAwayFlag
strucRgn
contRgn
updateRgn
windowDefProc
dataHandle
title Handle
titleWidth
control list
nextWindow
windowPic
ref Con

wlndowPort
window Kind
wVislble
wHillted
wGoAway
structRgn
contRgn
updateRgn
window Def
wDataHandle
wTitleHandle
wTitleWidth
wControllist
nextWindow
windowPic
wRefCon

108
110
111
112
114
118
122
126
130
134
138
140
144
148
152

0

Assembly-language constants:
Name

WindowSize
Dialog Kind
UserKind

Value

Meaning

156

Size of window record in bytes
Window class for application's
dialog and alert boxes
Window class for windows created
by application

2
8

Assembly-language gJobal variable:
Name

Window list

Address

$906

Meaning

Pointer to first window in
window list
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3.2 Creating and Destroying Windows

3.2.1 Initializing the Toolbox for Windows

Definitions
procedure lnitWindows;

must be called before any other operation involving windows.
2. This routine initializes the Toolbox's window-related data structures,
creates the Window Manager port (3.6.1), draws an empty desktop and
menu bar 1 and starts an empty window list.
3. Before calling lnitWindows, you must first call lnitGraf (1:4.3.1) and lnitFonts
1. lnitWindows

(I:8.2.4].

ICJI

Assembly Language Information

---llLl1------Trap macro:
(Pascal)
Routine name

(Assembly)
Trap macro

lnitWindows

_lnitWindows

Trap word

$A912

11 7

[3.2 .2] Creating Windows

3.2.2 Creating Windows

function NewWindow
(wStorage
wlndowRect
title
visible
windowType
behindWindow
hasClose
ref Con
: WindowPtr;

: Ptr;
: Rect;
: Str255;
: BOOLEAN ;
: INTEGER;
: WindowPtr;
: BOOLEAN;
: LONGINT)

{Storage for window record}
{Window 's port rectangle in screen coordinates}
{Window's title}
{Is window Initially visible?}
{Window definition ID}
{Window in front of this one}
{Does window have a close region?}
{Window's reference constant}
{Pointer to new window}

function GetNewWindow
(template ID
: INTEGER;
wStorage
: Ptr;
behindWindow : WindowPtr)
: WindowPtr;

{Resource ID of window template}
{Storage for window record}
{Window in front of this one}
{Pointer to new window}

const
DocumentProc
DBoxProc
PlainDBoxProc
AltDBoxProc
NoGrowDocProc
ZoomDocProc
ZoomNoGrow
RDocProc

{Standard window definition IDs: }
{Standard document window}
{Standard dialog or alert box}
{Dialog or alert box with plain border}
{Dialog or alert box with 11 shadow"}
{Document window with no size box}
{Document window with zoom box}
{Document window with zoom box but no size box}
{Accessory window}

=
=
=
= 4·
= '
= 12;8;
=
= 16;
O;
1;
2·
'
3;

and GetNewWindow both create a new window, enter it in the
window list, and return a pointer to it.

I. NewWindow

2. NewWindow takes its initialization information as parameters, GetNewWindow

gets it from a window template in a resource file.
3. Both routines return a WlndowPtr; to access the fields of the new window
record, you can convert this pointer to a WindowPeek [3.1.1) by type-

casting (Volume One, Chapter 2).
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4 . templatelD is the resource ID of a window template, resource type 'WIND'
(3.7.l].
5. wStorage is a pointer to the storage for the new window record; use
CloseWindow (3.2.3) to destroy the window when no longer needed. If
wStorage
NIL, storage will be allocated from the heap; u se DisposeWindow
(3.2.3) to destroy.

=

6. behindWindow determines the new window's plane on the screen. It will

be inserted in the window list immediately following the designated
window.
7. If behlndWlndow = NIL, the window goes behind all other windows; if
behindWlndow = WindowPtr(-1), it goes in front of all others and becomes
the active window.
8. windowRect is expressed in global (screen) coordinates, and will become
the port rectangle of the new window's graphics port. The port's coordinate system is adjusted to place the top-left corner of this rectangle at
local coordinates (O, 0).
9. title is the new window's title, and will appear in its title bar.
10. All other fields of the window's graphics port are given the standard
initial values [1:4.3.2), except that its text font is the application font

instead of the system font.
11. visible tells whether the new window is logically visible, even though it
may be obscured by other windows. The window will be drawn on the
screen if visible and exposed.
12. windowType is a coded integer (a window definition ID) that includes the
resource ID of the window definition function. On the Macintosh Plus,
the definition function for all the standard window types except accessory windows resides in ROM; on earlier systems (or for nonstandard
window types), the definition function is automatically read into memory from its resource file. In any case, a handle t o the definition function
is placed in the wlndowDefProc field of the window record (3.1.1].
13. Use the built-in constants DocumentProc, DBoxProc, PlainDBoxProc, AltDBoxProc,
NoGrowDocProc, ZoomDocProc, ZoomNoGrow, and RDocProc for the standard window types.
14. Accessory windows (window type RDocProc) have rounded corners, normally with a radius of 8 pixels. (That is, they're rounded rectangles
[1:5.3.3) with a corner width and corner height, sometimes called "diameters of curvature," of 16.) The radius of the corners can be varied by
adding an integer constant to the definition ID when creating the window:
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Definition ID

RDocProc
RDocProc
RDocProc
RDocProc
RDocProc
RDocProc
RDocProc
RDocProc

Corner
radius

8

+
+
+
+
+
+
+

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

2
3
4
5
6
10
12

15. The new window's class (field windowKind of the window record (3.1.1))
will be set to UserKind, meaning that it was created directly by the
application. You can then change this to a different value if appropriate.
16. hasClose specifies whether the new window has a close box (or other
close region).
17. re!Con is the initial value of the window's reference constant.

lm=&I

Assembly Language Information

--lllLI...,.._-----Trap macros:
(Pascal)
Routine name

{Assembly)
Trap macro

NewWindow
GetNewWindow

_NewWindow
_ GetNewWindow

Trap word

$A913
$A9BD

Standard window definition IDs:
Name
Value
Meaning

DocumentProc
DBoxProc
PlainDBoxProc
AltDBoxProc
NoGrowDocProc
ZoomDocProc

0
1
2
3
4
8

ZoomNoGrow

12

RDocProc

16

Standard document window
Standard dialog or alert box
Dialog or alert box with plain border
Dialog or alert box with "shadow"
Document window with no size box
Document window with zoom box
(Macintosh Plus only)
Document window with zoom box
but no size box (Macintosh Plus
only)
Accessory window
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3.2.3 Destroying Windows

procedure CloseWindow
(theWindow : WlndowPtr);
procedure DisposeWindow
(theWindow : WindowPtr);

{Window to destroy}
{Window to destroy}

1. Both routines destroy a window and remove it from the screen and the

window list. All existing pointers to the window become invalid and
must not be used again.
2. DisposeWindow frees all storage associated with the window; CloseWindow
frees all except the window record itself.
3. Use DlsposeWindow if you let the Toolbox allocate the window record
(wStorage = NIL) when creating the window [3.2.2, note 5). If you allocated your own storage for the window record, use CloseWindow and then
dispose of the window record yourself if appropriate.
4. If you're using the window's reference constant (refCon) to hold a handle
to auxiliary information about the window [3.2.4, note 4), be sure to
dispose of the auxiliary information before destroying the window
itself.
5. Both routines automatically destroy all controls associated with the
window.
6. If this window covered any others on the screen, they will be updated.
If it was the active (frontmost) window, the next-frontmost window will
be activated. All needed update and activate events are generated automatically.
7. No deactivate event is generated for the window being destroyed, since

the window no longer exists.
8. The trap macro for DlsposeWindow is spelled _DisposWindow.
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[3.2.4) Setting Window Properties

Assembly Language Information

----tlLI-----------Trap macros:
(Pascal)
Routine name

Trap macro

CloseWindow
DisposeWindow

_ CloseWindow
_ DisposWindow

<Assembly)
Trap word

$A92D
$A914

3.2.4 Setting Window Properties

procedure SetWTitle
(theWindow : WindowPtr;
newTitle
: Str255);

{Pointer to the window}
{New title}

procedure GetWTitle
(theWindow : WindowPtr;
var theTltle : Str255);

{Pointer to the window}
{Returns current title}

procedure SetWRefCon
(theWindow : WindowPtr;
newRefCon : LONGINT);

{Pointer to the window}
{New reference constant}

function

GetWRefCon
(theWindow : WindowPtr)
: LONGINT;

{Pointer to the window}
{Returns current reference constant}

1. SetWTitle sets a window's title; GetWTitle returns its current title via parameter theTitle. Always use these routines instead of manipulating the window's titleHandle field directly.

2. SetWRe!Con sets a window's reference constant; GetWRe!Con returns its
current reference constant.
3. The reference "constant" (really a variable) is for your program's optional private use. You can give it any 4-byte value that makes sense to
your program.
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4. If you need more than 4 bytes of private data per window, allocate

space for the data from the heap and store a handle to it as the
reference constant. (Don't forget to deallocate this space before destroying the window!)

C"]I
---11!:1---------I

Assembly Language Information

Trap macros:
(Pascall
Routine name

(Assembly)
Trap macro

SetWTitle
GetWTitle
SetWRefCon
GetWRefCon

_SetWTitle
_ GetWTltle
_ SetWRefCon
_ GetWRefCon

Trap word

$A91A
$A919
$A918
$A917

3.3 Window Display

3.3.1 Showing and Hiding Windows

procedure HideWindow
(theWindow : WindowPtr);

{Window to hide}

procedure ShowWi ndow
(theWindow : WindowPtr);

{Window to show}

procedure ShowHide
(theWindow : WindowPtr;
showFlag : BOOLEAN) ;

{Window to show or hide}
{Show or hide?}

1. HideWindow makes a window invisible; ShowWindow makes
ShowHide makes it visible if showFlag
TRUE, invisible if FALSE.

=

it visible;
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(3.3.1] Showing and Hiding Windows

2 . Always use these routines to make a window visible or invisible, instead
of storing directly into the visible field of the window record.
3 . Appropriate update events are generated for newly exposed parts of
any w indows.
4. Hiding an already invisible window or showing an already visible one
has no effect.
5. The w indow's position and plane are unaffected. (E!(ception: Hiding the
active (frontmost) window with HideWindow deactivates it and activates
the next-frontmost window , if any. The activated window is highlighted
automatically and the appropriate activate and deactivate events are
generated. The activated window is brought to the front of the window
list; if the hidden window is later shown again without being activated,
it will no longer be frontmost.)
6. ShowHide never generates activate or deactivate events or changes the
plane or highlighting of any window. Unless you're doing something
unusual, you should normally use HideWindow and ShowWindow instead.

I

IC1 _
Assembly
Language
Information
-1ap.,..__
_
_
_ __
Trap macros:
Routine name

(Pascal)

(Assembly)
Trap macro

HideWindow
ShowWindow
Show Hide

_HideWindow
_ShowWindow
_ShowHide

Trap word

$A916
$A915
$A908
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3.3.2 Moving and Sizing Windows

; l

Definitions

H .......___!---------------------------~
procedure MoveWindow
(theWindow
hGlobal
vGlobal
activate

:
:
:
:

WindowPtr;
INTEGER:
INTEGER;
BOOLEAN);

{Pointer to the window}
{New horizontal position in screen coordinates}
{New vertical position in screen coordinates}
{Activate the window?}

procedure SizeWindow
(theWindow
newWidth
newHeight
update

:
:
:
:

WindowPtr;
INTEGER;
INTEGER;
BOOLEAN);

{Pointer to the window}
{New width}
{New height}
{Update the window?}

procedure ZoomWindow
(theWindow : WindowPtr;
partCode : INTEGER;
: BOOLEAN);
activate

{Pointer to the window}
{Zoom in or out?}
{Activate the window?}

type
WStateData

= record
userState : Rect;
stdState : Rect
end ;

{User ("zoomed-in") state}
{Standard ( 11 zoomed-out 11 ) state}

moves a window to a new location on the screen; SizeWindow
changes its size; ZoomWindow "zooms" it out to cover the full screen or
back to its original size and location.

1. MoveWindow

2. All coordinates apply to the window's port rectangle.
3. For MoveWindow, hGlobal and vGlobal give the new location of the window's

top-left corner, in global (screen) coordinates. The window's size remains
the same.
4. For SizeWindow, newWidth and newHeight give the window's new dimensions

in pixels. The location of the top-left corner remains the same.
5. For ZoomWindow, partCode should be the part code received from FindWindow
[3.5.1), either lnZoomln or lnZoomOut, telling in which direction to zoom the

window.
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6. The window being zoomed must be the current port.
7. If activate = TRUE, MoveWindow and ZoomWindow activate the window (bring it

to the front); if FALSE, the window's plane is unchanged. SizeWindow never
changes the window's plane.
8. If update = TRUE (the usual case), SizeWindow generates all needed update
events by adding the newly exposed parts of any window's content
region (including this one) to the window's update region. If update =
FALSE, you have to handle the updating yourself, for instance by calling
lnvalRect or lnvalRgn [3.4.2].
9. SlzeWindow and ZoomWlndow make all needed adjustments in the window's

structure, content, and visible regions .
10. ZoomWindow alternates the window between a standard "zoomed-ou t"

state and a user-controlled "zoomed-in" state. The rectangles defining
the two states are kept in a record of type WStateData, located via a
handle in the window record's dataHandle field [3.1.1].
11. By default, a window in the standard state fills almost the whole screen

below the menu bar, with a small margin around the edge. If you wish,
you can change this setting by storing directly into the stdState field of
the WStateData record.
12. When a window in the standard state is moved or sized, the new size

and location are automatically saved in the WStateData record as a new
user state. Zooming the window will then return it to the original
standard state. The user state should normally remain entirely under
the user's control; don't store into the userState field yourself.
13. ZoomWindow is available only on the Macintosh Plus.
14. Don't startle the user with sudden jumps in a window's location or size.

Ordinarily you should move, size, or zoom windows only in response to
the user's mouse actions, using DragWindow, GrowWindow, or TrackBox [3.5.4].

I~1 _
Assembly Language Information
----llLI...,__
_ _ _ __
Trap macros:
(Pascall
Routine name

Trap macro

MoveWindow
SizeWindow
ZoomWindow

_ MoveWindow
_SlzeWlndow
_ZoomWlndow

(Assembly)
Trap word

$A91B
$A910
$A83A
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3.3.3 Front-to-Back Ordering

function

FrontWindow
: WindowPtr;

{The currently active window}

procedure BringToFront
(theWindow : WindowPtr);

{Window to bring to front}

procedure SendBehind
(theWindow
: WindowPtr;
behindWindow : WindowPtr);

{Window to demote}
{Window to send it behind}

returns a pointer to the active window, the frontmost visible
window on the screen.

1. FrontWindow

2. BringToFront brings a window to the front of the window list and redraws
it on the screen in front of all other windows; SendBehind "demotes" a

window (sends it behind another) and redraws all portions of other
windows that are exposed as a result.
3. If behindWindow

= NIL, theWindow is sent behind all other windows on the

screen.
4 . Both BringToFront and SendBehind generate update events asking you to

redraw the needed portions of all affected windows' content regions.
5. If you demote the active window, SendBehind generates the appropriate

events to deactivate it and activate the next-frontmost window, and
adjusts the highlighting of both windows accordingly. BringToFront, however, never generates any activate or deactivate events and doesn't
affect the highlighting of any window.
6. You don't normally need to manipulate the plane (front-to-back ordering) of windows explicitly. Usually you activate a window by calling
SelectWindow (3.5.2), which automatically brings the designated window
to the front, sends the previously active window behind it, and generates all the needed window events.
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Assembly Language Information

--f f l L l t - - - - - - - - - - '
Trap macros:
(Pascal)
Routine name

(Assembly)
Trap macro

FrontWindow
Bring ToFront
Send Behind

_FrontWindow
_BringToFront
_Send Behind

Trap word

$A924
$A920
$A921

3.3.4 Window Highlighting

procedure HiliteWindow
(theWindow : WindowPlr;
onOrOff
: BOOLEAN);

{Window to highlight}
{Highlight or unhighlight?}

procedure DrawGrowlcon
(theWlndow : WlndowPlr);

{Window to draw size region for}

~~iii~-==~--------N--o-te_s__________________________________________~
1. HiliteWindow

highlights a window if onOrOff

= TRUE, unhighlights it if FALSE.

draws a window's size region ("grow icon"), which may
vary in appearance depending on whether the window is highlighted
or unhighlighted.

.2. DrawGrowlcon

3. Call DrawGrowlcon when responding to an activate or deactivate event, to

redraw the window's size region in order to reflect the change.
4. When responding to an update event, call DrawGrowlcon if the window's

size region is part of the content region (as it is for standard document
windows). If the size region is part of the window's frame, it's redrawn
for you automatically.
5. Both routines call the window definition function to do the actual

drawing. The definition function determines the window's appearance
and the shape, location, and appearance of its size region, depending on
the value of its hilited flag (3 .1.1).
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6. You don't normally need to highlight and unhighlight windows explicitly. Activating a window with SelectWindow [3.5.2] autom atically highlights
the w indow and unhighlights the one that was previously active.

C]I
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Assembly Language Information

--f~t--------Trap macros:
(Pascal)
Routine name

(Assembly)
Trap macro

HiliteWindow
DrawGrowlcon

_ HiliteWindow
_ DrawGrowlcon

Trap word

$A91C
$A904

3.4 Updating Windows

3.4.1 Update Processing

procedure BeginUpdate
(theWindow : WindowPtr);

{Window being updated}

procedure EndUpdate
(theWindow : WindowPtr);

{Window being updated}

1. BeginUpdate and EndUpdate bracket a series of QuickDraw calls for redraw-

ing a window's update region in response to an update event .
.2. BeginUpdate saves the window's visible region, then restricts the visible

region by intersecting it with the update region. Subsequent drawing
with QuickDraw will be clipped to this restricted region.
3. EndUpdate restores the window's original visible region and sets the
update region to empty, clearing the update event.
4. It's sufficient just to redraw the window's update region, but it's usually
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more convenient to redraw the en tire content region and Jet QuickDraw take care of the clipping.
5. Make sure every call to BeginUpdate is balanced by a cor respon ding call to
End Update.

IL"J
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Trap macros:
(Pascall
Routine name

(Assembly)
Trap macro

BeginUpdate
End Update

_ Begin Update
_ End Update

Trap word

$A922
$A923

3.4.2 Manipulating the Update Region

Definitions
procedure InvalRect
(badRect : Rect) ;

{Rectangle to add to update region}

procedure lnvalRgn
(badRegion : RgnHandle);

{Region to add to update region}

procedure ValidRect
(goodRect : Rect) ;

{ Rectangle to remove from update region}

procedure ValidRgn
(goodRegion : RgnHandle) ;

{Region to remove from update region}

1. These r outines manipulate a window's update r egion by adding or

removing a specified rectangle or r egion .

z . AH operations

apply to the window that's the current graphics port.
Make su re the current port is a window!

3. The rectan gle or region is expressed in local (window) coordinates.
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4. lnvalRect and lnvalRgn declare a rectangle or region to be invalid-that is,

its appearance on the screen doesn't reflect the tru e state of the
desktop. The designated area is added to the window's update region so
that it will be redrawn when the window is updated.
5.

Vali~ect and ValidRgn declare a rectangle or region to be valid-its appearance on the screen correctly reflects the true state of the desktop. The
designated area is removed from the window's update region, since it
doesn't need to be redrawn.

(
C]I
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Assembly Language Inlormation

Trap macros:
(Pascal)
Routine name

(Assembly)
Trap macro

Trap word

lnval Rect
lnvalRgn
ValidRect
ValidRgn

_lnvalRect
_ lnval Rgn
_ ValidRect
_ValidRgn

$A928
$A927
$A92A
$A929

3.4.3 Window Pictures

;

(

Definitions

~----__:----------------------------procedure SetWindowPic
{theWindow : WindowPtr;
thePicture : PicHandle) ;

function

GetWindowPic
{theWindow : WindowPtr)
: PicHandle;

{Pointer to the window}
{Handle to its new window picture}
{Pointer to the window}
{Handle to its current window picture}

sets a w indow's window picture; GetWindowPic returns its
current picture.

1. SetWindowPic
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2. The window picture is an alternative to update events for updating a
window on the screen. If a window has a picture (windowPic 4' NIL in the
window record [3.1.1)), the Toolbox uses the picture to redraw the
window when necessary, instead of generating an update event.
3. A window picture is more efficient than using update events if the

picture occupies less memory space than the code and data needed to
redraw the window yourself.
4. Always use these routines instead of manipulating the windowPic field
yourself.

In=J
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Assembly Language Information

----llLl1-------Trap macros:
(Pascal)
Routine name

(Assembly)
Trap macro

SetWindowPic
GetWindowPic

_SetWindowPic
_ GetWi ndowPic

Trap word

$A92E
$A92F

Assembly-language global variables:
Name

Address

CurActivate

$A64

Cu rDeactivate

$A68

Meaning

Pointer to window await·
ing activate event
Pointer to window await·
ing deactivate event
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3.5 Responding to the Mouse

3.5.1 Locating Mouse Clicks

Definitions
function FindWindow
(mousePoint
: Point;
var theWindow : Windowptr)
: INTEGER;

{Point where mouse was pressed , in screen coordinates}
{Returns window the mouse was pressed in}
{Part of the window where mouse was pressed}

const
In Desk
In Menu Bar
lnSysWindow
lnContent
In Drag
In Grow
lnGoAway
lnZoomln
lnZoomOut

{In
{In
{In
{In
{In
{In
{In
{In
{In

= O;1·
= 2·'
= 3·'
'

4·
'

5;

=
=

5·
'
7;
8;

desktop (screen background)}
menu bar}
a system window}
content region of an application window}
drag region of an application window}
size region of an application window}
close region of an application window}
zoom region of a 11 zoomed-out 11 application window}
zoom region of a 11 zoomed-in 11 application window}

finds which window (or what other part of the screen) contains a given point, normally the point where the mouse button was
pressed.

1. FindWindow

z.

mousePoint should give the location of a mouse-down event, in global
(screen) coordinates. This is the form in which the point is reported in
the where field of the event record (2 .1.1].

3. The variable parameter theWindow returns a pointer to the window the
given point is in, if any.
4. If the point is in the menu bar or the desktop, theWindow is set to NIL.

5. The function result is a part code telling what part of the screen, or of a
particular window, contains the given point.
6. FindWindow will never return a part code of lnGrow for a window with no
size region, lnGoAway for one with no close region, or lnZoomln or lnZoomOut

for one with no zoom region .
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7. In an inactive window, FindWindow considers a click in the close or zoom
region to be in the title bar, and returns the part code lnDrag; for a click
in the size region, it returns lnContent.

Ic=JI

Assembly Language Information

- - f l ! ' . ] t - - - - - - - - -·
Trap macro:
(Pascal)
Routine name

Trap macro

FlndWindow

_FindWindow

Part codes:
Name

(Assembly)

Value

In Desk
In Menu Bar
lnSysWindow
In Content

2
3

In Drag
In Grow
lnGoAway

4
5
6

lnZoomln

7

lnZoomOut

8

0
1

Trap word

$A92C

Meaning

In desktop (screen background)
In menu bar
In a system window

In content region of an application
window
In drag region of an application window
In size region of an application window
In close region of an application
window
In zoom region of a "zoomed-out"
application window (Macintosh Plus
only)
In zoom region of a "zoomed-in"
application window (Macintosh Plus
only)

3.5.2 Window Selection

procedure SelectWindow
(theWindow : WindowPtr);

{Window to activate}
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1. SelectWindow activates the designated window 1 after deactivating the one

that was previously active.

z.

The selected w indow is redrawn in front of all others on the screen,
the highlighting of both windows is adjusted, and the appropriate deactivate and activate events are generated.

3. Call this routine when FindWindow reports that the mouse button was

pressed inside an inactive window.

E:JI
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Assembly Language Information

Trap macro:
(Pascal)

(Assembly)

Routine name

Trap macro

SelectWindow

_SelectWindow

Trap word

$A91F

3.5.3 Click in a System Window

Definitions
procedure SystemClick
(the Event : Event Record;
theWindow: WindowPtr);

1.

z.

{ Event to be processed}
{System window affected}

System Click pr ocesses a mouse-down event in a system window. Call it
when FindWindow (3.5.1) returns a part code of lnSysWindow.

SystemClick does all necessary processing to respond to the event, such as
activating the window if it's inactive or tracking the mouse in its drag
or close region.
3. If the window belongs to a desk accessory, mouse clicks in the content
region are passed to the accessory for processing.
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CJI
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Assembly Language Information

Trap macro:
(Pascal)
Routine name

(Assembly)
Trap macro

SystemClick

_ SystemClick

Trap word

$A9B3

3.5.4 Tracking the Mouse

procedure DragWindow
(theWindow : WindowPtr;
start Point : Point;
limitRect : Rect);
function

function

function

{Pointer to the window}
{Point where mouse was pressed , in screen coordinates}
{Rectangle limiting movement of window}

GrowWindow
(theWindow : WindowPtr;
startPoint : Point;
sizeRect
: Rect)
: LONGINT ;

{Pointer to the window}
{Point where mouse was pressed, in screen coordinates}
{Rectangle limiting dimensions of window}
{New dimensions of window}

TrackGoAway
(theWindow : WindowPtr;
startPoint : Point)
: BOOLEAN;

{Pointer to the window}
{Point where mouse was pressed, in screen coordinates}
{Close the window?}

TrackBox
(theWindow : WindowPtr;
startPoint : Point;
partCode : INTEGER)
: BOOLEAN;

{Pointer to the window}
{Point where mouse was pressed, in screen coordinates}
{Zooming in or out?}
{Zoom the window?}

1.

All of these routines keep control for as long as the user holds down
the mouse button, tracking the movements of the mouse and providing
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visual feedback on the screen; then they perform some action when the
button is released .
2 . Call DragWindow when FindWindow (3.5 .1) reports that the mouse button
was pressed in a window's drag region (part code lnDrag); GrowWindow if it
was pressed in the size region (lnGrow); TrackGoAway if it was pressed in
the close region (lnGoAway); TrackBox if it was pressed in the zoom region
(lnZoomln or lnZoomOut).
3. startPoinl should give the location of a mouse-down event, in global
(screen) coordinates. This is the form in which the point is reported in
the where field of the event record [2.1.1).
4. DragWindow follows the mouse with an outline of the window. When the
button is released, the window is automatically moved to the new
location: you needn't call MoveWindow [3.3.2) yourself.
5. If the window being moved isn't the active window, DragWindow activates
it and brings it to the front unless the user is holding down the Command key.
6. limitRect is a rectangle in global coordinates. If the mouse leaves this
rectangle, the window outline disappears from the screen; it will reappear if the mouse reenters the rectangle while the button is still down.
If the button is released outside the rectangle, the window's position
and plane are left unchanged.
7. GrowWindow displays an outline of the window with its size region follow ing the mouse's movements. When the button is released, GrowWindow
returns a long integer giving the new dimensions of the window.
8 . The high-order word of the function result gives the new height of the
window in pixels; the low-order word gives its width .
9 . A result of 0 means the window's size is to be left unchanged .
10. GrowWindow doesn't actually adjust the window's size for you; you have to
do it yourself by calling SizeWindow [3.3.2).
11. sizeRect sets limits on the window's dimensions. The left and right fields of

this rectangle give the window's minimum and maximum width in
pixels; top and bottom give its minimum and maximum height. As the user
moves the mouse, the window's outline will "pin" at these size limits.
12. TrackGoAway and TrackBox highlight and unhighlight the window's close or

zoom region, respectively, as the user moves the mouse into and out of
the region (while holding down the button). The exact appearance of
the close or zoom region when highlighted and unhighlighted is determined by the window definition function.
13. When the button is released, TrackGoAway returns TRUE if the mouse is
inside the close region, FALSE if it isn't. If TRUE, you can then make the
window invisible with HideWindow [3.3.1) or destroy it with CloseWindow or
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DisposeWindow [3.2.3], depending on the needs of your application;
TrackGoAway doesn't do any of this for you.
14. Similarly, TrackBox returns TRUE or FALSE, depending on whether the

mouse was released inside or outside the zoom region. If the result is
TRUE, you should then call ZoomWindow [3.3.2) to zoom the window .
15. The partCode parameter to TrackBox should be the part code received from
FindWindow [3.5.1): either lnZootnln or lnZoomOut, telling in which direction to
zoom the window.

16. TrackBox is available only on the Macintosh Plus.
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Trap macros:
Routine name

(Assembly)
Trap macro

DragWindow
GrowWindow
TrackGoAway
Track Box

_ OragWlndow
_GrowWindow
_ TrackGoAway
_ TrackBox

(Pascal)

Trap word

$A925
$A92B
$A91E
$A83B

3.6 Nuts and Bolts

3.6.1 Nuts and Bolts

procedure GetWMgrPort
(var wMgrPort : GrafPtr);

{Returns pointer to Window Manager port}
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~~iiii~l::=:::t---------N-o_t_e_s__________________________________________~
1. GetWMgrPort returns a pointer to the Window Manager port, the graphics

port in which the Toolbox draws all window frames. The port rectangle of this port is the entire screen.
2 . In assembly language, a pointer to the Window Manager port is available in the global variable WMgrPort. Global variable GrayRgn holds a handle
to the rounded-corner region defining the gray desktop within this
port.
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Trap macro:
(Pascal)
Routine name

Trap macro

(Assembly)

GetWMgrPort

_GetWMgrPort

Trap word

$A910

Assembly-language global variables:
Name

Address

WMgrPort

$9DE

GrayRgn

$9EE

Meaning

Pointer to Window
Manager port
Handle to region defining
gray desktop
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3.7 Window-Related Resources

3.7.1 Resource Type 'WIND'

windowRect
(8 bytes)

wi ndowTy~e (2 bytes)
vi si b 1e ~2 bytes)
hosCl ose, (2 bytes)
ref Con
(4 bytes)
Length of title

••
•

I

title
(indefinite length)

..............................................................................................................................

••
•
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~~iiii~·===t---------N-o_t_e_s_____________________________________________
A resource of type 'WIND' contains a window template .
.2. All fields of the window template are in the same form as the corresponding parameters to NewWindow [3.2.2).
3. The window title is in Pascal string form, with a 1-byte length count
followed by the characters of the title. The overall size of the window
template depends on the length of the title string.
1.

4. To create a window from a window template, call GetNewWlndow [3.2.2]

with the template's resource ID.

CHAPTER

§§0 --------------~
What's on the Menu?

Macintosh's "pulldown" menus are in keeping with the overall
Macintosh philosophy of keeping the user in control. Macintosh
menus don't take over the screen and demand attention; they wait
patiently, hidden under the menu bar, ready to spring to life at a
click of the mouse. They free the user from having to remember
cryptic command sequences to be typed from the keyboard. They're
easy to back out of if you change your mind. And they serve as an onscreen reminder of what operations are available from moment to
moment.
Naturally, the User Interface Toolbox includes a full set of facilities for working with menus. In this chapter, you'll learn how to
define your own menus, display them on the screen, and put them at
the user's disposal to control the operation of your program.

Anatomy of a Menu
Most of the time, all that's visible to the user in the way of menus is
the menu bar·at the top of the screen, listing the titles of the available
menus. By pressing and holding down the mouse button over one of
these titles, the user can "pull down" the menu itself, which offers a
list of items to choose from. Dragging the mouse down the menu
with the button still down causes one item after another to become
highlighted on the screen. When the button is released, the currently
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highlighted item will take effect; this is called choosing an item. (Notice that choosing is not the same as selecting in Macintosh terminology: you select something to work on, then choose an operation to
apply to it .) If no item is highlighted when the button is released- for
instance, if the mouse has moved outside the frame of the
menu-then the menu just vanishes harmlessly from the screen.

A new feature on the Macintosh Plus allows menus to contain more
items than can be displayed on the screen at once (currently 19 items) .
If a menu is longer than this, dragging the mouse out the top or
bottom while holding down the button causes the menu to scroll
automatically like a window, bringing more items into view. Since this
behavior is actually part of the menu definition procedure (see next
paragraph) rather than the Toolbox, it's also available on older-model
machines using version 3.0 m· later of the System file.

Like windows, menus can come in various types . The appearance and behavior of any given type of menu are defined by a menu
definition procedure, which the Toolbox calls whenever it needs to
draw the menu on the screen or make it respond to the mouse. Menu
definition procedures are kept in resource files under resource type
' MDEF' . Unless you're doing something very unusual, you'll just want
to use the standard type of le}(l menu, whose definition procedure is
found in the system resource file (or in ROM on a Macintosh Plus).
The Toolbox will always assume you want a text menu unless you
explicitly tell it otherwise. All descriptions in this chapter apply specifically to standard text menus; if you want to define other menu
types for special needs, see Volume Three.
Figure 4-1 shows a typical text menu. Each item consists of a
separate line of text, displayed in the standard system font. Items
that aren't applicable at any given moment are "dimmed" (displayed
in gray instead of black) to show that they can't be chosen . Such
items are said to be disabled, and don't highlight when pointed at
with the mouse; those that can be chosen are enabled. For example,
the menu shown in the figure has the Cut and Copy items disabled,
presumably because there is nothing currently selected to cut or
copy .
A program can define an optional key board alias for any menu
item, for the convenience of users who are fast with their fingers.
This is a combination of the Command key together with some other
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of 0 isn't allowed.) Needless to say, no two menus should ever have
the same menu ID.
·
The Toolbox maintains a private data structure representing the
menu bar, containing handles to all menus currently available to the
user. (Technically this is called the menu list, but it's usually just
referred to as "the menu bar.") Not all menus have to be in the menu
bar at all times. A menu in the menu bar is said to be active; if it isn't
in the menu bar, it's inactive. Toolbox routines that apply specifically
to active menus generally accept a menu ID as an argument and scan
the menu bar for a menu that matches it. Those that can apply to any
menu, whether active or inactive, expect a handle to the menu in
memory rather than an ID number.
The menuWidth and menuHeight fields of the menu record give the
menu's screen dimensions in pixels. These dimensions depend on the
number of items in the menu, their length, whether they have keyboard aliases, icons, check marks, and so on. The Toolbox itself
recalculates the dimensions whenever you change the contents of the
menu, so you can normally just ignore these fields. If for some reason
you ever want to recalculate a menu's dimensions explicitly, you can
use the Toolbox routine CalcMenuSize (4.7.1).
menuProc is a handle to the menu definition procedure, which will
almost always be the one for the standard type of text menu. When
you read in a menu from a resource file, the Toolbox also reads in the
definition procedure (if it isn't already in memory) and stores a handle to it into this field. When you create an empty menu to build from
scratch, menuProc is automatically set to the standard definition procedure; in those rare cases where you want to use some other definition procedure instead, you have to store its handle into this field
yourself after creating the menu .
enableFlags is a 32-bit field that controls whether the items on the
menu are enabled or disabled. Each bit except the last, reading from
right to left, corresponds to a single item: 1 if the item is enabled, 0 if
it's disabled. (This means that you can't enable or disable individual
items in menus with more than 31 items.) The last Qow-0rder) bit
applies to the menu as a whole rather than any single item. When
this bit is 0, it overrides all the others: every item on the menu is
disabled, regardless of its own individual enable flag.

Always use the Toolbox routines Enableltem and Dlsableltem (4.6.2) instead
of manipulating the enable flags yourself.
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The most important field of a menu record is menuData, which
defines the text and other properties of all the items in the menu
(4.1.1). From the Pascal point of view, the menuData field just looks like
a string giving the title of the menu, with a 1-byte character count
followed by the characters of the title itself. The information defining
the individual menu items is "hidden" beyond the end of the title
string, where only the Toolbox can get at it. The only way to access
or change this information is to call the appropriate Toolbox routines
and let the Toolbox do it for you .

Never store a menu title directly into the menuData field; this will destroy
the "hidden" information about the items the menu contains .

Building Menus
The first step in using menus is to define your menus and install them
in the menu bar. As we've already mentioned, there are two ways of
doing this . In this section, we'll learn how to build up menu s "from
scratch"; later we'll see how to read them in as predefined resources.

About MiniEdit. ..
Alarm Clock
Calculator
Con trol Panel
Key Caps
Note Pad
Puzzle
Scrapbook

New
Open ...
Close

3€N
3€0
a€K

Saue
Saue As...
Reuert to Saued

Undo

a€Z

a€H
a€C

a€S

Cut
Copy
Paste

a€A
a€R

Clear

3€8

a€U

Quit
Figure 4-3 MiniEdlt m enus

Figure 4-3 shows the menus used by our example program
MiniEdit. These three menus are considered standard; by convention,
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it's recommended that every Macintosh application start with these
same three menus (or something like them) at the beginning of the
menu bar. The first is the "Apple menu," containing the names of all
available desk accessories . Then come the File menu , with commands
for opening and closing windows and reading and writing documents, and the Edit menu, which includes the standard editing commands Cut, Copy, Paste, Clear, and Undo. Any application that supports
desk accessories must include these editing commands even if it
doesn't use them itself, since some of the accessories expect them to
be available. (We'll see later how such menu commands get passed to
the desk accessory whenever one is active.) After the Apple, File, and
Edit menus, you can add any others you may need for your own
purposes.
Starting the menu bar with the three standard menus is only a general
recommendation, not an ironclad rule. If they don't make sense for a
particular application, you can of course leave them out: a program
that doesn't support desk accessories or use any of the standard filing
operations might omit them all.

In our MiniEdit program, the job of defining the menus is handled
by a procedure named SetUpMenus. The menus only have to be defined
once, at the beginning of the program, so SetUpMenus is called from
our one-time Initialize routine (Program 2-6). Before attempting any
operation involving menus, you first have to call the initialization
procedure lnltMenus [4.2.1], which in turn must be preceded by calls to
lnitGraf (1:4.3.1], lnitFonts (1:8.2.4], and lnitWindows [3.2.1]. Our Initialize procedure will already have taken care of these preliminary calls by the
time it calls SetUpMenus.
Program 4-1 shows a version of SetUpMenus that builds the menus
from scratch. The Apple menu is atypical and requires special treatment, so we'll discuss the File and Edit menus first and come back to
the Apple menu later. After defining these three standard menus,
SetUpMenus could of course go on to build any further menus a particular application might need.
To build a menu from scratch, we begin by creating a brandnew, empty menu with NewMenu [4.2.2), then add the items to it one
by one. NewMenu accepts an integer menu ID and a string defining the
menu's title; it allocates heap space for a new menu record and
returns a handle to it. As mentioned earlier, menus that a program
builds for itself can have any positive ID number. By convention, the
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Apple menu has an ID of 1, so we might as well use IDs 2 and 3 for
the File and Edit menus, respectively.
Once you've created a new menu, you can use AppendMenu or
lnsMenultem (4.3.1) to add items t o it. Append Menu always adds new items
at the end; lnsMenultem can add them anywhere in the menu. (There's
also a Toolbox routine named DelMenultem (4.3.1) for deleting existing
items from a menu.)
Along with a handle to the menu, AppendMenu and lnsMenultem
accept a defining string describing the item to be added. In its simplest form, the defining string is just the text of the item as you want
it to appear on the menu . For example, in Program 4-1, the statement
AppendMenu (FileMenu, 'New')

adds an item to the File menu consisting of the word New, initially
enabled, with no icon, check mark, keyboard alias, or fancy charact er style.

The text of a menu item must always include at least one character;
the null string is not allowed. If you want to leave a blank line in a
menu, you have to use an item consisting of one or more space
characters:
AppendMenu (anyMenu, ' ')

{ Slobal constants and variables }
~!!!!~!

AppleID = 1;
FileID = 2;
EditID = 3;

C"enu ID for Apple 11enu}
{"enu ID for File 1enu}
{"enu ID for Edit 1enu}

~~!:

Apple"enu : "enuHandle;
File"enu : "enuHandle;
Edit"enu : "enuHandle;

{Handle to Apple 1enu [4.1.11}
<Handle to File 1enu £4.1.11}
<Handle to Edit 1enu C4.1.1]}

Program 4·1 Set up menus by direct definition
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C Procedure to set up 1enus by direct def inition.
Y~!:

ippleTitle: Str255;

{Title for Apple 1enu £1:2.1.ll}

appleTitle
:=•a•;
appleTitleC1l := CHR!Apple"arkl;

<Set up title for Apple 1enu
C Mith special Apple sy1bol [1:8.1.ll}

Apple"enu := Ne•"enu IAppleID, appleTitlel;
Append"enu IApple"enu , ' About "iniEdit ••• 'l;
Append"enu !Apple"enu, '(-----------------'!;
AddRes"enu !Apple"enu, 'DRVR'l;
lnsert"enu !Apple"enu, Ol;

{"ake Apple 1enu (4. 2.21}
{Add ite1s £4. 3.11}

File"enu := Ne•"enu IFileID, ' File'!;
Append"enu <File"enu, ' NeM'l;
Append"enu IFile"enu, 'Open ••• '!;
Append"enu <File"enu, 'Close'!;
Append"enu !File"enu, ' (---------------'!;
Append"enu (file"enu, ' Save'!;
Append"enu !File"enu, 'Save As ••• ' l;
Append"enu IFile"enu, 'Revert to Saved ' !;
Append"enu (File"enu, ' (---------------'!;
Append"enu <File"enu, ' Quit/Q'l;
lnsert"enu <File"enu, Ol;

<Kake File 1enu [4 .2.21}
{Add ite1s [4.3.1]}

Edit"enu := NeM"enu IEditID, ' Edit'! ;
Append"enu <Edit"enu, ' Undo/Z'l;
Append"enu <Edit"enu, '( -------'!;
Append"enu !Edit"enu , ' Cut/ X'l;
Append"enu <Edit"enu, 'Copy/C 'l;
Append"enu <Edit"enu, 'Paste /V'l;
Append"enu <Ed it"enu, '( -------'I;
Append"enu IEdit"enu, ' Clear /B'l;
lnser t"enu <Edit"enu, Ol;

{Add na1es of available desk accessories [4.3.31}
{Install at end of 1enu bar [4.4.l l}

{Install at end of 1enu bar [4.4.11}
<Kake Edit 1enu [4.2.2]}
<Add ite1s £4.3.1]}

{Install at end of 1enu bar [4.4.11}

{Insert code here to define any other needed 1enusl ;
CShoM ne• 1enu bar on screen [4.4.3]}

Program 4-1 (continued)
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To exercise more control over an item's properties, you can
include modifier characters (4.3.2) in the defining string you give to
AppendMenu or lnsMenultem. For instance, a left parenthesis as the first
character of the defining string tells the Toolbox that the item you're
defining should be disabled rather than enabled. In Program 4-1, the
statement
AppendMenu (FileMenu, '(··············· ')

defines an item just consisting of a row of dashes , to serve as a
separator between different sections of the menu. Since this is not
intended to be a meaningful menu item in itself, we use a left parenthesis as a modifier character to disable it; this makes the item appear
"dimmed" on the menu and prevents the user from choosing it with
the mouse.
Similarly, the modifier character I (slash) introduces a keyboard
alias for the item being defined. The statement
AppendMenu (EditMenu, 'Cut/X')

defines a menu item whose text is the word Cut, with Command-X as a

keyboard alias . The alias will be displayed to the right of the item on
the menu, preceded by the command symbol, as we saw earlier in
Figure 4-1.

As shown in Pr ogram 4-1, the first four keys in the bottom row of the
keyboard (ZXCV in the standard American layout) are reserved by
convention as keyboard aliases for the standard editing commands
Undo, Cut, Copy, and Paste, respectively. To conform to the Macintosh
User Interface Guidelines, any program that includes these commands
should also provide these standard aliases. (The next key in the same
row, 8, is sometimes used for the Clear command, but this is not part of
the official convention and some programs use it for other purposes
instead.) Another standard alias that every program is expected to
provide is Command-a for Quit.

You can define two or more menu items in one call to Append Menu
by separating them with semicolons (;) in the defining string. For
instance, Program 4-1 could have combined the Cut, Copy, and Paste
commands into a single definition
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AppendMenu (EditMenu , 'Cut/X;Copy/C;Paste/V')
instead of using three separate statements. There are other modifier
characters that you can use as well; they're summarized in (4.3 .2],
and we'll be discussing some of them further in the section titled
"Controlling Menu Items," later in this chapter.

Sometimes a menu command needs further information from the user
in order to operate: for instance, the Open command needs to know
what document to open. The normal way to get such extra information from the user is with a dialog box; we'll learn how in Chapter 7.
The only point to notice here is that menu items that open a dialog box
are conventionally supposed to end with three dots, like Open ... and
Save As ... in Program 4-1.

After you've added all the items you want to a menu, you have to
place it in the menu bar with lnsertMenu (4.4.1]. You can insert a menu
anywhere you like in the menu bar, by giving the ID of the menu it
precedes (or 0 to put it at the end); you can also delete a menu from
the menu bar with DeleteMenu (4.4.1]. However, accepted user interface style is to avoid changing the contents of the menu bar "on the
fly ." Appearing and disappearing menus can be disconcerting to the
user; it's better to leave all your menus in the menu bar all the time
and just disable those that aren't applicable at any given moment.

One thing to watch out for is that changes you make in the menu bar
don't take place automatically on the screen. After inserting or deleting a menu, you have to redraw the menu bar explicitly with
DrawMenuBar [4.4.3] to make the change visible to the user.

Listing Resources on a Menu
Now that we've seen how to set up the File and Edit menus, let's go
back and look at the Apple menu. This menu is atypical in several
ways. First of all, the Apple symbol that's used for its title is one of
those special Macintosh characters (along with the check mark and
the command symbol) that can be displayed on the screen but can't
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be typed from the keyboard 0:8.1 .1). Since Pascal won't let us store a
"raw" character directly into a string variable, we have to create a
one-character dummy string for the menu's title and store the Apple
symbol into it "by hand":
appleTitle . - ·@ ' :
appleTitle[1] : = CHR{AppleMark);
AppleMenu : = NewMenu (ApplelD, appleTitle)
(The @ character used here is just a placeholder; it doesn't matter
what character you use.)
The Apple menu conventionally starts with an About item which
brings up a dialog or alert box {Chapter 7) containing identifying
information about the program-such as the author's name, a copyright notice, the version number and date, and so forth . If you're so
inclined, you can liven up your "about" box with fancy layout and
graphics, or show additional information such as the amount of free
disk space available. Some applications even use it to offer the user
on-screen documentation or help facilities. Since the About item opens
a dialog box, it should end with the usual three dots:
AppendMenu (AppleMenu, 'About MiniEdit. ..' )
The rest of the Apple menu lists the available desk accessories
that the user can open while running our program. We can't define
these items with AppendMenu in the program itself, because we don't
know what desk accessories will be available on the disk when the
program is run . Recall that desk accessories are actually a special
kind of input/output driver, and reside in the system resource file
under resource type 'DRVR' 0:7.5.5). To list them on a menu, we need
to use AddResMenu (4.3.3). This routine accepts a menu handle and a
resource type; it searches all open resource files for resources of the
given type and adds their resource names to the menu.

Not all 'DRVR' resources are desk accessories, however: some of them
are bona fide 1/0 drivers, and shouldn't appear on the Apple menu. To
keep such resources off the menu, they're conventionally given names
beginning with a period, such as .Sound and .Print. AddResMenu ignores all
names of this form and doesn't add them to the menu .
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You can use AddResMenu to create menus of any type of resource
that can be identified by name as well as ID number-in fact, this is
precisely the reason resources are allowed to have names in the first
place. Another common use of AddResMenu is to set up a menu of
available fonts (resource type 'FONT' 0 :8.4.5)). There's also a routine
called lnsertResMenu (4.3.3), which works exactly the same as AddResMenu except that it allows you to insert the list of resources before
any desigiiated item in the menu, not just at the end.

On the Macintosh Plus, both AddResMenu and lnsertResMenu alphabetize
the list of resource names before adding them to the menu. On earlier
Macintosh models, these routines just list the resources in whatever
order they happen to occur in the resource file. For some reason,
however, the two routines add the items to the menu in opposite
orders: one from first to last, the other from last to first . For this
reason, it's recommended that you use AddResMenu whenever possible,
so that all applications will list their desk accessories (or fonts, or
whatever) in the same order.

Menus as Resources
The alternative (and recommended) way to set up your program's
menus is by reading them in as resources. A resource of type 'MENU '
(4.8.1) consists of a complete menu record, including the "hidden"
data in the menuData field describing the individual items . In the resource file, the record's menuWidth and menuHeight are set to O; these
fields will be filled in with their correct values when the menu is read
into memory . In the menuProc field, in place of the handle to the menu
definition procedure, is a resource ID for finding the definition procedure in a resource file (or in ROM on a Macintosh Plus) under
resource type 'MDEF '. (The resource ID is in the first 2 bytes of the 4byte field, with 0 in the last 2 bytes; the standard menu definition
procedure has resource ID 0, so for most menu resources the
menuProc field is just a 4-byte 0.)
Program 4-2 shows an alternative version of our SetUpMenus procedure that reads the program's menus from a resource file instead
of building them from scratch. Instead of creating the menus with
NewMenu, this time we use GetMenu (4.2.2) to read them in under the
appropriate r esource IDs, which also become their menu IDs. GetMenu
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calculates each menu's screen dimensions and stores them into its
menuWidth and menuHelght fields. It also uses the resource ID given in the
menuProc field of the menu resource to locate the menu definition
procedure, loads the procedure into memory if necessary, and stores
its handle into the menuProc field of the menu record in memory.
6lobal constants and variables
£Qn~!

ApplelD = 1;
Fi le ID = 2;
Edi tlD = 3;

{"enu ID for Apple 1tnu}
{"enu ID for File 1enu}
{"enu ID for Edit 1enu}

~~r

Apple"enu
"enuHandle;
File"enu : llenuHandl e;
Edit"enu : HenuHandl e;

{Handle to Apple 1enu [4.1.11}
{Handle to File 1tnu !4.1.11}
{Handle to Edit 1enu (4.1.11}

{ Procedure to set up 1enus using resources.

Apple"enu := 6et"enu IApplelDl;
AddResHenu !Applellenu, 'DRYR ' l;
lnsertllenu !Applellenu, Ol;

C6et Apple 11nu fro1 resource file !4.2.21}
{Add na1es of available desk accessories [4.J.J)}
{Install at end of 1enu bar !4.4. 1)}

Filellenu := 6etllenu !FilelDl;
lnsertllenu !File"enu, Ol;

<Set File 1enu fro1 resource file (4.2.21}
{Install at end of 1enu bar !4.4.11}

Editllenu : = 6etHenu IEditlD l;
lnsertllenu !Editllenu, Ol;

C6et Edit 1enu fro1 resource file [4.2.21}
<Inst all at end of 1enu bar [4.4.11}

<Insert code here to read in any other needed 1enus};
CSho• ne• 1enu bar on screen (4.4.Jl>

Program 4 ·2 Set up menus using resources

The File and Edit menus are ready to insert in the menu bar just
the way we find them in the resource file. For the Apple menu,
however, the menu resource defines only the first two items, the
About MiniEdit. .. item and the disabled separator line following it. Before
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inserting the menu in the menu bar, we have to add the names of all
the available desk accessories with AddResMenu, as before.

If you need to dispose of a menu in mid-program, use DlsposeMenu [4.2.3]
if you originally created the menu from scratch with NewMenu, or
ReleaseResource 0:6.3.2] if you read it from a resource file with GetMenu.

It's also possible to read in a whole menu bar at once from a
resource file, with resource type 'MBAR' (4.8.2). A resource of this
type is just a list of the resource IDs of the menus in the menu bar.
You use GetNewMBar (4.4.2) to read it in and convert it to a menu bar in
memory. This automatica1ly locates all the needed menus in the
resource file, loads them into memory, and inserts them in the new
menu bar. The new menu bar doesn't automatically replace the
current one, however; you have to remember to call SetMenuBar (4.4.4)
if you want to make it current, followed by DrawMenuBar (4.4.3) to
show it on the screen.

Choosing from a Menu
The user can invoke a menu item in either of two ways: by choosing
it with the mouse or by typing its keyboard alias using the Command
key. You find out about the first by receiving a mouse-down event in
the menu bar, the second by receiving a key-down event with the
CmdKey bit on in the modifiers field (2.1.5). Both user actions are considered equivalent, and your program should respond to both in exactly
the same way.
In our MiniEdit program, recall that all events are processed by
the procedure DoEvent (Program 2-5), which is called repeatedly
from the program's main loop. That procedure asks the Toolbox
for the next event and then calls the appropriate routine to handle
the event, depending on its type. In the case of mouse-down
events, it calls DoMouseDown (Program 3-7), which in turn calls the
Toolbox routine FindWindow (3.5.1) to find out what part of the
screen the mouse button was pressed in. If it was in the menu bar,
DoMouseDown will call a routine named DoMenuClick, which is shown
here as Program 4-3.
DoMenuClick is only two statements long: a11 it does is call the
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{ Global variable }
Y!!:

TheEvent

EventRecord;

<Current event (2.1.11}

{ Handle 1ouse-d0Mn event in 1enu bar.
Y!!:

1enuChoice : LONGINT;

{"enu ID and itee nu1ber}

1tnuChoice := "enuSelect ITheEvtnt.Mhtrel;
Do"enuChoice (1enuChoicel

<Track 1ouse (4.5.11}
<Handle user's 1enu choice CProg. 4-51}

Program 4·3 Mouse-down event in the menu bar

Toolbox routine MenuSelect [4.5 .l] to handle the menu interaction with
the user 1 then pass along the resulting information about the user's
menu choice for another MiniEdit routine named DoMenuChoice to re·
spond to. We'll be looking at DoMenuChoice in a minute; it's separated
out as an independent procedure so that it can be called in response
to Command keystrokes as well as menu choices with the mouse.
MenuSelect needs to know where on the screen, in global coordi·
nates, the mouse button was originally pressed. It then tracks the
mouse for as long as the button is held down, showing and hiding
menus and highlighting and unhighlighting individual items as the
user rolls the mouse over them. Ut also implements the new "auto·
scroll" feature if appropriate .) When the button is released, it flashes
the chosen item a few times and then hides the menu, but leaves its
title highlighted in the menu bar as a signal that the item is still being
processed. Finally, it returns a long integer identifying the chosen
item, consisting of the menu ID in the high-order word and an item
number in the low-order word. The item number is just the sequen·
tial position of the chosen item within the menu, counting the first
item as number 1. If the user released the button over a disabled
item, or outside of any menu, the menu ID returned by MenuSelect will
be O.
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In addition to your program's menus, an active desk accessory can
insert a whole menu of its own in the menu bar. The Toolbox recognizes menus belonging to desk accessories by their negative menu IDs.
When the user chooses an item from such a menu, MenuSelect automatically relays the choice to the desk accessory for action, then returns a
menu ID of 0 to your program, telling you to ignore the event. Desk
accessories and their private menus are discussed at length in Volume
Three.

When our DoEvent routine (Program 2-5) receives a key-down or
auto-key event, it calls OoKeystroke (Program 4-4) to process the event.
Here we begin by extracting from the event's message field the character code identifying which character was typed on the keyboard.
Then we examine the Command bit in the event's modifiers field to see
whether the user held down the Command key while typing the
character. If not, we pass the character to the routine OoTyping (defined in the next chapter) to handle as an ordinary keystroke.
If the Command key was down, we next check the type of the
event (field what of the event record) to see whether it was a keydown or an auto-key event. (We don't want any of our Command-key
combinations to repeat when held down, so we simply ignore autokey events in this case.) For true key-down events only, we call the
Toolbox routine MenuKey (4.5.1) to convert the Command combination
into an equivalent menu item. MenuKey returns a long integer consisting of a menu ID and item number, just the same as MenuSelect, with a
menu ID of 0 if the given Command combination hasn't been defined
as a keyboard alias for any menu item. We can then pass this result
to our OoMenuChoice routine just as if it had come from MenuSelect
instead of MenuKey. (Notice that this mechanism guarantees that every
meaningful Command keystroke is just an alias for a menu item that
could have been chosen with the mouse instead .)
As we've just seen, both the user's menu choices with the mouse
and the equivalent Command keystrokes get passed to our MiniEdit
program's OoMenuChoice routine (Program 4-5) for processing. Here we
begin by extracting the menu ID and item number from the long
integer result we received from MenuSelect or MenuKey. Then we use a
case statement to call the appropriate MiniEdit routine for the indicated
menu, passing the item number as a parameter. {If the menu ID is 0,
there's nothing to do: the user has moved out of the menu before
releasing the button, or chosen a disabled menu item, or typed an
invalid keyboard alias.)
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{ Slobil variable
~M

TheEvent : EventRecord;

<Current event £2.1.ll}

{ Handle keyst roke.
~~r

chCode
: INTEGER;
ch
: CHAR;
1enuChoice : LONSINT;
~~9!!!

<Character code fro1 event 1essage CI:B.1.ll}
<Character that •as typed}
{"enu ID and ite1 nultber for keyboard alias}

{DoKeystroke}

~i!n

TheEvent

~Q

~~9i!!

chCodt := BitAnd (1essage,
ch := CHR!chCodel;

CharCode"as~l;

if BitAnd (1odifiers, C1dKeyl <> O !n~!!
~~9i!!

if •hat <> AutoKey
~~9i!!

tn~!!

1enuChoice := "enuKey !chi;
Do"enuChoice !1enuChoicel

~!~~

DoTyping !chl

~!!~;

<Set character code fro1 event 1essage £1 :2.2.2, 2.1.41}
{Convert to a character}
CC011and key do•n? £1:2 .2.2, 2.1.51}
{Ignore repeats •ith Co11and key down £2.1.1 1 2.1.21}
<Get 1enu equivalent £4.5.IJ }
<Handle as 1enu choice CProg. 4-5}}

<Handle as nor1al character CProg. 5-61}

CDoKeystroke}
Program 4·4 Process keystroke

We'll be defining routines below for the Apple, File, and Edit
menus; you can, of course, add more routines to handle any other
menus your pr ogram may need. After we're finished responding to
the menu choice, we call the Toolbox routine HiliteMenu (4.5.4] to
unhighlight the menu's title, which will have been left highlighted in
the menu bar by MenuSelect or MenuKey. This signals that the process-
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{ Global constants
£Q!!~!

AppleID = 1;
FilelD = 2;
EditID = 3;

2rQ£~~Yr~

{"enu ID for Apple 1enu}
{"enu ID for File 1enu}
{"enu ID for Edit 1enu}

Do"enuChoice !1enuChoice : LONSINTl;

{ Handle user's 1enu choice.
m~!

no"enu

=O;

<No 1enu selected}

m:
the"enu : INTESER;
thelte1 : INTESER;

C"enu ID of selected 1enu}
Clte1 nu1ber of selected ite1}

:= HiNord l1enuChoicel;
thelte1 := LoNordl1enuChoicel;

<Set 1enu ID (1:2.2.31}
{Set ite1 nu1ber £1:2.2.31}

the~nu

no"enu:
<Do nothing>;

<No 1enu selected, not hing to do}

Apple ID:
DoAppleChoice lthelte1l;

<Handle choice fro1 Apple 1enu CProg. 4-bJ}

Fi le ID:
DoFileChoice lthelte1l;

<Handle choice fro1 Fi le 1enu CProg. 4-8]}

Edit ID:
DoEditChoice lthelte1l;

<Handle choice fro1 Edit 1enu CProg. 4-91}

<Insert code here to handle any other 1enus}

CUnhighlight 1enu title [4.S.41}

Program 4·1S Handle user's menu choice
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ing of the menu choice is complete, and the user can continue with
the next action.
Program 4-6 (DoAppleChoice) shows how we handle a choice from
the Apple menu. If the item chosen was About MiniEdit.. ., we call the
routine DoAbout (defined later, in Chapter 7) to open an alert box
displaying identifying information about the program. Otherwise, the
use has chosen an item representing a desk accessory; we use Getltem
(4.6.1) to get t he name of the accessory (which is simply the text of
the chosen menu item), then OpenDeskAcc [4.5.2) to activate the accessory on the scr een. This opens a system window for the accessory if

6lobal constant and variable
£~~!

Aboutltea

Clte1 nu1ber for About KiniEdit ••• co11and}

I;

:z

Y~r

<Handle to Apple tenu [4.1.1J}

Apple"enu : KenuHandle;
er2£!~Yr!

DoAppleChoice !thelte1: INTE6ERl;

{ Handle choice fro1 Apple 1enu.
Y~r

accNa1e : Str255;
accMulber : INTEGER;
~!ti~

<Na1e of desk accessory Cl:2.l.1J}
{Reference nu1ber of desk accessory}

CDoAppleChoice}

£~~!

thelte1 gf

Aboutltm
DoAbout

<Handle About KiniEdit •.• co11and [Prag. 7-1)}

21~!r!!H~
~!9!n

8etlte1 !AppleKenu, thelte1, accNa1el; <Set accessory na1e £4.6. IJ}
<Open desk accessory £4.5.2)}
accNultber := OpenDeskAcc laccNa1el

~~

!n~;

CDoAppleChaice}
Program 4-6 Handle choice from Apple menu
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there isn't one already, or brings its existing window to the front.
The accessory's driver reference number (which is always negative)
will automatically be stored in the windowKind field of the window
record [3.1.1) for reference.
When the user clicks the mouse in the close box of an active
system window, our DoMouseDown routine (Program 3-7) will receive a
part code of lnSysWindow from FindWindow [3 .5.1), and will call the
Toolbox routine SystemCllck [3.5.3) to handle the event. SystemClick will
detect that the click was in the close box, and will automatically close
the system window for us. However, if the user chooses Close from
the File menu when a system window is active, it's our responsibility
to close the system window ourselves.
The DoClose routine that we looked at in the last chapter (Program 3-3) checks to see whether an application or a system window
is active. If it's an application window, DoClose closes it by calling the
routine CloseAppWindow, which we've already looked at (Program 3-4);
if a system window is active, it calls the CloseSysWindow routine shown
here as Program 4-7. This routine simply gets the reference number
of the window's desk accessory from the windowKind field [3.1.1) and
calls the Toolbox routine CloseDeskAcc [4.5.2) to close the accessory,
removing its window from the screen.
2[Q£~~Y[~

CloseSysNindo•;

C Close syste1 window.
H[

•hichNindow : Windo•Peek;
accNu1ber : INTEGER;
~~g!n

CPoint1r for acc1ss ta •indo•'s fields [3.1.11}
{Reference nu1ber of desk accessory £1:7.5.51}

<CloseSysNindow}

•hichNindow := Nindo•PeeklFrontWindo•l;

<Convert to a NindowPeek £3.1.1, 3.3.31}

accNu1ber := whi chWindowA.windowKind;
CloseDeskAcc laccNu1berl

{Set reference nuaber of desk acce1sory [3.1.11}
<Close desk accessory £4.5.21}

~n~;

{CloseSysNindo•}
Program 4-7 Close system window

Program 4-8 (DoFileChoice) shows how MiniEdit handles a choice
from the File menu. Here we just use a case statement to dispatch to
the appropriate routine for responding to the chosen item. (We've
seen a couple of these routines already; we'll define the rest when we
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{ Global constants
£!!!!!!
Netdte1
Openltea
Closeltea
Saveltea
SaveAsltea
Revertltea
Quititea
2[Q£!~~[!

Clte1
Clte1
Cite•
Clte1
Cite•
Cite•
Cite1

= 1;

= 2;
• 3;

= 5;
= b;
,. 7;
= 9;

nu1ber
nu1ber
nu1ber
nu1ber
nu1ber
nu1ber
nu1ber

for
for
for
for
for
for
for

New co11and}
Open ••• co11and}
Close co11and}
Save co11and}
Save As ..• co11and}
Revert to Saved co11and>
Quit co11and}

DoFileChoice lthelte1 : INTEGERl;

( Handle choice fro1 File 1enu.
~!gin

<DoFileChoice}

£~!!

thelte1

Qf

Newlte1:
DoNew;

<Handle New co11and CProg. 3-2, 5-21}

Openltt!1:
DoOpen;

<Handle Open ••. co11and CProg. B-SJ}

CloseltH:
DoClose;

<Handle Close co11and CProg. 3-3)}

Saveltea:
DoSave;

<Handle Save co11and CProg. 8-21}

SaveAsltea:
DoSaveAs;

<Handle Save As ••• co11and CProg. B-81}

Revertltea:
DoRevert;

{Handle Revert to Saved co11and CProg. 8-4)}

Quit Itea:
DoQuit;

{Handle Quit co11and CProg. 2-4]}

<Insert code here to handle any other File 1enu co11ands}

!n~;

CDoFileChoice}
Prog ram 4-8 Handle choice from File menu
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learn about filing in Chapter 8.) Any further routines that you add to
your program to handle additional menus will typically have this
same form.
As shown in Program 4-9 (DoEditChoice), the Edit menu requires a
bit of special treatment. We mentioned earlier that some of the desk
accessories use the standard editing commands Cut, Copy, Paste, Clear,
and Undo, and expect these commands to be available whenever the
accessory is active. When the user chooses one of these commands,
you have to call the Toolbox routine SystemEdit (4.5.3) to relay the
command to the active desk accessory if there is one.
The argument to SystemEdit tells it which of the standard commands was chosen, and must be one of the Toolbox constants CutCmd,
CopyCmd, PasteCmd, UndoCmd, or ClearCmd (4.5.3). (Notice that these are
not necessarily the same as the item numbers of the corresponding
commands in your Edit menu. Be sure to use the built-in constants
when calling SystemEdit, not your own item numbers!) If the active
window is a system window containing a desk accessory, System Edit
will pass the given command along to the accessory to handle, and
will return a Boolean result of TRUE. This tells you that the command
has been successfully relayed to a desk accessory, so you can just
ignore it; a result of FALSE means that no accessory is currently active
(or that the active accessory isn't prepared to accept the command),
so you have to respond to the command yourself. You can add other
commands to your Edit menu if your application requires them, but
only the five standard editing commands should ever be passed to a
desk accessory via SystemEdit.

For reasons known only to the gods, the constants UndoCmd, CutCmd,
CopyCmd, PasteCmd, and ClearCmd have been dropped from Apple's officially supported Toolbox interface. You must now either de.fine these
constants for yourself (as in the final version of our MiniEdlt program,
shown in Appendix H) or arrange your Edit menu in such a way that
the proper argument values to SystemEdlt can be derived from the item
numbers of the standard editing commands.
Notice, though, that the SystemEdlt argument values start from O
(for the Undo command), whereas the item numbers within a menu
always start from 1. The best you can do is give each standard editing
command an item number one greater than the corresponding argument value, then remember to subtract 1 back from the item number
before passing it on to SystemEdlt. The ways of the gods are mysterious
and inscrutable.
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{ 6lobal constants }
£Q!l~!

Undoltea
Cut Itet
Copylte1
Pasteltea
Cl ear Itl!I
Q[Q£!~Y[!

Cite•
Cite•
Cite•
Cltet
Cite•

= I;
= 3;
= 4;
= 5;
= 7;

nulber
nu1ber
nu1ber
nulber
nu1ber

for
for
for
for
for

Undo co1aand}
Cut co11and}
Copy co111nd}
Paste co11and}
Clear cottand>

DoEditChoice !thelte1: INTEGER!;

C Handle choice fro• Edit 1enu.
~!9i!l

CDoEditChoice}

£~~!

thelte1 Qf

Undoltea:

i! !!Q! SystetEdit IUndoC1dl !h!n
<Undo co..and not i1plet1tnted C2.8.1J}

SysBeep (1l ;
Cutltea:

if !!Q! Syste1Edit <CutC1dl !n!n
<Handle Cut co11and CProg. 5-81}

DoCut;
Copylte1:

if !!Q! Syste1Edit <CopyC1dl !h!n
CHandlt Copy co111nd [Prog. 5-91}

DoCopy;
Pasteltl!I:

if !!Q! SystelEdit <PasteC1dl !h!n
(Handle Paste co11and CProg. 5-101}

DoPaste;
Cle~rltH :

if n2! SysteaEdit <ClearC1dl
DoClear;

!n~n

CHandlt Clear co11and CProg. 5-11]}

<Insert code here to handle any other Edit 1enu co11ands}

!!l~ i

CDoEditChoice}
Program 4·9 Handle ch oice from Edit menu
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Controlling Menu Items
There are two ways to control the properties of a menu item (such as
its icon or character style, or whether it's enabled or disabled). One
way is to set the properties at the time you define the item, by
including modifier characters in the defining string that you give to
AppendMenu (4.3 .1). We've already seen how to use the modifier character ( Oeft parenthesis) to disable an item and I (slash) to give it a
keyboard alias. In this section we'll talk about the remaining modifier
characters and how to use them.
The second way to control an item's properties is by calling
Toolbox routines to read or change them "on the fly," after the item
has already been defined. In general, these routines expect you to
identify the item by giving a handle to the menu it resides in, along
with an item number representing its sequential position within the
menu. The first item in a menu always has item number 1; in some
cases, an item number of 0 refers to the menu as a whole, rather
than any individual item.

Text of an Item
To read or change the text of an item, use Getltem and Setltem (4.6.1).
Setltem is useful for "toggling" or alternating menu items. For instance,
the Show Clipboard command in our earlier Figure 4-1 might change to
Hide Clipboard when the Clipboard is visible on the screen, then revert
to Show Clipboard when it's hidden again. Another example of changing
the text of an item is the way MacWrite changes its Undo command to,
for instance, Undo Cut or Undo Typing or Can't Undo, depending on the last
operation the user performed.
One more use for Setltem is to include any of AppendMenu's modifier characters as part of an item's text. A statement like
Append Menu (anyMenu, 'Wow!')
won't work properly, because AppendMenu will interpret the exclamation point as a modifier character for marking the item on the menu.
(We'll talk about marking items in a minute .) Instead, you have to do
something like this:
AppendMenu (anyMenu, 'Dummy') ;
Setltem (anyMenu , itemNumber, 'Wow!')
where itemNumber is the appropriate item number for this item. Unlike
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AppendMenu, Setltem attaches no special significance to the exclamation
point or any of the other modifier characters: it just treats them as
text characters like any other.

Character Style
Items in a standard text menu are always displayed in the system
font and the standard size; there's no way to ask for a different
typeface or size. However, you can specify character styles such as
bold, italic, or outline. When you define a menu item with AppendMenu,
you can give it any one single style attribute by including the modifier character < in the defining string, followed by a letter standing
for the desired attribute: B for bold, I for italic, Ufor underline, 0 for
outline, S for shadow . For instance, the statement
Append Menu (anyMenu , 'Italic< I')
defines an item that will be displayed on the menu in italic .
To specify a combination of two or more style attributes, such as
bold italic, or to change character styles on the fly, use SetltemStyle
[4.6.3). This routine accepts any desired character style in the form
of a QuickDraw Style set [I:8.3 .1]:
SetltemStyle (anyMenu, itemNumber, (Bold , Italic])
You can find out the current character style of a menu item with
GetltemStyle [4.6.3).

Enabling and Disabling Items
As we've already seen, you can disable a menu item at the time you
define it, by using a left parenthesis as the first character of the
defining string. This is useful mainly for items that are permanently
disabled, such as a blank line or a row of dashes that you're using to
separate sections of a menu . The Toolbox routines Disableltem and
Enableltem [4.6.2) allow you to disable and enable items dynamically to
reflect changing conditions as your program runs. In general, you
should disable an item whenever it's inapplicable in a particular
situation: for instance, if your program uses the standard editing
commands, you might disable Cut and Copy whenever there's no current selection (nothing to cut or copy), and Paste when the Clipboard
is empty (nothing to paste).
You can also disable or enable an entire menu by supplying an
item number of 0. Disabling a menu disables all of its items, overrid-
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ing their individual enable flags in the menu record. The menu's title
appears dimmed in the menu bar. (As usual when you make any
change in the menu bar, you have to remember to call DrawMenuBar to
make the change visible on the screen.) The user can still pull down a
disabled menu and look at its contents, but all of its items will be
dimmed and none can be chosen. When you enable the menu again,
the items will be restored to their previous state according to their
individual enable flags.

Marking Items
For menu items that control a two-way, on-or-off setting of some
kind, you can use a mark character (usually a check mark) to display
the item's current setting on the menu. (For instance, both MacWrite
and MacPaint use check marks in their Style menus to show which
character style options are in effect.) The usual way of checking or
unchecking an item is with Checkltem (4.6.4). The Boolean parameter
checked tells whether to mark the item with a check mark (TRUE) or
unmark it (FALSE).
The check mark is another of the special, screen-only Macintosh
characters, and its character code is defined as a Toolbox constant
named CheckMark [l:8.l.1]. Actually, you can mark an item with any
character you like, although the check mark is by far the most
common. To mark an item with some other character, use SetltemMark;
you can find out an item's current mark character with GetltemMark
(4.6.4). The null character (character code 0, defined as the Toolbox
constant NoMark (4.6.4)) denotes an unmarked item. GetltemMark returns
a null character if the designated item is unmarked; SetltemMark accepts a null mark character
SetltemMark (anyMenu, itemNumber, CHR(NoMark))

and unmarks the item.

You can also use Checkltem to unmark an item, even if it's marked with
something other than a check mark. The statement
Checkltem (anyMenu, ltemNumber, FALSE)

removes any mark character the item may have, whether it's a
check mark or something else.
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You can mark a character at the time you define it by using the
modifier character ! (exclamation point) in the defining string, followed by the desired mark character:
Append Menu (CalcMenu , 'Calculate Percentage!%')

Notice, though, that this won't work for a check mark (the usual
case), since there's no w~y to type it into your program from the
keyboard. You could store the check mark into the defining string by
hand,

=
=

defString
: 'Normal!*';
defString(8] : CHR(CheckMark) ;
AppendMenu (OptionsMenu, defString)

but it's usually simpler just to create the item unmarked and then
check it separately with Checkltem:
AppendMenu (OptionsMenu, 'Normal ');
Checkltem (OptionsMenu, itemNumber)

where itemNumber is the sequential position of the Normal item on the
Options menu.

Item Icons
Any menu item can be given an icon, which will appear to the left of
the item on the menu. Like all icons, this is a 32-by-32-bit image that's
read in from a resource file, where it's stored under resource type
'ICON' 0:5.5.3). By convention, icons used in menus have resource IDs
from 257 to 511. However, instead of using the resource ID directly,
Toolbox routines that deal with menu icons refer to them with an
icon number that's 256 less than the resource ID. In other words, icon
number 1 is understood to refer to the icon with resource ID 257,
icon number 2 corresponds to resource ID 258, and so on.
·

This use of an icon number 256 less than the resource ID applies only
to Toolbox routines related to menus. In the rest of the Toolbox, icons
are identified directly by their actual resource IDs.
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You can associate an icon with a menu item by calling Setltemlcon
(4.6.5). As usual, you identify the item with a menu handle and an

item number within the menu, and the icon with an icon number.
The Toolbox will add 256 to the given icon number to arrive at the
icon's resource ID, then load the icon from a resource file. An icon
number of 0 removes any previous icon the item may have had.
Getltemlcon (4.6 .5) returns an item's current icon number, or 0 if it has
none .
You can also specify an icon in an item's defining string, using
the modifier character " followed by a one-digit icon number. For
instance, the statement
Append Menu (ChessMenu, 'White Bishop"4 ')
defines an item named White Bishop with icon number 4 (resource ID
260). One-digit icon numbers are sufficient as long as you don't need
more than ten menu icons altogether. In the unlikely event that you
nee d more than ten, you can use icon numbers higher than 9 (resource IDs higher than 265) by creating an item without an icon and
then using Setltemlcon to give it one.

If you want to get tricky, you can actually define icon numbers greater

than 9 in the defining string. AppendMenu takes the single character
following the modifier " and converts it to a r esource ID by adding 208
to its character code. For example, the digit 11 with character code $31
(decimal 49) denotes icon number 1, or resource ID 257. Thus characters that lie beyond the digit 9 in the Macintosh character set [1:8.1. 1]
stand for resource IDs greater than 265. The statement
AppendMenu (ChessMenu , 'Black Bishop": ')
defines an item with icon number 10 (resource ID 266), since the
character : (colon) immediately follows the digit 9 in the character set,
with character code $3A (decimal 58). This method is tricky, though,
and error-prone-it's usually better to use Setltemlcon instead.

REFERENCE

4.1 Internal Representation of Menus

4.1.1 Menu Records

type
MenuHandle
Menuptr

Menu Info

= "Menuptr;

= "Menulnfo;
= record
menulD
menuWidth
menuHeight
menuProc
enableFlags
menuData
end;
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:
:
:
:
:
:

INTEGER;
INTEGER ;
INTEGER ;
Handle;
LONGINT;
Str255

{Menu ID number}
{Width of menu in pixels}
{Height of menu in pixels}
{Handle to menu definition procedure}
{Which items are enabled?}
{Menu title and contents (see}
{
figure and notes 11-14)}
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Length of menu title only
Length

1 - - - - - - - - - 1········"·······..··············..············ .. ·············
Pascal only sees this part;
rest of menuData field is visible
only from machine or assembly language.

••
•

••
•

Menu title
(indefinite length)

Length

- - - - -- -----!..····················..·····································

•••

-

Keyboard alias

I- Icon number [ 4.6 .5)

Character style [ 4.6.3)

Mark character [ 4.6.4)

••

•
••

•

•

- looglh

••
•

1 --

--

numi:'
of

---1
•••

..................

Icon numbe r

Keyboard alias

Mark character

Character style

o marks e nd of
0

Format of menuData field

iterr

..................

Te xt of last item
(indefinite length)

...................

item list.

Any

•••

••
, __ _

Menu
item

..................

...................
This number (0-255) plus 256
gives resource ID num her
for icon.

•••

Te xt of first item
( indefi nile length)

Menu
item

________1_'7_.2__Menus

--l~iii~·r----N-ote_s___________________
1. ~enulD is an identifying number that should be different for every menu

ma program.
2. Menus belonging to the application have positive menu IDs; those belonging to desk accessories have negative menu IDs. A menu ID of ois

not allowed.
3. For menus loaded from a resource file (resource type 'MENU' (4.8.1)), the

4.
S.
8.

7.

s.
9.

10.
11.

12.

13.
\

I

\

14.

\
I

I

menu ID is the same as the resource ID; for menus built "from scratch,"
it can be any positive integer.
Never store directly into the menulD field of a menu record.
menuWidth and menuHelght are calculated automatically by the Toolbox
whenever the contents of the menu change.
menuProc is a handle to the menu definition procedure defining the type
of menu.
enableFlags is a 32-bit field that controls whether the menu's items are
enabled or disabled.
The last Oow-order) bit of enableFlags enables or disables the entire
menu. When this bit is 0, the menu and all its items are disabled,
overriding all of the remaining flag bits.
If the low-order bit is 1, the remaining bits control the individual items
in the menu: 1 if enabled, O if disabled.
Bits from right to left within enableFlags correspond to items from top to
bottom on the menu.
menuData is a variable-length string containing the menu title along with
information about the items the menu contains.
The string's length count (menuDat~[O]) gives the length of the menu title
only. The information defining the menu's items is "hidden" beyond the
end of the title, and is accessible only in assembly language.
The format shown is for the standard text menu. Nonstandard definition procedures can redefine the "hidden data" at the end of the menu
record in any way they like.
Never store directly into the menuData field, as this will destroy the
hidden data beyond the end of the title string.

\
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Assembly Language Information

-t1LJ1--------Field offsets in a menu record:
(Pascal)
(Assembly)
Field name
Offset name

menu ID
menuWidth
menu Height
menuProc
enableFlags
menu Data

menu ID
menuWidth
menuHeight
menuDefHandle
menu Enable
menu Data

Assembly-language constant:
Name
Value

MenuBlkSize

Offset in bytes

14

0
2
4
6
10
14
Meaning
Size of menu record in
bytes, excluding
menu Data

4.2 Creating and Destroying Menus

4.2.1 Initializing the Toolbox for Menus

procedure lnitMenus;

1. lnitMenus must be called before any other operation involving menus .

2. It initializes the Toolbox's menu-related data structures, starts an emp ty

menu b ar , and draws the menu bar on the screen .
3. Before calling lnitMenus,you must first call lnitGraf [1:4.3.1], lnitFonts 0:8 ..2.4],

and lnitWindows [3..2.1].
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Assembly Language Information

-llLI---------~
Trap m acro:
(Pascal)
Routine name

(Assembly)
Trap macro

Trap word

lnitMenus

_ lnitMenus

$A930

4.2.2 Creating Menus

Definitions
function NewMenu
(menulD : INTEGER;
menuTitle : Str255)
: MenuHandle;

{Menu ID}
{Menu title}
{Handle to new menu}

function GetMenu
(menulD : INTEGER)
: MenuHandle;

{Resource ID of desired menu}
{Handle to menu in memory}

1. NewMenu and GetMenu bo th allocate h eap sp ace for a n ew menu record

and r eturn a handle to it.
.2. NewMenu creates a brand-new m enu, initially empty ; it can th e n b e filled
w ith AppendMenu, lnsMenultem [4.3. l ], Add ResMenu, and lnsertResMenu (4.3.3].

3 . GetMenu loads a predefined me nu from a resource file.
4. Th e menu ID supplied to GetM enu gives the resource ID for t he d esired
m enu; its resource ty pe is ' MENU ' (4.8.1). If th e menu is already in

m emory, GetMenu just returns a h a n dle Lo it.
5. For NewMenu, th e me nu ID can b e any positive integer , p rovided that no
t wo menus have the same ID. T he m enu ID should n ever be O or
n egative.
6. Th e n ew menu is n ot inserted in the menu bar; this must be done
explicitly w ith lnsertMenu (4.4.1].
7. GetMenu also load s the me n u 's definition procedu re from a resou rce file,

if necessary, and stores a handle to it in the menu r ecord .
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8 . NewMenu always stores a handle to the definition procedure for standard
text menus. (On the Macintosh Plus, this standard menu definition
procedure resides in ROM rather than in a resource file.) For nonstan·
<lard menu types, you can replace this with a handle to a different
definition procedure. You must then call CalcMenuSize (4. 7.1) to recalcu·
late the menu's dimensions.
9 . Use DisposeMenu (4.2.3) to deallocate menus created with NewMenu; use
ReleaseResource [):6.3.2) to deallocate those read in with GetMenu.
10. The trap macro for GetMenu is spelled _GetRMenu.

ICl I _
Assembly Language Information
---larl....,__
_ _ _ __
Trap macros:
(Pascal)
Routine name

(Assembly)
Trap macro

Trap word

New Menu
Get Menu

_NewMenu
_GetRMenu

$A931
$A9BF

4.2.3 Destroying Menus

I

I

H _

Definitions

_:---------------------------~
procedure DisposeMenu
(theMenu : MenuHandle);

{Menu to destroy}

1. DisposeMenu deallocates the space occupied by a menu record. All ex·

isling handles to the menu are left "dangling" and can no longer be
used.

z.

The menu is not removed from the menu bar; remember to remove it
explicitly with DeleteMenu [4.4.1) before disposing of it.

3. If the menu was originally read in from a resource file with GetMenu
(4.2.2), dispose of it with ReleaseResource [1 :6.3.2) instead of DisposeMenu.
4. The trap macro for DisposeMenu is spelled _ OisposMenu.
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I
- i a D - - - - - - - - - - -.
ICJ

Assembly Language Information

Trap macr o:
(Pascal)
Routine name

(Assembly)
Trap macro

DisposeMenu

_ DlsposMenu

Trap word

$A932

4 .3 Building Menus

4.3.1 Adding Menu Items

I I

Definitions

H ...........:--------------------------procedu re AppendMenu
(theMenu : MenuHandle;
defString : Str255);

procedure lnsMenultem
(theMenu : MenuHandle;
defString : Str255;
afterltem : INTEGER);

{Handle to the menu}
{String defining ltem(s) to append}

{Handle to the menu}
{String defining item(s) to insert}
{Number of item to Insert after}

1. AppendMenu adds one or more items to the en d of an existing menu;
lnsMenultem inser ts them anywhere w ithin the menu .
2 . de!String consists of the text of the item, along with option al modifier s
[4 .3 .2) to de fine the item's properties.
3. If afterltem is 0, the new item (s) ar e in serted at the beginning of the menu ;
if it's greater than the number of items in the menu, they're inserted at
the end.
4. A menu needn 't be in the menu bar to add items to it.

5. The null string is not allow ed as the text of a menu item. To leave a

blank line in a menu, use an item consisting of one or more space
characters. By convention, such blank items should always be disabled .
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6. Menu items that invoke a dialog conventionally end with three periods:
AppendMenu (FlleMenu, 'Open .. .')
7. Modifier characters (4.3.2) in the defining string are not considered part

of the item itself. To incorporate any of these characters in the text of
an item, use Setltem [4.6.1) to redefine the text after appending the item
to the menu.
8 . If the defining string passed to lnsMenultem specifies more than one item,

they will appear on the menu in reverse order.
9. Inserting an item at the beginning or in the middle of a menu changes
the item numbers of all other items following it. Be careful!
10. lnsMenultem is available only on the Macintosh Plus.

ICJI
Assembly_
Language_
Information
---Ila..,..__
_
_ __
Trap macro:
(Pascal)

!Assembly)

Routine name

Trap macro

Append Menu
lnsMenultem

_Append Menu
_lnsMenultem

Trap word

$A933
$A826

4.3.2 Modifier Characters
Modifier character
(
I

<
I\

Meaning
Item separator
Disable item (4.6.2)
Keyboard alias
Character style (4.6.3)
Mark item (4.6.4)
Icon (4.6.5)

~~~iii==::1---------N--ot_e_s_____________________________________________
1. These modifier characters can be included in the defining string supplied to AppendMenu (4.3.1) to define an item's properties .
.2. Modifier characters in the defining string are not considered part of the

item itself. To incorporate any of these characters in the text of an
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item , use Setltem (4.6.1) to redefine the text after appending the item to
the menu.
3. The modifier ( precedes the text of an item; all other modifiers follow
the text, in any order.
4. To de fine two or more items at once, separate their definitions with
semicolons in the defining string:
AppendMenu (FileMenu, 'Open ... ;Close')

5. All properties of an item except its keyboard alias can be changed "on
the fly" with the routines described in (4.6). The keyboard alias, if any,

must be defined with a modifier character when the item is firs t appended to the menu .
6. To give an item a keyboard alias, use the modifier I followed by the

alias character :
AppendMenu (EditMenu, 'Copy/C')

The user can t hen invoke this menu item by typing the alias character
with the Command key down.
7. The alias character will appear to the right of the item on the menu,

preceded by the "cloverJeaf" command symbol.
8. If the alias is a letter of the alphabet , an uppercase (capital) letter is
used to de fine it. The user can then type the alias in either upper- or
lowercase; both will be recognized as equivalent aliases.

4.3.3 Adding Resource Names to a Menu

Definitions
procedure AddResMenu
(theMenu : MenuHandle;
rsrcType : ResType);

{Handle to the menu}
{Resource type to be added}

procedure lnsertResMenu
(theMenu : MenuHandle;
rsrcType : ResType;
atterltem : INTEGER);

{ Handle to the menu}
{Resource type to be added}
{N umber of item to insert after}
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These routines search all open resource files for resources of a given
type, and add their names to an existing menu.
rsrcType can be any resource type Ll:6.l.1) whose members have names
as well as ID numbers. The most common are 'DRVR' (input/output
drivers, including desk accessories Ll:7.5.5)) and 'FONT' Ll:8.4.5).
AddResMenu adds the resources at the end of the menu; lnsertResMenu adds
them after a specified item.
If afterltem is 0, the resources are inserted at the beginning of the menu;
if it's greater than the number of items in the menu, they're inserted at
the end.
Resource names beginning with a period (.) are suppressed and are not
added to the menu.
All items added to the menu are enabled and unmarked, in the normal
character style, with no icon or keyboard alias. These properties can
then be changed if necessary with the routines described in (4.6).
On the Macintosh Plus, AddResMenu and lnsertResMenu both alphabetize the
l!st of resource names before adding them to the menu. On older
models, the resources are given in the order they occur in the resource
file, but one routine lists them from first to last and the other from last
to first. For consistency, it's recommended that you use AddResMenu
whenever possible.
To get the names of items added by these routines, use Getltem (4.6.1).
The menu of desk accessories conventionally has menu ID 1 and a onecharacter title consisting of the Apple symbol (character code $14). To
give it this title, de.fine a one-character "placeholder" string (any character will do) and store the Apple symbol into it, using the Toolbox
constant AppleMark Ll:8.l .1):
. - '@';
appleTitle
appleTitle[ 1) . - CHR(AppleMark);
. - NewMenu (1 , appleTitle)
appleMenu
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-;ILi----------Tr ap macros:
(Pascal)
Routine name

Trap macro

(Assembly)

AddResMenu
InsertRes Menu

_ AddResMenu
_ lnsertResMenu

Trap word

$A94D
$A951

4.3.4 Deleting Me nu Items

procedure DelMenultem
(theMenu : MenuHandle;
theltem : INTEGER);

1. DelMenultem deletes

{Handle to the menu}
{Number of item to delete}

an item from a menu.

2. A menu needn't be in the menu bar to delete items from it.

3. Deleting an item changes the item number s of all other items following
it on the menu . Be careful!
4. DelMenultem is available only on the Macintosh Plus.

fc=JI

Assembly Language Information

~Ir]----------Trap macro:
(Pascal)

(Assembly )

Routine name

Trap macro

Del Menu Item

_ Del Menu Item

Trap word

$A952
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4.3.5 Counting Menu Items

function

CountMltems
(theMenu : MenuHandle)
: INTEGER;

{Handle to the menu}
{Number of items In the menu}

~~Riii===t---------N-o_t_e_s____________________________________________
1. CountMltems returns the number of items in a menu.

CJI

f
Assembly
Language
Information
--tlLI..,.._
_
_
_
_ __
Trap macro:
(Pascal)
Routine name

(Assembly)
Trap macro

CountMltems

_CountMltems

Trap word

$A950
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4.4 Building the Menu Bar

4.4.1 Adding and Removing Menus

procedure ClearMenuBar;
procedure lnsertMenu
(theMenu : MenuHandle;
beforelD : INTEGER);

{Menu to insert}
{ID of menu to insert it before}

procedure DeleteMenu
(menulD : INTEGER);

{Menu to delete}

~~~iiii~:1---------N-o_t_e_s_____________________________________________
1. ClearMenuBar makes the menu bar empty, deleting any menus it may

previously have contained.
2. ClearMenuBar is called automatically at the beginning of a program by
lnltMenus (4.2.1] .
3. lnsertMenu adds a menu to the menu bar; DeleteMenu removes one.
4. To add a menu at the end of the menu bar, set beforelD to 0. The new
menu is also added at the end if there's no menu in the menu bar with
the specified ID, beforelD.
5. Menus deleted by DeleteMenu and ClearMenuBar aren't deallocated , just re-

moved from the menu bar. All handles to a deleted menu remain valid.
6. Changes in the menu bar are not re flected automatically on the screen.
Call DrawMenuBar (4.4. 3] to redisplay the menu bar explicitly after the
change.
7. If the designated menu is already in the menu bar, lnsertMenu does
nothing. If there's no menu with the given ID, DeleteMenu does nothing.
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ICJI _
Assembly Language Information
--tla.,...__
_ _ _ __
Trap macros:
(Pascall
Routine name

(Assembly)
Trap macro

ClearMenuBar
lnsertMenu
Delete Menu

_ClearMenuBar
_ lnsertMenu
_DeleteMenu

Trap word

$A934
$A935
$A936

4.4 ..2 Reading Menu Bars as Resources

function

GetNewMBar
(menuBarlD : INTEGER)
: Handle;

{Resource ID of desired menu bar}
{Handle to menu bar in memory}

·~~it+-•-+----N-ot-es_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
1. GetNewMBar loads a menu bar into memory from a resource file and

returns a handle to it.
2. The resource type for a menu bar is ' MBAR' [4.8.2).

3. All needed menus are loaded from the r esource file and inserted in the

new menu bar.
4. The new menu bar is not automatically made current. You can do this
explicitly with SetMenuBar [4.4.4). Don't forget to follow this with a call to
DrawMenuBar [4.4.3) to display the new menu bar on the screen.

5. To deallocate the menu bar when you're through with it, use
ReleaseResource [1:6.3.2).
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Assembly Language Information

---tlLlt-------Trap macro:
(Pascal)
Routine name

(Assembly)
Trap macro

GetNewMBar

_ GetNewM Bar

Trap word

$A9CO

4.4.3 Drawing the Menu Bar

J

I

Definitions

H .....___:---------------------------procedu ra DrawMenuBar;

1. DrawMenuBar r edisplays the menu bar on the screen according to its

z.

current composition.
If any menu title is highlighted, it will remain highlighted when
redrawn.

3. Call this routine after any change in the contents of the menu bar, to
reflect the change on the screen .
4. The menu bar is normally 20 pixels high. On the Macintosh Plus, its
actual height is given in the assembly-language global variable MBarHelght
(see Assembly Language Information).
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Assembly Language Information

-11!:11---------Trap macro:
(Pascal)
Routine name

(Assembly)
Trap macro

DrawMenuBar

_DrawMenuBar

Trap word

$A937

Assembly-language global variable (Macintosh Plus only):
Name

Address

MBarHeight

$BAA

Meaning

Height of menu bar in
pixels

4.4.4 Changing Menu Bars

function

GetMenuBar
: Handle;

procedure SetMenuBar
(menuBar : Handle);

{Handle to copy of menu bar}
{Handle to menu bar to be made current}

~~ii
~~----No-tes_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
1. GetMenuBar makes a copy of the current menu bar and r etur ns a handle

to it; SetMenuBar makes a designated menu bar current.
2 . GetMenuBar copies only the menu bar itself, not the menus it contains.
Both the original and the copy contain handles to the same underlying
menus. Be careful not to deallocate any of the menus as long as either
copy still points to it.
3. Use DisposHandle [1:3.2 .2] to destroy a menu bar created with GetMenuBar.
4 . SetMenuBar doesn't display the new current menu bar on the screen; do it
explicitly with DrawMenuBar (4.4 .3].
5 . To make temporary changes in the menu bar, use GetMenuBar to save a
copy, then make the changes in the original. You can later undo the
changes by making the copy current with SetMenuBar.
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ICJI _
Assembly Language Information
---ila...,.._
_ _ _ __
Trap macros :
(Pascal)
Routine name

(Assembly)
Trap macro

GetMenuBar
SetMenuBar

_GetMenuBar
_ SetMenuBar

Trap word

$A93B
$A93C

Assembly-language global variable:
Name

Address

$A1C

Menu list

Meaning

Handle to current menu
bar

4.4.5 Getting Menus from the Menu Bar

function

GetMHandle
(menulD : INTEGER)
: MenuHandle;

1. GetMHandle accepts

{Menu ID}
{Handle to the menu}

the menu ID of a menu in the menu bar and returns a
handle to the menu in memory.
2. If there's no menu in the menu bar with the given ID, the handle
returned is NIL.
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CJI
-Ila--------I

Assembly Language Information

Trap macro:
(Pascal)
Routine name

(Assembly)
Trap macro

GetMHandle

_GetMHandle

Trap word

$A949

4.5 Responding to the Mouse and Keyboard

4.5.1 Choosing Menu Items

I I
~......
fun ctIon MenuSelect

Definitions

....:---------------------------(startPoint : Point)
: LONGINT;

{Point where mouse was pressed, in screen coordinates}
{Menu item chosen}

function MenuKey
(ch : CHAR)
: LONGINT;

{Character typed with Command key}
{Menu item chosen}

Result of MenuSelect and MenuKey

1.

These functions allow the user to choose a menu item: MenuSelect with
the mouse, MenuKey with the Command key.

2 . Both functions return a long integer identifying the item that was

chosen. The high-order word gives the menu ID, the low-order word
the item number within the menu.
3 . If no menu item is chosen, both functions return Ofor the menu ID; the
value returned for the item number is undefined.
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4. When an item is chosen from a menu b elonging to a desk accessory
(negative menu ID), both functions automatically intercept the choice,
pass it to the desk accessory for action, and return a menu ID of 0.
5. Call MenuSelect after a mouse-down event, when FindWindow (3.5.1] reports
that the mouse was pressed in the menu bar (part code inMenuBar).
6. startPoint should give the location of the mouse-down event, in global

(screen) coordinates. This is the form in which the point is reported in
the where field of the event record (2.1.1].
7. MenuSeiect keeps control for as long as the user holds down the mouse

button, tracking the movements of the mouse and providing visual
feedback on the screen. This includes highlighting menu titles, "pulling
down" menus , scrolling when the mouse is dragged outside a menu's
frame, and highlighting individual menu items.
8. When the button is released, the chosen item (if any) flashes several

times, the menu vanishes from the screen, and MenuSelect returns, identifying the item that was chosen .
9. If t he button is released over a disabled item, or outside of any menu,
MenuSelect returns a menu ID of 0.
10. Call MenuKey after a key-down event if the event's modifiers field (2.1.5]

shows that the Command key was down at the time of the event.
11. ch is the character that was typed with the Command key down, taken

from the low·order byte of the event record's message field (2.1.4]. If this
character isn't an alias for any existing menu item, or if the item is
disabled, MenuKey returns a menu ID of 0.
12. Except in unusual cases, it is generally advisable to ignore auto-key

events with the Command key down, so that Command keystrokes will
not repeat automatically.
13. Both MenuSelect and MenuKey leave the title of the chosen menu highlight-

ed. After r esponding to the chosen item, you must unhighlight the
menu title yourself by calling HiliteMenu(O) (4.5.4].

ICll
Assembly_
Language_
Information
---11!:1...,__
_
_ __
Trap macros:
(Pascall
Routine name

Trap macro

MenuSelect
Menu Key

_Menu Select
_MenuKey

(Assembly)

Trap word

$A93D
$A93E
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4.5..2 Opening and Closing Desk Accessories

Definitions
function

OpenDeskAcc
(accName : Str255)
: INTEGER;

procedure CloseDeskAcc
(refNum : INTEGER);

{Name of desk accessory to open}
{Reference number of desk accessory}
{Reference number of desk accessory to close}

~~ii~·=t------No-tes_____________________
1. OpenDeskAcc opens a desk accessory and displays it on the screen. Call it

z.

when MenuSelect (4.5.1] reports that the user has chosen a desk accessory from the Apple menu.
Use Getltem (4.6.1] to get the name of the desk accessory to open.

3 . If the accessory isn't already on the screen, a new system window is
opened to display it in.
4. The reference number of the desk accessory (always negative) is stor ed
into the windowKlnd field of the new window record (3.1.1].
5 . The accessory's window comes to the front and becomes the active
window.
6 . OpenDeskAcc re turns the desk accessory's reference number; if the accessory can't be opened, it returns 0.
7 . CloseDeskAcc closes a desk accessory and removes its window from the
screen .
8. Desk accessories are usually closed for you by SystemClick (3.5.3] when
the user clicks in the close box of a system window, or automatically
when your program terminates. You'll rarely need to call CloseDeskAcc
explicitly.
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Trap macros:
(Pascall
Routine name

(Assembly)
Trap macro

OpenDeskAcc
CloseDeskAcc

_ OpenDeskAcc
_ CloseDeskAcc

Trap word

$A9B6
$A9B7

4.5.3 Editing in Desk Accessories

function SystemEdit
(editCmd : INTEGER)
: BOOLEAN;

{Command to relay}
{Handled by desk accessory?}

con st
UndoCmd
CutCmd
CopyCmd
PasteCmd
ClearCmd

{Edit
{Edit
{Edit
{Edit
{Edit

1.

=
=
=
=
=

O;
2;
3;
4;
5;

code
code
code
code
code

for Undo command}
for Cut command}
for Copy command}
for Paste command}
for Clear command}

SystemEdit r elays an editing command chosen from a menu to the active
desk accessory, if any, for action. Call it whenever the user chooses any
of the standard editing commands.

2. The parameter editCmd must be one of the constants shown.
3. These con stants have inexplicably been removed from Apple's official
Toolbox interface. To use them, you must now either define them for
yourself as program constants or arrange your Edit menu so that the
standard commands have item numbers one greater than the corresponding constant values, as shown above. (Notice the gap between the
values of UndoCmd and CutCmd, representing a dividing line on the menu
between the Undo and Cut commands.) If you use this method, don't
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forget to subtract 1 back from the chosen item number before passing
it on to SystemEdit.
4. The Boolean result of SystemEdit is TRUE if the command was successfully
relayed to a desk accessory and can be ignored by the application.
5. If the result is FALSE, the command is your responsibility to handle. This

will happen if the active window doesn't contain a desk accessory, or if
the active accessory isn't prepared to handle the given command.
6. Make sure the five standard editing commands are available and ena-

bled whenever a desk accessory is active.
7. The trap macro for SystemEdit is spelled _SysEdit.

Ic=JI
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- - t f l i l - - - - - - - - -'
Trap macro:
!Pascall
Routine name

Trap macro

System Edit

_SysEdit

(Assembly)

Trap word

$A9C2

4.5.4 Highlighting Menu Titles

procedure HiliteMenu
(menulD : INTEGER);

1.

{ID number of menu to highlight}

HiliteMenu highlights a menu title in the menu bar.

2. Any previously highlighted menu title becomes unhighlighted.
3. If menulD is O or doesn't correspond to any menu in the menu bar, the
previous title is unhighlighted but no new title is highlighted in its
place.
4. Call HlllteMenu(O) after you finish responding to any menu item, to unhighlight the menu title, which will have been left highlighted by
MenuSelect or MenuKey.
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5. The assembly-language global variable TheMenu always contains the
menu ID of the currently highlighted menu, or 0 if none .

fCJI
Assembly Language Information
-t11D1o------Trap macro:
(Pascal)
Routine nam e

(Assembly)
Trap macro

HiliteMenu

_HiliteMenu

Trap word

$A938

Assembly-language global variable:
Name

The Menu

Address

$A26

Meaning

Menu ID of currently
highlighted menu

4.6 Controlling Menu Items

4.6.1 Text of an Item

Definitions

procedure Setltem
(theMenu : MenuHandle;
theltem : INTEGER;
itemText : Str255);

{Handle to the menu}
{Item number within the menu}
{New text of item}

procedure Getltem
CTheMenu
: MenuHand~;
theltem
: INTEGER;
var itemText : Str255);

{Handle to the menu}
{Item number within the menu}
{Returns current text of item}
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1. Setltem changes the text of an existing menu item; Getltem returns the

current text of an item.
2. The modifier characters used with AppendMenu (4.3.1] have no special
significance to Setltem; they're considered part of the item's text, just like
any other character. The string returned by Getltem doesn't include
modifiers describing the item's properties.
3. The null string is not allowed as the text of a menu item. To make an

item appear blank, use a string consisting or' one or more space characters. Such blank items should always be disabled .

lc=JI

Assembly Language Information

---flrl--------Trap macros :
(Pascal)
Routine name

(Assembly)
Trap macro

SetItem
GetItem

_Setltem
_Getltem

Trap word

$A947
$A946

4.6.2 Enabling and Disabling Items

I

I

Definitions

H ............----------------------------------------procedu re Disableltem
(theMenu : MenuHandle;
thelt~m : INTEGER};

{Handle to the menu}
{Item number within the menu}

procedure Enableltem
(theMenu : MenuHandle;
theltem : INTEGER};

{Handle to the menu}
{Item number within the menu}

Modifier
character

Meaning

Disable item
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These routines are used to disable or enable an existing menu item .

.2. Disabled items appear "dimmed" on the menu and can't be chosen with

the mouse.
3. An item number of 0 disables or enables the entire menu. The menu
title isn't automatically dimmed or undimmed on the screen; call
OrawMenuBar (4.4.3) explicitly to make the change visible to the user.
4. An item should be disabled whenever it's inapplicable in a particular
situation (for instance, Paste when the Clipboard is empty). Items not
intended to be chosen, such as separator lines, should always be dis·
abled.
5. To disable an item when defining it with AppendMenu [4.3.1), precede the
text of the item in the defining string with the modifier character ( Oeft
parenthesis):
AppendMenu (anyMenu, '(··········')

I
-l
c=J

Assembly Language Information

II:]1-,
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Trap macros:
(Pascal)
Routine name

(Assembly)
Trap macro

Disableltem
Enableltem

_Disable Item
_Enableltem

Trap word

$A93A
$A939
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4 .6.3 Character Style of Menu Items

~~i

procedure SetltemStyle
(theMenu : Menu Handle;
theltem : INTEGER;
theStyle : Style);

{Handle to the menu}
{Item number within the menu}
{New character style}

procedure GetltemStyle
(theMenu
: MenuHandle;
:
INTEGER;
theItem
var theStyle : Style);

{Handle to the menu}
{Item number within the menu}
{Returns current character style}

Modifier
character

Argument
character

<
<
<
<
<

B
i

u
0

s

Meaning
Bold
Italic
Underline
Outline
Shadow

Notes

sets the character style for an existing menu item; GetltemStyle
returns an item's current style.
2. The character style is represented as a Quick.Draw Style set [l:8.3.1].
1. SetltemStyle

3 . Items in standard text menus are always displayed in the system font

and the standard size; only the character style can b e changed.
4. To set the character style when de fining a new item with AppendMenu
[4.3.1), use the modifier character < in the defining string, followed by
a single letter specifying the style (see table): for example,
Append Menu (styleMenu, 'Shadow< S')

To specify two or more separate style attributes for the same item, you
must use SetltemStyle.
5. The trap macros for SetltemStyle and GetltemStyle are spelled _ SetltmStyle
and _ GetltmStyle.
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Trap macros :
(Pascal)
Routine name

(Assembly )
Trap macro

SetltemStyle
GetltemStyle

_ SetltmStyle
_ GetltmStyle

Trap word

$A942
$A941

4.6.4 Marking Items

procedure Checkltem
(the Menu : MenuHandle;
the Item : INTEGER;
checked : BOOLEAN);

{Handle to the menu}
{Item number within the menu}
{Check or uncheck?}

procedure SetltemMark
(theMenu : MenuHandle;
theltem : INTEGER;
markChar : CHAR);

{Handle to the menu}
{Item number within the menu}
{Character to mark item with}

procedure GetltemMark
(theMenu
: MenuHandle;
theltem
: INTEGER;
var markChar : CHAR) ;

{Handle to the menu}
{Item number within the menu}
{Returns character item is currently marked with}

con st
NoMark

{Item is unmarked}

= O;
Modifier
character

Argument
characte r

Meaning

Mar k character

Mark item
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1. Checkltem checks or unchecks a menu item.
2. If checked is TRUE, the item is marked with the standard check mark
symbol; if FALSE, any character marking the item is removed. The

character removed can be any mark character, not necessarily a check
mark.
3 . SetltemMark marks an item with any desired character; GetltemMark returns
the item's current mark character.
4 . SetltemMark accepts a null mark character, CHR(NoMark), and removes the
item's mark character, if any, leaving the item unmarked. GetltemMark
returns a null mark character for an unmarked item.
5 . An item's mark character appears on the menu to the left of the item
and its icon, if any.
6. To mark an item when defining it with AppendMenu [4.3.1), use the
modifier character ! in the defining string, followed by the mark character.
7. For the standard check mark, use the Toolbox constant CheckMark
[1:8.1.1) to store it into the defining string "by hand"

=
=

defString
: ' Normal!* ' ;
de!String[8) : CHR(CheckMark);
AppendMenu (OptlonsMenu, defString)

or create the item unmarked and then check it separately with CheckItem.

8. The trap macros for SetltemMark and GetltemMark are spelled _ SetltmMark
and _ GetltmMark.
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Trap macros:
(Pascall
Routine name

(Assembly)
Trap macro

Check Item
SetItem Mark
GetltemMark

_ Checkltem
_ SetltmMark
_GetltmMark

Trap word

$A945
$A944
$A943

Assembly-language constant:
Name

Value

No Mark

0

Meaning

Item is unmarked

4.6.5 Item Icons

Definitions
procedure Setltemlcon
(theMenu : MenuHandle;
theltem : INTEGER;
iconNum : Byte);

{Handle to the menu}
{Item number within the menu}
{New icon number}

procedure Getltemlcon
(theMenu
: MenuHandle;
theltem
: INTEGER;
var iconNum : Byte) ;

{Handle to the menu}
{Item number within the menu}
{Returns current icon number}

Modifier
character

"

Argument
character

One-digit
icon number

Meaning

Define icon
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Setltemlcon sets the icon associated with a menu item; Getltemlcon returns
an item's current icon .

.2. The icon is a 32-by-32-bit image, stored in a resource file under resource type 'ICON' (1:5.5.3). It appears on the menu to the left of the

item, but to the right of the mark character, if any.
3. By convention, icons used in menus have resource IDs from 257 to 511.

The icon number used by Setltemlcon and Getltemlcon is the resource ID
minus 256.
4. Setltemlcon accepts an icon number of 0 and removes the item's icon, if
any. Getltemlcon returns an icon number of 0 for an item with no icon.
5. To give an item an icon when defining it with AppendMenu [4.3.1), use the

modifier character
number:

11

in the defining string, followed by a one-digit icon

Append Menu (ChessMenu, 'White Bishop"4')
6. Since the icon's resource ID is 256 more than the icon number, it is 208

more than the character code of the corresponding digit in AppendMenu's
defining string. (For example, the digit 1, with character code $31-decimal 49-denotes icon number 1, or resource ID 257.) For icon numbers
greater than 9 (resource IDs greater than 265), you can use a character
in the defining string that lies beyond the digit 9 in the ASCII character
set (1:8.1.1):
AppendMenu (ChessMenu, 'Black Bishop":' )
7. The trap macros for Setltemlcon and Getltemlcon are spelled _Setltmlcon and

_Getltmlcon.
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Trap macros :
(Pascal)
Routine name

Trap macro

Trap word

Set Item Icon
Getltemlcon

_Setltmlcon
_Getltmlcon

$A940
$A93F

(Assembly)
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4.7 Nuts and Bolts

4.7.1 Menu Dimensions

' I

Definitions

H ....~-------------------------p
rocedu re CalcMenuSize
(theMenu : MenuHandle);

{Handle to the menu}

_____________________

~~ii~~----No-tes

1. CalcMenuSize recalculates a menu's screen dimensions in pixels, based on

its current contents.
2. The dimensions are stored into the menuWidth and menuHeight fields of the
menu record (4.1.1].
3. CalcMenuSize is called automatically whenever the contents of the menu
are changed. The only time you should ever need to call it explicitly is
when installing a nonstandard definition procedure; see [4.2.2, note 8)
for more information.
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Trap macro:
(Pascall
Routine name

(Assembly)
Trap macro

CalcMenuSize

_ CalcMenuSize

Trap word

$A948
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4. 7 .2 Flashing Menu Items

I I

I

Definitions

H~------·
procedure SetMenuFlash
(flashCount : INTEGER);

{Number of flashes when menu item chosen}

procedure FlashMenuBar
(menulD : INTEGER);

{Handle to the menu}

1.

SetMenuFlash sets the number of times a menu item flashes when chosen
with the mouse.

2. A flash count of 0 specifies no flash at all; the standard flash count is 2.
3. The user can set a preferred flash count with the Control Panel desk

accessory. You should normally honor this setting and not call
SetMenuFlash yourself.
4. FlashMenu Bar inverts a menu's title in the menu bar .

5. If the designated menu ID is 0 or doesn't correspond to any menu in the

menu bar, the entire menu bar is inverted.
6. The trap macro for SetMenuFlash is spelled _ SetMFlash.

C]I
--llLJt---------I

Assembly Language Information

Trap macros:
(Assembly)

(Pascall
Routine name

Trap macro

Set Menu Flash
Flash Menu Bar

_ SetMFlash
_ FlashMenuBar

Assembly-language global variable:
Name
Address

MenuFlash

$A24

Trap word

$A94A
$A94C

Meaning

Current flash count for
menu items
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4.8 Menu-Related Resources

4.8.1 Resource Type 'MENU'

Menu ID (2 bytes)

)
)

O (2 bytes)

O (2 bytes )
Resou r ce ID of menu definition procedure ( 2 bytes)

o (2 bytes)
······················

.

en ab 1eFl ags

Placeholders for
handle to menu
definition procedure

..................

( 4 bytes)

••

I

Placeholders for
menu width
and height

menuData

(i ndef i ni te 1ength)

••
•

For details see [4.1.1] .

I

Definitions
con st
TextMenuProc = O;

{Resource ID of standard menu definition procedure}

A resource of type 'M ENU ' contains a complete menu record (4.1.1),
including the "hidden" data at the end defining the menu's items.
2 . The h andle to the menu definition procedure (field menuProc) is replaced
by the definition procedure's resource ID in the high-order word of the
field, with 0 in the low-order word.
1.

3. The resource type of the menu definition procedure is 'MDEF '. The

standard definition procedure has resource ID 0. (On the Macintosh
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[4.8.Z) Resource Type 'MBAR'

Plus, this standard definition procedure resides in ROM rather than in a
resource file.)
4. All 'MENU ' resources must have the ResPurgeable attribute (1:6.4.2) turned

off. Attempting to use a menu that has been purged from the heap will
crash the system.
5. Use GetMenu (4.2.2) to read in a resource of this type .

IC]I

Assembly Language Information

~lj:lt---------·
Assembly-language constant:
Name

Value

TextMenuProc

0

Meaning

Resource ID of standard menu
definition procedure

4.8.2 Resource Type 'MBAR'
Number of m~nus (2 bytes)
Resource ID of first menu (2 bytes)

•••

••
•

Any number

of menus

Resource ID of last menu (2 bytes )

~~iiii~==:t---------N-o-te_s------------------------------------------~
1.

A resource of type 'MBAR' defines the contents of a menu bar.

2. Use GetNewMBar (4.4.2) to read in a resource of this type.

CHAPTER '

§0 ------Scissors and Paste

Just about any Macintosh application program, whether it's directly concerned with text or not, will have occasion to do simple text
editing at one time or another. The Macintosh User Interface Guidelines prescribe certain standard conventions for text selection and
editing, based on a "cut-and-paste" metaphor. In this chapter we'll
learn how to use the Toolbox to do on-screen text editing in accordance w ith the Guidelines . For purposes of illustration, we've chosen
text editing as the application for our example program, MiniEdit.
The Toolbox's text-editing facilities are known collectively by the
name TextEdit-just as the graphics facilities are called QuickDraw.
TextEdit just offers basic text editing, without any frills or fancy refine~
ments . It works with.text in the form of a straight sequence of characters, with no internal structure or formatting information of any kind.
This means it can only display text in a single typeface, size, and style:
it won't let you change fonts in the middle or set just a word or phrase
in bold or italic. A real, professional word processing program would
naturally want to offer more advanced capabilities, such as multiple
fonts and type styles, paragraph structure, and "rulers" or other apparatus for setting margins and tabs . TextEclit is just designed to let you
do the bare essentials in a simple, straightforward way.

Edit Records
Just as a graphics port is a self-contained drawing environment for
QuickDraw, TextEclit's operating environment is an edit record of
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type TERec. (TE for TextEdit, of course.) Edit records are relocatable
objects residing in the heap, and are referred to by handles of type
TEHandle. The definition of the edit record (5.1.1) may look imposing,
but many of its fields are for TextEdit's private use, so you needn't
worry about them. For the most part, those that you do need to
understand present no great conceptual difficulties.
Each edit record has its own text to edit, kept in the heap and
located by way of a tex.t handle, hText, in the edit record. The text itself
is just a packed array of characters of any length, like the resource
data of a 'TEXT' resource [1:8.4.1). It is not a Pascal string, and doesn't
begin with a length byte; its length is given by the telength field of the
edit record. telength is an unsigned 16-bit integer, so the text can be up
to 65,535 characters long.
Every edit record is associated with a particular graphics port,
normally a window in which text editing is to be done . When you
create a new edit r ecord, whatever port is current at the time of
creation becomes the port for that record. TextEdit places a pointer
to the port in the new record's inPort field, and also copies the port's
text characteristics (txFont, txFace, txMode, and txSize [I :8.3.1)) into the
corresponding fields of t he edit record. Then, every time you perform any editing operation involving that edit record, TextEdit will
copy the text characteristics back f ram the record to the current
port. You can change any of the text characteristics by just storing a
new value directly into the appropriate field of the edit record;
changing the text characteristics of the port itself, with Text Font, TextSize, TextFace, or TextMode [I:8.3.2], won't do the trick .

TextEdit does not automatically set the current port to match the edit
record you're working with. It's up to you to make sure the proper
port is current before invoking any text editing operation.

Destination and View Rectangles
Two very important fields of the edit record are its destination rectangle and view rectangle. Both rectangles are expressed in the local
coordinate system of the edit r ecord's port-in other words, in window-relative coordinates. The destination rectangle marks the
boundaries within which the text will be set; the view rectangle
defines the portion of the w indow (or other port)'in which the text
w ill actually be displayed (see Figure 5-1) . The two rectangles need
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text is formatted

Both rectangles are expressed in local (window)
coordinates.
Figure 5·1 Destination and view rectangles

not coincide, and in general they won't. As we'll see later, the way
TextEdit perfor ms scrolling in an edit record is by shifting the desti ·
nation rectangle while holding the view rectangle fixed.
In normal operation, TextEdit will never allow text to run outside the boundaries of the destination rectangle. When the text
reaches the right edge of the rectangle , it automatically "wraps" to
the next line. (Because of this, the destinalion and view rectangles are
sometimes referred to as the "wrapping" and "clipping" rectangles.)
Instead of breaking a line in the middle of a word, TextEdit carries
the entire word forward to the next line; a word is never broken in
the middle unless it's too long to fit on a single line by itself. This
particular method of wrapping text is known as word wrap.

TextEdit defines a word as any sequence of nonspace characters,
surrounded by spaces (or ASCII control characters such as tabs or
carriage returns). This means, for example, that punctuation marks
are considered part of the adjoining word, and that a hyphenated
word will never be broken at the hyphen. The Macintosh character set
also includes a "sticky space" character (character code $CA) that looks
just like a blank space but isn't considered a word break.
If you don't like TextEdit's definition, you can redefine what constitutes a word by installing your own word-break routine [5.6.2) in a
field of the edit record. We'll have more to say about word-break
routines in the "Nuts and Bolts" section at the end of this chapter.

Actually, the destination rectangle is "bottomless": only its top
and sides are significant. If the text is too long to fit within the
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specified rectangle, it just continues out the bottom and keeps going.
You can tell TextEdit to ignore the right edge of the rectangle as well,
by setting the crOnly field of the edit record to - 1. In this case, a line
of text won't be broken even if it extends beyond the right edge of
the rectangle; only an explicit carriage return character (character
code $00) can cause a line break. If crOnly = 0, text will be wrapped to
the right edge of the rectangle in the normal way.

o and

'

- 1 are the only meaningful values for the crOnly field . Only the
Shadow knows why it's defined as an integer and not a Boolean.

The vertical spacing of text within the destination rectangle is
controlled by the edit record's fontAscent and lineHeight fields. As shown
in Figure 5-2, fontAscent determines the vertical placement of the first
baseline, measured from the top of the destination rectangle; lineHeight
is the vertical distance from each baseline to the next one below it. A
brand-new edit record is set up for single spacing in the font designated by its txFont and txSize fields: its first baseline is initialized to the
font's ascent, and its line height to the font's character height (ascent
plus descent) plus leading 0:8.2.2). You can then adjust the vertical
spacing any way you like by storing new values directly into the
fontAscent and lineHeight fields. To produce double spacing, for instance,
you would add the original value of lineHeight to both fields .

TextEdit uses the values of fontAscent and llneHelght to calculate the height
of the rectangle to invert for a text selection or of the blinking vertical
bar marking an insertion point. Changing one of these fields and not
the other will produce strange-looking selections and insertion po_ints,
so be careful always to adjust both fields simultaneously by the same
amount.

fontAscent and llneHeight aren't updated automatically when you change
an edit record's typeface (txFont) or point size (txSlze). You have to
remember to update them yourself: use GetFontlnfo (1 :8.2.6) to get the
characteristics of the new font.
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Scram gravy
Ain't wavy

Top of destination
rectangle
fontAscent

lineHeight

fontAscent is the distance from the top of the
destination rectangle to the first baseline;
lineHeight is the distance from one baseline
to the next.
Figure 5·Z Line height and font ascent

Line Starts
Given the destination rectangle, the text to be displayed, and the
typeface, type size, and character style, TextEdit can calculate how
many lines the text will take up and where all the line breaks will fall.
It keeps this information in the lineStarts array, which is the last field
of the edit record. Since Pascal doesn't allow variable-length arrays,
lineStarts is nominally indexed from 0 to 16000. In reality it contains just
as many entries as are actually needed, running from 0 up to the
actual number of text lines as specified by the edit record's nlines
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field. The first element of the array, lineStarts[O], corresponds to the
first line of text; the last, lineStarts[nlines), corresponds to the last line
plus one, and marks the overall end of the text.
Each element of the lineStarts array represents a character position
within the text. Character positions don't coincide with the text characters themselves, but fall between the characters, as shown in Figure
5-3-just the way QuickDraw coordinates fall between the pixels
instead of coinciding with them. Character position 0 lies at the very
beginning of the text, before the first character; the character position at the very end of the text, following the last character, is simply
telength, the total number of characters the text contains. Thus the
array element lineStarts[O) is normally equal to 0, and lineStarts[nlines) is
equal to telength .

•• •••••••
••
•••
••
I I •
0 1

•• •• ••
•• •• •• ••
•• ••

•••••
••••
••• •••

• •

2

••••I

3

•••
••••••
•

...

• •

••
•••••• ••••••
•• •• ••
,•• •• ••

.... ,.

• •• •• •
••• ••• ••• •••
•• •• •• ••
•• •• •• ••
•

•

4

••••
••• •••
• •
• • •,
•••••

., ....

Character pos itions lie between characters.

Figure 5-3 Character positions

Like telength itself, all character positions are interpreted as unsigned
integers. Negative values from - 32768 to - 1 actually denote positive
character positions from 32768 to 65535.

TextEdit automatically rewraps (or recalibrates) the text after
any editing operation that may affect the line breaks-such as a cut,
paste, or type-in from the keyboard . However, the line breaks can
also be affected by nonediting operations, such as changes in the edit
record's text characteristics or in the width of its destination rectangle. In these cases you have to force a recalibration yourself by
explicitly calling the TextEdit routine TECalText (5.3.1).
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Preparation for Editing
Like many other parts of the Toolbox, TextEdit has a one-time initialization routine, TElnit (5.2.1), to set up its internal data structures. You
call this routine only once , at the beginning of your program, after
calling lnitGraf 0:4.3.1) and lnitFonts 0 :8.2.4) and before attempting any
other TextEdit operation. In our example program, we've already
included a call to TElnit in our Initialize routine (Program 2-6).
To prepare a window for text editing, you need an edit record
for that window. Make sure the window is t~e current port, then call
TENew (5.2.2) to create an edit record. You supply the destination and
view rectangles, in window coordinates, and get back a handle to the
new edit record . As already noted, the record's text characteristics
will be copied from those of the window (the current port) at the
time it's created.
The text of a new edit record is initially empty: its text handle,
hText, is set to point to a zero-length block in the heap, and its telength
field is set to 0. In some cases you can just leave the text empty until
the user types some in from the keyboard; at other times you'll want
to set up the edit record to work on some pre-existing text (for
instance , to read a file into a window for editing). There are two ways
of doing this. One is to call TESetText (5.2.3], giv~ng it a pointer to the
text you want to edit. TESetText will make a copy of the text in the
heap and store a handle to the copy into the edit record. From then
on, any editing performed with that edit record will affect the copy,
not the original text. If you later want to reflect the changes back to
the original (for instance, to save a file back to the disk after editing),
you can get a handle to the edited copy with TEGetText (5.2.3].

Notice that TESetText expects to receive a simple pointer to the text
to be edited, not a handle! If your original copy of the text is relocatable, you have to dereference its handle and pass the underlying
master pointer to TESetText. As always, remember to lock the handle
before dereferencing it and unlock it again when you're finished:
Hlock (textHandle);
TESetText (textHandle". textlength, editRec);
HUnlock (textHandle)
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The second way of setting an edit record's text is to store your
own text handle into its hText field. This avoids the overhead (in both
time and space) of making a copy; the edit record will just operate
directly on the original text. However, you must remember to call
TECalText (5.3.1) after storing the new text handle, to wrap the text to
the destination rectangle. (When you use the first method, TESetText
wraps the text for you automatically.) Also, don't forget to set the
telength field to the length of the new text!
When you're finished with an edit record, you can destroy it
with TEDispose [5.2.2). Beware, however: TEDispose disposes of the edit
record's text as well as the record itself. If you're still holding a
handle to the text (such as one you've received from TEGetText), the
handle will become invalid. If you still need to refer to the text after
destroying the edit record, you must either make a copy of the text
and continue to work with the copy, or else hold onto the original
text handle and clear the hText field to NIL before destroying the edit
record, so that the text won't be destroyed at the same time.
If your program supports more than one text editing window at
a time, you'll want each window to have its own edit record . You can
keep a handle to the edit record in the window's reference constant
field or, as in our MiniEdit program, make it part of a larger window
data record and keep a handle to that as the r eference constant.
We've already seen (Program 3-2) how MiniEdit's DoNew procedure allocates a window data record when creating a new window, but we
glossed over the details of the record's internal structure . Now it's
time to go back and fill in the gaps .
Program 5-1 shows the type definition for MiniEdit's window data
record. (Don't forget that this definition is just a part of our own
program, not a Toolbox data structure!) The editRec field holds a
handle to the window's edit record; the dirty flag is also connected
with text editing, and we'll have more to say about it in a minute. The
remaining fields have to do with topics we aren't yet ready to discuss,
so we'll come back to them later: scrollBar holds a handle to the
window's scroll bar (Chapter 6), and volNumber and fileNumber are the
volume and file reference numbers (Chapter 8) for the window's disk
file . Notice that we also need a byte of padding following the 1-byte
dirty field, to keep the fields that follow it aligned on even word
boundaries.
The purpose of the dirty flag is to protect the user from inadvertently losing valuable work. A window is considered "dirty" if it
contains editing changes that haven't yet been saved to the disk.
MiniEdit will check a window's dirty flag before doing anything that
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= AWDPtr;
= AWindo11Data;

Windo11Dita = t!£QtQ
edit Rec
scroll Bu
dirty
padding
volNu1ber
fileNu1ber

:
:
:
:

TEHandle;
ControlHandle;
BOOLEAN;
Byte;
INTEGER;
: INTEGER

<Handle to edit record}
<Handle to scroll bar}
<Docu1ent changed since list saved?}
<Extra byte for padding}
CVolu1e reference nutber}
<File reference nu1ber}

!!!~i

Program 5·1 Window data record

would permanently destroy the window's contents (such as closing
the window, reverting to an earlier version of a file, or quitting the
program). If the window is dirty, MiniEdit will warn the user with an
alert box. The user can then choose whether to proceed with the
operation anyway, save the window's contents to the disk first, or
cancel the operation altogether . The dirty flag is set to FALSE when the
window is created; it becomes TRUE whenever the window's contents
are changed by an editing operation (including typing in text from
the keyboard), and FALSE again after any operation that leaves it in
agreement with the disk, such as Save, Save As ..., or Revert to Saved.
(Again, notice carefully that all this is a function of our MiniEdit program itself, not a service provided automatically by the Toolbox.)
Program 5-2 shows the complete version of our DoNew procedure, which we looked at in skeleton form in Chapter 3. This version
includes the code needed to initialize the components of the win·
dow's data record, including its edit record. The edit record's view
(clipping) rectangle is based on the window's port rectangle, but is
shortened at the right and bottom to allow room for the window's
scroll bar and size box. The width of the scroll bar (global constant
SBarWidth) is 16 pixels, but the view rectangle is actually shortened by
1 pixel less than that, since the scroll bar's right border will overlap
with that of the window itself. The destination (wrapping) rectangle
is inset a few extra pixels for legibility. (The size of the inset is
defined as a program constant, TextMargin, so that it can easily be
adjusted by changing just one declaration .)
After storing a handle to the new edit record into the editRec
field , the procedure goes on to initialize the remaining fields of the
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C 61obal declarations
£QU~!

m

SBarMidth = 16;
Text"argin = 4;

CMidth of scroll bars in pixels}
{Inset fro1 NindoN to text rectangle}

TheWindoN
TheScrollBar
TheText
"acPlus

<Pointer to currently act ive NindoN £3.1.ll}
{Handle to active NindoN's scroll bar [6.1.11}
<Handle to active NindoN's edit record £5.1.11}
{Are Ne running on a "acintosh Plus?}

:
:
:
:

MindoNPtr;
ControlHandle;
TEHandle;
BOOLEAN;

{ Handle NeN co11and.
£QU~!

NindoNID = 1000;
scrolllD = 1000;

<Resource ID for NindoN te1plate £3 .7. 11}
!Resource ID for scroll bar teaplate [6.5.11}

thisMindoN
theData
dataHandle
destRect
vieNRect

{Pointer for 'peeking' into MindoM's fields £3.1.11}
(Handle to MindoM's data record CProg. 5-1]}
{Untyped handle for creating data record [1:3.1.IJ}
{Wrapping rectangle for MindoM's text £1:4.1.21}
{Clipping rectangle for NindoN's text £1:4. 1.21}

Y ~[

:
:
:
:

MindoMPeek;
MDHandle;
Handle;
Rect;
Rect ;

TheMindoN := 6etNeMWindoN (NindoNID,

~!~,

NindoNPtrC-111; C"ake neN NindoN fro• te1plate [3.2.21 }

thisNindo• := WindoNPeek !TheWindoNI;
thisWi ndoNA.spareFlag := "acPlus;

{Convert to a 'peek' pointer C3.1.1l}
<Enable zoo1ing on "ac Plus only £3.1.ll}

OffsetWindoM (TheWindoNlj
ShoNWindoN (TheNindoNlj

{Offset fro• location of previous MindoM CProg. 3-121}
{"ake Nindow visible [3.3. 11}

SetPort !TheNi ndoNI ;
TextFont (6eneval;

{6et into the NindoN's port [1:4.3.31}
CSet text font £1:8.3.2, 1:8.2.llJ

TheNindoMA.portRect ~Q
<Set up cl ipping rectangle Cl:4.2.2JJ
SetRect (vieNRect, O, O, right - (SBarNidth - 11 , botto1 - (SBarWidth - 111;
destRect := vieNRect;
lnsetRect (destRect, TextKargin, TextKarginl;
{Inset Nrapping rectangle by text 1argin £1:4.4.41}
!i!~

dataHandle := Ne•Handle (SIZEOF!WindoNDatall;
SetMRefCon (TheNindow, LON61NT(dataHandlell;

<Allocate NindoN data record £1:3.2.1, Prog.5-11}
{Store as reference constant [3.2.41}

Program 5 ·2 Make n ew window
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Hlock (dataHandlel;
theData := NDHandle(dataHandlel;
!!1h theDataAA ~Q
~~9!!!

editRec
scrol lBar
dirty
fileNu1ber
volNu1ber

Clock data record [!:3.2.41}
{Convert to typed handle [Prog. S-1]}

:= TENew (destRect, viewRectl;
: = 6etNewControl (scroll ID, TheNindowl;
:= FALSE;
:= O;
:= O;

{"ake edit record CS.2.21}
{"ake scroll bar [6. 2. IJ}
<Docu1ent is initially clean}
<Window has no associated file}
< or volu1e
}

SetClikloop (IAutoScroll, editRecl;

<Install auto-scroll routine CS.6.1 1 Prog. 6-9]}

TheScrollBar := scrollBar;
TheText
:= editRec

{Set global handles}

~~~;

(!Uh>

HUnlock (dataHandlel;

<Unlock data record [!:3.2.41}

Enablelte1 (File"enu, Closelte1l

<Enable Close co11and on 1enu C4.6.2J}

Program 5-2 (continued)

window data record. The window's scroll bar is created from a
template in a resource file using the Toolbox routine GetNewControl,
which we'll learn about in the next chapter. The dirty flag is initialized
to FALSE, since the user hasn't yet typed anything into the window
that would require saving to the disk; the volume and file reference
numbers are set to 0 to show that the window is not yet associated
with any disk file.
Once the window data record is initialized, DoNew calls the
TextEdit routine SetClikloop to install a click-loop routine in the new
window's edit record. (We'll talk about click-loop routines later in this
chapter; as we'll see, this step is needed in order to provide "automatic scrolling" when the mouse is dragged outside the window
during text selection, as called for in the User Interface Guidelines.)
Next, since the new window will immediately become the active
window, DoNew sets the global handles TheText and TheScrollBar to point
to its edit record and scroll bar; other MiniEdit routines will expect to
find these handles properly set up for the currently active window.
Finally, since there's now an active window on the screen, Do New
makes sure the Close command on the File menu is enabled. (If the
screen was previously empty, the Close command will have been
disabled, since there was nothing to close.)
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Text Display
The basic routine for displaying the text of an edit record is TEUpdate
[5.3.2). Along with a handle to the edit record, you supply an update
rectangle as a parameter. TEUpdate draws the edit record's text,
wrapped to the destination rectangle and clipped to the intersection
of the given update rectangle, the view rectangle, and the window's
visible region.
As the name implies, TEUpdate is intended to be used in responding to an update event for a window, to redraw the window's text as
part of the overall job of redrawing the content region . Program 5-3
is the complete version of MiniEdit's DoUpdate routine, which handles
update events for the program's windows. The only difference between this and our earlier skeleton version of the same routine
(Program 3-6) is that we can now show the step that actually redraws
the window's text:
with theData"" do
TEUpdate (editRec"".viewRect, editRec)
This gets the edit record handle from the window's data r ecord and
uses it to update the edit record. To avoid unnecessary drawing, we
could have set our update rectangle to the bounding box of the
window's update regionwhichWlndow ~. updateRgn"". rgnBBox

-but it's simpler (though perhaps a bit less efficient) to use the entire
view rectangle instead.
The use of TEUpdate isn't confined to update events only. You can
use it whenever you need to redraw the text of an edit record for
any reason. However, all the standard editing and scrolling operations redraw the text for you automatically, so you needn't worry
about it in those cases. Notice also that TEUpdate automatically rewraps
the text to the destination rectangle before drawing it, so there's no
need to explicitly call TECalText [5.3.1) first.

Another routine that's sometimes useful is TextBox (5.3.2). This allows
you to display noneditable text anywhere you want within a window,
without constructing an edit record for displaying it. (Actually, TextBox
constructs an edit record for you, uses it to display the text, and then
immediately disposes of it.)
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C 6lobil variable

Y!r

TheEvent : EventRecord;

<Current event [2.1.IJ}

( Handle updite event.

YM

savePort
whichWindow
theData
dataHandle

~~!rr

:
:
:
:

6rifPtr;
MindD11Ptr;
WDHandle;
Handle;

<Pointer to previous current port CI:4.2.2J}
(Pointer to windDll to be updated [3,1.1)}
<Handle to window's data record CProg. 5-IJ}
(Untyped handle for locking data record £1:3.1.IJ}

CDoUpdatel

GetPort <savePortl;

<Save previous port £1:4.3.3)}

whichWindo• := WindoMPtr<TheEvent.1essagel;
SetPort l•hichWindowl;

<Convert long integer to pointer [3.1.ll}
C"ake window the current port CI:4.3.3J}

BeginUpdate lwhichWindowl;

<Restrict visible region to updite region [3.4.IJ}

EraseRect (whichWindowA.portRectl;

<Clear update region Cl:5.3.2J}

Draw6ro•Icon (whichWindowl;
DrawControls <•hichWindowl;

<Redraw size box [3.3. 41}
<Redraw scroll bar [6,3.IJ}

dataHandle := Handle<GetWRefConlwhichWindowll;
Hlock ldataHandlel;
theData := WDHandleldataHandlel;
~!t~ theDataAA ~Q
TEUpdate leditRecAA.viewRect, editRtcl;
HUnlock ldataHandlel;
EndUpdate lwhichWindowl ;
SetPort lsavePortl
~~~;

<Set window data £3.2.41}
Clock data record [1:3.2.41}
(Convert to typed handle IProg. 5-1)}
CRedra• the text [5.3.21}
<Unlock data record CI:3.2.4l}

<Restore original visible region £3.4.IJ}
<Restore original port £1 :4.3.3]}

CDoUpdate}

Progra m 5-3 Handle update event
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The Toolbox can justify the text it displays in any of three ways:
flush left (that is, aligned with the left edge of the destination rectangle), centered, or flush right. The just field of the edit record specifies
which method of justification to use, and should always contain one
of the three built-in constants TEJustleft, TEJustCenter, or TEJustRight
(5 .1.1]. You can set the justification for an edit record with TESetJust
(5.3.1]; this doesn't automatically redisplay the text with the new
justification, however, so be sure to call TEUpdate afterward.

The Toolbox text editing routines don't support "full justification" to
both the left and right margins simultaneously. This form of justification is more complicated than the others, since the widths of the
spaces within a line must be adjusted to make the margins come out
even. If you want full justification, you'll have to provide it for yourself
by manipulating the spExtra field of the graphics port ll:8.3. l).

To scroll text within the view rectangle, use TEScroll (5 .3.3]. The
horiz and vert parameters tell how far to scroll in each direction, in
pixels. As mentioned earlier, scrolling is done by offsetting the destination rectangle by the specified amounts horizontally and vertically,
while leaving the view rectangle fixed. The effect is to shift the text
relative to the window (see Figure 5-4). Positive parameter values
shift the text in the direction of increasing QuickDraw coordinates:
down and to the right . Negative values scroll up and to the left. We'll
see how MinlEdit uses TEScroll when we talk about scroll bars in the
next chapter.

The Macintosh Plus Toolbox includes a new scrolling routine named
TEPinScroll (5.3.3), which works just the same as TEScroll except that it
"pins" when the last line of text scrolls into view at the bottom of the
view rectangle . This guarantees that there's always a whole windowful
of text visible; with TEScroll, it's possible to scroll the text completely out
of view, leaving nothing but an empty window displayed on the
screen.
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Figure 5·4 Scrolling in an edit record

Text Selection
Every edit record has a selection range marking where in the text the
next editing operation will take effect. The selection range is defined
by two fields of the edit record, selStart and selEnd (5 .1.1). These denote
character positions-that is, points between characters, not the characters themselves. The text between the two character positions is
the selection, and appears highlighted when displayed on the screen.
A zero-length selection (selStart = selEnd) is called an insertion point,
and appears as a blinking vertical bar between characters. (This
blinking bar is sometimes called the "caret," even though it doesn't
really look like the traditional proofreader's caret mark.)
When TENew creates a new edit record, it initializes both selStart
and selEnd to 0. (That's the only valid character position, since the
record's text is initially empty.) When you assign text to the record
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with TESetText, both ends of the selection are automatically set to the
length of the text, denoting an insertion point immediately following
the last character. However, if you bypass TESetText and store a text
handle directly into the edit record's hText field, it's up to you to set
the selection range yourself.
The routine you use for this is named TESetSelect (5 .4.2). If you
specify the ends of the selection range out of order (selStart > selEnd),
TESetSelect will automatically exchange them for you ; if you try to set
either or both beyond the end of the text, it will force them to the
actual text length. (However, remember that selStart and selEnd, like all
character positions, are unsigned integers. If you give a negative
value for either, it will be interpreted as a large positive value and
forced to the end of the text, not to the beginning as you might
expect.)

Tracking the Mouse
Most of the time, though, instead of setting the selection range yourself, you'll let the user do it by clicking or dragging with the mouse.
When a mouse-down event occurs in the texl rectangle of one of
your windows (t hat is, in the view rectangle of the window's edit
record), you should respond by calling TEClick (5.4.1), giving it the
point where the mouse was pressed in window coordinates. Like
other mouse-tr acking routines that we've already encountered (such
as DragWindow (3.5.4), GrowWindow (3.5.4), and MenuSelect (4.5.1)), TEClick
keeps control until the mouse button is released, following the
mouse's movements and giving visual feedback on the screen. Un this
case the feedback is to highlight the selected text as the mouse is
dragged through it.) When the user finalizes the selection by releasing the button, TEClick sets the edit record's selStart and selEnd fields
accordingJy, then returns control to your program.
TEClick remembers the time and location of the last mouse click
and compares them with those of the current click. If both clicks
occurred at the same character position and within a certain time
interval, they're considered a double click. In this case, TEClick will
select text by word rather than by character, in accordance with the
User Interface Guidelines. The Guidelines also call for extending or
shortening an existing selection, rather than starting a new one,
when the mouse button is pressed with the Shift key down. TEClick
supports this feature by accepting a Boolean parameter (extend) to tell
it whether to extend or start a new selection.
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The length of the double-click interval is a matter of individual preference that the user can set with the Control Panel desk accessory; the
standard setting is 32 ticks, or about half a second. You can find out
the current setting by calling GetDblTime (5.4.1), but there's no straight·
forward way to change it in Pascal. Un assembly language, you can just
store the desired value directly into the system global DoubleTime. You
shouldn't normally do this, though; just honor the value the user has
set via the Control Panel.)

Program 5-4 (DoSelect) shows how MiniEdit tracks the user's text
selections with the mouse. When our DoMouseDown procedure (Program 3-7) learns from FindWindow (3.5.1) that the mouse was pressed in
the content region of an application window 1 it calls the MiniEdit
routine DoContent to handle the event. Since, among other things,
DoContent has to handle mouse clicks in the window's scroll bar (or
other controls, if any), we'll postpone discussing it until we talk about
controls in Chapter 6. But if the click turns out not to be in a control,
DoContent next checks whether it was in the w indow's text rectangle
and, if so, calls the DoSelect routine shown here.

( 6lobal variables
~~r

TheEvent : EventRecord;
TheText : TEHandle;
R(Q~~~Y(~

(Current event £2.1.11}
<Handle to active •ind1111's edit record (5.1.11}

DoSelect lthePoint : Pointl;

C Handle 1ouse-d<M1n event in text rectangle.

m:

extend : BOOLEAN;

~~!fl

<Extend existing selection !Shift-click!?}

<DoSelect}

!i~b

TheEvent ~Q
extend := !BitAnd!1odifiers, ShiftKeyl <> Ol; <Shift key do•n? £1:2.2.2, 2.1.51}

TEClick !thePoint, extend, TheTextl;

<Do text selection (5.4.IJ}
<Enable/disable 1enu ite1s CProg. 5-5]}

~~~;

CDoSelect}
Program 5 ·4 Mouse-down event in text rectangle
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DoSelect first checks the appropr iate bit in the event's modifiers field
(2.1.5) to see if the Shift key was down at the time of the click, and
sets the extend flag accordingly. Then it calls TEClick to track the mouse
and set the selection. Finally , it has to examine the result and enable
or disable the Cut, Copy, and Clear commands on t he Edit menu, depending on whether the new selection is nonempty. (We want the com mands to be disabled if the selection is just an insertion point , since
there's nothing to cut, copy , or clear.) This last task is performed by
the MiniEdit utility procedure FixEditMenu , shown in Program 5-5 .
{ Global variable

Hr
TheText : TEHandl e;

<Handle to active wind11t1' s edit record [5.1 . ll}

{ Enable/disable edit ing co11ands.

Disablelte1 IEdi tltenu , Undo lte1l;

<Disable Undo co11and [4.6.21}

Hlock !HandlelTheTextl l ;
~i ~n TheText AA QQ
if selStart = selEnd

Clock edit record CI:3. 2.4l}
~ngn

<Is select ion e1pty? [5.1.ll}

~ggi!!

Disablelte1 IEdit"enu, Cut lte1l ;
Disablelte1 IEdit"enu, Copylte1l;
Disablelte1 IEdit"enu, Clearlte1l

<Di sable 1enu ite1s that operate
< on a none1pty stlection C4.6.2 l}

gnQ <tngn>
~ggi!!

Enablelte1 IEdit"enu, Cut lte1l ;
Enablelte1 IEdit"enu, Copylte1l;
Enablelte1 IEdit"enu, Clearlte1l
g!)Qj

<Enable 1enu ite1s that operate
C on a none1pty selection [4.6.21}

< g! ~ g }

HUnlock IHandle!TheText l l;

<Unlock edit record CI:3.2.4l}

if

<Is scrap e1pt y? C5.5.4J}
<Disable Paste co11and C4.6.2J}

TESetScraplen = o tngn
Disablelte1 !Edit"enu, Paste lte1l

~!~~

Enable lte1 !Edit"enu, Pastelteal

<Enable Paste co11and [4.6.21}

P rog ram 5-5 Enable/disable editing commands
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Selection Display
According to the User Interface Guidelines, a window is supposed to
highlight its text selection or display its insertion point only when
active, and hide them again when it becomes inactive. The TextEdit
routines TEActivate and TEDeactivate (5.4.3) handle this job for you .
They're intended to be called as part of the response to an activate or
deactivate event; we'll see an example later in this chapter, when we
look at the final version of MiniEdit's DoActivate routine.

A new routine in the Macintosh Plus Toolbox, TESelView [5.3.3), scrolls
the current selection or insertion point into view if it isn't already
visible. The operation of this routine is controlled by an auto-view flag
in the edit record: if the flag is FALSE (its initial setting), TESelVlew has no
effect. Yet another new routine, TEAutoVlew [5.3.3), is provided for setting the flag.

To make the insertion caret blink on the screen, the Toolbox has
to ch eck the system clock periodically and show or hide the caret if
the required interval has elapsed since the last change. This task is
handled by a TextEdit routine named TEldle (5.4.3). Just as you must
call SystemTask (2. 7.2) at least once per tick to allow the desk accessories to perform their periodic tasks, you have to call TEldle that often
to keep the caret blinking at a steady rate . Again, the natural place to
do it is in the program's main event loop; so we'll just add a call to
TEldle to our earlier Mainloop procedure (Program 2-2), producing the
final version shown in Appendix H.

Like the double-click interval discussed earlier, the caret's blink interval can be controlled by the user with the Control Panel desk accessory. The initial setting is 32 ticks, or about two blinks per second. You
can read the current setting in Pascal by calling GetCaretTime [5.4.3), and
read or change it in assembly language via the system global CaretTlme.
(Again, you should ordinarily just leave this setting under the user's
control via the Control Panel.)
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Keyboard Input
The routine that handles the user's keyboard input is TEKey [5.5.1). It
accepts one character typed from the keyboard and inserts it into the
text of an edit r ecord at the current insertion point. If there's a
nonempty selection instead of an insertion point, the typed character
replaces the entire selection; the text it replaces is permanently lost
and cannot be recovered. In either case, TEKey leaves the selection as
an insertion point following the inserted character, marking the
point where the next character typed will go. Then it rewraps the
text to the destination rectangle and redisplays it within the view
rectangle, causing the text to "bubble for ward" on the screen as the
user types.
TEKey also does the right thing when the user types a backspace or a carriage return . If you give it a carriage return character (character code $00), it will wrap the text to a new line at that
point, even if it isn't at the right edge of the destination rectangle.
If you give it a backspace character ($08), it will "back up" the
insertion point one position, deleting t he immediately preceding
charact er. Gf the selection is nonempty the backspace character
simply deletes the selected text permanently from the document.)
However 1 TE Key doesn't do any special formatting in response to a
tab character ($09), since TextEdit has no notion of tab stops and
doesn't provide a way to set them.
Program 5-6 (DoTyping) is the routine of our example program that
handles the user's typing from the keyboard. This routine gets called
from DoKeystroke (Program 4-4) when the modifiers field of the event record
shows that the Command key was not being held down at the time of
the keystroke. The heart of the DoTyping routine is the call to TEKey; all the
rest is merely housekeeping. First of all, we have to bring the current
selection or insertion point into view in case the user has scrolled it out
of the window. This is done by a utility routine of our program named
ScrollToSelection, which we'll be looking at in the ne.x1. chapter. Then, after
calling TE Key to insert the typed character, we call two more utility
routines, AdjustScrollBar and AdjustText, to adjust the setting of the window's
scroll bar as the length of the text changes and rescroll the window's
text to match the new scroll bar setting. (These routines, too, are
discussed in detail in the next chapter.) The second call to ScrollToSelection
makes sure the insertion point stays visible as the user types; if the
typing goes past the end of the window, ScrollToSelection will scroll the
text up one line to bring it back into view.
1

1
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DoTyping !ch : CHAR>;

C Handle character typed fro1 keyboard .
~!g~~

CDoTyping}

ScrollToSelection;

{"ake sure insert ion point is visible CProg. 6-13]}

TEKey !ch, TheTtxtl;

{Process character CS.S.IJ}

AdjustScrollBar;
AdjustText;
ScrollToSelection;

{Adjust scroll bar to length of text CProg. 6-SJ}
{Adjust text to 1atch scroll bar CProg. 6-7]}
<Keep insertion poi nt visible CProg. 6-13]}

Disableltea (Edit"enu, Cutlteal;
Disableltea (Edit"enu, Copylteal;
Disableltea (Edit"enu, Clearlteal;

<Disable aenu iteas that operate
C on a none1pty selection C4.6.2J}

WindoMDirty (lRUEl

<"ark MindoM as dirty CProg. S-71>

!n~;

CDolyping}
Program 5-6 Handle character typed from keyboard

Since TEKey always leaves an insertion point-that is, an empty
selection-we next have to disable those editing commands that
operate on a nonempty selection. Finally, since we've just changed
the w indow 's text, we have to mark the w indow as dirty , so that
we can alert the user to save its contents before closing it or
quitting the program. This is done by the utility routine WindowDirty
(Program 5-7).
In addition to setting the dirty flag in the window data record, our
WindowDirty routine also enables a couple of File menu commands that
apply to dirty windows only. We always want to enable the Save
command w hen the active window is dirty, allowing the user to save
the changes to a disk file. Revert to Saved, on the other hand, is applicable only if the window is associated with a file, so we enable it only if
the window's file reference number is nonzero. When a dirty window becomes clean after a file operation, we'll again call WindowDirty,
but this time with a FALSE value for the isDirty parameter, to mark the
window as clean rather than dirty . In this case the routine disables
both the Save and Revert commands, since the window's contents are
now in agr eement with the version on the disk.
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Windo•Dirty lisDirty : BOOLEAN!;

{ "ark window dirty or clean.
~~~

<Handle to •indow's data record CProg. 5-11}
(Untyped handle for locking data record CI:3.l.ll}

theData
: WDHandle;
dataHandle : Handle;
~~gin

CWindowDirty}

dataHandle := Handle!6etWRefCon!TheWi ndowll;
Hlock ldataHandlel;
theData := WDHandle<dataHandlel;
!!!~ theDataA
A ~Q

<Bet •indo• data [3.2.41}
Clock data record CI:3.2.4l}
<Convert to typed handle CProg. 5-1]}

~~9!!!

dirty

:=

isDirty ;

!! isDirty !hg!!

<Set flag in data record CProg. 5-ll}
{is window beco1ing dirty or clean?}

~gg!!!

Enablelte1 IFile"enu, Savelte1l;

<Enable Save co11and [4.6. 21}
{Is window associated •ith a file? CProg. 5-ll}
Enablelte1 IFile"enu, Revertlte1l <Enable Revert co11and C4.6.2J}

!! fileNu1ber <> 0 !h~!!
gn~ <!n~n>
~!.~~
~~g!!!

Disablelte1 !File"enu, Savelte1l; <Disable 1enu ite1s [4.6.21}
Disablelte1 lfile"enu, Revertlte1l
~!!~ <~!.~~}

HUnlock ldataHandlel;
~!!~;

<Unlock data record [!:3.2.41}

CWindowDirty}
Program 5-7 Mark window dirty or clean

Cutting and Pasting
TextEdit h as built-in routines for performing all the standard cutand-paste editing operations: TECut, TECopy, and TEPaste (5.5 .2). They all
operate on an edit record's current selection and transfer text by
way of a private te>et scrap that TextEdit maintains in the heap. TECut
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deletes the selected characters from the edit record's text to the
scrap; TECopy copies the selection to the scrap without deleting it;
TEPaste copies the scrap into the text, replacing the current selection if
it's nonempty. There's just one scrap, which is shared in common
among all edit records; this allows the user to cut or copy text from
one window and paste it down in another.

The Macintosh user manuals talk about cutting and pasting via the
"Clipboard," but scrap, the term programmers usually use, seems more
descriptive. Back in the typewriter era, when people actuaJly composed written documents on something called "paper," the thing that
you would cut out of one place and paste in somewhere else was
undeniably a scrap. Why would you want to stick the scrap on a
clipboard before pasting it back into the document?

Programs 5-8 to 5-10 are the MiniEdit routines for handling the
standard editing commands. As you can see, they all do the same
general kind of housekeeping as the DoTyping routine we looked at in
the last section (Program 5-6), but with minor variations from one
operation to another. All three routines scroll the current selection
into view before performing the operation; but since TECopy doesn't
change the existing text or selection in any way, DoCopy needn't scroll
to the selection again afterward, nor does it have to recalibrate the
scroll bar or mark the window as dirty . Menu commands that operate on a nonempty selection must be disabled after TECut or TEPaste,
since they both leave the selection empty, but again this isn't necessary after TECopy. On the other hand, we have to enable the Paste
command after either TECut or TECopy, since they both leave the scrap
nonempty, but not after TEPaste, which has not effect on the previous
state of the scrap. The purpose of the global flag ScrapDirty will become
clear in the next section.
There are also a pair of "scrapless" editing routines, TEDelete and
TElnsert (5.5.3). TElnsert inserts text that you specify directly, instead of
taking it from the scrap; you supply a pointer to the text and a length
count. TEDelete deletes the current selection without copying it to the
scrap, meaning that it can't be recovered. The contents of the scrap
aren't affected in any way. Program 5-11 shows how our example
program uses TEDelete to implement the standard Clear command.
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{ Handle Cut co.. and.
~~g!n

rnocut>

ScrollToSelection;

{"ake sure selection is visible CProg. 6-131}

TECut (TheTextl;

<Cut the selection C5.5 .2J}

AdjustScrollBar;
AdjustText;
ScrollToSelection;

<Adjust scroll bar to length of text CProg. 6-51}
<Adjust text to 1atch scroll bar CProg. 6-7)}
{Keep insertion point visible CProg. 6-13)}

Disablelte1 (Edit"enu, Cutlte1l;
Disablelte1 (Edit"enu, Copylte1l;
Disablelte1 !Edit"enu, Clearlte1l ;

<Disable 1enu ite1s that operate
{ on a none1pty select ion C4.6.2J}

Enablelte1 IEdit"enu, Pastelte1l ;

<Enable Paste

ScrapDirty := TRUE;
Nindo•Dirty (TRUEI

{"ark scrap as dirty}
{"ark •indo• as dirty CProg. 5-7]}

~!!~;

coa~and

C4 .6.2J}

<DoCut}
Program 5-8 Handle Cut command

erQ£~~Yr~

DoCopy;

{ Handle Copy co11ind.
~~9!!!

<DoCopy}

ScrollToSelection;

{"ake sure selection is visible CProg. 6-13)}

TECopy ITheTextl;

<Copy the selection [5.5.2)}

Enablelte1 IEdit"enu, Pastelte1l;

{Enable Paste co11and [4.6. 21}

ScrapDirty := TRUE

{"ark scrap as dirty>

~!!~;

CDoCopy >
Program 5-9 Handle Copy command
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DoPaste;

{ Handle Paste co11and.
~~g!n

<DoPaste}

ScrollToSelection;

{"ake sure selection is visible [Prog. b-13]}

TEPaste !TheTextl;

<Paste the scrap [5.5.2)}

AdjustScrollBar;
AdjustText;
ScrollToSelection;

{Adjust scroll bar to length of text [Prog. b-5]}
{Adjust text to 1atch scrol l bar [Prog. b-7] }
{Y.eep selection visible [Prog. b-131}

Disablelte1 !Edit"enu, Cutlte1l;
Disablelte1 !Edit"enu, Copylte1l;
Disablelte1 !Edit"enu, Clearlte1l;

{Disable 1enu ite1s that operate
{ on a none1pty selection [4.b.21 }

WindowDirty !TRUE>

{"ark window as dirty [Prog. 5-71}

gn~;

<DoPastel
Program 5·10 Handle Paste command

Notice, however, that TextEdit doesn't include a built-in Undo command: there is no routine named TEUndo. Once again, if you want your
program to provide this feature you have to "roll your own." We
haven't included it in our MlniEdit program, because it would have
introduced an extra level of complexity without adding anything useful to our understanding of the Toolbox. The MiniEdit routine DoUndo
(Appendix H) just beeps the speaker and does nothing; it can never
actually be called anyway, since the Undo command on the menu is
permanently disabled. If you're so inclined, you can try adding a true
Undo command as an exercise.

Access to the Scrap

It's important to distinguish between the Toolbox text scrap and the
desk scrap that we lear;ned about in Volume One, Chapter 7. The
Toolbox scrap is used internally by TextEdit for your program's text
editing operations; the desk scrap is used for passing information
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{ Handle Clear co11and.
Q~g!.~

CDoCl ear}

ScrollToSelection;

cnake sure selection is visible CProg. 6-131}

TEDelete (TheTextl;

{Delete the selection £5.5.31}

AdjustScrollBar;
AdjustText;
ScrollToSelection;

{Adjust scroll bar to length of text £Pr09. 6-51}
{Adjust text to 1atch scroll bar CPr09. 6-71}
{Keep insert ion point visible CProg. 6-131}

Disablelte1 !Editnenu, Cutlte1l;
Disablelte1 lEditnenu, Copylte1l;
Disablelte1 !Editnenu , Clearlte1l ;

{Disable 1enu ite1s that operate
{ on a none1pty selection £4.6.21}

WindowDirty !TRUE!

Cnark window as dirty CProg. 5-71}

~~~ ;

CDoCl ear}
Program 5 -11 Handle Clear command

between one application program and another, or between an application and a desk accessory. If you want your program to be able to
pass or receive information by cutting and pasting, you have to make
special arrangements to transfer text between the desk scrap and the
internal TextEdit scrap.
TextEdit keeps a handle to the current Toolbox scrap, along
with a long integer giving the length of the scrap, in a pair of special
locations in the Toolbox globals area of memory. In assembly language, you can simply access these locations directly under the
names TEScrpHandle and TEScrplength. In Pascal, you can use the routines TEScrapHandle, TEGetScraplen, and TESetScraplen [5.5.4) to access their
contents; as for the desk scrap, we've already seen in Volume One
how to read and write it with the Toolbox routines GetScrap and
PutScrap CT:7.4.3). But the easiest way to transfer text between the two
scraps is with the special-purpose transfer routines TEFromScrap and
TEToScrap [5.5.5).
Our MiniEdit program uses these facilities in a pair of utility routines for keeping the Toolbox and desk scraps coordinated: ReadDeskScrap to copy the desk scrap into the Toolbox scrap, and WriteDeskScrap
to do the reverse. At the very beginning of the program, the Initialize
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routine calls ReadDeskScrap, as you can see in the final version of the
routine in Appendix H. If the previous application has left an item of
resource type 'TEXT' CT:8.4.1] in the desk scrap, this will copy the text
into the Toolbox scrap to make it available to our user for editing.
As the program runs, whenever control passes from one of its
application windows to a system window containing a desk accessory, we call WriteDeskScrap to transfer the Toolbox scrap to the desk
scrap, making the text available to the accessory. When control re turns from a desk accessory to an application window, we call ReadDeskScrap again to copy the desk scrap back to the Toolbox scrap,
allowing the user to cut text from the accessory and paste it into an
editing window. Finally, at the very end of the program we have to
call WriteDeskScrap one last time, to allow text to be passed via the scrap
to the next application the user starts up .
The ReadDeskScrap and WriteDeskScrap routines are shown in Programs 5-12 and 5-13. Recall from Volume One, Chapter 7, that the
Toolbox maintains a scrap count, accesible via the lnfoScrap function
CT:7.4.2], that's used to detect when the contents of the desk scrap
have changed. Every time our WriteDeskScrap routine writes anything
to the desk scrap, it first calls ZeroScrap CT:7.4.3] to change the value of
the scrap count, and saves the new count in a global program variable named ScrapCompare. Then, when control returns from the desk
accessory, ReadDeskScrap compares ScrapCompare with the current scrap
count; if they're the same, then the accessory hasn't changed the
desk scrap, so we know the two scraps are still in agreement and
there's no need to copy one to the other .
If the scrap count has changed, ReadDeskScrap reads the desk
scrap into the Toolbox scrap and saves the new count in ScrapCompare,
to show that the desk scrap has already been read. Before calling
ReadDeskScrap the first time, we have to initialize ScrapCompare to a value
known to be different from the scrap count:
ScrapCompare : = lnfoScrap".scrapCount + 1
(See the final version of Initialize in Appendix H.) This guarantees that
ReadDeskScrap will copy in the desk scrap the first time it's called.
Similarly, there's no need for WriteDeskScrap to copy the scrap in
the other direction unless we've changed the Toolbox scrap since the
last time it was known to agree with the desk scrap. This is the
purpose of the global program flag ScrapDirty. We initialize this flag to
FALSE at the beginning of the program and again whenever we copy
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{ Global variable }

Y!r

Sc:rapC01pare

erQ£~~~r~

{Previous scrap c:ount fer co1parison}

INTESER;

ReadDeskScrap;

{ Read desk scrap into Toolbox sc:rap.

Y!r

scraplength : LONSINT;
ignore
: LONSINT;
result
: OSErr;

~~g!n

<Length of desk text scrap in bytes}
<Du11y variable for scrap offset}
{Resul t code fro1 scrap transfer £1:3.1.21}

<ReadDeskScrap }

i! ScrapC01pare <> InfoSc:rapA.sc:rapCount

!h~!!

CHas scrap c:ount changed? [1:7.4.21}

~~9!!!

scraplength := SetScrap

l~!b,

' TEXT' , ignore!; <Check desk scrap for a text ite1 [1:7.4.31}

!! scraplength >= 0 !h~D

Cls there a t1xt ite1?}

~~gin

result

:=

TEFro1Scrap;

i! result <> NoErr

!h~D

scraplength := resul t

~!!~ i

cw

!! scraplength > 0 !h~D
Enablelte1 IEdit"enu, Pastelte1l

<Transfer desk scrap to Toolbox scrap [5.5.51}
CMas there an error? £1 :3.1 . 21}
C"ake sure scrap length is negative}
scrap none1pty?}
<Enable Paste co11and £4. 6. 21}

{Mas

~lg
~gg!n

TESetScraplen IOI;
Di sablelte1 IEdit"enu, Pastelte1l

{"ark Toolbox scrap as e1pty £5.5.41}
{Di sable Paste co11and £4.6.2]}

~!!~ i <~!~~}

ScrapC01pare

gn~;

:=

InfoScrapA. scrapCount

CSave scrap count for later co1parison [1:7.4.21}

CReadDeskScrap}
Program 5-1.2 Read desk scrap into Toolbox scrap
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{ Global variables
'!!!:

ScrapC01pare : INTESER;
ScrapDirty
BOOLEAN;
~!:Q£~~~!:~

<Previous scrap count for co1parison}
<Has scrap been changed?}

WriteDeskScrap;

{ Write Toolbox scrap to desk scrap.
'!~!:

result : OSErr;
~~g!~

<Result code fro1 scrap transfer CI:3.1.2J}

<WriteDeskScrap}

!! ScrapDirty !~~~

<Has scrap changed since last read?}

~~g!ri

g~Q;

ScrapC01pare := ZeroScrap;

<Change 5crap count, save for co1parison Cl:7.4.3ll

result := TEToScrap;

<Transfer Toolbox scrap to desk scrap C5.5.5J}

ScrapDirty := FALSE

<Toolbox and desk scraps now agree}

(WriteDeskScrap}
Program 5·13 Write Toolbox scrap to desk scrap

the Toolbox scrap to the desk scrap; then we set it to TRUE after any
editing operation that affects the Toolbox scrap (as we've already
seen in Programs 5-8 and 5-9). If the WriteDeskScrap routine finds
ScrapDirty set to FALSE, it knows that the two scraps already agree, so
no copying is necessary.
Now that we've defined ReadDeskScrap and WriteDeskScrap, we're
finally ready to look at the complete version of our DoActivate routine
(Program 5-14). Whenever we activate or deactivate one of our windows, we test the ChangeFlag bit of the event record's modifiers field
(2.1.5) to see if control is coming from or exiting to a system window.
If so, we call ReadDeskScrap or WriteDeskScrap to copy text in the appropriate direction from one scrap to the other.
One last bit of housekeeping that DoActivate has to take care of is
to enable and disable all the proper menu commands for the window
becoming active. When an application window is activated, we call
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( Global vari1bl1s

:m:

TheEvent
Thtilindo•
TheScrollBar
TheText

:
:
:
:

EvtntRecord;
Mind1111Ptr;
ControlHandle;
TEHandle;

{Current 1v1nt C2.1.IJ}
(Pointer to currently active •indo• CJ.I.Ill
(Handle to active windOll's scroll b1r C6.1.1l}
(Handle to active •indo•'s edit record C5.1.1ll

{ Handle activate (or deactivate> event .
~Q!!~i

active = O;
inactive= 255;

CHi9'1lighting code for active scroll bar C6.J.Jl}
<Highl ighting code for inactive scroll bar C6.J.J)}

changeFlag =t0002;

CKask for extracting 'change bit' fro1 event todifitrsl

rn:

•hichMindo• : Windo•Ptr;
theData
: WDHandle;
dataHandle : Handle;

~!9i~

<Pointer to the window C3.l.1J}
<Handle to windo•'s data record CProg. 5-IJ}
{Untyped handle for locking data record CI:J.1.IJ}

CDoActivate}

!!!~

TheEvent

~Q

~!9!!!

llhichMind1111 := MindollPtr(eessagel ;
SetPort (•hichMindo•l;

<Convert long integer to pointer C3.l.1l>
C"ake window the current port CI:4.J.3ll

Dra•Gro•Icon l•hichWindo•l;

(Highlight or unhighlight size box C3.3.4J}

dataHandle := Handle(6etlfRefCon(•hichWindowll;
Hlock ldataHandlel;

<Set •indow data C3.2.4l}
Clock data rteord CI:3.2.4l}

theData := MDHandleldataHandlel;
<Convert to typed handle CProg. S-11}
theD1taAA ~Q
!f BitAndl1odifiers, ActiveFlagl <> 0 !b!~ <Test activat1/deact ivate bit CI:2.2.2, 2. l.51}

!!!~

~!9!!!

Thetlindow
:= whichMindow;
TheScrollBar := scrollBar;
TheText
:a editRec;

CStt global poi1ters/handltsl

HiliteControl (scroll Bar 1 active);
TEActivate (editRecl;

<Activate scroll bar C6.3.3J}
<Highlight selection CS.4.311

Program 5 -14 Handle activate and deactivate events
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!! BitAnd(1odifiers, chingeFl1gl <> 0 1~!~ <Coting fro1 i syste1 window? [1:2.2.2, 2.1 .51}
ReidDeskScrap;

CCopy desk scrap to Toolbox scrap CProg. 5-121}

FixEdi tllfnu;

<Enible/disable editing co11and1 [Prag. 5-51}

Enablelte1 (file"enu, SaveAslte1l;

<Enable Save As ••• co11and C4.6.2J}
(Is docu1ent dirty? CProg. 5-11}
Enablelte1 (file"enu, S1velte1l; <Enable Save co11and C4.6.2J}
!f dirty ~n~ lfiltNu1ber <> Ol 1~~~ {Is th!re a file to revert to? [Prog. 5-IJ}
Enablelte1 IFileflenu, Revertlte1l <Enable Revert co11and [4.6.2)}

H dirty

1~!~

TheMind1111
:=
TheScrollB1r :z
TheText
:=

<Clear global pointers/handles}

~!bl
~!1;

~!1;

TEDeactivate leditRecl;
Hi Ii teControl (scroll Bir, inacti vel;

CUnhighlight selection [5.4.31}
<Deactivate scroll bar [6,3.31}

!! BitAnd(1odifiers, changeFlagl <> 0 t~!~ <Exiting to a syst11 windOll? (1:2.2.2, 2.1.51}
~!9!!!

llriteDeskScrap;
Enableltet1
Enablelte1
Enablelte1
Enableltea
Enableltett

!n~;

<Copy Toolbox scrap to desk scrap CProg. 5-131>

IEditlttnu,
!Edit"enu,
IEditKenu,
IEdit"enu,
!EditKenu,

Undolte1l; <Enable standard editing co11ands}
Cutlte1l; C for desk accessory (4.6.21 }
Copylte1l;
Pastelte1l;
Clearlte1l

cw

Disablelte1 !Fileflenu, Savelte1l;
Disablelte1 (fileK111u 1 SaveAslte1l;
Disablelte1 IFile"enu, Revertlteal

HUnlock ldataHandlel

!n~;

CDis1ble filing co11ands for desk
C accessory or et1pty desk (4. 6.21 }

Cllnlock data record (1:3.2.41}

<DoActivate}
Program 5-14 (continued)
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our earlier FixEditMenu routine (Pr ogram 5-5) to fix up the Edit menu as
needed, depending on the window's current selection and the contents of the scrap; there are also a few File commands-Save, Save As ... ,
and Revert to Saved-that we need to enable if the conditions are appropriate.
On exiting to a system window, we enable all the standard editing
commands. (Remember that some desk accessories use these commands; we have to make sure they're available whenever an accessory gets control.) Also, whenever we deactivate an application
window, w e disable the three File commands, just in case we happen
to be closing the last window on the screen, leaving nothing but an
empty desktop. Of the screen isn't becoming empty, then another
window will immediately be activated and these commands will be
enabled again if appropriate.)

Nuts and Bolts

Search and Replace
In any program that does text editing, a useful feature to include is a
search-and-replace capability. The Toolbox supports search and replace with a ver y versatile utility routine that goes by the inelegant
name of Munger (5 .5.6) (rhymes with "plunger," not "hunger"). This
routine accepts three different pieces of text to operate on: the destination text to be searched, the target text to search for, and the
replacement text to replace it w ith . All three are specified as straight
sequences of characters, without the usual Pascal length count in the
first byte.
In the most straightforward case, Munger sear ches the destination
text, beginning at a designated starting character position, for the
first occurrence of the given target text, and replaces it with the
replacement text. However, by varying the way you specify the target and replacement text , you can produce a variety of other effects
instead. For instance, if you supply a NIL pointer for the replacement
text, Munger will just find the first occurrence of the target text and
return its character position within the destination text, without
performing any replacement. If you give a non-NIL replacement
pointer but specify a length of 0 for the replacement text, it will just
delete the target from the destination text, in effect replacing it with
nothing at all.
Similarly, if you give a target length of 0, the specified replacement text will simply be inserted in the destination text at the desig-
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nated starting position without replacing anything. If you give a NIL
target pointer with a positive target length, the replacement text will
replace the specified number of characters beginning at the starting
position, regardless of what they contain. Finally, if you give a NIL
target pointer and a negative target length, the r eplacement text will
replace everything from the given starting position to the end of the
destination text. In all cases, Munger returns as its function result the
character position in the destination text marking the end of the text
it found or inserted . If it can't find an instance of the target text
within the destination (beginning at the given starting position), it will
return a negative value as its result.

Automatic Scrolling
One of the standard features of the Macintosh user interface is
automatic scrolling. When the user, while selecting, drags the mouse
out of the window without releasing the button, the window's contents are supposed to scroll continuously in the opposite direction,
extending the selection as they go. TextEdit provides for this feature
by means of a click-loop routine (5.6 .1) installed in the clikLoop field of
the edit record (5.1.1).
If there is a click-loop routine, TEClick (5.4.1) will call it repeatedly
while tracking the mouse, for as long as the button remains down .
The click -loop routine accepts no parameters and returns a Boolean
result telling TEClick whether to continue tracking normally (TRUE) or
stop tracking and return immediately to the caller (FALSE). Under
ordinary circumstances, the routine should just do whatever it has to
do and then unconditionally return TRUE: it's hard to think of a
convincing example in which you would want to stop tracking the
mouse prematurely while the user is still holding down the button.
The standard click-loop routine, which will be used if you don't
provide one of your own, performs automatic scrolling by checking
the position of the mouse and, if it's outside the view rectangle,
scrolling the edit record's text one line in the appropriate direction.
When called repeatedly while tracking the mouse, it causes the text
to scroll continuously, a line at a time, for as long as the button is
held down outside the view rectangle. If the edit record's auto-view
flag (5.3.3) is FALSE, automatic scrolling is disabled and the standard
click-loop routine does nothing.
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This standard click-loop routine is available only in the Macintosh Plus
Toolbox; on earlier models, the responsibility for providing automatic
scrolling is left entirely to the application program. We'll see how to do
it when we discuss scrolling in the next chapter.

When TECllck calls a click-loop routine, it expects to get back the
Boolean result in a register, DO. This is no problem if the routine is
written in assembly language, but if you write it in Pascal it will return
its result on the stack instead of in a register. To install a Pascal clickloop routine, you have to use SetCllkloop (5.6.1), as we did in Program
5·2.
What SetClikloop actually stores into the edit record is a pointer to a
special "glue routine." The glue routine, in turn, calls your Pascal click·
loop routine and then transfers the result from the stack to register DO
for TECllck to find. A click-loop routine written in Pascal won't work
(and in fact will quickly crash your program) if you bypass SetCllkloop
and store the routine pointer directly into the edit record's clikloop
field. Conversely, an assembly-language click-loop routine must be in·
stalled directly, and will just as surely blow up your program if you do
use SetCllkloop.

Word-Brea k Routines
As we mentioned earlier, you can change TextEdit's definition of
what constitutes a word by installing your own word-break routine in
the word Break field of the edit record [5.1.1). The word-break routine is
called by TEClick [5.4.1) to find the beginning and end of a word when
the user double-clicks the mouse, and by TECalText [5.3.1) to decide
where to break a line when wrapping text to the destination rectan·
gle. The routine accepts a pointer (not a handle!) to the text, along
with an integer character position, and returns a Boolean result
telling whether a word break falls at that position. If you·don't supply
a word-break routine of your own, the standard one will break at
any space, tab , carriage return, or any other ASCII control character
with a character code (1 :8 .1.1) of $20 or less .
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Like the click-loop routine, the word-break routine is assumed to be
register-based. If you write it in Pascal, you have to use SetWordBreak
[5.6.2) to install it in the edit record; this sets up a "glue routine" to
convert the register-based call to Pascal stack-based conventions. If
your word-break routine is written in assembly language, bypass
SetWordBreak and just store the routine pointer directly into the edit
record's wordBreak field.

Customized Text Selection
TextEdit routines such as TEClick (5.4.1], TEActivate, TEDeactivate, and TEldle
(5.4.3] ordinarily display a nonempty text selection by black-to-white
inversion and an empty one (an insertion point) with a blinking
vertical bar. If you wish, you can change the appearance of the
selection or insertion point by installing pointers to your own drawing routines in the highHook and caretHook fields of the edit record
(5 .1.1]. You might u se this feature, for instance, to underline the
selection instead of inverting it, or to display a true caret mark at the
insertion point instead of a vertical bar. The drawing routines are
register-based and can only be written in assembly language; see
Inside Macintosh for details .
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5.1 The Editing Environment

5.1.1 Edit Records

Definitions
type
TEHandle
TEPtr

= "TEPtr;
= "TERec;

TERec = record
destRect
viewRect
selRect
line Height
fontAscent
selPoint
selStart
selEnd
active
wordBreak
clikloop
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:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:

Rect;
Rect;
Rect;
INTEGER;
INTEGER;
Point;
INTEGER;
INTEGER;
INTEGER;
ProcPtr;
ProcPtr;

{Destination (wrapping) rectangle}
{View (clipping) rectangle}
{Private}
{Line height in pixels}
{First baseline}
{Private}
{Start of selection (character position)}
{End of selection (character position)}
{Private}
{Pointer to word-break routine [5.6.2]}
{Pointer to click-loop routine [5.6.1]}
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clickTime
clickLoc
caretTime
caret State
just
teLength
hText
recalBack
recallines
cllkStuff
crOnly
txFont
txFace
txMode
txSize
in Port
high Hook
caret Hook
nlines
lineStarts
end;
con st
TEJustLeft
TEJustCenter
TEJustRight

=
=
=

O;
1;
-1;

[5.1.1] Edit Records

: LONGINT;
{Private}
: INTEGER;
{Private}
: LONGINT;
{Private}
: INTEGER;
{Private}
: INTEGER;
{Justification}
: INTEGER;
{Length of text in characters}
: Handle;
{Handle to text}
: INTEGER;
{Private}
: INTEGER;
{Private}
: INTEGER;
{Private}
: INTEGER;
{Break line at carriage returns only?}
: INTEGER;
{Font number of typeface [I :8.3.1]}
: Style;
{Character style [1 :8.3.1]}
: INTEGER;
{Transfer mode for text [1:8.3.1]}
: INTEGER;
{Type size in points [1:8.3 .1]}
: GrafPtr;
{Pointer to graphics port [1:4.2.2]}
: ProcPtr;
{Pointer to "custom" highlighting routine}
: ProcPtr;
{Pointer to II custom II insertion point routine
: INTEGER;
{Number of lines of text}
: array [0 .. 16000] of INTEGER
{Character positions of line starts}

r

{Left justification}
{Center justification}
{Right justification}

1. Fields marked "private" are for TextEdit's internal use, and are of no

concern to the application.
2. inPort is a pointer to the graphics port in which text is to be edited,
normally a window. This field is set to the port that was current at the
time the edit record was created.
3. hText is a handle to the text being edited . The text is just a sequence of
from 0 to 32,000 characters; its length is given by telength.
4.

The destination rectangle (destRect) marks the boundaries within which
text will be set; the view rectangle (vlewRect) defines the boundaries
within which the text will be displayed in the port.

5. Both rectangles are expressed in local (window) coordinates.

6. The bottom edge of the destination rectangle is ignored; text may
extend downward indefinitely .
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7. Text will automatically "wrap" to the next line on reaching the right

edge of the destination rectangle, provided that the crOnly field is set to 0.
If crOnly = - 1, a new line is begun only on encountering an explicit

carriage-return character (character code $00) in the text. These are the
only values crOnly should ever have.
8. lineStarts is an array of indefinite length giving the beginning character
position fo r each line of text. Its true length is given by nlines.
9. lineStarts[O) gives the beginning of the first line of text, which is presuma-

bly character position O; the last element of the array, lineStarts[nlines],
gives the character position just beyond the end of the last line (presumably tel ength).
10. Never store directly into the lineStarts array; always u se the TextEdit
routine TECalText [5.3.1) to calculate the line starts for you.
11. selStart and selEnd define the selection range, the character positions at the

beginning and end of the current text selection.
1.2. If selStart = selEnd, the selection range is just an insertion point at the
designated character position.
13. All character positions (telength, selStart, selEnd, lineStarts) are expressed as
unsigned integers: negative values from - 32768 to -1 actually denote
positive character positions from 32768 to 65535.
14. txFont, txFace, txMode, and txSize are the QuickDraw text characteristics
[1:8.3.1) for displaying text, copied from the graphics port when the edit

record is created.
15. fontAscent is the vertical distance, in pixels, from the top of the destina-

tion rectangle to the baseline for the first line of text. lineHeight is the
vertical distance from one baseline to the next.
16. just denotes the style of text justification to be used , and should be one

of the constants TEJustleft, TEJustCenter, or TEJustRight. Full justification
(both left and right) is not supported.
17. word Break and clikloop are pointers to the edit record's optional wordbreak and click-loop routines [5.6.2, 5.6.1), or NIL for the standard

routines built into the Toolbox.
18. highHook and caretHook are pointers to optional drawing routines for "customizing" the appearance of the text selection and insertion poinl. See
[5.4.3, note 7) and Volume Three for more information .
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(5.1.1) Edit Records

Assembly
Language
Information
_
_
_
_ __

---i~...,.._

Field offsets in an edit record:
(Pascal)
Field name

(Assembly)
Offset name

Offset in bytes

destRect
viewRect
lineHeight
fontAscent
selStart
selEnd
word Break
clikloop
just
telength
hText
crOnly
txFont
txFace
txMode
txSize
in Port
high Hook
caretHook
nlines
lineStarts

teDestRect
teViewRect
telineHite
teAscent
teSelStart
teSelEnd
teWordBreak
teClikProc
teJust
telength
teTextH
teCROnly
teFont
teFace
teMode
teSize
teGraf Port
teHiHook
teCarHook
teNLines
telines

0
8
24
26
32
34
38
42
58
60
62
72
74
76
78
80
82
86
90
94
96

Assembly-language constants:
Name

Value

Meaning

TERecSize

104

TEJustleft
TEJustCenter
TEJustRight

0
1
-1

Size of edit record in bytes,
excluding line starts
Left justification
Center justification
Right justification
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5.1.2 Text Representation

type
CharsHandle = "CharsPtr;
CharsPtr
= "Chars;
Chars

= packed array [O ..32000] of CHAR;

1. A CharsHandle is the form in which the text of an edit record is returned

by TEGetText [5.2.3).
2. The underlying Chars array can be of any length; the upper bound of
32000 used in the definition is only a dummy value. To get the actual

length of the array, use GetHandleSize 0:3.2.3).

5.2 Preparation for Text Editing

5.2.1 Initializing the Toolbox for Text Editing

Definitions
procedure TElnit;

1. TElnit must be called before any other text editing operation, to initialize

the Toolbox's internal text scrap .
2. Before calling TElnit, you must first call lnitGraf [1 :4.3.1) and lnitFonts
[1:8.2.4).

3. Don't call TElnit more than once in the same program .
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(5.2.2) Creating and Destroying Edit Records

Assembly Language Information

--f1 ! : ] 1 - - - - - - - - - Trap macro:
(Pascal)
Routine name

(Assembly)
Trap macro

TEI nit

_ TElnit

Trap wor d

$A9CC

5.2.2 Creating and Destroying Edit Records

I

I

Definitions

H .....__:---------------------------' unct 10n TENew
(destRect : Rect;
viewRect : Rect)
: TEHandle;

procedure TEDispose
(editRec : TEHandle);

{Destination (wrapping) rectangle}
{View (clipping) rectangle}
{Handle to new edit record}
{Handle to edit record}

_____________________

~~ii~3------No-tes

1. TENew cr eates a new edit record ; TEDispose destroys an existing one.

2. The text of a new edit r ecord is initially emp ty. You can give it text to
edit with TESetText (5.2 .3] or by storing directly into its hText and telength
fields (5.1. l].
3. The destination and view rectangles are expressed in the
nates of the current port, normally a window in which
edited. This port b ecomes the new edit record's graphics
4. The edit record's text characteristics ar e set to those of the

local coorditext is to be
port.
current port

(1:8.3. 1].

5. The fontAscent field is initialized to the ascent of the font designated by
the port's txFont and txSize fields; the lineHeight field is initialized to the
font's character height (ascent plus descent) plus leading (1:8.2.2). This
produces the e ffect of "single spacing." If you want, you can then
chan ge the spacing by adjusting the values of fontAscent and llneHeight.
6. The just field is initially set for left justification. You can change this
setting with TESetJust (5.3. l].

I
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7. selStart and selEnd are both initialized to 0, representing an insertion point
at the beginning of the text.
8 . Disposing of an edit record with TEDispose also automatically disposes of
its text.

lc=JI

Assembly Language Information

- - - l l r l 1 - - - - - - - -,
Trap macros:
(Pascall
Routine name

(Assembly)
Trap macro

Trap word

TENew
TEDispose

_TENew
_ TEDlspose

$A9D2
$A9CD

5.2.3 Text to Be Edited

~1111~--------D-e-fID_·_i-ti_o_n_s__________________________________
procedure TESetText
(textPtr
: Ptr;
textlength : LONGINT;
edltRec
: TEHandle);
function

TEGetText
(editRec : TEHandle)
: CharsHandle;

{Pointer to text}
{Length of text In characters}
{Handle to edit record}
{Handle to edit record}
{Handle to text}

~~li~==i-------N-ot-es________________________________
1. TESetText sets the text to be edited by an edit record; TEGetTe.I(\ returns a

handle to the record's text.
2. textPtr is a pointer to the text to be edited and textlength is its length in
characters.
3. TESetText makes a copy of the designated text in the heap and stores a
handle to the copy in the edit record's hText field (5.1.1]; the telength field
is set to textlength. Editing done with the edit record will affect the copy
only, not the original text.
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4. Instead of using TESetText, you can store your own text handle directly

into the hText field. (Don't forget to set telength properly as well.) In this
case, editing with the edit record will affect the original text.
5. TESetText automatically wraps the new text to the destination rectangle,

calculating its lineStarts and nlines [5.1.1), and sets the selection range to
an insertion point at the end of the text. If you set the hText field
directly, you must also set the selection range yourself and call TECalText
[5.3.1) to wrap the text.
6. The new text is not automatically displayed on the screen; call TEUpdate
[5.3.2) to display it.

7. TEGetText returns a CharsHandle [5 .1 .2) to the edit record's actual text, not a

copy.
8. If you later dispose of the edit record with TEDispose [5.2.2), the handle

you received from TEGetText will become invalid, since the text it points
to will be deallocated from the heap. If you still need to refer to the
text, be sure to make a copy of it before disposing of the edit record.

lc=JI
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Trap macros:
(Pascall
Routine name

(Assembly)
Trap macro

Trap word

TESetText
TEGetText

_ TESetText
_ TEGetText

$A9CF
$A9CB

5.3 Text Display
5.3.1 Wrapping and Justification

procedure TECalText
(editRec : TEHandle);

{Handle to edit record}

procedure TESetJust
(just
: INTEGER;
editRec : TEHandle);

{Justification (see [5.1.1, note 16])}
{Handle to edit record}
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1. TECalText wraps an edit record's text to its destination rectangle, calculat-

ing its lineStarts and nlines (5.1.1).
2. Call TECalText after changing any of an edit record's properties that affect
the location of the line breaks, such as its text, typeface, type size,
character style, crOnly setting, or the width of its destination rectangle.
3. Each new line begins at a word boundary, normally defined as a space,
tab, carriage return, or any other ASCII control character with a character code (1:8.1.1) of $20 or less. You can change this definition if you
wish by installing your own word-break routine (5.6.2) in the edit
record.
4. TESetJust sets an edit record's justification.
5. The just parameter should be one of the built-in constants TEJustleft,

TEJustCenter, or TEJustRight (5.1.1).
6. Neither TECalText nor TESetJust redisplays the record's text on the screen.
Call TEUpdate (5. 3.Z] to redisplay the text with the new line breaks or
justification.

c:JI

I

Assembly Language Information
~ai]lt-------Trap macros:
(Pascall
Routine name

(Assembly)
Trap macro

Trap word

TECalText
TESetJust

_ TECalText
_ TESetJust

$A9DO
$A9DF
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5.3.2 Displaying Text on the Screen

I I
Definitions
H~....-------------------------~
procedure TEUpdate
(updRect : Rect;
editRec : TEHandle);
procedure TextBox
(textPtr
length
textRect
just

:
:
:
:

Ptr;
LONGlNT;
Rect;
INTEGER);

{Update rectangle in window coordinates}
{Handle to edit record}
{Pointer to text}
{Length of text in characters}
{Display rectangle in local coordinates}
{Justification (see [5 .1.1, note 16])}

~~iiii~==::1---------N-o_t_e_s____________________________________________
draws an edit record's text in its graphics port. Use it in responding to an update event for the record's window, or after any
operation that changes the appearance of the text on the screen.

1. TEUpdate

z.

updRect is a rectangle in the local coordinates of the record's port (usually a window). The text to be drawn will be clipped to the intersection of
this rectangle with the record's view rectangle.

3. The record's text is automatically rewrapped to its destination rectangle before drawing; there's no need to call TECalText [5.3.1) first .
4. TEUpdate is called automatically after any editing (5.5) or scrolling [5.3.3)

operation.
5. TextBox displays text on the screen within a specified rectangle, without
returning an edit record for editing the text.
6. textRect is a rectangle in the local coordinates of the current graphics
port. If you want to use screen-relative coordinates, make the Window
Manager port [3.6.1) cur rent before calling TextBox.
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ILJI

Assembly Language Information
-11a~------,
Trap m acros:
Routine name

(Assembly)
Trap macro

Trap word

TEUpdate
Text Box

_ TEUpdate
_ TextBox

$A903
$A9CE

(Pascall

5.3.3 Scrolling

I

I

Definitions

H_--------procedu re TEScroll
(horiz : INTEGER;
: INTEGER;
vert
editRec : TEHandle);

{Horizontal scroll distance in pixels}
{Vertical scroll distance in pixels}
{Handle to edit record}

procedure TEPinScroll
(horiz : INTEGER;
vert
: INTEGER;
editRec : TEHandle);

{Horizontal scroll distance in pixels}
{Vertical scroll distance in pixels}
{Handle to edit record}

procedure TESelView
(editRec : TEHandle);

{Handle to edit record}

procedure TEAutoView
(autoView : BOOLEAN; {New setting of auto-view flag}
editRec : TEHandle) ; {Handle to edit record}

~~ii~·=t------N-ote_s--------------------~
1. TEScroll scrolls text within an edit record's view rectangle.

2. T he destination rectangle is offset by the number of pixels specified by
horiz and vert; the view rectangle is unchanged.
3. Positive values for vert scroll the text down, negative values scroll up;
positive values for horiz scroll to the right, negative values to the left.
4. The text is automatically updated on the screen to reflect th e new scroll

position.
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5. TEPinScroll works exactly the same as TEScroll, except that it "pins" w hen

the last line of text becomes visible in the view rectangle.
6. TESelView scrolls the edit record's current selection into view if it isn't

already visible.
7. TEAutoView sets the edit record's auto-view flag. Setting this flag to FALSE
disables TESelView, so that it has no effect.

8. The auto-view flag also controls automatic scrolling by the standard
click-loop routine (5.6.1).
9. TEPinScroll, TESelView, and TEAutoView are available only on the Macintosh

Plus.

I

ICJ
Assembly Language Information
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Trap macro:
(Pascall
Routine name

Trap macro

TEScroll
TEPlnScroll
TESelView
TEAutoVlew

_ TEScroll
_ TEPinScroll
_TESelView
_ TEAutoView

(Assembly)
Trap word

$A9DD

$A812
$A811
$A813

5.4 Text Selection

5.4.1 Selection with the Mouse

Definitions
procedure TEClick
(start Point : Point;
extend
: BOOLEAN;
edit Rec : TEHandle);
function

GetDblTime
: LONGINT;

{Point where mouse was pressed, in window coordinates}
{Extend existing selection?}
{Handle to edit record}
{Current double-click interval in ticks}
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1. Call TEClick after a mouse-down event in an edit record's view rectangle.

This allows the user to set an insertion point or select text by clicking
or dragging with the mouse.

z.

TEClick keeps control for as long as the user holds down the mouse
button. It u nhighlights the previous selection on the screen and then
tracks the movements of the mouse, highlighting the new selection
and adjusting the edit r ecord's selection range (selStart and selEnd)
accordingly.

3. If the new selection is an insertion point (selStart
on the screen as a blinking vertical bar.

=

selEnd), it is displayed

4. startPoint should give the location of the mouse-down event, in local
(window) coordinates. In the where field of the event record [Z.1.1), the
point is reported in global coordinates. Use GlobalTolocal (1:4.4.Z) to convert the point before passing it to TEClick.
5. TEClick automatically detects double clicks and selects text by word
rather than by character, in accordance with the Macintosh User Interface Guidelines.
6. A word is normally defined to be bounded at either end by a space, tab,
carriage r eturn, or any other ASCII control character with a character
code (1:8.1 .1) of $20 or less. You can change this definition by installing
your own word-break routine [5.6. Z] in the edit record.
7. The maximum time interval defining a double click is set by the user
with the Control Panel desk accessory. GetDblTime returns the current
setting in ticks (sixtieths of a second) . The standard setting is 32 ticks.
8. GetDblTime doesn't reside in ROM and cannot be called via the trap
mechanism. To find the current double-click interval in assembly language, look in the system global DoubleTlme.
9. Set the extend parameter to TRUE if the user held down the Shift key
while pressing the mouse button. This tells TEClick to extend the existing
selection instead of starting a new one.
10. If the edit record has a click-loop routine [5.6.1), TEClick will call it

repeatedly while tracking the mouse. The standard click-loop routine
on the Macintosh Plus provides "automatic scrolling" when the user
drags the mouse outside the view rectangle, as prescribed in the User
Interface Guidelines. On earlier models of Macintosh, automatic scrolling is not built into the Toolbox.
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CJI
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Assembly Language Information

Trap macro:
(Pascal)

(Assembly)

Routine name

Trap macro

TEClick

_ TEClick

Assembly-language global variable:
Address
Name

DoubleTime

$2FO

Trap word

$A9D4
Meaning

Current double-click
interval in ticks

5.4.2 Selection Control

procedure TESetSelect
(selStart : LONGINT;
selEnd : LONGINT;
editRec : TEHandle);

{Start of selection (character position)}
{End of selection (character position)}
{Handle to edit record}

1. TESetSelect sets an edit r ecord's selection range directly, rather than in

response to the mouse.
2. selStart and selEnd are interpreted as unsigned integers: negative values
from - 32768 to - 1 actually denote positive character positions from
32768 to 65535.
3. If the endpoints are specified out of order (selStart > selEnd), their values
are automatically reversed.
4 . If either endpoint is specified beyond the end of the edit record's text, it
is set to the actual end of text.
5. The previous selection is unhighlighted on the screen and the new one
is highlighted.
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6. If selStart = selEnd, the new selection is an insertion point and is repre-

sented on the screen by a blinking vertical bar.

c=JI

f
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Trap macro:
(Assembly)

(Pascal)
Routine name

Trap macro

TES etSelect

_ TESetSelect

Trap word

$A9D1

5.4.3 Selection Display

procedure TEActivate
(editRec : TEHandle);

{Handle to edit record}

procedure TEDeactivate
(editRec : TEHandle);

{Handle to edit record}

procedure TEldle
(editRec : TEHandle);

{Handle to edit record}

function

GetCaretTime
: LONGINT;

{Current blink interval In ticks}

~~~ii=t-----N-ote_s--------------------~
and TEDeactivate should be called a~ part of the response to an
activate or deactivate event for a text editing window.

1. TEActivate

2. TEActivate highlights the edit record's selection or displays a blinking bar
at the insertion point; TEDeactivate does the reverse.
3. TEldle reads the system clock [2. 7.1) and periodically blinks the edit
record's insertion point on and off.
4. When a text editing window is active, you should call TEldle at least once

per tick (sixtieth of a second) to keep the insertion point blinking at a
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constant rate. This is normally done by calling it once on every pass of
the program's main event loop. It may have to be called more often
during time-consuming operations .
5. The time interval between blinks is set by the user with the Control
Panel desk accessory. GetCaretTime returns the current setting in ticks.
The standard setting is 32 ticks.
6. GetCaretTime doesn't reside in ROM and can't be called via the trap mecha-

nism. To find the current blink interval in assembly language, look in
the system global CaretTime.
7. It's possible to "customize" the appearance of the selection and inser-

tion point by installing pointers to your own drawing routines in the
highHook and caretHook fields of the edit record [5.1.1). The drawing routines can only be written in assembly language ; see Inside Macintosh for
details.

lc=JI _
Assembly
Language
Information
--llLI...,__
_
_
_ __
Trap macros:
(Pascall
Routine name

(Assembly)
Trap macro

TEActivate
TEDeactivate
TE Idle

_ TEActivate
_ TEDeactivate
_TEldle

Assembly-language global variable:
Name
Address

CaretTime

$2F4

Trap word

$A9D8
$A9D9
$A9DA
Meaning
Current blink interval in
ticks
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5.5 Editing Operations

5.5.1 Keyboard Input

I I

Definitions

H~___;--------------------------procedu re TEKey
(ch
: CHAR;
editRec : TEHandle);

{Character typed}
{Handle to edit record}

1. TEKey accepts a character typed from the keyboard and inserts it into

the text of an edit record.
2. If there is a nonempty text selection, the character replaces it; if the

selection is empty (an insertion point), the character is inserted at that
point.
3. If the character is a backspace (character code $08) and the selection is
nonempty, the selected text is deleted from the document; if the selection is an insertion point, the character preceding it is deleted.
4. A deleted or replaced selection or a backspaced character is not copied

to the scrap and cannot be recovered.
5. If the character is a carriage return (character code $00), it forces a new
line beginning with the next character in the document.
6. After the insertion the text is automatically rewrapped to the destination rectangle and redisplayed within the view rectangle.
7. An insertion point is left following the inserted character.
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Assembly Language Information

~arlt------Trap macro:
(Pascal)

(Assembly)

Routine name

Trap macro

TE Key

_TEKey

Trap word

$A9DC

5.5.Z Cutting and Pasting

procedure TECut
(editRec : TEHandle);

{Handle to edit record }

procedure TECopy
(editRec : TEHandle);

{Handle to edit record}

procedure TEPaste
(editRec : TEHandle);

{Handle to edit record}

1.

These routines perform standard cut-and-paste editing on the text of an
edit record via the Toolbox's private text scrap.

2 . TECut deletes the current selection from the text and places it in the
scrap; TECopy copies the current selection to the scrap without deleting
it from the text.
3. In both cases, the previous contents of the scrap are lost and cannot be
recovered.
4. If the current selection is empty (an insertion point), the scrap is emp·
tied .
5. TECut leaves an insertion point at the point of the cut; TECopy leaves the

selection range unchanged.
6. TEPaste copies the current contents of the scrap into the edit record's
text.
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the current selection is nonempty, it's replaced by the pasted text; if
it's an insertion point, the scrap is pasted at that point.

7. If

8 . If the scrap is currently empty, the selection is simply deleted .
9 . An insertion point is left at the end of the pasted text.
10. The contents of the scrap are unaffected.
11. TECut and TEPaste automatically

rewrap the text to the destination rectangle and redisplay it within the view rectangle.

I
----iVLI----------IC]

Assembly Language Information

Trap macros:
!Pascall
Routine name

(Assembly)
Trap macro

Trap word

TECut
TECopy
TEPaste

_ TECut
_ TECopy
_ TEPaste

$A9D6
$A9D5
$A9DB

5.5.3 Scrapless Editing

Definitions
procedure TEDelete
(edltRec : TEHandle);

{Handle to edit record}

procedure TElnsert
: Ptr;
(textPtr
textl ength : LONGINT;
: TEHandle);
editRec

{Pointer to insertion text}
{Length of insertion text in characters}
{Handle to edit record}

1.

z.

These routines operate on the text of an edit record without affecting
the Toolbox's private text scrap.
TEDelete deletes t11e current selection; the deleted text is not copied to the
scrap and cannot be recovered.
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3. An insertion point is left at the point of the deletion.
4. If the selection is empty (an insertion point), nothing happens.
5. TElnsert inserts text at the beginning of the current selection, but without replacing the selection. If the selection is an insertion point, the text
is inserted at that point.
6 . The selection range is adjusted by the length of the insertion, so that
the same characters remain selected after the operation as before .
7. textPtr is a pointer to the text to be inserted; text Length is its length in

characters.
8. textLength is interpreted as an uns igned integer: negative values from
- 32768 to - 1 actually denote positive text lengths from 32768 to 65535.
9. Both TEDelete and TElnsert automatically rewrap the text to the destination
rectangle and redisplay it within the view rectangle.

CBI
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Assembly Language Information

~rLB....-------.
Trap macros:
(Pascal)

(Assembly)

Routine name

Trap macro

Trap word

TEDelete
TElnsert

_ TEDelete
_ TElnsert

$A9D7
$A9DE

5.5.4 Scrap Access

function
function

TEScrapHandle
: Handle;

{Handle to Toolbox scrap}

TEGetScrapLen
: LONGINT;

{Current length of Toolbox scrap in characters}

procedure TESetScrapLen
(newlength : LONGINT);

{New length of Toolbox scrap in characters}
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_____________________

~~ii
~·~----No-tes

returns a handle to the current Toolbox text scrap; TEGetScraplen returns its current length in characters; TESetScrapLen sets its

1. TEScrapHandle

length to a new value.
2 . These routines do not reside in ROM and cannot be called via the trap
mechanism. In assembly language, you can access th e Toolbox scrap
handle and length directly in the global variables TEScrpHandle and TEScrpLength.

IL:JI
Assembly Language Information
---llj:]t--------Assembly-language global variable:
Name
Address

$AB4
$ABO

TEScrpHandle
TEScrplength

Meaning

Handle to Toolbox scrap
Length of Toolbox scrap in
characters

5.5.5 Scrap Transfer

~

I

Definitions

H ...........:---------------------------tuncuon TEFromScrap
: OSErr;

{Result code}

function TEToScrap
: OSErr:

{Result code}

1.

These routines transfer text between the desk scrap (l:7.4] and the
Toolbox's internal scrap .
transfers a text item, if there is one, from the desk scrap to
the Toolbox scrap.

.2. TEFromScrap

3. If there is no desk scrap, or if it doesn't contain an item of type 'TEXT'
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(1:8.4.1), TEFromScrap returns an error code of NoScrapErr or NoTypeErr
[1:7.4.3) and leaves the Toolbox scrap unaffected.

4 . TEToScrap transfers the contents of the Toolbox scrap to the desk scrap
as an item of type 'TEXT'.
5 . If the Toolbox scrap is empty, an empty text item will be written to the
desk scrap.
6. Always clear the previous contents of the desk scrap by caJling ZeroScrap
(1:7.4.3) before transferring text to it with TEToScrap. TEToScrap does not
take care of this for you automatically.
7. TEFromScrap and TEToScrap do not reside in ROM and cannot be called via
the trap mechanism; in assembly language you have to carry out the
transfer for yourself. Use the Toolbox routines GetScrap and PutScrap
[1:7.4.3) to access the desk scrap and the system globals TEScrplength and
TEScrpHandle (5.5.4) to access the Toolbox scrap.

5.5.6 Search and Replace

function

Munger
(text Handle
startAt
targetText
targetLength
replaceText
replace Length
: LONGI NT;

: Handle;
: LONGINT;

: Ptr;
: LONGINT;

: Ptr;
: LONGINT)

{Handle to
{Character
{Pointer to
{Length of
{Pointer to
{Length of
{Character

destination text}
position at which to start search}
target text}
target text}
replacement text}
replacement text}
position at end of operation}

1. This routine searches character text for a given target string and op·

tionally replaces it with a given replacement string.

z.

textHandle is a handle to the destination te('(l, the text to be operated on;
startAt is the character position at which the search is to begin.

3 . startAt must not be greater than the actual length of the destination text
designated by textHandle.
4. targetText is a pointer to the target te('(t, the text to be searched for;
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targetLength is its length . The target text is the first targetLength characters
beginning at the location pointed to by targetText.
5. replaceText is a pointer to the replacement tex t, t he text that is to replace
the target text; replaceLength is its length . The r eplacement text is the first
replaceLength characters beginning at the location pointed to by replaceText.
6. The destination, target, and replacement text all consist of straight
ASCII text, not a Pascal-style string . None of the three carries a leading

length-count byte.
7. In the normal case, when targetText, targetLength, replaceText, and replaceLength
ar e all positive, the first occurrence of the target text found in the
destination text, starting from character position startAt, is r eplaced by
the replacement text. The function result is the character position
following the replacement.

s.

If a partial match for the target text is found , running from character
position startAt to the end of the destination text, it is replaced by the
replacement text.

9. If no occurrence of the target text is fo und, the function result is
n egative.
10. If no target text is specified (targetText = NIL) and targetLength > 0, the text
replaced is the first targetLength characters in the destination text , beginning at ch aracter position startAI. The function result is the character
position following the replacement.

= NIL) and targetLength < 0, the text
replaced is all characters from character position startAt to the end of
the destination text. The function result is the character position following the replacement.

11. If no target text is specified (targetText

= 0, the replacement text is simply inserted in the destination text at character position startAt. The function result is the character position following t he insertion.

1.2. If targetLength

13. If no replacement text is specified (replaceText

=

NIL), the target string is
found but not replaced. The function result is the character position
following the first occurrence of the target text within th e destination
text, starting from character position startAt.

14. If replaceText 4' NIL and replaceLength = 0, the first occurrence of the target

text, starting from character position startAt, is deleted from the destination text. The function result is the character position at which the
deletion took place.
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Assembly Language Information

---t~t---------'
Trap macro:
(Assembly)

(Pascal)
Routine name

Trap macro

Trap word

Munger

_Munger

$A9EO

5.6 Nuts and Bolts

5.6.1 Click-Loop Routine

procedure SetClikLoop
(clikloop : ProcPtr;
editRec : TEHandle);
function

YourCiikloop
: BOOLEAN ;

{Pointer to click-loop routine}
{Handle to edit record}
{Continue tracking?}

1. SetClikLoop installs a click-loop routine in an edit record. The click-loop

routine will be called repeatedly by TEClick (5.4.1] while tracking the
mouse.

z.

The most common use of the click-loop routine is to provide "automatic
scrolling" when the mouse is dragged outside the view rectangle during
text selection, as prescribed in the Macintosh User Interface Guidelines.
3. The function heading shown above is a model for your click-loop routine. You can give your routine any name you like; there is no Toolbox
routine named YourClikloop.

4. The Boolean result returned by the click-loop routine tells TEClick whether to continue tracking the mouse (TRUE) or stop tracking and return
immediately (FALSE). Normally your click-loop routine should unconditionally return TRUE.
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5. All calls issued by TEClick to the click-loop routine are register-based (see
"Register usage," b elow). SetClikLoop sets up a special "glue routine" to
intercept these calls and convert them to Pascal stack-based calling
conventions. Always use SetClikLoop to install your click-loop routine if
it's written in Pascal.
6. For click-loop routines written in assembly language, don't use SetClikloop: just store a pointer to the routine directly into the edit record's
clikloop field (5.1.1].
7. Because of a bug in TEClick, assembly-language click-loop routines must
preserve the contents of register 02.
8 . The Macintosh Plus Toolbox has a built-in click-loop routine that performs automatic scrolling in accordance with the User Interface Guidelines.
9. The built-in click-loop routine is controlled by the edit record's autoview flag (5.3.3]. When this flag is FALSE, no automatic scrolling is
performed.
10. The built-in click-loop routine is really designed only for simple scrolling in dialog boxes and the like, not for full-scale window scrolling. If
you do use it in a window with a standard scroll bar, it will not update
the setting of the scroll bar as it scrolls; you have to do this yourself,
using SetCtlValue [6 .2.4], on return from the call TEClick.
11. On earlier models of Macintosh, there is no built-in click-loop routine . If
you don't install one of your own, TEClick will just highlight the text
selection while tracking the mouse, without taking any other special
action.

I
- - l f ! : l 1 - - - - - - - -·
ICJ

Assembly Language Information

Register usage :
Routine

Register

Contents

YourClikloop

00.L (out )

function result
1: continue tracking
O: return immediately

02.L (out )

same as 02.L (in)
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5.6.2 Word-Break Routine

procedure SetWordBreak
(wordBreak : ProcPtr;
editRec
: TEHandle);
function

YourWordBreak
(theText : Ptr;
charPos : INTEGER)
: BOOLEAN;

{Pointer to word-break routine}
{Handle to edit record}

{Pointer to text}
{Character position within text}
{Is there a word break at that position?}

1. SetWordBreak installs a word-break routine in an edit record, defining

where the word breaks fall in the edit record's text.
2. The word-break routine is called by TECalText (5.3.1) to decide where to
start a new line when wrapping text, and by TEClick (5.4.1) to find the
word boundaries when selecting text by word after a double click.
3. The function heading shown above is a model for your word-break
routine. You can give your routine any name you like; there is no
Toolbox routine named YourWordBreak.
4. The standard word-break routine, u sed if you don't install one of your
own, breaks at a space, tab, carriage return, or any other ASCII control
character with a character code (1:8.1.1) of $20 or less.
5. All calls issued by TECalText or TEClick to the word-break routine are

register-based (see "Register usage," below). SetWordBreak sets up a special
"glue routine" to intercept these calls and convert them to Pascal stackbased calling conventions. Always use SetWordBreak to install your wordbreak routine if it's written in Pascal.
6. For word-break routines written in assembly language , don't use
SetWordBreak: just store a pointer to the routine directly into tlrn edit
record's wordBreak field (5.1.1).
7. Assembly-language word-break routines return their result via the
68000 processor's Z (zero) condition flag. Notice that the setting of the
flag is inverted: 0 for a word break at the designated character position,
1 for no break.
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8 . A pointer to the standard word-break routine is kept in the system
global TEWdBreak.

fC]

I

Assembly Language Information

~~----------Register usage:
Routine

Register

Contents

YourWordBreak

AO.L (in)

theText
charPos

DO.W (in)

Z flag (out)

function result
0: break
1: no break

Assembly-language global variable:
Name

TEWdBreak

Address
$AF6

Meaning

Pointer to built·in word·
break routine

CHAPTER

~ [!] --------------~
At the Controls

I n keeping with the Macintosh user interface philosophy, controls
give the user a way to choose options or make things happen by
direct manipulation with the mouse. The most familiar examples of
controls are the "pushbuttons" and "checkboxes" that you see in
dialog and alert boxes, and the scroll bars along the right and bottom
edges of a document window. In this chapter we'll see how such
controls work and how you can use them in your own programs.

Standard Control Types
Like windows (Chapter 3), controls are implemented by a two-tiered
software structure. The Toolbox, built into the Macintosh ROM, includes all of the general facilities needed to create and manipulate
them, while the specific behavior of each particular type of control is
de.fined by a control definition funct ion that's read from the disk as a
resource. When you create a control, you identify its type with a
coded integer called a control definition JD. The definition ID includes
the resource ID of the definition function (its resource type is 'CDEF'),
along with some further information that the Toolbox uses internally. The Toolbox finds the definition function on the disk and loads
it into memory; then it calls the definition function whenever it needs
to perform a ty pe-dependent operation such as displaying the control
on the screen or detecting mouse clicks inside it.
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Certain st andard control types are predefined for you . Their
definition functions are built into the standard System resource file
that's included on all Macintosh software disks, and their definition
IDs are defined as Toolbox constants (6.2.1]. You can use the standard
control types by just supplying one of these standard IDs when you
create a control. If the standard types don't meet your needs, you can
"roll your own" control types by writing your own definition functions for them; Volume Three tells how to do this . Here we'll just
concentrate on the standard control types.
Controls fall into two general categories, buttons and dials. Buttons have just two states-on and off-and can be "pressed" by clicking with the mouse. Figure 6-1 shows the three standard types of
button:
• Pushbultons make something happen immediately. The action may oc-

cur continuously for as long as the button is "held down'' with the
mouse, or just instantaneously when the button is released .
• Checkbo;<.es retain an on-or-off setting that affects the way something

will happen at a later time. Clicking with the mouse alterna tely turns
the checkbox on and off, independently of any other control.
• Radio bullons are like interdependent checkboxes that are grouped to-

gether to offer a multiple choice. They work like the selector buttons on
your car radio: pressing any button in the group makes aJI the others
"pop out," so that only one button at a time can be in the "on" position.

From the point of view of the Toolbox, all three types of button
are equivalent; they differ only in the way they appear on the screen,
as determined by their definition functions. The differences in appearance are meant to suggest the different forms of behavior described above, but it's entirely up to you to make them behave as
described. Later in this chapter we'll see how.
Dials (Figure 6-2) offer a w hole range of settings instead of just a
simple on-or-off. They typically have a moving indicator of some kind
( Pushbu~

18.1 First CheckboH

D Second CheckboH

O First Radio Button
0 Second Radio Button
®Third Radio Button

Figure 6-1 Standa rd buttons
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A dial has a moving indicator
and can take on a range of settings.
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Figure 6-2 Dials

that displays the current setting and can be manipulated with the
mouse. The only predefined type of dial is the standard scroll bar,
whose indicator (the scroll box) shows the relative position of a window's visible contents w ith respect to the entire document it's displaying. We'll be discussing scroll bars at length later on.

Part Codes
One important point to notice about scroll bars is that they're made
up of several parts that produce different effects when manipulated
with the mouse (see Figure 6-3):
• The up arrow scrolls the window's contents upward a line at a time.
• The down arrow scrolls downward a line at a time.
• The page-up region scrolls upward one windowful ("page") al a time.
• The page-down region scrolls downward one "page" at a time.
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• The scroll box. can be dragged directly to any desired position within
the document. This operation is sometimes called "thumbing" Oike
opening a book to the page you want by flipping the pages with your
thumb), and the scroll box is sometimes referred to as the scroll bar's
"thumb ."

These same terms are used to refer to all scroll bars, horizontal as well
as vertical. In a horizontal scroll bar, "up" really means to the left and
"down" means to the right, as shown in the figure.

"Page

up" region-----------lillil
Scroll b o x - - - - - - - - -

"P~e

dmw" M&on

lllill

Figure 6-3 Parts of a scroll bar

In general, a control can have any number of parts it needs to do
its job. The various parts are identified by integer part codes analogous to the ones that FindWindow [3.5.1] uses for the parts of a window .
Unlike windows , however, in controls the number and nature of the
parts can vary from one type of control to another . So each type of
control must have its own set of part codes, assigned by the definition function for that particular control type.
Part codes are always 1-byte integers between 0 and 255. Certain
specific values-0, 128, and 255-have special meanings, which we'll be
learning about later. All the rest are available for the definition
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function to use as ordinary part codes; the only other restriction is
that the moving indicator of a dial (such as the scroll box or "thumb"
of the scroll bar) must have a part code of 129 or greater, while all
other parts must have codes between 1 and 127.
The part codes for the standard control types are predefined as
Toolbox constants [6.4.1]. Simple buttons have just one part each,
denoted by the part code lnButton for pushbuttons, lnCheckbox for both
checkboxes and radio buttons. For scroll bars, the part codes are
named lnUpButton, lnDownButton, lnPageUp, lnPageDown, and lnThumb.

Creating and Destroying Controls
The internal representation of a control is a relocatable control record, referred to by means of a control handle [6.1.1). Like windows,
controls can be created either by supplying the needed descriptive
information directly or by reading it from a control template in a
resource file. As usual, the recommended method is to use a
predefined template, of resource type 'CNTL ' [6.5.1). You just pass the
template's resource ID to the Toolbox routine GetNewControl [6.2.1); all
the information needed to create the control comes from the template (with one exception, which we'll get to in a minute). Alternatively, you can supply the same information explicitly as parameters
to NewControl [6 .2.1). In either case, the Toolbox will allocate heap
space for a new control record, fill it with the specified information,
and return a control handle that you can use from then on to refer to
the control.
Every control belongs to exactly one window , called its owner or
owning window. The control will appear on the screen as part of the
owning window's content region, and will operate specifically on that
window or its contents. The owning window is the one piece of
descriptive information that can't be included in a control template,
since the window doesn't yet exist at the time the template is created .
So that's the only piece of information you still have to supply explicitly as a parameter when you create a control with GetNewControl.
We've already seen an example of this in Program 5-2 (DoNew), where
we created the scroll bar for a new window (named TheWindow) with
the statement
scrollBar : = GetNewControl (scrolllD, TheWindow)

All of a given window's controls are kept in a control list, and
new controls are added to the front of this list as they're created. The
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controllist field of the window record [3.1.1) holds a handle to the first

control in the list; each control then points to the next via a handle in
the control record's nextControl field. A NIL handle marks the end of the
list.
All coordinates pertaining to a control are expressed in the local
coordinate system of its owning window. In particular, the control's
size and location within its window are defined by an enclosing rectangle in window-relative coordinates. When the user moves the
window to a new location on the screen, the control will be redrawn
at this same relative position within the window. You specify the
enclosing rectangle when you create a control, and can later change
it if necessary with MoveControl and SizeControl (6.3.2).

The coordinates of a control's enclosing rectangle are always defined
relative to the window's top-left corner, on the assumption that that
point lies at local coordinates (0, 0). If you change the window's coordinate system with SetOrigin 0:4.3.4), the control's enclosing rectangle will
not be adjusted to compensate, and the control won't be drawn properly on the screen. You'll be absolutely safe if you just never change
the window's origin at all; but if you must change the origin, be sure to
set it back to (0, 0)-at least temporarily-before drawing any of the
window's controls or performing any other control-related operation.

Besides the owning window and enclosing rectangle, the information needed to create a new control includes the control's title and
type. As already noted, the control type is specified by an integer
called the control definition ID, which includes the resource ID of the
control definition function, along with some further identifying information . The definition IDs for the standard control types are defined
as Toolbox constants: PushbutProc, CheckboxProc, RadioButProc, and ScrollBarProc (6.2.1). If all you need are the standard types, you can just use
these constants without worrying about the exact structure of the
coded information they contain.
How a control's title is displayed depends on the type of control.
For pushbuttons, the title is centered within the button itself; for
checkboxes and radio buttons, it's displayed next to the box or button
(see Figure 6-1). Some controls, such as scroll bars, don't display any
title at all; in this case you can just pass an empty string for the title.
If the title will actually be displayed, make sure the control's enclosing rectangle is big enough to include it all; otherwise it will be
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record holds a 1-byte integer part code that identifies which part of
the control is highlighted (or 0 if none). To make sure all changes in a
control's highlighting state are reflected visibly on the screen, always
use the Toolbox routine HiliteControl (6.3.3) instead of storing directly
into the contrlHilite field.

The usual purpose of highlighting is to provide visual feedback when
the user manipulates a control with the mouse. As we'll see later, the
Toolbox automatically handles the highlighting for you in this case, so
you don't usually have to set a control's highlighting for yourself.
Normally the only time you need to call HlllteControl is to make a control
active or inactive, as described below.

The actual appearance of a highlighted control is determined by
its definition function . Inverting colors (white to black and vice versa)
is one common convention, but the definition function can use any
method that makes sense for a particular type of control. Figure 6-4
shows the forms of highlighting used for the standard control types.
Pushbuttons use color inversion, while checkboxes and radio buttons
are drawn with a heavier outline. For scroll bars, only the up and
down arrows exhibit visible highlighting on the screen: the arrow
becomes solid black instead of just an outline. Highlighting other
parts of the scroll bar produces no visible effect.

Pushbuttons invert from
white to black.

•ammmlrn1i

lillil

In scroll bars, only
the up and down arrows
can be visibly highlighted.

Figure 6 -4 Highlighting of standard controls

One special use of highlighting that's particularly important is to
make a control inactive. An inactive control remains visible on the
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screen, but doesn't respond to the mouse. The control is normally
displayed in some special way to show that it's inactive: for instance,
standard buttons become "dimmed," and scroll bars hide their scroll
box and turn its "shaft" white instead of gray (see Figure 6-5). You
make a control inactive by setting its highlighting state to a special
part code of 255. The control will then behave as though it were
completely invisible; when the mouse is pressed in that control, the
Toolbox will report that it was in no control at all.

~

Standard buttons
dim their titles. ~

_Scroll bars display
an empty shaft.

~H~<khOH

0

fl<1dio Du11on

Figure 6 ·5 Inactive controls

Macintosh user interface conventions call for a window's scroll
bar to appear inactive whenever the window itself is inactive. Accordingly, our DoActivate routine (Program 5·14) calls HiliteControl to activate or deactivate the scroll bar as part of the process of activating or
deactivating the window itself. A control should always become inactive when it doesn't apply in a particular situation: for instance, the
Find Next pushbutton in MacWrite's Find ... dialog becomes inactive
when there's nothing specified to find . A window's scroll bar should
become inactive when the window's contents are small enough to be
displayed all at once without scrolling; we'll see how this is done
when we look at our example program's scrolling routines later in
this chapter.

Setting and Range of a Control
Except for pushbuttons, which produce an immediate effect, the
essence of a control is that it r etains a setting that the user can set
with the mouse. The setting is an integer held in the contrlValue field of
the control record; the range of values it can assume is defined by the
contrlM in and contrlMax fields . Simple checkboxes and radio buttons just
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range from a minimum of 0 (oft) to a maximum of 1 (on). Scroll bars
and other dials can cover a wider range of settings, and the range
can vary with changing conditions. (The range of a scroll bar, for
instance, depends on the length of the document displayed in its
window.)
You can access or change a control's setting and range with the
Toolbox routines GetCtlValue and SetCtlValue, GetCtlMin and SetCtlMln, and
GetCtlMax and SetCtlMax (6.2.4). If you always use these routines, instead
of storing directly into the corresponding fields of the control record,
the Toolbox will automatically enforce the specified range and won't
let the control's setting stray outside it. For instance, if you try to give
the control a setting greater than the maximum, the actual setting
will be forced equal to the maximum to keep it in range. Similarly, if
you reduce the maximum to a value less than the current setting, the
setting will be adjusted downward to equal the new maximum. Analogous precautions are taken at the other end of the range, to prevent
the setting from going below the specified minimum.
Any time you change a control's setting or range, it's automatically redrawn on the screen to reflect the change (provided, of
course, that it's visible and exposed). This means you needn't bother
with details like how to reposition a dial's indicator to represent its
new setting. You just specify the setting with SetCtlValue, and the
Toolbox (with help from the control definition function) takes care of
the redrawing for you .

Responding to the Mouse

We've already seen in Chapter 3 how our MiniEdit program's
DoMouseDown routine (Program 3-7) responds to mouse-down events by
calling FindWindow (3.5.1) to find out where on the screen the mouse
button was pressed. Since a window's controls are part of its content
region, FindWindow will return the part code lnContent for a mouse press
in a control. DoMouseDown will then call the DoContent routine shown
here (Program 6-1) to handle the event.
If the mouse was pressed in an inactive window, all that's
needed is to activate the window with SelectWindow (3 .5.2). If the window is already active, DoContent has to find out what part of its content
region the click was in. It does this by passing the point where the
mouse was pressed, along with a pointer to the window itself, to the
Toolbox routine FindControl (6.4.1).
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( &labal variables

m:

TheEvent
: EventRecord;
TheScrollBar : ControlHandle;
TheText
: TEHandle;

QC9~!~Yt!

<Current event C2.1.lll
<Hindle to active window's scrall bar [6.1.ll>
<Handle to active window's edit record C5.1.lll

DoContent <whichMindow : MindowPtr>;

C Handle 1ouse-do1n event in content region of active window.
~m:

thePoint : Point;
theControl : ControlHandle;
thePart : INTEGER;

~!9in

<Location of 1GUse click in window coordinates [1:4.1.lll
<Handle to control £6.1.lll
<Part of control where 1ouse was pressed C6.4.lll

<DoContent>

if MhichMindow <> FrontMindow !b!Il
SelectMindow <whichMindow>

<Is it an inactive window? C3.3.3ll
{If so, just activate it [3.S.2ll

!!!!!

~Hi!!

thePoint := ThtEvent.where;
6loba1Talocal (thePoint>;

C6et point in screen coordinates C2.1.1ll
<Convert to window coordinates CI:4.4.2l}

thePart := FindControl (thePoint, whichMindoM, theControl>;
CNas 1ouse pressed in a control? C6.4.lll

i! theControl = TheScrollBar !b!n
DaScroll tthePart, thePoint>
<!!!! if thetontrol = <soae other control>
respond to that control}

!!!! if theControl =~!b !b!!

Cltis it in the scroll bar?}
C&o scroll the window CProg. 6-6]}

!b!!!
<Not in a control?>

i! PtlnRect lthePoint, TheTextAA.vi111Rectl !b!n <Mas it in the text rectangle? CI:4.4.lll
DaSelect lthePoint>
<!!!! do nothing}

C&o handle text selection [Prag. 5-41}

!nd; CDoContentl
Program 8· 1 Mouse-down event in content region

First, however, the point has to be converted into the window's
local coordinate system. Until now we didn't know which window
the mouse point was in (if any), so we've been dealing with the point
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in screen-relative (global) coordinates, just the way we found it in the
where field of the event record (2.1.1]. ·Now that we've identified the
window, all further operations on the point will be in window coordinates . So before pass'i ng the point to FindControl, we have to convert it
from screen to window coordinates with GlobalTolocal [1:4.4.2]. (Notice
that we're assuming implicitly that the window in question is already
the current port. Since we know at this point that it's the active
window, our DoActivate routine, Program 5-14, will have made it the
current port at the time it was activated.)
FindControl tests whether the given point lies in one of the window's visible controls. If so and the control is active, FindControl returns a handle to the control via the variable parameter theControl; its
function result is a part code identifying the part of the control that
the point is in. If the control is inactive, or if the mouse point isn't in
any visible control, FindControl will return NIL for the control handle
and 0 for the part code. In that case our DoContent routine will next test
whether the point lies in the window's text rectangle
(TheTextM.viewRect). If it does, then the user is making a text selection,
so we call the MiniEdit routine OoSelect (Program 5-4) to handle the
response.
When the mouse is pressed in a visible, active control, what
happens next depends on the type of control. The only controls
MiniEdit uses are scroll bars, which we'll be getting to in the next
section; but first, let's talk about how to handle pushbuttons,
checkboxes, and radio buttons.

Pushbuttons
Since a pushbutton is supposed to produce an immediate action, you
might think the appropriate response would be just to perform the
action as soon as you find out the mouse was pressed inside the
pushbutton:

=

If theControl
aPushbutton then
{Perform the action}

Actually, though, the action shouldn't be quite that immediate. One
mark of a friendly user interface is that users can change their minds
and "back out" of an action without any penalty. In the case of a
pushbutton, this means you have to track the mouse for as long as
the button remains down, and take the indicated action only when
it's released inside the control; if it's released outside the control, you
do nothing.
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The Toolbox routine for tracking mouse actions in a control is
TrackControl (6.4.2). Program 6-2 (DoPushbutton) is a hypothetical, skeleton
routine illustrating how you might use it to respond to a mouse click
in a pushbutton:
if theControl = aPushbutton then
DoPushbutton (aPushbutton, thePoint)
TrackControl accepts a handle to the control, along w ith the point where

the mouse was pressed in window coordinates. It finds which part of
the control contains the given point, then focuses its attention only
on that part. On the case of a simple button, of course, the entire
control consists of just one "part.") Like other tracking routines,
Trac.kControl keeps control for as long as the mouse button is held
down, following t he mouse's movements and providing visual feedback: in this case, highlighting and unhighlighting the selected part of
the control as the mouse moves into and out of it. When the mouse is
released, TrackControl returns either the part code of the selected part
or 0, depending on whether the mouse was inside or outside the
original part when the user released the button. You can then use
this result to decide whether to perform the indicated action or do
nothing, as shown in Program 6-2.
~[Q£~~Y[~

DoPushbutton ltheControl : ControlHindle; startPoint : Pointl;

{ Skeleton procedure to handle 1ouse-down event in a pushbutton. }

~~r

thePirt : INTEGER;
~~gin

CPart of control where touse was rtleased}

CDoPushbutton}

thePart := TrackControl (theControl, stirtPoint,

~!bl;

CTrack 1ouse with no action procedure [b.4.21)

if thePart

= InButton

th~n

<Mas it released in tht pushbutton? C6.4.1l}

(Take appropriite action to respond to 1ouse click in pushbutton}
<~!~~
~n~;

do nothing }

<DoPushbutton}
Program 6 -2 Mouse-down event in a pushbutton
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TrackControl also accepts a third parameter, a pointer to an action procedure that it will execute repeatedly while tracking the mouse . You can
use this to perform some continuous action while a pushbutton is
"held down," or to provide additional visual feedback beyond the usual
highlighting and unhighlighting of the selected control part. In Program 6-2, we just pass NIL for the action procedure parameter; when
we get to scroll bars later in the chapter, we'll actually be using an
action procedure to do continuous scrolling.

Checkboxes and

R~dio

Buttons

Program 6-3 (DoCheckbox) shows the response to a mouse click in a
checkbox. Again we call TrackControl to track the mouse, and take
action only if it's released inside the same control it was originally
pressed in. In the case of a checkbox, the action is to reverse the
control's setting, from 0 to 1 or vice versa. We do this by getting the
~r~~!~Yr!

DoCheckbox (theControl : ControlHandle; 1tartPoint : Point!;

< Handle 1ouse-down event in a checkbox. }
~M

<Part of control whert 1ouse was released}
<Previous setting of checkbox}

thePart
INTESER;
oldYalue : INTESER;
~!9!n

<DoCheckbox>

thePart := TrackControl ltheControl, startPoint,

~!Ll;

{Track 1ouse with no action procedure C6.4.2JJ

if thePart

= lnCheckbox !h!n

CNas it released in the checkbox? C6.4.1J}

~!9!!!

oldYalue := SetCtlYalue ltheControll;
SetCtlYalue ltheControl, 1 - oldYaluel
<!l~!
!n~;

CSet old setting C6.2.4JJ
<Toggle the setting [6.2.41}

do nothing}

CDoCheckboxJ
Program 6·3 Mouse-down event in a checkbox
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current setting with GetCtlValue (6.4.2), subtracting it from 1 to reverse
it, then calling SetCtlValue to set the control to the result.
Radio buttons are a little more complicated than checkboxes,
because user actions in one button can affect the settings of others as
well . In Program 6-4 (DoRadioButton), we define a group of related radio
{ Global declarations }
£Qn~!

NButtons = {whatever>;

<Nu1ber of radio buttons in group}

H[
TheButtons:
~[Q£~QY[~

~[[~Y

Cl .• NButtonsl

Qi ControlHandle;

<Group of related radio buttons}

DoRadioButton (theControl : ControlHandle; startPoint

Point!;

{ Handle 1ouse-down event in a radio button.
Y~[

thePart
: INTEGER;
whichButton : l •. NButtons;
thisButton : ControlHandle;
~~g!n

<Part of control where 1ouse was released}
Clndex into array of radio buttons}
<Handle to a radio button C6.l.IJ}

<DoRadioButton}

thePart := TrackControl (theControl, startPoint,

~!bl;

<Track 1ouse with no action procedure [6.4.21}

!! thePart = InCheckbox
fQ[ whichButton := I

ih~n

CWas it releastd in the sa1e button? (6. 4.IJ}

!Q NButtons QQ

<It erate through array of radio buttons}

~~g!n

thisButton

:=

TheButtonsCwhichButtonJ;

!! thisButton = theControl

ih~n

SetCtlValue !thisButton, l l

{Set button fro1 array}
<Is this the button that was clicked?}
CTurn button on (6. 2.4)}

~1~~

SetCtl Value (thisButton, Ol

< ~1~~
~nQ;

<Turn butt on off [6.2.41}

do nothing}

CDoRadioButton}
Program 6-4 Mouse-down event in a radio button
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buttons as an array of control handles named TheButtons. When the
mouse is pressed and released in one of them, we have to run
through the entire array, turning that button on and all the others
off. (Of course, if we had more than one group of radio buttons to
keep track of, we'd have to be sure to operate on the right array for a
given button. We'd probably want to keep a pointer or handle to the
relevant array as the button's reference constant.)

Notice that both checkboxes and radio buttons have the same part
code, named lnCheckbox [6.4.1].

Scrolling
At long last, we come to the subject of scrolling and scroll bars. As
we've already noted, a scroll bar is a form of dial-that is, a control
that can assume a whole range of settings, depending on the position
of a moving indicator. In this case, the indicator is the scroll box or
"thumb" that slides within the gray "shaft" of the scroll bar. The basic
idea is to use the control's setting to denote the relative vertical or
horizontal positioning of the associated window's contents.

For the sake of simplicity, our example program MiniEdit does vertical
scrolling only; since it always wraps text to the actual width of the
window, there's no need to scroll horizontally. After you've learned
how vertical scrolling works, you might want to check your understanding by working out for yourself how to add horizontal scroll bars
to the program.

In the case of MiniEdit, what's displayed in a window is a text
document that we're operating on by means of an edit record. The
natural way to indicate the document's vertical position is with a line
number representing the first line of text that's visible in the window.
The nUnes field of the edit record (5.1.1] gives us the total number of
lines in the document; the lines are numbered from 0 to nlines-1. So
we can use these limits to define the minimum and maximum settings
the scroll bar can take on.
When our DoNew procedure (Program 5-2) creates a brand-new,
empty window, it calls GetNewControl (6.2.1] to create the window's
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scroll bar from a control template in the application resource file.
The scroll bar's initial setting and range come from the template.
Since a new window's text is initially empty, the template just specifies values of 0 for the minimum, maximum, and current setting.
From then on, whenever anything happens that might change the
number of lines in the window's text, we have to readjust the range
of the scroll bar to match the new text length.
{ Globil variables
"'.!'.~[

TheScrollBar : ControlHandle;
TheText
: TEHandle;

<Handle to active window'1 scroll bar C6.l.1J}
<Hindle to attive window's edit record C5.1.ll}

QCQ£gQycg AdjustScrollBar;
( Adjust scroll bar to length of docu1ent.

£Qn?!

active :: O;
inactive = 255;

<Highlighting code for active scroll bar C6.3.3J }
{Highl ighting code for inactive scroll bar C6.3.3J}

Y~[

windowHeight
1axTop
~gg!n

INTEGER;
INTEGER;

<Height of text rectangle in lines}
{"axi1u1 value for top line in window}

<AdjustScrollBar}

~itn

TheTextAA' viewRect QQ

~~g!!)

windowHeight := (botto1 - top) QiY lineHeight; {Get window height CS.I. Ill
1axTop
:= nlines - windowHeight
(Avoid white space at botto1 CS.l.ll }
C~Hn>

g!)Q;

if 1axTop <= o tn~n

{ls text s1aller than window?}

~ggi!)

1axTop := O;
HiliteControl (TheScrollBar, inactive)
gn~

CShoN 111 of textl
(Disable scroll bar [6.3.31}

<ingn>

~!?~

Hi 1i teControl !TheScrollBar, icti vel;
SetCtl"ax !TheScrollBar, 1axTop)
gn~;

<Enable scroll bar [6.3.3)}
(Adjust range of scroll bar C6.2.4J}

CAdjustScrol!Bar}
Program 6-5 Adjust scroll bar to length of document
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We accomplish this task with a utility routine named AdjustScrollBar, shown in Program 6-5. When we discuss files in Chapter 8,
we'll see that this routine gets called when we read a file into a
window from the disk, to calibrate the scroll bar to the length of the
file's text . We also call it whenever the user types text into a window
from the keyboard (OoTyping, Program 5-6) or issues a Cut, Paste, or Clear
command (DoCut, Program 5-8; DoPaste 5-10; OoClear, 5-11), since all of
these operations can change the length of the window's text. Finally,
we have to call it when we adjust a window's text rectangle after
resizing the window (FixText, Program 6-11), since the number of lines
changes when the text is rewrapped to the new rectangle.
Actually, if we allow the scroll bar's setting to run from 0 up
to nlines- 1, we can end up with just the last line of text showing at
the top of an otherwise empty window. What we really want is for
the text to stop scrolling when the last line reaches the bottom of
the window; this will allow the user to see the last complete
windowful of text by dragging the scroll box all the way to the
bottom. So our AdjustScrollBar routine has to set the scroll bar's
maximum setting (that is, the highest line number that can be
scrolled to the top of the window) to the total number of text lines
(nlines) minus the number of lines that will fit in the window. First
we find the height of the window's text rectangle in lines, by
subtracting the rectangle's top and bottom coordinates and dividing by the line height in pixels:
windowHeight :

= (bottom -

top) div lineHeight

Then we subtract the result from the total number of lines to arrive
at the maximum setting for the scroll bar:
maxTop :

= nlines -

windowHeight

If the total amount of text is one windowful or less, this calculation will produce a zero or negative value for maxTop. In that case we

force maxTop to 0 (to scroll the first line of text to the top of the
window) and deactivate the scroll bar by setting its highlighting state
to 255 (since there's room to display all the text at once without
scrolling). Conversely, if maxTop is positive, then the text can't all fit in
the window at once; so we make sure the scroll bar is active by
setting its highlighting state to 0. Finally, in either case, we set the
scroll bar's maximum range to the value of maxTop we've just calculated.
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Dragging the Scroll Box
Mouse presses in a scroll bar, like those for simple buttons that we
discussed earlier, are handled by the Toolbox routine TrackControl [6.4.2].
In the case of scroll bars and other dials, however, TrackControl works a
bit differently. We said before that TrackControl focuses its attention only
on the particular part of a control that the mouse was originally pressed
in. If that part turns out to be the moving indicator of a dial (identified
by a part code greater than 128), TrackControl treats it in a special way.
Instead of just highlighting and unhighlighting the part in response to
the mouse's movements, as described earlier, it drags an outline of the
indicator around to follow the mouse on the screen. Then, when the
mouse button is finally released, it redraws the control with the indicator in its new position and adjusts the control s setting accordingly. This
all happens automatically, without your having to supply an action
procedure or intervene in any other way.
In the specific case of a scroll bar, this means that when the
mouse is pressed in the scroll box, TrackControl will slide an outline of
the scroll box up and down the shaft to follow the mouse's movements. When the mouse is released, the routine will redraw the
actual scroll box, compare its new position with the overall height of
the scroll bar in pixels, and adjust the scroll bar's setting proportionally between the current minimum and maximum. You needn't
worry about doing this interpolation for yourself: TrackControl handles
it automatically (with some help from the control definition function
for scroll bars). Notice, though, that TrackControl doesn't actually scroll
the contents of the window for you. It just translates the user's
mouse actions into a new scroll bar setting; it's up to you to reposition the window's contents to match that new setting.
Program 6-6 (DoScroll) shows how MiniEdit makes use of this mechanism. This routine gets called from our earlier DoContent routine (Program 6-1) when FindControl reports that the mouse was pressed in a
window's scroll bar. DoScroll in turn calls TrackControl to track the
mouse, but in one of two different ways depending on whether the
original press was in :the indicator (the scroll box) or in some other
part of the control. We'll see in the next section what happens when
it's in another part; if it was in the scroll box (part code lnThumb
[6.4.1]), we just call TrackControl with no action procedure, to adjust the
scroll bar's setting as described above. Then we call our own procedure AdjustText (Program 6-7) to reposition the text according to the
new setting.
In the last chapter we saw how to position text within a window
with the Toolbox routine TEScroll [5.3.3], which adjusts the relation1
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{ Global variable

m

TheScrollBar : ControlHandle;

2[Q£~~!![~

<Handle to active window's scroll bar C6.1.1l>

DoScrol l (thePart : INTEGER; thePoint : Point I;

< Handle aouse-down event in scroll bar.
~~gin

<DoScroll>

!! thePart

<Dragging the indicator? C6.4.1J}

= lnThuab 1h~n

~~9!!!

thePart := TradControl !TheScrol!Bar, thePoint, ~!k l ;
{Track aouse with no action procedure C6.4.2l}
AdjustText
{Adjust text to new setting CProg. 6-7]}
~n~ <1n~n >

thePart
~!!~i

:=

TrackControl !TheScrol!Bar, thePoint, iScrollTextl
(Track aouse with continuous scroll (6 .4.2, Prag. 6-8]}

{DoScrolll
Program 6·6 Mouse-down event in scroU bar

ship between the destination and view rectangles of an edit record.
To do this, however, we first have to figure out how many pixels to
scroll the text up or down from its current position. First we find the
window's current scroll position by comparing the top coordinates of
the destination and view rectangles:
oldScroll :

= viewRect.top -

destRect.top

Then we calculate the position we want to end up in by multiplying
the current scroll bar setting by the line height in pixels:
newScroll :

= GetCllValue (TheScrollBar) * lineHeight

The difference between these two number s
oldScroll - newScroll

gives the relative scroll distance we need to pass to TEScroll.
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It might seem that by using the new Macintosh Plus routine TEPinScroll
(5.3.3) to do our scrolling, instead of the older routine TEScroll, we could

avoid the annoying little adjustment to the scroll bar's range that we
had to do in Program 6·5 to keep the end of the text from scrolling out
of view. That is, we could just set the scroll bar's maximum to the total
number of text Jines, and let TEPinScroll "pin" the text when the last line
reaches the bottom of the window.
Surprisingly, though, this turns out to sound better on paper than
it looks on the screen. The trouble is that the text stops scrolling
before the scroll bar's indicator reaches the bottom of the shaft (since
the scroll bar hasn't yet reached its maximum setting). Continuing to
tickle the scroll bar's down arrow with the mouse causes the indicator
to go on sliding down the shaft, even though the text itself is no longer
going anywhere. If we want the scroll bar to hit bottom at the same
time as the text, we still have to adjust its range for the height of the
window, as in Program 6-5.
Remember, too, that TEPinScroll is available only on the Macintosh
Plus. For our program to work on older models as well, we'd have to
check the ROM version number with Environs [1:3.1.3) and still do our
scrolling the old way if the original ROM is installed. So we may as well
forget about TEPinScroll and just do it the same way on all models.

Continuous Scrolling
When the mouse is pressed in any part of a scroll bar other than the
scroll box , the window is supposed to scroll continuously for as long
as the button is held down. The direction and speed of the scrolling
de pend on which part of the scroll bar is involved: the up and down
arrows scroll one line at a time, the page-up and page-down regions a
whole windowful at a time. To make the window scroll continuously,
our DoScroll routine (Program 6-6) uses an action procedure in its call
to TrackControl:
TrackControl (TheScrollBar, thePoint, @ScrollText)

The action procedure ScrollText is shown in Program 6-8. TrackCon·
trol will call this procedure repeatedly until the mouse button is
released. Remember that TrackControl focuses only on the part of the
control where the mouse was originally pressed. Each time it calls
the action procedure, it checks whether the mouse is still inside that
original part. If so, it passes the corresponding part code to the action
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{ 6lobal variables
Y~[

TheScrollBar : ControlHandle;
TheText
: TEHandle;

<Handle to active window's scroll bar C6.l.IJ}
{Handle to active window's edit record CS.1.1]}

{ Adjust text within window to 1atch scroll bar setting. }
Y~[

oldScroll INTEGER;
newScroll : INTEGER;
Q~g!~

{Old text offset in pixels}
{New text offset in pixels}

{AdjustTextl

Hlock (Handle(TheTextll;
~!~b TheTextA
A QQ

Clock edit record CI:3.2.4J}

Q~g!!!

oldScrol l := vi ewRect. top - destRect. top;
<Set current offset CS. I. I]}
newScroll := SetCtlValue ITheScrollBar l t lineHeight; {Scroll bar gives new offset C6.2.4J}
TEScroll 10, (oldScroll - newScrolll, ThPText!

{Scroll by difference C5.3.3J}

~nQ; <~Hn>

HUnlock (Handle(TheTextll
~nQ;

{Unlock edit record CJ:3. 2.4J}

CAdjustText}
Program 6·7 Adjust text to scroll bar setting

procedure (along with a handle to the control itself); otherwise it
passes a part code of 0. Our ScrollText routine uses this part code to
decide how many lines to scroll and in which direction; then it gets
the scroll bar's current setting, adjusts it by the desired amount, and
calls AdjustText to reposition the wiµdow's text accordingly. Notice that
for the page-up and page-down regions, we actually scroll by one less
than the number of lines in the window, so that one line will remain
visible both before and after the operation: either the top line will
scroll to the bottom or the bottom line will scroll to the top . Notice
also that if ScrollText receives a part code of 0 (meaning that the mouse
has moved outside the original part), it will do nothing at all.
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( Global variable
Y~r

TheText
~[Q£~~Yr~

(Handle to active window's edit record C5.l.ll}

TEHandle;
ScrollText !theControl: ControlHandle; thePart

INTESERl;

( Scroll text within window.
var
delta
INTEGER;
ol dValue : INTEGER;
~~gi!

CA1ount to scroll by, in lines}
{Previous setting of scroll bar}

CScrol!Text}

£~~~

thePart

Q!

inUpButton:
de! ta := -I;

{Scroll up one line at a ti1e}

inDownButton:
delta :=+I;

{Scroll down one line at

i

ti1e}

inPageUp:
!it~ TheTextAA' vitwRect ~Q
delta := !top - botto1l ~i! lineHeight + I; {Scroll up by height of text rectangle C5. 1.ll}
inPageDown:
!it~ TheTextA•, viewRect ~Q
delta : = !botto1 - topl ~i! IineHeight - I; (Scroll down by height of text rectangle [5.1.ll}
Qt~mi~~

<Do nothing}

i! thePart <> 0 t~~!!

{is 1ouse still in the original part?}

~~gi!!

oldValue : = GetCtlValue !theControll;
{Set old setting C6.2.4l}
SetCt!Value !theControl, oldValue + deltal; <Ad just by scroll a1ount [6.2.41}
Adjustlext
~!!~i

<Scroll text to 1atch new setting CProg. 6-7]}

<Scroll Text>
Program 6·8 Scroll text within window
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Automatic Scrolling
One more form of scrolling that we have to take care of is the
"automatic" kind that happens when the user drags the mouse outside a window while making a selection. We saw in the last chapter
how to install a click-loop routine in an edit record for this purpose, to
be called repeatedly by the TextEdit routine TEClick [5.4.1) while tracking the mouse during the selection. Program 6-9 shows the code of
MiniEdit's click-loop routine, AutoScroll.

We mentioned in the last chapter that the Macintosh Plus Toolbox has
a built-in click-loop routine to do automatic scrolling, but once again
(as with TEPinScroll), the new feature doesn't quite meet our needs. The
built-in click-loop routine is really designed for scrolling text boxes in a
dialog window. It isn't intended for full-scale windows, and doesn't
know anything about scroll bars. Although it scrolls the text automatically when the mouse is dragged out the top or bottom of the window,
it doesn't update the scroll bar setting to match. To keep the scroll bar
synchronized with the text, we again have to bypass the built-in facilities and "roll our own," as shown here.

In principle, all AutoScroll has to do is get the current mouse
position and compare its vertical coordinate with the top and bottom
edges of the window's text rectangle. If the mouse is above the top of
the rectangle, we call our ScrollText routine (Program 6-8) with the part
code lnUpButton. This will scroll the contents of the window up one
line, just as if the mouse had been pressed in the up arrow of the
scroll bar . If the mouse is below the bottom of the text rectangle, we
naturally use a part code of lnDownButton, to scroll down one line
instead of up; if neither case applies, we just do nothing. When the
AutoScroll routine is called repeatedly by TEClick, the result will be to
scroll the window continuously for as Jong as the mouse remains
outside the text rectangle with the button still down.
As you may have guessed, though, there's a hitch. Every time we
change the setting of the scroll bar, the Toolbox will automatically
redraw it on the screen, updating the position of its scroll box.
However, because AutoScroll is called from within a TextEdit routine
(TEClick), it will find the active window's clipping region restricted to
the TextEdit clipping (view) rectangle-what we've been calling the
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{ 6lobal declarations

m

<Handle to acti ve window's scroll bar [b.l.ll}
<Handle to active window' s edit record rS.l.ll}

TheScrol!Bar : ControlHandle;
TheText
: TEHandle;

!~n£!t2n

AutoScroll : BOOLEAN;

{ Handle

auto~atic

scrolling dur ing text selection.

Y~ [

<"ouse location in local !window) coordi nates [1:4. 1.11}
<Active window's text rectangl e (1:4.1.2]}
{Original cl1pp1ng region on entry £1:4. 1.Sl}

1ousePoint : Point;
textRect : Rect;
saveClip : RgnHandle;
~~gtn

<AutoScroll }
<Create te1porary region 11:4. 1.61}
{Set it to existi ng clipping region 11:4.3. 6]}
<Cl ip to entire port rectangle £1:4. 3. 6, 1:4.2.21}

saveClip := NewRgn;
6etC! i p (saveClipl;
Cl ipRect !TheWindow' . portRect l;

{Find 1ouse location [2.4.1 1}
<Set text rectangle [5. 1.IJ}

6et"ouse (1ousePointl;
textRect := TheText'' .vieMRect;

tf 1ousePoint.v < textRect.lop

Scro!IText !TheScrollBar, lnUpButlonl

<Above top of rectangle? 11:4.1.1, 1:4. 1.21}
{Scroll up one line CProg. 6-B, b.4.11}

i! 1ousePoint.v > textRect .botto1 !h~n
ScrollText !TheScrollBar, lnDownButtonl

<Below botlo1 of rectangle? 11 :4.1.1, 1:4.1. 2]}
(Scroll down one line (Prog. 6-8, 6.4.11}

~1 §~

!~1§~

!h~n

do nothing};

SetClip
(saveCJipl;
Di sposeRgn !saveClipl;

<Restore original clipping region [1:4.3.bl}
!Dispose of te1por ary region 11:4.1 .b]}

AutoScroll := TRUE

!Cont i nue tracking 1ouse 15.6.ll}

~n~;

!AutoScr olJ}

Program 6·9 Handle automatic scroUing

w indow's text rectangle. Since the scroll bar lies outside this rectan·
gle, the Toolbox's attempts to redraw it will be "clipped out" and will
have no visible effect on the screen . For the scroll bar to be updated
properly, AutoScroll has to reset the clipping region to include the
window's entire port rectangle. Naturally, it first has to save the
original clipping region and then restore it later befor e returning.
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When it's all through it returns a function result of TRUE, signaling
TE Click to continue tracking the mouse.

Resizing a Window
When the user resizes a window on the screen, both its scroll bar
and its text rectangle must be adjusted to match. MiniEdit handles
these chores with the routines FixScrollBar and FixText, both of which
are called from the OoGrow routine that we looked at in Chapter 3
(Program 3-9).
In principle, FixScrollBar (Program 6-10) is fairly straightforward: it
hides the scroll bar, moves it to its proper position and size in the
window, and shows it again. However, a word of explanation is in
order about the calculations used to arrive at the scroll bar's new
position and size. The standard vertical scroll bar is a strip 16 pixels
wide running along the right edge of its window; MiniEdit defines a
global constant, SBarWidth, to represent this standard width. Instead of
running from the top of the window all the way to the bottom, the
scroll bar stops 16 pixels short of the bottom edge to allow room for
the size box in the window's bottom-right corner. (A horizontal scroll
bar would naturally occupy an analogous position along the window's bottom edge.)
At first glance, all this would seem to suggest that the scroll bar's
enclosing rectangle should have its top-left corner at window coordinates
right - SBarWidth

horizontally and 0 vertically, and should be SBarWidth pixels wide by
(bottom - top) - SBarWidth

high (where right, bottom, and top are the edges of the window's port
rectangle). For the sake of appearance, however, we want the edges
of the scroll bar to overlap those of the window itself by 1 pixel, so it
will fit snugly into the window's frame. So we have to offset the top,
right, and bottom edges of the enclosing rectangle by 1 pixel to
account for the overlap (see Figure 6-6). This yields an origin of
right - (SBarWidth - 1)
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Slobal declarations
&Q!!§!
SBarMidth = 16;

m:

CMidth of scroll bar in pixels}
<Handle to active windoM's scroll bar C6.1.ll}

TheScrollBar : ControlHandle;

Q[Q&!~~(!

FixScrollBar;

C Resize MindoM's scroll bar.
~!9i!!

CFixScrollBar}
CHide scroll bar (6.3.ll}

HideControl (lheScrollBar);

!i!b TheNindowA.portRect

~g

~!9iD

"oveControl (lheScrollBar,
right - (SBarNidth - 1),

-U;

C"ove top-left corner C6.3.2l}
CAlloM for 1-pixel overlap at right}
<Overlap Mindow top by 1 pixel}

SizeControl <TheScrollBar,
<Adjust botto1-right corner [6.3.2]}
SBarNidth,
(botto1 + 1) - <top - 1) - (SBarNidth - 1) )
{Allow roo1 for size box>
ShowControl (lheScrollBarl;

<Redisplay scroll bar C6.3.ll}

YalidRect <TheScrollBarAA.contrlRect)

CAvoid updating again C3.4.2l}

!!!~;

CFixScrollBar}
Program 6·10 Resize scroll bar

horizontally and - 1 vertically, with a width of SBarWidth pixels and a
height of
(bottom

+

1) -

(top - 1) - (SBarWidth - 1)

as shown in the program. Finally, since there's always an update
event ·pending when this routine is called, we remove the scroll bar
from the window's update region with ValidRect to avoid unnecessary
redrawing.
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Figure 6-6 ScrolJ bar positioning
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FixText (Progr am 6-11) is the routine that readjusts a window's
text rectangle when the window is resized. Changing the size of the
text rectangle requires rewrapping the text to the new width and
changing all the line breaks . We begin by finding the first text character currently visible in the window, so we can scroll it back to the top
after the text is rewrapped. The current scroll bar setting tells us
which line is at the top of the window. We then look in the edit
record's lineStarts array [5 .1.1) to get the charact er position at the
beginning of that line .
{ 6lobal declarations }
£Q!!~!

SBarWidth = l b;
Text"argin = 4;

{Width of scroll bar in pixels}
<Inset fro1 window to text rectangle}

Y~[

TheWindow
= WindowPtr;
TheScrollBar = ControlHandle;
Thelext
= TEHandle;

<Pointer to currently active window £3. 1. l l}
<Handle to active window's scroll bar Cb.l.l l}
{Handle to active window's edit record (5. 1.ll}

Watch

<Handle to wristwatch cursor !2.5. ll}

= CursHand Ie;

Resize window's text rec tangle .
INTESER;
topline
fi rstChar : INTESER;
1axlop
INTESER ;
~~gi~

<First line visible in window}
<Character position of first character in wi ndow}
{ftaxi1u1 value for top li ne in wi ndow}

<Fi xText}

SetCursor (WatchAAJ;

{Indicate delav C2.5.2l}

Hlock !Handle !Thelextll;
!ii~ TheTextAA QQ

Clock edit record [1 :3. 2.4]}

~~9 !!!

topli ne : = 6etCtlValue !TheScrollBarl; {Set previ ous first line Cb. 2.4]}
firstChar := lineStartsCtoplinel;
{Find first character previousl y visible [5. 1.l l}
viewRect := TheWindowA.portRect;
~Hh vi ewRect QQ

<Display text in window's port rectangle C3.l.ll}

Program 6-11 Resize text recta ngle
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~~g!~

right :=right - (SBarWidth - ll; <Exclude scroll bar, allo•ing for I-pixel overlap}
botto1 := botto1 - lSBarWidth - 11 ; {Leave space for scroll bar at botto1}
botto1 := (botto1 ~ iY lineHeight) t lineHeight
(Truncate to a •hole nu1ber of lines CS. 1.11}

destRect := vie•Rect;
<Wrap to Site rectangle (5.1.lJ}
InsetRect (destRect, Text"argin, Text"arginl; <Inset by text 1argin (l:4. 4.4J}
TECal Text !The Text I;
AdjustScroll Bar;

<Recalibrate line starts £5.3.lJ >
{Adjust scroll bar to ne• length CProg. b-5)}

ScrollCharacter (firstChar, FALSE!

{Scroll sate character to top of Nindo• CProg. b-12)}

~n~; < ~u~>
HUnloc~

~n~;

<Unlock edit record CI:3.2.4J}

!Handle!TheTextll

ff ixText>
Program 6·11 (continued)
l

We calculate the coordinates of the new view rectangle by starting with the window's port rectangle and insetting for the scroll bars
and size box at the right and bottom . (We also truncate the text
rectangle to a whole number of line heights to avoid displaying a
partial line of characters at the bottom of the window.) The wrapping rectangle is inset another few pixels from the edges of the view
rectangle for legibility. After recalibrating the line starts with TE·
CalText (5.3.1), we call AdjustScrollBar (Program 6-5) to adjust the scroll
bar's range to the new number of lines. Finally we have to scroll the
old first character back to the top of the window; this is done by
calling the utility routine ScrollCharacter, shown in Program 6-12.
ScrollCharacter scrolls a designated character position to the top or
bottom of the active window. First it scans through the edit record's
lineStarts array until it finds the line containing the given character
position. Then it sets the window's scroll bar to that line number and
calls AdjustText (Program 6-7) to reposition the text to the new setting.
Uf it's asked to scroll the character to the bottom of the window
instead of the top, it adjusts for the height of the window before
setting the scroll bar.)
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{ 6lobal variable
Y~r

TheText
R[Q£~QY[~

TEHandle;

<Handle to active •indo•'s edit record CS.1.11}

ScrollCharacter !theCharacter : INTEGER; t0Botto1: BOOLEAMI;

{ Scroll character into vie•.

rn:

<Nu1ber of line containing character>
<Height of text rectangle in lines}

theline
INTEGER;
•indo•Height : INTEGER;

~~g!n

<ScrollCharacter}

Hlock !HandlelTheTextl I;
!!th TheTextAA QQ

{Lock edit record £1:3.2.41}

~~g!D

•

theline := O;
<Start search at first line}
!h!!~ lineStartsCtheline+ll <= theCharacter QQ
{Find line containing character £5.1 .ll}
theline := theline + 1;

!i t0Botto1

th~n

<Scrolling to botto1 of •indo•?>

~~g!!)

!!th vie•Rect QQ

•indo•Height := !botto1 - topl Q!Y lineHeighti <Set •indo• height}
theline := theline - l•indo•Height - ll
<Offset for •indo• height}

~nQi

<w

SetCtlValue !TheScrol!Bar , thelinel;
AdjustText
~!!Qi

<!Hh>

HUnlock !Handle!Thelextll
~n~;

<Adjust setting of scroll bar [6.2.41}
{Scroll text to 1atch ne• setting CProg. 6-7}
{Unlock edit record £1:3.2.4]}

<ScrollCharacter}
Program 6 · 12 Scroll character into view

ScrollToSelection (Program 6-13) does one last bit of useful house-

keeping, scrolling the current text selection into view . The editing
routines of Chapter 5 call this routine to keep the selection visible
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{ 6lobal variable

:m

TheText : TEHandle;

~[Q~!QY[!

!Handlt to active window's tdit rtcord [5.1.IJ}

ScrollToSelection;

C Scroll current selection into view.
~~[ .

topline
botto1Line
windowHeight
~!9in

1NTE6ER;
lllTESER;
INTESER;

!First line visiblt in window}
!First line beyond botto1 of window}
!Height of text rectangle in lines}

CScrollToSelect ion}

Hlock !Handle!TheTextll ;
!!iih TheTextAA' viewRect QQ

Clock edit record Cl:3.2.4J}

~!9iD

topline
:= 6etCtlValue !TheScrollBarl; C6et current top line C6. 2.4 J}
windowHeight := (botto1 - top! Qi! lineHeight; CGet window height C5.l . IJ}
botto1Line := topline t windowHeight;
(Find line beyond botto1}

i! 6etCtl"ax !TheScrollBarl = 0 ~h!n
AdjustText

!Not enough text to fill the window? C6.2.4J}
(Start of text to top of window CProg. 6-7]}

ii selEnd < lineStartsCtoplinel ih!n
ScrollCharacter (selStart, FALSE!

CWhole selection above window top? C5.l.lll
!Start of selection to top of window CProg. 6-1 211

!!~!

selStart >= lineStartsCbotto1Linel
ScrollCharacter (selEnd , TRUE!

!!~!ii

!nQ; C!!Hh>
HUnlock !Handle !TheTextll

ih!n !Whole selection below window botto1? C5. 1.1 J}
CEnd of selection to botto1 of window CProg. 6-121}

!Unlock edit record CI:3.2.4J}

!nQ; !ScrollToSelection}
Program 6-13 Scroll current selection into view

before and after any editing operation or typing from the keyboard.
If the entire text is small enough to fit in the window at once,
ScrollToSelection calls AdjustText to make sure that it's all visible. Otherwise, if any part of the selection is already visible, no scrolling is
needed. If the whole selection is out of view beyond the top of the
window, ScrollToSelection calls ScrollCharacter (Program 6-12) to scroll the
beginning of the selection to the top of the window; if the entire
selection is beyond the bottom , it scrolls the end of the selection to
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the bottom. This guarantees that as much as possible of the selection
will become visible.

We can't use the new Macintosh Plus routine TESelView (5.3.3) to scroll
the selection into view, for the same reasons that we can't use the
built-in click-loop routine for automatic scrolling: first, because
TESelView doesn't adjust the window's scroll bar setting to match the
position of the text; and second, because it isn't available on older
models of Macintosh.

REFERENCE

6.1 Internal Representation of Controls

6.1.1 Control Records

I

I

Definitions

~---~--------------------------type
ControlHandle = "ControlPtr;
ControlPtr
= "ControlRecord;
ControlRecord

= packed record

nextControl
contrlOwner
contrlRect
contrlVis
contrlHilite
contrlValue
contrlMin
contrlMax
contrlDefProc
contrlData
contrlAction
contrlRfCon
contrlTitle
end;
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: ControlHandle;
: WindowPtr;
: Rect;
: Byte;
: Byte;
: INTEGER;
: INTEGER;
: INTEGER;
: Handle;
: Handle;
: ProcPtr;
: LONGINT;
: Str255

{ Handle to next control in window's control list}
{Pointer to window this control belongs to}
{Location of control within window}
{Is control visible?}
{Highlighting state [6.3.3]}
{Current setting}
{Minimum setting}
{Maximum setting}
{Handle to control definition function}
{Handle to definition function's data}
{Pointer to default action procedure [6.4.2]}
{Reference 11 constant 11 for application use}
{Title of control}
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~~iiiii~==::1---------N-o_t_es------------------------------------------~
1. contrlOwner is a pointer to the window that "owns" this control.

2. nextControl is a handle to the next control in the window's control list. The
beginning of the control list is in the controllist field of the window
3.
4.

s.

6.
7.

8.
9.
10.

11.
12.
13.

record [3.1.1].
A nextControl value of NIL marks the end of the control list.
contrlRect is the control's enclosing rectangle, which defines its location
and dimensions in local (window) coordinates.
contrlVis is nominally defined as a 1-byte integer for packing purposes,
but is really a Boolean flag telling whether the control is visible. Use
HldeControl and ShowControl [6.3.1] to manipulate this field instead of storing
into it yourself.
contrlVis tells whether the control is logically visible, independently of
whether it's exposed to view or covered by overlapping objects.
contrlHilite is an integer from 0 to 255 denoting the control's highlighting
state. See HillteControl [6.3.3] for further information.
contrlValue is the control's current setting; contrlMin and contrlMax define the
minimum and maximum values the setting can take.
The handle to the control definition function (contrlDefProc) is obtained
when the definition function is read into memory from a resource file.
The high-order byte of the contrlDefProc field contains some additional
identifying information to distinguish between different types of con·
trol that share the same definition function. The Toolbox stores this
additional information into the field automatically when the control is
created.
contrlData is reserved for use by the control definition function in any
way it chooses. contrlRfCon is for your program's own use.
contrlActlon is a pointer to the control's default action procedure, used by
the TrackControl routine; see [6.4.2] for details.
contrlTitle is the title of the control, in Pascal string format (1-byte charac·
ter count followed by the characters themselves). The actual length of
this field (and hence of the control record itself) is just enough to
include the characters of the title.
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Assembly Language Information

---11!:1..-------Field offsets in a control record:
(Pascal)
Field name

(Assembly)
Offset name

next Control
contrlOwner
contrlRect
contrlVis
contrlHilite
contrlValue
contrlMin
contrlMax
contrl DefProc
contrlData
contrlAction
contrlRfCon
contrlTitle

nextControl
contrlOwner
contrlRect
contrlVis
contrlHilite
contrlValue
contrlMin
contrlMax
contrlDefHandle
contrlData
contrlAction
contrlRfCon
contrlTitle

Offset in bytes

0
4
8
16
17
18

20
22
24
28
32
36
40

Assembly-language constant:
Name

ContrlSize

Value

40

Meaning

Size of control record in bytes, excluding
title
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6 ..2 Creating and Destroying Controls

6 ..2.1 Creating Controls

I I

Definitions

~---..:----------------------------------------function NewControl
{owningWindow : Windowptr;
controlRect
: Rect;
title
: Str255;
visible
: BOOLEAN;
initialValue
: INTEGER;
minValue
: INTEGER;
maxValue
: INTEGER;
controlType
: INTEGER;
refCon
: LONGINT)
: ControlHandle ;

{Pointer to window the new control belongs to}
{Location of control within window}
{Title of control}
{Is control initially visible?}
{Initial setting}
{Minimum setting}
{Maximum setting}
{Control definition ID}
{Initial reference constant}
{Handle to new control}

function GetNewControl
{templatelD
: INTEGER;
owningWindow : Windowptr)
: ControlHandle;

{Resource ID of control template}
{Pointer to window the new control belongs to}
{Handle to new control}

con st
PushButProc
O;
1·
CheckboxProc
2;
RadioButProc
ScrollBarProc
16;
UseWFont
= 8;

{Standard control definition IDs: }
{Pushbutton}
{Checkbox}
{Radio button}
{Standard scroll bar}
{Use window's font for control title}

=
=
=
=

I

1. NewControl and GetNewControl both create a new control, enter it in its

window's control list, and return a h andle to it.
2. Before creating any controls, you must first call lnitGraf 0 :4.3.1], lnitFonts
0:8.2.4], and lnitWlndows (3.2 .1).
3. NewControl takes initialization information as parameters; GetNewControl

gets it from a control te mplate in a resource file .
4. templatelD is the r esou rce ID of a control te mplate; its resource type is

'CNTL' (6.5.1].
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5. owningWindow is a pointer to the window that the new control will belong

to.
6. The new control will be inserted at the beginning of the window's

control list.
7. controlRe·c1 is the control's enclosing rectangle, which determines its size

and location within the window . It is expressed in local (window) coordinates.
8. controlRect should be at least 20 pixels high for standard pushbuttons, 16

pixels high for checkboxes and radio buttons, 16 pixels wide for vertical
scroll bars, and 16 pixels high for horizontal scroll bars.
9. title is the title of the new control, and may be set to the empty string for

controls that don't display a title (such as scroll bars).
10. If the title is too Jong to fit in the given enclosing rectangle, it will be

truncated at the right for checkboxes and radio buttons, or centered
and truncated at both ends for pushbuttons.
11. visible tells whether the new control is logically visible, even though it

may be covered by other overlapping objects. The control will be
drawn on the screen if visible and exposed.
12. initialValue is the control's initial setting; mlnValue and maxValue define its

initial range.
13. The setting and range don't matter for standard pushbuttons, since

they don't retain a setting. For checkboxes and radio buttons, set
minValue = O and maxValue = 1.
14. controlType is a coded integer (a control definition JD) that includes the

resource ID of the control definition function. The definition function is
read into memory from its resource file and a handle to it is placed in
the contrlDefProc field of the control record.
15. Use the built-in constants PushbutProc, CheckboxProc, Rad ioButProc, and
ScrollBarProc for the standard control types.
16. A control's title is normally displayed in the standard system font (12·
point Chicago). Adding the constant UseWFont to the control type causes it
to use the owning window's current typeface and size 0:8.3.1] instead.
17. refCon is the initial value of the control's reference con stant (contrlRICon).
18. The new control will initially have no highlighting (contrlHilite = 0) and no
default action procedure (contrlAction
NIL); you can change these attributes if necessary with HiliteControl (6.3.3] and SetCllAction (6.4.2].

=
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ICJI _
Assembly
Language
Information
---tlrl.,___
_
_
_ __
Trap macros:
(Pascall
Routine name

(Assembly)
Trap macro

NewControl
GetNewControl

_NewControl
_ GetNewControl

Standard control definition IDs:
Value
Name

PushbutProc
CheckboxProc
RadioButProc
ScrollBarProc
UseWFont

0
1

2
16
8

Trap word

$A954
$A9BE

Meaning

Pushbutton
Checkbox
Radio button
Standard scroll bar
Use window font for title

6.2.2 Destroying Controls

I I

Definitions

Yprocedure
.....~--------------------------DisposeControl
(theControl : ControlHandle);

procedure KillControls
(theWlndow : WindowPtr);

{Control to be destroyed}
{Window whose controls are to be destroyed}

~~ii~=t-----No-te_s_____________________
DisposeControl destroys a designated control; KillControls destroys all controls belonging to a given window.
2. Destroying a control removes it from the screen and from its window's
control list.
1.

3. If you're using the control's reference constant (contrlRfCon) to hold a
handle to auxiliary information about the control, it's up to you to
dispose of it before destroying the control itself. All other storage
associated with the control is released automatically.
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4. All existing handles to the control become invalid and m ust not be used
again.
5 . Destroying a window with CloseWindow or DisposeWindow [3.2 .3) automatically destroys all of its controls; there's no need to call KlllControls explicitly.
6. The trap macro for DisposeControl is spelled _ OisposControl.

ICJI
Assembly
--ilLI...,___
_ Language
_ Information
_ __
Trap macros:
(Pascall
Routine name

(Assembly)
T rap macro

Dispose Control
Kill Controls

_ DisposControl
_KillControls

Trap word

$A955
$A956

6.2.3 Setting Control Properties

Definitions
procedure SetCTitle
(theControl : ControlHandle;
newTltle : Str255);

{Handle to the control}
{New title}

procedure GetCTitle
(theControl : ControlHandle;
var theTitle : Str255);

{Handle to the control}
{Returns current title}

procedure SetCRefCon
(theControl : ControlHandle;
newRefCon : LONGINT);

{Handle to the control }
{New reference constant}

function

GetCRefCon
(theControl : ControlHandle)
: LONGINT;

{Handle to the control}
{Current reference constant}
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1. SetCTitle sets a control's title; GetCTitle returns its current title via parame-

ter theTitle. Always use tl1ese routines instead of manipulating the contrlTitle field directly.
2 . SetCTitle redisplays the control on the screen with its new title.
3. SetCRefCon sets a control's reference constant; GetCRefCon returns its cur-

rent reference constant.
4 . The reference "constant" (really a variable) is for your program's op-

tional private use. You can give it any 4-byte value that makes sense to
your program.
5. If you need more than 4 bytes of private data per control, allocate space

for the data from the heap and store a handle to it as the reference
constant. (Don't forget to deallocate this space before destroying the
con troll)

ICJ

I

Assembly Language Information

---flr]1--------Trap macros:
(Pascal)
Routine name

(Assembly)
Trap macro

SetCTitle
GetCTitle
SetCRefCon
GetCRefCon

_ SetCTitle
_ GetCTitle
_SetCRefCon
_ GetCRefCon

Trap word

$A95F
$A95E
$A95B
$A95A
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6.2.4 Control Setting and Range

procedure SetCtlValue
(theControl : ControlHandle;
newValue : INTEGER);
function

GetCtlValue
(theControl : ControlHandle)
: INTEGER;

procedure SetCtlMin
(theControl : ControlHandle ;
newMin : INTEGER);
function

GetCtlMin
(theControl : Control Handle)
: INTEGER;

procedure SetCtlMax
(theControl : ControlHandle;
newMax : INTEGER);
function

GetCtlMax
(theControl : Controf Handle)
: INTEGER;

1. SetCtlValue

{Handle to the control}
{New setting}
{Handle to the control}
{Current setting}
{Handle to the control}
{New minimum setting}
{Handle to the control}
{Current minimum setting}
{Handle to the control}
{New maximum setting}
{Handle to the control}
{Current maximum setting}

gives a control a new setting; GetCtlValue returns its current

setting .
.2. SetCtlMin and SetCtlM ax set the range of values a control's setting can
assume; GetCtlMin and GetCtlMax return its current range.

3. A control's setting is never permitted to go outside the current range. If
the value specified to SetCtlValue, SetCtlMin, or SetCtlMax would place the
setting out of range, it is automatically forced to the nearest endpoint
(minimum or maximum) of the range.
4. SetCtlValue, SetCtlMin, and SetCtlMax all redisplay the control on the screen

to reflect its new setting and range.
5. The trap macros for SetCtlMin and GetCtlMin are spelled _SetMlnCtl and
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_GetMlnCtl; those for SetCtlMax and GetCllMax are spelled _SetMaxCtl and
_GetMaxCtl.

I

ICl _
Assembly
Language
Information
----tn:J....,__
_
_
_ __
Trap macros:
(Pascall
Routine name

(Assembly)
Trap macro

SetCtlValue
GetCtlValue
SetCtlMln
GetCtlMln
SetCtlMax
GetCtlMax

_SetCtlValue
_ GetCtlValue
_SetMlnCtl
_GetMlnCtl
_SetMaxCtl
_ GetMaxCtl

Trap word

$A963
$A960
$A964
$A961
$A965
$A962

6.3 Control Display

6.3.1 Showing and Hiding Controls

Definitions
procedure HideControl
(theControl : ControlHandle);

{Handle to the control}

procedure ShowControl
(theControl : ControlHandle);

{Handle to the control}

procedure DrawControls
(theWindow : WlndowPtr);

{Pointer to the window}

procedure UpdtControls
(theWlndow : WlndowPtr;
inRegion : RgnHandle) ;

{Pointer to the window}
{Region to be updated}
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~~ii~=t-----No-tes_____________________
1.

HideControl makes a control invisible; ShowControl makes it visible .

.2. The contrlVls field of the control record (6.1.1) is nominally defined as a 1-

byte integer instead of a Boolean, so that it will be packed into a single
byte of the record. Always use ShowControl or HldeControl to make a control
visible or invisible, instead of storing directly into the contrlVis field.
3. HideControl erases the control by filling its enclosing rectangle (contrlRect)

with the owning window's background pattern . The rectangle is also
added to the window's update region, causing anything previously obscured by the control to be redisplayed.

logically visible; it will actually appear on
the screen only if not obscured by other objects.

4. ShowControl makes the control

5. Hiding an already invisible control or showing an already visible one
has no effect.
6. DrawControls draws all of a window's visible controls on the screen.

7 . UpdtControls draws all of a window's visible controls w hose enclosing

rectangles intersect with a specified region (normally the window's
visible or update region).
8. UpdtControls is more efficient than DrawControls, since it skips those controls
that lie outside the given region. DrawControls attempts to draw all the
controls, leaving it to QuickDraw to "clip out" those outside the visible
region.
9. UpdtControls is available only on the Macintosh Plus.

10. Always call DrawControls or UpdtControls as part of your response to an
update event for a window. The window's controls are not redrawn

automatically by ShowWindow (3.3.1), SelectWlndow (3.5.2), or BringToFront
(3.3.3).
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l«=JI _
Assembly Language Information
---tr!:l...,__
_ _ _ __
Trap macros:
(Pascal)
Routine name

(Assembly)
Trap macro

HideControl
ShowControl
DrawControls
UpdtControls

_HideControl
_ShowControl
_ DrawControls
_ UpdtControls

Trap word

$A958
$A957
$A969
$A953

Assembly-language constant:
Value
Meaning
Name

SBarPatlD

17

Resource ID of pattern for scroll bar
shaft

6.3.2 Moving and Sizing Controls

procedure MoveControl
(theControl : ControlHandle;
hlocal
: INTEGER;
vlocal
: INTEGER);

{Handle to the control}
{New horizontal coordinate}
{New vertical coordinate}

procedure SizeControl
(theControl : ControlHandle;
newWidth : INTEGER;
newHeight : INTEGER);

{Handle to the control}
{New width}
{New height}

1. MoveControl moves a control
trol changes its size .

to a new location within its window; SizeCon·

.2. If the control is visible, it is erased and redrawn in its new location or

size.
3. All coordinates apply to the control's enclosing rectangle (contrlRecl).
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4. For MoveControl, hLocal and vLocal give the new location of the control's top-

left corner, in local (window) coordinates. The control's size remains the
same.
5. For SizeControl, newWidth and newHeight give the control's (that is, the enclos-

ing rectangle's) new dimensions in pixels. The location of the top-left
corner remains the same.

I
-flL]t--------lCJ

Assembly Language Information

Trap macros:
(Pascal)
Routine name

(Assembly)
Trap macro

Move Control
SizeControl

_MoveControl
_SizeControl

Trap word

$A959
$A95C

6.3.3 Control Highlighting

procedure HiliteControl
(theControl : ControlHandle;
hiliteState : INTEGER);

{Handle to the control}
{Part of the control to be highlighted}

specifies the way a control is highlighted on the screen and
redraws it accordingly.
2. hiliteState is a 1-byte integer (0-255) denoting the control's new highlighting state.
1. HiliteControl

3. A highlighting state of 0 stands for no highlighting at all.

4. A highlighting state of 255 marks the control as inactive. Such a control
is displayed in some distinctive way and behaves as if it were invisible;
TextControl and FindControl (6.4.1) will not report mouse clicks in the con-

trol.
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5. For historical reasons, a highlighting state of 254 is invalid and should
not be used .
6 . Any other highlighting state (1 -253) is a part code (6.4 .1) identifying

which part of the control is highlighted.
7. The actual appearance of a control in any given highlighting state is

determined by its control definition function .

I
--lli:lt--------Ic=J

Assembly Language Information

Trap macro:
(Pascal)
Routine name

Trap macro

HiliteControl

_HiliteControl

(Assembly)

Trap word

$A950
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6.4 Responding to the Mouse

6.4.1 Locating Mouse Clicks

function FlndControl
(mousePoint : Point;
theWindow
: WindowPtr;
var theControl : ControlHandle)
: INTEGER;

{Point where mouse was pressed , In window coordinates}
{Window the mouse was pressed in}
{Returns control the mouse was pressed in}
{Part of the control where mouse was pressed}

function TestControl
(theControl : ControlHandle;
mousePoint : Point)
: INTEGER;

{Control to be tested}
{Point where mouse was pressed , in window coordinates}
{Part of the control where mouse was pressed}

con st
InButton
lnCheckbox

{In a pushbutton}
{In a checkbox or radio button}

lnUpButton
In Down Button
lnPageUp
lnPageDown
InThumb

= 10;
= 11 ;
= 20;
= 21;
= 22;
= 23;
= 129;

1.

{In up arrow of a scroll bar}
{In down arrow of a scroll bar}
{In page-up region of a scroll bar}
{In page-down region of a scroll bar}
{In scroll box of a scroll bar}

FindControl finds which of a window's controls (if any), and which part of
the control, contains a given point. This is normally a point where the
mouse button was pressed; call FlndControl after FindWindow (3.5.1) reports
that the point lies in the window's content region.

2 . TestControl tests whether a given point lies inside a given control, and if
so, in which part of the control.
3. For both routines, mousePolnt should give the location of a mouse-down
event, in local (window) coordinates. In the where field of the event record
[2.1.1), the point is reported in global coordinates. Use GlobalToLocal
(1:4.4.2) to convert the point before passing it to either of these rou·
tines.
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4. For FindControl, the parameter theWindow identifies the window in whose
coordinate system the point is expressed ; for TestControl, the window is
the one the given control (theControl) belongs to.
5. FindControl returns a handle to the control containing the given point in

the variable parameter theControi.
6. If the point isn't in any control (or is in an invisible control), theControl is
set to NIL.
7. Both functions return a part code as the function result, identifying the

part of the control containing the given point.

s.

The constants shown represent the part codes for the standard control
types.

9. If the point isn't in the given control (for TestControl) or isn't in any

control (for FindControl), or if the control is invisible, the function result is
0.
10. For inactive controls (those with a highlighting state [6.3.3] of 255), both
functions return a part code of 0 as if the control were invisible,
FindControl also sets parameter theControl to NIL.

ICJI

Assembly Language Information

--llLlt--------Trap macros:
(Pascal)
Routine name

(Assembly)
Trap macro

FindControl
TestControl

_ FindControl
_ TestControl

Trap word

$A96C
$A966

Part codes for standard contr ols:
Value
Name

Meaning

In Button
lnCheckbox

10

Pushbutton
Checkbox or radio button

lnUpButton
In Down Button
lnPageUp
lnPageDown

20
21
22

In Thumb

11

23
129

Scroll
Scroll
Scroll
Scroll

bar up arrow
bar down arrow
bar page-up region
bar page-down region

Scroll box
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6.4.2 Tracking the Mouse

function

TrackControl
(theControl : ControlHandle;
startPoint : Point;
actionProc : ProcPtr)
: INTEGER;

procedure SetCtlAction
(theControl : ControlHandle;
newAction : ProcPtr);
function

GetCtlAction
(theControl : ControlHandle)
: ProcPtr;

{Handle to the control}
{Point where mouse was pressed, in window coordinates}
{Repeated action while tracking}
{Part of control affected}
{Handle to the control}
{New action procedure}
{Handle to the control}
{Current action procedure}

1. Call TrackControl after a mouse-down event in a control, to track the

mouse's movements and respond accordingly.

z.

startPoint should give the location of the mouse-down event, in local
(window) coordinates. In the where field of the event record [2.1.1), the
point is reported in global coordinates. Use GlobalTolocal [1:4.4.2) to con·
vert the point before passing it to TrackControl.

3. TrackControl keeps control for as long as the user holds down the mouse
button, tracking the mouse's movements and providing visual feedback
on the screen .
4. All actions are limited to the part of the control that contains the
original starting point.
5. If the mouse was pressed in the indicator of a dial, an outline of the
indicator follows the mouse as long as the button remains down. When
the button is released, the control is redrawn with the indicator at its
new position and its setting is adjusted accordingly. You should then do
whatever is appropriate to respond to the new setting.
6. If theControl is not a dial, or if the mouse was pressed in a part of a dial
other than the indicator, the selected part is highlighted and unhigh·
lighted as the mouse moves into and out of it . When the mouse is
released, the part is unhighlighted.
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'1. If the mouse is released in the same part of the control where it was

originally pressed, TrackControl returns the corresponding part code as its
function result; otherwise it returns 0.
8. While the mouse button is down, TrackControl performs some continuous
action by repeatedly calling the specified action procedure (actlonProc).
9. For tracking the indicator of a dial, the action procedure should take no
parameters; for any other control part, it should be of the form
procedure Action (theControl : ControlHandle;
thePart : INTEGER);
10. Each time the action procedure is called, the value passed for parame-

ter thePart will be either the part code of the part where the mouse was
originally pressed (if the mouse is still within that part) or 0 (if it isn't).
The procedure should normally do nothing on receiving a part code of
0.

11. If actionProc is NIL, no continuous action will be performed while track-

ing, other than highlighting and u nhighlighting the selected control
part.
12. If actionProc is ProcPlr( - 1), the control's default action procedure (contrl·
Action) will be used. The default action procedure can be set with SetCtlAction or read with GetCtlAction.
13. Notice that the action procedure for tracking a dial indicator takes a
different number of parameters than the one for other control parts .
This means that a given action procedure can only be used for one case
or the other. If you specify a default action procedure with SetCtlAction,
make sure it only gets called in the appropriate case .

...--

- ~

Assembly Language Information

Trap macros:
(Pascall
Routine name

(Assembly)
Trap macro

TrackControl
SetCtlAction
GetCtlAction

_ TrackControl
_ SetCtlAction
_ GetCtlActlon

Trap word

$A968
$A96B
$A96A
~

L
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6.4.3 Dragging a Control

I I

Definitions

H~----------------------------procedure DragControl
(theControl
startPoint
limitRect
trackRect
axis
con st
Both Axes
HAxisOnly
VAxisOnly

= O;1·
= 2;.
=

:
:
:
:
:

ControlHandle;
Point;
Rect;
Rect;
INTEGER);

{Handle to the control}
{Point where mouse was pressed}
{Rectangle limiting movement}
{Rectangle limiting tracking}
{Axis constraint}
{Both axes}
{Horizontal only}
{Vertical only}

~~~iii==:t---------N-o-te_s___________________________________________
1.

DragControl allows the user to drag a control with the mouse to a new
position in its window.

2. This is an unusual operation; the normal way of responding to a mouse
event in a control is with TrackControl (6.4.2].
3. startPoint should give the location of a mouse-down event, in local (window) coordinates. In the where field of the event record (2.1.1), the point
is reported in global coordinates . Use GlobalTolocal (1:4.4.2) to convert the
point before passing it to DragControl.
4. DragControl keeps control for as long as the user holds down the mouse

button, following the mouse's movements on the screen with an outline
of the control. When the button is released, the control is moved to the
new location : you needn't call MoveControl (6.3 .2) yourself.
5. limitRect limits the movement of the control's outline on the screen. If the
mouse leaves this rectangle, the outline "pins" at the edge of the rectangle and will not travel any further .
6. trackRect limits the tracking of the mouse. If the mouse leaves this rectangle, the control outline disappears from the screen; it will reappear if
the mouse re-enters the rectangle while the button is still down. If the
button is released outside the tracking rectangle, the control's position
is left unchanged.
7 . Both rectangles are expressed in local (window) coordinates.
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8 . limitRect should lie entirely within both trackRect and the window's content

region. To allow the user some margin of error in dragging the control,
trackRect should be slightly larger than limitRect.
9 . axis allows the motion of the control to be limited to horizontal motion
only (HAxisOnly), vertical only (VAxisOnly), or both (BothAxes).

ICJI

Assembly Language Information

--ilrlt---------Trap macro:
{Pascall
Routine name

(Assembly)
Trap macro

DragControl

_DragControl

Trap word

$A967

Assembly-language constants:
Name

NoConstraint
HAxisOnly
VAxisOnly

Value

0
1
2

Meaning

Both axes
Horizontal only
Vertical only
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6.5 Control-Related Resources

6.5.1 Resource Type 'CNTL'

controlRect
(8 byte s)

initialVOll;Je (2 bytes)
visible

~2

bytes)

maxVol u~ (2 bytes)
mi nVal u.:: (2 bytes)
controlType
(4 bytes)

re f Con
(4 bytes)

__.T. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

____
Le
_n_
gt_h_ _

•

••

title
(indefinite length)

••
•

Notes

1.

A resource of type 'CNTL' contains a control template .

2. All fields of the control template are in the same form as the corresponding parameters to NewControl (6 .2.1).

3. The control title is in Pascal string form, with a 1-byte length count

folJowed by the characters of the title . The overall size of the control
template depends on the length of the title string.
4 . To create a control from a control template, call GetNewControl (6.2.1) with

the template's resource ID.

CHAPTER

§0
Meaningful Dialogs

Generally speaking, Macintosh commands take effect as soon as
the user invokes them, whether through a menu or by typing a
keyboard alias with the Command key. Often the command operates
on information that's already available at the time it's invoked, such
as the currently active window or the current selection. Sometimes,
though, some further information is needed before the command can
be carried out: for instance, a command that does disk input or
output may need the name of a file to operate on, or a Find command
may need to know what string of characters to search for. In these
cases the program can ask the user for the needed information by
opening a dialog bo}( on the screen. Dialog boxes are also useful for
conveying important information to the user, such as error messages
or progress reports, or for pausing to let the user perform some
preliminary action, such as inserting a piece of paper in the printer.
There are actually three different levels of dialog, differing in
how much interaction they permit with the user and how long they
remain on the screen. (Throughout this chapter, the term "dialog
box," or just "dialog," refers equally to all three kinds unless explicitly
stated otherwise.) At the lowest level are alerts, normally used to
display error messages or other status information (see Figure 7-1).
When an alert box is visible, it's always the frontmost window on the
screen. The only meaningful action the user can take is to dismiss the
alert, usually by clicking the mouse in a pushbutton; all other actions
are ignored .
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Are you sure you want to remoue the
application "MiniEdit"?

((

OK

)J ( Cancel

)

Figure 7·1 Alert box

The next level up from alerts are modal dialogs (Figure 7-2), so
called because they put the system in a "mode" that restricts the
user's freedom of action: only the dialog box will respond to the
mouse and keyboard. Like an alert box, a modal dialog remains
frontmost on the screen until the user dismisses it by clicking a
pushbutton. As long as it's visible, no other window can be brought
to the front; mouse clicks outside the dialog box produce no r esponse
except a beep from the speaker. Unlike an alert, however, a modal
dialog allows the user to do other things than just dismiss it, such as
manipulate controls with the mouse or type text from the keyboard.

I mageWriter
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Quality:
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Page Range:

@All

Copies:
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D
@Automatic

0
0

Faster

0

From:

To:

0

Hand Feed

D

((

OK

ll

Draft

D

( Cancel )

Figure 7-Z Modal dialog box

Finally there are modeless dialogs (Figure 7-3), which don't restrict the user's actions in any way. A modeless dialog box behaves
just like an ordinary document window: it can be activated, deactivated, and moved around freely on the screen. The user can activate
other windows and work in them-type, edit, change the selection,
and so forth-then reactivate the dialog window and continue to use
it. When it's no longer needed, the user dismisses it by clicking the
mouse in its close box or choosing Close from the File menu, just like
any other window.
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D

Change

Fi nd w hat
Change t o
(Find Ne Ht )

( Change, Then Find )
@Whole Word

0

(Change)

( Change Rll )

Partial Word

Figure 7 ·3 Modeless dialog box

As usual, there's a one-time initialization routine, lnitDlalogs [7.2.1), that
you have to call before performing any dialog-related operation. It
must be preceded in turn by lnitGraf [1:4.3.1), lnltFonts ll:B.2.4), lnitWindows
(3.2.1), lnltMenus (4.2.1), and TElnit [5.2.1).

Creating and Destroying Dialogs
From the point of view of the Toolbox, a dialog box is just another
window on the screen that happens to have some unusual extra
properties. A dialog record (7.1.1), the internal data structure representing a dialog or alert box, has a complete window record embedded within it as its first field, just the way a window record in turn
contains a complete graphics port. Just as you can think of a window
as a sort of extended graphics port, a dialog is an extended window.
The most important piece of extra information in the dialog
record is a handle to the dialog's item list. The item list in turn
contains handles to each of the individual items. A dialog can have
any number of items, which may include text, icons, pictures, controls of any kind, and text boxes where the user can type in information such as a file name or a search string.
There are two ways of creating a new dialog box, analogous to
the two ways of creating a window. You can either supply all the
needed information as parameters to NewDialog (7.2.2] or use a
predefined template (resource type 'DLOG' (7.6.2]) and pass its resource ID to GetNewDialog [7.2.2]. The Toolbox needs exactly the same
information to create a dialog as to create a window , plus an item list
to define the dialog's contents. The item list is normally taken from a
resource file, under r esource type ' DITL' ("dialog item list") (7.6.3). The
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template you provide to GetNewDialog includes the resource ID of the
item list, which the Toolbox will read in for you from the resource
file. When you use NewDialog instead, you have to read in the item list
yourself with GetResource (1:6.3.1] and pass its handle as a parameter.

A dialog window's windowKind field is set automatically on creation
to the constant DlalogKind [3.1.1], to identify it as a dialog box and not
an ordinary application window. Just as when you create a window,
you can either allocate your own space for the dialog record and pass
a pointer to it as the dStorage parameter, or pass NIL for dStorage to have
the Toolbox allocate the space for you. When the time comes to
destroy the dialog record, you'll use CloseDlalog [7.2.3] if you supplied
your own storage, or DisposDialog [7.2.3] if you let the Toolbox allocate
it for you.
You specify the overall appearance of your dialog box by passing
one of the standard window definition IDs (3.2.2] as the windowType
parameter to NewDialog, or in the corresponding field of the dialog
template to GetNewDialog. (Refer back to Figure 3-9 for the appearance
of the standard window types.) Alert boxes always use window type
DBoxProc, the standard double-bordered dialog window. Modal dialogs
can use either the double border, a plain border (PlainDBoxProc), or a
two-pixel "shadow" (AltDBoxProc). Modeless dialogs should have a title
bar so the user can drag them around on the screen; they're usually
of window type NoGrowDocProc, the standard document window with
no zoom or size box.

Dialog Pointers
Since a dialog record is ultimately based on a graphics port, it's a
nonrelocatable object and is referred to with a pointer instead of a
handle. Just as there are two kinds of window pointer, a WindowPtr for
treating a window as a graphics port and a WlndowPeek for treating it
specifically as a window, so are there two kinds of dialog pointer. A
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OialogPtr is defined to be equivalent to a WindowPtr (3.1.1), which in turn
is equivalent to a GrafPtr-a pointer to a GrafPort [1:4.2.2). On the other
hand, a OialogPeek is defined as a pointer to a OialogRecord, so you can
use it to "peek" at the record's dialog-specific fields.
When you create a new dialog box with NewOialog or GetNewDialog,
you get back a OialogPtr. Since this is equivalent to both a GrafPtr and a
WindowPtr, you can pass it to any Toolbox routine that operates on
ports or windows, as well as those that operate exclusively on dialogs. If necessary, you can use typecasting to convert the OialogPtr to a
WindowPeek in order to access its window-related fields, or to a Dia·
logPeek to access those specific to dialogs. For example, suppose you
declare

var
dPlr : DialogPtr;
wPeek : WlndowPeek;
dPeek : DialogPeek;
then create a new dialog record and convert the resulting DialogPtr by
typecasting:
dPtr

· - GetNewDialog ( ... );

wPeek : = WindowPeek(dPtr);
dPeek : = DlalogPeek (dPtr)
You can now pass the OialogPtr to any routine that operates on graphics ports
SetPort (dPtr)
or on windows
ShowWindow (dPlr)
or on dialogs
DrawDialog (dPtr)
You can access the fields of the dialog's graphics port with any of the
three types of pointer
dPtr".portRect
wPeek". port.port Reel
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dPeek".window. port .portRect
those of its window with the WindowPeek or the DialogPeek
wPeek". updateRgn
dPeek".window. updateRgn
and those specific to the dialog itself with the DialogPeek only
dPeek".textH

Item Lists
As noted earlier, a dialog's item list is normally defined by a resource
of type 'DITL' [7.6.3). This item list resource begins with a word-length
(Z-byte) integer giving the number of items in the list minus 1; this is
followed by the list entries describing the items themselves. The list
entry for each item contains the following information:
• An empty 4-byte field that w ill be filled with an item handle when the
list is copied into memory
• A display rectangle giving the item's size and location in the local coordinate system of the dialog window
• A l·byte integer code (from Oto 255) identifying the item type (7.1.2]
• One additional piece of descriptive information, depending on the type
of item

The length of the additional descriptive information, and hence
the overall length of the item list e ntry itself, can vary from one item
to another; the only restriction is that the length must be even, so it
will align on word boundaries in memory. So each list entry also
contains a length count giving the length of the descriptive information in bytes. When you create a dialog box, the Toolbox uses the
descriptive information in each entry of the item list to create the
corresponding item itself, then stores (in most cases) a handle to the
item into the field reserved for it in the list entry. (The one exception
is discussed later, in the section "User Items.") Finally, it places a
handle to the resulting item list into the items field of the new d ialog
record.
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When you create a dialog box from a template with GetNewDialog, the
Toolbox makes a copy of the item list and uses the copy from then on.
Once the copy ls made, the original is no longer needed in memory.
Always be sure to make the item list a purgeable resource, so it can be
removed from the heap to make room for something else.
On the other hand, when you use NewDialog to create a dialog from
scratch (rather than from a template), the item list you supply is not
copied; the items field of the dialog record will hold a handle to the
original item list itself. So in this case the item list must be unpurgeable.

To access or change the properties of individual items , you can
use the Toolbox routines GetDltem and SetDltem (7.3.1]. You identify the
item you want by giving a pointer to the dialog it belongs to, along
with the item number of the individual item. (The item number is
simply the index of the item within the dialog's item list: the first item
in the list is item number 1, the second is item number 2, and so on.)
GetDltem returns the item type, item handle, and display rectangle
through variable parameters; SetDltem accepts these same three pieces
of information and modifies the item accordingly . After getting the
item handle from GetDltem, you can use it to perform any needed
operation on the item . For example, to hide a control that's an item in
a dialog, you might do something like this:
GetDltem (theDialog, itemNumber, itemType, itemHandle, dispRect);
ctrlHandle : ControlHandle(itemHandle) ;
HideControl (ctrlHandle)

=

Item Types
Item types fall into two broad categories, which we can call static and
interactive. Static items are those that are displayed purely to convey
information to the user, such as noneditable text, icons, and pictures;
interactive items are those that gather information from the user via
the mouse and keyboard, such as controls of any kind and text boxes
in which text can be entered from the keyboard.

Static Text
Static text items have an item type of StatText, to distinguish them
from editable text boxes that the user can type into. The item list
resource contains the actual text of the item . When the item is copied
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into memory, a copy of this text is made in the heap and a handle to
the copy becomes the item handle . The item's display rectangle is
used for both the destination and view rectangles of the edit record
used to display the text; this means that the text will be both
wrapped and clipped to this same rectangle.
Sometimes the text of an item can't be completely defined ahead
of time. For instance , you may want your Find command to display a
message such as
Can't find string 11 Rutabaga 11

when it can't find the string the user has asked to search for. A static
text item can include as many as four such variable strings, to be
substituted in at the time the dialog is displayed. They're represented
in the text of the item by the special placeholders 11 01 11 1, 1121 and "3;
you specify the actual text to be substituted for the placeholders by
calling the Toolbox routine ParamText [7.4.6]. This routines takes four
strings as parameters, one for each of the four placeholders. Uf
you're not using all four, you can just pass null strings for the ones
you don't need.) For example, to display the message shown above,
you would define a static text item with the text
Can't find string 11 "0"

and substitute the user's search string into the text by calling
ParamText (searchString , ' ', " , " )

before displaying the dialog.

Icon and Picture Items
A dialog's item list can include icons (item type lconltem) and QuickDraw pictures of arbitrary complexity (Picltem). The descriptive. information in the item list resource is the resource ID of the icon or
picture (resource type 'ICON' 0:5.5 .3] or 'PICT' 0 :5.5.5)). The Toolbox
will read in the designated resource from the resource file and store
its handle into the item list in memory as the item handle. When
drawn in the dialog box, the icon or picture will be scaled to the
display rectangle specified for the item.
The Toolbox provides three standard alert icons, shown in Figure 7-4. These are intended to denote alerts of differing levels of
severity:
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a. Note

b. Caution

c. Stop

Figure 7-4 Standard alert icons

• A note alert (Figure 7-4a) merely calls some possibly useful information
to the user's attention, such as
Memory space is running low.
Consider splitting your document into smaller pieces.
It doesn't necessarily mean that an actual error has occurred, and

implies that it's probably safe to proceed with the original operation.
• A caution alert (Figure 7·4b) reports a more serious error or anomaly, or
asks the user for additional instructions about how to proceed:
Save changes to file "Term Paper" before quitting?

• A stop alert (Figure 7-4c) reports a serious error or problem that makes
it impossible to complete the requested operation, or warns the user of
potentially dangerous or irrevocable consequences: for example,
Are you sure you want to erase that disk?

The standard alert icons don't have to be included explicitly in
an alert's item list . Instead, you can request any of the three icons
implicitly by displaying the alert box with one of the Toolbox routines NoteAlert, CautionAlert, or StopAlert instead of just Alert [7.4.2). The
icon will always be displayed at a standard position within the alert
box, running from local coordinates (10, 20) at the top left to (42, 52) at
the bottom right. (If you want to put it somewhere else instead, you
can de.fine an explicit item of type Icon Item, giving one of the constants
Notelcon, Cautionlcon, or Stoplcon [7.4.2) as the resource ID.)

Control Items
The item type for a control item is formed by adding the constant
Ctrlltem to another constant denoting the specific type of control: BtnCtrl
for a pushbutton , ChkCtrl for a checkbox, or RadCtrl for a radio button.
For example, the item type for a simple pushbutton is
Ctrlltem

+ BtnCtrl

For these three standard button types , the descriptive information in
the item list resource is just the text of the button's title . The Toolbox
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will automatically create a control of the specified type with that title,
using the item's display rectangle as the enclosing r ectangle for the
control.
For any other type of control, the item type is
Ctrlltem

+ ResCtrl

("resource control"), and the additional <lescriptive information is the
resource ID of a control template (resource type 'CNTL' (6.5.1)). The
template in turn will include a control definition ID specifying the
control type . For both standard and resource controls, the item
handle is simply a handle to the control in memory.
An alert or modal dialog box should always include at least one
pushbutton for dismissing the dialog from the screen. (A modeless
dialog doesn't need such a button, since it's dismissed with the close
box like an ordinary window.) Often there will be two or more
pushbuttons that dismiss the dialog in different ways: for instance, an
OK button to proceed with the original command and a Cancel button
to rescind it. In any case, one pushbutton is singled out for special
treatment as the default button. While the alert or dialog box is
visible, the Toolbox will interpret a press of the Re turn or Enter key
as equivalent to a mouse click in the default button . To signal this fact
to the user, it will automatically outline the button on the screen with
a heavy , black double border, as shown in Figure 7-5 .

OK
The d efa ult button has a heavy, double border.
F igure 7-5 Default button

For modal dialogs, the first ite m in the item list (item number 1)
is always assumed to be the default button, so you should set up your
item list accordingly . For alerts, the ale rt template can specify either
of the first two items as the default button. These first two items a re
commonly used for an OK and a Cancel button; so commonly, in fact,
that the Toolbox defines constants by those names to stand for the
item numbers 1 and 2 (7.1.1). The item number of the default button
is kept in the aDefltem field of the dialog record (7. 1.1).
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By convention, the default button should be the "safest" way of dismissing a dialog box-that is, the one that results in the least loss of
data. For instance, if you're asking the user whether to save or discard
the contents of a window before closing it, the Save button would be
the safest choice and should be the default.

Text Boxes
A dialog box can contain one or more text boxes for entering text
from the keyboard. Text boxes automatically support selection with
the mouse, extended selection with the Shift key, point-and-type
insertion or replacement, character deletion with the Backspace key,
and (on the Macintosh Plus) automatic horizontal and vertical scrolling when the mouse is dragged outside the text box. If you want,
you can also arrange to have them support the standard editing
commands Cut, Copy, Paste, and Clear, or their Command-key
equivalents: later we'll see an example of how to do this.
The item type for text boxes is EditText ("editable text"). The item
list in the resource file gives the text to be used for the initial contents
of the text box; in memory, this will be converted into an item handle
to the box's current contents in the heap . You can obtain the item
handle with GetDltem [7.3 .1) and pass it to GetlText [7.3.2) to get the box's
contents in Pascal string form, or to SetlText [7.3.2) to change the
contents. You can also set the box's selection range with SellText
[7.3.2).
A dialog can have any number of text boxes, but only one of
them is current at any given time. Only the current text box displays
an insertion point or selection; all characters typed from the keyboard are directed to that text box . The Toolbox automatically advances from one text box to the next (or from the last back to the
first) when the user presses the Tab key. The editField field of the
dialog record [7.1 .1) always identifies the current text box by giving
its item number minus 1. The textH field holds a handle to the edit
record the Toolbox uses to display the box's contents on the screen;
just as for a static text item, the edit record uses the text box's display
rectangle for both wrapping and clipping.

User Items
There's also a catchall item type named Userltem, which you can use to
include any kind of object you want as an item in a dialog box . In this
case, instead of a handle to the item itself, the item list holds a pointer
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to a procedure you supply for drawing the item on the screen. You
can use SetDltem [7.3.1] to store this procedure pointer into the item
list in place of an item handle.
The drawing procedure for a user item should be of the form
procedure Drawltem (theWindow : WindowPtr;
itemNumber: INTEGER);

where theWindow is a pointer to the dialog window and itemNumber is the
number of the item to be drawn (that is, its index within the win·
dow's item list). Everything this procedure draws will be clipped to
the item's display rectangle. You can safely assume that the given
dialog window (theWlndow) will already be the current port at the time
the procedure is called.

Error Sounds and Staged Alerts
In addition to displaying an alert box on the screen, an alert (but not
a modal or modeless dialog) can also emit sounds from the Macintosh
speaker. There can be as many as four different error sounds availa ·
ble for use with alerts, identified by sound numbers from 0 to 3. The
standard sound built into the Toolbox for each sound number is just
the corresponding number of short beeps, from none to three. If you
want, you can replace these with any other sounds you like by
writing your own sound procedure and installing it with ErrorSound
[7.5.1]. See Volume Three for details on how to produce sounds
through the speaker.
Another special property of alerts is that they can be staged to
behave differently each time they occur. For instance, the first time
the user attempts some questionable action you might just want to
beep once without displaying an alert box; the second time, beep
twice and display an alert box with a suitable error message, and
with the Cancel button outlined as the recommended (default) action;
beginning with the third time, don't beep at all and make OK the
default button, on the assumption that the user is doing it (whatever
"it" is) deliberately.
You can define as many as four stages for a given alert: one stage
for each of the first three times in a row that the alert occurs, and the
last stage for the fourth and all subsequent times. The alert's behavior at each stage is defined by a stage list in the alert template [7.1.3],
which consists of four 4-bit fields packed into a single memory word.
For each stage, the stage list tells the Toolbox whether to display an
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alert box, which button to treat as the default, and how many times
to beep (or more precisely, which of the four currently defined error
sounds to emit). If you don't need four distinct stages, you can define
some or all of them to behave the same way.

For reasons best known to Apple's programmers, the fields of the
stage list are stored backwards: the last field defines stage 1 of the
alert and the first defines stage 4.

If you need to, you can find out what stage an alert is currently
up to with the Toolbox function GetAlrtStage, or reset the alert back to
stage 1 with ResetAlrtStage (7.5.2). Both of these routines apply implicitly to the last alert that was displayed on the screen; all other alerts
are, of course, at stage 1 by definition. GetAlrtStage returns an integer
from 0 to 3 that's one less than the stage at which the last alert
occurred.

In assembly language, you can find the resource ID and stage of the
last alert in the system globals AN umber and ACount, respectively. To reset
the alert to stage 1, store -1 into ACount.

Using Alerts
Alerts are the simplest form of dialog to use, because they require no
active intervention on your part. An alert normally consists of nothing but static items (text, icons, pictures) and simple pushbuttons for
dismissing the alert. (Other interactive items, such as checkboxes,
radio buttons, and text boxes, are meaningful only in modal and
modeless dialogs.) When you display an alert, you relinquish control
to the Toolbox and don't get it back until after the alert has been
dismissed; there's no opportunity to interact directly with the user
while the alert is on the screen. The only information you get about
the user's actions is after the fact: the item number of the pushbutton
that was clicked to dismiss the alert.
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Actually, you can arrange for any item to dismiss the alert when
clicked, not just pushbuttons. Every item, regardless of type, can be
either enabled or disabled; the alert will be dismissed when the user
clicks the mouse in an enabled item. An item is always assumed to be
enabled unless you specify otherwise by adding the constant ltemOlsable
[7.1.2) to its item type when you create it. Ordinarily you'll want to
disable all static items, so that mouse clicks in them will be ignored;
but you can leave them enabled if you want the alert box to disappear
when they're clicked.

The basic Toolbox routine for putting up an alert box on the
screen is Alert (7.4.2). The alternate routines NoteAlert, CautionAlert, and
StopAlert work exactly the same way; the only difference is that they
automatically include one of the standard icons of Figure 7-4 in the
alert box when they display it on the screen. In each case, you supply
the resource ID of an alert template, along with an optional .filter
function that we'll be discussing later. (For now, we can assume that
you jus.t pass NIL for the filter parameter.)
The Alert routine retains control and monitors the user's actions
for as long as the alert remains on the screen. It ignores mouse
presses in disabled items, or those that don't fall within any item's
display rectangle. Uf the mouse is pressed outside the alert box
entirely, Alert will emit error sound number 1, normally a single beep.)
When the user finally presses the mouse in an enabled item, Alert will
remove the alert box from the screen, dispose of it, and return as its
function result the item number of the item that was clicked.
In the case of a control item such as a pushbutton, Alert first calls
the Toolbox routine TrackControl (6.4.2) to track the mouse until it's
released . Alert will dismiss the alert box and return the control's item
number only if the mouse is released inside the same control it was
originally pressed in; otherwise it will treat the mouse press as if it
were in a disabled item and just ignore it. Notice that disabling a
control item isn't the same as deactivating it with HiliteControl (6.3.3).
An inactive control doesn't respond to the mouse at all; one that's
active but disabled responds to the mouse but doesn't dismiss the
alert box.
Program 7-1 (DoAboul) illustrates the straightforward use of an
alert box. This routine is called from the MiniEdit routine DoAppleChoice
(Program 4-6) when the user chooses the About MiniEdit.. . item from the
Apple menu. All it does is display the alert shown in Figure 7-6 and
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MiniEdit 1.1
"Macintosh Reuealed" eHample application

S. Chernicoff

14 July 1986

nContinue D
Figure 7·6 About alert

{ Slobal declaration }
£Q!l~!

AboutID = 1000;

<Resource ID for About alert>

C Handle About "iniEdit ••• co11and. }
Y![

<Ite1 nu1ber for About alert>

ignore : INTESERl

ignore
~!l~i

:=

Alert !AboutID,

~!bl

<Post alert [7.4.21}

CDoAbouU
Program 7-1 Handle About MlniEdit ... command

return when the user dismisses the alert. Since there's only one
enabled item (the OKbutton), the item number returned by the Tool·
box Alert routine doesn't convey any useful information in this case, so
DoAbout just ignores it.
A more interesting example arises when the user attempts to
close a "dirty" window (one containing changes that haven't yet been
saved to the disk). When this happens, our CloseAppWlndow routine
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displays the alert shown in Figure 7-7, offering the user three
choices:
• Save the window's contents before closing.
• Discard the contents; just close the window.
• Cancel the operation; don't close the window.

Recall that CloseAppWindow is called by DoClose (Program 3-3), which
in turn can be called by way of DoFileChoice (Program 4-8) when the
user chooses the Close command from the File menu, via DoGoAway
(Program 3-10) when the mouse is clicked in a window's close box, or
via DoEvent (Program 2-5) after the user chooses the Quit command or
types Command-a. In our earlier discussion of CloseAppWindow in Chapter 3, we glossed over a few steps that we weren't yet ready to
discuss; now we're in a position to look at the complete version of the
routine (Program 7-2).
The first thing we have to do in CloseAppWindow (after getting the
active window's data record and locking it down in the heap) is check
( 6Jobal variables
Y~[

TheNindo•
TheEvent
Errorflag
Quitting

:
:
:
:

Nindo•Ptr;
EventRecord;
BOOLEAN;
BOOLEAN;

<Pointer to currently active •indo• Cl.I.II}
<Current event C2.l.1l}
(J/O error flag}
{Quit coe1and in effect?}

( Close application •indo•.
£!!!!~!

m

saveID = 1001;

<Resource ID for Save alert}

savelte1 z I;
discardltea = 2;
cancel Itea = 3;

Clte1 nulber for Save button}
Clte1 nu1ber for Discard button}
Clte1 nu1ber for Cancel button}

theData
:
dataHandle :
theTitle :
thelte1
:
resultCode:
thisNindo• :

<Handle to •lndo•'s data record CProg. 5-!J}
<Untyped handle for destroying data record Cl:l.l.IJ}
<Title of •indo• CI:2.l.ll>
Clte1 nu1ber for Save alert}
Cl/O error code Cl:l. l.21}
<Pointer to •indo• being closed Cl.I.I]}

NDHandle;
Handle;
Str2S5;
INTEGER;
OSErr;
NindowPtr;

Program 7-2 Close application window
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<ClostAppWind1111>

dataHandle := Handlel6ttlllefConlThttlind1111ll;
Hlock ldataHindlel;
theD1ta := MDH1ndleldat1Handlel;

!!1h tbeDataAA

<Stt •ind1111 ••ta Cl.2.41)
<Lock data record CI:3.2.4l}
<Convert to

ty~

handle CProg. 5-11}

~Q

~!g!!!

!!. dirty

CHave 1ind1111 content1 beea changed? (Prag.

1~!!!

~-11}

~ffi!!

SetNTitle ITheWindo•, theTitlel; C6et •indow title CJ.2.41}
Para1Text ltheTitle, '', '', ''l; (Substitute into alert text C7.4.6l}
theltea :s CautionAlert Isave ID,
m! theltea Qf

~!~l;

(Post alert C7 .4.2]}

save I tu:
~!g!n

DoSave;

!! ErrorFlag

!~!~

CSivt •ind!MI contents to disk (Prog. 8-21}
<Check for 1/0 error}

~!9!!!

Hllnlock ldataHindlel; <Unlock data record CI:J.2.41}
EXIT IClos!AppWindowl <Exit to 1ain event loop}

___ ,
end·

!!!~cw

di scardltet:
<Do nothing>;
cancel Ih1:
~!9!!!

Quitting := FALSE;
HUnloct ldataHandlel;
EXIT ICloseAppWindowl

CCanctl Quit co11and, if any}
<Unlock data record CI:J.2.41}
<Exit to 1ain event loop}

!!!~

!!!~i <!!>
!! fileNu1ber <> 0 1~!!!

(Is windOll associated •ith a file? CProg. 5-11>

~!9!!!

resultCode := FSClose lfileNu1berl; <Close fi le (8.2.21}
IOCheck (resultCodel;
<Check for error CProg. 8-11}
!! ErrorFlag 1~!~
<Error detected?}
Program 7-2 (continued)
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~~g!~

!Unlock d1ta record Cl:3.2 .4l}
CEx it to 1ain event loop}

HUnlock !dataHandlel;
EXIT !CloseAppMindowl
~~q

~~q;

<w

<W

TEDispose (editRecl;

!Dispose of edit record C5.2.2J}

TheScrol!Bar :=~!bi
TheText
: = ~!b

CClear global handlts>

HUnlock (dataHandlel;

<Unlock data record [1:3.2.41}

thisMindow := TheVindow;
HideMindow <TheMindowl ;

<Save window pointer !DoActivate will change TheVindowl}
(Force deactivate event [3.3. IJ}

!f SetNextEvent <ActivateEvt, TheEvent l

tn~n

DoActi vate;
!f SetNextEvent <ActivateEvt, TheEvent l
DoActi vate;

tn~n

DisposHandle !dataHandlel;
D1sposeWindoM !thisWindoMl
~nq;

CSet deactivate event C2.2.I, 2.1.21>
C and handle it CProg. 5-141
}
<Set activate event C2.2. I, 2.1 .21}
C and handle it CProg. 5-141
>
!Dispose of window data record Cl :3.2.2J}
COispose of Mindow [3 .2.31 }

CCloseAppVindow}
Program 7·2 (continued)

Saue file "Bandersnatch"
before closing?

(

Saue

Il

( Discard )

C1rncel

Figure 7-7 Save alert

whether the window's contents have been changed since the last
Save. If the dirty flag in the data record is FALSE, there's no need for an
alert; if it's TRUE, we get the window's title and substitute it into the
text of the Save alert with ParamText (7.4.6), then call CautionAlert to
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display the alert with the standard caution icon. Next we use a case
statement on the item number we get back, to decide how to proceed
depending on which pushbutton the user clicked to dismiss the alert.
If it was the Save button, we call the MiniEdit routine DoSave to save the
window's contents, just as if the user had chosen Save from the menu.
We'll be looking at DoSave in detail when we talk about filing operations in Chapter 8; we'll also discuss the MiniEdit global variable ErrorFlag
at that time.
If the alert was dismissed with the Discard button, then the user
doesn't want to save the window's contents and there's nothing to do.
If the user clicked the Cancel button, we take an immediate exit from
CloseAppWindow back to our program's main event loop. an case the
window is being closed as part of a Quit sequence, we also take the
additional precaution of clearing the global Quitting flag, discussed
earlier in Chapter 2, to cancel the Quit command.)
Assuming we've gotten through the case statement without
heading for the exit, the next step is to close the disk file associated
with the window, if there is one. (The Toolbox routine for this
purpose, FSClose, will be covered in the next chapter, as well as the
MiniEdit routine IOCheck, which checks for errors during an input/output operation.) Finally, we dispose of the window's edit record with
TEDispose (5.2.2) and clear MiniEdit's global handles TheScrollBar and TheText
to NIL. The rest of the CloseAppWindow routine has already been discussed in Chapter 3.

Using Modal Dialogs
Modal dialogs are a bit more complicated to use than alerts, because
they call for intervention by your program while the dialog box is
still on the screen. For one thing, you have to create the dialog for
yourself with NewDialog or GetNewDialog and put it up on the screen with
ShowWindow (3.1.1), instead of letting the Toolbox do it all for you as it
does with the Alert routine. Once the dialog is on the screen, you
repeatedly call the Toolbox routine ModalDialog [7.4.3) to handle the
user's mouse and keyboard actions.
Like Alert, ModalOialog intercepts all user events in a dialog box and
reports back to you by item number those that involve an enabled
item. However, it doesn't automatically dismiss the dialog when the
user clicks an enabled item; it leaves it on the screen to allow further
interaction. It's up to you to decide, depending on the item number
you receive, whether to dismiss the dialog with HideWindow (3.3.1] or
leave it up and call ModalOialog again to continue processing events.
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Also like Alert, ModalDialog ignores mouse presses in a disabled item, as
well as those that aren't in any item at all. It responds with a single
beep (or whatever is currently defined as sound number 1) if the
mouse is pressed outside the dialog box entirely. Only those mouse
events that involve an enabled item are reported back to you.
ModalDialog automatically handles all window events (activate, deactivate, and update) directed to the dialog window. When the mouse
is pressed in a control, it calls TrackControl (6.4.2) to track the mouse,
and reports the event to you only if the mouse is released inside the
same control. Since the dialog box doesn't go away when an enabled
item is clicked, its controls aren't limited to simple pushbuttons that
cause an immediate action, like those of an alert: a modal dialog can
include checkboxes, radio buttons, and even adjustable dials such as
scroll bars if they make sense. Of course, on receiving back the item
number of such a control, it's up to you to do whatever is appropri ate in response, such as turning a checkbox on or off or turning off
one radio button when another is clicked.
If the dialog includes editable text boxes, ModalDialog will also take
care of all mouse selection and keyboard type-in for you. It passes all
mouse presses in a text box to the TextEdit routine TEClick (5 .4.1), to
track the mouse and perform standard text selection. This includes
double-click word selection and extended selection with the Shift
key; on the Macintosh Plus, it also includes automatic horizontal and
vertical scrolling when the mouse is dragged outside the text box.
Characters typed from the keyboard are inserted into the current
text box with TEKey (5.5.1), which also handles character deletion with
the Backspace key. When the user presses the Tab key, Modal Dialog
automatically advances to the next text box and selects its entire
contents, so that they can be replaced simply by typing from the
keyboard.
... ,i.

.ifowev~r.,.:Mgd~Pl~lcrQ1.do.as. .'fit#.:~~~:CoiU~~·key 4Pmbin8,ti~,~~.~~~~~··· ..
*1i~ttcally; itjlls' tsnores:fPe!~4:J~ey:$lcl~~ts:ith~IDJ.m.f.q~

~a~ers .. tf'yqu want'~JtiteifPi"et·~Q~b_ ~niJJhw~(>n~ .~s.·c;;«:>mm~,
. yQu, have·~ dQ.ityo~~lt,with,a~ ~~ functiol,l; w4tll:see.··h(»w,ij)·.~
~µta.

.

.

. .

>

•

If a text box is enabled, ModalDialog will report its item number
back to you after every mouse press or typed character directed to it.
Normally, though, there's nothing more you need to do, since the

J
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standard point-and-type selection and editing conventions will already have been taken care of. All you really care about are the final
contents of the text box, which you can get with GetlText (7.3.2) after
the dialog is finally dismissed. So you'll usually want to disable all
your text boxes by giving them an item type of
EditText + ltemDisable
ModalDialog will still handle events in the text box as described; it just
won't bother to tell you about them .

Using Modeless Dialogs
Modeless dialogs require even more active intervention on your part
than modal ones . This is because a modeless dialog can coexist with
other active windows on the screen. Events outside the dialog box
aren't ignored, as they are when an alert or a modal dialog is active;
so you can't just rely on a Toolbox routine like Alert or ModalDialog to
intercept and handle all events for you until the dialog is dismissed.
Instead you just carry on with your normal event processing, but
pick out those events directed to the dialog and pass them through to
the Toolbox to handle .
The Toolbox routine lsDialogEvent (7.4.4) helps you decide which
events are dialog-related. It accepts an event record as a parameter
and returns TRUE if the event pertains to a dialog window, FALSE if it
doesn't. Whenever there's a modeless dialog box on the screen (even
when it isn't the frontmost window), you should pass each event you
receive from GetNextEvent (2.2.1) to lsDialogEvent. If the result you get
back is FALSE, then the event is your responsibility to handle; if the
result is TRUE, then the event is directed to a dialog box and you
should pass it to the Toolbox routine DlalogSelect for processing.
DialogSelect (7.4.4) handles a single dialog-related event. You pass it
an event record and it responds to the event in exactly the same way
ModalDialog would. That is, it activates, deactivates, and updates dialog
windows, tracks the mouse in controls and text boxes with TrackControl
or TEClick, and inserts typed characters into the current text box with
TEKey. But whereas ModalDialog calls GetNextEvent for itself, DlalogSelect
expects you to get the event and pass it in as a parameter. And
whereas ModalDialog will continue to get and process events until it
gets one for an enabled dialog item, DialogSelect always handles just
one single event; it returns a Boolean result to let you know if an
enabled item was involved. In other words, if ModalDialog would have
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notified you of the event, DialogSelect returns TRUE; if ModalDialog would
have suppressed the event and kept on processing, DialogSelect returns
FALSE. When it does return TRUE, it identifies the item affected by
passing back a dialog pointer and an item number as variable parameters. You can then respond with whatever action the item calls for,
which may or may not include dismissing the dialog box from the
screen.

Filter Functions
Both Alert and ModalDialog accept a pointer to an optional filter function
(7.4.5) as a parameter. As the Toolbox routine gets and processes
events, it will pass each event to the filter function before responding
to it. This gives you a chance to intercept the event and handle it
your own way, or to modify its meaning before it's acted upon by the
Toolbox.
If you supply a filter function, it should be of the form
function Filter (theDialog
: DialogPtr;
var theEvent
: EventRecord;
var itemNumber : INTEGER)

: BOOLEAN;

The Toolbox will pass you a dialog pointer and an event record. You
can either handle the event yourself, leave it alone for the Toolbox to
handle, or change it into some other event. (Notice that theEvent is
declared as a variable parameter, so that you can modify the fields of
the event record and send it back to the Toolbox for processing in
altered form.) A function result of FALSE tells the Toolbox to go ahead
and process the event in the normal way; TRUE tells it to report the
event as if it were a mouse click in the item identified by variable
parameter ltemNumber. The standard Toolbox filter function (which
you get if you pass NIL for the filter parameter to Alert or ModalDialog)
uses this feature to convert a press of the Return or Enter key into a
click of the dialog's default button.
Program 7·3 shows an example of a filter function to provide the
standard cut-and-paste editing operations as Command-key combinations in a dialog text box. First we check the event type to see if it's a
key-down event; if not, we simply return FALSE from the filter func·
tion to let the Toolbox handle the event in the normal way. For key·
down events, we get the key code, character code, and Command bit
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!Yn£!iQn EditFilter

Filter Functions

(Pointer to dialog}
CEvent to be processed}
Clte1 nulber to report}
(Bypass nor1al event processing?}

<theDialog
: DialogPtr;
y~( theEvent
: EventRecord;
y~( ite1Nu1ber : INTEGER!
: BOOLEAN;

Filter function to allo• C011and-key aliases for standard editing operations.
£Qn~!

m

returnCode = t24;
enterCode = t34;
cancelCode = t32;

CKey code for Return key}
CKey code for Enter key}
CKey code for Cancel (tilde) key}

keyCode
chCode
ch
c1dDo•n

CKey code}
(Character code}
(Character that •as typed}
<Co11and key do•n?}

~~gin

:
:
:
:

INTEGER ;
INTEGER;
CHAR;
BOOLEAN;

<EditFilter}

!i!h theEvent QQ
i! •hat <>

keyDo•n !h!n
EditFilter := FALSE

(Mas it a key-down event? [2.1.21}
(Not a keystroke, handl e as a nor1al event}

!l~!
~~gin

{Initialize funct ion result to bypass nor1al processing}

EditFi lter :=TRUE;
keyCode := BitAnd (1essage, KeyCode"askl;
keyCode : = BitShift (-8, keyCodel;

CGet key code fro• event 1essage £1:2.2.2 1 2.1 .4]}
CShift to lo•-order byte £1:2.2.2] }

chCode := BitAnd (1essage, CharCode"ask l ;
ch
:= CHR <chCodel;

(Get character code £1:2.2.2, 2.l.4l}
(Convert to a character}

c1dDo•n :; (BitAnd !1odifiers, C1dKey l <> 01; (Co11and key do•n? £2.1.51}

i!

keyCode iQ CreturnCode, enterCodel
ite1Nu1ber :=OK

i! keyCode = cancelCode
ite1Nu1ber :=Cancel

~1~!

!!!! !.! !!!! c1dlo•n !h!n
Editfilter := FALSE

!h!n

<Return or Enter key?}
<"asquerade as OK button C7.1.lll

!h~n

<Tilde key?}
C"asquerade as Cancel button £7.1.ll}
CC011and kty d1111n?>
{Ordinary keystroke, handle as

Program 7-3 Filter function for keyboard editing

1

nor11l ev.ntl
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!!~!
~!ii~

itelMlllber :z thtlialogAA.tditFitld + 1; <Return it11 nulller of current text box C7.l.ll}

'I':

DlgCut (theDialogl;

CC011111d-I 11ans Cut [7.4.71}

'C':

DlgCopy !theDialogl;

CC011Nnd-C 1ean1 Copy [7.4.71}

'V':

DlgPaste !theDialogl;

CC011and-V 1eans Paste C7.4.7l}

'B':

DlgDelete !theDialogl;

CCo11and-B 1tans Clear [7.4.71}

CDther Co11and-key equivalents, if any}
!!1h![!l~!

CDo nothing>

!~~;

(Ignore 1eaningless C01111and colbinations}

CEditFilttr}
Program 7·3 (continued)

from the event record and start checking for keystrokes that require
special handling.
Like the standard filter function, we want to translate the Return or Enter key into a click of the dialog's default button. We do
this by returning a function result of TRUE along with the item number OK, denoting the first item in the dialog's item list. (Recall that in a
modal dialog the default button is always item number 1.) As an
added feature , we'll also interpret the tilde key (top-left on the keyboard) as an alias for the dialog's Cancel button. Notice that these tests
are based on the event's key code rather than its character code; this
makes them depend only on the key's physical position on the keyboard, regardless of what character it may represent under the
current keyboard configuration.
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If the keystroke wasn't an alias for the OK or Cancel button, we
next check for a Command-key combination. If the Command key
wasn't down, then the event is an ordinary keystroke and we again
pass it through with a FALSE function result to be handled normally.
For Command combinations, we'll return TRUE along with the item
number of the current text box, which we get from the dialog record; if the text box is an enabled item, ModalDialog will in turn report
this item number back to the calling program.
We can now proceed to check for the standard editing commands and respond to them with the Toolbox calls DlgCut, DlgCopy,
Dig Paste, and DlgDelete (7.4. 7]. Each of these performs the corresponding editing operation on a dialog's current text box. At this point we
can also check for any other Command combinations we might want
to add. For unrecognizable combinations, we just report back the
item number of the text box and otherwise ignore the event.
Another important use of filter functions is for mouse tracking
in interactive dials or nonstandard (user) items. Your filter function
can intercept mouse events in these items and do whatever is needed
in response, such as r edrawing the dial's indicator to follow the
mouse or performing some continuous action while the mouse button is held down. You can also use a filter function to check for and
respond to disk-inserted events while a dialog box is active. (The Alert
and ModalDialog routines mask out disk events in their GetNextEvent calls,
so it's up to you to detect and handle them if your application requires it.)

You may have noticed that although Alert and ModalDialog accept a filter
function parameter, the Toolbox routine for modeless dialogs, DlalogSelect, doesn't . This is because in a modeless dialog you yourself request
the events from GetNextEvent and feed them one by one to DlalogSelect. If
there's any filtering to be done, you can do it yourself instead of
supplying a filter function for the Toolbox to do it with.

Nuts and Bolts
If you want, you can change the typeface used in dialogs and alerts
with the Toolbox routine SetDAFont (7.5.1]. (Ordinarily the system font
is used.) The typeface you specify will be used from that time on for
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all static text items and editable text boxes in dialogs and alerts.
Control titles, however, are always displayed in the system font and
are unaffected by SetOAFont.
One problem that can sometimes arise is that a dialog's resources are inaccessible when they're needed because the disk
they're on has been ejected from the disk drive . When this happens,
the Toolbox will automatically eject the disk that's currently in the
drive and put up an alert of its own asking the user to insert the disk
it needs. You can minimize this problem by using the Toolbox routines CouldDialog and CouldAlert [7.5.3) before beginning any operation
that may involve disk swapping. You give the resource ID of a dialog
or alert that you know might occur during the swapping operation;
all resources associated with that dialog or alert will be read into the
heap and made unpurgeable, so that they're guaranteed to be available if needed . When the operation is finished and the disk containing
the resources is back in the drive, you can call FreeOialog or FreeAlert
[7.5.3) to reclaim the heap space occupied by the resources.

REFERENCE

7 .1 Internal Representation of Dialogs

7 .1.1 Dialog Records

~

I

Definitions

~~~-------------------------type
DialogPtr
{For treating as a window}
= WindowPtr;
Dialog Peek

= " DialogRecord;

Dialog Record = record
window
items
textH
editField
editOpen
aDefltem
end ;
canst
OK
1;
Cancel = 2;

=

:
:
:
:
:
:

WindowRecord;
Handle;
TEHandle;
INTEGER;
INTEGER;
INTEGER

{For accessing dialog-specific fields}

{Dialog window}
{Handle to item list}
{Handle to edit record for current text box}
{Item number of current text box minus 1}
{Private}
{Item number of default button}

{Item number of OK button}
{Item number of Cancel button}
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~~iiiii~·==::t---------N-o_t_e_s____________________________________________
1. window is a complete window record (not just a pointer) embedded
within the dialog record. Use a DialogPtr to refer to the dialog as a

window or as a graphics port (to draw into it with QuickDraw); use a
DialogPeek to refer to it specifically as a dialog (to access the fields of the
dialog record).
2. A dialog window's class (field windowKind of the window record [3.1.1]) is
DlalogKind.

3. Items is a handle to the dialog's item list in memory. This is the Toolbox's

4.

G.

6.

7.

8.

9.

own private copy of the item list; its structure differs somewhat from
that of the item list resource [7.6.3] supplied when the dialog was
created.
Use SetDltem and GetDltem (7.3.1], SetlText and GetlText (7.3.2] to access the
contents of the item list, rather than accessing it directly through the
item list handle.
If the dialog includes any editable text boxes, edltFleld is one less than the
item number of the current text box, and textH is a handle to the text
box's edit record. editOpen is used privately by the Toolbox and is of no
concern to the application.
If the dialog has no text boxes, editField is -1 and textH is undefined.
aDefltem is the item number of the dialog's default button. Pressing the
Return or Enter key will (normally) be considered equivalent to clicking
the mouse in this button.
The default button is boldly outlined on the screen. The outline is 3
pixels thick and extends 4 pixels beyond the button's display rectangle
in each direction.
For modal dialogs, the default button is always the OK button (item
number 1); for alerts, it can be either OK (1) or Cancel (2). Modeless dialogs
have no default button.
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[7.1.2) Item Types

Assembly
Language
Information
_
_
_
_ __
Field offsets in a dialog record:
(Pascal)
Field name

(Assembly)
Offset name

window
items
textH
editField
editOpen
aDef Item

dWindow
items
teHandle
edltFleld
editOpen
aDef Item

Offset in bytes

0

156
160
164
166
168

Assembly-language constants:
Name

Value

Meaning

DWindLen
OKButton
Cancel Button

170

Length of dialog record in bytes
Item number of OK button
Item number of Cancel button

1
2

7 .1.2 Item Types

w

Definitions

con st
UserItem
Ctrlltem
BtnCtrl
ChkCtrl
RadCtrl
ResCtrl
StatText
EditText
Icon Item
Plcltem

= O;
= 4·'
=
=
=
=
= 8;
= 16;
= 32;
= 64;

ItemDisable = 128;

O;
1·
2·'
'
3;

{Application-defined Item}
{Control}
{Pushbutton}
{Checkbox}
{Radio button}
{Other, defined by control template resource}
{Static text}
{Editable text box}
{ Icon}
{Picture}
{Item is disabled}
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1. The item type for a control item is formed by adding toget her the

constant Ctrlltem and a second constant (BtnCtrl, ChkCtrl, RadCtrl, or ResCtrl)
for the specific control type.
2. Static text items and editable text boxes are limited to a maximum
length of 241 characters.
3 . A user item is de fined by a drawing procedure of the form
procedure DrawUserltem
(theDialog
: DialogPlr;
itemNumber : INTEGER);
to draw the item within its dialog window.
4. The constant ltemDisable added to any item type specifies that the item is
disabled; without this constant, the item is enabled. This affects the
reporting of events involving the item by the alert routines [7.4.2),
ModalDialog [7.4.3), and DialogSelect [7.4.4).

I

Ic=J
Assembly
Language
Information
---fla...,.._
_
_
_
_ ____
Item types :
Name

User Item
Ctrlltem
BtnCtrl
ChkCtrl
RadCtrl
ResCtrl
StatText
EditText
Icon Item
Pie Item
Item Disable

Value

Meaning

0
4
0
1
2
3

8
16
32
64
128

Application-defined item
Control
Pushbutton
Checkbox
Radio button
Other control
Static text
Editable text box
Icon
Picture
Item is disabled
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7 .1.3 Alert Templates

type
AlertTHndle
AlertTPtr

=

AlertTPtr;

11

= 11AlertTemplate ;

AlertTemplate

= record
boundsRect : Rect;
items ID
stages
end ;

Stagelist

: INTEGER;
: Stagelist

{Alert window's port rectangle}
{
In screen coordinates }
{Resource ID of item list}
{Stage list}

= packed record
boldltm4 : 0.. 1;
boxDrwn4 : BOOLEAN;
sound4
: 0.. 3;

{Stage 4: item number of default button minus 1}
{Stage 4: draw alert box on screen?}
{Stage 4: sound number to emit}

boldltm3 : 0.. 1;
boxDrwn3 : BOOLEAN ;
sound3
: 0.. 3;

{Stage 3: item number of default button minus 1}
{Stage 3: draw alert box on screen?}
{Stage 3: sound number to emit}

boldltm2 : 0.. 1;
boxDrwn2 : BOOLEAN;
sound2
: 0.. 3;

{Stage 2: item number of default button minus 1}
{Stage 2: draw alert box on screen?}
{Stage 2: sound number to emit}

boldltm1 : 0.. 1;
boxDrwn1 : BOOLEAN;
sound1 : 0.. 3

{Stage 1: item number of default button minus 1}
{Stage 1: draw alert box on screen?}
{Stage 1: sound number to emit}

end ;

~~~ii=t-----N-ot-es_______________________
1. AlertTemplate represents the structure of an alert template, as stored in a
resource file under resource type 'ALRT' [7.6.1).
.2. boundsRect defines the alert window's port rectangle, in global (screen)

coordinates.
3. boundsRect should have a top coordinate of at least 25, to allow for the

height of the menu bar and the border of the alert box itself.
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4. itemslD is the resource ID of the alert's item list, resource type 'DITL'
[7.6.3).

5. stages is a stage list defining the behavior of the alert at each of four

consecutive stages.
6. The stage list identifies the default button at each stage of the alert (for
example, boldltm1 for the first stage), the sound to be emitted (sound1), and
whether the alert box is to be drawn on the screen at that stage
(boxDrwn1).

7. The value given for the default button is one less than the button's

actual item number.
8. Stages 1 to 3 apply to the first three consecutive occurrences of the
same alert; stage 4 applies to the fourth and all subsequent occurrences.
9. Notice that the stage list specifies the stages in reverse order, from stage

4 down to stage 1.
10. The assembly-language constants VolBits, AIBit, and OKDismissal (below) are

masks for extracting the various subfields within a single 4-bit element
of the stage list word.

CJI

I

Assembly Language Information
~tr]t---------Field offsets in an alert template:
(Pascall
(Assembly)
Field name

Offset name

boundsRect
itemsID
stages

aBounds
aItems
aStages

Offset in bytes

0
B
10

Masks within a stage list item:
Name

VolBits
Al Bit
OKDismissal

Value

3
4
8

Meaning

Sound number
Draw alert box?
Item number of default button
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7 .1.4 Dialog Templates

type
DialogTHndle
DialogTPtr

=
=

11
11

DialogTPtr;
DialogTemplate;

DialogTemplate = record
boundsRect : Rect;
proclD
visible
filler1
goAwayFlag
filler2
ref Con
items ID
title
end;

:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:

INTEGER;
BOOLEAN;
BOOLEAN;
BOOLEAN;
BOOLEAN;
LONGINT;
INTEGER;
Str255

{Dialog window's port rectangle}
{
in screen coordinates
}
{Dialog window's definition ID}
{Is dialog window visible?}
{Padding}
{Does dialog window have a close box?}
{Padding}
{Dialog window's reference constant}
{Resource ID of item list}
{Title of dialog window}

1. DialogTemplate represents

the structure of a dialog template, as stored in a
resource file under resource type 'DLOG' [7.6.2].
2. boundsRect defines the dialog window's port rectangle, in global (screen)
coordinates.
3. boundsRect should have a top coordinate of at least 25 for a modal dialog
or 40 for a modeless one, to allow for the height of the menu bar and
the border o~ title bar of the dialog window itself.
4. proclD is the window type (window definition ID [3.2.2]) of the dialog
window.
5 . itemslD is the resource ID of the dialog's item list, resource type 'DITL'
[7.6.3].

6. All remaining fields of the dialog template (except the "padding" fields
filler1 and filler2) contain the same information as the corresponding
parameters to NewWindow (3.2.2] or NewDialog [7.2.2].
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---111!:1~-----Field offsets in a dialog template:
(Pascal)
Field name

(Assembly)
Offset name

boundsRect
proclD
visible
goAwayFlag
refCon
items ID
title

dBounds
dWindProc
dVisible
dGoAway
dRefCon
dltems
dTitle

Offset in bytes

0
8

10
12
14
18

20

7 .2 Creating and Destroying Dialogs

7 .2.1 Initializing the Toolbox for Dialogs

procedure InitDialogs
(resumeProc : ProcPtr);

{Pointer to restart procedure}

1. lnitDialogs must be called before any other dialog-related operation, to

initialize the Toolbox's internal data structures pertaining to dialogs
and alerts .
.2. Before calling lni!Dialogs, you must first call lnitGraf [1:4.3.1), lnitFonts

[1:8.2.4), lnitWindows (3.2.1], lnitMenus (4.2.1], and TElnit (5.2. l].
3. resumeProc is a pointer to a parameterless procedure that can be used to

r estart your program after a system error, or NI L if there is no such
procedure .
4. A pointer to the restart procedure is kept in the assembly -language
global variable ResumeProc.
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Assembly Language Information

Trap macro:
(Pascal)
Routine name

(Assembly)
Trap macro

Trap word

lnitDialogs

_ lnitDialogs

$A97B

Assembly-language global variable:
Name

ResumeProc

Address

$ABC

Meaning

Pointer to restart procedure

7 .2.2 Creating Dialogs

. I

Definitions

~---.......---------------------------function NewDialog
(dStorage
windowRect
title
visible
wlndowType
behindWlndow
goAwayFlag
refCon
itemlist
: DialogPtr;

:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:

Ptr;
Rect;
Str255;
BOOLEAN;
INTEGER;
WindowPtr;
BOOLEAN;
LONGINT;
Handle)

function GetNewDialog
(template ID
: INTEGER;
dStorage
: Ptr;
behindWindow : WindowPtr)
: DialogPtr;

{Storage for dialog record}
{Dialog window's port rectangle in screen coordinates}
{Title of dialog window}
{Is dialog window Initially visible?}
{Dialog window's definition ID}
{Window in front of this one}
{Does dialog window have a close box? }
{Dialog window' s reference constant}
{Handle to item list}
{Pointer to new dialog record}
{Resource ID of dialog template}
{Storage for dialog record}
{Window in front of this one}
{Pointer to new dialog record}
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~~iiii~~::1---------N-o_t_es--------------------------------------~---1. NewDialog and GetNewDlalog both create a new dialog record, enter it in the

2.
3.
4.

S.

window list, and return a pointer to it.
These routines are for creating modal and modeless dialogs only; alerts
are always created implicitly by the alert routines [7.4.2].
NewDialog takes its initialization information as parameters; GetNewDialog
gets it from a dialog template in a resource file.
Both routines return a DialogPtr; to access the fields of the new dialog
record, you can convert this pointer to a DialogPeek [7.1.1] by typecasting.
The new dialog window's class (field wlndowKind of the window record
[3.1.1]) is set to DialogKind.

6. NewDialog accepts a handle to the dialog's item list. The item list is
normally taken from a resource file (resource type 'DITL' [7.6.3]); you
have to read it in yourself with GetResource [1:6.3.1] and pass the resulting
handle to NewDlalog.
7. GetNewDialog accepts the resource ID of a dialog template (resource type
'DLOG' [7.6.2]), which in turn contains the resource ID of the item list. In

this case the item list will be read in automatically; you needn't call
GetResource to read it in yourself.

8. After reading the item list from the resource file, GetNewDialog makes a
copy for use in the dialog record. The original item list should be a
purgeable resource, so that it can be discarded after the copy is made.
NewDialog uses the original item list you give it, not a copy-so make sure
the item list is unpurgeable.
9. dStorage is a pointer to the storage for the new dialog record; use
CloseDlalog [7.2.3] to destroy the dialog when no longer needed. If dStorage
= NIL, storage will be allocated from the heap; use DisposDialog (7.2.3] to
destroy.
10. The remaining parameters are identical to those for NewWindow and
GetNewWindow [3.2.2].
11. windowRect should have a top coordinate of at least 25 for a modal dialog
or 40 for a modeless one, to allow for the height of the menu bar and
the border or title bar of the dialog window itself.
12. Modal dialog windows normally have no title bar; pass the empty string
for the title parameter.
13. Use window type DBoxProc, PlainDBoxProc, or AltDBoxProc [3.2.2] for a modal
dialog, NoGrowDocProc for a modeless one.
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Assembly Language Information

- - - f l L J I . . . . . - - - - - - -Trap macros:
(Pas~al)

Routine name

(Assembly)
Trap macro

NewDialog
GetNewDialog

_NewDialog
_ GetNewDialog

Trap word

$A97D
$A97C

7 .2.3 Destroying Dialogs

procedure CloseDialog
(theDialog : DialogPtr);

{Dialog to destroy}

procedure DisposDialog
(theDialog : DialogPtr);

{Dialog to destroy}

1.

Both CloseDialog and DisposDialog destroy a dialog and remove it from the
screen and the window list .

.2. If this dialog window covered any others on the screen, they will be

updated. If it was the active (frontmost) window, the n ext-frontmost
will be activated. All n eeded update and activate events are generated
automatically.
3. DisposDialog frees all storage associated with the dialog. Use it if you let
the Toolbox allocate the space (dStorage = NIL) when you created the
dialog [7.2.2, note 9).
4. CloseDialog frees all of the dialog's storage ex.cept the item list and the
dialog record itself. Use it if you allocated your own storage for the
dialog record (dStorage -4: NIL). You must then dispose of the dialog
record and item list yourself if they reside in the heap.
5. If you 're using the dialog window's reference constant (refCon) to hold a
handle to auxiliary information about the window [3.2.4, note 4), be

·
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sure to dispose of the auxiliary information before destroying the dialog itself.

IC11

Assembly Language Information

---fla1--------Trap macros:
(Pascal)
Routine name

Trap macro

(Assembly)

CloseDialog
DisposDialog

_ CloseDialog
_ DisposDialog

Trap word

$A982
$A983

7 .3 Manipulating Items

7.3.1 Access to Items

procedure SetDltem
(the Dialog
itemNumber
item Type
item Handle
dispRect

:
:
:
:
:

procedure GetDltem
(the Dialog
itemNumber
var itemType
var itemHandle
var dispRect

DialogPtr;
INTEGER;
INTEGER;
Handle;
Rect);
:
:
:
:
:

DialogPtr;
INTEGER;
INTEGER;
Handle;
Rect);

{Pointer to the dialog}
{Item number}
{New item type}
{New item handle}
{New display rectangle}
{Pointer to the dialog}
{Item number}
{Returns item type}
{Returns item handle}
{Returns display rectangle}

sets the properties of an item in a dialog's item list; GetDltem
returns the item's current properties.

1. SetDltem
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2. The item is identified by a pointer to the dialog and an item number
within the item list.
3. Use typecasting to convert between the untyped item handle and
whatever specific handle type is appropriate. For control items, the
item handle is equivalent to a ControlHandle (6.1.1); for picture items, a
PicHandle CT:S.4.1); for text items, a CharsHandle (5 .1.2). For icon items, it's a
handle to the icon in the heap.
4. For an editable text box, the item handle leads to the current contents
of the box . Pass this handle to GetlText or SetlText (7.3.2) to get or change

the item's text; don't attempt to change the text directly with SetDltem.
5. For user items, the "item handle" is actually a pointer (not a handle) to
the item's drawing procedure (7.1.2, note 3).
6. SetDltem doesn't redraw the item on the screen after changing its proper-

ties.

Ic=J
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Assembly Language Information

--41!::11-------Trap macros:
(Pascall
Routine name

(Assembly)
Trap macro

Trap word

SetDltem
GetDltem

_ SetDltem
_ GetDltem

$A98E
$A98D
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7.3 .2 Text of an Item

' I

Definitions

~-_.---------------------------procedure SetlText
(itemHandle : Handle;
theText
: Str255);

{Handle to text item}
{New text}

procedure GetlText
(itemHandle : Handle;
var theText : Str255);

{Handle to text item}
{Returns current text}

procedure SellText
(theDialog
itemNumber
selStart
selEnd

{Pointer to the dialog}
{Item number}
{Start of selection (character position)}
{End of selection (character position)}

1. SetlText

:
:
:
:

DialogPtr;
INTEGER;
INTEGER;
INTEGER);

sets the text of a text item; GetlText returns the item's current text.

2 . The item is identified by a handle, obtained from GetDltem [7.3.1). It may
be either static text or an editable text box.
3. Text items are limited to a maximum length of 241 characters.
4. SellText sets the selection range in an editable text box. The previous

selection is unhighlighted on the screen and the new one is highlighted.
5 . The text box is identified by a pointer to the dialog and an item number
within the item list.
6 . selStart and selEnd are character positions (points between characters, not
the character s themselves) designating the beginning and end of the
new selection range.
and selEnd have the same meanings as for TESetSelect [5 .4.2). In
particular , if they're equal , they designate an insertion point represented by a blinking vertical bar at the given character position .

7 . selStart
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Assembly Language Information

---llLJ.....-------Trap macros:
(Pascal)
Routine name

(Assembly)
Trap macro

Trap word

SetlText
GetlText
SellText

_ Set IText
_ GetlText
_SellText

$A98F
$A990
$A97E

7 .3.3 Showing and Hiding Items

procedure HideDltem
(theDialog
: DialogPtr;
itemNumber : INTEGER);

{Pointer to the dialog}
{Number of item to hide}

procedure ShowDltem
(theDialog
: DialogPtr;
itemNumber : INTEGER);

{Pointer to the dialog}
{Number of item to show}

1. HideDltem makes a dialog item invisible; ShowDltem makes it visible .

.2. The item is identified by a pointer to the dialog and an item number

within the item list.
3. An item is hidden by adding a large number (16384) to the left and right
coordinates of its display rectangle, moving it outside the visible region
of the dialog window; to show it again, the same value is subtracted
from its left and right coordinates, restoring it to its original position
within the visible region.
4. HideDltem erases the item by filling its previous display rectangle with the

dialog window's background pattern.
5. Both routines add the rectangle containing the item to the dialog win-
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dow's update region, causing the item to be erased or redrawn on the
screen.
6. If the item being hidden is the currently active text box, it is deactivated
with TEDeactivate (5.4.3) and the next visible text box (if any) in the dialog's
item list becomes current.
7. If the item being shown is a tex t box and no other text box is currently
visible, it is activated with TEActivate (5.4.3) and becomes the current text
box.
s. Hiding an already invisible item or showing an already visible one has
no effect.
9 . These routines are available only on the Macintosh Plus.

I
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Assembly Language Information

Trap macros:
(Pascall
Routine name

(Assembly)
Trap macro

HideDltem
ShowDltem

_ HideDltem
_ShowDltem

Trap word

$A827
$A828

7 .3.4 Locating Mouse Clicks

function

FindDltem
(theDialog : DialogPtr;
mousePoint : INTEGER)
: INTEGER;

{Pointer to the dialog}
{Mouse position in window coordinates}
{Item number of item containing mouse}

find s which of a dialog's items
normally the current mouse position .

1. FindDltem

(if

any) contains a given point,
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2 . mousePoint should give the position of the mouse in local (window) coordi-

nates. This is the form in which the point is reported by the Toolbox
routine GetMouse (2.4.1).

3. The function result is the item number of the first item in the dialog's
item list whose enclosing rectangle contains the given point.
4. The search is not limited to enabled items; disabled ones may be report-

ed as well .
5 . If the point isn't in the display rectangle of any dialog item, the function

result is - 1.
6. This routine is useful for changing the appearance of the cursor when
it's in a particular dialog item (for instance, to an I-beam (2.5.2] in an
editable text box).
7. This routine is available only on the Macintosh Plus.
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Trap macro:
(Pascal)
Routine name

(Assembly)
Trap macro

Trap word

FindDltem

_ FindDltem

$A984

7 .4 Using Alerts and Dialogs

7.4.1 Static Display

~llll.,_

________

D_e_f_in_1_t_10_n
__
s _____________________________________
procedure DrawDialog
(theDialog : DialogPtr);

{Dialog to be drawn}

procedure UpdtDialog
(theDialog : DialogPtr;
inRegion : RgnHandle);

{Pointer to the dialog}
{Region to be updated}
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~~~iiilt::::=::t---------N-o_t_e_s_____________________________________________
1. DrawDialog draws the contents of a dialog window on the screen. Its main

2.

a.
4.

5.

6.

use is in responding to an update event for the window.
Only the window's contents are drawn, not its frame. The Toolbox will
already have drawn the frame by the time the update event is
processed.
UpdtDlalog draws all of a dialog window's visible items whose display
rectangles intersect with a specified region (normally the window's
visible or update region).
UpdtDlalog is more efficient than DrawDialog, since it skips those items that
lie outside the given region. DrawDialog attempts to draw all the items,
leaving it to QuickDraw to "clip out" those outside the visible region.
It isn't normally necessary to call these routines for yourself, since the
alert routines [7.4.2], ModalDialog [7.4.3], and DialogSelect [7.4.4] handle a
dialog window's update events automatically.
UpdtDlalog is available only on the Macintosh Plus.

~~1~--------As_,_s_e_na_b_··~•Y_'_L_an_·_gu_._a~g·e~"I_n_i_o_r_m_a_u_.·_o_n_·..........................................
Trap .macrQsl
lloutine ruune.

(Pascal)

;.~s~ml>ly)
-~apmacro.

DrawOlalog
UpdtDlalog

_.DrawDlalog
_:Up·gtDlalog

$~98l

~97·8

"'
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7 .4.2 Using Alerts

function Alert
(alertlD : INTEGER;
filter : ProcPtr)
: INTEGER;

{Resource ID of alert template}
{Pointer to filter function}
{Item number that dismissed alert}

function NoteAiert
(alertlD : INTEGER;
filter : ProcPtr)
: INTEGER;

{Resource ID of alert template}
{Pointer to filter function}
{Item number that dismissed alert}

function CautionAlert
(alertlD : INTEGER;
filter : ProcPtr)
: INTEGER;

{Resource ID of alert template}
{Pointer to filter function}
{Item number that dismissed alert}

function StopAlert
(alertlD : INTEGER;
filter : ProcPtr)
: INTEGER;

{Resource ID of alert template}
{Pointer to filter function}
{Item number that dismissed alert}

con st
Notelcon
= 1;
Cautionlcon
2;
Stoplcon
O;

{Resource ID of standard Note icon}
{Resource ID of standard Caution icon}
{Resource ID of standard Stop icon}

=
=

b. Caution

a. Note

c. Stop

Standard ale rt icons

1. These routines display an alert box on the screen and handle all user

activity until it's dismissed.
2. alertlD is the resource ID of an alert template (resource type 'ALRT'
[7.6.1)).
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3. An alert box should normally contain only static items (item types
StatText, lconltem, Picltem [7.1.2)) and simple pushbuttons (Ctrlltem + BtnCtrl).
Other interactive items (checkboxes, radio buttons, text boxes) are in·
tended for use in modal and modeless dialogs only.
4. Alert displays the alert box exactly as defined; NoteAlert, CaulionAlert, and
StopAlert display it with one of the three standard icons added (see
figure).
5 . The standard icons appear within the alert window in a display rectangle 32 pixels wide by 32 high, with its top-left corner at coordinates (10,
20).

6. If you wish, you can override the standard icons by including ' ICON'
resources [1:5.5.3) in your own application resource file under the same
resource IDs.
7. After displaying the alert box on the screen, each alert routine gets and
processes all events until the user clicks the mouse in an enabled item.
It then removes the box from the screen, disposes of it, and returns the
corresponding item number as its function result.
8. Mouse clicks in a disabled item, or in no item at all, are ignored.
9 . Mouse clicks outside the alert box produce error sound number
[7.5.1), normally a single beep or a flash of the menu bar.
the mouse is pressed in an enabled control item, TrackControl [6.4.2) is
called to track its movements until it's released. If the mouse is released
inside the same control, the alert routine dismisses the alert and returns the control's item number; if it's released outside the original
control, the event is ignored.

10. If

11. All keyboard events are ignored.
12.

Disk-inserted events are masked out. If you want to respond to them
while the alert is on the screen, you have to check for them yourself in
your filter function (see notes 15-17, below).

13. The alert routines take care of calling SystemTask [2.7.2) periodically to

perform any needed tasks associated with active desk accessories.
14. If the alert's stage list specifies that the alert box is not to be drawn on

the screen at the current stage, the alert routines simply emit the error
sound called for in the stage list and return an item number of - 1.
15. filter is a pointer to an optional filter function [7.4.5). All events are

passed to the filter function for preprocessing before being handled by
the alert routines.
16. If the filter function returns TRUE, the alert routine immediately dismiss-

es the alert and returns the item number it receives from the filter
function. If the filter function returns FALSE, the alert routine handles
the event in the normal way.
17. A NIL value for the filter parameter specifies the standard filter function,
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which converts a press of the Return or Enter key into a click of the
alert's default button.

(CJI
Assembly Language Information
-furl...-------Trap macros:
(Pascal)
Routine name

(Assembly)
Trap macro

Alert
NoteAlert
CautionAlert
StopAlert

_Alert
_NoteAlert
_ CautionAlert
_ StopAlert

Trap word

$A985
$A987
$A988
$A986

Resource IDs of standard alert icons:
Name
Value

Meaning

NoteIcon
Ctn Icon
Stop Icon

Note icon
Caution icon
Stop icon

1

2
0

7 .4.3 Using Modal Dialogs

Definitions
procedure ModalDialog
(filter
: ProcPtr;
var itemNumber : INTEGER);

{Pointer to filter function}
{Returns item number of reported item}

1. ModalDialog handles user activity in a modal dialog box.

2. The dialog box must already be on the screen as the frontmost window.
Use NewDialog or GetNewDialog (7.2.2) to create it and ShowWindow (3.3.1) to
display it before calling ModalOialog.
3. ModalDialog gets and processes all events until the user clicks the mouse
in an enabled item or types a character into an enabled text box. It then
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returns the corresponding item number in the variable parameter
itemNumber.
4. The dialog box remains visible on the screen for further interaction

with the user.
5. All window events (activate, deactivate, and update) for the dialog box
are handled automatically.
6. Mouse clicks in a disabled item, or in no item at all, are ignored.
7. Mouse clicks outside the dialog box produce error sound number
(7.5.1), normally a single beep or a flash of the menu bar.

8. If the mouse is pressed in an enabled control item, TrackControl (6.4.2) is
called to track its movements until it's released. If the mouse is released
inside the same control, ModalDialog returns the control's item number; if
it's released outside the original control, the event is ignored.
9. If the mouse is pressed in a text box, TEClick (5.4.1) is called to track its

movements and perform text selection. Extended selection with the
Shift key and double-dick word selection are handled properly, as well
as (on the Macintosh Plus) automatic horizontal and vertical scrolling
when the mouse is dragged outside the text box. If the text box is
enabled, ModalDialog returns its item number; otherwise it just goes on to
process the next event.
10. If the dialog includes any text boxes, keyboard events are directed to
the current text box via TEKey (5.5. 1). If the text box is enabled, ModalDia·
log returns its item number; otherwise it just goes on to process the next

event. If there are no text boxes, keyboard events are ignored.
11. The Command key is ignored on all keyboard events. If you want to

allow Command combinations in a dialog box, you have to recognize
and respond to them yourself in your filter function (see notes 14-16,
below).
12. Disk-inserted events are masked out. If you want to respond to them

while a modal dialog is on the screen, you have to check for them
yourself in your filter function .
13. ModalDialog takes care of calling SystemTask (2.7.2) periodically to perform

any needed tasks associated with active desk accessories.
14. filter is a pointer to an optional filter function (7.4.5). All events are

passed to the filter function for preprocessing before being handled by
ModalDialog.

15. If the filter function returns TRUE for an event, ModalDialog immediately

returns the item number it receives from the filter function . If the filter
function returns FALSE, ModalDialog handles the event in the normal way.
16. A NIL value for the filter parameter specifies the standard filter function,

which converts a press of the Return or Enter key into a click of the
dialog's default button.
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Assembly Language Information

Trap macro:
(Pascal)

(Assembly)

Routine name

Trap macro

Modal Dialog

_Modal Dialog

Trap word

$A991

7.4.4 Using Modeless Dialogs

function lsDialogEvent
(theEvent : EventRecord)
: BOOLEAN;

{Event to be handled}
{Is event dialog-related?}

function DialogSelect
(theEvent
: Event Record;
var theDialog
: DialogPtr;
var itemNumber : INTEGER)
: BOOLEAN;

{Event to be handled}
{Returns pointer to dialog affected}
{Returns item number of reported item}
{Response needed?}

1. JsDialogEvent tells whether a given event is directed to a dialog window .

2. Call this routine for every event you receive when a modeless dialog
box is on the screen (whether active or not). If it returns TRUE, pass the
event on to DialogSelect to be processed; if FALSE, handle the event yourself in the normal way.
3. lsDialogEvent returns TRUE for the following types of event:
• Window events involving a dialog window
• Mouse presses in an active dialog window's content region
• All other types of event when a dialog window is active
For all other events it returns FALSE.
4 . DialogSelect handles user activity in a modeless dialog box .

5. theEvent should be a dialog-related event (one for which lsDialogEvent re-

turned TRUE); DialogSelect just processes that one event. This differs from
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14.

18.

16.
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the alert routines [7.4.Z] and ModalDialog [7.4.3], which get events for
themselves and continue to get and process them until they receive one
involving an enabled item.
The dialog box remains visible on the screen for further interaction
with the user.
The function result tells whether the event involved an enabled dialog
item: TRUE if it did, FALSE if it didn't.
If the function result is TRUE, the variable parameters theDlalog and
itemNumber identify the item affected by the event. You can then do
whatever is needed to respond to that item. If the result is FALSE, the
values returned in the variable parameters are undefined.
For window events (activate, deactivate, and update) involving a dialog
window, DlalogSelect responds to the event as appropriate and returns a
result of FALSE.
For mouse clicks in a disabled item, or in no item at all, DlalogSelect
returns FALSE.
If the mouse is pressed in an enabled control item, TrackControl [6.4.2] is
called to track its movements until it's released. If the mouse is released
inside the same control, DlalogSelect returns TRUE; if it's released outside
the original control, DlalogSelect returns FALSE.
If the mouse is pressed in a text box, TECllck [5.4.1] is called to track its
movements and perform text selection. Extended selection with the
Shift key and double-click word selection are handled properly, as well
as (on the Macintosh Plus) automatic horizontal and vei:tical scrolling
when the mouse is dragged outside the text box. DlalogSelect then returns
TRUE if the text box is enabled, FALSE if it's disabled.
If the dialog includes any text boxes, keyboard events are directed to
the current text box via TEKey [5.5.1]. DlalogSelect then returns TRUE if the
text box is enabled, FALSE if it's disabled (or if there are no text boxes).
The Command key is ignored on all keyboard events. If you want to
allow Command combinations in a dialog box, you have to recognize
and respond to them yourself instead of passing the event to DlalogSelect.
Disk-inserted events are ignored. If you want to respond to them while
a modeless dialog box is active, you have to check for them and handle
them yourself.
Unlike the alert routines and ModalDialog, DialogSelect doesn't accept a filter
function [7.4.5) as a parameter. Any preprocessing that the filter function would have done must be performed directly by your program,
before or instead of calling DlalogSelect.
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CJI
-tfLI.....-------I

Assembly Language Information

Trap macros:
(Pascall

(Assembly)

Routine name

Trap macro

lsDlalogEvent
Dialog Select

_ls Dialog Event
_Dialog Select

Trap word

$A97F
$A980

7 .4.5 Filter Functions

function YourFilterFunctlon
(the Dialog
: DialogPtr;
: EventRecord;
var theEvent
var itemNumber : INTEGER)
: BOOLEAN;

{Pointer to dialog affected}
{Event to be handled}
{Returns item number to report}
{Report Item immediately?}

~~ii~=1o-----N-ote_s_______________________
1. The function heading shown above is a model for the filter function
you pass to the alert routines (7.4.2) or ModalDialog [7.4.3). There is no
Toolbox routine named YourFilterFunction .

.2. The alert and ModalDialog routines pass every event they receive to the

filter function before processing it. The filter function can do any of the
following:
•
•
•
•

Respond to the event itself
Convert it into the equivalent of a mouse click in a speci tied item
Modify it and pass it back for processing
Leave it unchanged

3. A function result of TRUE causes the event to be treated as a mouse click
in the item identified by variable parameter itemNumber. That is, both the
alert routines and ModalDialog will return the given item number as if the
mouse had been clicked in that item; the alert routines will also dismiss
and dispose of the alert box.
4. A function result of FALSE causes the event to be processed normally.
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Since theEvent is a variable parameter, the filter function can modify the
fields of the event record before passing it back for processing.
The standard filter function, used if you pass NIL for the filter parameter,
just converts a press of the Return or Enter key into a click of the
alert's or dialog's default button. If you write your own filter function,
it should also perform this same conversion.
For modal dialogs, the default button is always item number 1 (OK); for
alerts, you can get the item number of the default button from the
aDefltem field of the dialog record (7 .1.1).
Since the alert routines and ModalDlalog mask out disk-inserted events,
your filter function has to check for them itself if you want to respond
to them. You can do this by calling GetNextEvent (2.2.1) with a mask parameter of DiskMask (2.1.3).
Filter functions are also commonly used for responding to Commandkey combinations typed from the keyboard, since the alert routines and
ModalDlalog ignore the Command key.

9. Another use of filter functions is to track the mouse when it's pressed
in a user item (item type Userltem (7.1.2]) or a resource-based control
item (Ctrlltem + ResCtrl).

7 .4.6 Text Substitution

Definitions
procedure ParamText
(subTextO
subText1
subText2
subText3

: Str255:
: Str255:
: Str255;
: Str255);

{Text to
{Text to
{Text to
{Text to

substitute
substitute
substitute
substitute

for
for
for
for

'"0'}
'"1'}
'"2'}
'"3'}

~~iiiiiiR•::::::==1----------N-o_t_e_s__________________________________________~
defines as many as four text strings to be substituted into a
dialog's static text items when it's displayed on the screen.
z. The four substitution strings are represented in the actual text of the
items by the placeholders 11 0, 111, 11 2, and 113.
3. The four strings passed to ParamText will be substituted into all static text
items in all subsequent dialogs and alerts until changed by another
1. ParamText
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ParamText call. The substitution is performed at the time the dialog is
displayed.

4. Handles to the four current substitution strings are kept in consecutive
locations in memory beginning at the assembly-language global variable
DAStrings.

I

ICJ _
Assembly
Language
Information
-II!:]...,.._
_
_
_ __
Trap macro:
(Pascal)
Routine name

(Assembly)
Trap macro

Trap word

ParamText

_ParamText

$A98B

Assembly-language global variable:
Name

Address

$AAO

DAStrlngs

Meaning

Handles to four text
substitution strings

7.4.7 Editing in Text Boxes

procedure DlgCut
(theDialog : DlalogPtr);

{Pointer to the dialog}

procedure DlgCopy
(theDlalog : DlalogPtr);

{Pointer to the dialog}

procedure DlgPaste
(the Dialog : DlalogPtr) ;

{Pointer to the dialog}

procedure DlgDelete
(theDialog : DialogPtr);

{Pointer to the dialog}
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~~~ii~----No-tes_____________________
1. These routines perform the standard cut-and-paste editing operations

in an editable text box.

z.

The operations apply to the current selection or insertion point in the
dialog's current text box. If the dialog doesn't include any text boxes,
nothing happens.

3. These routines are part of the Pascal Toolbox interface, not part of the
Toolbox itself. They don't reside in ROM and can't be called from
assembly language via the trap mechanism.
4. In assembly language, get the edit record handle for the current text
box from the textH field of the dialog record [7.1.1] and pass it directly to
the Toolbox routines TECut, TECopy, TEPaste, and TEDelete [5.5.2, 5.5.3].

7.5 Nuts and Bolts

7.5.1 Text Font and Error Sounds

I I
Definitions
H _ __:---------------------------·
procedure SetDAFont
(fontNumber : INTEGER);

procedure ErrorSound
(soundProc : ProcPtr);

{Font number for dialogs and alerts}
{Pointer to sound procedure}

~~ii~·===:t-----N_o_t_es---------------------~
1. SetDAFont sets the typeface for all subsequent dialog and alert boxes

displayed on the screen.
2. The ty peface is identified by a font number [1:8.2.1].

3. The text is always displayed in a standard type size of 12 points. If a
font in that size doesn't exist for the given typeface, a suitable existing
size will be scaled.
4. The default typeface for dialog and alert text is the system font (Chicago,
font number 0).
5. The typeface setting affects static text and editable text boxes only.
Titles of control items are always displayed in the system font.
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6. SetDAFont is part of the Pascal Toolbox interface, not part of the Toolbox
itself. It doesn't resiqe in ROM and can't be called from assembly
language via the trap mechanism.
7. In assembly language, you can control the font number for dialogs and

alerts by storing directly into the global variable DlgFont.
8. ErrorSound sets the sound procedure for use in alerts.
9. The sound procedure should be of the form

procedure SoundProc (soundNumber : INTEGER);
The argument selects the desired sound with a sound number from 0 to
3; the sound procedure emits the corresponding sound. See Volume
Three for information on how to emit sounds from the Macintosh
speaker.
10. The standard sound procedure simply emits a number of short beeps,

from none to three, as specified by the sound number. If the user has
set the speaker volume to O with the Control Panel desk accessory, the
procedure flashes the menu bar instead of beeping the speaker.
11. passing NIL for the soundProc parameter results in no sound or blinking of

the menu bar at all.
12. A pointer to the current sound procedure is kept in the assembly-

language global variable DABeeper.

CJI
---ftr]t---------I

Assembly Language Information

Trap macro:
(Pascal)
Routine name

(Assembly)
Trap macro

ErrorSound

_ ErrorSound

Assembly-language global variables:
Name
Address

Dig Font

$AFA

DABeepar

$A9C

Trap word

$A98C
Meaning
Current font number for
dialogs and alerts
Pointer to current sound
procedure
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7.5.2 Alert Stages

Definitions

function

GetAlrtStage
: INTEGER;

{Stage of last alert minus 1}

procedure ResetAlrtStage;

~~iiiii~
i: : =:1-~~~~N~o-te_s~~------------------------------------~~
1.

GetAlrtStage tells the stage number at which the last alert occurred;
ResetAlrtStage resets the alert stage so that the next alert w ill occur at
stage 1.

2. The result returned by GetAlrtStage is one less than the stage number of

the last alert (0 to 3 instead of

1

to 4).

3. These routines are part of the Pascal Toolbox interface, not part of the

Toolbox itself. They don't reside in ROM and can't be called from
assembly language via the trap mechanism.
assem~ Iy language, the stage number of the last alert is kept in the
global variable ACount and its resource ID in ANumber. To reset to stage 1,
store - 1 into ACount.

4. In

c=JI

f

Assembly Language Information

- - - l a r : B . - - - - - - - - -.
Assembly-language global variables:
Name

AN umber
ACount

Address

$A98
$A9A

Meaning

Resource ID of last alert
Stage of last alert minus 1
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7 .5 .3 Preloading Dialog Resources

procedure CouldAlert
(alertlD : INTEGER);

{Resource ID of alert}

procedure CouldDlalog
(dialoglD : INTEGER);

{Resource ID of dialog}

procedure FreeAlert
(alertlD : INTEGER);

{Resource ID of alert}

procedure FreeDialog
(dlaloglD : INTEGER);

{Resource ID of dialog}

and CouldDialog read all resuun..:es associaLed wi Lh a given alerl
or dialog into the heap and make them unpurgeable.

1. CouldAlert

2 . Before any operation that involves ejecting or swapping disks, caJI these
routines to read in the resources of any alerts or dialogs that may occur
during the operation . This guarantees that the resources will be available even when the disk they reside on is not in the disk drive.
3. When the resources are no longer needed in memory, call FreeAlert or
FreeDialog to allow them to be purged from the heap.

ILJI

Assembly Language Information

--llLI---------Trap macros:
(Pascal)
Routine name

(Assembly)
Trap macro

CouldAlert
Could Dialog
FreeAlert
Free Dialog

_CouldAlert
_ Could Dialog
_ FreeAlert
_ FreeDialog

Trap word

$A989
$A979
$A98A
$A97A
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7.6 Dialog-Related Resources

.)

7.6.1 Resource Type 'ALRT'

boundsRect
(8 bytes)

1tems ID: (2 bytes)
stages (2 byt'es; see below)
:

boldltm2

boldltm4
boxDrwn4

boxDrwn2
sound2

sound4

_t_

_t_
T

T

I

·.I

i

..____.
I

-..I

sound3

sound1
boxDrwn1

boxDrwn3

boldltm1

boldltm3

For boldltm1 to boldltm4,

{o =

For boxDrwn1 to boxDrwn4,

{ 1 =Draw

OK button
1 = Cancel button
O= Don't draw

sound1 to sound4 each specifY a sound number from o to 3.
Note that the stages are listed in reverse order, from 4 to 1.

Detail of Stages

~~iii
•::=:1i---------N-o_t_e_s_____________________________________________

8

1. A resource of type 'ALRT' contains an alert template .
.2. The structure of the resource is the same as that of an AlertTemplate

record (7.1.3).
3. The resource type of the item list is 'DITL' (7.6.3).
4. The stage list consists of four 4·bit fields packed into a single word. The
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stages are given in reverse order: the first 4-bit field defines stage 4, the
last defines stage 1.
5. In each field of the stage list:

• The first bit designates the default button at that stage of the alert:
O for the OK button (item number 1), 1 for the Cancel button (item
number 2).
• The second bit tells whether the alert box is to be drawn on the
screen: 1 if it is, O if it isn't.
• The last two bits designate the sound number to be emitted (0
to 3).
6 . To create an alert from an alert template, call one of the alert routines

[7.4.2] with the template's resource ID.

7 .6.2 R esource T ype 'DLOG'

boundsRect
(8 bytes)

proc ID

~2

bytes)

visible

( unused)

goAwoyflog

(unused)

ref Con
(4 bytes)
items ID :<2 bytes)
Length of tit le

...........................................

---------~

,,, ,,,,, ,

...........
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~~iiii~·===::t---------N-o-te_s____________________________________________
1. A resource of type 'DLOG' contains a dialog template.
2. The structure of the resource is the same as that of a DlalogTemplate
record (7.1.4). All of its fields are in the same form as the corresponding
parameters to NewWlndow (3.2.2) or NewDlalog (7.2.2).
3. The resource type of the item list is 'DITL' (7.6.3).
4. The dialog title is in Pascal string form, with a 1-byte length count
followed by the characters of the title. The overall size of the dialog
template depends on the length of the title string.
G. To create a dialog from a dialog template, call GetNewDialog (7.2.2) with
the template's resource ID.
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7.6.3 Resource Type 'Dill'
Number of items minus

0
( 4 bytes)

Placeholder for { .....................
item handle

.......................................-;-----------------111
Display rectangle
(8 bytes)

Item type

1

Length of descriptive
information

Descriptive information
(indefinite length;
see note 6)

••
•

•••

•••

••
•

••
•

••
•
0
(4 bytes)

Placeholder for { .....................
item handle

.......................................-;-----------------111
Display rectangle
(8 bytes)

Item type

••
•

T

Length of descriptive
information

Descriptive information
(indefinite length;
see note 6)

••
•

Any number
of items
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A resource of type 'DITL' contains an item list for an alert or dialog.

2. The first word of the resource is an integer that's one less than the
number of items in the list. This is followed by the entries representing
the items themselves, in the format shown.
3. The first 4 bytes of each item entry are reserved as a placeholder for
the item handle.
4 . The item's display rectangle is given in the local (window) coordinates
of the alert or dialog box.
5 . The length of the additional descriptive information in each entry, and
hence of the list entry itself, is variable. The byte following the item
type gives the length of the descriptive information in bytes, which
must be even.
6. The descriptive information is as follows:
• For icon and picture items, the resource ID of the icon or
picture (resource type 'ICON' [l:5.5.3] or 'PICT' [l:5.5.5])
• For resource-based control items (item type Ctrlltem + ResCtrl
[7.1.2)), the resource rri of a control template (resource type
'CNTL' [6 . 5.1))
• For any other control item, the title of the control
• For static text items, the text of the item
• For editable text boxes, the text of the box's initial contents
• For user items, no descriptive information at all Oength 0)

ICJI _
Assembly Language Information
-lllLJ...,.._
_ _ _ ____
Offset within an item list:
Name

DlgMaxlndex

Offset in bytes

O

Meaning

Number of items minus 1

Offsets within each item:
Name

ltmHndl
ltmRect
ltmType
ltmData

Offset in bytes

0
4
12
14

Meaning

Item handle
Display rectangle
Item type
Additional descriptive information

CHAPTER

---11------Files at Your
Fingertips

T h e last topic we have left to cover is input/output. In this
chapter we'll learn about the Macintosh's built-in disk drive and
how to create and use files stored on it. We'll also learn how to use
two of the standard packages in the system resource file, the
Standard File Package and the Disk Initialization Package . And
we'll fill in the last remaining routines of our MiniEdit application
program, those that handle the File menu commands for reading
and writing files .

Disk Format
The Sony disk drive built into the Macintosh Plus stores 800
kilobytes of information on both sides of a plastic-encased, 3-1/2inch "minidisk." The disk's recording surface consists of 160 concentric tracks, numbered 0 to 159 from the outside in. Track numbers alternate from one side of the disk to the other: even
numbe rs on the bottom, odd on the top. The tracks in turn are
divided into sectors of 512 bytes each (see Figure 8-1); information
is always physically transferred to and from the disk in whole 512byte sectors.
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8 sectors/ track
9 sectors/ track
10 sectors/ track
11 sectors/ track
12 sectors/track

Track numbers
Single-sided
Double-sided

0-15
16-31
32-47
48-63
64-79

0-31
32-63
64-95
96-127
128-159

Each sector holds 512 bytes of information.
Figure 8-1 Tracks and sectors

Actually, each sector holds 524 bytes: 512 bytes of data and an extra
12-byte tag. The tag contains identifying information about the sector,
such as what file it belongs to, its sequential position within the file,
and the date and time it was written. In case of damage to the disk, a
"scavenger" program can use this tag information to salvage all or
most of the files on it.

The outer tracks, being longe r, can hold mor e information than
the inner ones. To make the most efficient possible use of the available disk space, the 160 tracks are divided into five groups of 32 each.
The outermost group (tracks 0-31) hold twelve sectors per track, the
next group (32-63) eleven sectors, and so on to only eight sectors each
for tracks 128-159, the innermost group. This makes an average of
ten sectors per track over the entire disk; for 160 tracks, this comes
to 1600 sectors of half a kilobyte each, or 800 kilobytes altogether.
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The single-sided disk drive on earlier Macintosh models divides the
disk into 80 tracks instead of 160, with 16 tracks in each of the five
groups. Thus the outermost group consists of tracks 0-15, the second
16-31 , and the innermost 64-79. The average is still ten sectors per
track; 80 tracks make 800 sectors, or 400 kilobytes for the whole disk.

In addition to the internal disk drive built into the Macintosh, one
e((ternal drive can be attached through the disk drive connector on
the back of the machine. The two drives are designated by drive
numbers, 1 for the internal drive and 2 for the external. Any other
external storage device, such as a large-capacity hard disk, will have
a drive number of 3 or above.
The lowest-level software that communicates directly with the
disk is the disk driver, one of five standard device drivers built di·
rectly into the Macintosh ROM. (The others are the serial communi·
cations driver, the sound driver, and, on the Macintosh Plus, the
high· and low-level AppleTalk network drivers.) The disk driver's
name is .Sony and its driver reference number is - 5. Different disk
drives or other mass-storage devices have to provide their own device drivers to replace the standard Sony driver. These replacement
drivers are RAM-based, installed in the system resource file and
loaded into RAM when the system is started up.

Most of the information in this chapter should hold true no matter
what disk drive ·you're using, but the author makes no warranties,
express or implied, with respect to any but the standard single- and
double-sided Sony disks.

The File System
You don't normally have to deal with the disk driver directly. That
job is handled for you by a part of the Toolbox called the File
Manager (or simply the file system), which allows you to view the
disk as a collection of files. A file is just a linear sequence of bytes of
any length, limited only by the capacity of the disk. You can read or
write any number of bytes you need in a single file operation; the file
system will convert your requests into the appropriate whole-sector
data transfers and carry them out via the disk driver.
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Every file has a file name that you use to refer to it; the file
system translates the file name into the corresponding physical track
and sector locations on the disk. File names may be up to 31 characters long, and can include embedded spaces and punctuation
marks-any character except a colon(:), which as we'll see is used as
a separator for volume and directory names. The file system doesn't
distinguish between upper- and lowercase letters, so the names
ODDS AND ENDS
Odds and Ends
odds and ends
oDdS aNd eNdS

are all equivalent.

Actually there are two separate file systems, a high-level and a
low-level one. The low-level file system gives you the greatest possible
control over your filing operations-more, in fact, than you'll ordina·
rily need. It's generally more convenient to use the high-level file
system, which sacrifices some of that fine control in favor of simplicity and ease of use. The high-level routines are designed to perform
the most common filing operations in the most straightforward way;
they call the corresponding low-leyel routines for you, which in turn
call the disk driver, which comm~cates directly with the disk (see
Figur~ 8-2).

The low-level file system is technically part of the Macintosh
Operating System rather than the Toolbox. It's meant to be called
from assembly language, and communicates via the 68000 processor's registers. All the. pertinent information about a file and the
operation to be performed op ~t is collected into a complex data
structure in memory known as a parameter block; a pointer to the
parameter block is passed in one of the registers (register AO, if you
must know). ·
·
The interface unit for calling the Operating System from a highlevel language such as Pascal includes a set of interface routines (often
called "glue routines" or, more whimsically, "gluons") to the low-level
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Application
program

High-level
file system

Low-level
file system

Disk driver

Disk

Figure 8·2 File system hierarchy

file system. Since all of these low-level interface routines accept a
pointer to a parameter block as one of their arguments, their names
all begin with the letters PB: PBOpen, PBWrite, and so on. Most of the
high-level routines begin with FS, for "file system." In this chapter
we'll discuss only the high-level file system; if your needs are more
exotic, you'll have to look in the Inside Macintosh manual for details
on the low-level routines.

If you're writing in assembly language, only the low-level routines are

available.

Error Reporting
All file system routines, low level (PB) or high (FS), are functions that
return an integer result code of type OSErr U:3.1.2]; any other infor·
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mation they have to pass back is passed through a variable parameter. As usual, a zero result code (NoErr) means that all is well and the
requested operation was carried out successfully. Any nonzero result
code (always negative) reports an error of some kind that prevented
successful completion. Result codes relating to files are listed in
(8.2.8).

Program 8-1 shows our MinlEdit program's error-handling routine, IOCheck. Every time we use a file system routine, we'll pass the
result code it returns to IOCheck to check for input/output errors and
respond to them as appropriate. In the normal case, when the result
code it receives is 0 (NoErr), IOCheck just does nothing and returns; if it
receives a nonzero error code, it notifies the user with an alert, then
cancels the operation that caused the error.
For most unanticipated errors, we just post a general-purpose
alert message like
1/0 Error - 49

using NumToString (1:2.3. 7] to convert the numerical error code into
a string of digits, and ParamText (7.4.6] to substitute it into the text
of the alert. This type of message won't mean much to the average
user, though. It's generally more helpful if the program can anticipate the most common types of I/O error and offer a precise
description of the problem. To illustrate, we've built one such
specific error check into our IOCheck routine: if the user tries to
open a second window onto a file that's already open, we display
the more helpful message
Sorry, can't open the same file twice.

In a serious application program, you'd want to provide this kind of
specific alert message for other errors as well.
Before posting the alert, IOCheck calls lnitCursor (2.5.2) to restore
the cursor to its normal arrow shape. This is necessary because some
of the input/output routines that call IOCheck use a wristwatch cursor
to signal a delay for disk activity, and we don't want the wristwatch
to remain when our error alert appears on the screen. After the user
dismisses the alert, we want to cancel whatever operation gave rise
to the error and return to the program's main event loop to process
the next event. Ideally we could do this directly with the statement
EXIT (DoEvent)
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< Global variables
Y~[

Quitting : BOOLEAN;
ErrorFlag : BOOLEAN;
Q[Q£~Y[~

{Quit co11and in effect ?}
mo error flag}

IOCheck (resultCode : OSErrl ;

{ Check for IIO error. }
£Qn~!

oplirID = 1005;
ioErrlD = 1006;

<Resource ID for Already Open alert}
<Resource ID for 110 Error alert}

alert ID
INTEGER;
errorString : Str255;
ignore
INTEGER;

{Resource ID of alert}
<Error code in string fora CI:2.1.1J}
{Jte1 code returned by alert}

Y~[

~~gin

<IOChed>

if resultCode = NoErr

{Just return if no error}

tb~n

EXIT (lOChKk l;
£~~!

resultCode Qf

OpWrErr:
alertID := oplirID;

{Use Already Open alert}

<Insert code here to handle any other specific errors}
Qtbm!i~!
~!9i!l

alertID : = ioErrID;
Nu1T0String (resultCode, errorStringl;
ParaaText lerrorString, '' , ' ', ' ' l

{Use general I/O Error alert}
{Convert error code to a stri ng CI :2. 3.71}
{Substitute into text of alert C7.4.oJ}

P rogr a m 8 -1 Ch eck for 110 error
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lnitCursor;
ignore :a StopAlert lilertID,
Quitting := FALSE;
ErrorFlag := TRUE
!n~;

~!b>;

<Restore nor1al cursor C2.5.2J}
<Post alert C7.4.2l}
{Cancel Quit co11and, if any}
<Force exit to 1ain event loop}

CIOCheck>
Program 8-1 (continued)

but unfortunately Apple's Pascal system doesn't allow this type of
"nonlocal exit." So to achieve the same effect, we have to introduce a
global Boolean flag named ErrorFlag, which we will set to FALSE on each
pass of the program's DoEvent routine and to TRUE when an error is
detected . After each call to IOCheck, the calling routine must test this
flag and exit immediately if it's TRUE; we've already seen an example
of this in our CloseAppWindow routine in the last chapter (Program 7-2).
Then the routine that called that routine must do the same, and so on
back up the call chain to DoEvent. The next time through the main
loop, DoEvent will reinitialize ErrorFlag to FALSE in preparation for the
next error check.

Volumes
The file system groups files logically into larger collections known as
volumes. Conceptually, a volume corresponds to a physical unit of
information storage; on the standard Sony disk drive, for example,
each disk is a separate volume. However, this correspondence
doesn't necessarily hold for all devices. A hard disk, for instance,
might be partitioned into several logical volumes sharing the one
physical disk; or a "RAM disk" driver might treat an area of central
memory as a volume to be accessed as if it were an external disk.
Every volume has a volume name of up to 27 characters, ending
with a colon (:). As in file names, upper- and lowercase letters are
considered equivalent. Any file name can be prefixed by a volume
name:
Humpty: Dumpty

Normally, however, you'll just give the file name itself and identify
the volume by reference number. In any case, the use of prefixed
volume names should be kept hidden ; don't ever ask the user to
supply a file name in this form.
At any given time, there's always a current volume, which is used
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automatically for all file names that aren't prefixed with a volume
name of their own. When the Macintosh is started up, the disk it's
started from becomes the current volume. You can change the current volume with SetVol or find out what volume is current with GetVol
[8.1.2].

Every volume has a file directory and a block map containing
information about the files it contains and where they are on the
disk. (This information is of interest mainly to the file system itself;
you don't need to know its exact internal structure to do straightforward input and output.) Whenever a disk is inserted in a disk drive,
its directory and block map are read into memory for use by the file
system. This is called mounting the volume, and the Toolbox does it
for you automatically; by the time you receive a disk-inserted event,
the corresponding volume will already have been mounted.

The event message [2.1.4) for a disk-inserted event contains the result
code returned by the mounting operation in its high-order word, along
with the drive riumber of the disk drive in the low-order word. A
nonzero result code means that an error has prevented the volume
from being successfuJly mounted-for instance, the user may have
inserted an uninitialized or unreadable disk. In this case you should
normally pass the event message to the routine DIBadMount [8.4.1] (part
of the Disk Initialization Package) to give the user a chance to correct
the problem by initializing or ejecting the disk.

At the time a volume is mounted, it's assigned a volume reference
number for identification. Different volumes will always have different reference numbers , even though their names may happen to be
the same; to avoid ambiguity, you should use the reference number
rather than the volume name whenever possible. The Toolbox routine GetVlnfo [8.1.1] accepts a drive number identifying a physical disk
drive and returns the name and reference number of the volume
currently in that drive, as well as the amount of free space available
on the volume.
Mounting a volume also allocates space in memory for a volume
buffer to hold information being transferred to or from the files on
the volume . The volume buffer holds one or more whole disk sectors
of information. When you ask to read from a file, the sector containing the needed information is read into the volume buffer (if it isn't
already there); then only the bytes you actually requested are trans-
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ferred from the buffer to your program. When you write to a file, the
information is just copied into the volume buffer and held there until
a whole sector's worth has accumulated, at which point the entire
sector is written out to the disk at once.

The file system handles all buffering for you automatically, so you
should never have to concern yourself with this level of detail. However, you can explicitly "flush" the contents of the volume buffer to the
disk if necessary with FlushVol [8.1.3). It's generally a good idea to do
this from time to time (such as every time you close a file), to avoid
losing the information in the buffer in case of a power failure, meteorite impact, or similar unforeseen catastrophe.

When a disk is ejected from the disk drive, the memory space
occupied by its volume buffer and block map is released. The volume
is now said to be off-line. An off-lihe volume remains mounted, however, and a small amount of identifying information remains in memory so that the volume remains known to the file system. (In the
Finder, for instance, the icon representing an ejected volume remains
visible on the screen, but becomes "dimmed" to show that the volume
is off-line.) If the user reinserts the disk in the disk drive, its block
map will be read back in and a new volume buffer allocated, placing
the volume back on-line.
The information on a volume is immediately accessible only
when the volume is on-line. If you try to access a file on a volume
that's off-line, the file system will eject the disk currently in the drive
and display the "disk-switch" alert shown in Figure 8-3, asking the
user to insert the needed volume. The only way for the user to
dismiss this alert is to irtsert the requested disk in the disk drive, after
which the file system will proceed to carry out the operation.

,.-···+

IDJIDJ
t....-'

Please insert the disk:
MiniEdit Master

Figure 8·3 Disk-switch alert
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On the Macintosh Plus, the disk-switch alert can be dismissed without
inserting the requested disk, by typing Command-period. When this
happens, the Toolbox will cancel the requested 1/0 operation and
return the error code VolOffllnErr (8.2.8). However, most application
programs aren't prepared to handle this error and will either lose a file
or crash the system (or both) if you try it. Use this feature at your own
peril. You have been warned.

When you're completely through with a volume, call UnmountVol
[8.1.3) to unmount it. This removes all information about the volume
from memory. Once it's unmounted , the volume is no longer known
to the file system and its contents are no longer accessible.

Directories
One of the most important new features of the Macintosh Plus Toolbox is a hierarchical.file system (HFS), designed to make more efficient
use of the new double-sided disk drives and large-capacity hard
disks . Under the older Macintosh file system (MFS), the hierarchy of
"folders within folders" for organizing files on the desktop is merely
an illusion created by the Finder. All the Toolbox sees is a "flat" file
system, with all the files on each volume listed in a single volume
directory .

Besides being built into ROM on the Macintosh Plus, the new file
system is also distributed in an identical RAM-based version for use
with older Macintosh models. "Big disk" products such as Apple's Hard
Disk 20 come with a special startup disk containing the hierarchical
file system in a "patch file ." When the system is started from this disk,
the HFS code is loaded from the patch file into the system heap in
RAM, replacing the original file system in the machine's ROM. This
enables owners of older machines to maintain hierarchical file systems
on their hard disks without having to upgrade to the new ROM.

On the Macintosh Plus, the folder hierarchy is not just a mirage,
but an integral part of the file system itself. Each volume has a root
directory, read into memory when the volume is mounted. In addition to individual files, the root directory can contain subdirectories
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corresponding to the folders on the Finder desktop; the subdirectories may in turn contain subdirectories of their own, and so on. For
compatibility, the new file system can still work with older, singlesided disks, and will continue to maintain the old-style flat file system
on such volumes. Ut's possible to install a hierarchical file system on a
single-sided disk by holding down the Option key while initializing it.)
The new file system includes an extensive set of low-level routines for working with hierarchical directories, but the high-level
facilities that we're discussing in this chapter are unaffected by the
change. On hierarchical volumes, every directory you work with is
assigned a directory reference number, analogous to the volume reference number mentioned in the previous section. Any high-level routine that expects a volume number as a parameter will accept a
directory number instead. Thus you needn't ev~r worry about
whether you're dealing with a flat or a hierarchical volume; a program using only the high-level file system will automatically work
properly with both. Un fact, our MinlEdit program, originally developed under the old file system, runs perfectly without modification
under HFS and handles hierarchical volumes just as easily as flat
ones.) Unless otherwise stated, aµ references to volume numbers
throughout this chapter are understood to refer to hierarchical directory numbers as well.
Like volumes, each directory has a directory name. (The maximum length of a directory name is 31 characters, compared with 27
for a volume name.) A volume's root directory has the same name as
the volume itself. Any file on the volume can be uniquely identified
by a full pathname consisting of a sequence of directory names sepa rated by colons, starting from the root directory and leading to the
desired file:
Languages:lndo-European:Germanic:West Germanic:English

Full pathnames are limited to no more than 255 characters. (Notice
that our example
Humpty: Dumpty

in the preceding section is just a special case of a full pathname for a
flat volume with no nested directory structure.)
Instead of a full pathname, you can give a partial pathname
relative to a directory other than the root; the directory to start from
is identified by its reference number. Partial pathnames normally
begin with a colon, to distinguish them from full pathnames. For
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instance, the file named above could be designated relative to the
directory Germanic by the partial pathname
:West Germanic:English
The one exception to the rule that partial pathnames begin with a
colon is the case of a single file name all by itself: relative to directory
West Germanic, our example file would be identified just as
English
instead of
:English
Consecutive colons in a pathname, with no directory name between them, move up the hierarchy from a given directory instead of
down . Starting again from directory West Germanic, the partial
pathname
:: North Germanic:Norwegian
designates a file whose full pathname would be
Languages: lndo-European :Germanic: North Germanic: Norwegian
and
:: :Celtic: Brythonic:Welsh
is equivalent to
Languages: Indo-European: Celtic:Brythonic :Welsh
This whole discussion is really academic, though, because the
use of explicit pathnames is strongly discouraged. The recommended
way to identify a file is with a simple file name, along with the
reference number of its home directory. For our example file , we
would just use the file name
English
along with the reference number for the directory
Languages:Indo-European: Germanic: West Germanic
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Files
Files are, of course, the basic unit of information storage on a disk.
Disk space for a file is allocated in fixed units called allocation blocks,
which are always some whole number of 512-byte disk sectors. The
number of sectors per allocation block is determined at the time the
disk is initialized; for the standard Sony disk, each allocation block is
normally two sectors, or 1024 bytes. The file system automatically
adds and deletes allocation blocks as a file grows and shrinks.
The length of a file is essentially unlimited. (Actually, under MFS,
there's a limit of 16 megabytes, or 224 bytes. If you need a file longer
than that, you're out of luck.) Byte positions within the file are numbered sequentially, starting from 0. Like points on the QuickDraw
coordinate grid or character positions in an edit record, these represent positions between the bytes of the file. Byte position 0 is at the
beginning of the file, before the first byte; position 24 is between the
twenty-fourth and twenty-fifth bytes; and so on.
A file's length is defined by two such byte positions, marking the
physical and the logical end-of-file, or EDF (see Figure 8-4). The physical end-of-file is the byte position at the end of the file's last allocation
block; it's equivalent to the number of bytes physically allocated to
the file on the disk, and is always a multiple of the allocation block
size. The logical end-of-file marks the end of the file's meaningful
contents, and tells how many of the physically allocated bytes actu·
ally "count" as part of the file. The logical end-of-file can never be
greater than the physical end-of-file.
The physical end-of-file is manipulated entirely by the file system, and is ordinarily of no concern to your program. The term "endof-file," without a qualifier, is always understood to refer to the
logical rather than the physical EOF. The routines GetEOF and SetEOF
(8.2.5] respectively return and change the position of the logical endof-file. When you set the logical EOF, the file system automatically
adjusts the physical EOF accordingly, adding new allocation blocks to
the end of the file if you lengthen it or releasing unneeded blocks if
you shorten it.
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Allocation block

1024

204s

:::w.

I

Logical
end-of-file

Phtsical end-of-file:
always a multiple of 1024

On the Sony disk drive, each allocation block is 2 sectors, or 1024 bytes.
Figure 8·4 Physical and logical end-of-file

Another important byte position within a file is the file mark,
which designates the point where the next reading or writing operation will take place. The file system routine GetFPos (8.2.4) returns the
current mark position. The next byte to be transferred is always the
byte following the mark; the mark is then moved forward one position, so that it advances sequentially through the file as bytes are
read or written (see Figure 8-5).

Last byte read or written

I Next byte to be ''"do' written

Before

I I I

I

1I1

I I I I I I I I I I

t

mark
After

I I

I I
t

mark
File mark advances byte by byte as file is read or written.
Figure 8·5 File mark

You can also manipulate the mark explicitly with SetFPos (8.2.4),
to control the position of the next reading or writing operation on
the file. You express the new mark position as a positive or negative
offset in bytes from a specified base position, which may be either the
beginning of the file (FSFromStart), the logical end-of-file (FSFromLEOF), or
the current mark position (FSFromMark). If the resulting byte position
falls before the beginning of the file or after its logical end, SetFPos
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positions the mark at the beginning or end of the file and returns an
error code of PosErr or EOFErr (8.2.8), respectively.

There's also a fourth base constant, FSAtMark, which refers unconditionally to the current mark position, ignoring any offset. This
amounts to saying "set the mark at the current position of the mark,"
an operation whose usefulness is not readily apparent. If you're wondering why this constant is defined and what's it's good for, you're not
alone.

Working with Files
In order to read from or write to a file, you must first open it with
FSOpen (8.2.2). This makes the file known to the file system and creates
the internal data structures needed to work with it. You identify the
file by name and volume (or name and directory) and get back a file
reference number that you use from then on to refer to it. Most file
system routines expect a file reference number as one of their pa·
rameters.
Of course, you can't open a file that doesn't exist. If you want to
write a brand-new file to the disk, you have to create it first. The
Create routine (8.2.1) accepts a file name and volume or directory
reference number and creates a file with that name on that volume
or directory. (You also have to supply a file type and creator signature for use by the Finder.) Notice, however, that Create doesn't open
the file for you; you still have to call FSOpen to get a reference number
for the file.
Once you've opened a file and obtained a reference number for
it, you can proceed to read and write it with FSRead and FSWrite (8.2.3).
You give the file's reference number, the number of bytes to transfer, and a pointer either to the information to be written or to the
place in memory to which the information should be read. The
information will be transferred between consecutive memory locations, beginning at the address designated by the pointer, and consecutive bytes of the file, beginning at the current mark position. (You
can, of course, set the mark wherever you want with SetFPos (8.2.4)
before beginning the read or write operation.)
As the information is transferred, the mark advances sequen·
tially through the file. If it reaches the logical end-of-file while read-
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ing, the operation terminates immediately, returning an error code
of EOFErr (8.2.8), along with the number of bytes actually read in the
byteCount parameter. If the mark encounters the end-of-file while writing, the end-of-file "sticks" to the mark and begins advancing along
with it, lengthening the file as it goes . When the physical end-of-file is
reached, a new allocation block is automatically appended to the file
and the writing operation continues.
When you're finished with a file, you close it with FSClose (8.2.2),
after which the reference number is no longer valid and the file can
no longer be read or written. If the file was open for writing, any
unwritten data that has accumulated in the volume buffer is v.rritten
out to the disk. The file's entry in the volume directory is also updated and "time-stamped" with the current date and time on the
built-in clock chip. However, the new directory entry is not automatically written out to the disk until the volume is ejected or unmounted . To keep the directory information on the disk up-to-date,
you should always follow FSClose with a call to FlushVol (8.1.3).
Besides reading and writing, there are a number of auxiliary
operations that you can perform on a file even when it's closed. The
routines that perform these operations accept a file name and volume
number instead of a file reference number. Operations in this category include deleting a file from a volume or changing its name
(8.2.7), locking or unlocking it (8.2.6), and accessing or changing its
Finder information 0:7.3.3). Locking a file prevents it from being
written to, deleted, or renamed.

Notice that the routines for locking and unlocking a file are not named
FSLock and FSUnlock, as you might expect, but SetFLock ("set file lock") and
RstFLock ("reset file lock").

Program 8-2 (DoSave) is our MiniEdit routine to handle the Save
menu command. All it does is examine the fileNumber field in the
window data record of the currently active window. If the window
already has a file associated with it, we'll find the file's reference
number in this field and we can go ahead and write the contents of
the window to the file. If the fileNumber field is 0, we have to ask the
user with a dialog box what file to write to . This makes the Save
command equivalent to Save As ..., so we just call our DoSaveAs routine,
which we'll be looking at later as Program 8-8.
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< Slobal variable
Y~[

<Pointer to currently activ1 window C3. 1. 1J}

TheNindo• : Nindo•Ptr;

< Handle Save co11and .

Y~r

theData
: NDHandle;
dataHandle : Handle;
~~g!.~

(Handle to window's data record CProg. 5-IJ}
{Untyped handle for locking data record Cl:3.l.1J}

<DoSave >

dataHandle := Handle!SetNRefCon !TheNindowll;

<Set window data [3.2.41}

Hlock !dataHandlel;

<Lock data record CI:3.2.4J}

theData := WDHandle!dataHandlel;
~!~~ theDataAA ~Q
!f fileNu1ber = 0 ~~~~
DoSaveAs

<Convert to t yped handle CProg. S-IJ}
<Is window associated with a file? CProg. S-IJ}
<Set file na1e fro• user CProg. 8-8]}

~1~~

W
ritefi le !fileNu1ber , volNu1berl;

HUnlock !dataHandlel
~~~ i

<Nrite to window' s file CProg. 8-31}
<Unlock data record CI:3.2.4J}

<DoSave}
Program 8·2 Handle Save command

The actual task of writing out a window's contents to a file is
handled by the WriteFile routine shown in Program 8-3. (We've isolated
this as a separate routine so that it can be shared by both DoSave and
DoSaveAs.) The reference numbers of the file and its volume are passed
in as parameters. Since writing to the disk entails a perceptible delay,
we begin the WriteFile routine by displaying a wristwatch cursor; it
will be set back to an arrow (or an I-beam) on the next pass through
the main event loop . Then we get the text handle and length from the
active window's edit record, which we've been keeping in the global
variable TheText.
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Our first operation on the file itself is to reposition its file mark
to the beginning with SetFPos [8.Z.4], using a base of FSFromStart and an
offset of 0. Next we pass the result code we get back to our IOCheck
routine (Program 8-1) to check for errors . If IOCheck sets the global
error flag, we skip the rest of the routine and exit immediately to the
main event loop. We have to do this same dance after each and every
input/output operation that returns a result code; from now on, we
won't bother to mention it every time.
C Slobal variables

Hr

TheText : TEHandle;
Natch
: CursHandle;
ErrorFlag : BOOLEAN;

~[Q£~~~[~

<Handle to active •indo•'s edit record £5.1.ll}
CHandle to •rist•atch cursor £2.5.ll}
CI/O error flag}

NriteFile !theFile : INTESER; volNu1 : INTESERI;

C Write window contents to a file.

Hr
textHandle : Handle;
textlength : LON61WT;
resultCode : OSErr;
~~gin

(Handle to text of file £1:3.1.11}
(Length of text in bytes}
CI/O error code £1:3.1.21}

CWriteFile}

SetCursor !NatchAAl;

(Indicate delay [2.5.21}

Hlock !Handle!TheTextll;
!i~~ TheTextAA ~g

Clock edit record [1:3.2.41}

~ggi!!

textHandle := hlext;
textlength := telength

C6et ttxt handle and current length}
{ fro• edit record (5.1.IJ
}

gn~; <!H~>

HUnlock !Handle!TheTextll;

(Unlock edit record [!:3.2. 41}

resultCode := SetFPos !theFile, FSFro1Start, Ol; {Reset 1ark to beginning of file [8.2. 41}
IOCheck (resultCodel;
(Check for error [Prog. 8-1]}
if ErrorFlag ~~~rr EXIT !WriteFilel;
COn error, exit to 1ain ~vent loop}
Hlock !textHandlel;
Clod text CI :3.2.4]}
resultCode := FSWrite !theFile, textlength, textHandleAl; <Write text to file [8.2.31}
HUnlock !textHandlel;
CUnlock text [1:3.2.4]}
IOCheck (resultCodel;
{Check for error £Prag. 8-11}
Program 8-3 Write window contents to a file
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if ErrorFlag !b!! EXIT <NriteFile>;

CDn error, exit to 1ain event loop>

resultCode := SetEOF lthefile, textlength);
IOCheck (resultCode>;
if ErrorFlag !b!! EllT <Mritefile>;

CSet length of file CB.2.51}
{Check for error [Prag. 8-11}
con error, exit to 1ain event loop)

resultCode := FlushVol <~!b, volNua>;
IOCheck (resultCode>;
if Errorflag !b!n EIIT CMritefile>;

<Flush volute buffer £8.1.31)
£Check far error CProg. 8-11}
<On error, exit to aain event loop)

NindowDirty <FALSE>

C"ark window as clean CPrag. 5-71}

!nd; <NriteFile}
Program 8·3 (continued)

Assuming no error was detected, we're now ready to write the
window's text to the file with FSWrite [8.2.3]. Notice that, since this
routine expects a simple pointer to the text instead of a handle, we
have to pass it the master pointer textHandle" instead of the text handle
itself. (Of course, we have to be careful to lock the text handle before
dereferencing it and unlock it again afterward.) After the writing
operation is complete, we call SetEOF [8.2.5) to trim the file to the
correct length, in case there was an earlier version longer than the
one we've just written. Finally, we flush the volume buffer with
FlushVol [8.1.3) to update the file's directory information on the disk,
mark the window as clean, and return.
Program 8-4 (DoRevert) handles the Revert to Saved command and
shows how to read from a file. We begin by examining the dirty flag in
the window data record. If this flag is TRUE, the window contains
editing changes that will be lost if we revert to the last-saved version
of the file. So before proceeding with the operation we post an alert
with the message
Revert to most recently saved version of file "flapdoodle''?

to confirm that this is really what the user wants to do. If the user
clicks the alert's Cancel button, we'll cancel the Revert operation by
setting the global error flag and taking an immediate exit. (Notice that
since we're exiting from the middle of a with statement, we have to be
careful to unlock the window data record before exiting.)
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{ Slobal Viriables

m:

Thetlindo•
TheText
Watch
ErrorFlig

~[Q£!~Y[!

:
:
:
:

Windot1Ptr;
TEHindle;
CursHandle;
BOOLEAN;

<Pointer to currently activt •indo• £3.1.lll
<Handle to active •indo•'s edit record CS.1.11}
<Handle to •rist•atch cursor [2.S.11}
<1/0 error flag}

DoRevert;

< Handle Revert to Saved co..and.
£Q!!.~!

revert!D :: 1002;

m:

theData
ditaHindle
fileNa1e
textlength
theite1
resultCode

~!g!!!.

<Resource ID for Revert alert}

:
:
:
:

WDHindle;
Handle;
Str2SS;
LONSIMT;
INTEGER;
: OSErr;

<Handle to windo•'s data record CProg. S-11}
<Untyped handle for locking data record [1:3.1.11}
<Title of window CI:2.1.ll}
{length of file in bytes}
{Jte1 nu1ber for Revert alert>
{!/O error code CI:3.1.2l}

<DoRevert}

dataHandle ::: Hindle(6etWRefCon!TheWindowll;
Hlock (dataHandlel;
theData := WDHandle!dataHandlel;

{Set •i ndow data £3. 2.41}
{lock data record CI:3.2.4J}
{Convert to typtd handle}

!!in theDataAA~Q
~!g!n

!! dirty in!!!

{Have window contents been changed?}

~!gin

6etWTitle (TheWindo•, fileNa1el; <Bet file na1e fro• window title £3.2.41}
Para1Text (fileNi1e, ' ', '', ''I; <Substitute into text of alert C7.4.6ll
theite1 := CautionAlert trevertlD,

!! thelte1 =Cancel in!!!
~!9!D

HUnlock !dataHandlel;
ErrorFlag ::: TRUE;
EX IT IDoRevert I

!!!.~

!!!.~;

<w

<w

<Post alert [7.4.21}
<Did ustr cancel? [7.1 . lll

~!bl;

{Unlock data record CI :3.2.4J}
<Force exit to 1ain event loop}
{Skip rest of operation}

Program 8-4 Handle Revert to Saved command
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SetCursor (MatchAA);
(lndic1te delay C2.5.21}
r11altCode := &ltEDF Cfiltlulb1r, textl1n9th); <Bet length of filt C8.2.5J>
IDCheck CresultCodt);
<Cited far trrar CProt. 8-m
if Errarfhg !b!!!
<Error detected?)

Hain

Hlkllock Cd1t1Hlndle>;
EIIT tDaR1verU

<lkllack d1t1 rtcard CJ:3.2.4l>
<Exit to 11in event laap>

!!!d; <ii>

resultCade := SttFPos (filtflulbtr, FSFr111St1rt, O>; <Set 11rk 1t bttinning of file [8.2.41}
IOChect (resultCade>;
<Check far error CPrag. 8-1]}
if Errarfhg !b!!l
<Error detected?>
~!Ii!!

HUnlack Cdat11tindl1>;
EIIT (DaReverU
!!!~; <i!>
Klock CH1ndleCTheText));
!!!b ThelextAA dg

<Unlock d1t1 rtcard Cl:3.2.4l}
<Exit to 11in event loap>
<Lock edit record Cl:3.2.41>

~!9!!!

SetHandleSize ChText, textLength>; <Adjust text to length of filt Cl:3.2.3, 5.1.11>
tllength := textlength;
<Set text length CS.I.Ill
llock (hlext>;
<Lock the handle CJ:3.2.4J)
resultCode := FSRead (fileNuaber, textlength, hlextA);
<Read text of filt into handle [8.2.31>
lOCheck CresultCode>;
<Check for error CProg. 8-ll>
HUnlock (hlext)
<Unlock the handle Cl:3.2.4l>
end; <!i!b>
Hlkllack <Handle(Thelext>>;

(Unlock edit record CJ:3.2.4l>

if Errorflag

<Error d1tectld during read?>

~!9!.n

!h!!l

IRJnlock (dat1H1ndleJ;
El IT (DoleverU

!!!d

cw

HUnloct ld1taH1ndle);

<lklloct data record £1:3.2.41>
<Exit ta 1ain event loop>

(IJnlact d1t1 record Cl:3.2.4l>
Program 8·4 (continued)
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TEC1lTe1t !TheTextl;
AdjustScrollbr;
TESttSelect (0 1 01 TheTextl;

Cllr1p text to window £5.3.11}
(Adjust scroll b1r to length of t11t CProq. 6-51}
(Set insertion point it beginning of t11t [5.4.21}

I1v1lRect !TheMindowA.portRectl;
MindowDirty CFALSEl

(force updite to redriw text C3.4.21l
("irk window iS cltill CProg. 5-71}

Program 8-4 (continued}

Assuming that the user has confirmed the Revert command by
clicking the OK button in the alert box, we can now go ahead and read
in the active window's file from the disk. We can safely assume that
the window already has a file associated with it: if it didn't, our
OoActivate routine (Program 5-14) would have disabled the Revert command on the menu the last time the window was activated, and we
could never have gotten to where we are now. As we'll see later in
Program 8-6, the file will already have been opened when it was first
read into the window, so there's no need to open it now. We can just
find out its length with GetEOF (8.2.5), move the mark to the beginning
with SetFPos (8.2.4), set the text handle in the current edit record to
the length of the file with SetHandleSize 0:3.2.3), and proceed to read
the file with FSRead (8.2.3]. Then there are some housekeeping details
to take care of, such as wrapping the text to the boundaries of the
window, readjusting the window's scroll bar, and positioning the
TextEdit insertion point at the beginning of the text. To get the
window's contents redrawn on the screen, we call lnvalRect (3.4.2) to
force an update event. Then all that's left is to mark the window as
clean and return.

The Standard File Package
Often, before you can carry out a filing operation, you need to ask
the user what file to operate on. The easiest way to do this is with a
set of standard routines known as the Standard File Package. As we
learned in Volume One, Chapter 7, a package is a collection of routines that is stored as a resource in a resource file and can be read
into memory when needed. Standard packages such as the Standard
File Package and its sidekick, the Disk Initialization Package, are
included in the System file supplied on Macintosh software disks.
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The Standard File Package and the Disk Initialization Package have
package numbers 3 and 2, respectively. The trap macros for using
their routines from assembly language expand to call the "package
traps" _Pack3 and _Pack2 (1:7.2.1), after first pushing an integer routine
selector onto the stack to identify the desired routine within the package. The selectors for the various package routines are given in the
assembly-language information boxes at the ends of the relevant reference sections.

The Standard File Package consists of two main routines: SFGetFile
(8.3.2) to select an existing file to be read from the disk, and SFPutFile
(8.3.3) to specify a file name to be written. Both routines obtain the
needed information from the user by displaying a dialog box on the
screen. All you do is call the routine, passing a reply record (8.3.1) to
be filled in with the file name and other identifying information. The
Standard File Package will keep control and handle all events until
the dialog is dismissed. It takes care of all the needed processing to
allow the user to select with the mouse from a scrollable list of
available files, type or edit a file name, swap disks, switch disk drives,
and so forth . When the dialog is finally dismissed, the Standard File
Package will fill in the fields of the reply record you supplied and
return control to your program. You can then use the information in
the reply record to carry out the requested operation.

Although the standard dialogs described here are all you'll ordinarily
need, it's possible to alter their behavior for your own purposes or
replace them with "custom" dialogs of your own. You do this by
providing a "dialog hook" function as a parameter to SFGetFile or
SFPutFlle, or by using a pair of alternate Standard File routines named
SFPGetFlle and SFPPutFile instead. See the Inside Macintosh manual for
details.

File to Read From
Figure 8-6 shows the standard dialog box displayed by SFGetFile. You
specify where on the screen the dialog box should appear and supply
a list of up to four file types to be included in the file list. You can
either list all available files of the specified types, or provide a filter
function to decide which ones to list and suppress the rest. In any
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lesi Plonets I
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Cl
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Earth
Jupiter
Mors
Mercury
Neptune
Pluto
Soturn
Umnus
Uenus

r!l

lg) MiniEdit Docs

Eject
Driue

Open
Concel

Figure 8 ·6 Standard Get File dialog

case, the specified files will be listed in alphabetical order. If the list is
too long to be displayed on the screen all at once, SFGetFile will
activate the list's scroll bar and handle all scrolling for you automati·
cally; if the list is short enough to be displayed in its entirety, the
scroll bar will be made inactive.
The user can select a file either by clicking it with the mouse and
then clicking the Open button, or simply by double-clicking the file
name . Either of these actions dismisses the dialog box; SFGetFile will fill
in the file name, volume reference number, and other information in
the reply record, set the record's good field to TRUE to show that the
file choice was confirmed, and return control to your program. If the
user dismisses the dialog with the Cancel button, the good field will be
set to FALSE to tell you to ignore the remaining fields and cancel the
operation.
The Eject button in the dialog box allows the user to eject one
disk from the drive and insert another. As disks are ejected and
inserted, SFGetFile keeps track of which disk is in the drive and dis·
plays its volume name in the dialog box; when the drive is empty, the
Eject button becomes inactive. The Drive button switches attention
from one disk drive to the other, or among the volumes on a hard
disk or other multiple-volume device. (If there isn't an external disk
drive cmtpected to the Macintosh, the Drive button doesn't appear in
the dialog box at all.)
Each time the user inserts a disk, SFGetFile attempts to mount the
new volume. If the attempt fails because of an error, it calls the Disk
Initialization Package routine DIBadMount (8.4.1] to deal with the prob·
lem. For errors that can be corrected by initializing the disk,
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DIBadMount will post an alert such as the one shown in Figure 8-7, with

the error message
This disk is unreadable

This Cllsk Is unreadable:
Do you want to initialize it?
Eject

(One-Sided)

[Two-Sided)

Figure 8 -7 Disk initialization alert

or
This disk is damaged

or
This is not a Macintosh disk

and will proceed to initialize or eject the disk, as instructed by the
user. After successfully initializing a disk, it will ask the user to
supply a volume name with the dialog box shown in Figure 8-8. For
problems that can't be corrected by initializing the disk, DIBadMount
will just eject it and return to the Standard File Package to wait for
the user to insert another.

Please name this disk:

OK

Figure 8-8 Volume name dialog
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< &lob•l constints
~!m~!

DlgTop = 100;
DlgLeft = 85;

Clop edge of diilog box for Set ind Put di1log5}
<Left edge of dialog box for Set ind Put dialogs>

< Handle Open ••• co11and.

m:

<Top-left corner of dial119 box Cl:4.1.IJ}
{List of file types to display [8.3.2)}
<Data returned by Set dialog [8.3.1)}

dlgOrigin : Point;
theTypelist i SFTypeList;
theReply
: SFReply;

~~g~~

<DoOpen}

SetPt !dlgOrigin, DlgLeft, DlgTopl;
theTypeList CO] := 'TEXT';
SFSetFile !dlgOrigin, '',
~~!h

theReply

!! good

~!~,

~!b,

theReplyl; !Set file ni1e fro• user [8.3.21 }

~Q

!h~~

OpeoFile !fNa1e, vRefNu1l
~!!~i

I, theTypeList,

<Set up dialog origin Cl:4.1 . 1J}
<Display text files only [8.3.21}

<Did user confir1 file selection? [8.3.111
{Open file and reid into MindoM CProg. 8-61}

<DoOpen}

Program 8·5 Handle Open ... command

Program 8·5 (DoOpen) shows how our MiniEdit program uses
SFGetFile to handle the Open ... command on its File menu. Since MiniEdit
operates only on plain text files, we just pass the single file type 'TEXT'
in the type list, asking SFGetFile to list all text files in a given volume or
directory . If the good field of the reply record comes back FALSE, then
the user has canceled the Open ... command and there's nothing fur·
ther to do. If it's TRUE, we pass the file name and volume rllimber
from the reply record to another MlniEdit routine, OpenFile (Program
8·6), to open the selected file and read it into a new window on the
screen.
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C &lcbal variables
i~r

<Pointer to currently active windo• C3.1.ll}
CI/O error flag}

TheNindaw : NindawPtr;
ErrorFlag : BOOLEAN;

Rt9~!~Yt!

OpenFile <fileNa1e : Str255; vNu1 : INTE&ER>;

Open docu1ent file. }

C

ur

theData
dataHandle
theFile
resultCade

:
:
:
:

<Handle to window's data record CProg. 5-ll>
<Untyped handle for locking data record CI:3.1.1J}
<Reference nu1ber of file}
CI/O error code CI:3.t.2J}

MDHandle;
Handle;
INTESER;
OSErr;

k!9in <DpenFilel
resultCode := FSOpen (fileNa1e, vNu1, theFile>;
IQCheck (resultCode);
if ErrorFlag !b!n EXIT (QpenFile>;

<Open the file C8.2.2l}
CCheck for error CProg. 8-11}
<On error, exit to 1ain event loop}

DoNew;

COpen a new window CProg. 5-21}

dataHandle := Handle<&etNRefCon<TheMindow>>;
Hlock <dataHandle>;

<Get window data C3.2.4J}
Clock data record CI:3.2.4J}

theData := NDHandle(da~aHandle>;
!i!b theDataAA ~g
k!!li!!
volNu1ber := vNu1;
fileNu1ber := thefile;
SetNTitle (TheNindow, fileNa1e>
!n~; <!!!!b>

CConvert to typed handle CProg. 5-ll}
CSave volu1e and file nu1ber in
C window data record CProg. 5-tl>
CFile na1e beco1es window title C3.2.4l}

HUnlock (dataHandle>;

CUnlock data record CI:3.2.4l}

DaRevert

CRead file into window CProg. 8-41}

!!!~;

<Openfile}
Program 8·8 Open document file

OpenFile is factored out as a separate routine so that we can use it
at the beginning of the program, to read in files the user has selected
and opened from the Finder, as well as in response to the Open ...
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command within MiniEdit itself. First we open the selected file with
FSOpen [8.2.2), passing the file name and volume number and getting
back a reference number for the file. Next we create a window for
the file by calling our DoNew routine (Program 5-2), just as if the user
had chosen the New command from the menu. After storing the
volume and file reference numbers into the new window's data record and setting its title to the file name, we proceed to read the file's
text into the window with the DoRevert routine we looked at earlier
(Program 8-4).
We saw in Volume One, Chapter 7, how the Finder tells which
document files to open at the start of the program by passing a table
of startup information, located by way of a startup handle in the
program's application global space. Program 8-7 (DoStartup) is called
from the one-time Initialize routine at the very start of the MiniEdit
program, to process the startup information and open the requested
document files. First we call CountAppFiles CT:7.3.4] to find out how
many documents the user selected (if any) . CountAppFiles also returns a
"message" telling whether the files were opened with the Finder's
Open or Print command. Unfortunately, there isn't room in this book to
talk about printing; we'll be discussing it in Volume Three. For now,
if the Print command was chosen, we just post an alert with the
message
Sorry, MiniEdit doesn 't support printing .
and exit back to the Finder.
If the user started up the MiniEdit program by selecting its icon
directly, rather than by opening a· document, then the number of
documents we get back from CountAppFiles will be 0: in this case, we
just call our DoNew routine (Program 5-2) to open an empty window
on the screen. If the number of documents is nonzero, we call
GetAppFiles CT:7.3.4] once for each, receiving back an AppFile record
CT:7.3.4] containing identifying information about the document file.
Before opening the file, we first check to make sure it's a text file; if it
isn't, we just post an alert message like
Sorry, file "Xanadu" is not a text file.
and loop back for the next document. If the file is a text file, we call
Open File (Program 8-6) to open it and read it into a window. Finally we
call ClrAppFiles CT:7.3 .4] to notify the Finder that the file has been
processed.
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DoStartup;

< Process Finder startup infar1atian.
~9ll!!

<Resourc1 ID for Can't Print alert>
<Resource ID far Mrang Type alert>

cantPrintJD • 1003;
•rangTypeID = 1004;

m:

theltesuge
nDacs
thisDoc
doclnfo
ignore

~!9i!!

:
:
:
:
:

<Open or print? CI:7.3.4ll
{Nulber of docu11nts seltcted in Finder)
<Index nulber of docuaent>
<Startup infar1atian about one dacu1ent CI:7.3.4l>
<Ite1 code returned by alert}

lllTE&ER;
INTE&ER;
IllTE6£R;
AppFile;
INTE&ER;

<DoStartup}

CountAppFiles (the"essage, nDacs>;

<&et nu1ber of docu1ents and startup 1essage CI:7.3.4J}

if the"essage =AppPrint !b@n

<Did user choose Print in Finder? Cl:7.3.4J)

l.19!!!

ignore := StopAlert (cantPrintID,
Exi tToShell

!n~

~!b>;

<w

Clf no docu1ents selected, just
< open an e1pty •inda• CPrag. 5-21>

!!!! i! nDacs • O !b!n
D0Nt11
!!!!

!2r thisDoc

:=

<Post alert C7.4.2l>
<Return to Finder Cl:7.1.3ll

1 !2 nDocs

~2

CDther1ise loop through docu1ents)

~!9i!!

GetAppfiles <thisDoc, doclnfo);

!ilb doclnfo

!! fType = 'TEXT' tb!n
~!9i!!

OpenFile (fNa1e, vRefNu1>;
ClrAppFiles <thisDoc)

!n~

<&et startup infor1ation CI:7.3.4JJ

~g

<Is it a text file?>
<Read it into a 1inda1 CProg. 8-61}
<Tell Finder it's been processed Cl:7.3.4J)

<!b!n>

!!!!
~!9!.D

Par11Text <fNa11, '', '', ''); <Substitute file n11e into text of alert C7.4.6J}
ignore := StopAlert CMrongTyptID, ~!b> <Post 1lert C7.4.2J}
!nd <!!i!>

!nd; <DoStartup}
Program 8·7 Process Finder startup information
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File to Write To
The Standard File Package routine SFPutFile [8.3.3] displays the dialog
box shown in Figure 8-9, asking for the name of a file to be written.
The prompting string that appears above the dialog's text box is a
parameter you supply when you call the routine. The Eject and Drive
buttons work the same way as in the Get File dialog. The user can do
the usual selection and typing in the text box, then confirm the file
name with the Save button (or the Return or Enter key) or cancel the
operation with the Cancel button. SFPutFile will then return a reply
record containing the specified file name and volume or directory
number, with the good field set to TRUE if the dialog was confirmed,
FALSE if it was canceled.

la Planets I
r.~

forth

D .Ju pi t!~r
D l'>·f<lr~
D ~rnn un4
D Nl~ P tutH'
D Plu1o
Saue under what name?

IQ][gj MiniEdit
~

Turn

I

Docs

Eject
Driue

Saue
Cancel

Figure 8-9 Standard Put File dialog

If the user specifies a file name that already exists on the disk,
SFPutFile will display the alert shown in Figure 8-10. If the user clicks
the No button, the Put File dialog will remain on the screen so the
user can change the file name and try again; if Yes, the Put File dialog
will be dismissed and the specified file name returned to you in the
reply record. Even so, however, the recommended policy is not to
replace the existing file unless it's of an appropriate file type for your
own program. Don't let the user destroy other programs or their files
(to say nothing of the existing Earth!) by saving a document named,
say, MacPaint or Finder or System.
Program 8-8 (DoSaveAs) illustrates this last point. In response to
the Save As ... command, we begin by calling SFPutFile to get a file name
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Figure 8 -10 Existing file alert

from the user . If the resulting reply record has its good field set to
FALSE, then the user has canceled the command: we just set the global
error flag, clear the Quitting flag in case we've reached this routine as
part of a Quit sequence, and exit . If the good field is TRUE, our next step
is to ask for the designated file's Finder information with GetFlnfo
[1 :7.3.3].

A result code of NoErr from GetFl nfo means that the file already
exists . We want to go ahead and write to it only if it's a text file ; if the
file type in the Finder information record is anything other than
'TEXT', we'll post an alert with the message
Sorry, file 11 Frumble11 is not a text file.
and exit. If there isn't a previously existing file with the given name,
GetFlnfo will return a result code of FNFErr ("file not found"); in this
case, we just create a new file with the given name- giving it a file
type of 'TEXT' and a creator signature of ' MEDT' (for "MiniEdit")- and
proceed. On any other result code, we call IOCheck (Program 8-1) to
post an error alert, t hen exit to the main event loop.
Assuming we have a valid file name to write to, our next step is
to check whether the active window already has an existing file
associated with it; if so, we call FSClose (8.2.2) to close that file before
opening the new one. Then we open the new file with FSOpen [8.2.2],
store its volume and file reference numbers into the active window's
data record and its file name as the window's title, and call our
earlier WriteFile routine (Program 8-3) to write the window's contents
to the file. (If an error occurs while opening the file, the active
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{ Slobil declir•tions
£Qrr~!

m:

DlgTop : 100;
DlgLeft = 85;

<Top edge of diilog box for Set ind Put diilog1>
(Left edgt of dialog box for Set •nd Put di1logs>

Thetlindo•
Witch
guitting
ErrorFlag

<Pointer to currently active 1indo• C3.1.1J}
(Handle to lll'ist1atch cursor £2.5.ll}
(Quit co11and in effect?}
{l /O error flag}

~~Q£!Q~~!

:
:
:
:

Windo1Ptr;
CursHindle;
BOOLEAN;
BOOLEAN;

DoSaveAs;

C Handle Save As ••• co11ind.
£Qrr~!

•rongTypeID = 1004;
noTitleID = 1000;

m:

dlg!Xigin
theReply
the Info
theFile
theData
dataHandle
strHandle
untitled
ignore
resultCode

~~g!rr

:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:

<Resource ID for llrong File Type alert>
<Resource ID of title string for e1pty •indo•>

Point;
SFReply;
Finfo;
INTESER;
llDHandle;
Hindle;
StringHandle;
Str255;
INTEGER;
OSErr;

Clop-left corner of di1log box CI:4.1.ll}
<Data returned by Put dialog [8.3.ll}
(file' s Finder infor1ition CI:7.3.2l}
<Reference nu1ber of file}
{~andle to 1indo1's dati record CProg. 5-1]}
{Untyped handle for locking data record CI:3.l.ll}
<Handle to title string for eapty 1indo1 CI:8.l . 2l}
<Title string for e1pty window CI :2.l.11>
(lte1 code returned by alert>
(J/O error code CI:3.l.21}

<DoSaveAs>

SetPt
(dlgOrigin, Dlgleft, DlgTopl;
(Set up dialog origin CI:4.1.IJ}
SFPutFile !dlgOrigin, 'Save under what file na1e?', '', ~!b, thtReplyl;
{Set file na1e fro1 user [8.3.31}
!!th theRepl y QQ
~!Q!!!

!!

<Did user confir1 file selection? [8.3.11>

~Qt good th~~
~~g!!)

Quitting : FALSE;
ErrorFlag := TRUE;
EI IT !DoSaveAs)
2

~~Q;

<w

<Cancel Quit co11and, if any}
<Foret exit to 1ain event loop}
(Skip rest of operation}

Program 8·8 Handle Save As ... command
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rtsultCode :• &ttFlnfo lf ..1t 1 vRtfllu1 1 thtlnfol; <Stt Finder info Cl17.3.3Jl

£!1! rtsultCode !!!
MoErr:

!! thelnfo.fdlype <> 'TEil'

th!~

<Filt alre1•y 1xist1 CB.2.81}
<.,t 1 text *ilt? Cl:7.3.2J}

~H!!!

Para1Text lf•a1e, '', '', ''l; <Substitute file natt into text of altrt C7.4.6J}
ignort := StopAlert l11rongTyp1ID, ~!blJ (Post alert [7.4.21}
ErrorFlag :• TRUE;
EllT !DoSivtAsl

!!!~i

{Force exit to aain evtnt loop}
CStip rest of operation}

(if}

(File not found Cl.2.Bll
~!ll!!

resultCodt :=Create lfNaae, vRefMua, 'ftEDT', 'TEIT'I; <Cr11te the file CB.2.11}
IOClleck lresultCodel;
<Check for error CProg. 8-11}
!! ErrorFlag th!~ EllT ID0S1v.Asl <On error, exit to aain tvent laopl

__ ,

ind·

!!th!r!!g

CUnanticip1ted error}

~!9!!!

IOCheck CresultCod1l;
EllT IDoSntAsl

<Pott error alert CPrbg. B.t>>
<Exit to 1ain event loop}

!!!~

~1taHandl1 := Handl1l6etlll1fConlTheWind1111ll; <&et •indoll data [3.2.41}
Hlack ld1taHandlel;
(Lock data record CI:3.2.41}

theData := WDHandleldataHandlel;

!!th th1DataAA

{Convert to typed handlt}

~!!

~!I!!!

SttCurtor IWatchAAJ;

<Indicat1 d1lay C2.5.21}

Program 8·8 (continued)
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!! filelu1ber <>0 !~!

<Does •indow 1lreidy hive 1 filt? [Prag. 5-11}

~!!!

resultCode := FSClose lfileNuJibtrl; (Close old file £8.2.21}
IOChtck lrtsultCodtl;
<Check for 1rror CProg. 8-ll>
!! ErrorFl•g !~!~
<Error dttecte4 during clo~?}
~!!I!!!

HUnlock ldatiHindltl; <Unlock dat1 record £1:3.2.41}
EXIT !DoSaveAsl
<Exit to liin tvtnt loop}
!!!~

~~;

<w

cw

re&ultCodt := FSOpen lfla1e, vR1fNu1 1 thtfilel; <Open ne• file £8.2.21}
IOCheck lresultCodel;
(Check for error £Prag. 8-ll}
!! ErrorFlig !~~~
<Error dettcted during acien?}
~!!I!!!

vol-.i1ber := O;
fileNulber := O;

<Minda• is left Mith no filt: cltar volu1e 111d}
{ file nu1ber1 in Minda• diti CProt. S-11
}

strHindle :z 6etString lnoTitltIDl; <Set string fro1 resourct file £1:8. 1.21}
untitled : = strHandltAAi
{Convert fro1 handle}
SetVTitle ITheVindo•, untitled)
<Set ne• •indo• title £3.2.41}
~~~ <th~~}
~!g

~~!I!!!

volNu1ber := vRefNu1;
<Save ne• volu1e ind file nu1btrs }
fileNulller := theFilt;
{ in windo• data CProg. S-11
}
SetWTitle ITheVind1111, fNa1el; (file na1e beco1es ne• •indo• title £3.2.41>
Mr iteFile ltheFile, vRefNu1l <Write •indo•'s contents to file CProg. 8-31}

~~~ <~!~~}

HUnlock lditaHandlel

!~~;

(Unlock data record £1:3.2.41}

CDoSiVeAs}
Program 8·8 (continued)
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window will be left without a file-so we set its volume and file
numbers to 0 and its title to Untitled, the same as a brand-new window
created by our DoNew routine. Notice that, following recommended
Macintosh practice, we define this standard title string as a resource
and use GetString [l:8.1.2] to read it in. The window template used by
DoNew contains this same string in its title field.)

Nuts and Bolts
Recall from Volume One, Chapter 6, that every file actually consists
qf two separate parts, or "forks": a datafork and, a resource fork. The
FSOpen routine just opens the file's data fork, which is normally what
you want. There's also a routine named OpenRF (8.2.2] for opening the
resource fork. This allows you to access the resource fork directly as
a stream of "raw" bytes, with no notion of its internal structure as a
collection of resources. The Toolbox itself uses this routine to read
and write resources; you'll ordinarily want to use OpenResFile [1:6.2.1)
instead, to acc~ss the resource fork ~t the resource level rather than
the byte level.
Associated with every file is permission information about
the ltjnd of access that's allowed to the ~e: read-only, write-only, or
read/write. Read-only files can actually be opened more than once,
creating any number of separate access paths to the same file. Each
access path has its own reference number and its own independent
file mark; what we've been ca.Qins the fil~ reference number is technically a "path reference num]?er ." A file with write permission,
however, can only be opened once: if you try to open a second access
path to the file, you'll get b~ck the· same reference number as the first
time, along with the error code OpWrErr ("already open for writing").
·
When you use the low-level file system, you can specify the kind
of access permission you want for each access path independently,
provided that the file's own permission information allows the type
of access requested. af it doesn't, you'll get back the "permission
violation" error code, PermErr, when you try to open the path.) You're
allowed to have any number of access paths for reading the same file,
but not more than one for writing to it. This degree of flexibility isn't
possible with the high-level file system: the high-level routine FSOpen
always gives every access path the same permission, whatever the
file itself allows. Since there's no way to open a read-only path to a
read/write file, you can't have more than one path altogether for
such a file.

REFERENCE

8.1 Volume Operations

8.1.1 Volume Information

function GetVlnfo
(drive
vName
var vRefNum
var freeBytes
: OSErr;

:
:
:
:

INTEGER;
StringPtr;
INTEGER;
LONGINT)

{Drive number}
{Volume name}
{Returns volume reference number}
{Returns number of free bytes on volume}
{Result code}

1. GetVlnfo returns identifying information for the volume in a specified

disk drive .
.2. The drive parameter identifies the disk drive: 1 for the internal (built-in)
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drive, 2 for the external drive, if any . Drive numbers greater than 2
refer to hard disk drives or other external storage devices.
3. The name of the volume in the specified drive is returned via parameter vName and its volume reference number via vRefNum.
4. Parameter freeBytes returns the number of bytes of free space available

on the volume .
5. This routine is part of the high-level file system and is not directly
available from assembly language. The trap macro calls the low-level
routine PBGetVlnfo; see Inside Macintosh for details.
6. The trap macro is spelled _ GetVollnlo.

fCJ I
Language
Information
-flLI....,__
_Assembly
__
__
_ _ _ _____
Trap macro:
(Pascall
Routine name

Trap macro

Trap word

PBGetVlnfo

_GetVollnfo

$A007

(Assembly)

8.1.2 Current Volume

function GetVol
(vName
: StringPtr;
var vRefNum : INTEGER)
: OSErr;
function SetVol
(vName : StringPtr;
vRefNum : INTEGER)
: OSErr;

{Returns volume or directory name}
{Returns volume or directory reference number}
{Result code}
{Volume name}
{Volume reference number}
{Result code}

423
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Current Volume

~~ii~=t------N-ote_s--------------------~
returns the name and reference number of the current volume or
directory; SetVol makes a designated volume or directory current.

1. GetVol

z. The volume or directory to be made current can be identified either by
name or by reference number. The vRefNum parameter to SetVol is ig·
nored unless vName is NIL.
3. The volume designated by vName or vRefNum must be a mounted volume;

if it's a directory, it m ust reside on a mounted volume.
4. These routines are part of the high-level file system and are not directly

available from assembly language. The trap macros call the low-level
routines PBGetVol and PBSetVol; see Inside Macintosh for details.

ICJI

Assembly Language Information

-11!:1-----------Trap macros:
(Pascal)

(Assembly)

Routine name

Trap macro

PBGetVol
PBSetVol

_GetVol
_ SetVol

Trap word

$A014
$A015
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8.1.3 Flushing, Ejecting, and Unmounting

Definitions
function FlushVol
(vName : StringPtr;
vRefNum : INTEGER)
: OSErr;

{Volume name}
{Volume reference number}
{Result code}

function Eject
(vName : StringPtr;
vRefNum : INTEGER)
: OSErr;

{Volume name}
{Volume reference number}
{Result code}

function UnmountVol
(vName : StringPtr;
vRefNum : INTEGER)
: OSErr;

{Volume name}
{Volume reference number}
{Result code}

~~ii~=t-----No-tes_____________________
1.

FlushVol writes out the contents of a volume buffer from memory to the
disk; Eject places a volume logically off-line and physically ejects it from
the disk drive; UnmountVol unmounts a volume, removing all trace of it
from the file system.

2. In each case, the volume to be operated on can be identified either by
name or by reference number. The vRefNum parameter is ignored unless
vName is NIL.
3. The volume designated by vName or vRefNum must be a mounted volume.
There is no high-level routine for explicitly mounting a volume, since
the Toolbox handles this task automatically whenever a disk is inserted.
5. In addition to the contents of the volume buffer, FlushVol also writes out
the directory information describing the volume's contents if it has
changed since the volume was last mounted or flushed.
4.

6 . Before physically ejecting the volume, Eject flushes the volume buffer
and directory information and releases most of the memory space they
occupy. A small amount of directory information (94 bytes for a flat
volume, 178 for a hierarchical one) is retained in memory, so that the
volume and its contents remain known to the file system.
7. UnmountVol removes all information pertaining to a volume from memory
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and releases the space it occupies. All open files on the volume are
closed, its volume buffer and directory information are flushed, and the
volume is physically ejected from the disk drive. The volume and its
contents become unknown to the file system.
8. The startup volume should never be unmounted; it contains important
system information that must remain accessible at all times, such as the
Finder and the system resource file.
9. These routines are part of the high-level file system and are not directly

available from assembly language. The trap macros call the low-level
routines PBFlushVol, PBEJect, and PBUnmountVol; there are also low-level routines named PBOffline, for placing a volume off-line without physically
ejecting it, and PBMountVol, for explicitly mounting a volume. See Inside
Macintosh for details.

C]I
---l'Pt---------I

Assembly Language Information

Trap macros:
(Pascal)
Routine name

Trap macro

PBFlushVol
PB Eject
PBOffline
PBMountVol
PBUnmountVol

_ FlushVol
_Eject
_Offllne
_MountVol
_UnmountVol

(Assembly)

Trap word

$A013
$A017
$A035
$AOOF
$AOOE
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8.2 File Operations

8.2.1 Creating Files

Definitions
function Create
(fName
:
vRefNum :
creator :
fileType :
: OSErr;

Str255;
INTEGER;
OSType;
OSType)

{File name}
{Volume or directory reference number}
{Signature of creator program}
{Fiie type}
{Result code}

1. This routine creates a new file with a given name on a specified volume

or directory.
2 . The new file is initially unlocked and empty.
3 . The file's creation and modification dates are set from the built-in clock
chip.
4. The parameters creator and fileType give the new file's creator signature
and file type [1:7.3.1) for u se by the Finder.
5. The new file is not opened and is not assigned a file reference number.
Call FSOpen (8.2.2) after Create to open the file for writing.
6. If the volume already contains a file with the given name, the error
code OupFNErr ("duplicate file name") (8.2.8) is returned and no new file is
created .
7. This routine is part of the high-level file system and is not directly
available from assembly language. The trap macro calls the low-level
routine PBCreate; see Inside Macintosh for details .
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Assembly Language Information

( L i t - - - - - - - - -··
Trap macro:
(Pascal)
Routine name

!Assembly)
Trap macro

PB Create

_Create

Trap word

$A008

8.2.2 Opening and Closing Files

function FSOpen
(fName
: Str255;
vRefNum
: INTEGER;
var fRefNum : INTEGER)
: OSErr;

{File name}
{Volume or directory reference number}
{Returns file reference number}
{Result code}

function OpenRF
: Str255;
(fName
vRefNum
: INTEGER;
var fRefNum : INTEGER)
: OSErr;

{File name}
{Volume or directory reference number}
{Returns file reference number}
{Result code}

function FSClose
(fRefNum : INTEGER)
: OSErr;

{File reference number}
{Result code}

~~iii~~=l---------N-o-te_s___________________________________________
1. FSOpen

opens an existing file for reacting or writing .

.2. The file is identified by name, along with a volume or directory refer-

ence number.
3. The file is assigned a file reference number, returned via the variable
parameter fRefNum. You then use this number to identify the file for all
further operations .
4 . For files that allow read permission only, each caJI to FSOpen creates a
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separate access path to the file, with its own reference number and its
own independent read position, or mark [8.2.4].
For files that allow write or read/write permission, only one access path
with such permission may be open at a time. Subsequent calls to FSOpen
will return the reference number of the already existing path, along
with the error code OpWrErr ("already open for writing") [8.2.8]. (When
using the low-level file system, however, it's possible to open multiple
access paths to the same file for reading, in addition to the one and only
path with write permission.)
OpenRF opens a file's resource fork instead of its data fork.
OpenRF is used by the Toolbox itself, to access the contents of the
resource fork directly at the "raw" byte level. For most purposes you'll
want to use OpenResFile (1:6.2.1] instead, to treat the resource fork specifi·
cally as a collection of resources.
FSClose closes an access path to a file. Once closed, the path can no
longer be used to access the file.
If the access path had write permission, the contents of the volume
buffer are written out to the disk and the file's directory information is
updated. In particular, the file's modification date is set to the current
date and time on the built-in clock chip.
The file's directory information is updated in memory only; it is not
automatically written out to the disk. To make sure the disk is correctly
updated, call FlushVol [8.1.3] immediately after closing the file.
These routines are part of the high-level file system and are not directly
available from assembly language. The trap macros call the low-level
routines PBOpen, PBOpenRF, and PBClose; see Inside Macintosh for details.
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8.2.3 Reading and Writing

Definitions
function FSRead
(fRefNum
: INTEGER;
var byteCount : LONGINT;
toAddr
: Ptr)
: OSErr;

{File reference number}
{Number of bytes to read}
{Address to read to}
{Result code}

function FSWrite
(fRefNum
: INTEGER;
var byteCount : LONGINT;
fromAddr
: Ptr)
: OSErr;

{File reference number}
{Number of bytes to write}
{Address to write from}
{Result code}

~~iii~t:::::::t---------N--ot_e_s__________________________________________~
1. These routines transfer information to or from a file .
.2. The number of bytes specified by byteCount are read to or written from

consecutive locations in memory, beginning at the address designated
by the pointer toAddr or fromAddr.
3. The transfer begins at the current position of the file's mark; as the
transfer proceeds, the mark is advanced to consecutive positions within
the file.
4. If the mark reaches the logical end-0f-file during a write, the logical
end-0f-file begins to advance in step with the mark, lengthening the file
as it goes. New allocation blocks are added to the file as needed, advancing the physical end-0f-file accordingly .
5. If the mark reaches the logical end-0f-file during a read, the operation
terminates and the error code EOFErr (8.2.8) is returned. The mark is left
positioned at the logical end-0f-file.
6. On completion of either a read or a write, the byteCount parameter
returns the number of bytes actually transferred.
7. These routines are part of the high-level file system and are not directly
available from assembly language. The trap macros call the low -level
routines PBRead and PBWrite; see Inside Macintosh for details.
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Assembly Language Information

Trap macros:
(Pascal)
Routine name

Trap macro

PB Read
PBWrite

_Read
_Write

(Assembly)

Trap word

$A002
$A003

8 ..2.4 File Mark

function GetFPos
: INTEGER;
(fRefNum
var markPos : LONGINT)
: OSErr;
function SetFPos
(fRefNum
: INTEGER;
mark Base : INTEGER;
markOffset : LONGINT)
: OSErr;
con st
FSAtMark
O;
FSFromStart
1;
FSFromLEOF
2;
FSFromMark
3;

=

=
=
=

{File reference number}
{Returns current mark position In bytes}
{Result code}
{File reference number}
{Base to set mark from}
{Offset in bytes relative to base}
{Result code}
{Position
{Position
{Position
{Position

at current
relative to
relative to
relative to

mark}
start of file}
logical end-of-file}
current mark}

---l~~iii:=:::1---------N-o_t_es-------------------------------------------1. GetFPos returns the current byte position of a file's mark in the variable

parameter markPos; SetFPos sets the position of the mark .
.2. All reading and writing takes place at the mark.

3. The new position of the mark is given as an offset relative to a specified
base position within the file .
4. The offset (markOffset) may be positive (toward the end of the file) or
negative (toward the beginning).
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5. The base position (markBase) may be the beginning of the file (FSFromStart),
the logical end-of-file (FSFromLEOF), or the current mark position (FSFrom·
Mark).
6. A base position of FSAtMark refers unconditionally to the current mark
position; the offset is ignored. Thus a call to SetFPos with markBase equal
to FSAtMark has no effect at all.

7. If the specified position is beyond the logical end-of-file, the mark is
positioned at the logical end-of-file and the error code EOFErr [8.2.8) is

returned.
8. If the specified position is negative (before the beginning of the file), the
mark is positioned at the beginning of the file and the error code PosErr
("position error") [8.2.8) is returned.

9. These routines are part of the high-level file system and are not directly

available from assembly language. The trap macros call the low-level
routines PBGetFPos and PBSetFPos; see Inside Macintosh for details.

ICll _
Assembly Language Information
---lrLI....,__
_ _ _ __
Trap macros:
(Pascal)
Routine name

(Assembly)
Trap macro

Trap word

PBGetFPos
PBSetFPos

_ GetFPos
_SetFPos

$A018
$A044
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8 ..2.5 End-of-File

function GetEOF
(fRefNum
: INTEGER;
var logicalEOF : LONGINT)
: OSErr;

{ File reference number}
{Returns current logical end-of-file In bytes}
{Result code}

function SetEOF
(fRefNum : INTEGER;
loglcalEOF : LONGINT)
: OSErr;

{File reference number}
{New logical end-of-file in bytes}
{Result code}

function Allocate
: INTEGER;
(fRefNum
var byteCount : LONGINT)
: OSErr;

{File reference number}
{Number of bytes to allocate}
{Result code}

1. GetEOF returns the cu rrent byte position of a file's logical end-of-file;

SetEOF sets it.
2. If the logical end-of-file is set beyond the current physical end-of-file,

the file is lengthened by adding new allocation blocks at the end.
3 . If the logical end-of-file is set more than one full allocation block short
of the physical end-of-file, the file is shortened by releasing unneeded
allocation blocks from the end.
4 . Setting the logical end-of-file to 0 releases all disk space associated with
the file .
5. Allocate adds enough new allocation blocks to t he end of a file to lengthen
it physically by at least a specified number of byt es.
6 . Notice that the amount of disk space to be added to the file is expressed
in bytes, not in allocation blocks or disk sectors. The value given for
byteCount will be rounded upward to the next whole number of allocation blocks.
7. The actual number of bytes added to the file is returned via this same
byteCount parameter.
8 . Allocate has no effect on the logical end-of-file.
9. If there isn't enough free space on the volume to lengthen the file as
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requested, both SetEOF and Allocate return the error code DskFulErr ("disk
full") [8.2.8). In this case, SetEOF doesn't allocate any additional space to
the file and leaves its logical end-of-file unchanged; Allocate allocates all
available space on the volume.
10. These routines are part of the high-level file system and are not directly

available from assembly language . The trap macros call the low-level
routines PBGetEOF, PBSetEOF and PBAllocate; see Inside Macintosh for details.

ICJI

Assembly Language Information

--ltpt-------Trap macros:
(Pascal)
Routine name

(Assembly)
Trap macro

PBGetEOF
PBSetEOF
PBAllocate

_GetEOF
_SetEOF
_Allocate

Trap word

$A011
$A012
$A010

8 ..2.6 Locking and Unlocking Files

I
Definitions
--1......__:-~~~~~~~~~~~~~function SetFLock
(fName
: Str255;
vRefNum : INTEGER)
: OSErr;

{Fiie name}
{Volume or directory reference number}
{Result code}

function RstFLock
(fName
: Str255;
vRefNum : INTEGER)
: OSErr;

{File name}
{Volume or directory reference number}
{Result code}
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1. SetFLock locks a file; RstFLock ("reset file lock") unlocks it.

2. A locked file can't be opened for writing; it also can't be deleted or
renamed.
3. Locking or unlocking a file only affects subsequent attempts to open an
access path to the file for writing; it pas no effect on existing access
paths.
4. Since the file is identified by volume (or directory) and file name rather
than by reference number, it needn't be open in order to lock or unlock
it.
5. These routines are part of the high-level file system and are not directly
available from assembly language. The trap macros call the low-level
routines PBSetFLock and PBRstFLock; see Inside Macintosh for details.
6. The trap macros are spelled _SetFillock and _RstFillock.

Ic=JI

Assembly Language Information

- - - t l L I - - - - - - - - - -·
Trap macros:
(Pascall

(Assembly)

Routine name

Trap macro

Trap word

PBSetFLock
PBRstFLock

_SetFillock
_FtstFillock

$A041
$A042
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8.2. 7 Deleting and Renaming Files

! I__..._________________________
Definitions
H
__
function FSDelete
: Str255;
(fName
vRefNum : INTEGER)
: OSErr;

{File name}
{Volume or directory reference number}
{Result code}

function Rename
(oldName : Str255;
vRefNum : INTEGER;
newName : Str255)
: OSErr;

{Old file name}
{Volume or directory reference number}
{New file name}
{Result code}

1. FSDelete removes a file from its volume; Rename changes its name.

2. Deleting a file removes both its data and resource forks .
3. A file must be closed in order to delete it. If there are any access paths
open to the file , the error code FBsyErr ("file busy") (8.2.8) is returned and
the file is not deleted.
4. A file can be renamed whe ther it's open or closed. Existing access paths
are not affected.
5. If oldName is the name of a volume rather than a file, the volume will be
renamed.
6. A locked file cannot be deleted or renamed.
7. These routines are part of the high-level file system and are not directly

available from assembly langu age. The trap macros call the low-level
routines PBDelete and PBRename; see Inside Macintosh for details.
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ICJI _
Assembly Language Information
---llLI.,.___
_ _ _ __ _
Trap macros:
(Pascal)
Routine name

(Assembly)
Trap macro

Trap word

PBDelete
PBRename

_Delete
_Rename

$AOOB

$A009
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8.2.8 Error Reporting

H

Definitions

con st
NoErr

= O;
DirFulErr
= -33;
DskFulErr
= -34;
NSVErr
= -35;
IOErr
= -36;
BdNamErr
= -37;
FNOpnErr
= -38;
EOFErr
= -39;
PosErr
= -40;
MFulErr
= -41;
TMFOErr
= -42;
FNFErr
= -43;
WPrErr
= -44;
FLckdErr
= -45;
VLckdErr
= -46;
FBsyErr
= -47;
DupFNErr
= - 48;
OpWrErr
= -49;
ParamErr
= -50;
RfNumErr
= -51;
GFPErr
= -52;
VolOfflinErr = -53;
PermErr
= -54;
VolOnlinErr = -55;
NSDrvErr
= -56;
NoMacDskErr = -57;
ExtFSErr
= -58;
FSRnErr
= -59;
BadMDBErr = -60;
WrPermErr = -61;
FirstDskErr = -84;
LastDskErr = -64;

{No error}
{Directory full}
{Disk full}
{No such volume}
{Disk 1/ 0 error}
{Bad name}
{File not open}
{Attempt to read past end-of-file}
{Attempt to position before start of file}
{Memory (system heap) full}
{Too many files open (more than 12)}
{File not found}
{Disk is write-protected}
{File locked}
{Volume locked}
{File busy}
{Duplicate file name}
{File already open for writing}
{Invalid parameter llst}
{Invalid reference number}
{Error during GetFPos}
{Volume off-line}
{Permission violation}
{Volume already on-line}
{No such drive}
{Non-Macintosh disk}
{External file system}
{Unable to rename file}
{Bad master directory block}
{No write permission}
{Low-level disk error}
{Low-level disk error}
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~~ii~·=3-----No-tes_____________________
1. A result code of 0 (NoErr) signals that an operation was completed successfully.
2. Any result code between FlrstDskErr and LastDskErr, inclusive, denotes a
low-level disk error of some sort. See Appendix E for a complete listing
of these low-level error codes.
a. In assembly language, the result code is returned in the low-order word
of register DO.
4. The assembly-language constants for the various result codes have the
same names and values listed above.

8 .3 The Standard File Package

8.3.1 Reply Records

I I
Definitions
H ......~-------------------------typa
SFReply

= record

good
copy
fType
vRefNum
version
fName
and;

:
:
:
:
:
:

BOOLEAN;
BOOLEAN;
OSType;
INTEGER;
INTEGER;
STRING[63]

{Did user confirm file selection?}
{Unused}
{File type}
{Volume or directory reference number}
{File version number}
{File name}

~~iii~==:t-----N-o-te_s______________________
A reply record is the data structure through which the Standard File
Package returns information about a file selected by the user to be read
or written.
2 . The good field tells whether the user confirmed or canceled the file
selection. It will be TRUE if the selection was confirmed with the Open or
Save button (or their equivalents), FALSE if the selection was canceled
with the Cancel button.
1.

a.

fType is the Finder file type ll :7.3. l) of the selected file . The contents of
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this field are meaningful only for a file to be read (8.3.Z), not for one to
be written (8.3.3).
4. vRefNum is the reference number of the volume or directory containing
the selected file .
5. The current Standard File Package does not support file version num-

bers; the version field of the reply record is always set to 0.
6. !Name is the name of the selected file .
7. The !Name field, and hence the overall reply record, is actually of variable length, just long enough to hold the specified file name . The field is
in Pascal string format, with a 1-byte length count followed by the
actual characters of the file name .
8. File names are actually limited to not more than 31 characters, even
though the reply record will nominally accommodate as many as 63.

9. Reply records are part of the Standard File Package, and are defined in
the interface file Packl ntf. See Volume One, Chapter 7, for further information on the package mechanism .

lLll

Assembly Language Information

---f1]:11--------Field offsets in a reply record:
(Pascal)
Field name

(Assembly)
Offset name

good
fType
vRefNum
version
fName

rGood
rType
rVolume
rVersion
rName

Offset in bytes

0
2
6
8
10
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8.3 ..2 File to Read From

la Plonets I
~ (g) MiniEdit Docs

D Earth
D Jupiter
D Mors
D Mercury
D Neptune
D Pluto
D Soturn
D Umnus
D Uenus

Eject
Driue
Open
Concel

Get File dialog

procedure SFGetFile
(topleft
promptString
fileFilter
numTypes
typelist
dialogHook
var reply
type
SFTypelist

:
:
:
:
:
:
:

Point;
Str255;
ProcPtr;
INTEGER;
SFTypelist;
ProcPtr;
SFReply);

{Top-left corner of dialog box in screen coordinates}
{Unused}
{Filter function}
{Number of file types}
{File types to display}
{Dialog hook function}
{Returns Identifying Information for file to be read}

= array [0 .. 3) of OSType;

1. SFGetFile displays the dialog box shown in the figure, allowing the user to

select a file to be read from the disk .
.2. You supply an existing reply record (8.3.1) as the reply parame ter;
SFGetFile w iJJ fill in the fields of this record with identifying information

about the selected file .
3. SFGetFile handles all events until the user dismisses the dialog box, either
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by clicking the Open or Cancel button, pressing the Return or Enter key,
or double-clicking a file name.
4. The topleft parameter gives the location of the dialog box in global
(screen) coordinates.
5. The user selects a file by clicking the file name with the mouse and

clicking the Open button (qr pressing Return or Enter), or just by double·
clicking the file name.
6. The Open button is automatically deactivated when no file is selected in
the file list.
7 . If the selected name is that of a file, the good field of the reply record is
set to TRUE and the !Name, vRefNum, and !Type fields are filled in to refer to
the file selected. The version field is always set to 0.
8. If the selected name is that of a folder the contents of that folder are
displayed in the file list and SFGetFile keeps control, allowing the user to
continue navigating the folder hierarchy.
1

9 . The name of the currently selected volume or folder is displayed above
the file list. Pressing the mouse button over this name displays a
pulldown menu of enclosing folders for backtracking upward through
the folder hierarchy . If the menu is too long to fit within the boundaries
of the file list, it is truncated to fit and can be scrolled by dragging the
mouse beyond its top or bottom edge.
10. Scrolling of the file list is handled automatically when the user manipu·
lates the scroll bar with the mouse. If the file list is short enough to be

displayed all at once, the scroll bar is deactivated.
11. The file list can also be scrolled with the up and down arrow keys on

the keyboard or keypad. When combined with the Command key, the
up and down arrows move upward and downward through the folder
hierarchy.
1.2. If the user types plain text characters on the keyboard, the first file
name beginning with those characters is automatically selected as if it

had been clicked with the mouse. If there is no file name beginning
with the given characters, the next name following them alphabetically
is selected.
13. If the user dismisses the dialog with the Cancel button, SFGetFile returns

with the good field of the reply record set to FALSE and the remaining
fields undefined.
14. The Eject button ejects the disk currently in the disk drive. When no

disk is in the drive or the current volume can't be ejected (if it's a hard
disk, for example), this button is deactivated. Disks can also be ejected
by typing Command-Shift-1 for the internal disk drive, Command-Shift-2
for the external.
15. The Drive button (or the Tab key) switches attention between the inter·
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nal and external disk drives, or among the available volumes on a
multiple-volume device such as a hard disk . If only one volume is online (for instance, if there's no disk in the other drive), this button is
deactivated; if no external disk drive is connected, the button is not
displayed .
16. All disk-inserted events are handled automatically. The volume name of
the disk currently in the drive is displayed above the Eject button in the
dialog box.
17. If an uninitialized or otherwise unreadable disk is inserted, DIBadMount
[8.4.1) is called to allow the user to initialize it.
18. typelist is a list of up to four file types [1:7.3.1); numTypes tells how many.

19.
.20.
.21.

.22.

.23.
24.

.25.

Only files of the specified types will be displayed in the file list for
selection.
Even files that are flagged as invisible on the Finder desktop [1:7.3.2) will
be displayed in the file list if they are of one of the specified types .
If numTypes = -1 , all files in the directory will be displayed, regardless
of type .
fileFilter is a pointer to an optional filter function that you can use to
selectively omit files of the specified types from the file list. This function accepts one parameter, a pointer to a parameter block of the kind
used by the low-level file system (see Inside Macintosh) . It returns a
Boolean result of TRUE if the file should be omitted from the displayed
file list, FALSE if it should be included . If the fileFilter parameter is NIL, no
extra filtering will be performed .
The dialogHook parameter is used for replacing the standard dialog box
with a nonstandard one of your own, or for handling the standard one
in a nonstandard way; see Inside Macintosh for details. Pass NIL for this
parameter to use the standard dialog as described above .
The promptString parameter is a vestige of earlier versions of the Toolbox,
and is no longer used.
SFGetFile is part of the Standard File Package, and is defined in the
interface file Packlntf. See Volume One, Chapter 7, for further information on the package mechanism .
The trap macro for this routine expands to call _Pack3 [1:7.2.1) with the
routine selector given below.
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Assembly Language Information

Trap macro and routine selector:
(Pascal)
Routine name

(Assembly)
Trap macro

Trap word

SFGetFile

_ SFGetFlle

$A9EA

Routine selector

2
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Put File dialog
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Definitions

~--------------------~

procedure SFPutFile
(top Left
promptString
initText
dialog Hook
var reply

: Point;
: Str255;
: Str255;
: ProcPtr;
: SFReply);

{Top-left corner of dialog box in screen coordinates}
{Prompting string}
{Initial contents of text box}
{Dialog hook function}
{Returns Identifying information for file to be written}
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Notes

1. SFPutflle displays the dialog box shown in the figure, allowing the user to

supply a file name for writing to the disk .
.2. You supply an existing reply record (8.3.1] as the reply parameter;
SFPutflle wµJ fill in the fields of this record with the identifying information supplied by the user.
3. SfPutflle handles all events until the user dismisses the dialog box, either
by clicking the Save or Cancel button or by pressing the Return or Enter
key.
4. The topleft parameter gives the location of the dialog box in global
(screen) coordinates.

s.
6.

"1.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

The user supplies a file name by tYJ>ing it into the dialog's text box and
either clicking the Save button or pressing the Return or Enter key.
The name of the currently selected volume or folder is displayed above
a scrollable list of its contents, with ordinary document files "dimmed"
so that only folders (subdirectories) can be selected. Double-clicking on
any folder name in the list makes it the current folder and in turn
displays its contents, allowing the user to continue navigating the folder
hierarchy.
Pressing the mouse button over the· current folder name· displays a
pulldown menu of enclosing folders for backtracking upward through
the folder hierarchy. If the menu is too long to fit within the boundaries
of the file list, it is truncated to fit and can be scrolled by dragging the
mouse beyond its top or bottom edge.
Scrolling of the file list is handled automatically when the user manipulates the scroll bar with the mouse. If the file list is short enough to be
displayed all at once, the scroll bar is deactivated.
The file list can also be scrolled with the up and down arrow keys on
the keyboard or keypad. When combined with the Command key, the
up and down arrows move upward and downward through the folder
hierarchy.
The text box supports standard text selection with the mouse (including
extended selection with the Shift key, double-click word selection, and
automatic horizontal scrolling), text insertion and replacement from the
keyboard, and deletion with the Backspace key.
Command-key combinations for the standard editing commands are
not supported; if you want to provide them, you have to handle them
yourself with a dialog hook function (see note 22).
When the user clicks the Save button (or presses Return or Enter),
SFPutfile returns with the good field of the reply record set to TRUE. The
fName and vRefNum fields are filled in with the specified file name and the
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reference number of the selected volume or folder. The !Type field is
unused and should be ignored; the version field is always set to O.
13. The Save button is automatically deactivated when the text box is empty

or the current volume is write-protected.
14. If the dialog is dismissed with the Cancel button, SFPutFile returns with the
good field of the reply record set to FALSE and the remaining fields

undefined.
15. If the user supplies a file name that already exists on the disk, an alert

box is displayed asking whether to replace the existing file of that
name. If the user answers Yes, the dialog is dismissed and the file name
is returned to the calling program in the reply record; if No, the dialog
remains displayed, allowing the user to change the file name and try
again.
16. The initText parameter specifies the initial contents of the text box when

the dialog is first displayed. The entire contents of the box are initially
selected, so that the user can replace them just by typing from the
keyboard.
17. The promptString parameter is displayed as a static text item above the

text box.
18. The Eject button ejects the disk currently in the disk drive. When no

disk is in the drive or the current volume can't be ejected (if it's a hard
disk, for example), this button is deactivated. Disks can also be ejected
by typing Command·Shift-1 for the internal disk drive, Command-Shift-2
for the external.
19. The Drive button (or the Tab key) switches attention between the inter-

nal and external disk drives, or among the available volumes on a
multiple-volume device such as a hard disk. If only one volume is online (for instance, if there's no disk in the other drive), this button is
deactivated; if no external disk drive is connected, the button is not
displayed.
20. All disk-inserted events are handled automatically. The volume name of

the disk currently in the drive is displayed above the Eject button in the
dialog box .
.21. If an uninitialized or otherwise unreadable disk is inserted, DIBadMount
(8.4.1) is called to allow the user to initialize it.

.2.2. The dialogHook parameter is used for replacing the standard dialog box
with a nonstandard one of your own, or for handling the standard one
in a nonstandard way; see Inside Macintosh for details . Pass NIL for this
parameter to use the standard dialog as described above .
.23. SFPutFile is part of the Standard File Package, and is defined in the
interface file Packlntf. See Volume One, Chapter 7, for further informa·
tion on the package mechanism.
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.24. The trap macro for this routine expands to call _Pack3 0:7.2..1) with the
routine selector given below.

lc=JI

Assembly Language Information

--tlLI---------Trap macro and routine selector:
(Pascall
Routine name

(Assembly)
Trap macro

Trap word

SP Put Fiie

_SFPutFlle

$A9EA

Routine selector

1

8.4 Disk Initialization

8.4.1 Initializing a Disk
@:l

This disk is unreadable:

LJ

Do you want to initialize it?

Eject

)

(One-Sided)

(Two-Sided)

Disk initialization alert

function DIBadMount
(topleft
: Point;
eventMessage : LONGINT)
: INTEGER;

{Top-left corner of dialog box in screen coordinates}
{Event message from disk-Inserted event}
{ Resu It code}
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Notes

1.

DIBadMount takes whatever action is needed when an error occurs in
mounting a volume .

.2. When a disk is inserted in a disk drive, the Toolbox automatically

attempts to mount the disk before reporting the disk-inserted event to
your program. The result code returned by this mounting operation is
placed in the high-order word of the event message, with the drive
number in the low-order word .
3. On receiving a disk-inserted event with a nonzero result code, pass the

event message to DIBadMount to handle the error.
4. If the error cannot be corrected by initializing the disk, DIBadMount ejects

the disk and returns the error code from the event message as its
function result.

5. If the error can be corrected by initializing the disk, an alert box is
displayed describing the nature of the problemThis disk is unreadable
or
This disk is damaged
or
This is not a Macintosh disk
-and asking the user whether to initialize the disk or eject it. The topLeft
parameter tells where on the screen this alert box should be displayed,
in global (screen) coordinates.
6. If the user clicks the Eject button (or presses the Return or Enter key),

the disk is ejected and a positive function result of

1

is returned.

7. If the user clicks the One-Sided or Two-Sided button, DIBadMount proceeds to

initialize the disk as requested. Then it asks the user with a dialog box
to supply a volume name, and tries again to mount the volume . The
result code from this mounting operation is returned as the function
result.
8. If the disk has been inserted in a single-sided drive, just one button

labeled Initialize is displayed in place of the two buttons One-Sided and TwoSided.
9. While the disk is being initialized, an alert box is displayed with the
message
Initializing disk ...
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10. In the event of an error during initialization, another alert appears with
the message
Initialization failed!
After the user dismisses this alert, DIBadMount returns the error code
from the initialization attempt as its function result. This will be a lowlevel disk error between FirstDskErr and LastDskErr [8.2.8); see Appendix E
for a complete listing of these low-level error codes.
11. DIBadMount is part of the Disk Initialization Package, and is defined in the
interface file Packlntf. See Volume One, Chapter 7, for further information on the package mechanism.
12. If the Disk Initialization Package and its resources aren't available in
memory when an uninitialized disk is inserted, the u ser will be asked to
switch disks so they can be loaded from the system resource file. This
in turn makes the disk to be initialized unavailable when needed;
DIBadMount will simply return with a positive function result of 2. You
can avoid this anomaly by preloading the Disk Initialization Package
with DILoad (8.4.3) before any operation that may eject the system disk.
13. The trap macro for this routine expands to call _Pack2 [1:7.2.1) with the
routine selector given below.

Ir=J I

Assembly Language Information

-tra-------Trap macro and routine selector:
(Pascall
Routine name

(Assembly)
Trap macro

DI Bad Mount

_ DI Bad Mount

Trap word

$A9E9

Routine selector

0
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8.4.2 Initialization Stages

function DI Format
(drive : INTEGER)
: OSErr;

{Drive number}
{Result code}

function DIVerify
(drive : INTEGER)
: OSErr;

{Drive number}
{Result code}

function DIZero
(drive : INTEGER;
vName: Str255)
: OSErr;

{Drive number}
{Volume name}
{Result code}

1. These routines perform the three stages of disk initialization as sepa-

rate operations. You don't normally call them yourself; they're called
for you by DIBadMount (8.4.1].
2. DIFormat formats the disk into sectors; DIVerify verifies the formatting;

DIZero writes volume information, a block map, and a file directory
representing an empty volume (one containing no files) .
3. DIZero permanently destroys any files the disk may previously have
contained.
4. DI Format and DIVerify return result codes for their respective operations. If

the operation is successful, the result will be 0 (NoErr); otherwise it w ill
be a low-level disk error between FirstDskErr and LastDskErr (8 .2.8]. See
Appendix E for a complete listing of these low-level error codes.
5. DIZero returns a low-level disk error if the zeroing operation fails; otherwise it proceeds to mount the new volume and returns the result code
from the mounting operation.
6. These routines are part of the Disk Initialization Package, and are
defined in the interface file Packl ntf. See Volume One, Chapter 7, for
further information on the package mechanism.
7. The trap macros for these routines expand to call _Pack2 0 :7.2.1] with

the routine selectors given below.
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Assembly Language Information
~l!:]t------Trap macros and routine selectors:
(Pascall
Routine name

(Assembly)
Trap macro

Trap word

DI Format
DI Verify
DI Zero

_ DI Format
_ DIVerify
_DIZero

$A9E9
$A9E9
$A9E9

Routine selector

6
8
10

8.4.3 Preloading the Disk Initialization Code

procedure DILoad ;
procedure DIUnload ;

~~ii~=to-----N-ot-es_______________________
1. Dlload preloads the Disk Initialization Package and its resources from

the system r esource file and makes them unpurgeable from the heap;
DIUnload m akes them purgeable again, so that the space they occupy can
be reused.
2 . Call DI Load before ejecting the system disk from the disk drive, or before
any oper ation that may cause it to be ejected. This ensures that the
Disk Initialization Package will be available in memory if needed, and
prevents the anomalous situation described in (8.4.1, note 12].
3. Call DIUnload when the Disk Initialization Package is no longer needed in
memory (for instance, when the system disk is r einserted in the disk
drive).
4. The Standard File Package routines SFGetFile (8.3.2) and SFPutFile (8.3.3)
automatically call Dlload and DIUnload for you , so there's no need to call

them yourself when using the Standard File Package.
5. These routines are part of the Disk Initialization Package, and are
defined in the interface file Packlntl. See Volume One, Chapter 7, for
further information on the package mechanism.
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6. The trap macros for these routines expand to call _ Pack2 [1:7.2.l] with
the routine selectors given below.

fCJI

Assembly
Language
Information
-fir].,..___
_
_
_ __
Trap macros and routine selectors:
(Pascal)
Routine name

(Assembly)
Trap macro

Trap word

DI Load
DIUnload

_ DI Load
_ DI Unload

$A9E9
$A9E9

Routine selector

2
4
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Chapter .2 Events

.2.1 Internal Representation o f Events
.2.1.1 Event Records
type
EventRecord

=

record
what
message
when
where
modifiers
end;
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:
:
:
:
:

INTEGER;
LONGINT;
LONGINT;
Point;
INTEGER

{Event type}
{Type-dependent information}
{Time of event on system clock}
{Mouse position in global (screen) coordinates}
{State of modifier keys and mouse button}
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2.1.2 Event Types
con st
Null Event
MouseDown
MouseUp
Key Down
KeyUp
Auto Key
UpdateEvt
DlskEvt
ActivateEvt
NetworkEvt
DrlverEvt
App1Evt
App2Evt
App3Evt
App4Evt

= O;1·
= 2;'
= 3;
= 4;
= 5;
= 6;
= 7;
= 8;
=
= 10;
= 11;
= 12;
= 13;
= 14;
= 15;

{Nothing happened}
{Mouse button pressed}
{Mouse button released}
{Key pressed}
{Key released}
{Automatic keyboard repeat}
{Window must be redrawn}
{Disk Inserted}
. {Window activated or deactivated}
{Network event (reserved for system use}}
{1/0 driver event (reserved for system use}}
{Available for application use}
{Available for application use}
{Available for application use}
{Available for application use (also used by Switcher)}

2.1.3 Event Masks
con st
MDownMask
MUpMask
KeyDownMask
KeyUpMask
AutoKeyMask
UpdateMask
Disk Mask
ActlvMask
Network Mask
DriverMask
App1 Mask
App2Mask
App3Mask
App4Mask
EveryEvent

= $0002;
= $0004;
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

$0008;
$0010;
$0020;
$0040;
$0080;
$0100;
$0400;
$0800;
$1000;
$2000;
$4000;
$8000;
$FFFF;

{Mouse-down event}
{Mouse-up event}
{Key-down event}
{Key-up event}
{Auto-key event}
{Update event}
{Disk-Inserted event}
{Activate/ deactivate event}
{Network event (reserved for system use)}
{l/O driver event (reserved for system use}}
{Application-defined event}
{Appllcatlon-deflned event}
{Application-defined event}
{Application-defined event (also used by Switcher)}
{Any event}

2.1.4 Event Messages
const
KeyCodeMask = $OOOOFFOO;
CharCodeMask = $OOOOOOFF;

{Mask for extracting key code from keyboard event}
{Mask for extracting character code from keyboard event}
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2.1.5 Event Modifiers
con st
Option Key
Alpha Lock
Shift Key
CmdKey

= $0400;
= $0200;
= $0100;

{Option key}
{Caps Lock key}
{Shift key}
{Command key}

BtnState

= $0080;

{Mouse button}

ActiveFlag

= $0001 ;

{Activate or deactivate event?}

= $0800;

2.2 Event Reporting
2.2.1 Retrieving Events
function

function

GetNextEvent
(mask
: INTEGER;
var theEvent : EventRecord)
: BOOLEAN;

{Mask designating event types of interest}
{Returns information about event}
{Should application respond to event?}

EventAvail
(mask
: INTEGER;
var theEvent : EventRecord)
: BOOLEAN ;

{Mask designating event types of interest}
{Returns information about event}
{Should application respond to event?}

2.3 Posting and Removing Events
2.3.1 Emptying the Event Queue
procedure FlushEvents
(whichMask : INTEGER;
stopMask : INTEGER);

{Event types to be flushed}
{Event types on which to stop}

2.3.2 Posting Events
function PostEvent
(eventType : INTEGER;
message : LONGINT)
: OSErr;

{Type of event}
{Event message}
{Result code}

procedure SetEventMask
(newMask : INTEGER);

{New setting of system event mask}
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2.4 The Mouse
2.4.1 Reading the Mouse Position
procedure GetMouse
{var mouseLoc : Point);

{Returns mouse position in local {window) coordinates}

2.4.2 Reading the Mouse Button
function
function
function

Button
: BOOLEAN;

{Is mouse button down?}

StillDown
: BOOLEAN;

{Is mouse button still down from previous press?}

WaitMouseUp
: BOOLEAN ;

{Is mouse button still down from previous press?}

2.5 The Cursor

2.5.1 Cursor Records
type
CursHandle = "CursPtr;
CursPtr
= "Cursor;
Cursor

= record
data
: Bits16;
mask : Bits16;
hotspot : Point
end;

Bits16

= array [0 ..15) of INTEGER;

{Cursor image}
{Transfer mask}
{Point coinciding with mouse}
{16 rows of 16 bits each}
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2.5.2 Setting the Cursor
procedure InitCursor;
procedure SetCursor
(newCursor : Cursor);
function

{Cursor to be made current}

GetCursor
(cursorlD : INTEGER) {Resource ID of desired cursor}
: CursHandle;
{Handle to cursor in memory}

var
Arrow : Cursor;

{Standard arrow cursor (for general use)}

con st
IBeamCursor
1;
CrossCursor = 2;
PlusCursor
3;
WatchCursor
4;

{Resource
{Resource
{Resource
{Resource

=
=

=

ID
ID
ID
ID

for
for
for
for

I-beam cursor (for text selection)}
cross cursor (for graphics selection)}
plus-sign cursor (for "structured selection")}
wristwatch cursor ("wait a minute")}

2.5.3 Showing and Hiding the Cursor
procedure HideCursor;
procedure ShowCursor;

2.5.4 Obscuring and Shielding the Cursor
procedure ObscureCursor;
procedure ShieldCursor
(shieldRect : Rect;
globalOrlgin : Point) ;

{Shield rectangle}
{Origin of coordinate system in global (screen) coordinates}

2.6 The Keyboard

2.6.1 Reading the Keyboard
procedure GetKeys
(var keys : KeyMap);

{Returns current state of keyboard}

type
KeyMap = packed array [O ..127] of BOOLEAN ;
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2. 7 The System Clock
2. 7 .1 Reading the System Clock
function

TickCount
: LONGINT;

procedure Delay
(duration
: LONGINT;
var endTime : LONGINT) ;

{Current time on system clock}
{Length of delay in ticks}
{Returns time on system clock at end of delay}

2. 7 .2 Performing Periodic Tasks
procedure SystemTask;

2.8 The Speaker
2.8.1 Beeping the Speaker
procedure SysBeep
(duration : INTEGER);

{Length of beep in seconds}
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Chapter 3 Windows

3.1 Internal Representation of Windows
3.1.1 Window Records
type
WindowPtr
WindowPeek
WindowRecord

= GrafPtr;
= 'WindowRecord;
= record
port
windowKind
visible
hilited
goAwayFlag
spareFlag
strucRgn
contRgn
updateRgn
windowDefProc
dataHandle
titleHandle
tltleWidth
controllist
nextWindow
windowPic
refCon
end;

con st
DialogKind = 2;
UserKind
8;

=

{For drawing into window}
{For accessing window-specific fields}
: Graf Port;
: INTEGER;
: BOOLEAN ;
: BOOLEAN ;
: BOOLEAN ;
: BOOLEAN ;
: RgnHandle ;
: ·RgnHandle ;
: RgnHandle;
: Handle;
: Handle;
: StringHandle;
: INTEGER;
: ControlHandle;
: WindowPeek;
: PicHandle;
: LONGINT

{Graphics port for this window}
{Window class}
{Is window visible?}
{Is window highlighted?}
{Does window have close region?}
{Reserved for future use}
{Handle to structure region}
{Handle to content region}
{Handle to update region}
{Handle to window definition function}
{Handle to definition function's data}
{Handle to window's title}
{Private}
{Handle to start of control list}
{Pointer to next window in window list}
{Handle to QuickDraw picture representing}
{
window 's contents
}
{Reference constant}

{Window class for dialog and alert boxes}
{Window class for application-}
{
created windows
}

3.2 Creating and Destroying Windows
3.2.1 Initializing the Toolbox for Windows
procedure lnitWindows;
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function

function
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Window~

NewWlndow
(wStorage
wlndowRect
title
visible
windowType
behindWlndow
hasClose
refCon
: WlndowPtr;

: Ptr;
: Rect;
: Str255;
: BOOLEAN;
: INTEGER;
: WlndowPtr;
: BOOLEAN;
: LONGltJT)

GetNewWindoW
(templatelD
: INTEGER;
wStorage
: Ptr;
behlndWlndow : WlndowPtr)
: WlndowPtr;

con st
DocumentProc
DBoxProc
PlalnDBoxProc
AltDBoxProc
NoGrowDocProc
ZoomDocProc
ZoomNoGrow
RDocProc

= 1;
= 2;
= 3;
= 4;
= 8;
= 12;
= 16;
=
O;

{Storage for window record}
{Window's port r1ctangle in screen coordinates}
{Window's title} - ., '
{Is window initially visible?}
{Window definition ID}
{Window in front of this one}
{Does window have a close region?}
{Window's reference constant}
{Pointer to new window}
{Resource ID of window template}
{Storage for window record}
{Window In front of this one}
{Pointer to new window}
{Standard window definition IDs: }
{Standard document window}
{Standard dialog or alert box}
{Dialog or alert box with plain border}
{Dialog or alert box with "shadow"}
{Document window with no size box}
{Document window with zoom box}
{Document window with zoom box but no size box}
{ Acce~sory window}

3.2.3 Destroying Windows
procedure CloseWlndow
(theWlndow : WindowPtr);

{Window to destroy}

procedure DisposeWlndow
(theWlndow : WlndowPtr);

{Window to destroy}
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3.2.4 Setting Window Properties
procedure SetWTitle
(theWindow : WindowPtr;
newTitle
: Str255);

{Pointer to the window}
{New title}

procedure GetWTitle
(theWindow : WindowPtr;
var theTitle : Str255);

{Pointer to the window}
{Returns current title}

procedure SetWRefCon
(theWindow : WindowPtr;
newRefCon : LONGINT);

{Pointer to the window}
{New reference constant}

function

GetWRefCon
(theWindow : WindowPtr)
: LONGINT;

{Pointer to the window}
{Current reference constant}

3.3 Window Display
3.3.1 Showing and Hiding Windows
procedure HideWindow
(theWindow : WindowPtr);

{Window to hide}

procedure ShowWindow
(theWindow : WindowPtr);

{Window to show}

procedure ShowHide
(theWindow : WindowPtr;
showFlag : BOOLEAN);

{Window to show or hide}
{Show or hide?}
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3.3.2 Moving and Sizing Windows
procedure MoveWindow
(theWindow
hGlobal
vGlobal
activate

: WindowPtr;
: INTEGER;
: INTEGER;
: BOOLEAN);

{Pointer to the window}
{New horizontal position in screen coordinates}
{New vertical position in screen coordinates}
{Activate the window?}

procedure SizeWindow
(theWindow
newWidth
newHeight
update

: WindowPtr;
: INTEGER;
: INTEGER;
: BOOLEAN);

{Pointer to the window}
{New width}
{New height}
{Update the window?}

procedure ZoomWindow
(theWindow : WlndowPtr;
partCode : INTEGER;
activate
: BOOLEAN);

{Pointer to the window}
{Zoom in or out?}
{Activate the window?}

type
WStateData

= record
userState : Rect;
stdState : Rect
end;

{User ("zoomed-in") state}
{Standard ( 11 zoomed-out 11 ) state}

3.3.3 Front-to-Back Ordering
function

FrontWindow
: WindowPtr;

procedure BrlngToFront
(theWindow

{The currently active window}
: WindowPtr);

procedure SendBehind
(theWindow
: WindowPtr;
behindWindow : WindowPtr);

{Window to bring to front}
{Window to demote}
{Window to send it behind}

3.3.4 Window Highlighting
procedure HiliteWindow
(theWindow : WindowPtr;
onOrOff
: BOOLEAN);

{Window to highlight}
{Highlight or unhighlight?}

procedure DrawGrowlcon
(theWindow : WindowPtr);

{Window to draw size region for}
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3.4 Updating Windows
3.4.1 Update Processing
procedure BeginUpdate
(theWindow : WindowPtr);

{Window being updated}

procedure EndUpdate
(theWlndow : WindowPtr);

{Window being updated}

3.4.2 Manipulating the Update Region
procedure lnvalRect
(badRect

: Rect);

{Rectangle to add to update region}

procedure lnvalRgn
(badRegion : RgnHandle);

{Region to add to update region}

procedure ValidRect
(goodRect

{Rectangle to remove from update region}

: Rect) ;

procedure ValidRgn
(goodRegion : RgnHandle);

{Region to remove from update region}

3.4.3 Window Pictures
procedure SetWindowPic
(theWindow : WindowPtr;
thePicture : PicHandle);
function

GetWindowPic
(theWindow : WindowPtr)
: PicHandle;

{Pointer to the window}
{Handle to its new window picture}
{Pointer to the window}
{Handle to its current window picture}
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3.5 Responding to the Mouse
3.5.1 Locating Mouse Clicks
function

FindWindow
{mousePoint
: Point;
var theWindow : Wi ndowPtr)
: INTEGER ;

con st
In Desk
lnMenuBar
lnSysWindow
lnContent
lnDrag
lnGrow
lnGoAway
lnZoom ln
lnZoomOut

=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

O;
1;

2;
3;
4;

5;
6;
7;

8;

{Point where mouse was pressed , in screen coordinates}
{Returns window the mouse was pressed in}
{Part of the window where mouse was pressed}
{In
{In
{In
{ In
{ In
{ In
{In
{ In
{In

desktop {screen background)}
menu bar}
a system window}
content region of an application window}
drag region of an application window}
size region of an application window}
close region of an application window}
zoom region of a "zoomed-out" application window}
zoom region of a "zoomed-in" application window}

3.5.2 Window Selection
procedure SelectWindow
(theWindow : WindowPtr);

{Window to activate}

3.5.3 Click in a System Window
procedure SystemClick
(theEvent : Event Record;
theWindow : WindowPtr);

{Event to be processed}
{System window affected }
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3.5.4 Tracking the Mouse
procedure DragWindow
(theWindow : WindowPtr;
startPoint : Point;
limitRect : Rect) ;
function

function

function

{Pointer to the window}
{Point where mouse was pressed , in screen coordinates}
{Rectangle limiting movement of window}

GrowWindow
(theWindow : WindowPtr;
startPoint : Point;
sizeRect
: Rect)
: LONGINT;

{Pointer to the window}
{Point where mouse was pressed , in screen coordinates}
{Rectangle limiting dimensions of window}
{New dimensions of window}

TrackGoAway
(theWindow : WindowPtr;
startPoint : Point)
: BOOLEAN ;

{Pointer to the window}
{Point where mouse was pressed, in screen coordinates}
{Close the window?}

TrackBox
(theWindow : WindowPtr;
startPoint : Point;
partCode : INTEGER)
: BOOLEAN ;

{Pointer to the window}
{Point where mouse was pressed, in screen coordinates}
{Zooming in or out?}
{Zoom the window?}

3.6 Nuts and Bolts
3.6.1 Nuts and Bolts
procedure GetWMgrPort
(var wMgrPort : GrafPtr);

{Returns pointer to Window Manager port}
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Chapter 4 Menus

4.1 Internal Representation of Menus
4.1.1 Menu Records
type
MenuHandle
MenuPtr
Menu Info

= "MenuPtr;
= "Menulnfo;

= record
menu ID
menuWidth
menu Height
menuProc
enable Flags
menu Data
end;

:
:
:
:
:
:

INTEGER;
INTEGER;
INTEGER;
Handle;
LONGINT;
Str255

{Menu ID number}
{Width of menu in pixels}
{Height of menu in pixels}
{Handle to menu definition procedure}
{Which items are enabled?}
{Menu title and contents}

4.2 Creating and Destroying Menus
4.2.1 Initializing the Toolbox for Menus
procedure lnitMenus;

4.2.2 Creating Menus
function

function

NewMenu
(menulD : INTEGER;
menuTitle : Str255)
: MenuHandle;

{Menu ID}
{Menu title}
{Handle to new menu}

GetMenu
(menulD : INTEGER)
: MenuHandle;

{Resou rce ID of desired menu}
{Handle to menu in memory}

4.2.3 Destroying Menus
procedure DisposeMenu
(theMenu : MenuHandle);

{Menu to destroy}
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4.3 Building Menus
4.3.1 Adding Menu Items
procedure AppendMenu
(theMenu : MenuHandle;
def String : Str255);

{Handle to the menu}
{String defining item(s) to append}

procedure InsMenu Item
(theMenu : MenuHandle;
defString : Str255;
afterltem : INTEGER);

{Handle to the menu}
{String defining item(s) to insert}
{Number of item to insert after}

4.3.3 Adding Resource Names to a Menu
procedure AddResMenu
(theMenu : MenuHandle;
rsrcType : ResType);

{Handle to the menu}
{Resource type to be added}

procedure lnsertResMenu
(theMenu : MenuHandle;
rsrcType : ResType;
afterltem : INTEGER);

{Handle to the menu}
{Resource type to be added}
{Number of item to insert after}

4.3.4 Deleting Menu Items
procedure DelMenultem
(theMenu : MenuHandle;
theltem : INTEGER);

{Handle to the menu}
{Number of item to delete}

4.3.5 Counting Menu Items
function

CountM Items
(theMenu : MenuHandle)
: INTEGER;

{Handle to the menu}
{Number of items in the menu}
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4.4 Building the Menu Bar
4.4.1 Adding and Removing Menus
procedure ClearMenuBar;
procedure lnsertMenu
(theMenu : MenuHandle;
beforelD : INTEGER);
procedure DeleteMenu
(menulD : INTEGER);

{Menu to Insert}
{ID of menu to insert it before}
{Menu to delete}

4.4.2 Reading Menu Bars as Resources
function

GetNewM Bar
(menuBarlD : INTEGER)
: Handle;

{Resource ID of desired menu bar}
{Handle to menu bar In memory}

4.4.3 Drawing the Menu Bar
procedure DrawMenuBar;

4.4.4 Changing Menu Bars
function

GetMenuBar
: Handle;
procedure SetMenuBar
(menuBar : Handle);

{Handle to copy of menu bar}
{Handle to menu bar to be made current}

4.4.G Getting Menus from the Menu Bar

function

GetM Handle
(menulD : INTEGER)
: MenuHandle;

{Menu ID}
{Handle to the menu}

4.S Responding to the Mouse and Keyboard
4.S.1 Choosing Menu Items

function
function

MenuSelect
(startPoint : Point)
: LONGINT;
MenuKey
(ch
: CHAR)
: LONGINT;

{Point where mouse was pressed, in screen coordinates}
{Menu Item chosen}
{Character typed with Command key}
{Menu Item chosen}
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4.5 ..2 Opening and Closing Desk Accessories
function

OpenDeskAcc
(accName : Str255)
: INTEGER;

procedure CloseDeskAcc
(refNum : INTEGER);

{Name of desk accessory to open}
{Reference number of desk accessory}
{Reference number of desk accessory to close}

4.5.3 Editing in Desk Accessories
function

SystemEdit
(editCmd : INTEGER)
: BOOLEAN ;

con st
UndoCmd
O;
CutCmd
2;
CopyCmd = 3;
PasteCmd
4;
ClearCmd
5;

=
=
=
=

{Command to relay}
{Handled by desk accessory?}
{Edit
{Edit
{Edit
{Edit
{Edit

code
code
code
code
code

for
for
for
for
for

Undo command}
Cut command}
Copy command}
Paste command}
Clear command}

4.5.4 Highlighting Menu Titles
procedure HiliteMenu
(menulD : INTEGER);

{ID number of menu to highlight}

4.6 Controlling Menu Items

4.6.1 Text of an Item
procedure Setltem
(the Menu
the Item
item String

: MenuHandle;
: INTEGER;
: Str255);

{Handle to the menu}
{Item number within the menu}
{New text of item}

procedure Getltem
(the Menu
: MenuHandle;
: INTEGER;
the Item
var itemString : Str255);

{Handle to the menu}
{Item number within the menu }
{Returns current text of item}
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4.8.2 Enabling and Disabling Items
procedure Dlsableltem
(theMenu : MenuHandle;
theltem : INTEGER);

{Handle to the menu}
{Item number within the menu}

procedure Enableltem
(theMenu : MenuHandle;
theltem : INTEGER);

{Handle to the menu}
{Item number within the menu}

4.8.3 Character Style of Menu Items
procedure SetltemStyle
(theMenu
the Item
the Style

: MenuHandle;
: INTEGER;
: Style);

procedure GetltemStyle
(theMenu
: MenuHandle;
the Item
: INTEGER;
var the Style : Style);

{Handle to the menu}
{Item number within the menu}
{New character style}
{Handle to the menu}
{Item number within the menu}
{Returns current character style}

4.8.4 Marking Items
procedure Checkltem
(theMenu
the Item
checked

: BOOLEAN);

{Handle to the menu}
{Item number within the menu}
{Check or uncheck?}

procedure SetltemMark
(the Menu
the Item
markChar

: MenuHandle;
: INTEGER;
: CHAR);

{Handle to the menu}
{Item number within the menu}
{Character to mark Item with}

: MenuHandle;
: INTEGER;

procedure GetltemMark
(theMenu
: MenuHandle;
theltem
: INTEGER;
var markChar : CHAR);

{Handle to the menu)
{Item number within the menu}
{Returns character Item is currently marked with}

con st
NoMark

{Item Is unmarked}

= O;
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4.6.5 Item Icons
procedure Setltemlcon
(theMenu
the Item
iconNum

: MenuHandle;
: INTEGER;
: Byte);

{Handle to the menu}
{Item number within the menu}
{New icon number}

procedure Getltemlcon
: MenuHandle;
(the Menu
: INTEGER;
the Item
var iconNum : Byte);

{Handle to the menu}
{Item number within the menu}
{Returns current icon number}

4. 7 Nuts and Bolts
4. 7 .1 Menu Dimensions
procedure CalcMenuSize
(theMenu : MenuHandle);

{Handle to the menu}

4. 7 .2 Flashing Menu Items
procedure SetMenuFlash
(flashCount : INTEGER);

{Number of flashes when menu item chosen}

procedure FlashMenuBar
(menulD
: INTEGER);

{Handle to the menu}

4.8 Menu-Related Resources
4.8.1 Resource Type 'MENU'
con st
TextMenuProc

= O;

{Resource ID of standard menu definition procedure}
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Chapter 5 Text Editing
5.1 The Editing Environment
5.1.1 Edit Records
type
TEHandle
TEPtr
TERec

= "TEPtr;
= "TERec;
= record

destRect
view Re ct
selRect
lineHeight
fontAscent
selPoint
selStart
selEnd
active
word Break
clikLoop
clickTime
clickLoc
caretTime
caretState
just
teLength
hText
recalBack
recallines
clikStuff
crOnly
txFont
txFace
txMode
txSize
inPort
highHook
caretHook
nlines
lineStarts

end;
con st
TEJustLeft
O;
=
TEJustCenter =
1;
TEJustRight = -1;

: Rect;
{Destination (wrapping) rectangle}
: Re ct;
{View (clipping) rectangle}
: Rect;
{Private}
: INTEGER; {Line height in pixels}
: INTEGER; {First baseline}
: Point;
{Private}
: INTEGER; {Start of selection (character position)}
: INTEGER; {End of selection (character position)}
: INTEGER; {Private}
: ProcPtr;
{Pointer to word-break routine}
: ProcPtr;
{Pointer to click-loop routine}
: LONGINT; {Private}
: INTEGER; {Private}
: LONGINT; {Private}
: INTEGER; {Private}
: INTEGER; {Justification}
: INTEGER; {Length of text in characters}
: Handle;
{Handle to text}
: INTEGER; {Private}
: INTEGER; {Private}
: INTEGER; {Private}
: INTEGER; {Break line at carriage returns only?}
: INTEGER; {Font number of typeface}
: Style;
{Character style}
: INTEGER; {Transfer mode for text}
: INTEGER; {Type size in points}
: GrafPtr;
{Pointer to graphics port}
: ProcPtr;
{Pointer to "custom" highlighting routine}
: ProcPtr;
{Pointer to "custom" insertion point routine}
: INTEGER; { Number of lines of text }
: array [0 .. 16000] of INTEGER
{ Character positions of line starts}

{Left justification}
{Center justification}
{Right justification}
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5.1..2 Text Representation
type
CharsHandle
CharsPtr
Chars

= "CharsPtr;

= "Chars ;
= packed array [O .. 32000) of CHAR;
5 ..2 Preparation for Text Editing

5 ..2. 1 Initializing the Toolbox for Text Editing
procedure TElnit;

5 ..2 ..2 Creating and Destroying Edit Records
function

TENew
(destRect : Rect;
viewRect : Rect)
: TEHandle);

procedure TEDispose
(editRec

: TEHandle) ;

{Destination (wrapping) rectangle}
{View (clipping) rectangle}
{Handle to new edit record}
{Handle to edit record}

5 ..2.3 Text to Be Edited
procedure TESetText
(textPtr
: Ptr;
text Length : LONGINT;
edit Rec
: TEHandle);
function

TEGetText
(editRec
: TEHandle)
: CharsHandle;

{Pointer to text}
{Length of text in characters}
{Handle to edit record}
{Handle to edit record}
{Handle to text}
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5.3 Text Display

5.3.1 Wrapping and Justification
procedure TECalText
(editRec : TEHandle);

{Handle to edit record}

procedure TESetJust
(just
: INTEGER;
editRec : TEHandle);

{Justification}
{Handle to edit record}

5.3.2 Displaying Text on the Screen
procedure TEUpdate
(updRect : Rect;
editRec : TEHandle) ;

{Update rectangle in window coordinates}
{Handle to edit record}

procedure TextBox
(textPtr
length
textRect
just

Ptr;
LONGINT;
Rect;
INTEGER);

{Pointer to text}
{Length of text in characters}
{Display rectangle in local coordinates}
{Justification}

procedure TEScroll
(horiz
vert
editRec

: INTEGER;
: INTEGER;
: TEHandle) ;

{Horizontal scroll distance in pixels}
{Vertical scroll distance in pixels}
{Handle to edit record}

procedure TEPinScroll
(horiz
vert
edit Rec

: INTEGER;
: INTEGER;
: TEHandle) ;

{Horizontal scroll distance in pixels}
{Vertical scroll distance in pixels}
{Handle to edit record}

procedure TESelView
(editRec

: TEHandle) ;

{Handle to edit record}

:
:
:
:

5 .3.3 Scrolling

procedure TEAutoView
(autoView : BOOLEAN;
editRec : TEHandle) ;

{New setting of auto-view flag}
{Handle to edit record}
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5.4 Text Selection

5.4.1 Selection with the Mouse
procedure TEClick
(startPoint : Point;
extend
: BOOLEAN ;
editRec : TEHandle) ;
function

GetDblTime
: LONGINT;

{Point where mouse was pressed, in window coordinates}
{Extend existing selection?}
{Handle to edit record}
{Current double-click interval in ticks}

5.4.2 Selection Control
procedure TESetSelect
(selStart : LONGINT;
selEnd : LONGINT;
editRec : TEHandle) ;

{Start of selection (character position)}
{End of selection (character position)}
{Handle to edit record}

5.4.3 Selection Display
procedure TEActivate
(editRec : TEHandle);

{Handle to edit record}

procedure TEDeactivate
(editRec : TEHandle);

{Handle to edit record}

procedure TEldle
(editRec : TEHandle);

{Handle to edit record}

function

GetCaretTime
: LONGINT;

{Current blink interval in ticks}

5.5 Editing Operations

5.5.1 Keyboard Input
procedure TEKey
(ch
: CHAR;
editRec : TEHandle);

{Character typed}
{Handle to edit record}
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G.G.2 Cutting and Pasting
procedure TECut
(edltRec : TEHandle);

{Handle to edit record}

procedure TECopy
(editRec : TEHandle);

{Handle to edit record}

procedure TEPaste
(edit Rec : TEHandle);

{Handle to edit record}

S.S.3 Scrapless Editing
procedure TEDelete
(edltRec

: TEHandle);

procedure TElnsert
(textPtr
: Ptr;
textlength : LONGINT;
editRec
: TEHandle);

{Handle to edit record}
{Pointer to insertion text}
{Length of insertion text in characters}
{Handle to edit record}

5.5.4 Scrap Access
function
function

TEScrapHandle
: Handle;

{Handle to Toolbox scrap}

TEGetScraplen
: LONGINT;

{Current length of Toolbox scrap In characters}

procedure TESetScraplen
(newlength : LONGINT);

{New length of Toolbox scrap In characters}

5.S.S Scrap Transfer
function
function

TEFromScrap
: OSErr;

{Result code}

TEToScrap
: OSErr;

{Result code}
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5.5.6 Search and Replace
function

Munger
(text Handle
startAt
targetText
targetLength
replaceText
replaceLength
: LONGINT;

:
:
:
:
:
:

Handle;
LONGINT;
Ptr;
LONGINT;
Ptr;
LONGINT)

{Handle to
{Character
{Pointer to
{Length of
{Pointer to
{Length of
{Character

destination text}
position at which to start search}
target text}
target text}
replacement text}
replacement text}
position at end of operation}

5.6 Nuts and Bolts
5.6.1 Click-Loop Routine
procedure SetClikLoop
(clikLoop : ProcPtr;
editRec : TEHandle);
function

YourClikLoop
: BOOLEAN;

{Pointer to click-loop routine}
{Handle to edit record}
{Continue tracking?}

5.6 ..2 Word-Break Routine
procedure SetWordBreak
(wordBreak : ProcPtr;
editRec
: TEHandle);
function

YourWordBreak
(theText
: Ptr;
charPos
: INTEGER)
: BOOLEAN ;

{Pointer to word-break routine}
{Handle to edit record}
{Pointer to text}
{Character position within text}
{Is there a word break at that position?}
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Chapter 6 Controls
6.1 Internal Representation of Controls
6.1.1 Control Records

type
Control Handle = "ControlPtr;
ControlPtr
= "ControlRecord;
Control Record

= packed record
nextControl
contrlOwner
contrl Rect
contrlVis
contrlHilite
contrlValue
contrlMin
contrlMax .
contrlDefProc
contrlData
contrlAction
contrlRfCon
contrlTitle
end;

: ControlHandle;
: WindowPtr;
: Rect;
: Byte;
: Byte;
: INTEGER;
: INTEGER;
: INTEGER;
: Handle;
: Handle;
: ProcPtr;
: LONGINT;
: Str255

{Handle to next control in window's control list}
{Pointer to window this control belongs to}
{Location of control within window}
{Is control visible?}
{Highlighting state}
{Current setting}
{Minimum setting}
{Maximum setting}
{Handle to control definition function}
{Handle to definition function's data}
{Pointer to default action procedure}
{Reference 11 constant 11 for application use}
{Title of control}
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6.2 Creating and Destroying Controls
6.2.1 Creating Controls
function

function

NewControl
(owningWindow : WindowPtr;
controlRect
: Rect;
title
: Str255;
visible
: BOOLEAN;
initialValue
: INTEGER;
minValue
: INTEGER;
maxValue
: INTEGER;
controlType
: INTEGER;
refCon
: LONGINT)
: ControlHandle;

{Pointer to window the new control belongs to}
{Location of control within window}
{Title of control}
{Is control initially visible?}
{Initial setting}
{Minimum setting}
{Maximum setting}
{Control definition ID}
{Initial reference constant}
{Handle to new control}

GetNewControl
(templatelD
: INTEGER;
owningWindow : WindowPtr)
: ControlHandle;

{Resource ID of control template}
{Pointer to window the new control belongs to}
{Handle to new control}

con st
PushButProc
CheckboxProc
RadioButProc
Scroll BarProc
UseWFont

{Standard control definition IDs: }
{Pushbutton}
{Checkbox}
{Radio button}
{Standard scroll bar}

= 1;
= 2;
= 16;
=
O;

= 8;

{Use window's font for control title}

6.2.2 Destroying Controls
procedure DisposeControl
(theControl : ControlHandle);

{Control to be destroyed}

procedure KillControls
(theWindow :

{Window whose controls are to be destroyed}

Window~r);
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6.2.3 Setting Control Properties
procedure SetCTitle
(theControl
newTitle

: ControlHandle;
: Str255) ;

{Handle to the control}
{New title}

procedure GetCTitle
(theControl : ControlHandle;
var theTitle : Str255);

{Handle to the control}
{Returns current title}

procedure SetCRefCon
(theControl : ControlHandle;
newRefCon : LONGINT);

{Handle to the control}
{New reference constant}

function

GetCRefCon
(theControl : ControlHandle)
: LONGINT;

{Handle to the control}
{Current reference constant}

6.2.4 Control Setting and Range
procedure SetCtlValue
(theControl : ControlHandle;
newValue : INTEGER);
function

GetCtlValue
(theControl : ControlHandle)
: INTEGER;

procedure SetCtlMln
(theControl : ControlHandle;
newMin : INTEGER);
function

GetCtlMin
(theControl : ControlHandle)
: INTEGER;

procedure SetCtlMax
(theControl : ControlHandle;
newMax : INTEGER);
function

GetCtlMax
(theControl : ControlHandle)
: INTEGER;

{Handle to the control}
{New setting}
{Handle to the control}
{Current setting}
{Handle to the control}
{New minimum setting}
{Handle to the control}
{Current minimum setting}
{ Handle to the control}
{New maximum setting}
{Handle to the control}
{Current maximum setting}
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6.3 Control Display
6.3.1 Showing and Hiding Controls
procedure HideControl
(theControl : ControlHandle);

{Handle to the control}

procedure ShowControl
(theControl : ControlHandle);

{Handle to the control}

procedure DrawControls
(theWindow : WindowPtr);

{Pointer to the window}

procedure UpdtControls
(theWindow : WindowPtr;
inRegion : RgnHandle) ;

{Pointer to the window}
{Region to be updated}

6.3.2 Moving and Sizing Controls
procedure MoveControl
(theControl : ControlHandle;
hlocal
: INTEGER;
vlocal
: INTEGER);

{Handle to the control}
{New horizontal coordinate}
{New vertical coordinate}

procedure SizeControl
(theControl : ControlHandle;
newWidth : INTEGER;
newHeight : INTEGER);

{Handle to the control}
{New width}
{New height}

6.3.3 Control Highlighting
procedure HiliteControl
(theControl : ControlHandle;
hiliteState : INTEGER);

{Handle to the control}
{Part of the control to be highlighted}
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6.4 Responding to the Mouse
6.4.1 Locating Mouse Clicks
function

function

Find Control
(mousePoint
: Point;
theWindow
: WindowPtr;
var theControl : ControlHandle)
: INTEGER;

{Point where mouse was pressed , in window coordinates}
{Window the mouse was pressed in}
{Returns control the mouse was pressed in}
{Part of the control where mouse was pressed}

TestControl
(theControl
: ControlHandle;
mousePoint
: Point)
: INTEGER;

{Control to be tested }
{ Point where mouse was pressed , in window coordinates}
{Part of the control where mouse was pressed}

con st
In Button
lnCheckbox

=
=

10;
l1;

{In a pushbutton}
{In a checkbox or radio button}

lnUpButton
In Down Button
lnPageUp
lnPageDown

=
=
=
=

20;
21;
22;
23;

{In
{In
{In
{In

InThumb

= 129;

up arrow of a scroll bar}
down arrow of a scroll bar}
page-up region of a scroll bar}
page-down region of a scroll bar}

{In scroll box of a scroll bar}

6.4.2 Tracking the Mouse
function

TrackControl
(theControl : ControlHandle;
startPoint : Point;
actionProc : ProcPtr)
: INTEGER;

procedure SetCtlAction
(theControl : ControlHandle;
newAction : ProcPtr);
function

GetCtlAction
(theControl : ControlHandle)
: ProcPtr;

{Handle to the control}
{Point where mouse was pressed, in window coordinates}
{Repeated action while tracking}
{Part of control affected}
{Handle to the control}
{New action procedure}
{Handle to the control}
{Current action procedure}
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6.4.3 Dragging a Control
procedure DragControl
(theControl
start Point
limitRect
trackRect
axis
con st
BothAxes
HAxisOnly
VAxisOnly

:
:
:
:
:

ControlHandle;
Point;
Rect;
Rect;
INTEGER);

= O;
= 1;
= 2;

{Handle to the control}
{Point where mouse was pressed}
{Rectangle limiting movement}
{Rectangle limiting tracking}
{Axis constraint}
{Both axes}
{Horizontal only}
{Vertical only}

Chapter '1 Dialogs

"1.1 Internal Representation of Dialogs
"1.1.1 Dialog Records
type
DialogPtr
Dialog Peek

= WindowPtr;

DialogRecord = record
window
items
textH
editField
editOpen
aDefltem
end ;

con st
OK
Cancel

= 1;
= 2;

{For treating as a window}
{For accessing dialog-specific fields}

= "DialogRecord;
:
:
:
:
:
:

WindowRecord;
Handle;
TEHandle;
INTEGER;
INTEGER;
INTEGER

{Dialog window}
{Handle to item list}
{Handle to edit record for current text box}
{Item number of current text box minus 1}
{Private}
{Item number of default button}

{Item number of OK button}
{Item number of Cancel button}
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7.1.2 Item Types
con st
Userltem
Ctrlltem
BtnCtrl
ChkCtrl
RadCtrl
ResCtrl
StatText
EdltText
Icon Item
Picltem
Item Disable

= 4;O;
= O;
= 1;
= 2;
= 3;
= 8;
= 16;
= 32;
= 64;
=
= 128;

{Application-defined item}
{Control}
{Pushbutton}
{Checkbox}
{Radio button}
{Other, defined by control template resource}
{Static text}
{Editable text box}
{Icon}
{Picture}
{Item is disabled}

7.1.3 Alert Templates
type
AlertTHndle
AlertTPtr

= "AlertTPtr;
= "AlertTemplate;
AlertTemplate = record
boundsRect : Rect;
Items ID
: INTEGER;
stages
: Stagellst
end;

Stagellst

{Alert window's port rectangle In screen coordinates}
{Resource ID of Item llst}
{Stage list}

= packed record
boldltm4
boxDrwn4
sound4

: 0.. 1;
: BOOLEAN;
: 0.. 3;

{Stage 4: Item number of default button minus 1}
{Stage 4: draw alert box on screen?}
{Stage 4: sound number to emit}

boldltm3
boxDrwn3
sound3

: O.. 1;
: BOOLEAN;
: 0.. 3;

{Stage 3: item number of default button minus 1}
{Stage 3: draw alert box on screen?}
{Stage 3: sound number to emit}

boldltm2
boxDrwn2
sound2

: 0.. 1;
: BOOLEAN;
: 0.. 3;

{Stage 2: Item number of default button minus 1}
{Stage 2: draw alert box on screen?}
{~tage 2: sound numb~r to emit}

boldltm1
boxDrwn1
sound1
end;

: 0.. 1;
: BOOLEAN;

{Stage 1: !tern num~er of default button minus 1}
{Stage 1: draw alert box on screen?}
{Stage 1: sound numb~r to emit}

: 0.. 3
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7 .1.4 Dialog Templates
type
DialogTHndle
DialogTPtr
DialogTemplate

=

11

DialogTPtr;

= "DialogTemplate;
= record
boundsReci
proclD
visible
filler1
goAwayFlag
filler2
refCon
itemslD
title
end;

: Rect;
: INTEGER;
: BOOLEAN;
: BOOLEAN;
: BOOLEAN;
: BOOLEAN;
: LONGINT;
: INTEGER;
: Str255

{Dialog window's port rectangle in screen coordinates}
{Dialog window's definition ID}
{Is dialog window visible?}
{Padding}
{Does dialog window have a close box?}
{Padding}
{Dialog window's reference constant}
{Resource ID of item list}
{Title of dialog window}

7 .2 Creating and Destroying Dialogs
7 .2.1 Initializing the Toolbox for Dialogs
procedure InitDialogs
(restartProc : ProcPtr);

{Pointer to restart procedure}

7 .2.2 Creating Dialogs
function

function

NewDialog
(dStorage
windowRect
title
visible
windowType
behindWindow
goAwayFlag
refCon
itemlist
: DialogPtr;

:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:

Ptr;
Rect;
Str255;
BOOLEAN ;
INTEGER;
WindowPtr;
BOOLEAN;
LONGINT;
Handle)

GetNewDlalog
(templatelD
: INTEGER;
dStorage
: Ptr;
behindWindow : WindowPtr)
: DialogPtr;

{Storage for dialog record}
{Dialog window's port rectangle in screen coordinates}
{Title of dialog window}
{Is dialog window initially visible?}
{Dialog window's definition ID}
{Window in front of this one}
{Does dialog window have a close box?}
{Dialog window's reference constant}
{Handle to item list}
{Pointer to new dialog record}
{Resource ID of dialog template}
{Storage for dialog record}
{Window in front of this one}
{Pointer to new dialog record}
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7.2.3 Destroying Dialogs
procedure CloseDialog
(the Dialog : DialogPtr);

{Dialog to destroy}

procedure DlsposDlalog
(theDlalog : DialogPtr);

{Dialog to destroy}

7 .3 Manipulating Items

7 .3.1 Access to Items
procedure SetDltem
(the Dialog
item Number
itemType
item Handle
dlspRect

:
:
:
:
:

DialogPtr;
INTEGER;
INTEGER;
Handle;
Rect);

{Pointer to the dialog}
{Item number}
{New item type}
{New item handle}
{New display rectangle}

procedure GetDltem
(theDlalog
ltemNumber
var ltemType
var ltemHandle
var dlspRect

:
:
:
:
:

DialogPtr;
INTEGER;
INTEGER;
Handle;
Rect);

{Pointer to the dialog}
{Item number}
{Returns Item type}
{Returns Item handle}
{Returns display rectangle}

7.3.2 Text of an Item
procedure SetlText
(ltemHandle : Handle;
. theText
: Str255);

{Handle to text Item}
{New text}

procedure GetlText
(ltemHandle : Handle;
var theText : Str255);

{Handle to text item}
{Returns current text}

procedure SellText
(theDialog
ltemNumber
selStart
selEnd

{Pointer to dialog}
{Item number}
{Start of selection (character position)}
{End of selection (character position)}

:
:
:
:

DialogPtr;
INTEGER;
INTEGER;
INTEGER);
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7.3.3 Showing and Hiding Items
procedure HideDltem
(theDialog
: DialogPtr;
itemNumber : INTEGER);

{Pointer to the dialog}
{Number of item to hide}

procedure ShowDltem
(theDialog
: DialogPtr;
itemNumber : INTEGER);

{Pointer to the dialog}
{Number of item to show}

7 .3.4 Locating Mouse Clicks
function

FindDltem
(theDialog : DialogPtr;
mousePoint : INTEGER)
: INTEGER;

{Pointer to the dialog}
{Mouse position in window coordinates}
{Item number of item containing mouse}

7.4 Using Alerts and Dialogs
7.4.1 Static Display
procedure DrawDialog
(theDialog : DialogPtr);

{ Dialog to be drawn}

procedure UpdtDialog
(theDlalog : DialogPtr;
inRegion : RgnHandle);

{Pointer to the dialog}
{Region to be updated}
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7.4.2 Using Alerts
function

function

function

function

Alert
(alertlD : INTEGER;
filter : ProcPtr)
: INTEGER;

{Resource ID of alert template}
{Pointer to filter function}
{Item number that dismissed alert}

NoteAlert
(alertlD : INTEGER;
filter : ProcPtr)
: INTEGER;

{Resource ID of alert template}
{Pointer to filter function}
{Item number that dismissed alert}

CautionAlert
(alertlD : INTEGER;
filter : ProcPtr)
: INTEGER;

{Resource ID of alert template}
{Pointer to filter function}
{Item number that dismissed alert}

StopAlert
(alertlD : INTEGER;
filter : ProcPtr)
: INTEGER;

{Resource ID of alert template}
{Pointer to filter function}
{Item number that dismissed alert}

con st
Notelcon
1;
Cautionlcon = 2;
Stoplcon
= O;

=

{Resource ID of standard Note icon}
{Resource ID of standard Caution icon}
{Resource ID of standard Stop icon}

7 .4.3 Using Modal Dialogs
procedure ModalDialog
(filter
: ProcPtr;
var itemNumber : INTEGER);

{Pointer to filter function}
{Returns item number of reported item}

7 .4.4 Using Modeless Dialogs

function

function

lsDialogEvent
(theEvent
: BOOLEAN ;

: EventRecord)

Dialog Select
(theEvent
: EventRecord ;
var theDialog
: DialogPtr;
var itemNumber : INTEGER)
: BOOLEAN ;

{Event to be handled}
{Is event dialog-related?}
{Event to be handled}
{Returns pointer to dialog affected}
{Returns item number of reported item}
{Response needed?}
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7 .4.5 Filter Functions
function

YourFilterFunction
(theDialog
: DialogPtr;
var theEvent
: EventRecord;
var itemNumber : INTEGER)
: BOOLEAN;

{Pointer to dialog affected}
{Event to be handled}
{Returns item number to report}
{Report item immediately?}

7 .4.6 Text Substitution

procedure ParamText
(subTextO
subText1
subText2
subText3

:
:
:
:

Str255;
Str255;
Str255;
Str255);

{Text
{Text
{Text
{Text

to
to
to
to

substitute
substitute
substitute
substitute

tor
tor
for
tor

'"0'}
'" 1'}
'"2'}
'"3'}

7 .4.7 Editing in Text Boxes
procedure DlgCut
(the Dialog : DialogPtr);

{Pointer to the dialog}

procedure DlgCopy
(theDialog : DialogPtr);

{Pointer to the dialog}

procedure DlgPaste
(the Dialog : DialogPtr);

{Pointer to the dialog}

procedure DlgDelete
(the Dialog : DialogPtr);

{Pointer to the dialog}

7 .5 Nuts and Bolts

7.5.1 Text Font and Error Sounds
procedure SetDAFont
(fontNumber : INTEGER);

{Font number for dialogs and alerts}

procedure ErrorSound
(soundProc : ProcPtr) ;

{Pointer to sound procedure}

7 .5.2 Alert Stages

function

GetAlrtStage
: INTEGER;

procedure ResetAlrtStage;

{Stage of last alert minus 1}
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7.5.3 Preloading Dialog Resources
procedure CouldAlert
(alertlD

: INTEGER);

{Resource ID of alert}

procedure CouldDialog
(dialoglD : INTEGER);

{Resource ID of dialog}

procedure FreeAlert
(alertlD

{Resource ID of alert}

: INTEGER);

procedure FreeDlalog
(dialoglD : INTEGER);

{Resource ID of dialog}

Chapter 8 Files

8.1 Volume Operations

8.1.1 Volume Information
function

GetVlnfo
(drive
vName
var vRefNum
var freeBytes
: OSErr;

:
:
:
:

INTEGER;
StringPtr;
INTEGER;
LONGINT)

{Drive number}
{Volume name}
{Returns volume reference number}
{Returns number of free bytes on volume}
{Result code}

8.1..2 Current Volume
function

function

GetVol
(vName
: StringPtr;
var vRefNum : INTEGER)
: OSErr;

{ Returns volume or directory name}
{Returns volume or directory reference number}
{Result code}

SetVol
(vName
vRefNum
: OSErr;

{Volume or directory name}
{Volume or directory reference number}
{Result code}

: StringPtr;
: INTEGER)
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8.1.3 Flushing, Ejecting, and Unmounting
function

function

function

FlushVol
(vName : StringPtr;
vRefNum : INTEGER)
: OSErr;

{Volume name}
{Volume reference number}
{Result code}

Eject
(vName : StringPtr;
vRefNum : INTEGER)
: OSErr;

{Volume name}
{Volume reference number}
{Result code}

UnmountVol
(vName : StringPtr;
vRefNum : INTEGER)
: OSErr;

{Volume name}
{Volume reference number}
{Result code}

8 ..2 File Operations
8 ..2.1 Creating Files
function

Create
(fName
:
vRefNum :
creator :
fileType :
: OSErr;

Str255;
INTEGER;
OSType;
OSType)

{File name}
{Volume or directory reference number}
{Signature of creator program}
{File type}
{Result code}

8 ..2 •.2 Opening and Closing Files
function

function

function

FSOpen
(fName
: Str255;
vRefNum
: INTEGER;
var fRefNum : INTEGER)
: OSErr;

{File name}
{Volume or directory reference number}
{Returns file reference number}
{Result code}

Open RF
(fName
: Str255;
vRefNum
: INTEGER;
var fRefNum : INTEGER)
: OSErr;

{File name}
{Volume or directory reference number}
{Returns file reference number}
{Result code}

FSClose
(fRefNum
: OSErr;

{File reference number}
{Result code}

: INTEGER)
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8.2.3 Reading and Writing
function

function

FSRead
{fRefNum
: INTEGER;
var byteCount : LONGINT;
toAddr
: Ptr)
: OSErr;

{File reference number}
{Number of bytes to read}
{Address to read to}
{Result code}

FSWrlte
(fRefNum
: INTEGER;
var byteCount : LONGINT;
fromAddr
: Ptr)
: OSErr;

{Fiie reference number}
{Number of bytes to write}
{Address to write from}
{Result code}

8.2.4 File Mark
function

function

GetFPos
{fRefNum
: INTEGER;
var markPos : LONGINT)
: OSErr;

{Fiie reference number}
{Returns current mark position in bytes}
{Result code}

SetFPos
{fRefNum
mark Base
markOffset
: OSErr;

{File reference number}
{Base to set mark from}
{Offset in bytes relative to base}
{Result code}

con st
FSAtMark
O;
FSFromStart = 1;
FSFromLEOF
2;
FSFromMark = 3;

=
=

: INTEGER;
: INTEGER;
: LONGINT)

{Position
{Position
{Position
{Position

at current
relative to
relative to
relative to

mark}
start of fl le}
logical end-of-file}
current mark}
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8.2.5 End-of-File
function

function

function

GetEOF
(fRefNum
: INTEGER;
var logicalEOF : LONGINT)
: OSErr;

{File reference number}
{Returns current logical end-of-file in bytes}
{Result code}

SetEOF
(fRefNum
logicalEOF
: OSErr;

{File reference number}
{New logical end-of-file in bytes}
{Result code}

: INTEGER;
: LONGINT)

Allocate
(fRefNum
: INTEGER;
var byteCount : LONGINT)
: OSErr;

{File reference number}
{Number of bytes to allocate}
{Result code}

8.2.6 Locking and Unlocking Files
function

function

SetFLock
(fName
: Str255;
vRefNum : INTEGER)
: OSErr;

{File name}
{Volume or directory reference number}
{ Resu It code}

RstFLock
(fName
: Str255;
vRefNum : INTEGER)
: OSErr;

{File name}
{Volume or directory reference number}
{Result code}

8 .2 . 7 Deleting and Renaming Files
function

function

FSDelete
(fName
: Str255;
vRefNum : INTEGER)
: OSErr;

{File name}
{Volume or directory reference number}
{Result code}

Rename
(oldName : Str255;
vRefNum : INTEGER;
newName : Str255)
: OSErr;

{Old file name}
{Volume or directory reference number}
{New file name}
{ Resu It code}
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8.2.8 Error Reporting
con st
NoErr

= O;
= -33;
= -34;
= -35;
= -36;
-37;
= -38;
= -39;
= -40;
= -41;
=
= -42;
-43;
= -44;
= -45;
=
= -46;
= -47;
= -48;
-49;
= -50;
= -51;
= -52;
= -53;
=
= -54;
= -55;
= -56;
-57;
= -58;
= -59;
= -60;
= -61;

{Directory full}
{Disk full}
{No such volume}
{Disk 1/0 error}
{Bad name}
{File not open}
{Attempt to read past end-of-file}
{Attempt to position before start of file}
{Memory (system heap) full}
{Too many files open (more than 12)}
{File not found}
{Disk is write-protected}
{File locked}
{Volume locked}
{File busy}
{Duplicate file name}
{File already open for writing}
{Invalid parameter list}
{Invalid reference number}
{Error during GetFPos}
{Volume off-line}
{Permission violation}
{Volume already on-line}
{No such drive}
{Non-Macintosh disk}
{External file system}
{Unable to rename file}
{Bad master directory block}
{No write permission}

= -84;
= -64;

{Low-level disk error}
{Low-level disk error}

DirFulErr
DskFulErr
NSVErr
IQ Err
BdNamErr
FNOpnErr
EOFErr
PosErr
MFulErr
TMFOErr
FNFErr
WPrErr
FLckdErr
VLckdErr
FBsyErr
DupFNErr
OpWrErr
Param Err
RfNumErr
GFPErr
VolOfflinErr
Perm Err
Vol On Lin Err
NS Orv Err
NoMacDskErr
ExtFSErr
FSRnErr
BadMDBErr
WrPermErr
=
FirstDskErr
LastDskErr

{No error}
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8.3 The Standard File Package
8.3.1 Reply Records
type
SFReply

= record
good
copy
fType
vRefNum
version
fName
end;

:
:
:
:
:
:

BOOLEAN;
BOOLEAN:
OSType;
INTEGER;
INTEGER;
STRING[63]

{Did user confirm file selection?}
{Unused}
{File type}
{Volume or directory reference number}
{File version number}
{File name}

8.3.2 File to Read From
procedure SFGetFile
(topleft
promptString
fileFilter
numTypes
typelist
dialogHook
var reply
type
SFTypelist

: Point;
: Str255;
: ProcPtr;
: INTEGER;
: SFTypelist;
: ProcPtr;
: SFReply);

{Top-left corner of dialog box, in screen coordinates}
{Unused}
{Filter function}
{Number of file types}
{File types to display}
{Dialog hook function}
{Returns identifying information for file to be read}

= array [O ..3] of OSType;

8.3.3 File to Write To
procedure SFPutFile
(topleft
promptString
initText
dialogHook
var reply

:
:
:
:
:

Point;
Str255;
Str255;
ProcPtr;
SFReply);

{Top-left corner of dialog box, in screen coordinates}
{Prompting string}
{Initial contents of text box}
{Dialog hook function}
{Returns identifying information for file to be written}
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8.4 Disk Initialization
8.4.1 Initializing a Disk
function

DIBadMount
(topleft
: Point ;
eventMessage : LONGINT)
: INTEGER;

{Top-left corner of dialog box, in screen coordinates}
{Event message from disk-inserted event}
{Result code}

8.4.2 Initialization Stages
function

function

function

DIFormat
(drive : INTEGER)
: OSErr;

{Drive number}
{Result code}

DIVerify
(drive : INTEGER)
: OSErr;

{Drive number}
{Result code}

DIZero
(drive : INTEGER;
vName : Str255)
: OSErr;

{Drive number}
{Volume name}
{Result code }

8.4.3 Preloading the Disk Initialization Code
procedure Dlload;
procedure DIUnload;

APPENDIX

§[!]------Resource ForDiats
Resource Type 'ALRT'

(II:7.6.1J

boundsRect
(8 bytes)

'

itemslD (2 bytes)
stuges (2 byt:es; see below)
boldltm2

boldltm4
boxDrwn4

boxDrwn2
sound2

sound4

_L

_L

!

!i

l

-r

I

1

_i

sound3

sound1
boxDrwnl

boxDrwn3

boldltml

boldltm3
For boldltm1 to boldltm4,
For boxDrwn1 to boxDrwn4,

0 • OK button
{ 1 • Cancel button
O= Don't draw
{ 1 =Draw

soundl to sound4 each speci(y a sound number from o to 3.
Note that the stages are listed in reverse order, from 4 to

Detail of Stages
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[1:7.5.4]

!

........

Signature
(4 bytes)

.......

Reso urce ID of autogr aph
( 2 bytes)
Number of r esource t ypes mi nus 1
( 2 bytes)
:

........

Resou r ce type
(4 bytes)

.......

!

Number of r esources mi nus 1
( 2 bytes)
Local ID
( 2 bytes)

:-----------------·---------··--·-

______............................... ...................

Actual resource ID
( 2 bytes)
Any n umber
of resources

•
•
•

••

••

Local ID
( 2 bytes)

..................................................... ...........:---------------..·------------Act ual resource ID
( 2 bytes)

•••

•••
.........

Resource type
(4 bytes)

••
•
.......

Number of reso urces minus 1
( 2 bytes)
Locel ID
( 2 bytes)
......................... . . .......... . . . ................................................... .................. . . ........................
Actual resource I D
( 2 bytes)
Any number
of resources

••

•

••
Local ID
( 2 bytes)

.................................................................:--------·--------------..
Actual r esource ID
( 2 bytes)

••

------·-

Any
number
of
resource
types
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Resource Type 'CNTL'

Resource Formats

lU:G.6.1)

contro 1Re ct
(8 bytes)

initio1Va1ue (2 bytes)
visib1e ~2 bytes)
max\la1u~

(2 bytes)

min\lo1u~

(2 bytes)

contro1Type
(4 bytes)
ref Con
(4 bytes)
Length

••
•

J

:······························································

•••

tit1e
(indefinite length)

----1
Resource Type 'CODE'

[l:7.5.1]

Jump table offset of first routine in segment
( 2 bytes )

}

- - -- - -- - - - - ; - - - - - - - Number of jump ta ble entries for segment
( 2 bytes)

•
••
••
•

I

Code of segment
(i ndefinite length)

••
•
••
•

I

Segment header
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Lll:2.9.1]

data
(32 bytes)

....

mask
(32 bytes)

·hotspot (4 bytes)

501
Resource Type 'Dill'

Resource Formats

LlI:7.6.3]

I

Number of i terns mi nus 1
'

Placeholder for
item handle

{

.--------------------------------.1,
.....................
0
(4 bytes)

Display rectangle
(8 bytes)

Item type

I

Length of descriptive
information

Descriptive information
(indefinite length;
see note 6)

•
••

••
•

••
•

••

••
•

••
•

• >

Any number

of items

Display r ectangl e
(8 bytes)

Item type

•
••

1----

I

Length of descriptive
information

Descriptive information
(indefinite length;
see note 6)

••
•

1>02
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Resource Type 'DLOG' OI:7.6.21

boundsRect
CB bytes)

-·--

proclD (2
bytes)
:
visible

(unused)

goAwayfleg

(unused)

ref Con
(4 bytes)
itemslD '.<2 bytes)
Length of tttl•
~------..+--

. . . ._ . _······-..·-·

...........,.,...•••••••••••••••-....................- .....1.......................

!-···················

:

m ...•••••••·-•••••--...........

i
title

__

:

F-:~_:;:: -~
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Resource Type 'FKEY'

Resource Formats

[II:2.9.2J

!
...............................................................1.....................................-.......................

••
•

I

Code of
keyboerd routine
(indefinite 1ength)

I

........-...................................................1-----....- ....................................... .

••
•
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Ll:B.4.5]

fontType (2 bytes )
fl rstChar (2 bytes)

lastChar (2 bytes)
w1 dMax (2 by t es)
kernMax (2 bytes)
nDescent (2 bytes)
fRect W1 dth (2 bytes)
f RectHe1 ght (2 bytes)
owTloc (2 bytes)
ascent (2 bytes)
descent (2 bytes)
le ading (2 bytes)
rowWords (2 bytes)

..
..
..

I

bltlmage
(indefinite 1eng th )

locTable
(inde finite 1ength)

owTable
(indefinite length)

...

..
...

I
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Resource Type 'FREF'

Resource Formats

(1:7.5.3]

File type
(4 bytes)
Local ID of icon list (2 bytes)

Resource Type 'FRSV'

(1:8.4.7]

Number of fo.n ts (2 bytes)
Resource ID of fi'.st font (2 bytes)

••

••
•

•

Resource ID of l~st font (2 bytes)

Any number
of fonts
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(1:8.4.6)

fontType (2 bytes)
firstChar (2 bytes)
lastChar (2 bytes)
wi dMax (2 bytes)
kernMax (2 bytes)
nDescent (2 bytes)
fRect Width (2 bytes)
fRectHeight (2 bytes)
owTloc (2 bytes)
ascent (2 bytes)
descent (2 bytes)
leading (2 bytes)
owTable

I

(indefinite 1ength)

...

I
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Resource Type 'ICN#'

Resource Formats

ll:5.5.4J

Icon

( 128 bytes)
Icon

( 128 bytes)

••

••
•

•
••
•

I
Resource Type 'ICON'

Any number
of icons

•
••

Icon

( 128 bytes)

I

(1:5.5.3)

Row 1

(4 bytes)
Row 2

(4 bytes)
128 bytes

••
•
•
••

••
•
••
•

~

Row 32

(4 bytes)

-I
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[1:8.4.4)

_,____

........................................................

................................................

Code of
1n1t1e11zet1on routine

••

•

••
•

!::=:::::::. _. .
Resource Type 'MBAR'

::~:~:_. . . . .::::=!

01:4.8.2)

Number of m~nus (2 bytes)
Resource ID of fi~st menu (2 bytes)

Any number
of menus
Resource ID of le~t menu (2 bytes)

Resource Type 'MENU'

[Il:4.8.1]

Menu ID ~2 bytes)

O (2 ~ytes)

o (2 bytes)
Resource ID of menu definition procedure (2 byte$)

O (2 ~ytes)
..........

·-······

enebleflags
(4 bytes)

l
l

Placeholders for
menu width
and height
Placeholders for
handle to menu

definition procedure

·····-···..··-··

For details see [11:4.1.1].
menuData
(indefinite length)

509
Resource Type 'NFNT'

Resource Formats

[1:8.4.5)

fontType (2 bytes)
fi rstChor (2 bytes)
lostChor (2 bytes)
widMox (2 bytes)
kernMox (2 byte s)
nDescent (2 bytes)
fRect Wi dth (2 bytes)
fRectHeight (2 bytes)
owTloc (2 bytes)
ascent (2 bytes)
descent (2 bytes)
l eodi ng (2 bytes)
rowwords (2 bytes)

..
...

...

I

bit I mage

(indefinite 1ength)

locToble
(i ndefi ni te 1ength)

owToble

(indefinite 1ength)

...

...
...

I
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Ll:7.5 ..ZJ

I

Peckage heeder
J..

••
•
••
•

••
•
••
•

Code of peckage
(1ndef1n1te length)

I

I
Resource Type 'PAT

'Ll:5.5.t]

I

!

Row
!
!

!

o

I
!

!
I

Row 2
!
I

i
!

!
I

I
!

:

!

!
!

!
!

Row 5

Row6
I

!
!

Row 3

I

Row 4
!
!

!

Row 1

:

!
i

!
!

I
:

Row 7
!

!

8 bytes
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Resource Type 'PAT#'

(1:5.5.2)

Number

o~

pi1t terns

T
Pattern
(8 bytes)

••

••
•
•••

•
•••
Pattern
(8 bytes)

Resource Type 'PICT'

(1 :5.5.5)

Length in bytes

Frame
(8 bytes)

•
••
••
•

I

Data defining pictu.r e

••
•

(indefinite length)

••
•

I

Any number

of patterns
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'0 :8.4.Z)

Length of string (0-255)

.............................................................

The maximum length of a

.r:: : : : : : : : : ·: : : : : : : : : : :~: : : : : : : ~·

' STR '

resource is 255 characters.
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Resource Type 'STR#'

Resource For mats

0:8.4.3)

Number of strings (2 bytes)

F- (i::,i:;::) -= I
:

Characters of first string

:

•

••
•

••

•••

••
•
Length of last string

- - - - - - - - - - '··············-··············································
•o•o•oo••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••oooooooooooooo••o•••••i•••Oooooooo oo o o oooooooooo ooooooooooooooo o ooo UOOOOUOOOOOOOOOO

:

Character s of last string

:

F=-- (i~::fl~i;-= - -== I

Any number
of strings

514
Resource Type 'TEXT'
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[1:8.4.1)

:

Cherecters of text

~

- (i~defi~1;:1:ngt:)

:

-I

A ' TEXT' resource does not begin with a length byte.

Resource Type 'WIND'

[II:3.7.l)

windowRect
(8 bytes)

wi ndowTyj)e (2 bytes)
visible

~2

bytes)

hosClose, (2 bytes)
......................

Length of title

refCon
(4 byte s)

J

...............................................................
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§0
Melllory Layouts

128K "Skinny Mac"
$00

Trap Vectors
System Globals
Dispatch Tabl e
System Globals
System Heap

$100
$400
$800

$800
$4E00

Application Heap

---------+---------

_________t_________
Stack
Appl ication
Global Space

$1A70 0
$1FC7
$1FDO0
$1FFE3
$1FFFp

-

Main Screen Buffer
Main Sound Buffe r

KEY

t

515

System Use
Arrows show direction of
growth of stack and
application heap.
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512K "Fat Mac"
$00
$ 100
$400
$800
$BOO

$C BOO

Trap Vectors
System Globals
Dispatch Table
System Globals
System Heap
Application Heap
---------~---------

_________ t_________
Stack

$7A700
$7FC7
$7FDO0$7FFE3
-/

$7FFFF

Application
Global Space
Main Screen Buffer
Main Sound Buffer
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Memory Layouts

lM Macintosh Plus
$00
$100
$40 0
$800
$CO0
$1400
$CBO0

Trep Vector'
Sy3tem Globeh
OS Oi3petch Teble
Sy, tern Globeh
Toolbox Di3petch Teble
Sy3tem Heep

Applicetion Heep

-------------------------

------------------------Steck

Ap~li cetion

$FA700
$FFC7F '
$FFDOO
$FFFE3
$FFFFF

Glo el Spece
Mein Screen Buffer
Mein Sound Buffer
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51.2K Macintosh XL (Lisa)
$00
$100
$400
$800
$800
$CBOO

Trap Vectors
System Globals
Dispatch Table
System Globals
System Heap
Application Heap

-------------------

'

---------~-------Stacie

$4EF86

Application
Global Space

$78000

Main Screen Buffer
$7FFF_8,E~~~~rmJ
$7FfFS:.-
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lM Macintosh XL (Lisa)

$00 -~----
$100 __T_r_a"'--p_V_ec_t_or_s_ ....
$
__
s .....
Ys_te_m_G_lo_b_al_s--f
400
saoo __o_is_,_p_at_c_h_T_
ab
_l_e--f
seoo __
sy"'--s_te_m_
G_lo_b_al_s__,,
System Heap
sceoo - - - - - - - - f
Application Heap

Stack

SCEF86

Appl i cation
Global Space

$F8000
Main Screen Buffer
$FFFF8 J~~?lZ.li~~~i:I
SFFFFF
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§0 -------Key Codes and
Character Codes

Key Codes for the Standard Macintosh Keyboard and Keypad

$3A

$3A

Original keyboard

Original k eypad
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Key Codes for the Macintosh Plus Keyboard

$33
f$J2lf$i2lrs13l~f$151

lLJJl!JJLlJJlLlJllL!J

Sl?

5

~~~fS19lfS101[$1Blf$181

Baclc-

lUJL!JllLJUlLLlJlL!UJ L:Jj~

space

WCB~ s~o ij[]][I]CTJ~rn~[I]~ $~ ij UJUJ

$39

CTJCTJ02 CTJ03 ITJ05 m04 ~26 CTJ28 ITJ25 LJ:g LJ:7

Caps lock

$38
$3A

0

~~==~~

F

G

H

J

K

Option

;

ij~

$31

,

rn2E LJ
28 LJ
2FwI2C
,
.

~006l~fSOslpD9lf$o81m20
~ILLJ l2UJ lLLl.JlL!;!,j lL!J H
n
;====:::::::;::~~==~
Shift

L

Macintosh Plus keyboard

Macintosh Plus keypad

ij ~ $~A ij~

Return

~
38 ~4
0
Shift

1'

$: ij~ $~ ij ~ $: ij
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Standard Keyboard Layouts

Key Caps

Standard keyboard layout (unshifted)

C U B N M < >

Standard keyboard layout (with Shift)
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Standard keyboard layout (with Option)

Key Caps

Standard k eyboard layout (with Option-Shift)
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Key Caps

= I

c u

b

n m

7

8

9

4

5

6

1

2

3

D

O
Macintosh Plus keyboard layout (unshifted)

Key Caps

@ #

$ °lo

,...

E R T y
[)

>I<

&

(

u

)

= I

+

}

F G H J

u

B N M <

1'

...

Macintosh Plus keyboard layout (with Shift)

8

9

4

5

6

1

2

3

0

D

S.26
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Key Caps

Macintosh Plus keyboard layout (with Option)

Key Caps

Macintosh Plus keyboard layout (with Option-Shift)
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Character Codes
First hex digit

0

Second
hex
digit

$0

$1

$2

$3

$4

$5

$6

$7

$8

$9

.~UL

D

space

0

@

p

'

p

A

D

3€

!

1

A

0

0

q

A

e
e

II

2

B

R

b

r

t;

3

c

s

c

s

t

2

D

./

3

D

•

#

SA

$B

SC

$0

SE

Sf

t

00

l

-

f

c

0

±

i

-

i

¢

s.

..,

"

i

£

.?

v

"

,,

0

t

'

'7oo

u

'

n

I

,,,,

4

D

c

$

4

D

T

d

t

N i

§

¥

5

D

D

'7o

5

E

u

e

u

jj

..

•

J1

..

6

D

D

&

6

F

u

f

u

0

ii

'11

()

6

7

D

D

'

7

G

w g

w

8

6

n

l:

«

D

D

(

8

H

H

h

H

a

, c)

®

TT

9

TAB

D

)

9

I

y

i

y

0

0

©

T1

A

D

D

*

:

J

2

j

z

8

0

TM

l

D

D

c D

D

D

Cl\

+

D

'
-

'
<
=

K

[

k

{

ij

0

L

\

I

I

0

0

(J

M

]

m

}

-

E

D

D

.

>

N

"

n

F

D

D

I

?

0

-

0

'

E
<>

A

,,~

8

B

0

c u
e Q
e (j

,
..

» ,,,9.A E
... y E
non·

!!
!!

I

i

A

a

I

A

<

"j

0

>

i

lireok
spJce
',~

(J

A

-

0

.

,
~,

'$

'////.

0

~/1

fE

fl!

CE

fi

0

1J

g

m

fl

0

Characters w ith shading are typed as two-character combinations

0
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§[!]------Error Codes

Operating System Errors
The following is a complete list of Operating System error codes. Not
all are covered in this book, and some of the meanings may be
obscure. U don't know what a bit-slip nybble is either.) For the errors
you're most likely to encounter, see reference sections (1:3.1.2,
1:6.6.1, Il:8.2 .8].
Number

Name

Meaning

0

No Err

No error; all is well

-3
-4

QErr
VTypErr
CorErr
UnimpErr

Queue element not found during deletion
Invalid queue element
Trap ("core routine") number out of range
Unimplemented trap

-8

SENoDB

No debugger installed

Control Err
Status Err
Read Err
WritErr
BadUnitErr
UnitEmptyErr

Driver error during Control operation
Driver error during Status operation
Driver error during Read operation
Driver error during Write operation
Bad unit number
No such entry in unit table

-1
-2

- 17
-18
-19
-20
-21
-22
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Name

Meaning

-23
-24
-25
-26
-27
-28

Open Err
Close Err
DRemovErr
DlnstErr
Abort Err
NotOpenErr

Driver error during Open operation
Driver error during Close operation
Attempt to remove an open driver
Attempt to install nonexistent driver
Driver operation aborted
Driver not open

-33
-34
-35
-36
-37
-38
-39
-40
-41
-42
-43
-44
-45
-46
-47
-48
-49
-50
-51
-52
-53
-54
-55
-56
-57
-58
-59
-60
-61

DirFulErr
DskFulErr
NSVErr
IOErr
BdNamErr
FNOpnErr
EOFErr
PosErr
MFulErr
TMFOErr
FNFErr
WPrErr
FLckdErr
VLckdErr
FBsyErr
OupFNErr
OpWrErr
ParamErr
RfNumErr
GFPErr
VolOfflinErr
Perm Err
VolOnlinErr
NSDrvErr
NoMacOskErr
ExtFSErr
FSRnErr
BadMDBErr
WrPermErr

Directory full
Disk full
No such volume
Disk 110 error
Bad name
File not open
Attempt to read past end-of-file
Attempt to position before start of file
Memory (system heap) full
Too many files open (more than 12)
File not found
Disk is write-protected
File locked
Volume locked
File busy
Duplicate file name
File already open for writing
Invalid parameter list
Invalid reference number
Error during GetFPos
Volume off-line
Permission violation
Volume already on-line
No such drive
Non-Macintosh disk
External file system
Unable to rename file
Bad master directory block
No write permission

-64
-65
-66
-67
-68
-69
-70
-71

NoOriveErr
OfflinErr
NoNybErr
NoAdrMkErr
DataVerErr
BadCksmErr
BadBtSlpErr
NoDtaMkErr

No such drive
Drive off-line
Can't find 5 nybbles
No address mark
Data read doesn't verify
Bad checksum (address mark)
Bad bit-slip nybbles (address mark)
No data mark

Number
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Error Codes
Name

Meaning

-72
-73
-74
-75
-76
-77

BadDCksum
BadDBtSlp
WrUnderrun
CantStepErr
TkOBadErr
lnitlWMErr

-78
-79
-80
-81

TwoSideErr
SpdAdjErr
SeekErr
SectNFErr

Bad checksum (data mark)
Bad bit-slip nybbles (data mark)
Write underrun
Can't step disk drive
Track O bad
Can't initialize disk chip ("Integrated
Wozniak Machine")
Two-sided operation on one-sided drive
Can't adjust disk speed
Seek to wrong track
Sector not found

-85
-86
-87
-88

ClkRdErr
ClkWrErr
PRWrErr
PRlnitErr

Error reading clock
Error writing clock
Error writing parameter RAM
Parameter RAM uninitialized

-89
-90

RcvrErr
Break Recd

Receiver error (serial communications)
Break received (serial communications)

-91

DDPSktErr

-92

DDPLenErr

-93
-94

No Bridge Err
LAPProtErr

-95
-97
- 98

ExcessCollsns
PortlnUse
PortNotCf

Socket error (AppleTalk, Datagram
Delivery Protocol)
Packet too long (AppleTalk, Datagram
Delivery Protocol)
No bridge found (AppleTalk)
Protocol error (AppleTalk, Link Access
Protocol)
Excessive collisions (AppleTalk)
Port already in use (AppleTalk)
Port not configured for this connection
(AppleTalk)

-99

MemROZError

Error in read-only zone

-100
- 102

NoScrapErr
NoTypeErr

No desk scrap
No item in scrap of requested type

- 108
-109
-110
-111
-112
-113
- 114
- 115
-116
-117

MemFullErr
NilHandleErr
MemAdrErr
MemWZErr
MemPurErr
MemAZErr
MemPCErr
MemBCErr
MemSCErr
MemLockedErr

No room; heap is full
Illegal operation on empty handle
Bad memory address
Illegal operation on free block
Illegal operation on locked block
Address not in heap zone
Pointer check failed
Block check failed
Size check failed
Attempt to move a Jocked block
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Name

Meaning

-120
-121
-122
-123

DlrNFErr
TMWDOErr
BadMovErr
WrgVolTypErr

Directory not found
Too many working directories open
Invalid move operation
Wrong volume type (not HFS)

-127

FSDSlntErr

Internal file system error

-192
-193
-194
-196
-198
-199

ResNotfound
ResFNotfound
AddResfailed
RmvResfalled
ResErrAttr
Map Read Err

Resource not found
Resource file not found
AddResource failed
RmveResource failed
Operation prohibited by resource attribute
Error reading resource map

-1024

NBPBuffOvr

-1025

NBPNoConflrm

-1026

NBPConfDiff

-1027

NBPDuplicate

-1028

NBPNotfound

-1029

NBPNISErr

Buffer overflow (AppleTalk, Name-Binding
Protocol)
Name not confirmed (AppleTalk, Name·
Binding Protocol)
Name confirmed for different socket
(AppleTalk, Name-Binding Protocol)
Name already exists (AppleTalk, Name·
Binding Protocol)
Name not found (AppleTalk, Name-Binding
Protocol)
Names information socket error (AppleTalk,
Name-Binding Protocol)

-1096
-1097
-1098
-1099

Reqfalled
TooManyReqs
TooManySkts
BadATPSkt

-1100
-1101
-1102
-1103

BadBuffNum
No Rel Err
CBNotfound
NoSendResp

-1104
-1105

NoDataArea
ReqAborted

-3101
-3102

Buf2Sma11Err
NoMPPError

-3103
-3104
-3105

CkSumErr
Extract Err
ReadQErr

Number

Request failed (AppleTalk)
Too many concurrent requests (AppleTalk)
Too many responding sockets (AppleTalk)
Bad responding socket (AppleTalk
Transaction Protocol)
Bad buffer number (AppleTalk)
No release received (AppleTalk)
Control block not found (AppleTalk)
AddResponse before SendResponse
(AppleTalk)
Too many outstanding calls (AppleTalk)
Request aborted (AppleTalk)
Buffer too small (AppleTalk)
Driver not installed (AppleTalk, Macintosh
Packet Protocol)
Bad checksum (AppleTalk)
No tuple in buffer (AppleTalk)
Invalid socket or protocol type (AppleTalk)
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Meaning

- 3106

ATPLenErr

- 3107

ATPBadRsp

- 3108
- 3109

RecNotFnd
SktClosedErr

Packet too long (AppleTalk Transaction
Protocol)
Bad response (AppleTalk Transaction
Protocol)
No AppleBus record (AppleTalk)
Socket closed (AppleTalk)

"Dire Straits" Errors
The following errors are reported directly to the user- not to the
r unning program- by t he "Dire Straits" Manager (officially called the
System Error Handler). Errors in this category are considered so
serious that recovery is impossible: the Toolbox simply displays a
"dire straits" alert box (the one with the bomb icon) on the screen,
forcing the user to restart the system. Some people insist that DS
really stands for "deep spaghetti," but most Macintosh programmers
prefer a more colorful term.
Number

Name

Meaning

6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

OS Bus Err
DSAddressErr
DSllllnstErr
DSZeroDivErr
DSChkErr
DSOvflowErr
DSPrivErr
DSTrace Err
DSLi neAErr
DSLineFErr
DSMiscErr
DSCoreErr
DSI RQErr
DSIOCoreErr
OS Load Err
DSFPErr

Bus error
Address error
Illegal instruction
Attempt to divide by zero
Check trap
Overflow trap
Privilege violation
Trace trap
"A emu lator" trap
"F emulator" trap
Miscellaneous hardware exception
Unimplemented core routine
Uninstalled interrupt
1/0 core error
Segment Loader error
Floating-point error

17
18
19
20
21
22

DSNoPackErr
DSNoPk1
DSNoPk2
DSNoPk3
DSNoPk4
DSNoPk5

Package
Package
Package
Package
Package
Package

1
2
3
4

5

0 not present
1

2
3
4
5

not
not
not
not
not

present
present
present
present
present
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Name

Meaning

23
24
25
26
27
28

DSNoPk6
DSNoPk7

Package 6 not present
Package 7 not present

DSMemFullErr
OS Bad Launch

Out of memory
Can't launch program

DSFSErr
DSStkNHeap

File system error
Stack/heap collision

30
31

OS Reinsert
DSNotTheOne

Ask user to reinsert disk
Wrong disk inserted

84

MenuPrgErr

Menu purged from heap

Number
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§0 ------SUilllllary of Trap
Macros and Trap
Words
Trap Macros
The following is an a lphabetical list of assembly-language trap
macros covered in both volumes of this book, with their correspond ing trap words. For routines belonging to t he standard packages, the
trap word shown is one of the eight package traps (_ PackOto _ Pack?)
and is followed by a routine selector in parentheses . Routin es
marked with an asterisk(*) are available only on the Macintosh Plus.
Trap
macro name

Trap
word

Reference
section

_ Add Pt
_Add Res Menu
_Add Resource
_ Alert
_ Allocate
_Append Menu

$A87E
$A94D
$A9AB
$A985
$A010
$A933

0:4.4.1)
01:4.3.3)
0:6.5.3)
01:7.4.2)
01:8.2.5)
01:4.3.1)

_ BackPat
_ BeginUpdate
_ BitAnd
_ BitClr
_BitNot

$A87C
$A922
$A858
$A85F
$A85A

0 :5.1.1)
01:3.4.1)
0:2.2.2)
0:2.2.1)
0:2.2.2)
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Trap
macro name

_ Bitar
_ BitSet
_ BitShift
_BitTst
_ BitXOr
_ BlockMove
_ BringToFront
_ Button
* _ CalcMask
_ CalcMenuSize
_ CautionAlert
_ Chain
_ Changed Resource
_ CharWidth
_ Checkltem
_ClearMenuBar
_ ClipRect
_ Close
_ CloseOeskAcc
_ CloseDialog
_ ClosePgon
_ ClosePicture
_ClosePort
_CloseResFile
_CloseRgn
_ CloseWindow
_ CmpString
_ CompactMem
_ CopyBits
* _CopyMask
_CopyRgn
_CouldAlert
_ CouldDialog
_ CountMltems
_ GountResources
_ CountTypes
* _ Count1 Resources
* _ Count1Types
_Create
_ Create ResFile
_CurResFile

Trap
word

Reference
section

$A85B
$A85E
$A85C
$A850
$A859
$A02E
$A920
$A974

0:2.2.2)
[1:2.2.1)
[1:2.2.2)
0:2.2.1)
[1:2.2.2)
0:3.2.6)
01:3.3.3)
01:2.4.2)

$A838
$A948
$A988
$A9F3
$A9AA
$A880
$A945
$A934
$A87B
$A001
$A9B7
$A982
$A8CC
$A8F4
$A870
$A99A
$A8DB
$A92D
$A03C
$A04C
$A8EC
$A817
$A8DC
$A989
$A979
$A950
$A99C
$A99E
$A80D
$A81C
$A008
$A9B1
$A994

0 :5.1.6)
[11:4.7.1)
[11 :7.4.2)
0:7.1.1)
0:6.5.2)
(1:8.3.4)
[11 :4.6.4)
[11:4.4.1)
(1:4.3.6)
[ll:8.2.2)
[11:4.5.2)
01:7.2.3)
0:4.1.4)
0:5.4.2)
0:4.3.2)
(1:6.2.1)
[1:4.1.6)
[11:3.2.3)
(1:2.1.2)
0:3.3.2)
0:5.1.2)
0:5.1.4)
(1:4.1.7)
[11 :7.5.3)
01 :7.5.3)
[ll:4.3.5]
(1:6.3.3)
0:6.3.3)
0:6.3.3)
(1:6.3.3)
[II:8.2.1]
[1:6.5.1)
0:6.2.2)
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Trap
macro name

Trap
word

Reference
section

_Date2Secs
_ Delay
_Delete
_Delete Menu
* _OelMenultem
_ DeltaPoint
_Detach Resource
_ DialogSelect
_ DIBadMount
_ DiffRgn
_ DI Format
_DI Load
_Disableltem
_ DisposControl
_ DisposDialog
_ DisposHandle
_DisposMenu
_DisposPtr
_Dispos Rgn
_ DisposWindow
_ DI Unload
_ OIVerify
_DIZero
_DragControl
_ OragWindow
_ DrawChar
_ DrawControls
_ DrawDialog
_ DrawGrowlcon
_DrawMenuBar
_DrawPicture
_Drawstring
_DrawText

$A9C7
$Ab38
$A009
$A936
$A952
$A94F
$A992
$A980
$A9E9
$A8E6
$A9E9
$A9E9
$A93A
$A955
$A983
$A023
$A932
$A01F
$A8D9
$A914
$A9E9
$A9E9
$A9E9
$A967
$A925
$A883
$A969
$A981
$A904
$A937
$A8F6
$A884
$A885

[1:2.4.3)
[11:2.7.1)
[11:8.2. 7)
[11:4.4.1)
[11:4.3.4)
[1:4.4.1)
[1:6.3.2)
[11:7.4.4)
[11:8.4.1)
[1:4.4.8)
[11:8.4.2)
[11:8.4.3)
[11:4.6.2)
[11:6.2.2)
[11:7.2.3)
[1:3.2.2)
[11:4.2.3)
(1:3.2.2)
(1 :4.1.6)
[11:3.2.3)
[11:8.4.3)
[11:8.4.2)
[II:8.4.2)
[II:6.4.3)
[11:3.5.4)
(1:8.3.3)
(11:6.3.1)
[II:7.4. l)
[II:3.3.4)
[II:4.4.3)
(1:5.4.3)
[1:8.3.3)
(1:8.3.3)

_ Eject
_ EmptyHandle
_ EmptyRect
_EmptyRgn
_Enableltem
_End Update
_ EqualPt
_ EqualRect
_ EqualRgn

$A017
$A028
$A8AE
$A8E2
$A939
$A923
$A881
$A8A6
$A8E3

(0)
(6)
(2)

(4)
(8)
(10)

[Il:8.l.3)
[1:3.3 .3)
[1:4.4.4)
(1:4.4.7)
[Il:4.6.2]
[II:3.4.1)
[1:4.4.1)
[1:4.4.5)
(1:4.4.8)
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Trap
word

Reference
section

_EraseArc
_ Erasedval
_ ErasePoly
_ EraseRect
_ Erase Rgn
_ EraseRoundRect
_ErrorSound
_ EventAvail
_ExitToShell

$A8CO
$A889
$A8C8
$A8A3
$A8D4
$A882
$A98C
$A971
$A9F4

[1:5.3.5)
[1:5.3.4)
[1:5.3.6)
[1:5.3.2)
[1:5.3 .7)
[1:5.3.3]
[11:7.5.1]
[II:2.2.l]
[1:7.1.3]

_ FillArc
_ FillOval
_Fill Poly
_ FillRect
_ FillRgn
_ FillRoundRect
_ FindControl
* _ FindDltem
_FindWindow
* _ FixATan2
* _ FixDiv
_ FixM ul
_ FixRatio
_ FixRound
* _ Fix2Frac
* _Fix2Long
_Flash Menu Bar
_ Flush Events
_Flush Vol
* _FontMetrics
* _FracCos
* _ FracDiv
* _ FracMul
* _ FracSi n
* _FracSqrt
• _Frac2Fix
_FrameArc
_FrameOval
_FramePoly
_FrameRect
_FrameRgn
_FrameRoundRect
_FreeAlert

$A8C2
$A8BB
$A8CA
$A8A5
$A8D6
$A8B4
$A96C
$A984
$A92C
$A818
$A84D
$A868
$A869
$A86C
$A841
$A840
$A94C
$A032
$A013
$A835
$A847
$A848
$A84A
$A848
$A849
$A842
$ABBE
$A887
$A8C6
$A8A1
$A8D2
$A880
$A98A

():5.3.5]
[1:5.3.4)
[1:5.3.6)
[1:5.3.2)
[1:5.3. 7)
[1:5.3.3)
[II:6.4.l)
[II:7.3.4)
[II:3.5.l)
[1:2.3.6)
[1:2.3.2)
[1:2.3.2)
():2.3.2)
[1:2.3.1)
[1:2.3.3)
[1:2.3.1)
[ll:4.7.2)
[II:2.3.1]
[ll:8.1.3)
():8.2.6)
[1:2.3.6)
[1:2.3.4)
[1:2.3.4)
[1:2.3.6]
[1:2.3.4]
[1:2.3.3]
[1:5.3.5)
[1:5.3.4)
[1:5.3.6]
[1:5.3.2]
[1:5.3. 7]
[1:5.3.3]
[ll:7.5.3]

Trap
macro name
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Trap
macro name

Trap
word

Refere nce
section

_Free Dialog
_ FreeMem
_ FrontWindow

$A97A
$A01C
$A924

[II:7.5.3)
0:3.3.1)
[II :3.3.3)

_GetAppParms
_GetClip
_GetCRefCon
_GetCTitle
_ GetCtlAction
_ GetCtlValue
_GetCursor
_GetDltem
_GetEOF
_ GetFilelnfo
_ GetFName
_GetFNum
_ GetFontlnfo
_GetFPos
_ GetHandleSize
_GetlndResource
_GetlndType
_ Getltem
_GetlText
_ Getltmlcon
_ GetltmMark
_ GetltmStyle
_ GetKeys
_ GetMaxCtl
_ GetMenuBar
_ GetM Handle
_GetMinCtl
_ GetMouse
_GetNamedResource
_ GetNewControl
_ GetNewDialog
_GetNewMBar
_ GetNewWindow
_ GetNextEvent
_ GetPattern
_GetPen
_ GetPenState
_ Get Picture
_GetPixel

$A9F5
$A87A
$A95A
$A95E
$A96A
$A960
$A9B9
$A98D
$A011
$AOOC
$A8FF
$A900
$A88B
$A018
$A025
$A99D
$A99F
$A946
$A990
$A93F
$A943
$A941
$A976
$A962
$A93B
$A949
$A961
$A972
$A9A1
$A9BE
$A97C
$A9CO
$A9BD
$A970
$A9B8
$A89A
$A898
$A9BC
$A865

0:7.3.4)
0:4.3.6)
01 :6.2.3)
[II :6.2.3)
[II:6.4.2)
01 :6.2.4)
01 :2.5.2)
01:7.3.1)
[II :8.2.5)
0:7.3.3)
0:8.2.5)
0:8.2.5)
0:8.2.6)
01 :8.2.4)
0:3.2.3)
U:G.3 .3)

0:6.3.3)
01 :4.6.1)
01:7.3 .2)
01 :4.6.5)
01 :4.6.4)
01:4.6.3)
01 :2.6.1)
01 :6.2.4)
01:4.4.4)
01 :4.4.5)
01 :6.2.4)
01:2.4.1)
0 :6.3.1)
01:6.2.1)
01 :7.2.2)
01:4.4.2)
01:3.2.2)
01:2.2.1)
[1:5.1.1)
0:5.2.4)
[1 :5.2.1)
0:5.4.2)
0:4.2.3)
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Trap
macro name

Trap
word

Reference
section

_GetPort
_ GetPtrSize
_ GetResAttrs
_ GetResFileAttrs
_GetReslnfo
_ GetResou rce
_GetRMenu
_GetScrap
_GetString
_GetVol
_GetVollnfo
_ GetWindowPic
_GetWMgrPort
_ GetWRefCon
_GetWTitle
* _ Get1 lxResource
* _Get1 lxType
* _Get1 Named Resource
* _ Get1 Resource
_GlobalTolocal
_ GrafDevice
_GrowWindow

$A874
$A021
$A9A6
$A9F6
$A9A8
$A9AO
$A9BF
$A9FD
$A9BA
$A014
$A007
$A92F
$A910
$A917
$A919
$A80E
$A80F
$A820
$A81F
$A871
$A872
$A92B

0:4.3.3]
0:3.2.3]
0:6.4.2]
0:6.6.2]
0:6.4.1]
0:6.3.1]
lll:4.2.2]
0:7.4.3]
0:8.1.2]
lll:8.1.2]
01:8.1.1]
lll:3.4.3]
lll:3.6.1]
lll:3.2.4]
lll:3.2.4]
0:6.3.3]
0:6.3.3]
0:6.3.1]
0:6.3.1]
0:4.4.2]
0:8.3.2]
lll:3.5.4]

_HandAndHand
_ HandToHand
* _HClrRbit
* _ HGetState
_ HideControl
_ HideCursor
* _ HideDltem
_HidePen
_HideWindow
_ HiliteControl
_HiliteMenu
_HiliteWindow
_HiWord
_Hlock
_HNoPurge
_ HomeResFile
_HPurge
* _HSetRBit
* _HSetState
_HUnlock

$A9E4
$A9E1
$A068
$A069
$A958
$A852
$A827
$A896
$A916
$A95D
$A938
$A91C
$A86A
$A029
$A04A
$A9A4
$A049
$A067
$A06A
$A02A

0:3.2.7]
0:3.2.6]
0:3.2.4]
0:3.2.4]
01:6.3.1]
01:2.5.3]
lll:7.3.3]
0:5.2.3]
01:3.3.1]
lll:6.3.3]
01:4.5.4]
01:3.3.4]
0:2.2.3]
0:3.2.4]
0:3.2.4]
0:6.4.3]
0:3.2.4]
0:3.2.4)
0:3.2.4]
0:3.2.4]
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Trap
macro name

Trap
word

Reference
section

_ lnfoScrap
_ lnitAllPacks
_ lnitCursor
_ lnitDlalogs
_ lnitFonts
_l nitGraf
_ lnitMenus
_ lnitPack
_lnitPort
_ lnitWindows
_lnsertMenu
_ lnsertResMenu
_lnsetRect
_lnsetRgn
* _lnsMenultem
_lnvalRect
_lnvalRgn
_lnverRect
_ lnverRgn
_I nverRou nd Rect
_lnvertArc
_ InvertOval
_I nvertPoly
_ lsDialogEvent
_I UDateString
_I UTimeString

$/\9F9
$A9E6
$A850
$A97B
$A8FE
$A86E
$A930
$A9E5
$A86D
$A912
$A935
$A951
$A8A9
$A8E1
$A826
$A928
$A927
$A8A4
$A8D5
$A8B3
$A8C1
$A8BA
$A8C9
$A97F
$A9ED (0)
$A9ED (2)

[1:7.4.2)
[1:7.2.2)
[II:2.5.2]
(II:7.2.1]
(1:8.2.4)
[1:4.3.1)
[li:4.2.l]
[1:7.2.2)
[1:4.3.2)
(II:3.2.l]
[ll:4.4.l]
[li:4.3.3]
[1:4.4.4)
(1:4.4. 7)
[ll:4.3.1]
[11:3.4.2)
[11:3.4.2)
(1:5.3.2)
[1:5.3. 7)
[1:5.3.3)
[I:S.3.5]
(1:5.3.4)
[l:S.3.6)
[11:7.4.4)
[1:2.4.4)
[1:2.4.4)

_ Kil IControls
_Kill Picture
_KillPoly

$A956
$A8F5
$A8CD

[11:6.2.2)
[l:S.4.2)
(1:4.1.4)

_ Launch
_Line
_ LineTo
_LoadSeg
_LocalToGlobal
_ LodeScrap
_Long Mui
* _Long2Fix
_LoWord

$A9F2
$A892
$A891
$A9FO
$A870
$A9FB
$A867
$A83F
$A86B

[1:7.1.1)
[I:S.2.4)
(1:5.2.4)
(1:7.1.2]
[1:4.4.2)
[1:7.4.4)
[1:2.3.5]
[1:2.3.l]
0:2.2.3)

$A8FC
$A8F9

0:4.4.9)
[1:4.4.9)

_ MapPoly
_ Map Pt
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Trap
macro name

Trap
word

Reference
section

_MapRect
_MapRgn
* _ MaxApplZone
* _MaxBlock
_MaxMem
* _MaxSizeRsrc
* _MeasureText
_MenuKey
_Menu Select
_Modal Dialog
_More Masters
_MountVol
_Move
_ MoveControl
* _MoveHHI
_MovePortTo
_MoveTo
_ MoveWindow
_Munger

$A8FA
$A8FB
$A063
$A061
$A11D
$A821
$A837
$A93E
$A93D
$A991
$A036
$AOOF
$A894
$A959
$A064
$A877
$A893
$A91B
$A9EO

(1:4.4.9)
(1:4.4.9)
(1:3.3.4)
(1:3.3.1]
(1:3.3.2)
(1:6.4.3]
(1:8.3.4)
[11:4.5.1)
[11:4.5.1)
[11:7.4.3)
(1:3.2.5)
[11:8.1.3)
(1:5.2.4)
[11:6.3.2)
(1:3.2.5)
(1:4.3.5)
[1:5.2.4]
[11:3.3.2)
[11:5.5.6)

_ NewControl
_NewDlalog
* _ NewEmptyHandle
_NewHandle
_NewMenu
_NewPtr
_NewRgn
_NewString
_NewWindow
_NoteAlert
_NumToStrlng

$A954
$A97D
$A166
$A122
$A931
$A11E
$A8D8
$A906
$A913
$A987
$A9EE (0)

[11:6.2.1)
[11:7.2.2)
(1:3.2.1]
(1:3.2.1]
[11:4.2.2)
(1:3.2.1)
[1:4.1.6]
(1:8.1.2)
[11:3.2.2)
[11:7.4.2)
(1:2.3.7)

$A856
$A035
$A8CE
$A8A8
$A8EO
$AOOO
$A9B6
$A8F3
$A8CB
$A86F
$A997

[11:2.5.4]
[11:8.1.3)
(1:4.4.6)
(1:4.4.4]
(1:4.4.7]
[11:8.2.2)
[11:4.5.2)
(1:5.4.2)
[1:4.1.4]
[1:4.3.2)
(1:6.2.1)

_QbscureCursor
_Off line
_Offset Poly
_ OffsetRect
_OfsetRgn
_Open
_QpenDeskAcc
_Open Picture
_Open Poly
_Open Port
_OpenResflle
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Trap
macro name

_Open RF
_OpenRgn
_PackO
_Pack1
_Pack2
_Pack3
_Pack4
_Packs
_Pack6
_Pack?
* _Pack8
* _Pack9
* _Pack10
* _Pack11
* _Pack12
* _Pack13
* _Pack14
* _Pack15
_PaintArc
_PaintOval
_PaintPoly
_PaintRect
_PaintRgn
_ PaintRoundRect
_ParamText
_Pen Mode
_Pen Normal
_Pen Pat
_PenSize
_PinRect
_PortSize
_PostEvent
_Pt2Rect
_PtlnRect
_PtlnRgn
_PtrAndHand
_PtrToHand
_PtrToXHand
_PtToAngle
_PurgeMem
* _PurgeSpace
_PutScrap

Trap
word

Reference
section

$AOOA
$A8DA

[11:8.2 .2)
[1:4 .1.6)

$A9E7
$A9E8
$A9E9
$A9EA
$A9EB
$A9EC
$A9ED
$A9EE
$A816
$A82B
$A82C
$A82D
$A82E
$A82F
$A830
$A831
$A8BF
$A888
$A8C7
$A8A2
$A8D3
$A881
$A98B
$A89C
$A89E
$A89D
$A89B
$A94E
$A876
$A02F
$A8AC
$A8AD
$A8E8
$A9EF
$A9E3
$A9E2
$A8C3
$A04D
$A162
$A9FE

[1:7.2.1)
[1:7.2.1)
[1:7.2.1)
[1:7.2.1)
[1:7.2.1)
[1:7.2 .1)
[1:7.2.1)
[1:7.2.1)
[1:7.2.1)
[1:7.2.1)
[1:7.2.1)
[1:7.2.1)
[1:7.2.1)
[1:7.2.1)
[1:7.2. 1)
[1:7.2.1)
[1:5.3.5)
[1:5.3.4)
[1:5.3.6)
[1:5.3.2)
[1:5.3.7)
[1:5.3.3)
[11:7.4.6)
[1:5.2.2)
[1:5.2.2)
[1:5.2.2)
[1:5.2.2]
[1:4.4.3)
[1:4.3.5)
[11:2.3.2)
[1:4.1.2)
[1:4.4.3)
[1:4.4.3)
[1:3.2.7)
[1:3.2.6)
[1:3.2.6)
[1:5.3.5]
[1:3.3.2)
[1:3.3.1)
[1:7.4.3)
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macro name

Trap
word

Reference
section

_Random
_ Read
_ RealFont
_ ReallocHandle
_ RecoverHandle
_ RectlnRgn
_RectRgn
_ Release Resource
* _ RelString
_ Rename
_ Res Error
_ ResrvMem
_ RmveResource
_ RstFilLock

$A861
$A002
$A902
$A027
$A128
$A8E9
$A8DF
$A9A3
$A050
$AOOB
$A9AF
$A040
$A9AD
$A042

[1 :2.3.8)
[11:8.2.3)
[1:8.2.5)
[1 :3.3.3)
[1 :3.2.1)
[1:4.4.3)
[1:4.1.7]
[1:6.3.2)
[1 :2.1.2)
[11:8.2.7)
[1:6.6.1)
[1:3.2.5)
[1:6.5.3)
[11:8.2.6)

_Scale Pt
_ScrollRect
_Secs2Date
_SectRect
_SectRgn
* _ SeedFill
_ SelectWindow
_Sell Text
_ Send Behind
_ SetAppllimit
_ SetClip
_SetCRefCon
_ SetCTitle
_ SetCtlAction
_SetCtlValue
_ SetCursor
_SetDateTime
_ SetDltem
_SetEmptyRgn
_ SetEOF
_SetFilelnfo
_ SetFilLock
_ SetFontLock
_SetFPos
* _SetFScaleDisable
_ SetHandleSize
_ Set Item
_ SetlText

$A8F8
$A8EF
$A9C6
$A8AA
$A8E4
$A839
$A91F
$A97E
$A921
$A020
$A879
$A95B
$A95F
$A96B
$A963
$A851
$A03A
$A98E
$A800
$A012
$AOOO
$A041
$A903
$A044
$A834
$A024
$A947
$A98F

[1:4.4.9)
[1:5.1.5)
[1:2.4.3)
[1:4.4.5)
(l:4.4.8)
[1:5.1.6)
[11 :3.5.2)
[ll:7.3.2)
0!:3.3.3]
[1:3.3.4)
0:4.3.6)
[II:6.2.3]
0!:6.2.3)
[II:6.4.2]
[11:6.2.4]
[11:2.5.2]
0:2.4.1]
01:7.3.1]
0:4.1.7]
01:8.2.5]
[1 :7.3.3]
[11 :8.2.6]
[1:8.2.7]
01:8.2.4]
[1:8.2.8]
[1:3.2.3]
0!:4.6.1]
[11:7.3.2]
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Trap
macro name

Trap
word

Reference
section

_ Setltmlcon
_ SetltmMark
_SetltmStyle
_SetMaxCtl
_Set Menu Bar
_SetMFlash
_SetMinCtl
_SetOri gin
_SetPBits
_Set Pen State
_Set Port
_SetPt
_ SetPtrSize
_ SetRecRgn
_SetRect
_ SetResAttrs
_ SetResFileAttrs
_SetResl nfo
_SetResPurge
_SetString
_SetVol
_SetWindowPic
_SetWRefCon
_SetWTitle
_SFGetFile
_SFPutFile
_ShieldCursor
_ShowControl
_ShowCursor
* _ShowDltem
_ShowHide
_ShowPen
_ShowWindow
_SizeControl
_SizeRsrc
_SizeWindow
_SpaceExtra
* _StackSpace
_Still Down
_StopAlert
_StringToNum
_StringWidth
_Stuff Hex

$A940
$A944
$A942
$A965
$A93C
$A94A
$A964
$A878
$A875
$A899
$A873
$A880
$A020
$A8DE
$A8A7
$A9A7
$A9F7
$A9A9
$A993
$A907
$A015
$A92E
$A918
$A91A
$A9EA (2)
$A9EA (1)
$A855
$A957
$A853
$A828
$A908
$A897
$A915
$A95C
$A9A5
$A91D
$A88E
$A065
$A973
$A986
$A9EE (1)
$A88C
$A866

[II:4.6.5)
[II:4.6.4)
[II:4.6.3)
[II:6.2.4)
[II:4.4.4)
[II:4. 7.2)
p.I:6.2.4)
(1:4.3.4)
(1:4.3.4)
(1:5.2.1)
(1:4.3.3)
[I :4.1.1)
(1:3.2.3)
(1:4.1. 7)
(1:4.1.2)
(1:6.4.2)
(1:6.6.2)
(1:6.4.1)
(1:6.5.5)
(1:8.1.2)
[II:8.l.2)
[II:3 .4.3)
[ll:3.2.4)
(11:3.2.4)
[II:8.3.2)
[II:8.3.3)
[II:2.5.4)
(11:6.3.1)
[II:2.5.3)
[II:7.3.3)
[ll:3.3.l)
(1:5.2.3)
[II:3.3.l)
[ll:6.3.2)
(1:6.4.3)
[II:3.3.2)
(1:8.3.2)
(1:3.3.4)
[ll:2.4.2)
(11:7.4.2)
(1:2.3. 7)
(1:8.3.4)
(1:2.2.4)
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Trap
word

Reference
section

_Sub Pt
_ Sys Beep
_Sys Edit
_SystemClick
_System Task

$A87F
$A9C8
$A9C2
$A9B3
$A9B4

[1:4.4.1)
[11:2.8.1)
[11:4.5.3)
[11:3.5.3)
[11:2. 7.2)

_ TEActivate
* _ TEAutoView
_ TECalText
_ TEClick
_ TECopy
_ TECut
_ TEDeactivate
_ TEDelete
_ TEDispose
_ TEGetText
_ TEldle
_TEI nit
_ TElnsert
_ TEKey
_ TENew
_ TEPaste
* _ TEPinScroll
_ TEScroll
* _ TESelView
_ TESetJust
_ TESetSelect
_ TESetText
_ TestControl
_ TEUpdate
_ TextBox
_ TextFace
_ TextFont
_ TextMode
_ TextSize
_ TextWidth
_ TickCount
* _ TrackBox
_ TrackControl
_ TrackGoAway

$A9D8
$A813
$A9DO
$A9D4
$A9D5
$A9D6
$A9D9
$A9D7
$A9CD
$A9CB
$A9DA
$A9CC
$A9DE
$A9DC
$A9D2
$A9DB
$A812
$A9DD
$A811
$A9DF
$A9D1
$A9CF
$A966
$A9D3
$A9CE
$A888
$A887
$A889
$A88A
$A886
$A975
$A83B
$A968
$A91E

[11:5.4.3)
[11:5 .3.3)
[II:5 .3.1)
[11:5 .4.1)
[II:5.5 .2)
[11:5 .5.2)
[II:5.4.3)
01:5.5.3]
[II:5.2.2)
[II :5.2.3]
[11:5.4.3]
[II:5.2.1]
[II:5 .5.3)
lll:5 .5.1]
[ll:5.2.2]
[11:5 .5.2]
[11:5 .3.3]
[11:5.3.3]
[ll:5.3.3)
[11:5.3.1]
[11:5.4.2)
[11:5.2.3)
[ll:G.4.1]
[II:5.3.2)
[ll:5.3.2)
ll:8.3.2]
[1:8.3.2)
[1:8.3.2)
ll:8.3.2]
[1:8.3.4)
[II:2.7.1)
[II:3 .5.4]
[II:G.4.2]
[11:3.5.4)

$A8AB
$A8E5

(1:4.4.5]
[1:4.4.8)

Trap
macro name

_ UnionRect
_UnionRgn
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Trap
macro name

Trap
word

Reference
section

_ Unique lD
* _ Unique1 ID
_UnloadSeg
_ UnlodeScrap
_UnmountVol
_UpdateResFile
* _ UpdtControls
* _UpdtDialog
_ UprString
_UseResFile

$A9C1
$A810
$A9F1
$A9FA
$AOOE
$A999
$A953
$A978
$A854
$A998

0:6.5 .3)
0:6.5.3)
0: 7.1.2)
0:7.4.4)
01:8.1.3)
0:6.5.4)
[ll:6.3.1]
[ll:7.4.1]
0:2.1.2)
0:6.2.2)

_ValidRect
_ValidRgn

$A92A
$A929

[U:3.4.2]
[U:3.4.2]

_ WaitMouseUp
_Write
_Write Resource

$A977
$A003
$A9BO

[U:2.4.2]
[U:8.2.3]
0:6.5.4)

_ XOrRgn

$A8E7

0:4.4.8)

$A9FC
$A83A

0:7.4.3)
01:3.3.2)

_ ZeroScrap
* _ZoomWindow

Trap Words
Here is the same list sorted numerically by trap word. Again, routine
selectors are given in parentheses following the trap word for routines belonging to the standard packages , and routines marked with
an asterisk (*) are available only on the Macintosh Plus.
Trap
word

$AOOO
$A001
$A002
$A003
$A007
$A008
$A009
$AOOA
$AOOB

Trap
macro name

Reference
section

_Open
_Close
_Read
_Write
_GetVollnfo
_Create
_Delete
_Open RF
_Rename

[U:8.2.2]
[U:8.2.2]
[U:8.2.3]
[U:8.2.3]
[U:8.1.1]
[U:8.2.1]
[U:8.2.7]
OI:8.2.2J
[ll:8.2.7]
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Trap
macro name

Reference
section

$AOOC
$AOOD
$AOOE
$AOOF

_GetFilelnfo
_SetFilelnfo
_UnmountVol
_MountVol

[1:7.3.3)
[1:7.3.3)
[II:S.1.3)
[II:S.1.3)

$A010
$A011
$A012
$A013
$A014
$A015
$A017
$A018
$A01C
$A11D
$A11E
$A01F

_Allocate
_GetEOF
_SetEOF
_Flush Vol
_GetVol
_SetVol
_Eject
_GetFPos
_FreeMem
_MaxMem
_NewPtr
_DisposPtr

$A020
$A021
$A122
$A023
$A024
$A025
$A027
$A128
$A029
$A02A
$A02B
$A02D
$A02E
$A02F

_SetPtrSize
_ GetPtrSize
_NewHandle
_ DisposHandle
_ SetHandleSize
_ GetHandleSize
_ ReallocHandle
_ RecoverHandle
_Hlock
_Hunlock
_EmptyHandle
_SetAppllimit
_Block Move
_PostEvent

[1:3.2.3)
[1:3.2.3)
[1:3.2.1)
[1:3.2.2)
[1:3.2.3)
[1:3.2.3)
[1:3.3.3)
[1:3.2.1)
[1:3.2.4)
[1:3.2.4)
[1:3.3.3)
[1:3.3.4)
[1:3.2.6)
[II:2.3.2]

$A032
$A035
$A036
$A03A
$A03B
$A03C

_Flush Events
_Off line
_More Masters
_SetDateTime
_Delay
_CmpString

(ll:2.3.1]
[II:S.1.3)
[1:3.2.5)
0:2.4.1]
[II:2.7.1]
[1:2.1.2)

$A040
$A041
$A042

_ResrvMem
_SetFillock
_RstFillock

0:3.2.5)
[11:8.2.6)
[II:S.2.6)

Trap
word

[II:S.2.5)
(ll:S.2.5)
[II:S.2.5)
[II:S.1.3)
. [II:S.1.2)
[II:S.1.2]
[II:S.1.3]
[II:S.2.4)
[1:3.3.1]
[1:3.3.2) /
[1:3.2.1)
[1:3.2.2)
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_SetFPos
_HPurge
_HNoPurge
_CompactMem
_PurgeMem

[II:8.2.4)
0:3.2.4)
[1:3.2.4)
0 :3.3.2)
[1:3.3.2)

*$A050

_ RelString

0 :2.1.2)

*$A061
*$A162
*$A063
*$A064
*$A065
*$A166
*$A067
*$A068
*$A069
*$A06A

_MaxBlock
_PurgeSpace
_MaxApplZone
_ MoveHHi
_StackSpace
_NewEmptyHandle
_HSetRBit
_HClrRBit
_HGetState
_HSetState

0:3.3.1)
0 :3.3.1)
0 :3.3.4)
0:3.2.5)
0 :3.3.4)
0:3.2.1)
0 :3.2.4)
0 :3.2.4)
[1:3.2.4)
0 :3.2.4)

*$A80D
*$A80E
*$A80F

_Count1 Resources
_ Get1 lxResource
_Get1 lxType

0 :6.3.3)
0:6.3.3)
0 :6.3.3)

*$A810
*$A811
*$A812
*$A813
*$A816
*$A817
*$A818
*$A81C
*$A81F

_Unique11D
_TESelView
_ TEPinScroll
_ TEAutoView
_Pack8
_CopyMask
_FixATan2
_Count Hypes
_Get1 Resource

0 :6.5.3)
[II:5.3.3]
[II:5.3.3)
[II:5.3.3)
0:7.2.1)
[1:5.1.4)
[1:2.3.6)
[1:6.3.3)
0:6.3.1)

*$A820
*$A821
*$A826
*$A827
*$A828
*$A82B
*$A82C
*$A82D
*$A82E
*$A82F

_Get1 NamedResource
_ MaxSizeRsrc
_lnsMenultem
_HideDltem
_ShowDltem
_ Pack9
_Pack10
_Pack11
_Pack12
_Pack13

0:6.3.1)
[1:6.4.3)
[II:4.3.1)
[II:7.3.3]
[11 :7.3.3)
[1:7.2.1)
0:7.2.1)
[1:7.2.1)
[1:7.2.1)
[1:7.2.1)

$A044
$A049
$A04A
$A04C
$A04D
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*$A830
*$A831
*$A834
*$A835
*$A837
*$A838
*$A839
*$A83A
*$A83B
*$A83F

_Pack14
_Pack15
_SetFScaleDisable
_FontMetrics
_MeasureText
_CalcMask
_Seed Fiii
_ZoomWindow
_ TrackBox
_Long2Fix

Ll:7.Z.1]
0:7.2.1]
0:8.2.8]
Ll:8.Z.6]
[1:8.3.4]
[1:5.1.6]
0:5.1.6]
[Il:3.3 ..2]
[Il:3.5.4]
Ll:2.3.1]

*$A840
*$A841
*$A842
*$A847
*$A848
*$A849
*$A84A
*$A84B
*$A84D

_Flx2Long
_Flx2Frac
_Frac2Flx
_FracCos
_FracSln
_FracSqrt
_FracMul
_FracDiv
_FlxDlv

Ll:Z.3.1]
0:.2.3.3]
Ll:.2.3.3]
Ll:2.3.6]
Ll:.2.3.6]
Ll:2.3.4]
Ll:2.3.4]
Ll:2.3.4]
0:.2.3.2]

$A850
$A851
$A852
$A853
$A854
$A855
$A856
$A858
$A859
$A85A
$A85B
$A85C
$A850
$A85E
$A85F

_ lnltCursor
_SetCursor
_ HldeCursor
_ShowCursor
_UprStrlng
_ ShleldCursor
_QbscureCursor
_BltAnd
_BltXOr
_BltNot
_BltOr
_BltShlft
_BltTst
_BltSet
_BltClr

[Il:2.5.2]
llI:2.5.2]
llI:2.5.3]
[Il:2.5.3]
0:2.1.2]
[Il:2.5.4]
llI:2.5.4]
O:Z.2.2]
O:Z.Z.2]
[l:Z.Z.2]
0:2.2.2]
O:Z.2.2]
0:2.Z.1]
0:2.2.1]
0:2.2.1]

$A861
$A865
$A866
$A867
$A868
$A869

_Random
_GetPlxel
_Stuff Hex
_Long Mui
_FlxMul
_FixRatlo

0:2.3.8]
0:4.2.3]
0:2.2.4]
0:2.3.5]
0:2.3.2]
0:2.3.2]
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$A86A
$A86B
$A86C
$A86D
$A86E
$A86F

_ HiWord
_ LoWord
_FixRound
_ lnitPort
_lnitGraf
_Open Port

[1:2.2.3]
[1:2.2.3]
[1:2.3.1]
[1:4.3.2]
[1:4.3.1]
[1:4.3.2]

$A870
$A871
$A872
$A873
$A874
$A875
$A876
$A877
$A878
$A879
$A87A
$A87B
$A87C
$A87D
$A87E
$A87F

_ LocalToGlobal
_GlobalToLocal
_GrafDevice
_SetPort
_GetPort
_SetPBits
_PortSize
_MovePortTo
_SetOrigin
_SetClip
_GetClip
_ClipRect
_BackPat
_ClosePort
_Add Pt
_SubPt

[1:4.4.2]
[1:4.4.2]
[1:8.3.2]
[1:4.3.3]
[1:4.3.3]
[1:4.3.4]
[1:4.3.5]
[1:4.3.5]
[1:4.3.4]
[1:4.3.6]
[1:4.3.6]
[1:4.3.6]
[1:5.1.1]
[1:4.3.2]
[1:4.4.1]
[1:4.4.1]

$A880
$A881
$A883
$A884
$A885
$A886
$A887
$A888
$A889
$A88A
$A88B
$A88C
$A88D
$A88E

_SetPt
_EqualPt
_DrawChar
_Drawstring
_DrawText
_ TextWidth
_ TextFont
_ TextFace
_ TextMode
_ TextSize
_GetFontlnfo
_StringWidth
_CharWidth
_Space Extra

[1:4.1.1]
[1:4.4.1]
[1:8.3.3]
[1:8.3.3]
[1:8.3.3]
[l:8.3.4]
[l:8.3.2]
[1:8.3.2]
[l:8.3.2]
[1:8.3.2]
[l:8.2.6]
[1:8.3.4]
[l:8.3.4]
[1:8.3.2]

$A891
$A892
$A893
$A894

_LineTo
_Line
_MoveTo
_Move

[1:5.2.4]
[l:5.2.4]
[l:5.2.4]
[1:5.2.4]
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$AB96
$AB97
$AB9B
$AB99
$AB9A
$AB9B
$AS9C
$AB9D
$AB9E

_ HidePen
_ ShowPen
_ GetPenState
_ SetPenState
_ GetPen
_PenSize
_ Pen Mode
_ Pen Pat
_ Pen Normal

0:5.2.3]
0:5.2.3]
0:5.2.1]
0:5.2.1]
0:5.2.4]
0:5.2.2]
0:5.2.2]
0:5.2.2]
0:5.2.2]

$ASA1
$ABA2
$ABA3
$ASA4
$ASA5
$ASA6
$ASA7
$ASAB
$ASA9
$ASAA
$ABAB
$ASAC
$ASAD
$ASAE

_ FrameRect
_ PaintRect
_ EraseRect
_ lnverRect
_ FillRect
_ EqualRect
_SetRect
_Offset Rect
_lnsetRect
_ SectRect
_UnionRect
_Pt2Rect
_ PtlnRect
_ EmptyRect

[I:5.3.2]
[I:5.3.2]
[I:5.3.2]
[I:5.3.2]
[I :5.3.2]
[I:4.4.5]
[I:4. l.2]
0:4.4.4]
[I:4.4.4]
0:4.4.5]
[I:4.4.5]
0:4.1.2]
[I :4.4.3]
[1:4.4.4]

$ASBO
$ASB1
$ABB2
$ABB3
$ABB4
$ABB7
$ABBS
$ABB9
$ABBA
$ABBB
$ABBE
$ABBF

_ FrameRoundRect
_PaintRoundRect
_ EraseRoundRect
_ InverRou nd Rect
_ FillRoundRect
_ FrameOval
_ PaintOval
_ EraseOval
_lnvertOval
_FillOval
_ FrameArc
_ PaintArc

[I:5.3.3]
ll:5.3.3]
ll :5.3.3]
[I:5.3.3]
0:5.3.3]
ll:5.3.4]
(1:5.3.4]
[1 :5.3.4)
[1:5.3.4]
ll:5.3.4)
ll:5.3.5)
[1:5.3.5]

$ABCO
$ASC1
$ABC2
$ABC3
$ABC6

_ EraseArc
_ lnvertArc
_ FillArc
_ PtToAngle
_Frame Poly

ll:5.3.5]
[1:5.3.5)
0:5.3.5]
[1:5.3.5)
[1:5.3.6]
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$A8C7
$A8C8
$A8C9
$A8CA
$A8CB
$A8CC
$A8CD
$A8CE

_PaintPoly
_ErasePoly
_ InvertPoly
_ FillPoly
_ OpenPoly
_ClosePgon
_Kill Poly
_ Offset Poly

(1:5.3.6]
(1:5.3.6]
(1:5.3.6]
(1:5.3.6]
(1:4.1.4]
(1:4.1.4]
(1:4.1.4]
(1:4.4 .6]

$A802
$A803
$A8D4
$A805
$A806
$A8D8
$A809
$A8DA
$A8DB
$A8DC
$A8DD
$A8DE
$A8DF

_FrameRgn
_ PaintRgn
_EraseRgn
_lnverRgn
_FillRgn
_NewRgn
_DisposRgn
_ OpenRgn
_CloseRgn
_CopyRgn
_ SetEmptyRgn
_SetRecRgn
_ RectRgn

(1:5.3. 7]
(1:5.3. 7]
(1:5.3. 7]
(1:5.3.7]
(1:5.3. 7]
(1:4.1.6]
(1:4.1.6]
(1:4.1.6]
(1:4.1.6]
(1:4.1.7]
(1:4.1. 7]
(1:4.1.7]
(1:4.1. 7]

$A8EO
$A8E1
$A8E2
$A8E3
$A8E4
$A8E5
$A8E6
$A8E7
$A8E8
$A8E9
$A8EC
$A8EF

_ OfsetRgn
_ lnsetRgn
_EmptyRgn
_EqualRg n
_SectRgn
_UnionRgn
_OiffRgn
_XOrRgn
_PtlnRgn
_ RectlnRgn
_CopyBits
_Scroll Rect

(1:4.4.7]
(1:4.4.7]
(1:4.4.7]
(1:4.4.8]
(1:4.4.8]
(1:4.4.8]
(1:4.4.8]
(1:4.4.8]
(1:4.4.3]
(1:4.4.3]
(1:5.1.2]
(1:5.1.5]

$A8F3
$A8F4
$A8F5
$A8F6
$A8F8
$A8F9
$A8FA

_OpenPicture
_ClosePicture
_Kill Picture
_ OrawPictu re
_ScalePt
_ MapPt
_MapRect

(1:5.4.2)
(1:5.4.2]
(1:5.4.2]
(1:5.4.3)
(1:4.4.9)
(1:4.4.9)
(1:4.4.9]
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$A8FB
$A8FC
$A8FE
$A8FF

_Map Rgn
_MapPoly
_lnitFonts
_GetFName

(1:4.4.9]
(1:4.4.9]
(1:8.2.4]
(1:8.2.5]

$A900
$A902
$A903
$A904
$A906
$A907
$A908

_GetFNum
_RealFont
_SetFontlock
_ DrawGrowlcon
_NewString
_SetString
_ShowHide

(1:8 .2.5]
(1:8.2.5]
!l:8.2.7]
[ll:3.3.4]
!l:8.1.2]
[l:8.1.2]
(11:3.3.1]

$A910
$A912
$A913
$A914
$A915
$A916
$A917
$A918
$A919
$A91A
$A91B
$A91C
$A91D
$A91E
$A91F

_GetWMgrPort
_ lnitWindows
_NewWindow
_DisposWindow
_ShowWindow
_HideWindow
_ GetWRef Con
_SetWRefCon
_GetWTitle
_ SetWTitle
_MoveWindow
_HiliteWindow
_SizeWindow
_ TrackGoAway
_SelectWindow

(11:3.6.1)
(11:3.2.1)
ll1:3.2.2)
!l1:3.2.3]
[l1:3.3.1)
tll:3.3.1)
(l1:3.2.4)
ll1:3.2.4]
[lI:3.2.4)
[ll:3.2.4)
(l1:3.3.2]
(l1:3.3.4]
(l1:3.3.2]
(l1:3.5.4)
(l1:3.5.2)

$A920
$A921
$A922
$A923
$A924
$A925
$A927
$A928
$A929
$A92A
$A92B
$A92C
$A92D
$A92E

_BringToFront
_ Send Behind
_ Begin Update
_End Update
_FrontWindow
_DragWindow
_ lnvalRgn
_ lnvalRect
_ValidRgn
_ ValidRect
_ GrowWindow
_FindWindow
_ CloseWi ndow
_ SetWindowPic

[ll:3.3.3]
lll:3.3.3)
!ll:3.4.1)
[ll:3.4.1]
[Il:3.3.3)
(11:3.5.4)
[Il:3.4.2]
!ll:3.4.2]
[Il:3.4.2]
[ll:3.4.2]
(l1:3.5.4]
lll:3.5.1]
(l1:3.2.3]
[lI:3.4.3]
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$A92F

_ GetWindowPic

[11:3.4.3)

$A930
$A931
$A932
$A933
$A934
$A935
$A936
$A937
$A938
$A939
$A93A
$A938
$A93C
$A93D
$A93E
$A93F

_ lnitMenus
_NewMenu
_ DisposMenu
_ Append Menu
_ClearMenuBar
_ lnsertMenu
_DeleteMenu
_DrawMenuBar
_HiliteMenu
_ Enable Item
_Disable Item
_GetMenuBar
_ SetMenuBar
_MenuSelect
_ Menu Key
_Getltmlcon

[ll:4.2.1)
[11:4.2.2)
[II:4.2.3)
[ll:4.3.1)
[11:4.4.1)
[ll:4.4.1)
[II:4.4.1)
[II:4.4.3)
[II:4.5.4)
[II:4.6.2)
[II:4.6.2)
[II:4.4.4)
[II:4.4.4)
[II:4.5.1)
[II:4.5.1)
[II:4.6.5)

$A940
$A941
$A942
$A943
$A944
$A945
$A946
$A947
$A948
$A949
$A94A
$A94C
$A94D
$A94E
$A94F

_Setltmlcon
_GetltmStyle
_ SetltmStyle
_ GetltmMark
_ SetltmMark
_ Check Item
_ Getltem
_ Set Item
_ CalcMenuSize
_GetMHandle
_SetMFlash
_ FlashMenuBar
_ AddResMenu
_PinRect
_ DeltaPoint

[ll:4.6.5)
[ll:4.6.3)
[11:4.6.3)
[II:4.6.4)
[II:4.6.4)
[ll:4.6.4)
[11:4.6.1)
[II:4.6.1)
[ll:4. 7.1)
[II:4.4.5)
[II:4.7.2)
[II:4.7.2)
[II:4.3.3)
[1:4.4.3)
[1:4.4.1)

$A950
$A951
*$A952
*$A953
$A954
$A955
$A956
$A957

_CountMltems
_ lnsertResMenu
_ Del Menu Item
_ UpdtControls
_ NewControl
_ OisposControl
_ KillControls
_ShowControl

[ll:4.3.5)
[ll:4.3.3)
[11:4.3.4)
[ll:6.3.1)
[II:6.2.1)
[ll:6.2.2)
[II:6.2.2)
[II:6.3.1)
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$A958
$A959
$A95A
$A95B
$A95C
$A95D
$A95E
$A95F

_ HldeControl
_ MoveControl
_GetCRefCon
_SetCRefCon
_ SizeControl
_ HlllteControl
_GetCTltle
_SetCTltle

[II:6.3.1]
[II:6.3.2]
[II:6.2.3]
[II:6.2.3]
[II:6.3.2]
CiI:6.3.3]
[II:G.2.3)
[II:6.2.3]

$A960
$A961
$A962
$A963
$A964
$A965
$A966
$A967
$A968
$A969
$A96A
$A968
$A96C

_GetCtlValue
_GetMlnCtl
_GetMaxCtl
_SetCtlValue
_SetMlnCtl
_SetMaxCtl
_ TestControl
_oragControl
_ TrackControl
_ OrawControls
_ GetCtlAction
_ SetCtlActlon
_FlndControl

[11:6.2.4)
[II:6.2.4]
[II:6.2.4]
[II:6.2.4]
OI:s.2.41
[II:6.2.4]
lll:6.4.1]
W:6.4.3]
[II:6.4.2]
W:6.3.tl
W:6.4.21
W:6.4.2]
W:6.4.t]

$A970
$A971
$A972
$A973
$A974
$A975
$A976
$A977
*$A978
$A979
$A97A
$A978
$A97C
$A970
$A97E
$A97F

_ GetNextEvent
_eventAvall
_GetMouse
_Still Down
_ TlckCount
_GetKeys
_ WaltMouseUp
_ updtDlalog
_Could Dialog
_FreeDlalog
_lnltDlalogs
_ GetNewDlalog
_NewDialog
_SellText
_lsDlalogEvent

llI:2.2.1]
lll:.2.2.1)
lII:2.4.1]
ID:2.4.2]
lll:2.4.2]
m:2.1.1J
W:2.6.t]
lII:2.4.2]
[Il:7.4.1]
[II:7.5.3]
[II:7.5.3]
lll:7.2.1]
llI:7.2..2]
ID:7.2..21
ID:7.3.2]
[II:7.4.4]

_Dialog Select
_ DrawDlalog
_Close Dialog

[II:7.4.4]
W:7.4.t]
[II:7.2.3]
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$A983
*$A984
$A985
$A986
$A987
$A988
$A989
$A98A
$A98B
$A98C
$A980
$A98E
$A98F

_ DisposDialog
_ FindDltem
_ Alert
_ StopAlert
_ NoteAlert
_ CautionAlert
_ CouldAlert
_ FreeAlert
_ ParamText
_ ErrorSound
_Getoltem
_ SetDltem
_ SetlText

[Il:7.2.3]
[Il:7.3.4]
[Il :7.4.2]
[Il:7.4 .2]
[Il:7.4.2)
[ll:7.4.2)
[11:7.5.3]
[11:7.5 .3]
[11:7.4.6]
[ll:7.5 .1]
[11:7.3 .1]
[Il:7 .3.1]
[11 :7 .3.2]

$A990
$A991
$A992
$A993
$A994
$A997
$A998
$A999
$A99A
$A99C
$A99D
$A99E
$A99F

_ Get IText
_ Modal Dialog
_Detach Resource
_ SetResPurge
_ CurResFile
_OpenResFile
_ UseResFile
_ UpdateResFile
_ CloseResFile
_ Count Resources
_ GetlndResource
_ CountTypes
_ GetlndType

[Il :7.3.2]
[Il :7.4.3]
[1:6.3 .2]
[1:6.5.5]
[1:6.2.2]
(1:6.2.1]
[1:6.2.2]
[1:6.5.4)
[1:6.2.1)
[1:6.3.3]
[1:6.3 .3]
[1:6.3 .3]
[1:6.3 .3]

$A9AO
$A9A1
$A9A3
$A9A4
$A9A5
$A9A6
$A9A7
$A9A8
$A9A9
$A9AA
$A9AB
$A9AD
$A9AF

_ GetResource
_ GetNamedResource
_ Release Resource
_ HomeResFile
_ SizeRsrc
_ GetResAttrs
_ SetResAttrs
_ GetReslnfo
_ SetReslnfo
_ Changed Resource
_ Add Resource
_ RmveResource
_ ResError

[1:6.3.1)
[1:6.3.1)
[1:6.3.2]
[1:6.4 .3)
[1:6.4 .3]
[1:6.4.2]
[1:6.4.2)
[1:6.4.1]
[1:6.4 .1)
[1:6.5.2)
[1:6.5.3)
[1:6.5.3)
[1:6 .6 .1]

$A9BO

_ Write Resource

[1:6.5.4]
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$A981
$A983
$A984
$A986
$A987
$A9B8
$A989
$A9BA
$A9BC
$A9BD
$A9BE
$A9BF

_ CreateResFile
_SystemClick
_ SystemTask
_ OpenDeskAcc
_ CloseDeskAcc
_ GetPattern
_ GetCursor
_ GetString
_ GetPicture
_GetNewWindow
_ GetNewControl
_ GetRMenu

0:6.5.1]
01 :3.5.3]
01:2.7.2]
[11:4.5 .2]
01:4.5.2]
0:5.1.1]
[1I:2.5.2]
0 :8.1.2]
0:5.4.2]
[11:3.2.2]
[11:6.2.1]
01:4.2.2]

$A9CO
$A9C1
$A9C2
$A9C6
$A9C7
$A9C8
$A9CB
$A9CC
$A9CD
$A9CE
$A9CF

_ GetNewMBar
_ UniquelD
_SysEdit
_ Secs2Date
_ Date2Secs
_Sys Beep
_ TEGetText
_ TElnit
_ TEDispose
_ TextBox
_ TESetText

[11:4.4.2]
0 :6.5.3]
01:4.5.3)
0:2.4.3)
0:2.4.3]
[lI:2.8.1]
[II:5.2.3)
[II:5.2.1]
01:5.2.2)
01:5.3.2]
[II:5.2.3)

$A9DO
$A9D1
$A9D2
$A9D3
$A9D4
$A9D5
$A9D6
$A9D7
$A9D8
$A9D9
$A9DA
$A9DB
$A9DC
$A9DD
$A9DE
$A9DF

_ TECalText
_ TESetSelect
_ TENew
_ TEUpdate
_ TEClick
_ TECopy
_ TECut
_ TEDelete
_ TEActivate
_ TEDeactivate
_ TEldle
_ TEPaste
_ TEKey
_ TEScroll
_ TEl nsert
_ TESetJust

[1I:5.3.1]
[1I:5.4.2]
[II:5 .2.2]
01 :5.3.2]
[II:5.4.1]
[lI:5.5 .2]
[11:5.5.2]
[lI :5.5.3]
[lI :5.4.3)
[lI:5.4.3)
[11 :5.4.3)
[11:5.5.2)
01 :5.5.1)
[11 :5.3.3)
[lI :5.5.3)
[1I :5.3.1)

$A9EO

_ Munger

[11 :5.5.6]

Trap
word
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Trap
word

$A9E1
$A9E2
$A9E3
$A9E4
$A9E5
$A9E6
$A9E7
$A9E8
$A9E9
$A9E9
$A9E9
$A9E9
$A9E9
$A9E9
$A9E9
$A9EA
$A9EA
$A9EA
$A9EB
$A9EC
$A9ED
$A9ED
$A9ED
$A9EE
$A9EE
$A9EE
$A9EF
$A9FO
$A9F1
$A9F2
$A9F3
$A9F4
$A9F5
$A9F6
$A9F7
$A9F9
$A9FA
$A9FB
$A9FC
$A9FD
$A9FE

(0)
(2)
(4)
(6)
(8)
(10)
(1)
(2)

(0)
(2)
(0)
(1)

Trap
macro name

Reference
section

_HandToHand
_ PtrToXHand
_PtrToHand
_HandAndHand
_lnitPack
_ lnltAllPacks
_PackO
_ Pack1
_Pack2
_DIBad Mount
_DI load
_DIUnload
_DI Format
_ DIVerify
_ DIZero
_ Pack3
_ SFPutFlle
_ SFGetFile
_ Pack4
_Packs
_ Pack6
_ IUDateString
_I UTlmeString
_ Pack?
_NumToString
_StrlngToNum

[1:3.2.6)
[1:3.2 .6)
[1:3.2.6)
[1:3.2. 7)
[1:7.2.2)
[1:7.2.2)
[1:7.2.1)
[1:7.2.1)
[1 :7.2.1)
[II:8.4.1]
[II:8.4.3]
[II:8.4.3]
[II:8.4 .2]
[II:8.4.2]
[II:8.4.2]
[1:7.2. 1)
[II:8.3 .3]
[II:8.3.2]
[1:7.2.1)
[1:7.2.1)
[1 :7.2.1)
[1:2.4.4)
[1:2.4.4)
[1 :7.2.1)
[1:2.3. 7)
[1:2.3. 7)

_PtrAndHand
_ LoadSeg
_ UnloadSeg
_Launch
_ Chain
_ExitToShell
_GetAppParms
_ GetResFileAttrs
_ SetResFileAttrs
_ infoScrap
_ UnlodeScrap
_ LodeScrap
_ ZeroScrap
_ GetScrap
_PutScrap

[1:3.2.7)
[1:7.1.2)
[1 :7.1.2)
[1 :7.1 .1)
[1:7.1.1)
[1:7.1.3)
[1:7.3.4)
[1 :6.6.2)
[1 :6 .6.2)
[1:7.4.2)
[1:7.4.4)
[1:7.4.4)
[1:7.4.3)
[1:7.4.3)
[1:7.4.3)

APPENDIX

§@]------SUllllllary of
Asselllbly-Language
Variables

System Globals

'

Listed below are all assembly-language global variables covered in
both volumes of this book, together with their hexadecimal addresses. Warning: The addresses given may be subject to change in
future versions of the Toolbox; always refer to these variables by
name instead of using the addresses directly. Variables marked with
an asterisk (*) are available only on the Macintosh Plus .
Variable
name

Address

Reference
section

ACount
AN umber
ApFontlD

$A9A
$A98
$984

(II:7.5.Z)
lll:7.5.Z)
0:8.Z.1)

Appl Um it
ApplZone

$130
$2AA

0:3.3 .4)
0:3.1.3)

AppParmHandle

$AEC

[1:7.3.4)

BufPtr

$10C

0:3.1.3)

CaretTime

$2F4

01:5.4.3)
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Meaning
Stage of last alert minus 1
Resource ID of last alert
True font number of current
application font
Application heap limit
Pointer to start of application
heap
Handle to Finder stal'tup
information
Pointer to end of application
global space
Current blink interval in ticks
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Variable
name

Address

Reference
section

CurActivate

$A64

01:3.4.3)

CurApName

$910

0:7.3.4)

CurApRefNum

$900

Cu rDeactivate

$A68

0:6.2.2,
1:7.3.4)
01:3.4.3)

CurMap

$A5A

0 :6.2.2)

CurPageOption

$936

0:7.1.1)

CurrentA5

$904

0:3.1.3)

CurStackBase
DABeeper

$908
$A9C

0:3.1.3)
01:7.5.1)

DAStrlngs

$AAO

01:7.4.6)

DeskPattern
Dig Font

$A3C
$AFA

ll:5.1.2)
01:7.5.1)

DoubleTime

$2FO

01:5.4.1)

FinderName

$2EO

0:7.1.3)

*FractEnable

$BF4

0:8.2.8)

FScaleDisable
GrayRgn

$A63
$9EE

0:8.2.8)
01:3.6.1)

Heap End
Key Map
Keypad Map
Key1Trans

$114
$174
$17C
$29E

(1:3.1 .3)
01 :2. 6.1)
01:2.6.1)
0:8.4.4)

Key2Trans

$2A2

(1:8.4.4]

Lo3Bytes

$31A

(1:3.2.4]

*MBarHeight
MBState

$BAA
$172

01:4.4.3]
01:2.4.2]

Meaning
Pointer to window awaiting
activate event
Name of current application
(maximum 31 characters)
Reference number of application
resource file
Pointer to window awaiting
deactivate event
Reference number of current
resource file
Integer specifying screen and
sound buffers
Base pointer for application
globals
Pointer to base of stack
Pointer to current sound
procedure
Handles to four text substitution
strings
Screen backgrf und pattern
Current font number for dialogs
and alerts
Current double-click interval in
ticks
Name of program to exit to
(maximum 15 characters)
Use fractional character widths?
(1 byte)
Turn off font scaling? (1 byte)
Handle to region defining gray
desktop
Pointer to end of application heap
System keyboard map
System keypad map
Pointer to keyboard configuration
routine
Pointer to keypad configuration
routine
Mask for extracting address from
a master pointer
Height of menu bar in pixels
State of mouse button
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Variable
name

Address

Reference
section

MemTop

$108

[1:3.1.3)

Menu Flash

$A24

[11:4.7.2)

Menu list
ResErr

$A1C
$A60

[11:4.4.4)
[1:6.6.1)

Res Load
ResumeProc
ROM Base
ROMFontO
*ROMMaplnsert

$A5E
$A8C
$2AE
$980
$B9E

[1:6.3.4)
[11:7.2.1)
[1:3.1.3)
[1:8.2.1)
[1:6.6.3]

ScrapCount
Scrap Handle
ScrapName
ScrapSize
Scrap State
ScrDmpEnb

$968
$964
$96C
$960
$96A
$2F8

[1:7.4.2]
[1:7.4.2)
[1:7.4.2]
(1:7.4.2)
(1:7.4.2]
[11:2.9.2)

ScrnBase
Sound Base
SPFont

$824
$266
$204

(1:3.1.3)
[1:3.1.3]
[1:8.2.1]

SysEvtMask
Sys Map

$144
$A58

[1I:2.3.2)
[1:6.2.2)

SysMapHndl

$A54

[1:6.2.2]

Sys Res Name

$AD8

[1:6.2.2)

SysZone
TEScrpHandle
TEScrplength
TEWdBreak

$2A6
$AB4
$ABO
$AF6

[1:3.1.3)
[lI:5.5.4]
[1I:5.5.4)
[11:5.6.2)

TheCrsr
TheMenu

$844
$A26

[11:2.5.2)
01:4.5.4)

Ticks
Time

$16A
$20C

01:2.7.1]
[1:2.4.1)

Meaning
Pointer to end of physical
memory
Current flash count for menu
items
Handle to current menu bar
Result code from last resource·
related call
Load resources automatically?
Pointer to restart procedure
Pointer to start of ROM
Handle to system font
Include ROM-based resources in
search? (1 byte)
Current scrap count
Handle to contents of desk scrap
Pointer to scrap file name
Current size of desk scrap
Current state of desk scrap
Intercept Command-Shift
keystrokes?
Pointer to start of screen buffer
Pointer to start of sound buffer
True font number of default
application font
System event mask
True reference number (not 0) of
system resource file
Handle to resource map of system
resource file
Name of system resource file
(string, maximum 19
characters)
Pointer to start of system heap
Handle to text scrap
Length of text scrap in characters
Pointer to built-in word-break
routine
Current cursor record
Menu ID of currently highlighted
menu
System clock
Current date and time in "raw"
seconds
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Variable
name

Address

Reference
section

*TmpResload

$89F

0:6.6.3)

TopMapHndl

$A50

0:6.2.2)

$B2A

0:8.2.6)

Windowlist

$906

[Il:3.1.1J

WMgrPort

$9DE

[Il:3.6.1]

*WidthTabHandle

Meaning

Load resources automatically just
this once? (1 byte)
Handle to resource map of most
recently opened (not necessarily current) resource file
Handle to global width table for
current font
Pointer to first window in
window list
Pointer to Window Manager port

QuickDraw Globals
The QuickDraw global variables listed below are located at the given
offsets relative to the QuickDraw globals pointer, which in turn is
pointed to by address register A5.

Variable name
The Port
White
Black
Gray
LtGray
DkGray
Arrow
Screen Bits
Rand Seed

Offset in
bytes
0

-8
-16
-24
-32
-40

-108
-122
-126

Reference
section
0:4.3.3]
[1:5.1.2)
0:5.1.2)
0:5.1.2)
0:5.1.2]
0:5.1.2)
[II:2.5.2]
[1:4.2.1]
[1:2.3.8]

Meaning
Current graphics port
Standard white pattern
Standard black pattern
Standard gray pattern
Standard light gray pattern
Standard dark gray pattern
Standard arrow cursor
Screen bit map
"Seed" for random number
generation

APPENDIX

§§~--------------MiniEdit Source
Listing

Following is a complete listing of the source code for the MiniEdit
example application program developed in this volume.

{ Exa1ple progra1 to illustrate event-driven structure CProg. 11:2-11. }
!!~~~

MetTypes,
QuickDraw 1
OSintf,
Toollntf,
Packlntf;

<Eleaentary data types}
{QuickDraw graphics routines}
<Macintosh Operating Syste1}
<User Interface Toolbox}
{Standard packages}

CROM version nuaber for Macintosh Plus}
KenuBarHeight = 20;
TitleBarHeight = 18;
ScreenKargin = 10;
KinWidth
MinHeight
SBarWidth
TextKargin

= BO;
= BO;

<Height of 1enu bar in pixels}
<Height of window title bar in pixels}
<Width of 'safety 1argin around edge of screen}
1

<Kini1u1 width of window in pixels}
CKini1u1 height of window in pixels}
CWidth of scroll bars in pixels}
Closet fro• window to text rectangle}

= lb;

= 4;
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Dlglop = 100;
Dl gleft = 85;

CTop edge of dialog box for Get and Put dialogs}
Cleft edge of dialog box for Get and Put dialogs}

AppleID = 1;
Aboutite1 = 1;

CKenu ID for Apple 1enu}
Cite1 nu1ber for About ••• co11and}

FileID = 2;
Newite1 = 1;
Openlte1 = 2;
Closeitea = 3;
Saveltea = 5;
SaveAsitea = 6;
Revertltea = 7;
Quititea = 9;

CKenu ID for File 1enu}
Cite1 nu1ber for New co11and}
Cite1 nu1ber for Open ••• co11and}
Cite1 nu1ber for Close co11and}
Cite1 nu1ber for Save co11and}
Cite1 nu1ber for Save As ••• co11and}
Cite1 nu1ber for Revert to Saved co11and}
<Ite1 nu1ber for Quit co11and}

EditID = 3;
UndoItea
Cutltea
Copyltea
Pastelte1
Clearite1

CKenu ID
<Ite1
Cite1
Cite1
Cite1
Cite1

= 1;
= 3;
= 4;
= 5;

= 7;

for Edit 1enu}
nu1ber for Undo co11and}
nu1ber for Cut co11and}
nu1ber for Copy co11and}
nu1ber for Paste co11and}
nu1ber for Clear co11and}

AboutID
= 1000;
SaveID
= 1001;
RevertID
= 1002;
CantPrintID = 1003;
WrongTypeID = 1004;
OpWrID
= 1005;
IOErrID
= 1006;

(Resource
(Resource
(Resource
(Resource
(Resource
(Resource
(Resource

NoTitleID = 1000;

(Resource ID of title string for e1pty window}

ID
ID
ID
ID
ID
ID
ID

for
for
for
for
for
for
for

About alert}
Save alert}
Revert alert}
Can't Print alert}
Wrong Type alert}
Already Open alert}
I/O Error alert}

tn~

WDHandle = AWDPtr;
llDPtr
= AWindowData;
WindowData = ~~£Q~g
editRec
scrollBar
dirty
padding
volNu1ber
fileNu1ber
!n~;

:
:
:
:
:
:

TEHandle;
Control Handle;
BOOLEAN;
Byte;
INTEGER;
INTEGER

CHandle to edit record CII:5.1.1l}
(Handle to scroll bar CII:6.1.1l}
CDocu1ent changed since last saved?}
CExtra byte for padding CI:3.1.11}
CVolu1e reference nu1ber}
CFile reference nu1ber}
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TheEvent : EventRecord;

{Current event Cll:2.1.11}

TheNindow
: NindowPtr;
TheScrollBar : ControlHandle;
TheText
: TEHandle;

{Pointer to currently active window [11:3.1.11}
<Handle to active window's scroll bar Cll:6.1.1l}
{Handle to active window's edit record Cll:5.1.1l}

Apple"enu : "enuHandle;
File"enu : "enuHandle;
Edit"enu : "enuHandle;

<Handle to Apple tenu CII:4.1.1l}
{Handle to File tenu Cll:4.1.1J}
<Handle to Edit tenu £11:4.1.11}

!Beat : CursHandle;
Natch : CursHandle;

{Handle to I-beat cursor Cll:2.5.1l}
<Handle to wristwatch cursor [11:2.5.1)}

"acPlus
: BOOLEAN;
ScreenNidth : INTEGER;
ScreenHeight : INTEGER;

CAre we running on a "acintosh Plus?}
<Width of screen in pixels}
<Height of screen in pixels}

NindowCount : INTEGER;
ScrapCotpare : INTEGER;
ScrapDirty : BOOLEAN;

<Total nutber of windows opened}
<Previous scrap count for cotparison CI:7.4.2l}
{Has scrap been changed?}

Quitting : BOOLEAN;
Finished : BOOLEAN;
ErrorFlag : BOOLEAN;

{Closing up shop?>
<All closed?}
{I /O error flag}

{------------------------------------------------------------------------------------}
<Forward Declarations}
Q[Q£!~Y[!

Initialize; fQ[!![~i
C One-tite-only initialization. }
Q[Q£!~Y[! SetUp"enus; fQ[!![~i
{ Set up tenus. }
Q[Q£!~Y[! SetUpCursors; fQ[!![~i
{ Set up cursors. }
Q[Q£!~Y[! DoStartup; fQ[!![~i
{ Process Finder st1rtup infortation. }
Q[Q£!~Y[! "ainLoop; fQ[!![~i
{ Execute one pass of tain prograt loop.
Q[Q£!~Y[! FixCursor; fQ[!![~i
{ Adjust cursor for region of screen. }
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2CQ£!gY(! DoEvent; fQC!!C9i
( Get and process one event.
2CQ£ggycg Do"ouseDown; fQC!![9i
( Handle 1ouse-down event. }
2[Q£!gY[! Do"enuClick; fQC!![9 i
( Handle 1ouse-down event in 1enu bar. }
2[Q£!gY[! Do"enuChoice !1enuChoice : LONGINTI; fQ[!!r9 ;
{ Handle user's 1enu choice. }
2[Q£ggyrg DoAppleChoice !thelte1 : INTEGER!; fQ[!!r9;
( Handle choice fro1 Apple 1enu. }
2[Q£!gY(! DoAbout; fQ[!!t9i
< Handle About "iniEdit •. • co11and.
2CQ£!gYC! DoFileChoice !t helte1 : INTEGERl ; fQ[!!t9i
( Handle choice fro• File 1enu. }
2[Q£ggyrg DoNew; fQ[!!t9i
( Handle New co11and. }
2[Q£!9Yr! OffsetWindow !whichWindow : WindowPtrl; fQ[!!t9i
< Offset location of new window. }
2tQ£!9Yr! DoOpen; fQt!!r9;
( Hindle Open ••• co11and. }
2[Q£ggyrg OpenFile lfileNa1e : Str255; vNu1 : INTEGER!; fQ[!!t9i
{ Open docu1ent file. }
2[Q£!gYr! DoClose; fQt!!t9i
< Handle Close co11and. }
2[Q£!gY[! CloseAppWi ndow; fQC!![9;
( Close application window.
2[Q£!gY[! CloseSysW
i ndow; fQ[!!r9;
< Close syste1 window. }
2[Q£!9Yr! DoSave; fQr!!r9;
{ Handle Save co11and. }
2(Q£ggycg DoSaveAs; fQ[!!r9;
< Handle Save As ••• co11and.
2(Q£ggyrg WriteFile !theFile : INTEGER; volNu1 : INTEGER!; fQ[!!r9;
< Write window contents to a file. }
2(Q£!9Yr! DoRevert; fQ[!![9i
< Handle Revert to Saved co11and. }
2[Q£!9Y[! DoOuit; fQ(!!t9i
< Handle Quit co11and. }
2[Q£!gYr! DoEditChoice lthelte1 : INTESERl; fQ(!![9i
< Handle choice fro1 Edit 1enu. }
erQ£!gYr! DoUndo; fQt!!r9;
( Handle Undo co11and .
2(Q£ggyrg DoCut; fQ(!![9i
< Handle Cut co11and.
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2[Q£!QY[! DoCopy; fQ[!!r9;
C Handle Copy co11and. }
2[Q£!QY[! DoPaste; .fQ[!~rg;
{ Handle Paste co11and. }
2[Q£!gYr! DoClear; fQr!~rg;
C Handle Clear co11and. }
2[Q£!gYr! DoContent lwhichWindow : NindowPtrl; fQ[!~rg;
{ Handle 1ouse-down event in content region. }
Q[Q£!gYr! DoScroll !thePart : INTEGER; thePoint : Point!; fQ[!~rg;
C Handle 1ouse-do•n event in scroll bar. }
Q[Q£!~Yr! ScrollText ltheControl: ControlHandle; thePart : INTEGER!;
{ Scroll text within window. }
Q[Q£!~Y[! AdjustText; fQ[!!rg;
{ Adjust text. within window to 1atch scroll bar setting.
fYQ£ttgn AutoScroll : BOOLEAN; fQ[!!rg;
{ Handle auto1atic scrolling during text selection.
Q[Q£!gY[! DoSelect lthePoint : Point!; fQ[!~[g;
{ Handle 1ouse-down event in text rectangle.
Q[Q£!gY[! FixEdit"enu; fQr!~rg;
{ Enable/disable editing co11ands. }
Q[Q£!gYr! DoDrag !whichNindow : WindowPtrl; fQ[!~rg;
C Handle 1ouse-down event in drag region. }
Q[Q£!2Yr! Do6row !whichNindow : WindowPtrl; fQ[!!rg;
{ Handle 1ouse-down event in size region. }
Q[Q£!2Y[! FixScrollBar; fQ[!~rg;
C Resize window's scroll bar. }
2[Q£!2Yr! FixText; fQ[!~rg;
C Resize window's text rectangle.
Q[Q£!gYr! Do6oAway (whichWindow : NindowPtrJ; fQ[!~rg;
C Handle 1ouse-down event in close region. }
Q[Q£!gYr! D0Zoo1 lwhichNindow: WindowPtr; inOrOut : INTEGER>; fQ[!!rg;
{ Handle 1ouse-down event in zoo1 region. }
2[Q£!gYr! DoKeystroke; fQ[!~rg;
{ Handle keystroke. }
2[Q£!2Yr! DoTyping (ch : CHARI; fQ[!~rg;
{ Handle character typed fro1 keyboard.
2rQ£!gYr! DoUpdate; fQr!~rg;
C Handle update event. }
2[Q£!gYr! DoActivate; fQ[!~rg;
C Handle activate and deactivate events. }
Q[Q£!2Yr! WindowDirty lisDirty : BOOLEAN>; fQ[!![Qi
{ "ark window dirty or clean. }
Q[Q£!2Y[! AdjustScrollBar; fQ[!~rg;
{ Adjust scroll bar to length of docu1ent. }

fQr!~rg;
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RrQ£g~yrg

ScrollToSelection; fQ[!!r~;
{ Scroll current selection into view. }
R[Q£ggyrg ScrollCharacter ltheCharacter : INTEGER; toBottoa: BOOLEAN!;
{ Scroll character into view. }
RrQ£ggyrg ReadDeskScrap; fQr!~r~;
C Copy desk scrap to Toolbox scrap. }
RrQ£g~yrg WriteDeskScrap; fQ[!!r~;
{ Copy Toolbox scrap to desk scrap. }
Q[Q£!~Y[~ IOCheck tresultCode : OSErr l; fgr~~r~;
C Check for I/O error. }

fQ[!!r~;

(------------------------------------------------------------------------------------}
R[Q£ggyrg Initialize;
C

nr

Do one-ti ae-only initialization CProg. II:2-6l. }
the"ask
: INTEGER;
aachineType : INTEGER;
ro1Version : INTEGER;

~gg!rr

{New value for systea event 1a1k CII:2.1.3J}
<Type of aachine 11e're running on [1:3.1.31}
<Version nuaber of aachine' s RO" CI :3.1.3J}

<Init ialize}

Init6raf liThePortl;
InitFonts;
IniUlindo11s;
Init"enus;
TEinit ;
InitDi alogs l ~lb l ;

{Initialize
{Initialize
<Initialize
<Initialize
<Initialize
{Initial ize

the"ask := EveryEvent - KeyUp"ask - "Up"ask;
SetEvent"ask lthe"askl;
FlushEvents IEveryEvent, Ol;

<Disable key-up and aouse-up events CII:2.1. 3l}
<Set the aask [11:2.3.21}
{Clear out event queue CII:2.3.ll}

SetUp"enus;
SetUpCursors;

<Create prograa's aenus}
<Get standard cursors}

___ ,
The Text
:= NIL·
TheWindo11
:= ~lb;
TheScrollBar := ~lbi

QuickDra11 CI:4. 3.1J}
fonts CI:B.2.41}
windo11s CII:3.2.1J}
menus CII:4.2. 1l}
text editing CII:5.2. 1J}
dialogs CII:7.2.1J}

<Clear global pointers/handles}
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Environs !ro1Version, 1achineType!;
"acPlus := (ro1Version >= "acPlusRO"l;
~!t~ ScreenBits.bounds ~Q

<Find out 1achine configuration CI:3.1.3l}
<Is it a "acintosh Plus? £1:3.1.3]}
<Get boundary rectangle for screen CI:4.2.1]}

~~9!!!

ScreenWidth := right - left;
ScreenHeight := botto1 - top

<Set screen di1ensions}

gn.!!;
ScrapDirty := FALSE;
ScrapC01pare := InfoScrapA.scrapCount + 1;
ReadDeskScrap;

<Toolbox and desk scraps initially agree}
<Force scrap transfer £1:7.4.21}
<Read desk scrap into Toolbox scrap}

WindowCount := O;
DoStartup;

<Initialize window count}
<Process Finder startup infor1ation}

Quitting := FALSE;
Finished := FALSE

<Initialize quitting flags}

gn~;

<Initialize}

{------------------------------------------------------------------------------------}

{ Set up 1enus f Prog. 11:4-21. }
~gg!n

CSetUp"enus}

AppleKenu := Get"enu !AppleIDl;
AddResKenu !Apple"enu, 'DRVR'l;
lnsert"enu !Apple"enu, 01;

{Set Apple 1enu fro1 resource file £11:4.2.21}
<Add na1es of available desk accessories £11:4.3.31}
<Install at end of 1enu bar £11:4.4.lJ}

File"enu := Set"enu !FilelDl;
Insert"enu (File"enu, Ol;

<Get File 1enu fro1 resource file £11:4.2.211
<Install at end of 1enu bar £11:4.4.ll}

EditKenu := Set"enu !EditIDl;
Insert"enu !EditKenu, Ol;

C6et Edit 1enu fro1 resource file £11:4.2.21}
<Install at end of 1enu bar [11:4.4.1]}
{Show new 1enu bar on screen £11:4.4.311

gn~;

CSetUpKenus}
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{------------------------------------------------------------------------------------}
erQ£~~Yr~

SetUpCursors;

C Set up cursors [Prog. 11:2-71. }
q~gin

<SetUpCursors}

IBea1 := 6etCursor llBea1Cursor l;
Watch : = SetCursor !NatchCursorl;

<Set cursors fro1 syste1 resource file [11: 2.5.2) }

lnitCursor

<Set standard arroM cursor Ci l:2.5. 2l}

~n~;

CSetUpCursors}

{------------------------------------------------------------------------------------}
erQ£~~Yr~

DoStartup;

Process Finder startup infor1ation CProg. Il:B-71. }

m::
{Open or print? (1:7.3.4)}
CNu1ber of docu1ents selected in Finder}
{Index nu1ber of docu1ent}
<Startup infor1ation about one docu1ent [1:7.3.4)}
Clte1 code returned by alert}

thel!essage : INTEGER ;
nDocs
INTEGER;
thisDoc
INTEGER;
doc Info
: AppFile;
: INTEGER;
ignore
q~gi n

<DoStartup}

CountAppFiles lthe"essage, nDocsl;

<Set nu1ber of docu1ents and startup 1essage £1:7.3.4)}

it thel!essage = AppPri nt

CDid user choose Print in Finder? £1:7.4.3)}

t~~n

2~gin

ignore := StopAlert !CantPrintID,
Exi tToShell
~n~

<Post alert [11:7.4.21}
<Return to Finder £1:7.1.31}

<it>

it nDocs = O t~~n
DoNeM

~t~~

~!b l ;

{If no docu1ents selected,
< just open an e1pty MindoN}
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!t~!

fQ[ thisDoc := 1 iQ nDocs gQ

COtherNise loop through docu1ents}

~!g!!!

6etAppFiles !thisDoc, doclnfol;
~Uh doclnfo gg
!! fType = ' TEXT' ih!U

C6et startup infor1ation CI: 7.3.4l}
Cls it a text file?}

~!9!!!

OpenFile (fNa1e, vRefNu1l;
ClrAppFiles (thisDocl
!U~ Cih!U}

CRead it into a NindoN}
CTell Finder it's been processed (1:7.3.41}

!l~!
~!Y!!!

Para1Text (fNa1e, '' , ' ', ' ' l; (Substitute file na1e into text of alert £11:7.4.6]}
ignore := StopAlert <WrongTypeID, M!~l <Post alert CII:7.4.2l}
!U~ <!t~!}

!rrg; CDoStartup}

(------------------------------------------------------------------------------------}

{ Execute one pass of 1ain progra1 loop (Prog. 11:2-21. }

!! FrontNindoN = ~!~ ih!U

~!g!rr

<Is the desktop e1pty? £11:3.3.31}
{Disable inapplicable 1enu co11ands CII:4.6.2l}

Disablelte1
Disablelte1
Disablelte1
Disablelte1
Disablelte1

!Edit"enu,
<Edit"enu,
!Edit"enu,
(Edit"enu,
!Edit"enu,

Undolte1l;
Cutlte1l;
Copylte1l;
Pastelte1l;
Clearlte1l;

Disablelte1
Disablelte1
Disablelte1
Disablelte1

!File"enu,
!File"enu,
!File"enu,
(file"enu,

Closelte1l;
Savelte1l;
SaveAslte1l;
Revertlteal

!U.!li <then}
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FixCursor;
Syste1Task;

if Thelext <> H!b 1b!Il
TEidle <TheText>;

(Adjust cursor for region of screen}
<Do syste1 idle processing CII:2.7.2ll
<Blink cursor [11:5.4.31}
<&et and process one event}

DoEvent

{------------------------------------------------------------------------------------}

Q[Q£!dY[! FixCursor;
< Adjust cursor for region of screen CProg. 11:2-Sl. }
!!!!:

1ousePoint : Point;
textRect : Rect;

<Current 1ouse position in window coordinates [1:4.1.ll
<Active window's text rectangle [J:4.1.2l

begin <FixCursor}

if Ouitting !b!!

<Skip cursor adjust1ent during quit sequence}

if FrontNindow =~!b !h!!

<Screen eapty? [11:3.3.3]}
<Set arrow cursor [11:2.5.21}

!!§! if FrontWindow = TheNindow !b!!
k!gin

<Is one of our windows active? [11:3.3.3]}

EXIT (fixCursor>;
lnitCursor

&et"ouse (1ousePoint>;
textRect := ThelextAA.viewRect;

<&et aouse position [11:2.4.11}
<Set window's text rectangle [11:5.l.lll

if PtlnRect <1ousePoint, textRect> !b!n

<Is 1ouse in text rectangle? Cl:4.4.3l}
CSet I-bea1 cursor £11:2.5.21}

SetCursor <IBea1AA)

!!~~

InitCursor

<Set arrow cursor Cll:2.5.2J}
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<A syste1 window is active:
{ let desk accessory set cursor}

!l~g

CDo nothing}
!n~;

CFixCursor}

{------------------------------------------------------------------------------------}
2[Q£!~Y[g

DoEvent;

{ Set and process one event CProg. 11:2-51. }

ErrorFlag := FALSE;

{Clear l/O error flag}

!f 6etNextEvent

C6et next event [11:2.2.11}

£~~!

!EveryEvent, TheEventl !h!n

TheEvent.what Qf

llouseD011n:

!f ng!

Quitting !h!n
DollouseDown;

(Handle 1ouse-down event}

KeyDown, AutoKey:
!f DQ! Quitting !hgn
DoKeystroke;

{Handle keystroke}

UpdateEvt:
DoUpdate;

{Handle update event}

ActivateEvt:
DoActi vate;

{Handle activate/deactivate event}

g!hm!!~~

<Do nothing}

!l~g

!f Quitting

~n~

!TheEvent.11hat

= NullEventl !h!n

(Closing up shop after a Qui t co11and?}

~gg!n

!f

FrontWindo11 <>
DoClose

~!b

!hgn

CAny windows on the screen? CI I:3.3.3l}
<Close the front1ost}
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TRUE

{Signal end of prograa}

~n~ C!f}
~n~;

CDoEvenU

{------------------------------------------------------------------------------------}

C Handle aouse-down event CProg. 11:3-71. }

rn:

whichWindow : NindowPtr;
thePart
: INTE6ER;

CNindow thit aouse was pressed in £11:3.1.ll}
<Part of screen where aouse was pressed £11:3.5.11}

thePart := FindWindow ITheEvent .where, whichWindowl; <Where on the screen was aouse pressed? £11:3.5.ll}
£~~~

thePart

Qf

lnDesk:
<Do nothing>;
ln"enuBar:
Do"enuClick;

<Handle click in aenu bar}

lnSysWindow:
Syste1Click ITheEvent, whichNindowl;

<Handle click in systea window £11:3.5. 31}

InContent:
DoContent lwhichWi ndowl;

<Handle click in content region}

InDrag:
DoDrag lwhichWindowl;

<Handle click in drag region}

ln6ro11:
DoGroM lwhichWindowl;

<Handle click in size region}

In60A11ay:
DoGoAway l11hichNindo11l;

<Handle click in close region}

InZooaln:
D0Zoo1 l11hichWindo11 , InZooalnl;

{Handle click in zoo• region }
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lnZ0010ut:
D0Zoo1 IMhichWindow, InZ0010utl

<Handle click in zoo1 region}

{------------------------------------------------------------------------------------}

{ Handle 1ouse-down event in 1enu bar (Prog. Il:4-3l. }
Y~r

1enuChoice : LON6INT;

C"enu ID and ite1 nu1ber}

1enuChoice := "enuSelect !TheEvent.wherel;
Do"enuChoice (1enuChoicel

<Track aouse CII:4.5.1l}
<Handle user's 1enu choice}

{------------------------------------------------------------------------------------}
~[Q£~~~[~

Do"enuChoice {(1enuChoice : LON6INTl};

{ Handle user's 1enu choice (Prog. II:4-5l. }
£Q!!~!

noKenu = O;

<No 1enu selected}

Y~r

the"enu : INTEGER;
thelte1 : INTEGER;

CKenu ID of selected 1enu}
<Ite1 nu1ber of selected ite1}

theKenu := HiWord(1enuChoicel;
theitea := LoWord(tenuChoicel;

C6et 1enu ID (!:2.2.31}
C6et ite1 nu1ber (1:2.2.31}

noKenu:
CDo nothing>;

CNo 1enu selected, nothing to do}
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Apple ID:
DoAppleChoice lthelte1l;

{Handle choice fro1 Apple 1enu}

FileID:
DoFileChoice lthelte1l;

{Handle choice fro1 File 1enu}

Edi tID:
DoEditChoice lthelte1)

<Handle choice fro1 Edit 1enu}

Hi l iteKenu (0 l
!n~;

<Unhighlight 1enu title CII:4.S.4J}

CDoKenuChoice}

{------------------------------------------------------------------------------------}
DoAppleChoice {(thelte1 : INTEGER>>;

~[Q£!~Y[!

{ Handle choice fro1 Apple 1enu CProg. 11:4-6].

rn:

accNa1e : Str2SS;
accNu1ber : INTEGER;

~!9!n

<Na1e of desk accessory CI:2.1.1J}
<Reference nu1ber of desk accessory}

<DoAppleChoice}

£~§!

thelte1 Q!

Aboutlte1:
DoAbout;

<Handle About KiniEdit ••• co11and}

gt~m!!§g

~!9!!:!

if FrontWindoN = Hlb

t~gn

<Is the desktop e1pty? CII:3.3.3J}

~gg!n

Enablelte1 !FileKenu, Closelte1l; <Enable Close co11and CII:4.6.2J}
Enablelte1
Enablelte1
Enablelte1
Enablelte1
Enablelte1

___ ,
end·

!EditKenu,
!EditKenu,
!EditKenu,
!EditKenu,
!EditKenu,

Undolte1l; <Enable standard editing co11ands}
Cutlte1l;
< for desk accessory CII:4.6.2J}
Copylte1l;
Pastelte1l;
Clearlte1)
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Setlte1 IAppleKenu, thelte1, accNa1el;
accNu1ber := OpenDeskAcc laccNaael

gn~;

CGet accessory na1e [JI:4.b.!l}
(Open desk accessory CII:4.5.2l}

CDoAppleChoice}

(------------------------------------------------------------------------------------}

C Handle About KiniEdit ••• co11and CProg. 11:7-11. }

m:

Cite• nu1ber for About alert}

ignore : INTEGER;

~gg!n

CDoAbout}

ignore := Alert IAboutID,
gn~;

~!bl

<Post alert CII:7.4.2l}

CDoAbouU

(------------------------------------------------------------------------------------}
~[Q£gg~[g

DoFileChoice Cltheitea : INTEGER!};

{ Handle choice fro1 File aenu CProg. 11:4-Bl. }
~gg!n

CDoFileChoicel

£~~g

theltea Qf

Newlte1:
DoNew;

{Handle New co11and}

Open Itea:
DoOpen;

<Handle Open ••• co11and}

Close Itea:
DoClose;

<Handle Close co11and}
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Savelte1:
DoSave;

{Handle Save co11and}

SaveAsltet:
DoSaveAs;

<Handle Save As ••. co11and}

Revertlte1:
DoRevert;

{Handle Revert to Saved co11and}

Quit Itea:
DoQuit

{Handle Quit co11and}

CDoFileChoice}

(------------------------------------------------------------------------------------}

C Handle New co11and CProg. 11:5-21. }
£~n~!

windowID = 1000;
scroll ID = 1000;

(Resource ID for window te1plate CII:3.7.ll}
(Resource ID for scroll bar te1plate CII:b.5.ll}

~![

thisWindow
theData
dataHandle
destRect
viewRect
~~gin

:
:
:
:
:

WindowPeek;
WDHandle;
Handle;
Rect;
Rect;

{Pointer for "peeking" into window's fields CII:3.1 . IJ}
{Handle to window's data record}
<Untyped handle for creating data record CI:3.1.ll}
(Wrapping rectangle for window's text CI:4.1.2l}
{Clipping rectangle for window's text CI:4.1.2l}

CDoNew>

TheWindow

:=

6etNewWindow (windowID!

~!~,

WindowPtr( -lll; {"ake new window frot tetplate CII:3.2.2 l}

thisWindow ~ .spareFlag

thisWindow := WindowPeeklTheWindowl;
:= MacPlus;

{Convert to a "peek' pointer CII:3.1.ll}
<Enable zooting on "ac Plus only CII:3.1 . ll}

OffsetWindow (TheWindowl;
ShowWindow ITheWindowl;

{Offset froa location of previous window}
C"ake window visible CII:3.3.ll}
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SetPort (TheWindowl;
TextFont (Geneva>;

{Get into the window's port [1:4.3.31}
{Set text font [1:8.3.2, 1:8.2.11}

TheWindowA.portRect QQ
{Set up clipping rectangle [1:4.2.21}
SetRect (vie"Rect, O, o, right - (SBarWidth - ll, bottot - ISBarWidth - 111;
destRect := viewRect;
lnsetRect (destRect, Text"argin, Text"arginl;
{Inset wrapping rectangle by text targin (1:4.4.41}

~it~

dataHandle := NewHandle lSIZEOF!WindowDatall;
SetWRefCon !TheWindow, LONGINTldataHandlell;

{Allocate window data record £1:3.2.11}
{Store as reference constant (11:3.2.41}

HLock ldataHandlel;
theData := WDHandle(dataHandlel;
~it~ theDataAA QQ

{Lock data record [1:3.2.41}
{Convert to typed handle}

~~gin

editRec
scrollBar
dirty
fileNutber
vol Nutber

:= TENew (destRect, viewRectl;
:= GetNewControl (scroilID, TheWindowl;
:= FALSE;
:= O;
: = O;

{"ake edit record (!I:S.2.21}
{"ake scroll bar (11:6.2.11}
CDocutent is initially clean}
{Window has no associated file>
}
{ or volute

SetClikLoop (iAutoScroll, editRecl;

{Install auto-scroll routine (11:5.6.11}

TheScrollBar := scrol!Bar;
TheText
:= editRec

{Set global handles}

~!!Qi (~!!~}

HUnlock (dataHandlel;

{Unlock data record (!:3.2.41}

Enableltet !File"enu, Closeltetl

{Enable Close cottand on tenu (11:4.6.21}

~!!~i

CDoNew}

{-----------------------------------------------------------------··------------------}
~[Q£~QY[~

OffsetWindow {(whichWindow : WindowPtrl>;

{ Offset location of new window CProg. 11:3-121.
£Q!!~!

hOffset = 20;
vOffset =20;

{Horizontal offset frot previous window, in pixels}
{Vertical offset frot previous window, in pixels}
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•indo•Midth
•indo•Height
hExtra
vExtra
h"ax
v"ax
Nindowleft
windowTop

~!gin

:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
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<Width of •indo• in pixels}
CHeight of •indo1 in pixels}
<Excess screen width in pixels}
CExcess screen height in pixels}
C"axi1u1 nu1ber of windows horizontally}
cnaxi1u1 nu1ber of windows vertically}
Cleft edge of •inda• in global coordinates}
Clop edge of window in global coordinates}

INTESER;
INTEGER;
INTESER;
IHTE&ER;
INTEGER;
INTEGER;
INTEGER;
INTEGER;

<DffsetWindow}

!itb •hichWindowA.portRect

~~

~!Ii!!

windowMidth := right - left;
•indo1Height := botto1 - top;
windowHeight := •indo•Height + TitleBarHeight
___ ,
end•

C&et 1indow di1ensions fro1 }
C port rectangle Cl:4.2.2l}
<Adjust for title bar}

hExtra := ScreenWidth - windowMidth;
CFind excess screen width}
vExtra := ScreenHeight - fwindowHeight + "enuBarHeight>; C and height
}
h"ax := (hExtra
v"ax := CvExtra
WindowCount
•indowleft
windowTop
windowlop

~i!

~i!

hDffset> + 1;
vDffset} + l;

CFind 1axi1u1 nu1ber of windows horizontally}
< and vertically
}

WindowCount + 1;

Clncre1ent 1inda• count}
h"ax) a hDffset;
<Calculate offsets}
:= tWindowCount
vftax) I vDffset;
:= winda1Top + TitleBarHeight + "enuBarHeight; <Adjust for title bar and 1enu bar}
:=

:= fWindowCount

!Q~
!9~

"oveWindow (whichNindow, 1indo1Left, windo1Top, FALSE>
!!~;

{ftove •indo• to new location [11:3.3.21}

COffsetWindo•>

(------------------------------------------------------------------------------------}
Rr2~!~Yr!

DoOpen;

C Handle Open ••• co11and CProg. 11:8-51. }
~!!:

dlgOrigin : Point;
theTypelist : SFTypelist;
theReply : SFReply;

<Top-left corner of dialog box £1:4.1.11}
{List of file types to display [11:8.3.21}
<Data returned by &et dialog Cll:B.3.11}
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CDoOpen}
<Set up dialog origin £1:4.1.11}
<Display text files only £11:8.3.21}

SetPt (dlgOrigin, Dlgleft, DlgTopl;
theTypelist COl := 'TEXT';
SFGetFile (dlgOrigin, '',
~!t~

~!L,

1, theTypelist,

~!L,

theReply QQ

H good

t~~!!

OpenFile (fNa1e, vRefNu1l

~!!Q;

theReplyl; <Get file na1e fro1 user CII:B.3.21}

<Did user confirm file selection? £11:8.3.11}
COpen file and read into NindoN}

CDoOpen}

{------------------------------------------------------------------------------------}
~rQ£gQ~rg

OpenFile {(fileNa1e : Str255; vNu1 : INTEGER>>;

C Open docu1ent fi 1e CProg. II: 8-6]. }

~~r

: llDHandle;
theOata
dataHandle
Handle;
theFile
INTEGER;
resul tCode
OSErr;

~~Q!!!

{Handle to NindoN's data record}
{Untyped handle for locking data record CI:3.1.1l}
<Reference nu1ber of file}
Cl/O error code [1:3.1.21}

COpenFile}

resultCode := FSOpen (fileNa1e, vNu1, theFilel;
IOCheck (resultCodel;
!f ErrorFlag t~~!! EXIT !OpenFilel;

<Open the file £11:8.2.21}
{Check for error}
COn error, exit to tain event loop}

DoNeN;

<Open a neN NindoN}

dataHandle := Handle!GetllRefCon!ThellindoNll;
Hlock (dataHandle>;

{Get NindoN data Cll:3.2.4J}
Clock data record £1:3.2.41}

theData := llDHandle!dataHandlel;
~!t~ theDataAA QQ

<Convert to typed handle}

~~g!n

volNu1ber := vNu1;
fileNu1ber := theFile;
SetllTitle !ThellindoN, fileNa1e)

gng;

<~H~>

{Save volute and file nutber}
{ in NindoN data record }
CFile na1e beco1es NindoN title £11:3.2.41}
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HUnlock !dataHandlel;

{Unlock data record CI:3.2.4J}

DoRevert

{Read file into Mindowl

~n~;

COpenFilel

(------------------------------------------------------------------------------------}
2[Q£~~Y[~

DoClose;

{ Handle Close co11and CProg. 11:3-31.
~~gin

CDoCl ose}

i! Frontllindow = Thellindow

tb~n

CloseAppllindow

{ls the active windoM one of ours? Cl!:3.3.3J}
<Close application MindoMl

~!g

CloseSysWindoM
~n~;

{Close syste1 windoM}

CDoCl ose >

(------------------------------------------------------------------------------------)
2[Q£~~Y[~ ~loseAppllindow;

{ Close application window CProg. 11:7-21. }

£Qfl§!
savelte1 = 1;
discardlte1 = 2;
ca nee1Ite1 = 3;

Clte1 nu1ber for Save button}
<Ite1 nu1ber for Discard button}
(Jte1 nu1ber for Cancel button}

theData
dataHandle
theTitle
thelte1
resultCode
thisllindow

{Handle to windoM's data record)
<Untyped handle for destroying data record CI:3.1. ll }
<Title of window [1:2.1.11}
{Jte1 nu1ber for Save alert}
{l/O error code CI:3.1.2J}
<Pointer to window being closed CII:3.1.1J}

: WDHandle;
: Handle;
Str255;
: INTE6ER;
: OSErr;
: llindowPtr;
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<CloseAppWindow}

dataHandle := Handlel6etWRefCon!TheWindowll;
HLock (dataHandlel;
theData := WDHandleldataHandlel;
theDataAA~Q

{6et window data £11:3.2.4]}
{Lock dita record £1:3.2.41}
<Convert to typed handle}

~!th

~~g!n

!f dirty

<Have window contents been changed?}

t~~n

~~9!!!

6etWTitle !TheWindow, theTitlel; <Set window title Cll :3.2.4J}
Para1Text (thelitle, ", ", "l; <Substitute into alert text CII:7.4.6J}
thelte1 := CautionAlert (SavelD,
H~~ theltea Qf

M!~l;

<Post alert £11:7.4.21}

saveltea:
~~gin

DoSave;

if ErrorFlag

th~n

<Save window contents to disk}
<Check for 1/0 error}

~~gin

HUnlock (dataHandlel; <Unlock data record £1:3.2.41}
EXIT (CloseAppWindowl <Exit to 1ain event loop}

___ ,
end·

~n~

<it>

discardltet:
<Do nothing};
cancel Ite1:
~~gin

Quitting := FALSE;
HUnlock ldataHandlel;
EXIT lCloseAppWindowl
~n~

<Cancel Quit co11and, if iny}
<Unlock data record CI:3.2.4J}
(Exit to 1ain event loop}
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<Is window associated with a file?}

!f fileNuaber <> 0 ib~!!
~~g!!)

resultCode := FSClose (fileNuaberl; <Close file Cll:8.2.2l}
{Check for error}
IOChect (resultCodel;
<Error detected?}
if ErrorFlag ib~!!
~~g!n

HUnloct ldataHandlel;
EXIT ICloseAppWindowl
~!!~

~!!~i

<Unlock data record CI:3.2.41}
<Exit to aain event loop>

<if}

<it>

TEDispose leditRecl;

<Dispose of edit record CII:S.2.21}

TheScrollBar : = ~!~;
TheText
:= M!~

<Clear global handles}

HUnloct ldataHandlel;

{Unloct data record CI:3.2.4l}

thisWindow := TheWindow;
HideNindow ITheNindowJ;

<Save window pointer IDoActivate will change TheNindowl
<Force deactivate event CII:3.3.1l}

if SetNextEvent IActivateEvt, TheEventl

th~!!

DoActi vate;
SetNextEvent IActivateEvt , TheEventl
DoActivate;

ib~!!

if

DisposHand le (dataHand lel;
DisposeNindow lthisNindowl
~!!~i

C6et deactivate event £11:2. 2.1 , 11: 2.1.2]}
{ and hand! e it
}
C6et activate event £11: 2.2.1, 11:2.1.21}
{ and handle it
}
<Dispose of window data record CI:3.2.2J}
<Dispose of window Cll: 3.2.3l}

CCloseAppWindow}

{------------------------------------------------------------------------------------}
Q[Q£~~Y[~

CloseSysNindow;

{ Close systea window [Prog. 11:4-71 . }
~~[

wh ichNindow : NindowPeet;
accNu1ber : INTEGER;

<Pointer for access to window's fields (11:3. 1.ll}
<Reference nuaber of desk accessory CI:7.5.5l}
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<CloseSysWindow}

~~g!n

whichWindow := WindowPeek!FrontWindowl;

<Convert to a WindowPeek [11:3.t.1, 11:3.3.31}

accNu1ber := whichWindowA.windowKind;
CloseDeskAcc laccNu1ber)

{Set reference nu1ber of desk accessory [11:3.1.1]}
{Close desk accessory [11:4.5.2]}

CCloseSysWindow}

~n~;

{------------------------------------------------------------------------------------}
Q[Q£!~Y[~

DoSave;

{ Handle Save co11and [Prog. 11:8-21. }

theData
: WDHandle;
dataHandle : Handle;
~!9!n

{Handle to window's data record}
{Untyped handle for locking data record [1:3. 1.11}

<DoSave}

dataHandle := HandlelSetWRefConlTheWindowll;

CGet window data [11:3.2.41}

HLock ldataHandlel;

Clock data record [1:3.2.41}

theData := WDHandleldataHandlel;
~!tb theDataAA~Q
!! fileNu1ber = Otb!n
DoSaveAs
!!~~

WriteFile lfileNu1ber, volNu1berl;
HUnlock !dataHandle)
~!!~i

{Convert to typed handle}
Cls window associated with a file?}
{Set file na1e fro1 user}
<Write to window's file}
{Unlock data record [1:3.2.41}

CDoSave}

{------------------------------------------------------------------------------------}
Q[Q£!~Y[!

DoSaveAs;

Handle Save As •• • co11and [Prog. 11:8-81. }
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!!!:

dlgOrigin
theReply
the Info
thefile
theData
dataHandle
strHandle
untitled
ignore
resultCode

: Point;
: SfReply;
: Flnfo;
: INTE&ER;
: llDHandle;
: Handle;
: StringHandle;
: Str255;
: INTEGER;
: DSErr;

<Top-left corner of dialog box Cl:4.1.1l}
<Data returned by Put dialog Cll:B.3.11}
{file's Finder infuriation Cl:7.3.2l}
{Reference nu1ber of file}
<Handle to MindoM's data record}
<Untyped handle for locking data record CI:3.1.ll}
<Handle to title string for e1pty MindoM Cll:B.1.21>
CTitle string for e1pty window Cl:2.1.1l}
{lte1 code returned by alert}
<110 error code Cl:3.l.2l}

SetPt
CdlgDrigin, Dlgleft, DlgTop>;
CSet up dialog origin [1:4.1.11}
SFPutFile (dlgDrigin, 'Save under 1hat file na1e?', '', ~!b, theReply>;
{Set file na1e fro1 user Cil:B.3.31}
!i!b theReply dg
~Hi!!

if ng! good !b!n
~Hi!!

Quitting := FALSE;
Errorflag := TRUE;
EIIT CDoSaveAs>

CDid user confir1 file selection? Cil:B.3.11}
<Cancel Quit co11and, if any}
(force exit to 1ain event loop}
<Skip rest of operation}

!nd; <ii>
resultCode := SetFinfo (fNa1e, vRefNu1, thelnfo>; C6et Finder info [1:7.3.31}
~!§! resultCode Qf
NoErr:

if thelnfo.fdType <> 'TEXT' !b!n

{file already exists Cll:8.2.8l}
<Not a text file? Cl:7.3.2l}

~HiD

Para1Text CfNa1e, '', '', ''>; <Substitute file na1e into text of alert Cll:7.4.6l}
ignore := StopAlert <•rongTypelD, ~!b>; <Post alert Cll:7.4.2l}
Errorflag := TRUE;
EIIT CDoSaveAsl

{force exit to 1ain event loop}
<Skip rest of operation}

!md; Cifl
FNfErr:
~Hi!!

{file not found CII:B.2.81}

resultCode :=Create (fNa1e, vRefNu1, '"EDT', 'TEXT'>; {Create the file [11:8.2.ll}
IDCheck <r~sultCode>;
<Check for error}
!! Errorflag !b!n EXIT CDoSaveAs> <Pn error, exit to 1ain event loop>
___ ,
end•
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Qthg[~!~g

<Unanticipated error}

~g9!!!

IOCheck !resultCodel;
EXIT <DoSaveAsl

<Post error alert}
<Exit to 1ain event loop}

dataHandle := Handle<SetNRefConlTheNindoMll; <Set Minda• data [II:3.2.4J}
Hlock ldataHandlel;
{Lock data record [I:3.2.4l}
theData := NDHandle!dataHandlel;
~!th theDataAA ~Q

{Convert to typed handle}

~g9!!!

SetCursor <NatchAAJ;

<Indicate delay [II:2.5.2l}

!! fileNu1ber <> 0 t~g!!

<Does MindoM already have a file?}

~g9!!1

resultCode := FSClose !fileNu1berl; <Close old file rn :B.2.2]}
IOCheck (resul tCodel;
<Check for error}
!! ErrorFlag t~g!!
<Error detected during close?}
~~9!!1

HUnlock ldataHandlel; <Unlock data record [I:3.2.41}
EXIT !DoSaveAsl
{Exit to eain event loop}

g!!~ {!£}

g!!~i

<!f}

resultCode := FSOpen lfNa1e, vRefNut, theFilel; <Open neM file [II:B.2.21}
{Check for error}
IOCheck lresultCodel;
<Error detected during open?}
!! ErrorFlag thg!!
~g9!!1

vol Nu1ber : = O;
fileNu1ber := O;

<NindoM is left with no file: clear volute}
{ and file nu1bers in window data
}

strHandle := SetString lnoTitleIDl; <Set string free resource file [J:B.1.21}
untitled := strHandleAA;
<Convert fro1 handle}
SetNTitle !TheNindow, untitled)
{Set new window title CII:3.2.4l}
~!!~ <th~!!}

~!~~
~~9!!1

volNutber := vRefNu1;
CSave new volute and file }
fileNu1ber := theFile;
C nu1bers in window data}
SetNTitle ITheNindow, fNa1el; <File na1e becotes new window title [II:3.2.41}
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WriteFile (theFile, vRefNu1) {Write window's contents to file}

!!Hl

<~!~!}

HUnlock (dataHandle)

!!!~;

<Unlock data record Cl:3.2.4l}

<DoSaveAs}

{------------------------------------------------------------------------------------}
Q(Q£!~Y(!

Nritefile <<theFile : INTEGER; volNu1 : INTEGERll;

{ Write •indow contents to a file [Prag. 11:8-31. }

nr

textHandle : Handle;
textlength : LDNGINT;
resultCode : OSErr;

~!gin

CHandle to text of file Cl:3.1.1l}
<Length of text in bytes}
Cl/O error code Cl:3.1.2l}

<NriteFile}

SetCursor <WatchAA);

{Indicate delay Cll:2.5.2l}

Hlock (Handle<TheText>>;
!i!b TheTextAA ~g

{Lock edit record Cl:3.2.4l}

~Hin

textHandle := hlext;
textLength := teLength

!!!~;

<!!Ub>

HUnlock <Handle<TheTextll;

<Get text handle and current length}
C fro1 edit record Cll:S.1.11 }
<Unlock edit record CI:3.2.4l}

resultCode := SetFPos (theFile, FSFroeStart, Ol; <Reset 1ark to beginning of file CII:B.2.4]}
IOCheck <resultCodel;
<Check for error}
if ErrorFlag !b!n EXIT tNriteFile>;
<On error, exit to 1ain event loop}
Hlock ltextHandlel;
<Lock text CI:3.2.4l}
resultCode := FSNrite <theFile, textLength, textHandleA>; <Write text to file CII:S.2.31}
HUnlock <textHandlel;
{Unlock text CI:l.2.41}
IDCheck <resultCodel;
<Check for error}
if ErrorFlag !b!!! EXIT <NriteFile>;
<On error, exit to 1ain event loop}
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resultCode := SetEOF ltheFile, textlengthl;
IOCheck (resultCodel;
it ErrorFlag th~n EXIT IWriteFilel;

{Set length of file [11:8.2.Sl}
{Check for error}
{On error, exit to 1ain event loop}

resultCode := FlushVol I~!~, volNu1l;
IDCheck (resultCodel;
it ErrorFiag th~n EXIT IWriteFilel;

<Flush volu1e buffer [11:8.1.31}
(Check for error}
COn error, exit to 1ain event loop}

Windo•Dirty IFALSEl
~ng;

<WriteFile>

{------------------------------------------------------------------------------------}

{ Handle Revert to Saved co11and fProg. 11:8-41. }

rn:

theData
dataHandle
fileNa1e
textlength
thelte1
resultCode

~~gin

:
:
:
:

WDHandle;
Handle;
Str255;
LONSINT;
INTEGER;
: DSErr;

<Handle to •indo•'s data record}
<Untyped handle for locking data record (1:3.1.11}
<Title of Mindo• [1:2.1.11}
<Length of file in bytes}
{lte1 nu1ber for Revert alert}
Cl/O error code £1:3.1 .21}

<DoRevert}

dataHandle := Handlel6etWRefCon1TheWindowll;
Hlock ldataHandlel;
theData := WDHandleldataHandlel;
~ith theDataAA gg

<Set •indo• data £11:3.2.41}
<Lock data record Cl:3.2.4J}
{Convert to typed handle}

~~gin

it dirty

th~n

<Have •indow contents been changed?}

~~gin

SetWTitle ITheNindo•, fileNa1el; <Set fi le na1e fro• window title £11:3.2.41}
Para1Text lfileNa1e, ", ", " l; {Substitute into text of alert £11:7.4.bl}
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thelte1 := CautionAlert IRevertlD,

!! thelte1 =Cancel

th~!!

~~9!!!

HUnlock ldataHandleli
ErrorF!ag := TRUE;
EI IT !DoRevert l
~n9
~!!Qi

<!!>

<w

SetCursor IWatchAA)i

<Post alert CII: 7.4.2J}
<Did user cancel? £11:7.1.IJ}

~!bl;

<Unlock data record Cl:3.2.4J}
<Force exit to 1ain event loop}
<Skip rest of operation}

<Indicate delay CII:2.5.2J}

resultCode := GetEOF lfileNu1ber, textlengthli {Get length of file £11:8.2.51}
IOCheck lresultCodel;
<Check for error}
<Error detected?}
!! ErrorFlag th~!!
~~9!!!

HUnlock ldataHandlel;
EX IT !DoRevert l

{Unlock data record Cl:3.2.4J}
<Exit to aain event loop}

~!!Q! {!f}

resultCode := SetFPos (fileNu1ber , FSFro1Start, Oli {Set 1ark at beginning of file CII:8.2.4J}
IOCheck (resultCodel;
<Check for error}
!! ErrorFlag th~!!
<Error detected?}
~~9!!!

HUnlock ldataHandlel;
EXIT IDoRevertl
~!!Qi <!i>

HLock !Handle!TheTextll;
~!th TheTextAA QQ

<Unlock data record £1:3.2.41}
<Exit to 1ain event loop}
<Lock edit record £1:3.2.41}

~~9!!!

SetHandleSize lhText , textLengthl; <Adjust text to length of file CI:3.2.3, 11:5. l.I J)
teLength := textlength;
<Set text length £11:5.1.IJ}
Hlad lhTextl;
<Lock the handle CI:3.2.4]}
resultCode := FSRead (fileNu1ber 1 textlength, hTextAl;
<Read text of file into handle CII:8.2.3J}
{Check for error}
IOCheck (resultCodeli
HUnlod lhTextl
{Unlock the handle CI:3.2.4J}
~!!Qi <~Hh}

HUnlock IHandle!TheTextl>;

<Unlock edit record Cl:3.2.4J}
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!! ErrorFlag thgn

CError detected during read?}

~gg!n

HUnlock (dataHandlel;
EXIT IDoRevertl

<Unlock data record CI:3.2.4J}
{Exit to 1ain event loop}

gm! C!f}

HUnlock ldataHandlel;

{Unlock data record CI:3.2.4ll

TECalText ITheTextl;
AdjustScrollBar;
TESetSelect 10, O, TheTextl;

<Wrap text to window Cil:S.3.11}
<Adjust scroll bar to length of text}
CSet insertion point at beginning of text CII:S.4.21}

InvalRect <TheWindowA.portRectl;
WindowDirty !FALSE!

<Force update to redraw text £11:3.4.21}
{"ark window as clean}

gn~;

CDoRevert}

(------------------------------------------------------------------------------------}
2[Q£g~~[~

DoQuit;

{ Handle Quit co11and CProg. 11:2-41 . }

Quitting
gn~;

:=

TRUE

<Start closing down windows}

<DoQuiU

(------------------------------------------------------------------------------------}
2[Q£g~~[g

DoEditChoice Clthelte1 : INTEGER! };

< Handle choice fro1 Edit 1enu CProg. 11:4-91.
£Q!!~t

undoC1d
cutC1d
copyC1d
pasteC1d
clearC1d

= O;
= 2;
= 3;

= 4;
= 5;

{Constant
<Constant
<Constant
<Constant
<Constant

representing
representing
representing
representing
representing

Undo co11and Cll:4.5.3l}
Cut co11and Cll:4.S.3J l
Copy co11and CII:4.S.3ll
Paste co11and £11:4 .S.31}
Clear co11and £11:4.5.31}
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<DoEditChoice}

£~~~

theite1

Q!

Und0Ite1:

!f nQt

th~n

Syste1Edit lundoC1dl
DoUndo;

<Handle Undo co11and}

Cutlte1:

!f nQt

Syste1Edit tcutC1dl
DoCut;

tn~n

<Handle Cut co11and}

Copy Itea:

!f nQt

Syste1Edit lcopyC1dl
DoCopy;

tn~n

<Handle Copy co11and}

Pasteite1:

!f nQt

Syste1Edit lpasteC1dl
DoPaste;

th~n

<Handle Paste co11and}

Clearitea:

!f nQt

Syste1Edit lclearC1dl
DoClear

~n~;

tn~n

<Handle Clear co11and}

<DoEditChoice}

(------------------------------------------------------------------------------------}

{ Handle Undo co11and.
~!9!n

<DoUndo}

SysBeeplll
~n~;

<Undo co11and not i1ple1ented CI1 :2.8.1l}

<DoUndo}

{------------------------------------------------------------------------------------}

< Handle Cut co11and CProg. 11:5-81. }
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<DoCuU

ScrollToSelection;

C"ake sure selection is visible}

TECut ITheTextl;

CCut the selection CII:5.5.2J}

AdjustScrollBar;
AdjustText;
ScrollToSelection;

CAdjust scroll bar to length of text>
{Adjust text to 1atch scroll bar}
CKeep insertion point visible}

Disablelte1 !Edit"enu, Cutlte1l;
Disablelte1 !Edit"enu, Copylte1l;
Disablelte1 !Edit"enu, Clearlte1l;

CDisable 1enu ite1s that operate on}
C a none1pty selection Cll:4.6.2J}

Enablelte1 !Edit"enu, Pastelte1l;

CEnable Paste co11and Cll:4.6.2J}

ScrapDirty := TRUE;
WindowDirty ITRUEl

{"ark scrap as dirty}
{"ark window as dirty}

gn~;

CDoCut>

{------------------------------------------------------------------------------------}

C Handle Copy co11and fProg. 11:5-91. }
~gg!n

CDoCopy>

ScrollToSelection;

C"ake sure selection is visible}

TECopy ITheTextl;

CCopy the selection Cll:5.5.2J}

Enablelte1 !Edit"enu, Pastelte1l;

<Enable Paste co11and CI1:4.6.2J}

ScrapDirty := TRUE

{"ark scrap as dirty>

gn~;

CDoCopy>

(------------------------------------------------------------------------------------}

C Handle Paste co11and fProg. 11:5-101. }
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ScrollToSelection;

C"ake sure selection is visible}

TEPaste ITheTextl;

{Paste the scrap £II:5.5.2l}

AdjustScrollBar;
AdjustText;
ScrollToSelection;

{Adjust scroll bar to length of text}
CAdjust ter.t to aatch scroll bar}
CKeep selection visible}

Disableite1 !Edit"enu, Cutlteal;
Disableitea (Edit"enu, Copylteel;
Disableitea (Edit"enu, Clearlteal;

{Disable aenu iteas thai operate on}
C a noneapty selection £11:4.6.2]}

WindoMDirty (TRUE>
~ng;

CDoPaste}

{------------------------------------------------------------------------------------}
H[Q£~QY[~

DoClear;

C Handle Clear couand CProg. 11:5-111. }
~~gin

CDoCl ear}

ScrollToSelection;

{"ake sure selection is visible}

TEDelete ITheTer.tl;

<Delete the selection £11:5;5. 3]}

Adjust Scroll Bar;
Adjust Text;
ScrollToSelection;

<Adjust scroll bar to length of text}
<Adjust text to aatch scroll bar}
<Keep insertion point visible}

Disableltea !EditMenu, Cutlteal;
Disablelte1 (Edit"enu, Copylteel;
Disable!tee !Edit"enu, Clearlteal;

<Disable eenu itees that operate on}
( a noneapty selection [II:4.6. 2l}

WindoMDirty (TRUEl
~ng;

CDoClear}

{------------------------------------------------------------------------------------}
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DoContent {!whichNindow : NindowPtrl};

Q[Q£g~y[g

{ Handle 1ouse-down event in content region of active window [Prag. !!:6-ll. }
~!!![

: Point;
theControl : ControlHandle;
thePart
: INTEGER;

thePoint ~

~ggin

{Location of 1ouse click in window coordinates [!:4.1.ll}
{Handle to control (11:6.1.ll}
{Part of control where 1ouse was pressed lII:6.4.l]}

<DoContent}

if whichNindow

<> FrontNindow
SelectNindow (whichNindowl

thgn

{ls it an inactive window? [11:3.3.31}
<If so, just activate it [!1:3.5.21}

g!~~
~ggin

thePoint := TheEvent.where;
GlobalTolocal lthePointl;

{Get point in screen coordinates [11:2.1.ll}
{Convert to window coordinates (1:4.4.21}

thePart := FindControl lthePoint, whichNindow, theControll ;
{Was 1ouse pressed in a control? CII:6.4.1J}

if theControl = TheScrollBar tngn
DoScrol l lthePart, thePointl
g!~~

if

gn~;

if

theControl = ~lb

tngn

<Was it in the scroll bar?}
{Go scroll the window}
<Not in a control?}

PtlnRect lthePoint, TheTextAA.viewRectl tngn <Nas it in the text rectangle? Cl:4.4.3J}
DoSelect lthePointl
<Go handle text selection}

<DoContent}

{-------------------~---------------------------------------------------------------}
R[Q£g~y[g

DoScroll <lthePart : INTEGER; thePoint : Pointl};

{ Handle 1ouse-down event in scroll bar (Prag. 11:6-61.
~ggin

<DoScroll}
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<Dragging the indicator? CII:6.4.1ll

~!Ii!!

thePart

TrackControl (TheScrollBar, thePoint, ~!b>;
<Track souse with no action procedure CII:6.4.2l}
AdjustText
{Adjust text to new setting}
:=

!nd <!b!n>

thePart
@n~;

:=

TrackControl (lheScrollBar, thePoint, iScrollText>
<Track souse with continuous scroll CII:6.4.2l}

<DoScrolll

(---------------------------------------~--------------------------------------------}

RtR£edyr! ScrollText C<theControl: ControlHandle; thePart : INTEGER>>;
{ Scroll text within windo• [frog. 11:6-81. }
~m:

delta : INTEGER;
oldValue : INTEGER;
~!gin

<Aaount to scroll by, in lines}
{Previous setting of scroll bar}

CScrollText}

£!§! thePart R!
inUpButton:
delta := -1;

<Scroll up one line at a tise}

inDownButton:
delta := +1;

<Scroll down one line at a tiae}

inPageUp:
!i!b TheTextAA' viewRect ~g
delta := <top - botto1} di! lineHeight + 1; {Scroll up by height of text rectangle £11:5.1.11}
inPageDown:
!!!b TheTextAA' viewRect ~g
delta := (bottoa - top} di! lineHeight - 1; {Scroll down by height of text rectangle CII:S.1.1:
9!b!!:!i.!~

<Do nothing}
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{ls 1ouse stil l in the original part?}

~~gin

oldYalue := 6etCtlYalue !theControl l;
<Get old setting £11:6.2.4]}
SetCtlYalue !theControl, oldYalue +delta!; {Adjust by scroll a1ount CII:6.2.4J}
AdjustText
~nQ;

{Scroll text to natch new setting}

CScrollTextJ

{------------------------------------------------------------------------------------}
2[Q£gQ~[~

AdjustText;

{ Adjust text within wi ndow to 1atch scroll bar setting CProg. 11:6-7]. }
Y~[

oldScroll INTEGER;
newScroll : INTEGER;
~ggin

{Old text offset in pi xels}
{New text offset in pir.els}

<AdjustText}

Hlock !Handle!TheTextll;
!!!iU TheTextAA QQ

Clock edit record £1:3.2 .41}

~~gin

oldScroll := vieKRect.top - destRect.top;
{Set current offset £11:5.1.1]}
newScroll := GetCtlYalue !TheScrollBarl a lineHeight; {Scroll bar gives new offset [11:6.2.4]}
TEScroll !O, !oldScroll - newScrolll, TheTextl
~nQ;

C!!HU>

HUnlock !Handle!TheTer.tll
~!!Qi

{Scroll by difference £11:5.3.3)}

{Unlock edit record £1:3.2.411

CAdjustText}

(------------------------------------------------------------------------------------}
f~n£i!Qn

AutoScroll{ : BOOLEAN>;

{ Handle auto1atic scrolling during text selection CProg. 11:6-91. }
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var
CKouse location in local !window) coordinates Cl:4.l.ll}
(Active window's text rectangle [1: 4. 1.21}
(Original clipping region on entry Cl:4.1.5l}

1ousePoint : Point;
textRect : Rect;
saveClip : RgnHandle;
~~gin

CAutoScroll}

saveCl ip := NewRgn;
6etClip lsaveClipl;
ClipRect !TheNindoMA.portRectl;

<Create te1porary region 11:4.1.61}
(Set it to existing clipping region [1:4.3.61}
{Cli p to entire port rectangle [1:4.3.6, 1:4.2.21}
(Find 1ouse location Cll:2.4.l]}
C6et text rectangle CII:S.1.11}

6et"ouse (1ousePointl;
textRect := TheTextAA.viewRect;

i! 1ousePoint. v < textRect.top

Scrolllext (TheScrollBar, lnUpButtonl

<Above top of rectangle? 11:4.1.1, 1:4. 1.21}
{Scroll up one line [!1:6.4.11}

i! 1ousePoint.v > textRect.botto1 ~n~n
Scrolllext ITheScrollBar, lnDownButtonl

<Below botto1 of rectangle? (!:4.1.1, 1:4.1.21}
{Scroll down one line Cll:&.4.11}

tn~n

~!~~

<~!~~

do nothing};

Set Clip
IsaveCli pl;
DisposeRgn lsaveClipl;

<Restore original clipping region CI:4.3.6J}
<Dispose of te1porary region [1:4.1.61}

AutoScroll := TRUE

(Continue tracking 1ouse [11:5.6.11}

~n~;

<AutoScrol D
'>

{------------------------------------------------------------------------------------}
Q[Q£~~~[g

DoSelect ClthePoint : Point!>;

( Handle 1ouse-down event in text rectangle CProg. 11:5-41. }

m:
extend : BOOLEAN;
~ggin

(Extend existing selection !Shift-click!?}

<DoSelect}

~i~n

TheEvent ~Q
extend := IBitAnd l1odifiers, Shi ftKeyl <> Ol; <Shift key down? [!:2.2.2, 11:2.1.5]}

TEClick (thePoi nt, extend, TheText l;

<Do text selection [11:5.4.ll}
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<Enable/disable 1enu ite1s}
{DoSelect}

~n~;

{------------------------------------------------------------------------------------}

{ Enable/disable editing co11ands CProg. 11:5-51 . }

Disablelte1 lEdit"enu, Undolte1l;

{Disable Undo com1and CII:4.6.2l}

Hlock !HandlelTheTextll;
~itn TheTextAA ~Q
if selStart = selEnd

{Lock edit record CI:3.2.4J}
<Is selection e1pty? CII:5.1.1l>

tn~n

Q~Qi!J

Disablelte1 IEdit"enu, Cutlte1l;
Disablelte1 !Edit"enu, Copylte1l;
Disablelte1 !Edit"enu, Clearlte1)

{Disable 1enu ite1s that operate on}
{ a none1pty selection CII:4.6.2l}

~n~ <tn~n}
~!~g
Q~Qi!!

Enablelte1 !Edit"enu, Cutlteal;
Enablelte1 !Edit"enu, Copylte1l;
Enablelte1 IEdit"enu, Clearlte1)

<Enable 1enu ite1s that operate on }
{ a noneapty selection CII:4.6.2l}

~m!; <~1~~>

HUnlock IHandle!TheTextll;

!Unlock edit record [1:3.2.41}

if TESetScraplen = 0 th~!!

<Is scrap e1pty? CII:5.5.4l}
<Disable Paste co11and CII:4.6.2l}

Disablelte1 !Edit"enu, Pastelteal
~l~g

Enablelte1 IEdit"enu, Pastelte1)

<Enable Paste co11and CII:4.6.2J}

{------------------------------------------------------------------------------------}
2[Q£~~Y[~

DoDrag {(whichWindow : WindowPtrl>;

{ Handle 1ouse-down event in drag

re~ion

CProg. II:3-BJ. }

-,
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Y~r

topLi ne
firstChar
tax Top

INTEGER;
INTEGER;
INTEGER;

{First line visible in MindoM}
{Character position of first character in windoM}
{"ax itut value for top line in NindoM}

SetCursor !WatchAA)i

{Indicate delay [II:2.5.2J}

HLock !Handle!TheTextll;
~tt~ TheTextA
AQQ

{Lock edit record [I:3.2.4l}

~~9t!!

topLine := 6etCtlYalue !TheScrollBarli {Set previous first line £II:6.2.4l}
firstChar := lineStartsCtopLineJ;
{Find first character previously visible [II:5.1.1 I}
vieMRect := TheWindoMA.portRect;
~tt~ viewRect QQ

{Display text in windoM's port rectangle £II:3.1.1 )}

~~9t!!

right :=right - !SBarWidth - 1l; {Exclude scroll bar, alloMing for 1-pixel overlap>
bottot := bottot - !SBarWidth - 1l; {Leave space for scroll bar at bottot}
bottot := tbottot Qty lineHeightl l lineHeight
{Truncate to a whole nutber of lines £II:5.1.1l}
___ ,
end·

destRect := vieMRect;
{Wrap to sate rectangle [11:5.1 . 11}
InsetRect (destRect, Text"argin, Text"arginl; {Inset by text targin £I:4.4.4J}
TECalText !TheTextl;
AdjustScrollBari

{Recalibrate line starts [11:5.3.1ll
{Adjust scroll bar to neM length}

ScrollCharacter (firstChar, FALSEl

{Scroll sate character to top of Mindow}

~!!Qi {~tt~>
HUnloc~

~!!Qi

!Handle!TheTextll

{Unlock edit record [1:3.2.41}

CFixTexU

{------------------------------------------------------------------------------------}
R[Q£~QY[~

Do6oAMay {(MhichNindoN : NindoMPtrl}j

{ Handle 1ouse-down event in close region [Prog. Il:3-10l. }
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!f TrackGoAway lwhichNindow, TheEvent.wherel

th~n

DoClose
~n~;

CTrack 1ouse in close region £11:3.5.41}
{ and close window if necessary
}

<DoGoAway}

{------------------------------------------------------------------------------------}
D0Zoo1 ClwhichNindow : NindowPtr; inOrOut : lNTEGERl};

~[Q£~~Y[~

( Handle 1ouse-down event in 2001 region CProg. 11:3-111. }

~!th

TheEvent

~Q

!f TrackBox (whichNindow, where, inOrOutl
EraseRect lwhichNindowA.portRectl;

th~n

<Track 1ouse in 2001 region £11:3.5.41}
{Clear window to white Cl:S.3.2]}

Zoo1Nindow lwhichNindow, inOrOut, FALSEl; CZ001 window in or out £11:3.3.21}

~n~;

lnvalRect lwhichNindowA.portRectl;

{Force update of window's contents Cll: 3.4.2l}

FixScrollBar;
Fix Text

{Resize scroll bar}
<Resize text rectangle}

CD0Zoo1>

{------------------------------------------------------------------------------------}
~[Q£~~Y[~

DoKeystroke;

C Handle keystroke CProg. I l: 4-41. }
Y~r

chCode
: INTEGER;
ch
: CHAR;
1enuChoice : LON6INT;

{Character code fro• event 1essage CB.1 .11}
{Character that was typed}
<Kenu ID and ite1 nu1ber for keyboard alias}
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CDoKeystroke}

!itb TheEvent

~g

~gg!n

chCode := BitAnd (1essage, CharCode"ask>;
ch := CHR<chCodel;

<Extract character code £1:2.2.2, 11:2.1.41}
<Convert to a character}

if BitAnd (1odifiers, C1dKey) <> 0 tb!n

CC011and key down? £1:2.2.2, 11:2.1.51}

~!9!0

if what <> AutoKey th!n
~HiO

1enuChoice := "enuKey <ch>;
Do"enuChoice <menuChoice)

<Ignore repeats £11:2.1.1, 11:2.1.2]}
<Set 1enu equivalent £11:4.5.11}
<Handle as 1enu choice}

g!~~

DoTyping fch>

gn~;

<Handle as normal charact,r}

CDoKeystroke}

{------------------------------------------------------------------------------------}
Q(Q~!~Y[!

DoTyping {(ch : CHARJ};

{ Handle character typed fro1 keyboard CProg. 11:5-61. }
~!gin

<DoTyping}

ScrollToSelection;

C"ake sure insertion point is visible}

TEKey <ch, TheTextl;

<Process character £11:5.5.ll}

AdjustScrollBar;
AdjustText;
ScrollToSelection;

<Adjust scroll bar to length of text}
<Adjust text to 1atch scroll bar}
<Keep insertion point visible}

Disablelte1 <Edit"enu, Cutlte1>;
Disableltem <Edit"enu, Copyltea>;
Disableltea (Edit"enu, Clearltea>;

<Disable aenu ite1s that operate on}
< a noneapty selection £11:4.6.21}

WindowDirty <TRUE>

("ark window as dirty}

!n~;

<DoTyping>
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(------------------------------------------------------------------------------------}
2[Q£~~Y[~

DoUpdate;

( Handle update event CProg. 11:5-31. }
Y~r

savePort
"hichWindo"
theData
dataHandle
~~gin

:
:
:
:

Sraf Ptr;
Windo"Ptr;
WDHandle;
Handle;

<Pointer to previous· current port CI:4.2.2]}
<Pointer to "indo" to be updated £11:3.1.11}
<Handle to "i ndow's data record}
<Untyped handle for locking data record [1 :3.1.ll}

<DoUpdate}

SetPort lsavePortl;

(Save previous port [1:4. 3.31}

"hichWindo" := WindowPtr lTheEvent.1essagel;
SetPort lwhichWindowl;

{Convert long integer to pointer [11:3.1.11}
{"ake window the current port £1:4.3.31}

BeginUpdate lwhichWindowl;

<Restrict visible region to update region Cll:3.4.ll}

EraseRect !whichWindowA.portRectl;

<Clear update region £1:5.3.21}

DrawSro"lcon lwhichWindowl;
DrawControls ("hichWindowl;

<Redra" size box Cll:3.3.4l}
<Redra" scroll bar [11:6.3.ll l

dataHandle := HandlelGetNRefCon !whichWindowll;
Hlock ldataHandl el;
theData := WDHandle(dataHandlel;
!iin theDataAA ~Q
TEUpdate !editRecAA.viewRect, editRecl;
HUnlock ldataHandlel;
EndUpdate (whichWindowl;
SetPort (savePortl
~n~;

<Get window data CII:3.2.4l}
Clock data record £1:3.2.41}
(Convert to typed handle}
<Redraw the text £11:5 .3.21}
<Unlock data record £1:3.2. 41}

<Restore original visible region [11:3.4.11}
<Restore original port CI:4.3.3l}

<DoUpdate}

{------------------------------------------------------------------------------------}
2[Q£~~Yr~

DoActivate;

{ Handle activate (or deactivate> event CProg. 11:5-141. }
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~Qn§!

active = O;
inactive = 255;

{Highlighting code for active scroll bar Cll:6.3.3l}
(Highlighting code for inactive scroll bar Cll:6.3.3J}

changeFlag = S0002;

{"ask for extracting 'change bit' fro• event 1odifiers}

whichNindow : NindowPtr;
theData
: NDHandle;
dataHandle : Handle;

(Pointer to the window Cll:3.1.1l}
{Handle to window's data record}
(Untyped handle for locking data record Cl:3.1.1l}

~~gin

CDoActivate}

!i!h TheEvent

~Q

~~gi!!

whichNindow := NindowPtr(1essagel;
SetPort (whichNindowl;

(Convert long integer to pointer Cll:3.1.1l}
{"ake window the current port Cl:4.3.3l}

Draw6rowlcon (whichNindowl;

{Highlight or unhighlight size box Cll:3.3.4l}

dataHandle .:= Handle(6etNRefCon(whichWindowll; <Get window data CII:3.2.4]}
Hlock !dataHandlel;
Clock data record Cl:3.2.4l}
theData

:=

NDHandle(dataHandlel;

{Convert to typed handle}

!i!h theDataAA ~Q
if BitAnd(1odifiers, ActiveFlagl <> 0 !h~~ <Test activate/deactivate bit Cl:2.2.2, 11:2. l.51}

TheNindo11
:= 11hichNindo11;
TheScrollBar := scrollBar;
TheText
:= editRec;

<Set global pointers/handles}

HiliteControl (scrollBar, active!; {Activate scroll bar Cll:6.3.3J}
TEActivate (editRecl;
{Highlight selection Cll:S.4.31}

if BitAnd(1odifiers, changeFlagl <> 0 !h~!!
ReadDeskScrap;
FixEdit"enu;

{Coting fro• a syste1 11indo11? (1:2.2.2, 11:2.1 .51}
<Copy desk scrap ·to Toolbox scrap}
CEnable/disable editing co11ands}
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Enablelte1 !File"enu, SaveAslteml;

{Enable Save As ..• co11and (11:4.6.21}
{ls docu1ent dirty?}
Enablelte1 (File"enu, Savelte1l; <Enable Save co11and [11:4.6.21}
dirty ~n~ !fileNumber <> Ol ~bgn Cls there a file to revert to?}
Enablelte1 !File"enu, Revertlte1l {Enable Revert co11and [11:4.6.21}

i! dirty

if

~bgn

TheNindow
:=
TheScrollBar :=
TheText
:=

~!bi

{Clear global pointers/handles}

~!bi

~!bi

TEDeactivate !editRecl;
CUnhighlight selection [11:5.4.31}
HiliteControl (scrollBar, inactive!; CDeactivite scroll bar [11:6.3.31}
i! BitAnd!1odifiers, changeFlagl <> 0 ~bgn
<Exiting to a syste1 window? (1:2.2.2, II:2.1.5]}

Qggi!!
NriteDeskScrap;
Enablelte1
Enablelte1
Enablelte1
Enablelte1
Enablelte1
gn~;

!Edit"enu,
!EditHenu,
!Edit"enu,
!Edit"enu,
!Edit"enu,

{Copy Toolbox scrap to desk scrap}
Undolte1l; <Enable standard editing co11ands}
Cutlte1l; { for desk accessory CI1:4.6.2l }
Copylte1l;
Pastelte1l;
Clearlte1l

Cif}

Disablelte1 (file"enu, Savelte1l;
{Disable filing co11ands for desk
Disablelte1 !File"enu, SaveAslte1l; { accessory or e1pty desk [11:4.6.21}
Disablelte1 !FileHenu, Revertlte1l

HUnlock ldataHandlel

gn~;

{Unlock data record (1:3.2.41}

CDoActivate}

{------------------------------------------------------------------------------------}
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Nindo•Dirty {(isDirty : BOOLEAN>>;

{ "ark windo• dirty or clean CProg. 11:5-71. }

rn:

theData
: NDHandle;
dataHandle : Handle;

~!9in

{Handle to 1indo1 s data record}
{Untyped handle for locking data record £1:3.1.11}
1

CNindo•Dirty}

dataHandle := Handle(SetNRefCon(TheNindoM});
HLock (dataHandle);
theData

:=

WDHandle(dataHandle>;

!i!b theDataAA

<Set •inda• data [11:3.2.41}
Clock data record £1:3.2.41}
<Convert to typed handle}

~g

~!9!!J

dirty

:=

isDirty;

if isDirty !h!n

<Set flag in data record}
Cls windo• becoming dirty or clean?}

~!!li!J

Enablelte1 <File"enu, Savelte1>; <Enable Save co11and £11:4.6.2]}
if fileNu1ber <> 0 !b!~
Cls Nindo• associated Mith a file?}
Enablelte1 (file"enu, Revertlte1) <Enable Revert co11and £11:4.6.21}

!Il~

C!b!nl

!!!~

~!9iD

Disablelte1 (file"enu, Savelte1>; <Disable 1enu ite1s £11:4.6.21}
Disablelte1 (fileMenu, Revertlte1l

!nd

<!!~!}

HUnlock (dataHandlel
!n~;

CUnlock data record £1:3.2.41}

CWindo•Dirty}

{------------------------------------------------------------------------------------}
~rQ&!~Yr!

AdjustScrollBar;

C Adjust scroll bar to length of docu1ent £Prag. 11:6-51. }
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£Q!!~!

active = O;
inactive =255;

<Highlighting code for active scroll bar £11:6.3.31}
{Highlighting code for inactive scroll bar £11:6.3.31}

rn~

· wi ndoMHei ght
tax Top

INTEGER;
INTEGER;

{Height of text rectangle in lines}
<Kaxi1u1 value for top line in window}

CAdjustScrol!Bar}

~gg!n

~!i~

TheTextAA' viewRect

gg

~gg!!!

windowHeight := (botto1 - topl g!y lineHeight; {Get window height £11:5.1.11}
1axTop
:= nlines - windowHeight
<Avoid white space at botto1 Cll:5.1.1ll

gng;

<~U~l

!f 1axTop <= 0 t~g!!

<Is text s1aller than window?}

~gg!n

.axTop := O;
HiliteControl !TheScrollBar, inactive!

gng

{Show all of text}
<Disable scroll bar CII:6.3.3l}

<t~gn>

gt~~

HiliteControl !TheScrollBar, active!;
SetCtlKar. !TheScrollBar, 1axTopl

gng;

<Enable scroll bar £11:6.3.31}
<Adjust range of scroll bar £11:6.2.41}

CAdjustScrollBar}

(------------------------------------------------------------------------------------}
2~Q£gQ~~g

ScrollToSelection;

{ Scroll current selection into view CProg. 11:6-131. }

rn::

topline
INTEGER;
botto1Line
INTEGER;
windowHeight : INTEGER;

~~g!n

<First line visible in window}
<First line beyond botto1 of window}
<Height of text rectangle in lines}

CScrollToSelectionl

Hlock !Handle!TheTextll;
~!i~ TheTextA
A' viewRect

Clock edit record CI:3.2.4ll

gg
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topline
:= 6etCt!Value ITheScrollBarl;
<Set current top line CII:6.2.4l}
windowHeight := (botto1 - top) ~iY lineHeight; <Set window height CII:5.1.1l}
botto1Line := topLine + windowHeight;
{Find line beyond botto1}
if SetCtl"ax !TheScrollBarl = 0
Adj.ustText

i! selEnd < lineStartsCtopLinel
ScrollCharacter (selStart, FALSE)

~!~~

<Not enough text to fill the window? CII:6.2 .4l}
{Start of text to top of window}

~h~n

<Whole selection above window top? CII:5.l.1 J}
<Start of selection to top of window}

~h~n

i! selStart >= lineStarts[botto1Linel
Scrol!Character (selEnd , TRUE)

~!~~

~n~; <!!Uh>
HUnlock !Handle(TheTextll
~nd;

~h~n

<Whole selection below window botto1? CI1:5. l. 11:
<End of selection to botto1 of window}

<Unlock edit record £1:3.2.41}

<ScrollToSelection}

{------------------------------------------------------------------------------------}
2[Q~~~~[~

ScrollCharacter {(theCharacter : INTE6ER; t0Botto1 : BDDLEANll;

{ Scroll character into view CProg. II:6-12l. }
Y~[

theLine
INTEGER;
windowHeight : INTEGER;
~~gin

<Number of line containing character}
{Height of text rectangle in lines}

<ScrollCharacter}

HLock !Handle!TheTextll;
!!i~h TheTextAA ~Q

{Lock edit record CI:3.2.4l}

~~gin

theLine := O;
<Start search at first line}
lineStartsCtheLine+ll <= theCharacter ~Q
theLine := theLine + 1;
{Find line cont•ining character CII:5.1.1l}

!!hi!~
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!f t0Botto1 ih!!!

<Scrolling to botto1 of window?}

~!Q!!!
~!ih

viewRect QQ
windowHeight :~ !botto1 - top) Q!Y lineHeight; C6et window height}
theline := theline - !windowHeight - ll
(Offset for window height}
!nQ; <u>
SetCtlYalue ITheScrollBar, thelinel;
AdjustText
!!!Qi <~Uh>
HUnlock !Handle!TheTextll
!!!~i

<Adjust setting of scroll bar (11:6.2.41}
{Scroll text to 1atch new setting}
<Unlock edit record Cl:3.2.4ll

CScrol lCharacter}

{------------------------------------------------------------------------------------}
2[Q£!~Y[!

ReadDeskScrap;

C Read desk scrap into Toolbox scrap CProg. 11:5-121. }
Y~[

scraplength : LON61NT;
ignore
: LON6INT;
result
: OSErr;
~!Q!!!

{Length of desk text scrap in bytes}
CDu11y variable for scrap offset>
<Result code fro1 scrap transfer Cl:3.1.2ll

CReadDeskScrap}

!f ScrapC01pare <> lnfoScrapA.scrapCount th!!!

CHas scrap count changed? (1:7.4.21}

~!Q!!!

scraplength := 6etScrap

l~!b,

'TEXT', ignore); <Check desk scrap for a text ite1 Cl:7.4.3l}

!f scraplength >= 0 th!!!
~!Q!!:!

resul t := TEFro1Scrap;
!f result <> NoErr ih!!!
scraplength := result
!!!Qi

cw

!f scraplength > 0 th!!!
Enablelte1 !Edit"enu , Pastelteal
!l~~

Cls there a text ite1?}
{Transfer desk scrap to Toolbox scrap Cll:5.5.5J}
CWas there an error? [1:3.1. 21}
C"ake sure scrap length is negative}
<Was scrap none1pty?l
<Enable Paste co11and £11:4.6.21}
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~!Hin

TESetScraplen (0);
Disablelte1 (Edit"enu, Pastelte1>
!nd; <!!!!>
ScrapC01pare := lnfoScrapA.scrapCount

C"ark Toolbox scrap as e1pty £11:5.5.41}
<Disable Paste co11and Cil:4.6.2J}
CSave scrap count for later co1parison [1:7.4.2]}

!n!; CReadDeskScrap}

(------------------------------------------------------------------------------------}
Q(Q~!dYr!

WriteDeskScrap;

C Write Toolbox scrap to desk scrap CProg. 11:5-131. >

nr

result : OSErr;

k!gi~

CResult code froa scrap transfer £1:3.1.21>

CNriteDeskScrap}

i! ScrapDirty

~b!n

CHas scrap changed since last read?}

~!9iD

ScrapC01pare := ZeroScrap;

CChange scrap count, save for co1parison £1:7.4.31}

result := TEToScrap;

<Transfer Toolbox scrap to desk scrap £11:5.5.5]}

ScrapDirty := FALSE

<Toolbox and desk scraps now agree}

!n!; CWriteDeskScrap}

(------------------------------------------------------------------------------------}
Rr9~!dYr!

IDCheck {(resultCode : DSErr)>;

{ Check for 1/0 error CProg. 11:8-11. }
~!r

alertlD
: INTE&ER;
errorString : Str255;
ignore
: INTEGER;

<Resource ID of alert}
CError code in string for1 £1:2.1.11}
Clte1 code returned by alert>
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{Just return if no error}

~~~!!

EX IT (IOChecl: l ;
£~§~

resultCode Qf

OpllrErr:
alertlD := OpllrlD;

{Use Already Open alert}

<Insert code here to handle any other specific errors}
Qt~~[~ig
~~gin

alertlD := IOErrlD;
Nu1T0String (resultCode, errorStringl;
Para1Text (errorString, '', '', '' l

<Use general 1/0 Error alert}
<Convert error code to a string [1:2.3.71}
{Substitute into text of alert [11:7.4.bl}

~!!~

lnitCursor;
ignore := StopAlert (alertlD,

~!~>;

Quitting := FALSE;
ErrorFlag := TRUE
~!!~;

<Restore nor1al cursor [11:2.5.21}
<Post alert [11:7.4.21}
<Cancel Quit co11and, if any}
{Force exit to 1ain event loop}

CIOCheck >

{------------------------------------------------------------------------------------}
{ Kain progra1 CProg. 11:2-11. }

Initialize;
!:~I!~~!

Kainloop

CDo one-ti1e-only initialization}
<Execute one pass of 1ain loop}

!!!!U! Finished;

NriteDeskScrap
~!!~·

C"iniEdit}

{Copy Toolbox scrap to desk scrap}

Glossary

The following is a comprehensive glossary for Volumes One and
Two. Note: Terms shown in italic are defined elsewhere in this glossary.
A5 world: Another name for a program's application global space, located
by means of a base address kept in processor register A5.
"above A5" size: The number of bytes needed between the base address
in register A5 and the end of the application global space, to hold a program's
application parameters and jump table.
access path: An independent channel of communication for reading or
writing a file.
access permission: The form of communication allowed for a particular file or access path, such as read-only, write-only, or read/write.
accessory window: A window with rounded corners, used for display ing a desk accessory on the screen.
action procedure: A routine that is called repeatedly for as long as the
mouse button is held down after being pressed in a control.
activate event: A window event generated by the Toolbox to signal that a
given window has become the active window.
active control: A control that w ill respond to the mouse in the normal
way; compare inactive control.
active menu: A menu that is currently included in the menu bar, making
its contents available to be chosen with the mouse.
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background pattern:
graphics port.

The pattern used for erasing shapes in a given

base address: In general, any memory address used as a reference point
from which to locate desired data in memory. Specifically, (1) the address of
the bit image belonging to a given bit map; (2) the address of a program's
application parameters, kept in processor register A5 and used to locate the
contents of the program's application global space.
base of stack: The end of the stack that remains fixed in memory and is
not affected when items are added and removed; compare top of stack.
base type: In Pascal, the data type to which a given pointer type is
declared to point: for example, the pointer type " INTEGER has the base type
INTEGER.
baseline: The reference line used for defining the character images in a
font, and along which the graphics pen travels as text is drawn.
"below A5" size: The number of bytes needed between the beginning of
the application global space and the base address in register AS, to hold a
program's application globals.
Binary/Decimal Conversion Package: A standard package, provided
in the system resource file (or in ROM on the Macintosh Plus) that converts
numbers between their internal binary format and their external representation as strings of decimal digits.
binary point: The binary equivalent of a decimal point, separating the
integer and fractional parts of a fi;<ed-point number.
bit image: An array of bits in memory representing the pi;<els of a graphical image.
bit map: The combination of a bit image with a boundary rectangle. The
bit image provides the bit map's content; the boundary rectangle defines its
extent and gives it a system of coordinates.
bit-mapped display:
individually controlled.

A video display screen on whic;h each pi;<el can be

blind pointer: A Pascal pointer whose base type is unspecified, and
which can consequently be assigned to a variable of any pointer type. The
standard Pascal constant NIL is a blind pointer; two nonstandard features of
Apple's Pascal compiler, the POINTER function and the @ operator, also
produce blind pointers as their results.
block:
free.

An area of contiguous memory within the heap, either allocated or

block map: A table containing information needed by the file system
about the usage of all allocation blocks on a given volume.
bottleneck procedure: A specialized procedure for performing a lowlevel drawing operation in a given graphics port, used for customizing QuickDraw operations.

/
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boundary rectangle: (1) For a bil map, the rectangle that defines the bit
map's extent and determines its system of coordinates. (2) For a graphics
port, the boundary rectangle of the port's bit map.
bounding box: The smallest rectangle completely enclosing a polygon or
region on the coordinate grid.
bozo bit: A Finder flag that prevents a file from being copied; named for
the Apple programmer who invented it.
bundle: A Finder resource that identifies all of a program's other Finder
resources, so that they can be installed in the desktop file when the program's application file is copied to a new disk.
bundle bit: A Finder flag that tells whether an application file has any
Finder resources that must accompany it when it's copied to a new disk.
busy bit: A Finder flag that tells whether a file is currently in use (has
been opened and not yet closed).
button:
dial.

A control with two possible settings, on

(1)

and off (0); compare

byte: An independently addressable group of 8 bits in the computer's
memory.
Caps Lock key: A modifier key on the Macintosh keyboard, used to
convert lowercase letters to uppercase while leaving all nonalphabetic keys
unaffected.
caret: The graphical symbol used on the screen to represent an insertion
point in text; normally a blinking vertical bar rather than an actual proofreader's caret mark.
caution alert: A form of alert box., intermediate in severity between a
note alert and a stop alert, that reports a moderately serious error or anomaly or asks the user for additional instructions about how to proceed with
an operation.
centered: A method of text justification in which each line of text is
positioned midway between the left and right margins; compare flush left,
flush right, full justification.
chain: To start up a new program after reinitializing the stack and application global space, but not the application heap; compare launch.
change bit: A Finder flag that tells whether a file's contents have been
changed and must be updated on the disk.
character code:
key code.

An 8-bit integer representing a text character; compare

character image: A bit image that defines the graphical representation
of a text character in a given typeface and type size.
character key: A key on the keyboard or keypad that produces a character when pressed; compare modifier key.
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character offset: The horizontal distance, in pixels, from the left edge of
the font rectangle to that of the character image for a given character; equal
to the difference between the character's leftward kern and the maximum
leftward kem in the font.
character origin: The location within a character image marking the
position of the graphics pen when the character is drawn.
character position: An integer marking a point between characters in a
file or other collection of text, from 0 (the very beginning of the text, before
the first character) to the length of the text (the very end, after the last
character).
character style: See type style.
character width: The distance in pixels by which the graphics pen advances after drawing a character; compare image width.
character-width table: An optional table in a font record, containing
fractional character widths for the characters in the font. Used only by the
Macintosh Plus Toolbox; ignored on earlier models.
check mark: A special control character (character code $12) that appears
on the Macintosh screen as a small check symbol; used for marking items on
a menu.
checkbox: A button that retains an independent on/off setting to control
the way some future action will occur; compare pushbutton, radio buttons.
choose: To designate a menu item by pointing with the mouse.
click-loop routine: A routine, associated with an edit record, that is
called repeatedly for as long as the mouse button is held ~own after being
pressed in the record's view rectangle.
clip: To confine a drawing operation within a specified boundary, suppressing any drawing that falls outside the boundary.
Clipboard: The term used in Macintosh user's manuals to refer to the
scrap.
clipping boundaries: The boundaries to which all drawing in a given
graphics port is confined, consisting of the port's boundary rectangle, port
rectangle, clipping region, and visible region.
clipping rectangle: See view rectangle.
clipping region: A general-purpose clipping boundary associated with a
graphics port, provided for the application program's use.
clock chip: A component of the Macintosh, powered independently by a
battery, that keeps track of the current date and time even when the
machine's main power is turned off.
close: (1) To destroy a window and remove it from the screen. (2) To
destroy an access path to a file.
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close box: The small box near the left end of the title bar, by which a
document window can be closed with the mouse.
close region: The area of a window by which it can be closed with the
mouse; also called the "go-away region." In a document window, the close
region is the close bo'}(.
code segment: A resource containing all or part of a program's executable machine code.
Command key: A modifier key on the Macintosh keyboard, used in
combination with character keys to type keyboard aliases for menu items.
command mark: A special control character (character code $11) that
appears on the Macintosh screen as a "cloverleaf" symbol; used for displaying Command-key equivalents of menu items.
compaction: The process of moving together all of the relocatable blocks
in the heap, in order to coalesce the available free space.
complement: A bit-level operation that reverses the bits of its operand,
changing each 0 to a 1 and vice versa.
content:

The information displayed in a window.

content region: The area of a window in which information is displayed,
and which a program must draw for itself; compare window frame.
control: An object on the Macintosh screen that the user can manipulate
with the mouse in order to operate on the contents of a window or control
the way they're presented.
control character: An ASCII text character with a character code from
$00 to $1 F (as well as the character $7F). Most control characters have no
special meaning and no visual representation on the Macintosh, but a few
are defined as special-purpose symbols for use on the screen: see Apple
mark, check mark, command mark, diamond mark.
control definition function: A routine, stored as a resource, that defines the appearance and behavior of a particular type of control.
control definition ID: A coded integer representing a control type,
which includes the resource ID of the control definition function along with
additional modifying information.
control handle: A handle to a control record.
control list: A linked list of all the controls belonging to a given window,
beginning in a field of the window record and chained together through a
field of their control records.
control record: A data structure containing all the information associated with a given control.
control template: A resource containing all the information needed to
create a control.
control type: A category of control, identified by a control definition ID,
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whose appearance and behavior are determined by a control definition f unction.
covered: Describes a window, control, or other object that is obscured
from view by other overlapping objects. A covered object is never displayed
on the screen, even if visible; compare exposed.
creator signature: A four-character string identifying the application
program to which a given file belongs, and which should be started up when
the user opens the file in the Finder.
cross cursor: A standard cursor included in the system resource file (or
in ROM on the Macintosh Plus) for use in graphics selection.
current port: The graphics port in use at any given time, to which most
QuickDraw operations implicitly apply.
current resource file: The resource file that will be searched first in
looking for a requested resource, and to which certain resource-related
operations implicitly apply.
current text box: In a dialog box, the text box that displays a selection or
insertion point, and to which characters typed on the keyboard are considered to be directed.
current volume: The volume or directory under consideration at any
given time, to which many file system operations implicitly apply.
cursor: A small (16-by-16-bit) bit image whose movements can be controlled with the mouse to designate positions on the Macintosh screen.
cursor level: An integer that controls whether the cursor is visible on
the screen. The cursor is visible if the cursor level is zero, hidden if it's
negative.
cursor record: A data structure defining the form and appearance of a
cursor on the screen .
customize: To redefine an aspect of the Toolbox's operation to meet the
specialized needs of a particular program.
cut and paste: The standard method of editing u sed on the Macintosh, in
which text, graphics, or other information is transferred from one place to
another by way of an intermediate scrap or Clipboard.
dangling pointer: An invalid pointer to an object that no longer exists at
the designated address.
data fork: The f ark of a file that contains the file's data, such as the text
of a document; compare resource f ark.
date and time record: A data structure representing a calendar date
and clock time, with fields for the year, month, day of the month, day of the
week, hour, minute, and second; used for reading or setting the Macintosh's
built-in clock chip.
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deactivate event: A window event generated by the Toolbox to signal
that a given window is no longer the active window.
dead character: (1) A text character with a zero character width, which
doesn't advance the graphics pen when drawn. (2) A character (such as a
foreign-language accent) that combines with the character following it to
produce a single result character (such as an accented letter).
default button: The pushbutton displayed with a heavy black double
border in an alert or dialog bo"l(; pressing the Return or Enter key is considered equivalent to clicking the default button with the mouse.
defining string: A string of characters specifying the title and attributes
of one or more menu items.
definition file: An assembly-language file containing definitions of Toolbox constants and global vari~bles, to be incorporated into an assemblylanguage program with an .INCLUDE directive.
demote: To send a window behind another window on the screen.
dereference: (1) In gen~ral, to convert any pointer to the value it points
to. (2) Specifically, to convert a handle to the corresponding master pointer.
descent: (1) For a text character, the distance the character extends
below the baseline, in pixels. (2) For a font, the maximum descent of any
character in the font.
descent line: The line marking a font's maximum descent below the
baseline.
desk accessory: A type of device driver that operates as a "miniapplication" that can coexist on the screen with any other program.
desk scrap: The scrap maintained by the Toolbox to hold information
being cut and pasted from one application program or desk accessory to
another; compare Toolbo"l( scrap.
desktop: (1) The gray background area of the Macintosh screen, outside
of any window. (2) The arrangement of windows, icons, and other objects
on the screen, particularly in the Finder.
desktop file: A file containing Finder-related information about the files
on a disk, including their file types, creator signatures, and locations on the
Finder desktop.
destination rectangle: The boundary to which text is wrapped in an
edit record, determining the placement of the line breaks; also called the
"wrapping rectangle."
destination text: The text to be operated on by a search or replacement
operation; compare target te"l(t, replacement te"l(t.
detach: To decouple a resource from its resource file, so that the resource
will remain in memory when the file is closed.
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device code: An integer identifying the output device a graphics port
draws on, used in selecting the appropriate fonts for drawing text.
device driver: The low-level software through which the Toolbox communicates with an input/output device; an important special category of
device drivers are desk accessories.
dial: A control that can take on any of a range of possible settings, depending on the position of a moving indicator that can be manipulated with the
mouse; compare button.
dialog:

Short for dialog bo;<.

dialog box: A window used for requesting information or instructions
from the user.
dialog hook: A routine supplied to the Standard File Package to replace
the standard dialog box with a nonstandard one, or to handle the standard
one in a nonstandard way.
dialog item: A single element displayed in an alert or dialog box, such as a
piece of text, an icon, a control, or a text box.
dialog pointer:

A pointer to a dialog record.

dialog record: A data structure containing all the information associated
with a given alert or dialog box.
dialog window:

See dialog box.

diameters of curvature: The width and height of the ovals for ming the
corners of a rounded rectangle.
diamond mark: A special control character (character code $13) that appears on the Macintosh screen as a small diamond symbol. This symbol is a
vestige of earlier versions of the Macintosh user interface and no longer has
any specific use.
dimmed: Describes an object, such as a menu item or a file icon, that is
displayed in gray instead of black to show that it is not currently active or
available .
directory: A table containing information about the files on a disk. Under
the Hierarchical File System, directories may in turn contain other directories, and correspond to folders displayed on the desktop by the Finder.
directory name: Under the Hierarchical File System, a string of text
characters identifying a particular directory.
directory reference number: An identifying number assigned by the
Hierarchical File System to stand for a given directory.
dirty: Describes a document or window whose contents have been
changed since they were last read from or written to the disk.
disabled dialog item: A dialog item that doesn't dismiss its alert or
dialog box when clicked with the mouse or typed into from the keyboard.
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disabled menu item: A menu item that cannot currently be chosen with
the mouse; normally displayed in dimmed form on the screen.
disk driver: The device driver built into ROM for communicating with
the Macintosh's built-in Sony disk drive.
Disk Initialization Package: A standard package, provided in the system resource file, that takes corrective action when an unreadable disk is
inserted into the disk drive, usually by initializing the disk .
disk-inserted event:
into a disk drive.

An event reporting that the user inserted a disk

dismiss: To remove an alert or dialog bo;< from the screen, typically by
clicking a pushbutton.
dispatch table: A table in memory, used by the Trap Dispatcher to locate
Toolbox routines in ROM.
display rectangle: The rectangle that defines the location and extent of
a dialog item within an alert or dialog bo;<.
document: A coherent unit or collection of information to be operated
on by a particular application program.
document file: A file containing a document.
document window: The standard type of window used by application
programs to display information on the screen.
double click: Two presses of the mouse button in quick succession,
considered as a single action by the user.
down arrow: The arrow at the bottom or right end of a scroll bar, which
causes it to scroll down or to the right a line at a time when clicked with the
mouse.
drag: (1) To roll the mouse while holding down the button. (2) To move a
window, icon, or other object to a new location on the screen by dragging
with the mouse.
drag region: The area of a window by which it can be dragged to a new
location with the mouse. In a document window, the drag region consists of
the title bar minus the close bo;< and zoom bo;<, if any.
drive number: An integer designating a disk drive: 1 for the internal disk
drive, 2 for the e)(ternal disk drive (if any), 3 or greater for any other external
storage device, such as a hard disk.
driver reference number: An integer between - 1 and - 32, used to
refer to a particular device driver; derived from the driver's unit number by
the formula refNum
- (unitNum + 1).

=

edit record: A complete text editing environment containing all the information needed for Te)(tEdit operations.
eject: To remove a disk volume physically from a disk drive, placing the
volume off line.
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empty handle: A handle that points to a NIL master pointer, indicating
that the underlying block has been purged from the heap .
empty rectangle:
empty region:

A rectangle enclosing no pixels on the coordinate grid.

A region that encloses no pixels on the coordinate grid.

emulator trap: A form of trap that occurs when the MC68000 processor
attempts to execute an unimplemented instruction; used to "emulate" the
effects of such an instruction with software instead of hardware.
enabled dialog item: A dialog item that dismisses its alert or dialog box
when clicked with the mouse or typed into from the keyboard .
enabled menu item: A menu item that is currently available and can be
chosen with the mouse.
enclosing rectangle: (1) The rectangle within which an oval is inscribed.
(2) The rectangle that defines the location and extent of a control within its
owning window.
end-of-file: The character position following the last byte of meaningful
information included in a file (the logical end-offile) or the last byte of
physical storage space allocated to it (the physical end-offile) .
EOF:

See end-offile.

erase: To fill a shape with the background pattern of the current port.
error code: A nonzero result code, reporting an error of some kind
detected by an Operating System routine .
error sound:

A sound emitted from the Macintosh speaker by an alert.

event: An occurrence reported by the Toolbox for a program to respond
to, such as the user's pressing the mouse button or typing on the keyboard.
event-driven: Describes a program that is structured to respond to
events reported by the Toolbox.
event loop: See .main event loop.
event mask: A coded integer specifying the event types to which a given
operation applies.
event message: A field of the event record containing information that
varies depending on the event type.
event queue:
processing.

The data structure in which events are recorded for later

event record: A data structure containing all the information about a
given event.
event type: An integer code that identifies the kind of occurrence reported by an event.
exception:

See trap.

exclusive or: A bit-level operation in which each bit of the result is a 1 if
the corresponding bits of the two operands are different, or 0 if the same.
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EXIT: A nonstandard feature of Apple's Pascal compiler that allows an
immediate return from the middle of a procedure or function .
exposed: Describes a window , control, or other object that is not obscured from view by other overlapping objects. An exposed object is displayed on the scr een if visible; compare covered.
external disk drive: A disk drive physically separate from the Macintosh itself and connected to it via a connector on the back of the machine.
external reference: A r eference from one code segment to a routine
contained in another segment.
family record: A data structure containing information abou t a given
typeface; used only by the Macintosh Plus Toolbox.
Fat Mac: A model of Macintosh introduced in Au tumn 1984, with a memory capacity of 512K and a single -sided disk drive.
field:

One of the components of a Pascal record.

FIFO: First in, first out; the order in which items are added to and
removed from a queue such as the event queue. Compare LIFO, LIOF.

file:

A co11ection of information stor ed as a named unit on a disk.

file directory: A table containing information needed by the file system
about the files on a given volume.
file icon:

The icon used by the Finder lo represent a file on the screen.

file mark: The character position at which the next by te will be read from
or written to a file.
file name:

A string of text characters identifying a particular f ile.

file reference: A Finder resource that establishes the connection between a file type and its file icon.
file reference number: An identify ing number assigned by the f ile
system to stand for a given f ile.
file system: (1) T he part of the Toolbox that deals with files on a disk or
other mass storage device. (2) The organization of f iles on a volume.
file type: A four·character string that characterizes the kind of information a file contains, assig ned by the progr am that created the file.
fill:

To color a shape with a specified pattern.

fill pattern: A pallern associated with a graphics port, used privately by
QuickDraw for filling shapes.
filter function: (1) A function supplied by an application program to
process events in an alert or dialog box before they'r e acted upon by the
Toolbox. (2) A function supplied to the Standard File Package to selectively
omit files from the list offered to the user.
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Finder: The Macintosh program with which the user can manipulate files
and start up applications; normally the first program to be run when the
Macintosh is turned on.
Finder flags: A set of Boolean flags associated with a file, specifying
attributes of interest to the Finder; see bozo bit, bundle bit, busy bit, change
bit, init bit, invisible bit, lock bit, system bit.
Finder information record: A data structure summarizing the Finderrelated properties of a file, including its file type, creator signature, and
location on the Finder desktop.
Finder resources: The resources associated with a program that tell the
Finder how to represent the program's files on the screen. Finder resources
include autographs, icon lists, file references, and bundles.
Finder startup handle:

See startup handle.

Finder startup information: See startup information.
fixed-point number: A binary number with a .(ixed number of bits
before and after the binary point; specifically, a value of the Toolbox data
type Fixed, consisting of a 16-bit integer part and a 16-bit fractional part.
flat file system: A file system in which all the files on a volume reside in a
single directory, with no subdirectories.
flat volume: A volume with a flat file system.
Floating-Point Arithmetic Package: A standard package, provided in
the system resource file (or in ROM on the Macintosh Plus), that performs
arithmetic on floating-point numbers in accordance with the IEEE standard,
using the Standard Apple Numeric Environment (SANE).
floating-point number: A binary number in which the binary point can
"float" to any required position; the number's internal representation includes a binary exponent, or order of magnitude, that determines the posi.
tion of the binary point.
flush: To write out information associated with a volume or file (such as a
volume's file directory or the contents of its volume buffer) from memory to
an external storage medium such as a disk.
flush left: A method of text justification in which the left margin is
straight and the right margin is "ragged"; compare flush right, centered, full
justification.
flush right: A method of text justification in which the right margin is
straight and the left margin is "ragged"; compare flush left, centered, full
justification.
folder: An object in a disk's desktop file, represented on the screen by an
icon or a window, that can contain files or other folders; used for organizing
the files on the disk. Under the Hierarchical File System, folders correspond
to directories.
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folder number:
folder.

The integer used by the Finder to identify a particular

font: (1) A resource containing all of the character images and other information needed to draw text characters in a given typeface and type size.
(2) Sometimes used loosely (and incorrectly) as a synonym for typeface, as in
the terms font number and te}(t font.
font height: The overall height of a font's font rectangle, from ascent line
to descent line.
font image: A bit image consisting of all the individual character images in
a given font, arranged consecutively in a single horizontal row; also called a
strike of the font.
font information record: A data structure containing metric information about a font in integer form; compare font metric record.
font metric record: On the Macintosh Plus, a data structure containing
metric information about a font in fixed-point form; compare font information record.
font number:

An integer denoting a particular typeface.

font record: A data structure containing all the information associated
with a given font.
font rectangle: The smallest rectangle, relative to the baseline and character origin, that would completely enclose all of the character images in a
font if they were superimposed with their origins coinciding.
font scaling: The enlargement or reduction of an existing font to substitute for an unavailable font of a different size.
font width table: A resource containing all of the information on the
character widths in a given font, but without the character images themselves; used for measuring the width of text without actually drawing it.
fork: One of the two parts of which every file is composed: the data fork
or the resource fork.
fraction: A.fi}(ed-point value of the Toolbox data type Fract, consisting of a
2-bit integer part and a 30-bit fractional part.
fractional character widths: A new feature, available only on the
Macintosh Plus, that allows the character widths for a font to be expressed as
fractional, rather than integral, numbers of points. The resulting character
positions are then rounded to the available resolution of whatever device
they're drawn on (such as the screen or a printer).
frame: (1) To draw the outline of a shape, using the pen size, pen pattern,
and pen mode of the current port. (2) See window frame.
free block: A contiguous block of space available for allocation within the
heap.
full justification: A method of text justification (not supported by Te}(t-
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Edit) in which both the left and right margins are straight, with the spaces
between words adjusted accordingly; compare flush left, centered, flush
right.

full pathname: Under the Hierarchical File System, a pathname for locating a file relative to the root directory of its volume; compar e partial
pathname.
global coordinate system: The coordinate system associated with a
given bit image, in which the top-left corner of the image has coordinates
(0, 0); the global coordinate system is independent of the boundary rectangle
of any bit m ap or graphics port based on the image.
global width table: A table used internally by the Macintosh Plus Toolbox, holding the fractional character widths and other low-level data about
a font.
glue routine:

See interface routine.

go-away region:

See close region.

graphics pen: The imaginary drawing tool used for drawing lines and
text characters in a graphics port.
graphics port: A complete drawing environment containing all the information needed for QuickDraw drawing operations.
grow icon: The visual representation of a window's size region on the
screen ; for a standard document window, a pair of small overlapping squares
in the bottom-right corner of the window.
grow region:
handle:

See size region.

A pointer to a master pointer, u sed to refer to a relocatable block.

heap: The area of memory in which space is allocated and deallocated at
the explicit request of a running program; compare stack.
heap zone: An independently maintained area of the heap, such as the
application heap or the system heap.
HFS: See Hierarchical File System.
hide: To make a window , control, or other object invisible.
Hierarchical File System: The fi le system built into the Macintosh Plus
Toolbox in ROM, designed for use w ith double-sided disks, hard disks, and
other large-capacity storage devices; also available for older models in RAMbased form . Compar e Macintosh File System .
high-level file sys tem: A collection of file system routines that sacr ifice
detailed control over input/output operations in exchange for simplicity and
ease of use; compare low-level fi le system.
highlight: To display a "vindow, control, menu item, or other object in
some distinctive way as a visual signal to the user, often (but not necessarily)
by inverting white and black pixels.
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hot spot: The point in a cursor that coincides with the mouse position on
the screen.
I·beam cursor: A standard cursor included in the system resource file (or
in ROM on the Macintosh Plus) for use in text selection.
110 driver event: A type of event used internally by the Toolbox to
handle communication with peripheral devices.
icon: A bit image of a standard size (32 pixels by 32), used on the Macintosh screen to represent an object such as a qisk or file.
icon list: A resource containing any number of icons; commonly used to
hold a .file icon and its mask for use by the Finder.
icon number: An integer used to identify an icon to be displayed on a
menu, equal to the icon's resource ID plus 256.
identifying information: The properties of a resource that uniquely
identify it: its resource type, resource ID, and (optional) resource name.
IEEE standard: A set of standards and conventions for floating-point
arithmetic, published by the Institute of Electrical and Electronic Engineers .

image-height table: An optional table in a font record, containing infor·
mation on the heights of the character images in the font. Used only by the
Macintosh Plus Toolbox; ignored on earlier models.
image width: The horizontal extent of a character image; the width in
pixels of a character's graphical representation. Compare character width.
ImageWriter: A dot-matrix impact printer manufactured and marketed
by Apple Computer.
inactive control: A control that will not currently respond to the mouse,
usually displayed in some distinctive way on the screen.
inactive menu: A menu that is not currently included in the menu bar,
making its contents unavailable to be chosen with the mouse.
indicator: The moving part of a dial that can be manipulated with the
mouse to control the dial's setting.
init bit: A Finder flag that tells whether the Finder resources belonging to
an application file have been installed in the desktop file of the disk it
resides on.
initial delay: The time interval before a key begins to repeat when held
down; measured in ticks from the initial key-down event until the first autokey event.
insertion point: An empty selection in a text document, denoted by a
selection range that begins and ends at the same character position.
Inside Macintosh: The comprehensive manual on the Macintosh Toolbol(, produced by Apple Computer, Inc. and published by Addison-Wesley
Publishing Company, Inc.
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interactive item: A dialog item, such as a control or text box, that accepts
information from the user via the mouse and keyboard; compare static item.
intercepted event: An event that is handled automatically by the Toolbox before being reported to the running program.
interface: A set of rules and conventions by which one part of an organized system communicates with another.
interface file: A text file that contains the declarations belonging to an
interface unit in source-language form , to be incorporated into a Pascal
program with a uses declaration (or a $i directive in some versions of Pascal).
interface routine: A routine, part of an interface unit, that mediates
between the stack-based parameter-passing conventions of a Pascal calling
program and those of a register-based Toolbox routine; also called a "glue
routine."
interface unit: A precompiled unit containing declarations fo r Toolbox
routines and data structures, making them available for use in Pascal programs.
internal disk drive: The 3-1/2-inch single- or double-sided Sony disk
drive built into the Macintosh.
International Utilities Package: A standard package, provided in the
system resource file, that helps programs conform to the prevailing conventions of different countries in such matters as formatting of numbers, dates,
times, and currency; use of metric units; and alphabetization of foreignlanguage accents, diacriticals, and ligatures.
interrupt: A trap triggered by a signal to the MC68000 processor from a
peripheral device or other outside source.
interrupt handler: The trap handler for responding to an interrupt.
invalid region: An area of a window's content region whose contents are
not accurately displayed on the screen, and which must therefore be updated.
invert: (1) Generally, to reverse the colors of pixels in a graphical image,
changing white to black and vice versa. (2) Specifically, to reverse the colors
of all pixels inside the boundary of a given shape.
invisible: Describes a window, control, or other object that is logically
hidden from view. An invisible object is never displayed on the screen, even
if exposed; compare visible.
invisible bit: A Finder flag that marks a file as invisible, so that the Finder
will not display its icon on the screen.
item handle:

A handle to a dialog item, kept in its dialog's item list.

item list: A data structure defining all of the dialog items associated with
an alert or dialog box, located via a handle in the dialog record.
item number:

The sequential position of a menu item within its menu, or
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of a dialog item within its dialog's item list; used as an identifying number to
refer to the item.

item type:

An integer code denoting a kind of dialog item.

jump table: A table used to direct e;icternal references between code segments to the proper addresses in memory; located in the application global
space, at positive offsets from the base address kept in register A5.
justification: The way in which text in an edit record is aligned to the left
and right edges of the destination rectangle; see flush left, centered, flush
right.
K:

See kilobyte.

kern: The amount by which a character image extends leftward beyond
the character origin or rightward beyond the character width.
kerning table: An optional table in a family record, containing information on the amount of kern between pairs of characters in a typeface; used
only by the Macintosh Plus Toolbox.
key code: An 8-bit integer representing a physical key on the Macintosh
keyboard or keypad; compare character code.
key-down event: An event reporting that the user pressed a key on the
keyboard or keypad.
key map: An array of bits in memory representing the state of the keys
on the keyboard and keypad .
key-up event: An event reporting that the user released a key on the
keyboard or keypad.
keyboard alias: A character that can be typed in combination with the
Command key to stand for a particular menu item.
keyboard configuration: The correspondence between keys on the
Macintosh keyboard or keypad and the characters they produce when
pressed.
keyboard driver: The low-level part of the Toolbox that communicates
directly with the keyboard and keypad.
keyboard event: An event reporting an action by the user with the
keyboard or keypad; see key-down event, key-up event, auto-key event.
keyboard routine: A routine to be executed directly by the keyboard
driver when the user types a number key while holding down the Command
and Shift keys; stored on the disk as a resource of type ' FKEY' .
keypad: See numeric keypad.
kilobyte: A unit of memory capacity equal to 2 10 (1,024) bytes.
LaserWriter: A high-resolution laser printer manufactured and marketed by Apple Computer.
launch: To start up a new program after reinitializing the stack, application global space, and application heap; compare chain.
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leading: The amount of extra vertical space between lines of text, measured in pixels from the descent line of one to the ascent line of the next;
rhymes with "heading," not "heeding." Although every font specifies a recommended leading value, the recommendation need not be followed when
drawing text in a graphics port.
length byte: The first byte of a Pascal{ormat string, which gives the
number of characters in the string, from 0 to 255.

LIFO: Last in, first out; the order in which items are added to and removed from the stack. Compare FIFO, LIOF.
ligature: A text character that combines two or more separate characters
into a single symbol, such as re.
limit pointer: A pointer that marks the end of an area of memory by
pointing to the address following the last byte.
limit rectangle: A rectangle that limits the movement of a window or
control when dragged with the mouse.
line breaks: The character positions marking the beginning of each new
line when text is wrapped to a boundary.
line drawing: Drawing in a graphics port by moving the graphics pen,
using the QuickDraw routines Move, MoveTo, Line, and LineTo.

LIOF: "Last in, OK, fine"; describes the allocation and deallocation of items
in the heap, which can occur in any order at all. Compare FIFO, LIFO.
Lisa: A personal computer manufactured and marketed by Apple Computer; the first reasonably priced personal computer to feature a highresolution bit-mapped display and a hand-held mouse pointing device. Now
called Macintosh XL.
List Manager Package: A .standard package, provided in the system
resource file, that displays scrollable lists of items from which the user can
choose with the mouse Qike the one used in selecting files to be read from
the disk). This package was introduced at the same time as the Macintosh
Plus, and is available only in versions 3.0 or later of the System file.
load: To read an object, such as a resource or the desk scrap, into memory
from a disk file.
local coordinate system: The coordinate system associated with a
given graphics port, determined by the boundary rectangle of the port's bit
map.
local ID: The identifying number by which a Finder resource is referred
to by other resources in the same bundle; not necessarily the same as its
true resource ID.
localize: To tailor a program's behavior for use in a particular country.
location table: A table giving the horizontal position of each character
image in a font, measured in pixels from the beginning of the font image.
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lock: To temporarily prevent a relocatable block from being purged or
moved within the heap during compaction.
lock bit: (1) A flag in the high-order byte of a master pointer that marks
the associated block as locked. (2) A Finder flag that prevents a file from
being deleted, renamed, or replaced.
logical end-of-file: The character position following the last byte of
meaningful information included in a file.
logical shift: A bit-level operation that shifts the bits of a given operand
left or right by a specified number of positions, with bits shifted out at one
end being lost and Os shifted in at the other end.
long integer: A data type provided by Apple's Pascal compiler, consisting
of double-length integers: 32 bits including sign, covering the range
± 2147483647.
long word: A group of 32 bits (2 words, or 4 bytes) beginning at a word
boundary in memory.
low-level file system: A collection of file system routines that provide
the greatest possible control over input/output operations, but are consequently more complex and difficult to use; compare high-level file system.
Macintosh: A personal computer manufactured and marketed by Apple
Computer, Inc., featuring a high-resolution bit-mapped display and a handheld mouse pointing device.
Macintosh Development System: A 68000 assembler and software
development system produced by Consulair, Inc., and marketed by Apple
Computer.
Macintosh File System: The flat file system built into the original Macintosh Toolbox; superseded on the Macintosh Plus by the Hierarchical File
System.
Macintosh Operating System: The body of machine code built into the
Macintosh ROM to handle low-level tasks such as memory management,
disk input/output, and serial communications.
Macintosh Plus: An upgraded model of Macintosh introduced in January 1986, with a memory capacity of 1 megabyte (expandable to 4
megabytes) and featuring an updated and expanded version of the Toolbo((.,
a double-sided disk drive, a redesigned keyboard, and a SCSI parallel port.
Macintosh Programmer's Workshop: A software development system produced and marketed by Apple Computer, including a Pascal compiler, C compiler, 68000 assembler, and other development tools.
Macintosh XL: A Lisa computer running Macintosh software under the
MacWorks emulator.
MacWorks: The software "emulator" program that enables a Lisa to run
Macintosh software without modification.
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main entry point: The point in a program's code where execution be·
gins when the program is first started up.
main event loop: The central control structure of an event-driven pro·
gram, which requests events one at a time from the Toolbox and responds to
them as appropriate.
main segment: The code segment containing a program's main entry
point.
mark: To affix a mark character to a menu item, indicating that the item is
in the "on" or active state.
mark character: The character (usually a check mark) used to mark a
menu item.
master pointer: A pointer to a relocatable block, kept at a known, fixed
location in the heap and updated automatically by the Toolbox whenever the
underlying block is moved during compaction. A pointer to the master
pointer is called a handle to the block.
MC68000: The 32-bit microprocessor used in the Macintosh, manufac·
tured by Motorola, Inc.; usually called "68000" for short.

megabyte: A unit of memory capacity equal to V 0 (1,048,576) bytes.
menu: A list of choices or options from which the user can choose with
the mouse.
menu bar: The horizontal strip across the top of the screen from which
menus can be "pulled down" with the mouse.
menu definition procedure: A routine, stored as a resource, that de·
fines the appearance and behavior of a particular type of menu.
menu handle: A handle to a menu record.
menu ID: An identifying integer designating a particular menu; com·
monly the resource ID under which the menu is stored in a resource file.
menu item: One of the choices or options listed on a menu.
menu list: A data structure maintained by the Toolbox, containing han·
dies to all currently active menus.
menu record: A data structure containing all the information associated
with a given menu.
menu type: A category of menu whose appearance and behavior are
determined by a menu definition procedure.
MFS: See Macintosh File System.
MlnlEdlt: The extensive example program developed in this book.
missing character: A character for which no character image is defined
in a given font; represented graphically by the font's missing symbol.
missing symbol: The graphical representation used for drawing missing
characters in a given font.
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modal dialog box: A form of dialog bo)( that prevents the user from
interacting with any other window for as long as the dialog remains on the
screen, but which allows actions beyond merely dismissing the dialog by
clicking a pushbutton; compare alert bo)(, modeless dialog bo)(.
mode: A state of the system that determines its response to the user's
actions with the mouse and keyboard.
modeless dialog box: A form of dialog bo)( that allows the user to
interact with other windows while the dialog remains on the screen; compare alert bo)(, modal dialog bo)(.
modifier character: A character included in the defining string for a
menu item to define an attribute or property of the item.
modifier key: A key on the Macintosh keyboard that doesn't generate a
character of its own, but may affect the meaning of any character key
pressed at the same time; see Shift key, Caps Lock key, Option key, Command
key.
mount: To make a volume known to the file system by reading its file
directory and block map into memory.
mouse: A hand-held pointing device for controlling the movements of the
cursor to designate positions on the Macintosh screen.
mouse-down event:
mouse button.

An event reporting that the user pressed the

mouse event: An event reporting an action by the user with the mouse;
see mouse-down event, mouse-up event.
mouse-up event:
button.

An event reporting that the user released the mouse

network event: A type of event used internally by the Toolbox to handle
communication with other computers over a network.
nonrelocatable block: A block that can't be moved within the heap
during compaction, referred to by single indirection with a simple pointer;
compare relocatable block.
note alert: A form of alert bo)(, less severe than either a caution alert or
stop alert, that calls some possibly useful information to the user's attention.
null event: An event generated by the Toolbox when you request an
event and there are none to report.
numeric keypad: A set of keys for typing numbers into the computer.
On the Macintosh Plus, the keypad is physically built into the keyboard unit;
on earlier models, it's an optional separate unit that connects to the keyboard with a cable.
object module: The file containing the compiled code of a Pascal unit, to
be linked with that of an application program after compilation.
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obscure: To remove the cursor temporarily from the screen until the
next time the mouse is moved.
off-line: Describes a volume (such as a disk that has been ejected from a
disk drive) for which only a minimal amount of the descriptive information
needed by the .file system is immediately available in memory; compare online.
offsetlwidth table: A table giving the character offset and character width
for each character in a given font.
on-line: Describes a volume (such as a disk currently in a disk drive ) for
which all of the descriptive information needed by the .file system is immediately available in memory; compare off-line.
one-deep operation: On the Macintosh Plus, a resource-related operation that applies only to the current resource .file, rather than to all open
resource files .
open: To create an access path to a .file.
Operating System:

See Macintosh Operating System.

Option key: A modifier key on the Macintosh keyboard, used to type
special characters such as foreign letters and accents.
or: A bit-level operation in which each bit of the result is a 1 if either or
both operands have 1s at the corresponding bit position, or 0 if both have
Os.

ORD: A standard Pascal function for converting any scalar value to a corresponding integer (for instance, a character to its equivalent integer character code ); on the Macintosh, ORD will also accept a pointer and return the
equivalent long-integer address.
origin: (1) The top-left corner of a rectangle. (2) For a bit map or graphics
port, the top-left corner of the boundary rectangle, whose coordinat es determine the local coordinate system.
oval: A graphical figure, circular or elliptical in shape; de fined by an
enclosing rectangle.
owning window:

The window with which a given control is associated.

package: A resource, usually residing in the system resource .file (or in
ROM on the Macintosh Plus), containing a collection of general-purpose
routines that can be loaded into memory when needed; u sed to supplement
the Toolbox w ith additional facilities.
package number: The resource ID of a package; must be between 0 and
7 (Q and 15 on the Macintosh Plus).
package trap: A Toolbox trap used at the machine-language level to call a
routine belonging to a package. In the original Toolbox there are eight
package traps, named _PackO to _ Pack?; on the Macintosh Plus there are
sixteen , named _PackO to _Pack15.
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page-down region: The area of a scroll bar's shaft below or to the right
of the scroll box, which causes it to scroll down or to the right a windowful
("page") at a time when clicked with the mouse.
page-up region: The area of a scroll bar's shaft above or to the left of
the scroll box, which causes it to scroll up or to the left a windowful ("page")
at a time when clicked with the mouse .
paint: To fill a shape with the pen pattern of the current port.
parameter block: A complex data structure describing an operation to
be performed by the low-level file system.
part code: An integer denoting the part of the screen, or of a window or
control, in which the mouse was pressed.
partial pathname: Under the Hierarchical File System, a pathname for
locating a file relative to a given subdirectory; compare full pathname.
Pascal-format string: A sequence of text characters represented in the
internal format used by Apple's Pascal compiler, consisting of a length byte
followed by from O to 255 bytes of character codes.
path reference number: An identifying number assigned by the file
system to stand for a given access path to a file.
pathname: Under the Hierarchical File System, a sequence of directory
names leading to a desired file.
pattern: A small bit image (8 pixels by 8) that can be repeated indefinitely
to fill an area, like identical floor tiles laid end to end.
pattern list: A resource consisting of any number of patterns.
pattern transfer modes: A set of transfer modes used for drawing lines
or shapes or filling areas with a pattern.
pen:

See graphics pen.

pen level: An integer associated with a graphics port that determines the
visibility of the port's graphics pen. The pen is visible if the pen level is zero
or positive, hidden if it's negative.
pen location: The coordinates of the graphics pen in a given graphics
port.
pen mode: The transfer mode with which a graphics port draws lines and
frames or paints shapes; should be one of the pattern transfer modes.
pen pattern: The pattern in which a graphics port draws lines and frames
or paints shapes.
pen size: The width and height of the graphics pen belonging to a graphics port.
pen state: The characteristics of the graphics pen belonging to a graphics
port, including its pen location, pen size, pen mode, and pen pattern.
physical end-of-file: The character position following the last byte of
physical storage space allocated to a file.
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picture: A recorded sequence of Quick.Draw operations that can be repeated on demand to reproduce a graphical image.
picture frame: The reference rectangle within which a picture is defined,
and which can be mapped to coincide with any other specified rectangle
when the picture is drawn.
pixel: A single dot forming part of a graphical image; short for "picture
element."
plane:
screen.

A window's front-to-back position relative to other windows on the

plus-sign cursor: A standard cursor included in the system resource file
(or in ROM on the Macintosh Plus) for use in "structured selection."
point: (1) A position on the QuickDraw coordinate grid, specified by a pair
of horizontal and vertical coordinates. (2) A unit used by printers to measure type sizes, equal to approximately 1/72 of an inch.
point size:

See type size.

POINTER: A function provided by Apple's Pascal compiler, which accepts a
long integer representing a memory address and returns a blind pointer to
that address.
polygon: A graphical figure defined by any closed series of connected
straight lines.
pop:

To remove a data item from the top of a stack.

port: (1) A connector on the back of the Macintosh for communication
with a peripheral device, such as a printer or modem. (2) Short for graphics
port.
port rectangle: The rectangle that defines the portion of a bit map that a
graphics port can draw into.
post:

To record an event in the event queue for later processing.

printer driver: The device driver for communicating with a printer
through one of the Macintosh's built-in ports.
pseudo-random numbers: Numbers that seem to be random but can
be reproduced in exactly the same sequence if desired.
pull down: To display a menu on the screen by pressing the mouse inside
its title in the menu bar.
purge: To remove a relocatable block from the heap to make room for
other blocks. The purged block's master pointer r emains allocated, but is set
to NIL to show that the block no longer exists in the heap; all existing handles
to the block become empty handles.
purge bit: A flag in the high-order byte of a master pointer that marks the
associated block as purgeable.
purgeable block! A relocatable block that can be purged from the heap
to make room for other blocks.
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To add a data item to the top of a stack.

pushbutton: A button that causes some immediate action to occur, either instantaneously when clicked with the mouse or continuously for as
long as the mouse button is held down; compare checkbox, radio buttons.
pushdown stack:

See stack.

QuickDraw: The extensive collection of graphics routines built into the
Macintosh ROM.
QuickDraw globals pointer: A pointer to the global variables used by
QuickDraw, kept at address O(A5) in the application global space and initialized with the lnitGraf routine.
radio buttons: A group of two or more related buttons, exactly one of
which can be on at any given time; turning on any button in the group turns
off all the others. Compare pushbutton, checkbox.
RAM:

See random-access memory.

l\AM disk: An area of read/write memory that is treated as if it were an
external disk.
random-access memory:
read/write memory.

A common but misleading term for

read-only memory: Memory that can be read but not written; usually
called ROM. The Skinny Mac and Fat Mac have 64K of ROM containing the
built-in machine code of the Macintosh Operating System, QuickDraw, and
the User Interface Toolbox. The Macintosh Plus has an expanded 128K ROM
that also includes some packages, device drivers, and other frequently used
resources. Compare read/write m emory.
read/write memory: Memory that can be both read and written; commonly known by the misleading term random-access memory, or RAM. The
Skinny Mac has 128K of read/write memory; the Fat Mac has 512K; the
Macintosh Plus has 1 megabyte, expandable to 4 megabytes . Compare readonly memory.
reallocate: To allocate fresh space for a relocatable block that has been
purged, updating the block's master pointer to point to its new location . Only
the space is reallocated; the block's former contents are not restored .
recalibrate: To recalculate the line breaks in an edit record after any
change in its text, text characteristics, or destination rectangle.
rectangle: A four-sided graphical figure defined by two points specifying
its top-left and bottom-right corners, or by four integers specifying its top,
left, bottom, and right edges.
reference constant: A 4-byte field included in every window record or
control record for the application program to use in any way it wishes.
region: A graphical figure that can be of any arbitrary shape . It can have
curved as well as straight edges, and can even have holes in it or consist of
two or more separate pieces.
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register-based: Describes a Toolbox routine that accepts its parameters
and returns its results directly in the processor's regist~rs; compare stackbased.
release: To deallocate a block of memory that's no longer needed, allowing the space •to be reused for another purpose.
relocatabl~ block: A block that can be moved within the heap during
compaction, referreq to by double indirection with a handle; compare
nonrelocatable block.

repeat interval: The time interval between successive repeats when a
key is held down; measured in ticks from one auto-key event to the next.
replacement text: The text to be substituted for the target tel(.t in a
replacement operation; compare destination tel(.t, target tel(.t.
reply record: A data structure used by the Standard File Package to
return identifying information about a file designated by the user for reading or writing.
resource: A unit or collection of information kept in a resource file on a
disk (or in ROM on the Macintosh Plus) and loaded into memory when
needed.
resource attributes: A set of flags describing properties of a resource,
kept in the attribute byte of its resource map entry.
resource bit: A flag in the high-order byte of a master pointer that marks
the associated block as a resource.
resource compiler: A utility program that constructs resources according to a coded definition read from a text file.
resource data:

The information a resource contains.

resource editor: A utility program with which resources can be defined
or modified directly on the screen with the mouse and keyboard .
resource file: A collection of resources stored together as a unit on a
disk; technically not a file as such, but merely the resource fork of a particular file.
resource file attributes:
source file.

A set of flags describing properties of a re-

resource fork: The fork of a file that contains the file's resources; usually
called a resource file. Compare data fork.
resource ID: An integer that identifies a particular resource within its
resource type.
resource map: The table that summarizes the contents of a resource file,
stored as part of the file itself and read into memory when the file is opened.
resource name: An optional string of text characters that identifies a
particular resource within its resource type, and by which the resource can
be listed on a menu.
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resource specification: The combination of a resource type and resource ID, or a resource type and resource name, which uniquely identifies a
particular resource.
resource type: A four-character string that identifies the kind of infor·
mation a resource contains.
result code: An integer code returned by an Operating System routine to
signal successful completion or report an error.
return link: The address of the instruction following a routine call, to
which control is to return on completion of the routine.
ROM:

See read-only memory.

root directory: Under the Hierarchical File System, the top-level directory
of a volume, which contains all the others as subdirectories.
rounded rectangle: A graphical figure consisting of a rectangle with
rounded corners; defined by the rectangle itself and the dimensions of the
ovals forming the corners.
routine selector:
a package.
row width:
SANE:

An integer used to identify a particular routine within

The number of bytes in each row of a bit image.

See Standard Apple Numeric Environment.

scrap: The vehicle by which information is cut and pasted from one place
to another.

scrap count: An integer maintained by the Toolbox that tells. when the
contents of the desk scrap have been changed by a desk accessory.
scrap file:

A disk file holding the contents of the desk scrap.

scrap handle: A handle to the contents of the desk scrap, kept by the
Toolbox in a system global.
scrap information record:
and status of the desk scrap.

A data structure summarizing the contents

screen buffer:

The area of memory reserved to hold the screen image.

screen image:
tosh screen.

The bit image that defines what is displayed on the Macin·

screen map: The bit map representing the Macintosh screen, kept in the
QuickDraw global variable ScreenBits. Its bit image is the screen image; its
boundary rectangle has the same dimensions as the screen, with the origin at
coordinates (0, 0).
scroll: To move the contents of a window with respect to the window
itself, changing the portion of a document or other information that's visible
within the window.
scroll bar: A conlrol associated with a window that allows the user to
scroll the window's contents.
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scroll box: The indicator of a scroll bar, a small white box that can be
dragged to any desired position within the scroll bar's shaft; also called the
"thumb."
SCSI: Small Computer Standard Interface, a parallel interface built into
the Macintosh Plus for communicating with peripheral devices; commonly
pronounced "scuzzy" (or "sexy," according to personal temperament).
sector: A portion of a track on a disk, holding 512 bytes of
along with a 12-byte tag.

informa~on

seed: The starting value used in generating a sequence of pseudo-random
numbers.
segment header: Information at the beginning of a code segment identifying which entries in the program's jump table belong to this segment.
segment number:

The resource ID of a code segment.

segment 0: A special code segment containing the information needed to
initialize a program's application global space.
selection: An object or part of a document designated by the user to be
acted on by subsequent commands or operations.
selection range: A pair of character positions defining the beginning and
end of the selection in an edit record.
serial driver: The device driver built into ROM for communicating with
peripheral devices through the Macintosh's built-in serial ports.
serial port: A connector on the back of the Macintosh for communicating with peripheral devices such as a hard disk, printer, or modem.
setting:

An integer specifying the current state or value of a control.

shaft: The vertical or horizontal body of a scroll bar, within which the
scroll box slides.
shape: Any of the figures that can be drawn with QuickDraw shapedrawing operations, including rectangles, rounded rectangles, ovals, arcs and
wedges, polygons, and regions.
shape drawing: Drawing shapes in a graphics port, using the operations
frame, paint, fill, erase, and invert.
shield: To hide the cursor if any part of it lies within a specified shield
rectangle.
shield rectangle:
when shielded.

The rectangle within which the cursor will be hidden

Shift key: A modifier key on the Macintosh keyboard, used to convert
lowercase letters to uppercase or to produce the upper character on a
nonalphabetic key.
show: To make a window, control, or other object visible.
signature: A four-character string that identifies a particular application
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program, used as a creator signature on files belonging to the program and as
the resource type of the program's autograph resource.
68000:

See MC68000.

size box: The small box at the bottom-right corner of a document window, with which it can be resized by dragging with the mouse.
size region: The area of a window with which it can be resized by
dragging with the mouse; also called the "grow region ." In a document
window, the size region is the size box.

SIZEOF: A function provided by Apple's Pascal compiler, which accepts a
variable or type name as a parameter and returns the number of bytes of
memory occupied by that variable or by values of that type.
Skinny Mac: The original model of Macintosh, introduced in January
1984, with a memory capacity of 128K and a single-sided disk drive.
sound buffer: The area of memory whose contents determine the
sounds to be emitted by the Macintosh speaker.
sound driver: The device driver built into ROM for controlling the
sounds emitted by the Macintosh speaker.
sound number:
an alert.

An integer identifying the error sound to be emitted by

sound procedure:
emitted by alerts.

A procedure that defines the error sounds to be

source transfer modes: A set of transfer modes used for transferring
pixels from one bit map to another or for drawing text characters into a bit
map.
stack: (1) Generally, a data structure in which items can be added
(pushed) and removed (popped) in LIFO order: the last item added is always
the first to be removed. (2) Specifically, the area of Macintosh RAM that
holds parameters, local variables, return addresses, and other temporary
storage associated with a program's procedures and functions; compare
heap. One end of the stack (the base) remains fixed in memory, while items
are added or removed at the other end (the top); the stack pointer always
points to the current top of the stack.
stack-based: Describes a Toolbox routine that accepts its parameters
and returns its results on the stack, according to Pascal conventions; compare register-based.
stack pointer: The address of the current top of the stack, kept in
processor register A7.
stage list: A data structure that defines the behavior of a staged alert at
each consecutive occurrence.
staged alert:
rences.

An alert that behaves differently at consecutive occur-
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Standard Apple Numeric Environment: A set of routines for performing arithmetic on floating-point numbers in accordance with the IEEE
standard; available on the Macintosh through the Floating-Point Arithmetic
Package. Commonly called by the acronym SANE.
Standard File Package: A standard package, provided in the system
resource fi le, that provides a convenient, standard way for the user to
supply file names for input/output operations .
standard fill tones: A set of five patterns representing a range of homogeneous tones from solid white to solid black, provided as global variables
by the Quick.Draw graphics routines.
standard patt erns: The 38 patterns included on the standard MacPaint
pattern palette, available as a pattern list resource in the system resource file.
starting angle:

The angle defining the b eginning of an arc or wedge.

startup handle: A handle to a program's startup information, passed to
the program by the Finder as an application parameter.
startup information: A list of document files selected by the user to be
opened on starting up an application program.
static item: A dialog item, such as a piece of text, an icon, or a picture,
that conveys information to the user without accepting any in return;
compare interactive item.
sticky space: A text character (character code $CAJ that looks like a space
but isn't considered a word break when text is wrapped or selected.
stop alert: A form of alert box, more severe than either a note alert or
caution alert, that reports a serious error or problem making it impossible to
complete a requested operation, or that warns the user of potentially dangerous or irrevocable consequences.
strike:

See font image.

string list:

A resource consisting of any number of Pascal{ormat strings.

structure region: The total area occupied by a window, including both
its window frame and content region.
s ubdirectory: Under the Hierarchical File System, a directory contained
within another directory.
system bit: A Finder flag that marks files needed by the system for
proper operation.
system clock: The clock that records the elapsed time in ticks since the
system was last started up .
system event mask: A global event mask maintained by the Toolbox
that controls which types of event can be posted into the event queue.
system font: The typeface (Chicago) used by the Toolbox for displaying its
own text on the screen, such as window titles and menu items.
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system globals:
box.

Fixed memory locations reserved for use by the Tool-

system heap: The portion of the heap reserved for the private use of the
Macintosh Operating System and Toolbox.
system resource file: The resource fork of the file System, containing
shared resources that are available to all programs.
system window: A window in which a desk accessory is displayed on
the screen; compare application window.
tag: Twelve bytes of identifying information associated with a sector on a
disk for use by the file system.
target text: The text to be found by a search or replacement operation;
compare destination te;<t, replacement te;<t.
text box: A dialog item consisting of a box into which the user can type
text from the keyboard.
text characteristics: The properties of a graphics port that determine
the way it draws text characters, including its te;<t face, te;<t size, te;<t style,
and te;<t mode.

The typeface in which a graphics port draws text characters.

text face:

text file: A file of file type 'TEXT', containing pure text characters with no
additional formatting or other information.
text font: A term sometimes used loosely (and incorrectly) as a synonym
for te;<t face.
text handle:

A handle to a sequence of text characters in memory.

text menu: The standard menu type used by the Toolbox, consisting of a
vertical list of item titles.
text mode:
characters.

The transfer mode with which a graphics port draws text

text scrap: The private scrap maintained internally by the Te;<tEdit routines to hold text being cut and pasted from one place to another within an
application program; compare desk scrap.

The type size in which a graphics port draws text characters.

text size:
text style:

The type style in which a graphics port draws text characters.

TextEdit: The collection of text-editing routines included in the User
Interface Toolbo;<.
thumb:

See scroll bo;<.

tick: One sixtieth of a second, the interval between successive occurrences of the vertical retrace interrupt; the basic unit of time on the system
clock.
title bar:

The area at the top of a document window that displays the
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window's title, and by which the window can be dragged to a new location
on the screen.
Toolbox: (1) The User Inteiface Toolbox. (2) Loosely, the entire contents
of the Macintosh ROM, including the Macintosh Operating System and QuickDraw in addition to the User Interface Toolbo;<. proper.
Toolbox scrap:

See te}(t scrap.

top of stack: The end of the stack at which items are added and removed; compare base of stack.
track: (1) To follow the movements of the mouse while the user drags it,
taking some continuous action (such as providing visual feedback on the
screen) until the button is released. (2) One of the concentric rings in which
information is recorded on the surface of a disk.
tracking rectangle: A rectangle that limits the tracking of the mouse
when the user drags a control.
Transcendental Functions Package: A standard package, provided in
the system resource file (or in ROM on the Macintosh Plus), that calculates
various transcendental functions on floating-point numbers, such as logarithms, exponentials, trigonometric functions, compound interest, and discounted value.
transfer mode: A method of combining pi;<.els being transferred to a bit
map with those already there.
translate: To move a point or graphical figure a given distance horizontally and vertically .
trap: An error or abnormal condition that causes the MC68000 processor
to suspend normal program execution temporarily and execute a trap handler routine to r espond to the problem; also called an e;<.ception.
Trap Dispatcher: The trap handler routine for responding to the emulator trap, which examines the contents of the trap word and jumps to the
corresponding Toolbox routine in ROM.
trap handler: The routine executed by the MC68000 processor to respond to a particular type of trap.
trap macro: A macroinstruction used to call a Toolbox routine from an
assembly-language program; when assembled, it produces the appropriate
trap word for the desired routine. Trap macros are defined in the assemblylanguage interface to the Toolbox and always begin with an underscore
character (_).
trap number: The last 8 or 9 bits of a trap word, which identify the
particular Toolbox routine to be executed; used as an index into the dispatch
table to find the address of the routine in ROM.
trap vector: The address of the trap handler routine for a particular type
of trap, kept in the vector table in memory.
trap word:

An unimplemented instruction used to stand for a particular
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Toolbox operation in a machine-language program. The trap word includes
a trap number identifying the Toolbox operation to be performed; when
executed, it causes an emulator trap that will execute the corresponding
Toolbox routine in ROM.
type size: The size in which text characters are drawn, measured in
printer's points and sometimes referred to as a "point size."
type style: Variations on the basic form in which text characters are
drawn, such as bold, italic, underline, outline, or shadow.
typecasting: A feature of Apple's Pascal compiler that allows data items
to be converted from one data type to another with the same underly ing
representation (for example, from one pointer type to another).
typeface: The overall form or design in which text characters are drawn,
independent of size or style. Macintosh typefaces are conventionally named
after world cities, such as New York, Geneva, or Athens.
unimplemented instruction: A machine-language instruction whose
effects are not defined by the MC68000 processor. Attempting to execute
such an instruction causes an emulator trap to occur, allowing the effects of
the instruction to be "emulated" with software instead of hardware.
unit: A collection of precompiled declarations that can be incorporated
wholesale into any Pascal program.
unit number: The resource ID of a device driver; an integer between 0
and 31, related to the driver reference number by the formula
refNum = - (unitNum + 1).
unload: To remove an object, such as a code segment or the desk scrap,
from memory, often (though not necessarily) by writing it out to a disk file.
unlock: To undo the effects of locking a relocatable block, again allowing it
to be moved within the heap during compaction.
unmount: To make a volume unknown to the file system by releasing the
memory space occupied by its file directory and block map.
unpurgeable block: A relocatable block that can't be purged from the
heap to make room for other blocks.
up arrow: The arrow at the top or left end of a scroll bar, which causes it
to scroll up or to the left a line at a time when clicked with the mouse.
update: (1) To write a new version of a resource fi le to the disk, incorporating all changes made in the file's resources in memory. (2) To redraw all
or part of a window's content region on the screen, usually because it has
become e;<posed as a result of the user's manipulations with the mouse.
update event: A window evenl generated by the Toolbox to signal that all
or part of a given window has become e;<posed and must be updated
(redrawn).
update rectangle: The rectangle within which text is to be redrawn
when an edit record is updated.
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update region: The region defining the portion of a window that must be
redrawn when updating the window.
user:

The human operator of a computer.

user interface: The set of rules and conventions by which a human user
communicates with a computer system or program.
User Interface Guidelines: An Apple document (part of the Inside Macintosh manual) that defines the standard user interface conventions to be
followed by all Macintosh application programs.
User Interface Toolbox: The body of machine code built into the Macintosh ROM to implement the features of the standard user interface.

uses declaration: A declaration that incorporates the code of a precompiled unit into a Pascal program.
valid region: An area of a window's content region whose contents are
accurately displayed on the screen, and which therefore need not be updated.
VBL interrupt: Short for "vertical blanking interrupt"; see vertical retrace interrupt.
vector table: A table of trap vectors kept in the first kilobyte of RAM,
used by the MC68000 processor to locate the trap handler routine to execute
when a trap occurs.
version data: Another name for a program's autograph resource, so
called because its resource data typically holds a string identifying the version and date of the program.
vertical blanking interrupt:

See vertical retrace interrupt.

vertical retrace interrupt: An interrupt generated by the Macintosh's
video display circuitry when the display tube's electron beam reaches the
bottom of the screen and r eturns to the top to begin the next frame. This
interrupt, recurring regularly at intervals of one tick (sixty times per second), forms the "heartbeat" of the Macintosh system.
view rectangle: The boundary to which text is clipped when displayed
in an edit record; also called the "clipping r ectangle."
visible: Describes a window, control, or other object that is logically in
view on the screen. A visible object is actually displayed only if el(.posed;
compare invisible.
visible region: A clipping boundary that defines, for a graphics port associated with a window, the portion of the port rectangle that's exposed to view
on the screen.
volume: A collection of .files grouped together as a logical unit on a given
storage device.
volume buffer: The area of memory set aside to hold information being
transferred to or from a given volume.
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volume name:
ume.

A string of text characters identifying a par ticular vol-

volume reference number: An identifying number assigned by the file
system to stand for a given volume.
wedge: A graphical figure bounded by a given arc and the radii joining its
endpoints to the center of its oval.
wide-open region: A rectangular region extending from coordinates
( - 32768, - 32768) to ( + 32767, + 32767), encompassing the entire QuickDraw coordinate plane.
window: An area of the Macintosh screen in which information is displayed, and which can overlap and hide or be hidden by other windows.
window class: An integer code that identifies the origin and general
purpose of a window, as opposed to its appearance and behavior; compare
window type.
window data record: A data structure maintained by an application
program (not by the Toolbox!) that contains auxiliary information about a
window and is accessed via a handle stored as the window's reference constant.
window definition function: A routine, stored as a resource, that
defines the appearance and behavior of a particular type of window.
window definition ID: A coded integer representing a window type,
which includes the resource ID of the window definition f unction along with
additional modifying information .
window event: An event generated by the Toolbox to coordinate the
display of windows on the screen; see activate event, deactivate event, update
event.
window frame: The part of a window that's independent of the information it displays, and which is drawn automatically by the Toolbox; compare
content region.
window list: A linked list of all windows in existence at any given time,
chained together through a field of their window records.
Window Manager port: The graphics port in which the Toolbox draws
all window frames.
window picture: A QuickDraw picture used in place of update events to
redraw the contents of a window.
window pointer: A pointer to a window record.
window record: A data structure containing all the information associated with a given window.
window template: A resource containing all the information needed to
create a window.
window type: A category of window, identified by a window definition
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ID, whose appearance and behavior are determined by a window definition
function; compare window class.
word: A group of 16 bits (2 bytes) beginning at a word boundary in
memory.
word boundary: Any even-numbered memory address. Every word or
long word in memory must begin at a word boundary.
word break: A character position marking the beginning or end of a
word.
word-break routine: A function associated with an edit record that
determines the locations of the word breaks in the record's text .
word wrap: A method of wrapping text in which an entire word is
carried forward when beginning a new line, so that no word is ever broken
between lines.
wrap: To format text or other information against a boundary by begin·
ning a new line whenever the edge of the boundary is reached.
wrapping rectangle: See destination rectangle.
wristwatch cursor: A standard cursor included in the system resource
file (or in ROM on the Macintosh Plus) for use in signalling processing
delays.
zoom: On the Macintosh Plus, to alternate a window between a smaller
and a larger size by clicking with the mouse in its zoom region.
zoom box: On the Macintosh Plus, the small box near the right end of the
title bar, by which a document window can be z oomed with the mouse.
zoom in: On the Macintosh Plus, to zoom a window from its larger to its
smaller size.
zoom out: On the Macintosh Plus, to z oom a window from its smaller to
its larger size.
zoom region: On the Macintosh Plus, the area of a window by which it
can be zoomed with the mouse. In a document window, the zoom r egion is
the zoom boJ<..

Index

About boxes, ll:152
Access paths, file, ll:420, 427428, 435
Accessory windows, 11:68-69, 92,
118
ACount system global, 11:335, 378
Activate and deactivate events,
11:17, 39, 70, 92-95
and OoActlvate, 11:233-235
and DragWindow, 11:136
and HldeWlndow, 11:123
and SelectWlndow, II:134
and text selection display,
11:254-255
and window destruction,
11:120
and window positioning,
11:83, 126
AcllvateEvt type, 11:39-40, 93, 456
AcllveFlag constant, 11:44-45, 93-94,
457
Addition, fixed-point, 1:31
AddPt, 1:121, 172-173, 463
AddResMenu , 11:152-153, 155, 178·
180, 467
AddResource, 1:292, 317-318, 478
Address register, 1:62-64
ADefllem field, ll:332, 349-350, 485
Alert, ll:331, 336, 347, 367-369,
488
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Alert boxes, 11:68-69, 323-324,
326
definition functions for,
ll:92
for dirty windows, 11:213
Alerts, 11:323
boxes for. See Alert boxes
dirty windows, 11:404
disk initialization, 11:409-410
and disk operations, Il:379
disk-switch, ll:394-395
existing file, Il:416, 445
file initialization, 11:447-448
icons, Il:330-331, 368
for 110 errors, II:390-391
staged, ll:334-335, 378, 489
templates for, ll:332-334,
353-354, 367, 380-381,
484
using, II:335-341, 367-369,
488
AlertTemplate record, 11:353-354,
486
AlertTHndle type, 11:353-354, 484
AlertTPlr type, II:353·354, 484
Allocate, II:398, 432-433, 493
Allocation blocks, Il:398, 401
ALRT resource type, 11:326, 353,
367, 380-381, 497
AltDBoxProc constant, 11:92, 117119, 326, 460

Alternate buffers, 1:61-62
ANumber system global, 11:335, 378
ApFontlD system global, 1:384, 539
AppendMenu, II:148, 165-166, 169,
176-177, 467
AppFile record, 1:364-365, 482
APPL file typ e, 1:337
Apple menus, II:147, 151-152,
154-155, 160-161, 336·
337
Apple symbol, 11:151-152, 179
Application event types, II:17,
39-40, 43
Application font, 1:384
Application global space, 1:61-64,
329, 331
Application heap , 1:67, 84
Application parameter s, 1:63-64
Application r esource file, 1:281
Application windows, 11:67
Arcs, 1:215-217, 260-262, 472-473
Arithme tic operations, 1:31-32,
42-51, 449-451
Arrays , as par ameters, 1:22
Arrow cursor, II:32-33
global variable for, II:64
and lnltCursor, Il:34, 55, 390
in WriteFile, II:402
Ascent line , 1:387
ASCII codes , 1:379-381, 403-406,
517
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Assembly language
and file routines , II:389
interface for, 1:20-23
variables for , 1:539-541,
11:561-564
At sign operator, 1:25-26, 11:83
Attributes, r esource, 1:290-292,
312-313, 323-324, 477,
479
Autograph resource, 1:339-340
Auto-key events, 11:17-18, 20-21,
23
Automatic resource loading,
1:295
Automatic scrolling, 11:237-238,
291-293
and click-loop routines,
11:215, 252, 263-264, 291
Auto-view flag, U:223
and auto scrolling, 11:237238
and click-loop routines,
11:264
and TEAutoView, II:251

B, for bold character attribute,
11:166, 195-196
BackPat, 1:195, 232-234, 467
Backspace key, and TEKey, Il:224,
256, 342
Baseline, 1:382
BeglnUpdate, II:97-99, 128-129, 274,
463
BehindWindow parameter, 11:83,
117-118, 462
Binary/Decimal Conversion
Package, 1:334, 354-356.
See also Conversions
Bit images, 1:114-117, 131
Bit maps, 1:131-134, 158-159, 460
and ports, 1:136-137, 140,
168-169, 462
BitAnd, 1:30, 39-40, 291, 448, Il:20
BltClr. 1:29, 38-39, 448
Bit-level operations, 1:29-31, 3842, 448-449
BltMap record , 1:132, 158, 460
BitNot, 1:30, 39-40, 291, 449, 11:20
BltOr, 1:30, 39-40, 291, 448, Il:20
Bits, 1:114-117
numbering of, 1:29-30, 38
Bits16 array, II:52-53, 456
BitSet, 1:29, 38-39, 448

Index

BitShift. 1:30, 39-40, 449
BltTst, 1:29, 38-39, 448
BltXOr, 1:30, 39-40, 291, 449, 11:20
Blank lines, in menus, II :149
Blind pointers, 1:23-24
Block map, 11:393
BlockMove. 1:82, 84, 101-102, 456
Blocks
copying and combining of,
1:80-84, 101-104, 455-456
file allocation, Il:398, 401
locking of, 1:76-80, 96-98,
455
memory allocation of, 1:6772, 91-95, 454-455
purging of, 1:84-86, 107-108,
457
relocation of, 1:70-72, 76, 81,
99-100, 455
BNDL resource type, 1:340, 375376, 490, 11:498
Bold character attribute, Il:166,
195-196
Booleans, as parameters, 1:22
Boundary rectangle, 1:117-118,
131
Bounding box, 1:126
BringToFront, II:126-127, 462
BtnCtrl constant, 11:331, 351-352,
484
Buffers, 1:61-62, 115-116, 134
screen. See under Screen
volume, 11:393-394, 401, 424
Bundle bit, 1:342
Bundles, 1:340
Button, 1:212, 11:30, 51-52, 456
Buttons. See Checkboxes;
Pushbuttons; Radio
buttons
Byte type, 1:73, 87, 453
ByteCount parameter, 1:81
Bytes, 1:8, II:8

C, as Copy keyboard alias, 11:150
CalcMask. 1:228, 245-246, 469
CalcMenuSlze. 11:145, 200, 471
Cancel constant, II:332, 349-351,
483
Caps Lock key, 11:18
CaretHook field, II:239, 241-243,
472

Carets
for icons in menu items,
11:169, 177-178, 198-199
insertion bar. See Vertical
bar, blinking
CaretTlme system global, II:223,
255
Carriage return, 11:242
and TEKey, 11:224, 256
and TextEdit, 11:208
and word-break routines,
II:238-239
Case sensitivity
of alias characters, 11:178
of file names, 11:388
of resource names, 1:278
of volume names, 11:392
CautlonAJert, 11:331, 336, 340-341,
367-369, 488
Cautionlcon constant, II:331, 367369, 488
CDEF resource type, II:267
Centered justifica tion, II :218
Chain, 1:347-351, 479
ChangedResource, 1:293, 296, 316317, 478
ChangeFJag constant, 11:95
Character codes, 1:381, 517, II:18
list of, II:527
and word-break routines,
11:239
Character images, 1:382-383, 389390
Character keys, II:18
Character offset, 1:391
Character origin, 1:382
Character positions, text , II:210
Character set, I:379-381, 403406, 483
check mark, 11:143, 167
control codes, 11:207, 239,
248, 252, 265
Character strings. See Strings
Characters, as parameters, 1:22
Character-width table, 1:392
Chars array, II:244
CharsHandle type, II :244
CharsPtr type , II :244
CharWidth, I:400, 436-438, 488
Check mark, with menus, Il:143,
167
Checkboxes, II :268
and control items, II:331-332
highlighting of, II:275
and mouse, II:281
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Checkboxes-cont.
part code for, 11:271
range of, ll:276-277, 305
titles for, II:272
CheckBoxProc constant, II:272, 304306, 479
Checked parameter, 11:167, 196197, 472
Checkltem, 11:167, 196-198, 470
CheckMark constant, ll:167
ChkCtrl constant, 11:331, 351·352,
484
Clear command
and AdjustScrollBar, Il:285
and desk accessory
applications, Il:147
and DoSelect, II:222
and SystemEdlt, 11:163
and TEDelete, 11:227, 230
and text boxes, 11:333, 344346
ClearCmd constant, 11:163, 190-191,
469
ClearMenuBar, 11:182-183, 468
Click-loop routines, 11:215, 263264, 477
and auto-view flag, 11:251,
264
and program compatibility,
II:264, 291
and TECllck, II:252
and text scrolling, II:215,
237-238,263-264
Cllkloop field, 11:237-238, 240-243,
472
Clipbo,.ard. See Text scrap
Clipboard File, 1:347
Clipping boundaries, 1:137-138
and graphics pen, 1:187
Clipping rectangles. See View
rectangles
Clipping region, 1:139, 170-171,
463
with CopyBits, 1:200, 202
setting, 1:223, 225
CllpRect, 1:139, 170-171, 463
Clock. See System clock
Clock chip, 1:32-33
compared to system clock,
11:15
and time stamping, 11:401,
426, 428
Close box, window, 11:70
Close command, II:25 , 215
Close regions, 11:77
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Close regions-cont.
events in, 11:106-107, 135137, 465
highlighting of, 11:136
CloseDeskAcc, II:161, 189-190, 469
CloseDlalog, 11:326, 359-360, 486
ClosePlcture, 1:228, 266-267, 474
ClosePoly, 1:152-153, 218, 459
ClosePort, 1:135, 165-167, 462
CloseResFlle, 1:282, 301-302, 475
CloseRgn, 1:155-156, 222, 459
CloseWindow, 11:83, 88, 120-121,
460
and CloseAppWlndow, 11:90
and control destruction,
11:273
Cloverleaf symbol, and keyboard
aliases, 11:143
ClrAppFiles, 1:338, 364-365, 481,
11:413
CmdKey constant, 11:44-45, 155,
157
CNTL resource type, ll:499
with control items, 11:332,
384
and GetNewControl, ll:271, 304,
321
CODE resource type, 1:371-372,
491, 11:499
and code segments, 1:327329
Cod e segmepts, 1:327-333, 480
and re~ources, 1:275-276
Colons
and file names, 11:388
in pathnames, 11:396-397
with volume n ames, 11:392
Command key, 11:18, 64-56
in dialog boxes, 11:344-346,
370, 372
and disk ejection, ll:441
and disk-switch alerts, 11:395
and DragWlndow, 11:103
and keyboard aliases, Il:142143
and menu item selection,
11:157
and ModalDlalog, 11:342, 346347
and scrolling, 11:441, 444
for special routines, 11:35-36
Comments, Pascal, 1:6, 11:6
CompactMem, 1:106-107, 457

Compatibility, program
and click-loop routines ,
ll:264, 291
and computer models, 1:16
and file names, 11:388
and file systems, 11:395-396
and TEPlnScroll, 11:288
and TESelVlew, 11:300
and zoom boxes, 11:108-109
Content region, window, 11:77,
95-100
ContrlHlllte field, 11:275, 301-303,
478
ContrlMax field, 11:276, 301-303,
478
ContrlMln field, 11:276, 301-303, 478
ContrlValue field, 11:276, 301-303,
478
Control characters, 1:379-380,
405·406
and word breaks, 11:207,
238·239, 248, 252, 265
Control highlighting, 11:313-314,
481
with HlllteControl, II:274-276
and mouse tracking, 11:317318
of new controls, 11:305
with TrackControl, 11:280, 286
Control Panel desk accessory
and auto-key events, 11:18
and caret blink interval,
11:223, 255
and double click interval,
11:221, 252
and m enu flashing, 11:201,
377
and speaker volume , II:62
Control setting and range, 11:2762 77, 309-310, 480
in control template, 11:321
and ControlRecord, 11:301-302
with Dill resource, ll:384
with NewControl, 11:305
with TrackControl, 11:286
Control titles , 11:307-308
and ControlRecord, II:272, 301302
display of, ll :272-273, 348
with NewControl, 11:305
ControlHandle type, 11:301-303, 478
Controllist fi eld, II:82, 112-115,
272,459
ControlPtr type, 11:301-303, 478
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ControlRecord record, II: 301-303,
478
Controls
activity and inactivity of,
II:275-276, 313, 316
checkboxes. See Checkboxes
coordinates of, II:272, 278279, 315, 317, 319
creating, 11:271-273, 304306,479
and default action
procedures, 11:302, 305,
318
definition function, 11:267268, 302, 305, 314
definition ID, II:267, 272,
305
destroying, 11:273, 306-307,
479
dials, II:268-270, 283, 286,
317-318
display of, 11:273-276, 310314, 481
dragging, I1:319-320
and enclosing rectangles,
ll:272-273, 293, 302, 305,
311-313
handles for, II:271, 307, 316
hiding, ll:310-312
highlighting of. See Control
highlighting
items, II:331-333, 336, 361,
372, 384
list, ll:82, 271-272, 304-306
and mouse, II:277-283, 315320, 482-483
moving, II:312-313
and owning windows,
I1:271-273, 305
and part codes. See Part
codes
pushbuttons. See
Pushbuttons
radio buttons. See Radio
buttons
records, 11:271-272, 276-277,
301-303, 478
reference constants, II:273,
305-306, 398
resizing, 11:312-313
and scrolling, 11:283-300
setting and range of. See
Control setting and range
standard types, I1:267-269

Index

Controls-cont.
templates for, ll:271, 304,
321, 332, 384
titles for, 11:272-273, 302,
305, 308, 321, 348, 384
visibility of, 11:273-274, 302,
305, 310-312, 481
window, 11:120, 271-272,
304-306
Conversions
of coordinate systems, I:143146, 173-174, 463, II:278279, 315, 317, 319
of date and time, I:33, 5455, 452
of numbers and strings,
I:31, 42-43, 45, 49-50,
334, 354-356, 451
Coordinates and coordinate
systems, I:168-169
for bit images, 1:117-121
for controls, 11:272
conversions of, 1:143-146,
173-174, 463, II:278-279,
315, 317, 319
global, 1:143-146
local, I:140-146
Copy command, II:147, 222, 228,
333
keyboard alias for, II:150
and SystemEdit, 11:163
CopyBlts. I:197-204, 242-243, 468
CopyCmd constant, II:163, 190-191,
469
CopyMask, I:202, 205, 228-229,
231, 242-243, 468
CopyRgn, I:156-157, 223, 460
Cosines , 1:31, 48, 451
CouldAlert, II:348, 379, 490
CouldDialog, II:348, 379, 490
Count1 Resources, I:289, 307-308, 476
Count1Types, I:289, 307-308, 476
CountAppFiles, I:338, 364-365, 481,
11:413-414
CountMltems, II:181, 467
CountResources, 1:288, 307-308, 398,
476
Coun!Types, 1:288, 307-308, 476
Create. 11:400, 426-427, 491
CreateResFile, 1:293, 315-316, 478
Creato r signatures, I:335-337,
358, 480
CrOnly field, 11:208, 241-243, 472
Ctrlltem constant, 11:331, 351-352,
484

CurActlvate system global, II:92
CurDeactlvate system global, I1:92
Current port, I:135·136, 167-168,
462
for edit records, IJ:206, 211
Current resource file, I:281-282,
302-303, 475
Current text box, II:333, 342
Current volume, I1:392-393, 422423, 490
CurrentA5 system global, 1:63, 540
CurResFlle, 1:281, 302-303, 475
CURS resource type, II:32, 63-64,
500
CursHandle type, II:33-34, 52-53,
456
Cursor
arrow. See Arrow cursor
bit image of, Il:31-32
displaying, II:31-35, 52-58,
456-457
I-beam, II:33-34
level of, I1:35, 56-58
records, 11:31-32, 52-53, 64,
456
setting of, 11:54-56
showing and hiding of,
II:56-58
visibility of, Il:35
wristwatch, 11:33, 35, 390,
402
Cursor record, II:31-32, 52-53, 456
CursPtr type, II:52-53, 456
Cut command, II:147, 222, 228,
285, 333
keyboard alias for, 11:150
and SystemEdit, 11 :163
CutCmd constant, 11:163, 190-191,
469
Cutting and pasting, of text,
11:226-229, 257-258, 376,
476

Dangling pointers, I:69, 78
Data field, Il:31, 52-53, 458
Data fork, 1:280, II:420
Date, 1:33, 51-57, 452-453, II:15
storing of, on volume
directory, Il:401 , 426,
428
Date2Secs, 1:33, 54-55, 452
DateForm type, I:55, 453
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DateTJmeRec record, I:33, 53·54,
452
DBoxProc constant, 11:92, 117·119,
326, 460
Deactivate events. See Activate
and deactivate events
Dead characters, I:401·402
Declarations, Pascal, 1:5-6, ll:5·7
Default buttons, 11:332·333, 344,
350, 354, 374
Defining string, menu item,
ll:148, 150, 177-178
Definition files, I:21
Delay, I:212, II:60·61, 458
DeleteMenu, 11:151, 182·183, 468
DelMenultem, 11:148, 180, 467
DeltaPoint, I:121, 172·173, 463
Dereferencing, of handles, I:76·
77
DeRez, resource decompiler, 1:277
Descent line, I:387
Desk accessories, I:344
and Apple menus, ll:147,
152, 160·161
editing in, ll:190·191, 469
and events, 11:15·17, 21·22,
46
menu IDs for, 11:157
menus of, II:179
opening and closing of,
11:189·190, 469
reference numbers for,
11:161
and SystemTask, 11:61·62
and windows, 11:68-69, 113
Desk scrap, I:344·348, 366-371,
482·483
compared to text scrap,
ll:229·230
transfer of, 11:230·233, 260·
261, 476
Desktop files, I:336, 342
Destination rectangles, 11:206·
209, 241·242
adjusting of, to view
rectangles, ll:286·287
coordinates of, ll:245
in DoNew, 11:213
rewrapping of text in,
11:224, 246-247, 249
and scrolling, 11:218, 297
Destination text, for search and
replace, 11:236-237, 261·
262
DetachResource, 1:285, 305-306, 476
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Device drivers, I:343·344, II:387
Dialog boxes, 11:68·69, 323-325,
328·329
definition functions for ,
ll:92
and menu items, 11:151
Dialog hooks, with files, 11:408,
442, 445
DlalogKind constant, 11:113, 326,
461
DlalogPeek type, ll:327, 349-351,
483
DlalogPtr type, ll:327, 349·351, 483
DlalogRecord record, 11:332·333,
349·351, 483
Dialogs, 11:323-324
access to, ll:360-361
and alerts. See Alerts
and blinking vertical bar,
11:362
boxes for. See Dialog boxes
creating, 11:325·326, 356·359,
485
custom, with files, 11:408
default buttons for, 11:350,
354, 374
destroying, 11:326, 359-360,
486
and error sounds, 11:334·
335, 377, 491
and filter functions, 11:344·
347, 370, 372·374, 489
with files, 11:408-409, 440·
441, 443
get file, II :409
and insertion points, 11:362
items. See Items, dialog
modal. See Modal dialogs
modeless. See Modeless
dialogs
pointers, 11:326·329
preloading of, 11:348, 379,
490
put file, 11:415
records, II:325·326, 332,
349·351, 358, 483
reference constant, ll:359·
360
and selection range, ll:362
and staged alerts, ll:334·335
static display of, 11:365-366,
487
substitution of text in,
11:374-375, 489

Dialogs-cont.
templates for, 11:325·326,
329, 355-356, 382, 484
titles, 11:382
typeface in, 11:347-348
window class of, 11:358
DialogSelect, 0:343-344, 347, 371·
373, 488
DialogTemplate record, ll:355·356,
485
DialogTHndle type, 11:355-356, 485
DialogTPtr type, II:355·356, 485
Dials, 11:268·270, 283, 286, 317·
318
DIBadMount, 11:393, 409-410, 442,
445-450, 496
DillRgn, I:129, 181-182, 465
DIFormat, 11:449-450, 496
Dlload, II:450·451, 496
"Dire straits" errors, I:523,
11:533·534
Direct bit transfer, I:197·204,
242·243, 468
Directories
file, 11:393, 395-398
names for, ll:396·397
reference numbers, II:395·
396
root, 11:395·396
updating, 11:401
Dirty windows, 11:212·213, 225·
226
alert for, 11:337·338, 404
Disableltem, 11 :145, 166, 193·194,
469
Disk Initialization Package, I:333,
354·356, 11:408·410, 448,
450
preloading of, 11:450-451,
496
Disk-inserted events, ll:17, 46,
442, 445·448
and ale rts, TI:368
and dialogs, 11:370, 372, 374
reporting of, 11:22, 393
Disks and disk drives
damage to, and scavenger
programs, 11:386
and dialogs , 11:379
driver, 11:387-388
ejecting, II:35·36, 409, 441
error reporting for , II:393,
409-410, 437, 447·448
event messages for , ll:43
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Disks and disk drives-cont.
format of, 11:385-387, 449450

initialization of, 11:398, 409410, 446-451, 496
mounting, II:22, 393
Disk-switch alert, II:394-395
Dispatch table, 1:15-16

memory addresses for, 1:61
Display rectangles, for item lists,
Il:328, 363, 384
DlsposDlalog, 11:326, 359-360, 486
DlsposeControl, II:2 73, 306-307, 479
DlsposeMenu, 11:155, 175-176, 466
DlsposeRgn, 1:155-156, 223, 460
DlsposeWindow, II:83, 88, 90, 120121, 273, 460
DlsposHandle, 1:71, 93, 454
DlsposPtr, 1:71, 93, 454
DITL resource type , 11:383-384,
501
with alert templates, ll:353354
and ALRT resource type,
ll:380
for dialog item lists, 11:325,
328
and DLOG resource type,
Il:382-383
and NewDlalog, 11:358
DIUnload, Il:450-451, 496
DIVerify, ll:449-450, 496
Division, 1:31, 44
DIZero, 11:449-450, 496
DlgCopy, Il:347, 375-3 76, 489
DlgCut, II:347, 375-3 76, 489
DlgDelete, II:347, 375-376 , 489
DlgPaste, II:347, 375-376, 489
DLOG resource type , 11:381-382,
502
for dialog boxes, II:325
with dialog templates, 11:355
and GetNewDlalog, 11:358
Document files, 1:336-337

Document windows. See
Windows
Documentation, on-line, ll:152
DocumentProc constant, II:92, 108,
117-119, 460

Dots, for menu items, 11: 151-152
Double clicking, 11:220-221, 252
file selection with, 11:409,
441, 444

Double indirection, 1:6 9
DoubleTime system global, 11:221

Index
Down arrow key, and scrolling,

EmptyRgn, 1:127, 1 79-180, 465

11:269, 275, 288, 441, 444
Drag region, window, 11:77, 101104, 135-137, 465
DragControl, 11:319-320, 483
DragWindow, 11:102-104, 135-137,
465
DrawChar, 1:395, 400, 435-436, 487
DrawControls, 11:274, 310-312, 481
DrawDlalog, 11:365-366, 486
DrawGrowlcon, 11:93-94, 127-128,
462
Drawltem. 11:334
DrawMenuBar, 11:151, 155, 167, 184185, 468
DrawPicture, 1:228, 267·268, 474
Drawstring, 1:395, 399-400, 435-436,
487
DrawText, 1:395, 435-436, 488
DrawUserltem, II:352
Drive buttons, ll:409, 415, 441442, 445
Driver reference numbers, 1:343
Drivers, device, 1:343-344, II:387
DRVR r esource type, 1:343-344,
377-378, 11:152

Emulator traps, 1:13-14
EnableFlags field, II:145, 170-173,

Edit

menus, 11:147-151, 154, 1631'64, 222

Edit records, 11:205-210, 240-243,
296, 472

and click-loop routines,
II:263-264

creating and destroying,
II:212, 245-246, 473

and destination rectangles.
See Destination
rectangles
handles for, 11:206, 211-213,
216, 407

and line starts, II:209-210
MinlEdit, ll:211-215, 283

an d text scrap, II:227
and view rectangles. See
View rectangles
EditField field, 11:333, 349-351, 485
Editing. See Edit records; Text
editing and TextEdit
EditText type, II:333
Eject, 11:409, 415, 424-425, 441,
445, 491
EmptyHandle, 1:86, 107-108, 457
EmptyRect. 1:121-122, 176-177, 464

466
Enableltem, 11:145, 166, 193-194,
469
Enclosing rectangles, 11:272-273,
293, 302, 305, 311-313
End-of-file, 11:398-401, 4 29, 431433, 437-438, 493
EndUpdate, 11:97-99, 128-129, 274,
463

Enter key, as default button,
11:332, 344-346, 374
Environs, 1:16, 89, 454

and program compatibility,
II:108, 288

EDF. See End-of-file
EOFErr er ror code, 11:400-401, 431,
437-438, 4 94
.EQU directives, 1:21
EqualPt, 1:121, 172-173, 4 63
EqualRect, 1:121, 177-178, 465
EqualRgn, 1:127, 181-182, 466
EqualString, 1:29, 35-3 7, 447
EraseArc, 1:261-262, 4 72
EraseOval . 1:259, 472
ErasePoly, 1:263, 4 73
EraseRect, 1:207, 209, 2 55-256, 4 71
and window resizing, 11:106
EraseRgn, 1:264, 4 73
EraseRoundRect, 1:257-258, 472

Error codes
"dire straits", 1:523, II:533534

operating system, 1:519-522,
11:529-533

Error reporting
and dialogs, II:323, 334-335,
378, 491

end-of-file, II:400-401
for file operations. See File
operations error
reporting
memory management , 1:7475, 88-89, 453

with resources, 1:294, 321322, 4 79

Error sounds, and alerts, 11:334336, 377, 491
ErrorSound , 11:334, 376-377, 489
Event queue, II:13-14
and EventAvail, II:22

posting to and removing
from, 11:27-29, 4 7-49, 455
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EventAvall. Il:22, 45-47, 455
EventRecord, Il:37-38, 453
Even ts, Il:ll-13
activate. See Window events
application, II:17, 39-40, 43
auto-key, II:17-18, 20-21, 23
and cursor, 11:31-35, 52-58,
456-457
deactivate. See Activate and
deactivate events
and desk accessor ies, II:1517, 21-22, 46
disk, II:43
disk-inserted. See Diskinserted events
intercepted, 11:21-22
1/0 driver, 11 :17, 21, 39
and keyboard. See Keyboard
events
masks, II:19-20, 41-42 1 48-49,
454
messages, Il:19, 42-43, 393,
454
modifiers, II:44-45, 455
and mouse. See Mouse
events
network, Il:17, 21
null. See Null events
priority of, Il:20-21, 93, 97
queue. See Event queue
records, II:14, 18-19, 37-38,
344, 453
reporting, II :20-21, 45-46,
455
responding to , 11:23-27
retrieving, 11:45-47
and system clock, 11:14-16,
19, 60-62, 458
types, II:17, 19, 39-40, 454
update. See Window events
EveryEvent constant, ll:20, 23, 41421 454
Exceptions, 1:13-16
Exclamation point, for marking
menu items, II :168, 177178, 196-198
Exclusive or, of regions, 1:129,
131, 181-182
EXIT, 1:27
ExitToShell, 1:338-339, 352-353, 480
External disk drives, Il:387. See
also Disks and disk
drives

Index

Family records , 1:385, 391
Fat Mac
memory layout of, 1:506,
II:516
RAM of, 1:59-61
system heap size of, 1:65
Fields, Pascal, 1:6, 11:6
FIFO (first-in, first out) order,
for event queue, II :14
File manager. II:387-389, 404
Fiie menus, ll:147-151, 161-163,
213
File operations error reporting,
II:389-392
constants for, II:437-438,
494
for disk initialization, II:409410, 447-448
existing file, II:415-416
and IOCheck, 11:390-392, 404
for volume mounting, Il:393
File reading, 11:400-401, 429-430,
492
and DoRevert, II:404-407
and SFGetFile, 11:407-414, 440443, 495
File writing, II :400-402, 429-430,
492
and DoSaveAs, II:415-419
with SFPutFile, 11:415, 443446, 495
and WriteFile, II:4 02-404
Files
closing, ll:401, 427-428, 491
creating, II:400-401, 426-427,
491
deleting, Il:435-436, 493
directories for, II:393, 395398
and disk format, 11:385-387
end-of-file, 11:398-401, 429,
431-433, 437-438, 493
error· reporting for, II :389392, 437-438, 494
and file marks, 11:399-401,
404, 429-431 , 492
forks of, 11:420, 428
length of, II :398, 407
locking and unlocking of,
11:401, 426, 433-434, 493
names, Il:388, 4 01, 435-436,
493
opening, II :400, 412-413,
427-428, 491

Files-cont.
permission information for,
11:420, 428
reading. See File reading
reference numbers, 1:281,
II :400-401, 420, 427
reference resource, 1:340
standard packages, Il:4074 19
types , 1:335-337, 358, 480
and volumes , II :392-395,
421-425, 490-491
writing. See File writing
Fill pattern, 1:195
FlllArc, 1:261-262, 472
FlllOval. 1:223, 259, 472
FillPoly, 1:219, 263, 473
FlllRect, 1:207, 255-256, 471
FillRgn, 1:2231 264, 473
FlllRoundRect. 1:257-258, 471
Filter functions
with alerts , II:336, 368
and command-key
combinations, Il:342
with dialogs, II :344-347, 370,
372-374, 489
for reading files, 11:408-409
FindControl, 11:277-279, 286, 315316, 482
FlndDltem, II:364 -365, 487
Finder, 1:361·362
and file types , 1:335-337,
358
and folder hierarchy, II:395396
information record, 1:336,
342, 359-361, 480-482
resources, 1:339-342
and signatures, 1:335-337,
358
startup information for ,
1:64, 337-339, 363-365,
11 :401, 413-414, 416
FlndWlnclOW, Il:l00-101, 132-133,
464
and controls, 11:277
and menu items, 11:155
a nd system windows, II:161
and text selection, II:221
and zooming, Il :107-109
Finto record, 1:359-361, 481
Flx2Frac, 1:45, 450
Flx2Long, 1:31, 42-43, 449
FixATan2, 1:48, 4 5 1
FixDlv, 1:31, 44, 450
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Fixed type, 1:31, 42-44, 449-450
FlxMul, 1:31, 44, 450
FlxRatlo, 1:31, 44, 394, 450
FixRound, 1:31, 42·43, 449
FKEY resource type, II:35-36, 6465, 503
FlashMenuBar, 11:201, 471

Floating-Point Arithmetic
Package, 1:334, 354-356
Flush left justification, 11:218
Flush right justification, 11 :218
FlushEvents, Il:27-28, 47-48, 455
Flushing, of volume buffers,
11:424-425, 491

and file directories, II:404,
428

and FSClose, 11:401
to protect data, ll:394
FlushVol, 11:394, 401, 404, 424-425,
428, 491

FMetricRec r ecord, 1:426-427, 486
FNFErr error code, 11:416, 437-438,
494

Folders, files as, II :395·396
FOND resource type, 1:385
FONT resource type, 1:325-326,
384, 443-445, 492, ll:153,
504
FontAscent field, II :208, 240·243,
245, 472

Font/DA Mover, and resource files,
1:277

Fontinfo record, 1:426-427, 486
FontMetrics, 1:426-427, 486
FontRecord r ecord, 1:386-392, 418·
420, 484-485

Fonts
access to, 1:425-427, 485-486
ascent of, 11:209
character height of, II:208
for control titles, II:273, 305
height, 1:387
image, 1:387, 389-390, 421·
424

initialization for, 1:384, 424,
485

locking of, 1:428, 486
and menus, II:143, 153, 166
numbers, 1:384-386, 415-418,
484, Il:376
record, 1:386-392, 418-420,
484-485
rectangle, 1:387
scaling of, 1:386, 4 28-430,
486

Index
Fonts-cont.
width table, 1:401
Foreign languages
characters for, 1:380, 401402

and International Utilities
Package, 1:29, 334, 354·
356

and resources, 1:275
and strings, 1:29
Frac2Flx, 1:45, 450
FracCos, 1:48, 451
FracDiv, 1:46, 450
FracMul, 1:46, 450
FracSln, 1:48, 451
FracSqrt, 1:46, 450
Fract type, 1:31, 45, 450
FractEnable global flag, 1:392
Fraction arithmetic, 1:31, 45-46,
450

Fragmentation
of disk, II:398
of heap, 1:68-69, II:83
Frame, window, 11:77
FrameArc. 1:216, 261-262, 472
FrameOval, 1:223, 259, 472
FramePoly, 1:219, 263, 473
FrameRect, 1:206, 255·256, 471
FrameRgn, 1:227, 264, 473
FrameRoundRect, 1:257-258, 471
FreeAlert, II:348, 379, 490
FreeDialog, 11:348, 379, 490
FreeMem, 1:104-105, 456
FREF resource type, 1:340, 342,
373-374, 493, ll:505
FrontWindow, 11:126-127, 462
FRSV resource type , 1:446, 493,
0 :505

FS prefix, for file system
routines, 11:389
FSAtMark constant, 11:400, 430-431,
492

FSClose, 11:401, 416, 427-428, 491
FSDelete, II:435·436, 493
FSFromLEOF, 11:399, 430-431, 492
FSFromMark, 11:399, 430-431, 492
FSFromStart , 11:399, 404, 430-431,
492

FSOpen, 11:400, 413 , 416·420, 427428, 491

FSRead, 11:400, 407, 429·430, 492
FSWrite, ll :400, 404, 429-430, 492
Function declarations, Pascal, 1:7,
11:7

FWID resource type, 1:401, 445·
446, 493, II:506

Get11ndResource, 1:289, 307-308, 476
Get11ndType, 1:289, 307-308, 476
Get1NamedResource, 1:283, 304-305,
476

Get1Resource, 1:283, 304-305, 475
GetAlrtStage, ll:335, 378, 489
GetAppFiles, 1:338, 364-365, 481,
II:413

GetApplLimlt, 1:84, 109-110, 457
GetAppParms, 1:338, 364·365, 481
GetCaretTlme, ll:223, 254-255 , 475
GetClip, 1:139, 170·171, 463
GetCRefCon, 11:273, 307·308, 480
GetCTitle, 11 :273, 307-308, 480
GetCtlActlon, ll:317·318, 482
GetCtlMax, 11:277, 309-310, 480
GetCtlMln, 11:277, 309-310, 480
GetCtlValue, ll:277, 282, 309-310,
480

GetCursor, ll:32, 54·56, 457
GetDateTime, 1:33, 51·52, 452
GetDblTlme, ll:221, 251-253, 475
GetDltem, ll:329, 333, 360-361, 486
GetEOF, II:398, 407, 432·433, 493
GetFlnlo, 1:336, 361-362, 481,
11:416

GetFNum. 1:385, 425, 485
GetFontlnlo, 1:399, 426·427, 485
and edit r ecord typeface,
11:208

GetFontName, 1:385, 399, 425, 485
GetFPos, 11:399, 430-431, 492
GetHandleSlze, 1:71, 94·95, 4 54
and Chars array size, fl:244
Getlcon. 1:205, 268-269, 4 74
GetlndPattern, 1:195, 232-234, 467
GetlndResource. 1:288, 295, 307·308,
398, 4 76

GetlndString, 1:380, 407-408, 483
GetlndType, 1:288, 307-308, 4 7 6
Getltem, 11:160, 165, 192-193, 4 6 9
Getltemlcon. U:169, 198-199, 471
GetltemMark, II:167, 196-198, 4 70
GetltemStyle, II:166, 195-196, 4 70
GetlText, ll:333, 343, 362·363, 486
GetKeys, 11:31, 58·60, 457
GetMenu. 11:153-155, 174·175, 466
GetMenuBar, 11 :185-186, 468
GetMHandle, ll:186·187, 468
GetMouse, II:29-30, 50, 456
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GetNamedResource, 1:282·283, 295,
304-305, 475
GetNewControl, 11:304·306, 479
and CNTL template, 11:271
and control visibility, Il:274

and scroll bar creation,
Il:213·215, 283-284

GetNewDlalog, 11:325·327, 329, 341,
357-359, 485

GetNewMBar, ll:155, 183-184, 468
GetNewWindow, 11:83, 90, 111, 117·
119, 460

GetNextEvent, 11:20·23, 45·47, 455
and filter functions, 11:347
and modeless dialogs, 11:343
and mouse events, II:lOO
and window closing, Il:90
and window events, Il:92,
95.97

GetPattern, 1:232-234, 467
GetPen, 1:187, 252·253, 470
GetPenState, 1:197, 247-249, 469
GetPicture, 1:266-267, 474
GetPixel, 1:163, 461
GetPort, 1:135·136, 167-168, 188,
462
GetPlrSize, 1:71, 94-95, 454
GetResAttrs, 1:290, 312-313, 477
GetResFlleAttrs, 1:292, 323-324, 479
GetReslnfo, 1:290, 293, 296, 310·
311, 398, 477
GetResource, 1:282·283, 295, 304305, 395, 475
and NewDialog, ll:326
GetScrap, 1:346, 369-370, 482
GetString , 1:380, 407-408, 483,
11:420
GetTime, 1:33, 53, 452
GetVlnlo, Il:393, 4 21-422, 490
GetVol, Il:393, 422·423, 490
GetWlndowPic, ll:lOO, 130·131, 463
GetWMgrPort, 11:137-138, 465
GetWRelCon, II :88, 121-122, 461
GetWTitle, II:121·122, 461
Global coordinate system, 1:143·
146
Global variables, 1:61·64
QuickDraw, 1:112-113, 541,
ll:564
GlobalTolocal, 1:125, 146, 173-174,
463
and controls, 11:279, 315,
317, 319
Glue routines, I: 18·20, II:238·
239, 388-389

Index
Go-away regions. See Close
regions
Good field, 11:438-439, 495
with SFGetFlle, 11 :409, 411,
441

with SFPutFile, 11 :415, 444
Goto, 1:27
GrafDevice, 1:434·435, 487
GrafPort record, 1:135·136, 160·
161, 238-241, 461
and graphics pen, 1:247,
251, 469-470
and patterns, 1:232, 467
and QuickDraw, 1:393, 431·
433, 487
and transfer modes, 1:238·
241, 467
GrafPlr type, 1:135, 160, 461
GrafSize constant, 1:112
GraNerb type, 1:254·255, 471
Graphics. See Graphics pen;

Graphics ports;
QuickDraw; Text
Graphics pen, 1:186·197, 253,
390, 395

characteristics, 1:247·250,
469-470

hiding and showing, 1:192·
193, 251· 252, 470

level, 1:192
modes, 1:195·197, 250
and ports, 1:186·187
size, 1:191·193, 219, 250
Graphics ports, 1:134·139, 160·
162, 461·463

and coordinate systems,
1:140-146

and edit records, 11:206
and graphics pen, 1:186-187,
193·197

operations on, 1:164-171
for windows, 11:79-81
See also Graf Port record
Grow region, 11:77, 93·94, 127
GrowWindow, IJ:104·105, 135·137,
465

HandAndHand, 1:82·83, 103·104, 456
Handle type, 1:73, 87, 453
Handles, 1:67·72, 76·77
control, 11:271, 307, 316
edit record, 11:206, 211-213,
216, 407

Handles-cont.
item, 11:328-329
startup, Il:413
text scrap, II:230
HandToHand, 1:80-82, 101·102, 455
Hard disk drives, ll:387
HClrRBit, 1:96·98, 455
Heap and heap management,
1:65·67, 104·105, 109-110,
454457
compaction of, 1:68·69, 79·
80, 106·107, 11:83
See also Blocks
Heap zones, 1:67

Hertzfeld, Andy, Switcher
program by, II:17
Hexadecimal numbers, 1:8·9, 29·
30, 11:8

HFS (Hierarchical file system),
11:388-389, 395·396

HGetState, 1:96-98, 455
HideControl, 11 :274, 310·312, 481
HideCursor, 11:35, 56-57, 457
HideDltem, 11:363-364, 487
HidePen, 1:192·193, 251-252, 470
HldeWindow, 11:122·123, 341, 461
Hierarchical file system, 11:388·
389, 395-396

HighHook field, II:239, 241-243, 472
High-level file system, 11:388, 396
Highlighting
of controls. See Control
highlighting
of menus, 11:141-142, 158·
160, 184, 194

with text selection, ll :219,
252·254

of title bars, II :70· 71
of windows. See Window
highlighting
HiliteControl, IJ:275-276, 313·314,
336, 481

Hilited field, II:94, 112·115, 459
HiliteMenu, IJ:158, 191-192, 469
HiliteWindow, 11:127-128, 462
HIWord, 1:30, 40·41, 449
Hlock, 1:76, 96-98, 283, 455
HNoPurge, 1:86, 96-98, 455
and resource files, 1:283,
293

HomeResFile, 1:289, 314·315, 478
Hot spot, cursor, 11:32, 52·53,
458
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HPurge, 1:86, 96-98, 455
and resource files, 1:283,
293
HSetRBll, 1:96-98, 455
HSetState, 1:96-98, 455
HText field, II:206, 241-243, 246247, 472
and selection range, II:220
setting of, II:211-212
and TENew, 11:245
HUnlock, 1:76, 96-98, 283, 455
Hyphens, and TextEdit, 11:207

I, for italic character attribute,
Il:166, 195-196
I-beam cursor, Il:33-34
ICN# resource type, 1:272, 340,
342, 495, II: 507
ICON resource type, 1:271-272,
496, Il:168, 330, 368,
384, 507
lconltem item type, 11:330-331, 361,
384
Icons, 1:204-205, 268-269, 474,
11:1-2
dialog, 11:330-331, 336, 368,
384
and Finder resources, I:339·
341
grow, ll:93·95, 127-128, 462
items, 11:330-331, 351-352
with menu items, Il:144,
168·169, 177-178, 198· .
199, 471
numbers for, 11:168-169
r esource IDs for , II:168
Identification, of resources,
I:277-278, 290, 310-311,
477
Image width , 1:390
Image-height table, 1:392
Images
bit. See Bit images
screen, I:115
lnButton part code, 11:271, 315-316,
482
lnCheckBox part code, ll:271, 283,
315-316, 482
INCLUDE directives, I:19, 21
lnContent part code, 11:101, 132·
133, 277, 464
lnDesk part code, II :101, 132·133,
464
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lnDownButton part code, II:271, 315·
316, 482
lnDrag part code, 11:102, 108, 132·
133, 136, 464
lnloScrap, 1:346-347, 367-368, 482,
11:231
lnGoAway part code, 11:106, 132·
133, 136, 464
lnGrow part code, II:104, 132-133,
136, 464
INIT resource type, 1:381, 402,
441-443, 496, 11:508
lnitAllPacks, 1:357, 480
lnitCursor, 11:32, 34-35, 54-56, 390,
457
lnltoialogs, II:325, 356-357, 485
lnltFonts, I:384, 424, 485, II:83,
147, 211, 325
lnitGral, I:112, 164·165, 384, 462,
11:83, 147, 211, 325
Initial delay, for auto-key events,
Il:18
Initialization, of Toolbox
for dialogs, 11 :325, 356-357,
485
for menus, 11:173-174, 466
for MiniEdit, 11:13, 28-29,
83, 147, 230·231
for text editing, 11:211-215,
244-245, 473
for windows, 11:116, 459
lnitMenus, Il:147, 173-174, 325,
466
lnitPack, I:357, 480
lnltPort, 1:135, 165-167, 462
lnltWindows, I:384, 11:83, 116, 147,
325, 459
lnline declarations, I:19
lnMenuBar part code, 11:101, 132·
133, 464
lnPageDown part code, Il:281, 315·
316, 482
lnPageUp part code, II:271, 315316, 482
lnPort field, II:206, 241-243, 472
Insertion point, II:223-224, 254·
255
customizing, Il:239
and dialogs, 11:362
edit record , 11:219-220
and TextEdit, 11:208
lnsertMenu, 11:151, 182·183, 468
lnsertResMenu, 11:153, 178-180, 467
lnsetRect, 1:123, 176·177, 464
lnsetRgn, I:127, 179-180, 465

lnsMenultem, Il:148, 176-177, 467
lnSysWlndow part code, II:101, 132133, 161, 464
lnt64Bit record, I:47, 451
Integers , as parameters, I:22
Interface routines. See Glue
routines
Interfaces
assembly-language, I:20-23
Pascal, I:18·19, Il:376, 378
user, I:l, ll:l-2
International Utilities Package,
I:29, 334, 354-356. See
also Foreign languages
Interrupt handlers, and events,
Il:13-14
Intersection
of rectangles, I:124·125, 177·
178, 464
of regions, I:129, 181-182,
465
lnThumb part code, Il:271, 286,
315-316, 482
lnUpButton part code, II:271, 315316, 482
lnvalRect. II:98, 106, 129-130, 407,
463
lnvalRgn, II:98, 129-130, 463
lnvertArc, I:261·262, 473
lnvertOval, I:259, 472
lnvertPoly, 1:263, 473
lnvertRect, I:207, 209, 255-256, 471
lnvertRgn, I:264, 473
lnvertRoundRect, 1:257-258, 472
lnZoomln part code, 11:107-109,
132-133, 136-137, 464
lnZoomOut part code, 11:107-109,
132·133, 136-137, 464
I/O driver events, 11:17, 21, 39
lsDlalogEvent, II:343, 371-373, 488
Italic character attribute , ll:166,
195-196
Item lists, 11:325, 328-329
and ALRT templates, ll:354
and DlalogRecord, 11:350-351
and DITL resource type,
11:384
and NewDlalog, 11:358
and SetDltem, ll:361
ltemDlsable constant, 11:336, 351·
352, 484
Items, dialog
access to, 11:360-361, 486
control, 11:331-333, 336, 361,
372, 384
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Items-cont.
enabling and disabling of,
11:336
handles for, 11:328-329
icon, 11:330-331, 351-352
lists. See Ite m lists
numbers for , 11:329
picture, 11:330-331, 351-352,
361, 384
showing and hiding of,
11:363-364, 487
static text, 11:329-330, 368,
384
text box, 11:333
types, 11:328-334, 351-352,
484
user, ll:333-334
IUDateStrlng, I:33, 55-57, 453
IUEqualString, I:29
IUTlmeString, I:33, 55-57, 453

Jump table, I:62-63, 329-333
Just field, ll:218, 241-243, 472
Justification, of text, 11:218, 247248, 474

Kerning, I:390-391
Key codes, I:381, 408-410, 11:18
and filter functions, 11:346
for Macintosh Plus, I:512,
11:522
for standard Macintosh,
I:511, ll:521
Key map, ll:31, 59-60
Key1Trans system global, I:402, 540
Key2Trans system global, 1:402, 540
Keyboard
aliases, 11:142-143, 150, 177178
configurations for, 1:381382, 402
driver, I:401-402, 11:35-36
events. See Keyboard events
and FKEY resource type,
ll:64-65
input, and text editing,
11:224-226
and menus, 11:187-192, 468469
and modal dialogs, 11:342
reading of, ll:31

Index

Keyboard-cont.
selecting menu items with,
ll:155, 157-160
standard layouts of, 1:411414, 513-516, 11:523-526
and text boxes, II:333
Keyboard events, 11:17-18, 39-40
and alerts, 11:368
and DoEvent, 11:25
interception of, II:21
messages for, 11:42-43
and modal dialogs, 11:370
posting of, II:27
responding to, 11:23, 58-60,
457
KeyMap array, II:58-60, 457
KlllControls, 11:273, 306-307, 479
KlllPicture, I:266-267, 474
KlllPoly, 1:152-153, 219, 459

Languages
foreign. See Foreign
languages
programming, and Toolbox,
1:11-13
Launch, 1:347-351, 479
Leading, I:387
Less than sign, 11:166, 177-178,
195-196
LIFO, and the stack, I:17
Limit rectangles, window, 11:104
LlmltRect parameter, Il:103, 135136, 467
Line, I:187-188, 191, 218, 252-253,
470
Line drawing, 1:186-197, 247-253,
469-470
UneHelght field, 11:208-209, 240243, 245, 472
LineStarts array, 11:209, 241-243,
472
and ScrollCharacter, 11:297
and TESetText, Il:246-247
and text rectangles, 11:296
Linero, 1:187, 191, 218, 252-253,
470
Lisa, and Macintosh, I:12-13, 6364
List Manager Package, I:333,
354-356
LoadResource, 1:283, 295, 309-310,
477
LoadScrap, I:347, 370-371, 483

LoadSeg, I:332-333, 351-352, 480
Local coordinate system, I:140146
Local IDs, and resource IDs,
I:340, 342
LocalToGlobal, 1:125, 146, 173-174,
463
Location table, I:389-390
Logical end-0f-file. See End-0f-file
Logical operations, I:30, 39-40,
291, 448-449
Long words, I:8, 11:8
Long2Flx, I:31, 42-43, 449
LONGINT data type, I:22-23
LongMul, 1:31, 47, 451
Low-level file system, 11:388-389
LoWord , I:30, 40-41, 449

Macintosh file system, 11:395
Macintosh Plus
key codes for, 11:522
memory layout of, I:507,
11:517
RAM of, I:59-61
system heap size of, I:65
Macintosh Technical Support
group, I:337
Macintosh XL, memory layout
of, 1:508-509, 11:518-519
MacPlus global flag, 11:108
Main entry point, 1:331
Main segment, I:331
MapChanged resource attribute,
I:296, 323-324, 479
MapCompact resource attribute,
1:296-297, 323-324, 479
Mapping, and scaling, 1:183-184,
466
MapPoly, I:183-184, 466
MapPt, I:183-184, 466
MapReadOnly resource attribute,
1:297, 323-324, 479
MapRect, I:183-184, 466
MapRgn , I:183-184, 466
Mark character, II:167, 177-178
Mask constants, ll:20
Mask field, 11:31-32, 52-53, 458
Mask parameters, 11:27-28
Masks
and bit maps, I:197, 202
event, 11 :19-20, 27, 41-42,
48-49, 454
with icons, I:340-341
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Master pointe rs, 1:67·72
MaxApplZone, 1:109-110, 457
MaxBlock, 1:104·105, 456
MaxMem, 1:106-107, 457
MaxSlzeRsrc, 1:290, 314·315, 478
MBAR resource type, 11:155, 203,
508
MC68000. See Microprocessor
MDEF resource type, 11:142, 153
MeasureText, 1:400, 436·438, 488
MemError, 1:75, 81, 88·89, 453
MemFullErr error report, 1:75, 88·
89, 294, 453
Memory
addressing, 1:8, 23
allocation of. See Memory
allocation
application global space ,
1:61-64, 329, 331
handles and master
pointers, 1:67-70
and heap. See Heap and
heap management
layouts of, 1:505·509, 11 :515·
519
organization of, 1:59·62
random-access, 1:16, 59-62
read-only. See Read-only
memory
and SIZEOF, 1:26·27
stack and heap, 1:65·67
Me mory allocation
of blocks, 1:67-72, 76-86,
454·456
and code segments, 1:328
for file operations, 11:394,
398, 425
and fonts, 1:387
and resource files, 1:281-282
and resources, 1:276, 284·
285, 305-306
and variables , 1:65
MemTypes interface unit, 1:18
Me nu bars, 11:116, 141, 145-151,
155, 157
building, 11:182·187, 468
Menu item enabling and
disabling, 11:166-167, 193·
194, 471
and enable flags, II:145
highlighting of, 11 :142, 194
with left parenthesis , II:150,
193·194

Index

Menu items, 11:141
changing ch aracter style of,
11:166, 195-196, 470
changing text of, 11:165·166,
192-193, 470
choosing, 11:155·164, 187·
188,468
controlling, ll :165·169, 192·
199, 469-470
counting, 11:181, 467
defining, 11 :148-150
deleting, 11:180, 467
and dialog boxes, II:151
e nabling. See Menu item
enabling and disabling
flashing of, II:201, 471
icons for, 11:144, 168·169,
177-178, 198-199, 471
marking of, 11:167-168, 196·
198, 470
numbe rs , 11:156, 165
Menu lists. See Menu bars
MENU resource type, 11:144, 153·
155, 202-203, 471, 508
MenuData field, 11:146, 153, 170·
173, 466
MenuHandle type, 11:170, 466
MenuHelght field, 11:145, 153·154,
170-173, 466
MenulD field, 11:144, 170·173, 466
Menulnfo re cord, ll:144·146, 170·
173, 466
MenuKey, 11:157, 187-188, 468
MenuProc fi eld, 11:145, 153-154,
170-173, 466
MenuPtr ty pe, 11:170, 466
Menus
Apple. See Apple menus
bars. See Menu bars
building, 11:146·151, 176-181,
467
creating, 11:173-175, 466
definition procedure, 11:142,
145
destroy ing, Il:175·176, 466
dime nsions of, 11:145, 200,
471
disposing of, 11:155
and fonts, 11:143, 153, 166
highlighting of, 11:141·142,
158-160, 184
IDs for, 11:144·145, 147-148,
156-157
items for . See menu ite ms

Menus-cont.
and keyboard, 11:187-192,
468·469
and mouse, 11:155-164, 187·
192, 468-469
records for, 11:144·146, 170173, 466
and resources, 11:151-155,
178·180, 467·468
scrolling of, 11:142
structure of, 11:141·144
types, 11:142
MenuSelect, 11:156·157, 187-188,
468
MenuWidth field, 11:145, 153-154,
170-173, 466
Message fie ld , 11:19, 37-38, 453
and eve nt posting, 11:27, 48
and eve nt r etrieving, 11:22
and keyboard events, 11:157
and window events, 11:93,
97
MFS (Macintosh file system),
11:395
Microprocessor (MC68000), 1:8-9,
11:8
registe r AO, 11 :388
and word breaks, 11:49,
266
register AS, 1:62·64, 112,
329-331, 337
register A7, 1:17
register DO, 1:75, 402, 11:48·
49, 438
and TECllck, 11:238
and word bre aks, 11:266
r egister Dl, 1:402
register DZ, 1:402
and TECllck, II:264
Z condition flag, and wordbreak routines , 11:265
MiniEdit programs, 1:4
AdjustScrollBar, 11:224, 284·286
AdjustText, ll:224, 286-289,
290, 299
AutoScroll, Il:291·293
CloseAppWlndow, 11:88-90, 107,
337·341
CloseSysWlndow, 11:88, 161
DoAbout. 11:336-338
DoActlvate, 11:93·95, 233·235,
276
OoAppleCholce, Il:160-161
OoClear, II:227, 230
OoClose, 11:25-27, 88, 107, 161
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MiniEdit programs-cont.
DoContent, 11:221, 277-280, 286
DoCopy, 11:227-228
DoCut, 11:227-228
DoDrag, II :102·104
DoEdltCholce, II:163·164
DoEvent, II:13, 16, 23·25
and 1/0 checking, II:392
and keyboard, 11:157
and mouse, ll:155
DoFlleCholce, II:161·162
DoGoAway, ll:106·107
DoGrow, Il:104·106, 108
DoKeystroke. 11:23, 157-158,
224

DoMenuCholce, II:157· 159
DoMenuCllck, II:155·156
OoMouseDown, 11:101-102, 107,
155, 161, 221

DoNew, Il:84·87, 109, 213-215,
283-284, 413

DoOpen, II:410·411
DoPaste, 11:227, 229
DoQult, II :25
OoRevert, 11:404-407, 413
OoSave, II:401·402
DoSaveAs, Il:415-419
DoScroll, II:286·287
DoSelect, 11:221·222
DoStartup, 11:413·414
DoTyplng, Il:224, 285
DoUndo, 11:229
DoUpdate, 11:97-98, 216-217
DoZoom, 11:107-109
FixCursor, II:16, 34·35
FixEditMenu, 11:222, 236
FixScrollBar, ll:106, 293-295
FixText, Il:106, 296-297
Initialize, 11:13, 28-29, 83, 147,
230-231

IOCheck, II:390·392, 404, 416
Mainloop, 11:13, 16, 34, 223
menus, ll :147·151
OlfsetWindow, ll:109-111
OpenFile, 11:411-412, 416
ReadOeskScrap, II:231·232
ScrollCharacter, 11:297-299
ScrollText, II :288-290
ScrollToSelectlon, 11:224, 298-300
SetUpCursors. II:33-34
SetUpMenus, 11:147, 153·154
skeleton of, 11:12-13
source listing for, 11:565-615
window data record, 11 :212213, 216
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MiniEdit programs-cont.
WindowDirty, II:225·226
WriteDeskScrap, 11:231, 233
WriteFile, 11:402·404
Missing symbols, 1:389
Modal dialogs, 11:324, 326
and item lists, 11:332
using, 11:341-343, 369-371,
488

ModalDlalog, 11:341-342, 347, 369371, 488

Modeless dialogs, 11:324-326
using, II:343-344, 371-373,
488

Mouse events, 11:17, 39-40
and DoMouseOown. II: l00-102
interception of, II:21-22
reporting of, II:29·30, 50-52,
456

Move. 1:187, 252-253, 470
MoveControl, 11:272, 312-313, 481
MoveHHi, 1:80, 99-100, 455
MovePortTo, 1:169-170, 463
MoveTo, 1:187-188, 252-253, 470
MoveWindow, II:llO, 124-125, 462
Multiplication, 1:31, 44, 47
Munger, II:236-237, 261-263, 477

Modifier characters, 11:165·169,
177-178

for menu items, Il:150-151
and Setltem, 11:193
Modifier keys, 1:381, II:18·19, 4445. See also Command
key; Shift key
Modifiers field, 11:19, 37-38, 455
and desk scrap, 11:233
and event posting, 11:48
and keyboard events, 11:157,
224

and mouse events, 11:155,
222

and window events, 11:93-94
MoreMasters, 1:99-100, 455
Mounting, in file operations,
Il:22, 393

Mouse
and click-loop routines. See
Click-loop routines
and controls, 11:277-283,
315-320, 482-483

and cursor display, II:31
dragging, 11:30, 102·103,
135·137, 467

events involving. See Mouse
events
and filter functions, 11:347
locating, II:364-365, 487
and menus, 11:155-164, 187·
192, 468-469

reading of, 11:29-30, 50·52,
456

and scrolling, II:237-238,
286-291

text selection with, 11:251·
253, 475

tracking of, 11:220-223
and windows, II:100·109,
132-137, 464

Network events , II:17, 21
Newcontrol. 11:271, 274, 304-306,
479

NewDialog, 11:325-327, 329, 341,
357-359, 485

NewEmptyHandle, 1:91-92, 454
NewHandle, 1:70, 73, 80, 91·92, 454
NewMenu , 11:147·148, 155, 174-175,
466

NewPtr, 1:71, 73, 91-92, 454
and ports, 1:135
NewRgn, 1:155-156, 219, 223, 459
NewString, 1:380, 407-408, 483
NewWlndow, 11 :83, 90, 111, 117-119,
140, 460

NextControl field, 11 :272, 301-303,
478

NextWlndow field, 11:82, 112·115,
459

NFNT resource type, 1:394, 497,
11:509

Nlines field, 11:209-210, 241-243,
283-285, 474

NoGrowDocProc constant, 11:92, 108,
117·119, 326, 460

NoMark constant, 11:167, 196-198,
470

Nonrelocatable blocks, 1:70-72,
76, 81

NoteAlert, 11:331, 336, 367-369, 488
Notelcon constant, Il:331, 367·369,
488

NotPatBic transfer mode, 1:197,
238-241, 468

NotPatCopy transfer mode, 1:197,
238-241, 468

NotPatXOr transfer mode, 1:197,
238-241, 468
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NotSrcBJc transfer mode, 1:197,

238-241, 468

Null characters, with marked
menu items, 0:167
Null events, 11:17, 19, ZS, 43, 46
and EventAvall, ll:ZZ
reporting of, 11:20-21
NumToString, 1:31, 49-50, 400, 451,

11:390

0, for outline character
attribute, II:166, 195-196
Object modules, 1:18
ObscureCursor, 11:35, 57-58, 457

Off-line status, of volumes, 11:394
Offset/width table, 1:390
OffsetPoly, 1:127, 178-179, 465
OlfsetRect, 1:122-123, 127, 176-177,

179-180, 464
OffsetRgn, 1:127, 179-180, 465

Offsetting, of windows, 11:109111
OK constant, 11:332, 349-351, 483
On-line documentation, 11:152
On-line status, of volumes, Il:394
Open command, 11:410-411
OpenDeskAcc, 11:160, 189-190, 469
OpenPicture, 1:228, 266-267, 474
OpenPoly, 1:152-153, 218, 459
OpenPort, 1:135, 165-167, 462
OpenResFlle, 1:281, 301-302, 475,

11:420
OpenRF, I1:4ZO, 427-428, 491
OpenRgn, 1:155-156, 219, 459

Operating system, traps for, 1:14,
16

Option key, 1:402, 11:18·19, 44,
395-396
ORD, and pointers, 1:23·24
Origin, of boundary rectangle,

1:118
OSErr type, 1:74-75, 88, 453, 11:389
OSlntf interface unit, 1:18, 75
OSType type, 1:358, 480

Outline, menu item attribute,
11:166, 195-196

Ovals, 1:212-213, 258-259, 472
Owning window, 11:271-273, 305

lnd~x

Package traps, 1:334-335, Il:408
Packages, 1:333-335, 354-357,
480, 1:407-408
Packlntf interface unit, 1:18, 335
PackMacs trap macros, 1:21, 335

Padding
with bit images, 1:115
of strings, 1:29
and word boundaries, 11:212
Page-down regions, II:Z69, 288
Page-up regions, 11:269, 288
PaintArc, 1:216, 261-262, 472
PaintOval, 1:259, 472
PalntPoly, 1:219, 263, 473
PalntRect, 1:207, 209, 255-256, 471
PaintRgn, 1:264, 473
PaintRoundRect, 1:257-258, 471

Parameter blocks, 11:388
Parameters, trap macro, l:ZZ
ParamText, 11:330, 340-341, 374-

375, 391, 489

Parentheses, and menu items,
11:150, 177-178, 193-194

Part codes, 11:269-271, 314, 318
for checkboxes, II:Z83
and control highlighting,
11:314

for dials, 11:286
for inactive controls, II:Z76
and mouse, 11:100, 277·280,
316, 318

for radio controls, 11:283
with scrolling, II:Z91
See also specific part codes
Pascal, 1:5-8, 11:5-7
extended features of, 1:23-27
interface for, 1:18·19, 11:376,
378

string form of, 11:140
Paste command, 11:147, 227, 229·

230, 285, 333

keyboard alias for, 11:150
and SystemEdit, II:163
PasteCmd constant, Il:163, 190-191,
469
PAT resource type, 1:269·270,

498, Il:510
PAT# resource type, 1:270-271,

499, Il:511
PatBic transfer mode, 1:197, 238·

241, 468
PatCopy transfer mode, 1:195, 197,
PACK resource type, 1:325-326,

333, 373, 498, 11:510
Package numbers, 1:333, 354-356

238-241, 468

Path reference number, 11:420
PatHandle type, 1:232, 466

Pathnames, 11:396·397
PatOr transfer mode, 1:197, 238241, 468
PatPtr type, 1:232, 466

Pattern list, I:195
Pattern type, 1:232, 466
Patterns, 1:193-196, 232-236, 466·
467
PatXOr transfer mode, 1:197, 238·

241, 468

PB prefix, for parameter block
routines, II:389
Pen. See Graphics pen
PenMode, 1:195-196, 250, 470
PenNormal, 1:197, 250, 470
PenPat, 1:194, 250, 470
PenSJze. 1:191-192, 250, 470
PenState record, 1:247, 469

Periods
with Command key, for
disk-switch alerts, Il:395
with 1/0 driver names,
11:152
PermErr error code, II:420

Permission information, 11:420,
428

Physical end-of.file, II:398, 401,
432
PicHandle type, 1:265, 474
Picltem type, 11:330
PicPtr type, 1:265, 474
PICT resource type, 1:273, 345,

500, Il:330, 511

Picture items, dialog, ll:330·331,
351-352, 361, 384
Picture record, 1:227, 265-266, 474

Pictures, l :ZZ7-ZZ8
defining, 1:265-267, 474
drawing, 1:267-268, 474
window, 11:100, 130-131,
463

Pinning, of scrolling, 11:218, 288
PinRect, 1:174-175, 464

Pixels, 1:114-117, 163, 461
PlalnDBoxProc constant, ll:9Z, 117·
119, 326, 460

Planes, window, II:69, 86, 118,
123, 126
Plotlcon, 1:205, 268·269, 474
Point record, 1:118-120, 14 7-148,

458
POINTER, 1:23-24

Pointers, 1:23-26, 67-73
and bit maps, 1:132·133
dangling, 1:69, 78
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Pointers-cont.
and desk scrap, 1:346
dialog, 11:326·329
for edit records, Il:206, 211
and graphic ports, 1:135
as parameters, 1:22
and QuickDraw, 1:112
to text, 11:404
window, 11:81·83
Points, 1:147·148, 458
calculations with, 1:121, 172·
173, 463
Polygon record, 1:126, 151, 459
Polygons, 1:125·131, 459
calculations on, 1:178·179,
465
defining, 1:151-153
drawing, 1:218-219, 263, 473
PolyHandle type, 1:151, 459
PolyPtr type, 1:151, 459
Pop, and the stack, 1:18
Port rectangles, 1:137·139, 143,
169-170, 463
and windows, II:83, 106,
297
Ports, graphics. See Graphics
ports
Portsize, 1:169-170, 463
PosErr error code, 11:400, 437-438,
494
PostEvent, 11:27, 48-49, 455
Preloading
of dialogs, 11:348, 379, 490
of disk initialization code,
Il:450-451, 496
Priority, of events, II:20-21, 93,
97
Procedure declarations, Pascal,
1:6·7, II:6
ProcPtr type, 1:25-26, 34, 447
Programming flexibility, and
resources, 1:276
Programs
BlgBrother (ovals), 1:213-214
coordinate conversion,
1:143-145
dereferencing handles, 1:77
DoCheckbox, Il:281-282
DoPushbutton. Il:280-281
DoRadiobutton, II:282-283
filter function, Il :344·347
Globe (clipping regions), 1:223225
graphics ports, 1:136

Index

Programs-cont.
Mondrian (rectangles), 1:210·
212
Randomize, 1:32
resources, 1:284, 288, 289
SetUpMenus, Il:147-151, 153155
ShowFonts, 1:395·398
startup, 1:338-339
StopPoly (regions), 1:220-222
StopSign Oines), 1:189-191
See also MiniEdit programs
PScrapStuff type, 1:367-368, 482
Pt2Rect, 1:121, 149-150, 207, 459
PtlnRect, 1:121, 174-175, 464
PtlnRgn, 1:127, 174·175, 464
Ptr type, 1:73, 87, 453
PtrAndHand , 1:82, 84, 103·104, 456
PtrToHand, 1:81·82, 101-102, 456
PtrToXHand , 1:81-83, 101·102, 456
PtToAngle, 1:216, 261-262, 473
PurgeMem, 1:106-107, 457
PurgeSpace, 1:104-105, 456
Push, and the stack, 1:17
PushbutProc constant, Il:272, 304·
306, 479
Pushbuttons, II:268
and alerts, 11:335
and control items, 11:331-332
highlighting of, II:275
and mouse, 11:279-281
part code for, II:271
titles for, II:272
PutScrap, 1:346, 369·370, 482

Q , as Quit keyboard alias, 11:150
QuickDraw, 1:111, 185-186, 458466, 11:2
and direct bit transfer,
1:197-204
globals, 1:112-113, 541,
II:564
and icons, 1:204·205
initialization of, 1:112-113,
164-165, 462
interface unit, 1:18
line drawing with, 1:186-197
shape drawing with, 1:205227
text characteristics of, 1:393394, 401, 431-438, 487488
and windows, 11:81, 83

QuickEqu definition file, 1:21
QuickTraps trap macros, 1:21
Quit command, Il:23-25, 150, 341,

416

RadCtrl constant, 11:331, 351-352,

484
Radio buttons, II:268
and control items, II:331·332
highlighting of, 11:275
and mouse, 11:282-283
part code for, II:271
range of, II:276-277, 305
titles for, II:272
RadioButProc constant, Il:272, 304306, 479
RAM (random-access memory),
1:16, 59-62
Random and random numbers,
1:32, 50-51, 451
Random-access memory, 1:16, 59·
62
RandSeed global variable, 1:32, 5051, 451
RDocProc constant, 11:92, 117-119,
460
Read-only files, accessing, Il:420
Read-only m emory
and dispatch table, 1:15
divisions of, 1:2, Il:2
and sy stem resources, 1:280,
325-326
RealFont, 1:386, 425, 485
RealiocHandle, 1:86, 107-108, 457
Recalibra tion, of text, II:210,
217, 297
Records
control, ll:271-272, 276-277,
301-303, 4 78
cursor, II:31-32, 52-53, 64,
456
dialog, II:325-326, 332, 349351, 358, 483
edit. See Edit records
event, 11:14, 18-19, 37-38,
344, 453
menu , ll:144-146, 170-173,
466
as pa rame ters, 1:22
re ply, 11:408, 439-440, 444
window, II:79-83, 112-115,
350, 459
RecoverHandle, 1:91·92, 454
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Rect record, 1:120, 149-150, 458-459
Rectangles, 1:169-170, 458-459
calculations with, 1:121-125,
176-178, 464-465
de fining, 1: 120-121, 149-150
destination. See Destination
rectangles
display, for item lists, II:328,
363, 384
drawing of, 1:206-215, 255·
256, 471
enclosing. See Enclosing
r ectangles
port. See Port rectangles
rounded, 1:213, 215, 256·
258, 471-472
scrolling of, 1:202-203, 244·
245, 468
shield , II:35, 58
text, ll:291-293, 296-297
update, ll:216
validating, II:98-99, 129-130,
294, 407, 473
view. See View rectangles
window limit, Il:104
RectlnRgn, 1:127, 174-175, 464
RectRgn, 1:156-157, 223, 460
RefCon field, II :82·83, 88, 112-115,
459
Region record, 1:126, 153-154, 459
Regions , 1:125-131
calculations on, 1:179-182,
465-466
defining, 1:153-157, 459-460
drawing of, 1:219-227, 264,
473
Register-based routines, 1:19-20
Registers. See Microprocessor
ReleaseResource, 1:284, 305-306,
476, II:155, 175-176, 183
Relocatable blocks, 1:70-72, 76,
81
RelString, 1:29, 35-37, 448
Rename, II:435-436, 493
Repeat interval, for auto-key
events, Il :18
Replacement text, for search and
replace, II:236-237, 261·
262
Reply records, II:408, 439-440,
444
ResChanged attribute, 1:292, 312313, 477
ResCtrl constant, 11:332, 351-352,
484
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ResEdit, r esource editor, 1:277
ResError, 1:294, 321·322, 479
ResetAlrtStage, II:335, 378, 489
Reslocked attribute, 1:291, 312·
313, 477
Resource compiler s and editors,
for window cr eation,
II :86
Resource data, 1:278
Resource files, 1:279-282, 301·
303, 315-320, 323-324,
478-479
Resource fork, 1:280, II:420, 428
Resource ID , 1:277-278
Resource maps, 1:279, 281, 290
Resource name, 1:278
Resource specification, 1:277
Resources, 1:275-276, 295-297,
314-315, 489-503, 11:497·
515
access to, 1:282-289, 304·
310, 475-477
adding of, to me nus, 11:178180
attributes of, 1:290-292, 312·
313, 323-324, 477, 479
control-related, Il:321
dialog-related, 11:380-384
error reporting with, 1:294,
321-323, 479
event-related , Il:63·65
fil es. See Resource fil es
Finder, 1:339-342
identifying, 1:277-278, 310·
311, 477
list of, 1:298-301
listing of, on menus, Il:151153
menu-related, 11:202-203
menus as, ll:153·155, 183·
184, 468
modification of, 1:292-294,
315-320, 478
QuickDraw-related, 1:269·
273
ROM based, 1:325-326
text-related, 1:438·446
types, 1:277-278, 298-301,
475
See also specific resource
types
window-related, II:139-140
ResPreload , attribute, 1:292, 312313, 477

ResProtected, attribute, 1:291-292,
312-313, 477
ResPurgeable, attribute, 1:291, 312313, 477
ResrvMem, 1:80, 99-100, 455
ResSysHeap, attribute, 1:291, 312313, 477
Restart, 1:352-353, 480
ResType type , 1:298-301, 475
Result codes, 1:74-75, 88-89, 453
for files, 11:389-390, 404,
416, 437-438, 494
and HandToHand, 1:81
ResultRec parameter , 1:124
Return key, as default button,
ll:332, 344-346, 374
Return link, 1:17
RevertToSaved command, II:226,
336
Rewrapping, of text , 11:210, 217,
297
Rez, resource compiler, 1:277
RgnHandle type, 1:153-154, 459
RgnPtr type, 1:153-154, 459
RMaker, resource compiler, 1:277
RmveResource, 1:292, 296, 317-318,
478
ROM. See Read-only memory
Root directories, ll:395-396
Rounded rectangles, 1:213, 215,
256-258, 471-472
Routine selector, 11:408
Row width, 1:115, 132
RstFLock, II:401, 433-434, 493

S, for shadow character
attribute, II:166, 195-196
Save command, II:226, 236
ScalePI, 1:183-184, 200, 466
Scaling
of fonts, 1:386, 428-430, 486
of images, 1:198-201
and m apping, 1:183-184, 466
of random numbers, 1:32
Scrap. See Desk scrap; Text
scrap
Scrap count, 1:346, II:231
Scrap information record, 1:346
ScrapHandle global variable, 1:346
Scrapless editing routin es, II :227,
258-259, 476
ScrapName system global , 1:347
ScrapStuf1 record, 1:367-368, 482
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ScrDmpEnb global flag, 11:36, 65
Screen
buffer, 1:115-11 6, 134, 11 :14
memory addresses for, 1:61
printing of, with CommandShift keys, Il:35-36
Screen image, 1:115
Screen map, 1:134
ScreenBlts global variable, 1:134,
136, 158-159, 460

Scroll bars, 11:74
activating, 11 :95
and AdjustScrollBar. 11:224, 284286

and click-loop routines ,
II :291

as dials, 11:269, 283
highlighting of, 11:275
and part codes, II: 269·271,
291

range of, 11:277
template for, Il:213-215
and text changes, 11:224
and window redrawing,
11:97

and window resizing, 11:106,
293-296
Scroll boxes, II :269-270, 286-288
ScrollBarProc constant , Il:272, 304·
306, 479
Scrolling, II :250-251, 283-285,
474
automatic. See Automatic

scrolling
and click-loop routines ,
11 :215, 264, 237-238
continuous , Il:288-290
dragging scroll box, II:286288
of files, 11:409, 441, 444
of menus, 11:142

and text selection display,
11:223

in view rectangle, II :218-219
and window resizing, 11:293·
300

ScrollRect. 1:202, 244-245, 468
Search and replace text editing
feature, 11:236-237, 261263, 477

Secs2Date. 1:33, 54-55, 452
Sectors, disk, 11:385-386, 388,
398

and file operations, 11:393394

Index
SectRect. 1:124, 177-178, 464
SectRgn, 1:129, 181-182, 465
Seed, random-number , 1:32, 51
SeedFill, 1:228, 230, 245-246, 469
Segment header, 1:332
Segment numbers, 1:328
Segments, code. See Code
segments
Selection points, U:208, 239
Selection range, 11:252, 259, 362
of edit record, Il:219-220,
242, 247

and TESetSelect, II:253
SelectWindow, ll :l03, 133-134, 277,
464

Se!End fie ld, 11:219-220, 240-243,
245, 472

Sel!Text, 11:333, 362-363, 486
Se!Start field, 11:219-220, 240-243,
245, 472

Semicolons, as menu item
separator, II:150, 177-178
SendBehind. II :126-127, 462
SetAppllimit. 1:84, 109-110, 457
SetCllkloop. 11:215, 238, 263-264,
477

SetClip, 1:139, 170-171, 225, 463
SetCRe!Con. 11:273, 307-308, 480
SetCTitle, 11:273, 307-308, 480
SetCt!Actlon. II:317-318, 482
SetCtlMax. Il:277, 309-310, 480
SetCtlMin, 11:277, 309-310, 480
SetCllValue, 11:277, 282, 309-310,
480

SetCursor. 11:32, 55-56, 457
SetDAFont, 11:347-348, 376-377, 489
SetDateTime. 1:33, 51-52, 452
SetDltem. 11:329, 334, 360-361, 486
SetEmptyRgn. 1:156-157, 223, 460
SetEDF. 11:398, 404, 432-433, 493
SetEventMask, 11:27, 48-49, 455
SetFlnfo. 1:336, 361-362, 481
SetFLock, 11:401, 433-434, 493
SetFontl ock, 1:428, 486
SetFPos. 11:399-400, 404, 407, 430·
431, 492

SetFractEnable. 1:392, 428-430, 486
SetFScaleDisable. 1:386, 428-430, 486
SetHandleSize, 1:71, 94-95 , 455 ,
11:407

Setltem, 11:165-166, 192-193, 469
Setltemlcon, 11:168-169, 198-199,
471

SetltemMark, 11:167, 196-198, 470
SetltemStyle, 11:166, 195-196, 470

Set!Text. II :333, 362-363, 486
SetMenuBar. 11:155, 185-186, 468
SetMenuFlash. 11:201, 4 71
SetOrigin. 1:140-143, 168-169, 188·
189, 213, 462,

and control coordinates,
11 :272

SetPenState. 1:197, 247-249, 469
SetPort. 1:135-136, 167-168, 393,
462

SetPortBits . 1:136-137, 168-169, 462
SetPt. 1:119-120, 147-148, 458
SetPtrSize. 1:71, 94-95, 455
SetRect, 1:120, 149-150, 458
SetRectRgn, 1:156-157, 233, 4 60
SetResAttrs. 1:290, 293, 296, 312·
313, 477

SetResFileAttrs, 1:292, 296-297, 323324, 479

SetReslnfo. 1:290, 296, 310-311, 477
SetResload, 1:295-296, 309-310, 477
SetResPurge, 1:293-294, 320, 479
SetString, 1:380, 407-408, 483
Se!Time, 1:33, 53, 452
SetVol. II:393, 422-423, 490
SetWindowPic, 11:100, 130-131, 463
SetWordBreak, Il :239, 265-266, 477
SetWRefCon. 11:121-122, 461
SetWTitle, Il:121-122, 461
SFGetFile, 11:408-409 , 411 , 440-443,
495

SFPGe!File, II :408
SFPPutFile, 11:408
SFPutFile, II :407-408, 415-416, 443446, 495

SFReply record, II:407-409, 438439, 495

SFTypelist type, II:440-443, 495
Shadow, menu item attribute,
11:166, 195-196

Shapes, drawing . See specific
shapes
Shield rectangle, 11:35, 58
ShieldCursor, 11:35, 57-58, 457
Shift dow n key, II :220
Shift key, 11:18-19, 44, 370, 372
and disk ejection, 11:441
and keyboard events, ll:18
with modal dialogs, II:370
and mouse tracking , II :222,
252

for special routines, 11:35-36,
64-65

Shift operation, 1:30, 39-40, 449
ShowControl. II :274, 310-312, 481
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ShowCursor. II:35, 56-57, 457
ShowDltem, 11:363-364, 487
ShowHide, 11:122-123, 461
ShowPen, 1:192-193, 251-252, 470
ShowWindow, ll:111, 122-123, 341,
461
Signatures, 1:335-337, 358, 480
SignedByte ty pe, 1:73, 87, 453
Sines, 1:31, 48, 451
Size boxes, w indow, Il:74, 92, 97
Size region, window, 11 :77, 9394, 127
Size type, 1:73, 87, 453
SizeControl, II:272, 312-313, 481
SIZEOF, 1:26-27
Sizerect parameter , 11:104, 135136, 467
SizeResource, 1:290, 314-315, 380,
477
SizeWindow, 11 :105-106, 124-125,
462
Skinny Mac
m emory layout of, 1:505,
11 :515
RAM of, 1:59-61
system heap size of, 1:65
Slash, for keyboard aliases,
0 :150, 177-178
.Sony disk driver , 11:387
Sound buffer , 1:61
Sound numbers, 11:334-336, 377
Sound! field, II :353-354, 484
SpaceExtra, 1:394, 434-435, 487
Spaces
sticky space character,
11:207
and word-break routines,
11:238-239
Spacing, edit record, 11:208
SpareFlag fie ld, 11:108, 112-115,
459
Speaker, beeping of, 11:62-63,
229, 458
SpExtra field , and full justification,
II:218
Square roots, 1:31, 46
SrcCopy transfer mode, 1:198, 238241, 468
Stack, 1:17-18, 65-67, 84
and trap macro parameters,
1:22
Stack-based routines, 1:19-20
StackSpace, 1:84, 109-110, 457
Stage lists, 11:334, 354, 380-381

Index

Staged alerts, 11:334-335, 378,
489
Stagelist record, 11:353-354, 484
Standard File Package, 1:334,
354-356, 11:407-419, 438446, 495
Standard packages, 1:333-335,
354-357, 480
Standard patterns, 1:234-236, 467
Startup handle, 1:64, 337-338,
I1:413
Startup infor mation, 1:337-339,
349-352, 363-365, 479481, 11:401, 413-414, 416
Static text items, 11:329-330, 335,
352, 368, 384
StatText type, 11:329
Sticky space character , II:207
StillDown, ll:30, 51-52, 456
StopAlert, ll :331, 336, 367-369, 488
Stoplcon constant, 11:331, 367-369,
488
STR resource type, 1:380, 439,
501, 11:512
STR# resource ty pe, 1:380, 440·
441, 502, II:513
Str255 type, 1:28, 34, 447, 11:6
Strikes, and fonts, 1:387, 389-390
StringHandie type, 1:407-408, 483
StringPtr ty pe, 1:407-408, 483
Strings, 1:28-29, 34-37, 407-408,
447-448, 483
conversion of, 1:31, 49-50,
451
date and time, 1:33, 55-57,
453
formats of, 1:380-381
as parameters, 1:22
StringToNum, 1:31, 49-50, 451
StringWidth, 1:400, 436-438, 488
Structure region, window, 11:77
StuffHex, 1:30-31, 41-42, 449
for bit images, 1:117
for icons, 1:205
and pattern storing, 1:194
Styleltem type, 1:393, 487
Subdirectories, 11:395-396
SubPt, 1:121, 172-173, 463
Subtraction, fixed-point, 1:31
Switcher events, II:17, 39-40
SysBeep, II:62-63, 458
SysEqu definition file, I :21
SysErr definition file, 1:21

System clock
and events, ll:14-16, 19, 6062, 458
and insertion care t blinking,
ll:223, 254-255
and mouse movement, 0:31
System Error Handler, 1:523
System event mask, for event
posting, II:2 7
System file , 1:280, 333-334
and Disk Initialization
Package, II:407-408
System font, 1:384, 11 :143, 166
System globals
chart of, 1:539-541
m emory addresses fo r , 1:61
System heap , 1:65-67
System resource file, 1:280, 11:268
cursors in , ll :32
and desk accessories, 11:152
and disk drivers, 11:387
and window definition
functions, 11:90
System windows , Il:67
and accessories, 11:160-161
closing, 11:161
events in, 11:134-135, 11:464
and interception of events ,
II:21-22
SystemClick, ll:101, 134-135, 161,
464
SystemEdit, ll:163, 190-191, 469
SystemTask, 11:16 -17, 61-62, 223,
458
SysTraps trap macros, 1:21

Tab key
as Drive button, 11:445
and ModalDialog , II :342
and TEKey, II:224
and text boxes, 11:333
and word-break routines,
II:238-239
Tags, sector, ll:386
Tangent, 1:4 8 , 451
Target text, for search and
replace, ll:236-237, 261·
262
TEActivate, 11:223, 239, 254-255,
475
TEAutoView, II :223, 250-251 , 474
TECalText, II:210, 212, 24 7-248, 474
and FixText, 11:297
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TECalText-cont.
and TEUpdate, II:216

and word-break routines,
11:238
TEClick, Il:220, 251·253, 475
and AutoScroll, 11:291·293
and click-loop routines,
Il:237·238
and customized text
selection, 11:239
and dialogs, 11:342·343
and OoSelect, 11:222
and word-break routines,
II:238
TECopy, II:226, 257·258, 476
TECut, Il:226, 257·258, 476
TEDeactivate, Il:223, 239, 254·255,
475
TEDelete, Il:227·228, 258·259, 476
TEOispose, 11:212, 245-246, 341,
473
TEFromScrap, II:230, 260·261, 476
TEGetScraplen, Il:230, 259·260, 476
TEGetText, Il:211, 246·247, 473
TEHandle type, ll:206, 24Q.243, 472
TEldle, Il:223, 239, 254-255, 475
TElnit, 11:211, 244-245, 325, 473
TElnsert, II:227, 258-259, 476
TEJustCenter constant, II:218, 241·
243, 472
TEJustleft constant, Il:218, 241·
243, 472
TEJustRlght constant, 11:218, 241·
243, 472
TEKey, 11:224, Z56·257, 342, 475
Telength field, II:20G, 210·212,
241·243, 245·246, 472
Templates
alert, 11:332·334, 353·354,
367, 380-381, 484
control, 11:271, 304, 321,
332, 384
dialog, II:325·326, 329, 355·
356, 382, 484
scroll bar, 11:213·215
window, ll:86, 140, 420
TENew, II:211, 219, 245·246, 473
TEPaste, 11:226, 257·258, 476
TEPlnScroll, 11:218, 250·251, 288,
474
TEPtr type, 11:240·243, 472
TERec record, II:206, 240·243, 472
TEScrapHandle, 11:230, 259·260, 476
TEScroll, 11:218, 250-251, 286-288,
474
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TESelView, II:223, 250·251, 474

and program compatibility,
11:300
TESetJust, Il:218, 245, 247-248,
474
TESetScraplen, 11:230, 259·260, 476
TESetSelect, 0 :220, 253-254, 475
TESetText, 11:211·212, 220, 246·247,
473
TestControl , 11:315-316, 482
TEToScrap, 11:230, 260-261, 476
TEUpdate, II:216-218, 249·250, 474
Text
boxes. See Text boxes
characteristics of, 1:434-435,
487
of dialog items, II:362·363,
486
drawing of, 1:395·401, 435·
436, 487-488
editing of. See Text editing
and TextEdit
handles for, II:206, 211·213,
216
highlighting of, 11:219, 252254
items, static. See Static text
items
measuring of, 1:436-438, 488
of menu items, 11:165-166
and Quick.Draw, 1:393·394,
431·433, 487
rectangles, 11:291·293, 296·
297
scrap. See Text scrap
substitution of, in dialogs,
II:374·375, 489
wrapping of. See Wrapping,
of text
Text boxes, 11:372
editing in, II:375·376, 489
and item lists, Il:333
Text characteristics, port, 11:206
Text editing and TextEdit
automatic scrolling, 11:237·
238
customized text selection,
II:239
cutting and pasting, 11:226·
229, 257-258, 376, 476
display of, II:216·219, 223·
224, 254-255, 475
edit records. See Edit
records

Text editing and TextEdit-cont.
and keyboard input, 11:224·
226, 256·257, 475
preparation, II:211·215, 244·
247, 473
scrapless, II:258·259, 476
search and replace, 11:236·
237, 261-263, 477
selection, II:219·223, 239,
251-255, 475
and text scrap. See Text
scrap
word-break routines, 11:238·
239, 265·266
TEXT file type, 1:337
Text interface file, 1:18
Text menus. See Menus
TEXT resource type, 1:345, 380,
395, 438-439, 503, II:514
Text scrap, II:226·227, 244, 257259
accessing, 11:229·236, 259·
260, 476
compared to desk scrap,
Il:229-230
transfer of, 11:260·261, 476
TextBox, II:216, 249-250, 474
TextEdit. See Text editing and
TextEdit
TextFace, 1:393, 398, 434-435, 487,
11:206
TextFont, 1:393, 398, 434·435, 487,
II:206, 208
TextH field, 11:333, 349-351, 485
TextMode, 1:393, 434·435, 487,
Il:206
TextSlze, 1:393, 398, 434·435, 487,
Il:206
TextWidth , 1:400, 436·438, 488
TheEvent parameter, II:22, 45-46,
457
ThePort global variable, 1:112, 136,
164, 167·168, 462, 541
Thumbing, II:270
TlckCciunt, 1:212, II:15, 60·61, 458
Ticks global variable, 11:15, 60·61
Time, 1:33, 51-57, 452-453
posting of, for events, 11:15,
19
storing of, on volume
directory, 11:401, 426,
428
and system clock, 11:60·61
Title bars, window, 11:69·71, 326
Toggling, of menu items, 11:165
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Toolbox, rI:2
traps for, I:14, 16
See also Initialization, of
Toolbox
ToolEqu definition file, I:21
Toollntf interface unit, I:18
ToolTraps trap macros, 1:21
TopMem, 1:89-90, 454
TrackBox, 11:107-108, 135-137, 465
TrackControl, II:280-281, 317-318,
482
and alerts, II:336
and dialogs, 11:342-343
and dials, II:286
and scrolling, 0:288-289
TrackGoAway, 11:106-107, 135-137,
465
Tracks, disk, Il:385-388
Transcendental Functions
Package, 1:334, 354-356
Transfer modes, I:196-197, 237241, 467-468
Trap Dispatcher
and error reporting, 1:75
handler routine, 1:14-15
Trap handle rs, 1:13
Trap macros, 1:20-21, 525-532,
11:408, 535-547
Trap numbers, 1:14
Trap vectors, 1:14
memory addresses for, I:61
Trap words, 1:14-15, 532-538,
11 :547-559
Traps, 1:13-16
Trigonometric functions, 1:31,
48, 451
TxFace field, 11:206, 241-243, 245,
472
TxFont field, 11:206, 241-243, 245,
472
TxMode field, 11:206, 241-243, 472
TxSize field, 11:206, 208, 241-243,
472
Type declarations, Pascal, 11:5-6
Typecasting, I:24, 74
Typefaces, 1:382-384
in dialogs, II:347-348, 376377, 489
See also Fonts

U, for underline character
attribute, 11:166, 195-196

J
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Underscore symbol, for trap
macros, 1:21
Undo command, II :147
keyboard alias for, 11:150
and SystemEdit, 11:163
UndoCmd constant, Il :163, 190-191,
469
UnionRect, 1 : 1 ~4 , 177-178, 464
UnlonRgn, 1:129, 181-182, 465
Unlque11D, I:317-318, 478
UnlquelD, 1:292-293, 317-318, 478
Unit numbers, for drivers, 1:343
UnloadScrap, 1:347, 370-371, 483
UnloadSeg, I:333, 351-352, 480
UnmountVol, II:395, 424-425, 491
Unsigned integers
for character positions,
11:210, 242
and selection range, 11:220
for text length, 11:206, 259
Up arrow keys, and scrolling,
11:269, 275, 288, 441, 444
Update events, 11:17, 92, 95-100,
128-130, 366
compared to window
pictures, rI:131
and control display , 11:274
and lnvalRect, 11:407
priority of, 11 :20-21
and text display, 11:216
Update rectangle, 11:216
Update regions, window, 1:202,
204, 11:95-99, 129-130,
463
UpdateEvt event type, 11:97
UpdateResFile, 1:292, 318-319, 478
UpdtControls, 11:274, 310-312, 481
UpdtDialog , 11:365-366, 487
Upgr ading, and new ROMs, I:15
UprString , 1:29, 35-37, 448
User interface, 1:1, 11:1-2
UseResFile, 1:281, 302-303, 289,
475
Userltem item type, 11:333-334
Uses declaration, 1:18-19
UseWFont constant, 11:273, 304-306,
479

V, as Paste keyboard alias, 11:150
ValidRect, 11:98-99, 129-130, 294,
463
ValidRgn, 11:98-99, 129-130, 463

Variables
assembly language, I:539541
global. See Global variables
memory allocation for, I:65
as parameters, I:22
VBL (vertical blanking) interrupt,
11:14-15, 54
Vector tables, 1:14
Version data resource, 1:340
Vertical bar, b linking, 11 :208,
219, 223, 239, 362
Vertical blanking interrupt, 11:1415, 54
VHSelect record, I:119, 147-148,
458
View rectangles, 11:206-209, 241242
adjusting of, to destination
rectangles, 11:286-287
coordinates of, 11:245
for DoNew, ll:213
rewrapping of text in ,
H:224, 246-247, 249
scrolling in, 11:218-219
and TEScroll, 11:250
and text rectangles, Il:297
Visibility
of controls, 11:273-274, 302,
305, 310-312, 481
of cursor, 11:35
of dialog items, 11 :363-364
of windows. See Window
visibility
Visible parameter, 11:111, 117-118,
460
Visible region, 1:139-147, 160161, 187, 11:81, 97, 128
Visual effects, and window
resizing, 11:106
VolOHLlnErr e rror code, Il:395, 437438, 494
Volumes, 11:392-395, 421-422,
490
buffe rs, 11 :393-394, 401, 424
current, U:392-393, 422-423,
490
ejection of, 11:424-425
flus hing of, II :394, 404, 424425, 428, 491
mounting of, 11 :393, 395,
409, 424-425
names, 11:392, 410
reference n umbe r, 11:392393, 439, 423
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WaitMouseUp, Il:30, 51·52, 456
Wedges, 1:215-217, 260·262, 472·
473
What field, Il:19, 37-38, 455
and DoEvent, 11:23
and keyboard events, II :157
and window events, II:93,
97
When field, 11:19, 37-38, 48, 455
Where field, 11:19, 37-38, 48, 50,
455
WIND resource type, 11 :118, 139·
140, 514·515
Window data records
compared to window
records, 11 :85
and DoRevert, II :404
and DoSave, 11:401
type definition for, 11:212·
213
and window drawing, 11:216
and WlndowDlrty, 11:225
Window events
event messages for, II :43
and event queue, Il:49
interception of, Il:21
priority of, 11:20
and system event mask,
11:27
See also Activate and
deactivate events; Update
events
Window highlighting, Il:127-128,
462
and BrlngToFront, 11 :126
of close region, 11 :106, 136
and SelectWindow, 11 :134
of title bar, II:70· 71
of zoom region, 11:136
Window positioning, 11:69, 126·
127, 462
and GetNewWlndow, 11:86, 118
and HldeWlndow, 11:123
Window visibility, Il:69, 113
and NewWlndow, ll:118
and showing and hiding
windows, 11:122·123
and TrackGoAway, 11:136·137
and window offsetting,
11:111
WindowDef Proc field , II :90, 112·115,
459
WindowKind field, II:112-113, 161,
326, 461
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Wlndowllst system global, 11:82,
114-115
WindowPeek type, 11:81·82, 112·113,
459
WindowPic field, 11:100, 112·115,
459
WindowPtr type, 11:81·83, 112·113,
459
WindowRecord record, II:83, 112·
115, 459
Windows
accessory, 11:68·69, 92, 118
activating and deactivating.
See Activate and
deactivate events
application, 11:67
and bit maps, 1:131·132
classes of, 11:113, 119, 358
closing, II:73-74
and controls, ll:120, 271·
272, 304·306
creating, 11:83-87, 119, 460,
data record for. See
Window data records
definition functions, 11:90·92,
113, 117, 326
definition ID for, 11:83, 90,
118
destroying, 11:87·90, 120·121,
460,
dimensions of, ll:136
dirty . See Dirty windows
document, 11:68-70
and edit records, 11:212
event messages for, 11:43
events involving. See
Window events
file reference number of,
ll:225
as graphics ports, 11:79·82,
113
highlighting of. See Window
highlighting
list, 11 :82, 113·114, 116·117,
120
manager port, II:137·138,
465
and mouse, II:100·109, 132·
137, 464
moving of, 11:71·73, 124·125,
462
offsetting, 11:109-111
owning, 11 :271-273, 305
pictures, 11:100, 130·131,
463

Windows-<:ont.
pointers, 11:81-83
ports for, 1:135, 139-143,
146, 0 :83, 106, 297
positioning of. See Window
positioning
records, JI:79·83, 112-115,
350, 459
reference constants for,
ll:119·121
regions of, 11:77, 80
resizing of, 11:106, 285, 293·
300
and resources, 1:276
and scroll bars. See Scroll
bars
selection of, 11:133·134, 464
setting properties of, 11:121·
122, 461
setting size of, 11:77·79, 104·
106, 12.4-125, 293-300,
462
showing and hiding of,
11:122·123, 461
size region of, 11:127
structure of, 11:69-79
system. See System windows
templates for , 11:86, 140,
420
titles for, 11:69·70, 118, 121
types of, 11:90-92
update region in, 1:202, 204
updating of. See Update
events
visibility of. See Window
visibility
visible region of, Il:81, 97,
128
zooming of. See Zooming, of
windows
WlndowType parameter, 11:90, 117·
118, 462
With statements, and dangling
pointers, 1:78
Word boundaries, 1:8
Word wrap. See Wrapping, of
text
WordBreak field, 11:238-243, 472
Word-break routines, 11:207,
238-239, 248, 265·266,
477

Words
data, 1:8, 40-41, 11:8
text, 11:207, 220, 248

676
Wrapping, of text, 11:207, 212,
242, 247-248, 474
and TEUpdate, 11:216
and word-break routines,
II:238-239
Wrapping rectangles. See
Destination rectangles
Wristwatch cursor, 11:33, 35,
390, 402
WrlteResource, 1:293, 318·319, 478
WStateData record, 11:124·125, 462
WStorage pointer, II :83

X, as Cut keyboard alias, 11:150
XOrRgn. 1:129, 181·182, 465

Index
YourCllkLoop model, 11:263-264, 477
YourFllterFunctlon model, 11:373
YourWordBreak model, 11:265-266,

477

Z, as Undo keyboard alias, 11:150
ZeroScrap, 1:346, 369-370, 482,
11:231, 261
Zoom boxes, window, 11:70, 74
definition functions for,
11:92
and program compatibility,
11:108-109
Zoom region, window, 11:77

Zoom region-<:ont.
events in, 11:107-109, 135·
137, 465
highlighting of, 11:136
ZoomDocProc constant, 11:92, 108,
117·119, 460
Zooming, of windows, 11:70, 7477, 124-125
and mouse tracking, 11:135·
136
and program compatibility,
11:74, 108-109, 113
and TrackBox, 11:107-108
ZoomNoGrow constant, 11:92, 108,
117-119, 460
ZoomWlndow, 11:108, 124-125, 462

Macintosh® Revealed,
Volume One: Unlockln~ the
Toolbox, Second Edition
Stephen Chernicoff

1cintosh Revealed, Volume One

the most successful Macintosh
:hnical programming book com~rcially published. Now, in addi·
in to covering the I 28K and
2K Macintosh, the second edition
ncentrates on the Macintosh Plus
d its expanded memory manage~nt, 1/0 routines, graphics and
ct handling, and serial communi·
tions.
1is edition has been completely
dated with all the laiest Mac feares including the new keyboard
routs, character codes for expandLaserWriter,™ font families and
cess, ROM resources, and graphic
murces. Together with Volume
rn, the nearly 500 ROM routines
it make up the Macintosh Tool·
,x are described.
1pics covered include:
All the Tools You Need
Putting the Tools to Work
Thanks for the Memory
Any Port in a Storm
Quick on the Draw
Summoning Your Resources
Getting Loaded
Upstanding Characters
Appendices: Toolbox Summary,
Resource Formats, Macintosh
Memory Layouts, Key Codes
and Character Codes, Error
Codes, Summaries of Assembly·
Language Variables, and Trap
Macros and Trap Words.
0 Pages, rn x 91/• , Softbound
BN: 0.£72-48400-5
). 48400, $26.95

Macintosh® Hard Disk
Management
Charles A. Rubin and Bencion J Calica

This is the ideal companion book
for all Macintosh owners who have
a hard disk or are considering the
purchase of one.
Readers will discover how the disk
works, as well as pick up important information on how to recover
files, rebuild the desktop, replace
files, and install fonts and desk
accessories.
Topics covered include:
• Hardware
• Th·e System Folder Files
• The Finder
• Ponts, DAs, and the Pont/ DA
Mover
• Organizing Hard Disk Files
• Sharing Files with a Hard Disk
• Using File or Disk Copying
Programs
• Printing from a Hard Disk
• Backing Up a Hard Disk
• Disk Optimizing Utilities
• Font and Disk Accessory
Extenders
• Fkeys. !nits, and Chooser
Resources
• Finder Alternatives
• Preventive Measures
• Troubleshooting and Repairs
• Appendices: Glossary of Terms,
List of Products
300 Pages, H• x 91/i, Softbound
ISBN: 0-672-48403-X
No. 48403, $19.95

Macintosh® Revealed,
Volume Three: Mastering the
Toolbox

How to Write Macintosh®
Software, Second Edition

Stephen Chemicoff

Written for professional developers
and serious hobbyists, this is the
best source of information on the
intricacies of the Macintosh operating system, and in particular the
Memory Manager.
This new edition explains how ap·
plications programs on the Macintosh work, how to create and
debug professional-quality programs,
and how to use C to program the
Macintosh. Many new topics, including Macintosh II, Macintosh SE,
MultiFinder, Macintosh Program·
mer's Workshop, and the 68020
and 68030 microprocessors, are in·
eluded as well as revised and updated information on all its
previous topics. Its in-depth discussion of high-quality debugging
makes it the preferred reference for
programmers and software applica·
tions developers.
Topics covered include:
• Getting Started
• Adding Features
• Writing a Program
• Using C
• Loops
• Functions, Subroutines, and
Subprograms
• Using Macintosh Features
600 Pages, Hi x 91/i , Softbound
ISBN: 0.£72-48429-3
No. 48429, $28.95

A continuation of the "Macintosh
Revealed" series, this third volume
focuses on the User Interface Toolbox and how these unique routines
can enhance programming.
This Toolbox provides programmers
with a uniform set of procedures
for manipulating graphic images,
text, overlapping windows, pulldown menus, and many other
Macintosh features. Through fully
worked program examples, the
book explores secrets of the Toolbox in great detail and includes
such topics as printing and sound
generation, the List Manager, the
customized Toolbox, desk accessories and Switcher.
Topics covered include:
• Unlocking the Secrets
• Rolling Your Own
• In the Driver's Seat
• Looking Good on Paper
• Sound and Fury
• Accessories after the Fact
• Making a List, Checking It
Twice
• Odds and Ends
• Appendices: Toolbox Summary,
Resource Formats, Error Codes,
Trap Macros and Trap Words,
Assembly Language Variables,
Program Listings
600 Pages, 7l/4 x 9If•, Softbound
ISBN: 0-672-48402-1
No. 48402, $26.95

Seo/I Knaster

Visit your local book retailer, use the order form provided, or call 800-428-SAMS.

MPW and Assembly Language
Programming for the
Macintosh®
Seo/I Kronick

This introduction to MPW for
programmers is the first to teach
Macintosh assembly language.
Macintosh Programmer's Workshop
(M PW) is the new programming development system for the Macintosh and one of the most
sophisticated microcomputer
programming development systems
in existence.
This book is a clear and carefully
written introduction lo MPW, assembly language, Pascal, and C. II
will help beginning and intermedi·
ale programmers write assembly
language, Pascal, and C programs
using the Macintosh Toolbox.
Topics covered include:
The Macintosh Programmer's
Workshop
• A Sample Program in
Assembly Language
• Fundamental File Commands
• Start Up and Files
• Command Language
• Make and Structured Commands
The Assembly Tutorial
• Slots
• First Lines of Assembly Code
• The ABC's of Blocks of Code
• QuickDraw Inside the Window
• Structured Programming with
Blocks
• The Keyboard
• Menus
The MPW and Assembly
Dictionaries
• The MPW Shell Command
Language
• The 68000 Instruction Set
with Directives and Toolbox
Traps
352 Pages, 731. x 9'I•, Softbound
ISBN: 0-672-48409-0
No. 48409, $24.95

The Macintosh® Advisor
Cynthia Ha"iman and Bencion Calica

Newly updated lo include MulliFin·
der™, this book provides advice on
shortculling some of the Macin·
losh's elementary procedures lo use
ii more productively.
MulliFinder is the first mullilasking
operating system for the Mac which
allows users to work with multiple
applications al the same time.
Learn how to use th is system up·
grade to its fullest extent, while
gaining a better understanding of
RAM disks, memory management,
and other features. The book also
examines powerful hardware op·
lions such as hard disks, RAM upgrades, and the LaserWriter rn and
includes troubleshooting procedures
for quickly isolating and solving
computer problems.
Topics covered include:
• The Finder: Macintosh's
Operating System
• Speeding Applications
• Desk Accessories and FKeys
• Customizing Applications
• Disk Managemenl Utilities
• RAM Upgrades and Hard Disk
Drives
• Options for Beller Input and
Output
• IBM lo Mac: Transferring Data
• Troubleshooting
• Appendices: Shopping Lists,
Sources, Technical References
320 Pages, 731. x 9'/• , Softbound
ISBN: 0-8104-6569-8
No. 46569, $19.95

Object-Oriented
Programming for the
Macintosh®

dBASE Mac® Programme1's
Reference Guide
Edward C Jones

Kurt J. Schmucker

This detailed guide for using arid
With this book, gain insight into
programming in dBASE for the
the fundamental object-oriented con· Macintosh® was wrillen especially
cepls of objects, classes, instances,
for those who need to lake full admessage passing and method calls, vantage of the program's available
and into advanced topics like meta- power.
classes and multiple inheritance.
This book highlights programming
Learn to customize MacApp and
applications using modular cod~ to
avoid programming resizable win·
develop complete applications or
dows, dialog boxes, and scroll bars any purpose. It provides a detziled
from scratch. Investigate QuadWorld explanation of how lo use the rela·
and the major Macintosh objecllional powers of the software, \S
oriented languages.
well as how lo add and edit
records with full error tracking and
Topics covered include:
data verification, system design
• Why Object-Oriented
and file transfer from DOS.
Programming?
Current DOS dBASE users will
• The Basics of Object-Oriented
learn how lo lake advantage of the
Programming
unique Macintosh graphical inl ~ r
• Object Pascal
face when they program or us-:
• Introduction lo MacApp
dBASE Mac.
• Mini-QuadWorld-A Small
MacApp Application
Topics covered include:
• The Most Frequently Asked
• Creating and Modifying File.>
Questions about MacApp
• Working with Display View;
• The Flow of Events in MacApp
• Managing Data
• QuadWorld-A Fuli MacApp
• Working with Related Files
Application
• Building Applications
• Advanced MacApp Features
• System Design
• Advanced Concepts in Objecl• Procedural Flow in a dBASS
Orienled Programming
Mac Procedure
• Smalllalk
• Adding and Modifying Records
• Lisa Clascal and the Lisa
Under Procedural Control
Toolkit
• User Input and Output
• An Overview of Other Object• dBASE Mac for dBASE Ill
Oriented Languages on
Programmers
Macintosh
• Sample/ Design Application ~
• Appendices: The Macintosh User • Appendix: dBASE Mac
Interface Standard, and Object·
Commands
Oriented Programming Languag·
300
Pages, 7314 x 9 Softbou id
es, Suppliers and User Groups
ISBN: 0-672-48416-1
624 Pages, 731. x 9Y• , Softbound
No. 484 16, 519.95
ISBN: 0-8 I 04-6565-5
No. 46565, 534.95

v. ,

Visit your local book retailer, use the order form provided, or call 800-428-SAMS.
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HyperTalk™ Programming
Version 1.2, Revised Edition
Dan Shafer

iis comprehensive tutorial covers
rery feature of HyperTalk Version
2 from basic theory to practical
:amples. Two complete scripts for
1plications are provided including
ie which enables "semi-autoatic" programming. Details on
iw to extend HyperTalk with
her programming languages are
eluded as is an explanation
1tlining how to use graphics,
1und, and communications. A
iecial wall poster provides a quick
ference to HyperTalk commands
1d functions.
ipics covered include:
I Object-Oriented Programming
Concepts
I System Messages
I Keyboard, Mouse, and File 1/0
Control Structures and Logical
Ops
I Card and Stack Control Methods
Text and Data Management
Dialogs
Managing Menus and Tools
Graphics and Visual Effects
Sound and Music Basics
Math Operators and Functions
Action-Taking, Property-Related,
and Communications Commands
Script-Related and Miscellaneous
Commands
Tips, Traps, and Techniques
Extending HyperCard with
Resources, Icons, and External
Tools and Programming Aids
HyperQuiz and Semi-Automatic
Programming Script
Appendices: HyperTalk
Vocabulary, ASCII Chart,
HyperCard Resources
10 Pages. 73'4 x 9Y4, Softbound
BN: 0-672-48439-0
D.

IBM® PC and Macintosh®
Networking
Stephen l. Michel

IBM PC and Macintosh owners and
users who want to combine the
power or their machines will welcome this complete resource for
networking the IBM PC and the
Macintosh using TOPS and AppleShare.
This book details the specifics or
using the Macintosh and the IBM
PC on the same network, including
transferring files, sharing printers,
transporting data from IBMsoftware
to Mac and vice versa, and mixing
word processing and spreadsheet
programs.
Full of networking details, th is
thorough coverage or TOPS soft·
ware (one of PC Magazine's "The
Best of I986" products) details how
to create usefuI files and share
printers and external disk drives.
Topics covered include:
• How the Macintosh and PC
Really Differ
• TOPS
• AppleShare
• Coexistence
• Managing the Network
• Appendices: Glossary, ASCII
Character Sets, Using Postscript
Printers
328 Pages, H4 x 9Y4 , Softbound
ISBN: 0-672-48405-6
No. 48405, $21.95

Advanced Macintosh® Pascal
Paul Goodman

MacAccess: Information
in Motion

Denn Gengle and Steven Smith
Beginning where most Pascal books
leave off, this book introduces
This book examines the software
programmers to the advanced skills and hardware required for successneeded to produce "real" appli·
ful data transfer and offers a stepcations.
by-slep discussion or a sample
telecommunications session, clearly
Not only does this book discuss
explaining how to send and receive
Pascal's "power" structures,
thoroughly examining sets, pointers, text files. During detailed presenta·
lion or the telecommunications sesand records, it also covers basic
sion, the focus is set on solutions
and advanced QuickDraw routines,
to common communications
data types, programming techniques, and how to use the Macin· problems.
tosh Toolbox.
II includes in-<lepth discussions on
connecting the Macintosh® to other
Topics covered include:
computers, sharing and transferring
• Macintosh System and Memory
data between machines, protocols,
Overview
cabling, and conversion procedures.
• Advanced Pascal Structures
With this book, you can easily and
• Files and File Programming
efficiently share data between your
• ISAM
Macintosh and other computers and
• Event Programming
keep your vital information nowing
• QuickDraw Techniques
to where it will do you the most
• The lnline Routines- Accessing
good.
the Toolbox
• Advanced QuickDraw
Topics covered include:
• A Complete Application-The
• Information in Motion
Logger
• Executives Backgrounder
• The Standard Apple Numerical
• Telecommunications
Environment
• A Soffour of MicroPhone
• Appendices: Macintosh
• Communication Command
Pascal Version 2.0, lnline
Languages
Routine Trap Addresses, and
• Links and Hints
Decimal lo ~exadecimal Table
• Telephone Management
304 Pages, P/i x 9Y4, Softbound
• Advanced Topics by Section
ISBN: 0-672-46570- I
• Appendices: Mac ASCII
No. 46570, $19.95
Chart, File to File Import/Export Charts, Sources Directory,
Families, Bibliography for Further Reference, and Feedback
and CTG Newsletter Sheet
304 Pages, 7314 x 91/1, Softbound
ISBN: 0-672-46567-1
No. 46567, $2 1.95

48439, $24.95

Visit your local book retailer, use the order form provided, or call 800-428-SAMS.

Macintosh® Multiplan®
Joan Lasselle and Carol Ramsay

Drive your Macintosh through income statements, sales reports, and
expense budgets with the powerful
electronic worksheet, Multiplan.
Here is all you need to create, use,
and revise Multiplan to your
specifications. The step-by-step instructions simplify critical functions
like how to enter text labels. numbers, and formulas, how to adjust
worksheets, and how to use Multiplan templates.
Topics covered include:
• Using Your Macintosh
• Entering Information in a
Worksheet
• Revising a Worksheet
• Absolute and Relative Cell
References
• Inserting Rows and Columns
• Changing Columns
• Templates
224 Pages, rn x 91/1 , Softbound
ISBN: 0-8104-6555-8
No. 46555, $16.95

Basic Microsoft® BASIC for
the Macintosh®

Forthcoming
HyperTalk™ Tips and
Techniques

James S Coan and Louisa Coan

Dan Shafer

Develop a solid foundation in
programming of Microsoft BASIC
with step-by-step instructions, sample programs, and screen illustrations that guide you in writing
control routines, subroutines, and
complete programs quickly and
easily.
Learn how to access Macintosh
QuickDraw, ROM, highlight short
and simple programs with additional capabilities, save memory with
options base, initialize options, and
much more.
Topics covered include:
• Getting Started
• Adding Features
• Writing Programs
• Loops
• Packages in BASIC: Functions,
Subroutines, and Subprograms
• Pictu re Windows: Using
Macintosh Features
• Pigeonholes Galore (Arrays)
• Miscellaneous Applications
• Graphics
• Using Macintosh QuickDraw
Graphic Routines
• Files
• Random-Access Files
• Random-Access Address List
• Appendices: The Microsoft
BASIC Menu Bar, Using the
Disk, ASCII and Special
Character Chart, Microsoft
BASIC Functions. Listing of
Programs, Solution Programs
for Even-Numbered Problems
448 Pages, 7l/4 x 9V1 , Softbound
ISBN: 0-8104-6558-2
No. 46558, S19.95

Written for programmers and developers, this book is a collection
of more than I00 helpful pieces of
information about HyperTalk, the
programming language built into
Apple® 's HyperCardlll. It offers
readers with some experience in
HyperTalk programming a chance
to learn the ins and outs or
programming from one or the bestknown and widely recognized
HyperTalk scripting experts.
Solutions to dozens of bugs, deficiencies, and pitfalls lying in wait
for the unsuspecting HyperTalk
programmer are documented as are
suggestions for handling some of
the most often nee<led HyperTalk
tasks. The book provides special
shortcuts, speed-ups, and enhancements and a wealth of additional
information that isn't available
from any other source.
Topics covered include:
• Creating an Invisible Cursor
• Building an Index of Stack
Contents Automatically
• Checking a Field's Content for
Data Type
• Multiword and Multifield Signs
• Protecting a Stack and Script
from Mis-use
• How to Construct HyperText
Applications in HyperCard
• Dealing with HyperCard's Limits
and Performance Issues
300 Pages, 7314 x 9V4 , Softbound
ISBN: 0-672-48427-7
No. 48427, $21.95

Understanding HyperTalkn
Don Shafer

Understanding HyperTalk

Visit your local book retailer, use the order form provided, or call 800-428-SAMS.

I

bri ng~

the power and fascination or
programming in HyperTalk to th ise
Macintosh® owners who want to
customize their environment will
Apple® 's HyperCard™.
Written by the author of the bes ·
selling HyperTalk Programming,
this book will be most useful to
people who are deciding whether
to buy HyperCard and to people
who want to teach themselves ot
others HyperCard programming end
stacks.
Topics covered include:
• Programming Basics
• Object-Oriented Programming
Ideas
• HyperCard Refresher
• HyperTalk Building Blocks
• System Messages
• Input/ Output
• Loops and Conditional
Processing
• Navigational Commands
• Data Management Commands
• User Interface Commands
• Graphics and Visual Effects
• Sound and Music
• Math Functions and Operator>
• Action-Taking Commands
• Property
• Interface to the Outside Worlc
• Stack Design Considerations
300 Pages, 7 x 9, Softbound
ISBN: 0-672-27283-0
No. 27283, $17.95
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The Software Featured in
MACINTOSH REVEALED
Available on Disk
If you want to produce programs with that professional
Macintosh look, you'll want a copy of the MiniEdit source disk,
now available directly from the author.
·
MiniEdit is a simple interactive text editor that shows you how to use the
Macintosh User Interface Toolbox in an actual application program. The
program already includes all the Toolbox calls you need to implement the
standard features of the Macintosh user interface. By using it as a shell
within which to develop your own Macintosh applications, you can avoid
"reinventing the wheel" for every program you write.
The latest version of the MiniEdit source disk, version 2.0, contains the
complete source code of the program as it appears in Volume Three of this
series, Mastering the Toolbo(<:. This version of the program has been
expanded to include a full-featured printing capability, as well as bug fixes
and minor enhancements. The disk also includes a complete desk
accessory, a window definition function, and more, all of which are fully
explained in Volume Three. If you prefer, you may order the original
version 1.1, exactly as listed in Appendix Hof this volume.
To order your MiniEdit disk, complete the order form below and return
it along with payment in check or money order, payable directly to the
author, Stephen Chernicoff. Sorry, we are not equipped to accept payment
by credit card or company purchase or der. Please include $3.50 ($5.00
outside continental North America) to cover postage and handling.
California residents please add 7% sales tax. Prices subject to change.

Mail your order to:
MiniEdit Disk
P.O. Box 7537
Berkeley, California 94707-0537

Organization----------- - - - - - - - - - - -Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ __ _ __ __ _ _ __
City/State/Zip - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - Please send me:

D
D

MlnlEdlt
MiniEdlt

2.0 ($29.95 plus postage and handling)
1.1 ($2.2.95 plus po ~tage and handling)

I understand that if I am not completely satisfied, I may return the
undamaged disk within 10 days for .a complete refund.

I

.

HAYDEN
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Macintosfi
Revealed
Programming with the Toolbox
V o 1 u m e T w o· • S e ·c o n d E d i
Master thesecrets of your Macintosh with Macintosb Revealed.
This two-volume set explores the Macintosh User Interface Toolbox,
the nearly 500 built-inROM routines that ensure that all Macintosh
software consistently shares the same easy, intuitive user interface.
Volume One, Unlocking tr.I? Toolbo.~ presented the underl~ng
foundations on which the Toolbox is built. Now,Vclume Two,
Programming with tbe Toolbox, Gescribes the higher-level parts
of the Toolbox that implement the revolutionary Macintosh user
interface. Here you'll learn how to monitor the user's adions with
the mouse and keyboard, how to structure yourprogram torespond
to them, and how to incorporate
such distinctive Macintosh features
as overlapping windows,pulldown
menus, cut-and-paste text editing,
scroll bars, and dialog boxes. In
this updated Macintosh Plus edi·
tion you'll learn about many of
the new and enhanced features
included in the expanded 128K

About the Author
Stephen Chernicoff has been
programmingcomputers since
1962 and writing about them
since 1976. Agraduate of Prince·
tonUniversity, withan advanced degree in Computer Science
from the University of California at Berkeley, Steve met his first
mouse in 1977 at the Xerox PaloAlto Research Center (PARC)
and has been mousing around ever since.

t

i on

ROM. Among the new topics covered are: Hierarchical File System ·
(HFS) and 800K double-sided disks, new Standard File and Disk
Initialization packages,window zooming and zoom boxes,scrollable
menus, automatic teA1 scrolling, and function key (FKEY) routines.
Both Volumes One and Two feature additional trap numbers and
error codes.
The principles of Toolbox programming are demonstrated
by a fullyworked Pase!! application program: a simple interactive
text editor named MiniEdit, which also has been updated to ·'
incorporate the new features. As each pan of the Toolbox is discus.sed,
its use is illustrated in detail by
examining the relevant routines
of the exampleprogram. Extensive
reference sections and assembly·
language reference boxes sum·
marii.e all you need to know to
use the Toolbox in your own
application programs.

From1980 to 1984, Steve was
with Apple Computer Inc. where
he seIVed as editor-in-chief ofthe
publications deparunen~ contrib·
uted to the earlydevelopment of the Lisa computer, and helped
write Apple's Inside Macilllosb documentation. He is alsothe
• author ofacollege-level Pascal textbook
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